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AN EGYPTIAN ST. CHRISTOPHEK

By H. K. hall

With Plate i.

This curious bronze figure in the British Museum (No. 61206) represents the god

Bes carrying on his shoulders a child. It formed the top of a staff or sceptre, with a

papyrus-head, on which the figure stands. The god, bow-legged and tailed, is naked and

feather-crowned; he does not appear to have or to have had a beard: his chevelure is

thick and full. His right arm (broken off from above the wrist) is bent; with the left

hand he grasps the left leg of the child, short-haired and evidently a boy, who sits

astride his shoulders, facing inwards, holding on to the god’s head-dress with both hands,

the right reaching at the back to the top of the feathers while the left holds the base of
^

the head-dress. From the condition of the bronze it is impossible to say whether his

head bore the sidelock or not, but that the child is Horus (Harpokrates) I think is

hardly doubtful. Bes is acting as his 'natha^oy^o^. We have here then a very curious

iconographic parallel in ancient Egypt with the Christopher-figure of our mediaeval

churches.

The figure is probably of early Roman age, but may be earlier. The beardlessness

of the god, if this is a fact, and the beard has not been broken off, might be an argument

in favour of an earlier date, though the British Museum has a beardless Bes of fayence

that is not older than the Ptolemaic period. That it is not possible to say definitely

that a beard did not originally exist is due to the condition of the bronze, which had

probably been burnt and is badly corroded. It has been most successfully cleaned in

the British Museum Laboratory, for until a year or so ago it was merely a mass of oxide,

from which no intelligible group could have been surmised. The object has been in the

Museum probably for over a century, but its nature was unrecognizable until after it

had been cleaned. Its provenance is unknown.

Journ. of E^^ypt. Arch. xv. 1
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S03IE NOTES ON MATEKIAL FOR THE REIGN OF
AMENOPHIS III

By S. E. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates ii—iv.

I. Fragment of a statue of Amenophis, son of Hapu.

The lower part of a black granite figure, B.M. 103^, is so poor a shadow of its former

self that it has not attracted the small attention it deserves (PI. ii, fig. 2). Ninety years

ago, when the now familiar squatting type of statue was scarcely represented in museums,

this fragment was considered worthy of inclusion (with an engraved plate) in one^ of a

series of volumes called The Library of Entertaining Knowledge “published under the

superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.” To the anony-

mous compiler of this book the interest of the object lay in a comparison of the figure’s

posture with the “oriental” (more strictly, Mongolian) fashion of sitting, and especially

with a figure in a drawing of the caves of Kinnesi by Daniell. He is not concerned to

remark on the hieroglyphic inscriptions which cover the figure, although these are “un-

rolled” in his accompanying illustration®. Though the majority of the signs are there

recognisable, this is not an adequate publication of the object.

The statue in its original state was that of a scribe squatting in the familiar cross-

legged position, wearing a skirt reaching to his knees. An oval writing palette with two

ink wells rests on his left thigh, and a cord by which to attach the palette (when not

in use) to his person hangs down over the thigh. On his lap he holds a half-opened

papyrus roll, part of which is still unrolled in his left hand. The text inscribed on the

open part of the roll is written for convenient reading by the statue rather than by the

Egyptologist, for whom, as he faces the figure, the signs are upside-down. The text starts,

not at the beginning of the roll, held in the right hand, but at the extreme edge of the

skirt where it joins the plinth under the right leg. It ends, more properly, when it

reaches the unrolled portion of the papyrus. The figure squats on a plinth which is semi-

elliptical in shape the back being curved. Round the sides of the plinth run two short

inscriptions which share as their initial group the signs (read —») ^ in the centre of the

front of the plinth. On top, and in front of the figure, is another short line of inscrip-

tion. The statue was of excellent workmanship, as the fine modelling of the exposed

parts of the legs still shows.

1 Budge, Guide to the Egyptian Galleries {^Sculpture), 154, no. 555.
2 The British Museum; Egyptian Antiquities (Charles Knight; London, 1836), ii, 30, 31.
3 Op, cit.^ 31.

The plinth is 1 ft. 9| ins. wide and 1 ft, 11^ ins. deep; the total height of the object today is

1 ft. Ij ins. Nothing is known as to its provenance.
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NOTES ON MATERIAL FOR THE REIGN OF AMENOPHIS III 3

The following inscriptions on the statue survive^:

1. Across the lap and papyrus-roll, in vertical columns between lines, reading

from right to left.

(3) <? s ^j^ f 1 , 1 7 1
1 S •‘•I®!

H

CTI I

3 /^VW/A

> 7:17^ I

I I I

^ S(V

Avwvv\
^
n

j-j

III©

(8)
, ^ (9)

SIC SIC n

m 2 l11 (
12

)

(
10

)

DOO

BUTE'S)-
A/vwvv\ <“*1© k £1

2. Round the plinth, starting in the centre of the front, two separate texts,

meeting at the centre of the back.

(a) Reading from right to left:

A
/vvvwv\

-A •a^lllEHIsTE^
4 fl

U
[ I 1 I

«
I

(6) Reading from left to right:

D / Q

5 LA ivvvv\/v\

( L O

•EOT- ,

corner y /wvwa

o

^—

a

A 1 1 ^ Lu [m

3. On top of plinth, in front of the figure; from right to left.

S2C

\ I t

©

Translation.

1, Placed as a favour from the King in the temple of Amiin in Karnah, for the Here-

ditary Prince and Count, Chief of Upper and Lower Egypt, great in the favour of his

majesty, the Scribe of the Recruits, the Steward of the Eldest Princess, Amenophis, justified.

He says: I have come to thee, Lord of the Gods, Amun [Lord of] Karnak; for thou art

^ Probably no inscriptions are lost, except possibly a line of text down the front of the body.
- Actually written from right to left as part of 2 (a), but d(mbtless to be reail as well at the beginiung

of this one.

1—2
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Ref' who afpeareth in the heavens, who illumines the land with the beauties of his (sic) fiery

eye, who came^ forth from Nenu, who appeared from water, who did create every great

Ennead of the Gods, who^ knew his own body, who hath created himself in his very own

forms.—The Royal Scribe, Overseer of the Prophets of Horus Lord of Athribis, AmenopMs,

justified.

2 (a). The Hereditary Prince and Count, Treasurer of the King of Lower Egypt,

beloved of the Lord of the Two Lands, the Royal Scribe and Fanbearer, Amenophis, justified.

He says: I have come to see thy beauties. Lord of the Gods, Atum lord of Thebes, King of

the Two Lands. Mayest thou place me in thy temple that I may be nourished with thy Ka;
that thou mayest keep green my years when I shall be in thy following, that I may worship

in thy divine house throughout every day.

2 (6), {The Hereditary Prince) and Count, the two eyes of the King of Upper Egypt, the

two ears of the King of Lower Egypt, the Royal Scribe, Amenophis, justified. He speaks

as follows: I daily performed truth for the Lord of Truth, knowing that he rejoiced therein

;

that thou ® mightest place my living statue in thy noble house for ever and ever.

3. May there be satisfaction from offerings daily at the festivals of Amun in Karnak

for the Ka of the Royal Scribe, Amenophis, justified.

A comparison of the titles^ cited in these inscriptions with those on the other con-

temporary monuments of Amenophis son of Hapu leaves no doubt that the B.M. figure

was another statue of that famous courtier of Amenophis III. Indeed, judging from what

remains, it was probably an exact replica, apart from the inscriptions, of the two seated

figures found by Legrain at the foot of the pylon of Horemheb at Karnak^. Moreover,

from the opening words of inscription 1

—

cf. 2 (h)—it is clear that our statue belongs

to the series, now in the Cairo Museum, which the King gave to him (probably over

a number of years)® and had placed in the Temple of Amun at Karnak'^. The lan-

guage of the inscriptions is interesting for its conciseness

—

e.g. the omission of the name
(Sitamen) after (1, 1. 4), and of the determinative after hnty, 2 {b )—in contrast to

the fuller spellings and lengthy phrases of the three better-known statues from Karnak®,

and for the unusual writing of the 1st pers. sing, of the Old Perfective in 2(a),

wnLwi and 2 (6) rh-kwi^

.

But there is little new information to be won from the

contents. The title does not occur elsewhere in connexion with Amenophis, and

may here indicate a final stage in his oflB.cial career. On the other hand we should

then expect him to recall his position as Minister of Public Works which he acquired

^ The change from the 2nd to the 3rd person seems to be sustained throughout the rest of the passage.

2 Taking k/i as the participle, equivalent to the relative adjectiv^e, and followed by the old perfective

;

see Gardiner, Eg. Gram., § 396 passim, and especially 2.

3 — the Lord of Truth,” i.e. the King (see, above, the opening words of the first inscription).

^ The three most distinguishing titles are Scribe of the recruits,” “ Steward of the Eldest Princess

(Sitamen;” and “Overseer of the Prophets of Horus Lord of Athribis.” Cf. the statue, Cairo 36498,

recently published by Newberry, Ann. Sere., xxviii, 141.

^ Ann. Serv., xiv, 17 ft* and Pis. i to iii. One of these, the first to be described by Legrain, omits, as

does the B.M. fragment, any mention of the filiation of Amenophis.

^ Cf. the dift*erence in the ages of the faces of the Karnak examples, and the variation in titles.

" See Breasted, Ancient Records, ii, 371 ft*.

*> (l) J/4'i. Sere., II, -2S3 ff.
; (2) Rec. de true., xis, 13, 14; (3) Brugsoh, Thei., 1292-8. (1) is the famoii.s

work of art portraying Amenophis as an old man.

Cf. the writing for the 1st per.s. sing of the dep. pronoun in 2 {a) above dlk ivi, and in the test

from the statues found at the foot of the Horemheb pylon (A/m. Serv., xiv, 18 ff.).
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fairly late in life. He was never actually Vizier, for his contemporary namesake from

Bubastis, who was a witness at the publication of his mortuary chapel edict in year 31

of Amenophis III^, was still in office in year 35 and as Ramose held the office for a

short time before Akhenaten came to the throne, there can hardly have been an interval

between these two. The inscription 2 (6) contains a hint which, to my mind, gives the

object its greatest interest. The phrase '1 performed truth’' is fairly common as an ex-

pression of self-praise®. But qualified as it is here, by the addition of the words ‘'for the

Lord of Truth,” it has a particular point, for it is a reference to Amenophis Ill’s two

names Nebmaratre^ and Kha<'emma<'at. Moreover the statement that this performance

of truth for the sake of truth (because he knew it pleased the King) earned him his

statue in the Karnak temple, clearly implies that the stressing of phrases exalting truth

for which Amenophis Ill's reign is remarkable was the direct result of some personal

intention in the King. This is a point of considerable importance in the collection of

evidence by which to appraise the value of Amenophis Ill’s contribution towards his

son’s religious standpoint. Much attention has been given to the phrase "living in (on)

Truth'’ in Akhenaten’s titulary, and too little to the much more prominent //oV^ -titles

and -phrases under Amenophis III. The connexion between the two groups is, I believe,

a very important one**.

II, Inscribed panel from a box.

B.M. 38272 is a thin piece of ebony Ilf ins. long and 2^ ins. wide, with two lines of

hieroglyphs (PI. ii, fig. 4), of which a translation follows:

An ojfering which the King gives to Ayyionresd}ithei\ Lord of Heaven, Priyicc if Thebes,

Lord of Eteryiity, Priyice (sic); that he mag grant food offerings when theg are offered up

on the altar of the Lord of the Gods, ayid obeisance; [mag he grant) a garland, and that

which comes forth in the Great Place, [with) yng body flourishing in the compayiionship of its

Ka; for the Ka of the Scribe of the Treasury of the Teynple of the Aten, Peyibug,

The object was probably the panel of a box. It was pierced with at least nine

circular holes, three of which are still stopped with plugs Its interest lies in the dedi-

cation of a htp-di-yisw prayer to Amonresonther by an official of a temple of the Aten.

The character of the writing indicates the latter end of the Eighteenth Dynasty as the

date of the object. But it is improbable that at Thebes, which was its provenance, judg-

ing from the phraseology of the dedication, the worship of the Aten would be tolerated

after the surrender of Tutrankhamun to the Amenist priesthood. Xor on the other hand
would an adherent of the Aten have been found addressing his prayer^ to Amun under
Akhenaten. So that we may fairly certainly place the inscription in the reign of Amen-
ophis III. It thus becomes another item to add to the evidence collected by Wolf,
Zeitschr.f. dg, Spr,, lix, 109 ff. for the cult of the Aten under Amenophis III. The associa-

1 B.M. htele 1.38 = Breasted, op. cit., ii, 377. - Aee. Sm'., iv, l!ts.

- Amenophis himself uses it twice elsewhere, Breasted, op. cit., 377
;
A an. Serr., ii, 284, 1. 4 (“I was

praised of those who perform truth”).
^ Another example of the phrase from Amenophis Ill's reign occurs in the long inscription on a ligure

from Memphis (Gardiner in Petrie, Memphis T, :13, PI. Ixxk, 11)' }r‘ni L''- hr-d rhA'>n <ah-f

hn-s. if. in the next reign from the tomb of Tutu at El-‘Amarnah, speak truth to his Majesty, knowing
that he lives thereon” (, Davies, Rock Tornhs of El-Amn.rnu, vi, PL xv, 7. I owe the reference to Frankfort
Akhenaten clearly borrowed this conception of nii^t from his fathei*.

° Owing to the whitening applied for the sake of the photograph, one of the plugs has the effect <jf

placing a round object on the top of the wine-jar in the :>ign for h;wt.
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tion of Amun and Aten in the same text is not unknown for this reign, as e,g, in the

stele of the two Clerks of the Works, Hor and Suti, B.M, 826^.

I take the opportunity of publishing photographs (I believe for the first time) of two

objects from this reign, both worthy to represent its best art in their respective genres

(PI. ii, fig. 1, and PL iii).

III. Seated figure of an ape in crystalline sandstone.

It will be seen at once from the photograph (PL ii, fig. 1) that this is an extremely

good piece of sculpture in a hard stone. The ‘'feathering'’ of the hood in very low relief

and the hairs on the face are finely executed; but the sculptor’s triumph was the ex-

tremely life-like modelling of the haunches. The animal sits, fore-paws on knees, on a

semi-elliptical plinth. A portion of the left ear has been broken off in antiquity and a

piece, now lost, was mortised on in its place. The snout is also broken, but, from the

appearance of the fracture, in more recent times

On the plinth, in front of the ape and between his paws, is the following inscription

in a square frame, the top edge of which is made in the form of an elongated (Fig. 1).

“The good God Nebma<'atre<', Son of the Sun, Amen-
ophis, given life for ever, beloved of Him-who-smites-

the-face-of-him-who-smites-thy-face.” I do not know of

any other occurrence of this name, which is very pos-

sibly that of the ape himself as protector (which is what

the meaning of the name amounts to) of Thoth.

The figure may be compared both in style and

function with the stone and wood group in Berlin of

the scribe Thai reading from a papyrus roll in front of

an ape seated on a pyloniform pedestal^. The general

treatment of the two apes is the same. But the com-

paratively small size of the Berlin group did not allow

of such a detailed rendering of the feathering of the hood

as in the British Museum example.

IV. Wooden head of a goat.

The exquisite piece of wood-carving, B.M. 23173 (PL iii), must undoubtedly be dated

to the “'Amarnah” period of Egyptian art in its widest sense, i.e. as including the reigns

1 Budge, Guide to the Egyptian Galleries, PI. xx. The ostracon B.^M. 50*27 ([Birch], Liscriptio7is in the

Hieratic and Beniotic Character, xiii) is not valid as evidence. On it a priest of Ptahsocharis in a temple

of Amenophis writes to a priest of Sekhmet, giving instructions concerning ofierings to be made to a

number of gods, including (recto 5; “Amun who is in his Aten’" (the word itn being determined with the

god'Sign after the disk). Were it a contemporary record of Amenophis III as I originally thought (even

if only a model letter), it would be of paramount impcjrtance in this connexion
;
but Dr. Gardiner considers

the writing to be Ramesside, in which case its value as evidence f(jr pre^Akhenaten times di.sappeans.

I am howe\er indebted to Dr. Gardiner for showing me his notes (and giving me leave to quote from them)
on the inscriptions from Tomb 46 at Kurnah. The owner was a certain Ramose who was both chief

priest of Amfui in Mn-st, and a steward {m-r pr) (or ^2) ^ The tomb is

dated, with a query, by Gardiner and Weigall, to the reign of Amenophis III, to which conclusion the
considerations above affecting Penbuy's inscription would also lead.

Its number is B.M. 38; Budge, op, cit., 120. An engraving is given by Bonomi and Arundale, Gallery

of A^iticiuities, etc., PI. 25, fig. 90, with a description, lotal height 2 ft. 2^ ins. Plinth 1 ft. 4| ins. long by
1 ft. 2i ins. wide. 3 Schaefer-Andrae, Die Ka7i8t des alten OrieiiU, 329.
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immediately preceding and following that of Akhenaten^. It represents the head of a

goat^, surmounted by the capital of a column. As the total height is only 5| ins. the

object cannot have been part of a building, but the proportions of the capital would

admirably suit a piece of furniture. It is in fact safe to assert that it was the top

either of the arm of a chair, or of a support belonging to a small shrine, such as was

used to contain statuettes of the gods, or small stelae.

The details of the animaTs head are sufficiently clear in the photographs to need no

description. They suggest that the artist was working from a living modeP. A chaplet

of flowers—their exact nature is not recognisable—is fastened round its forehead. In

carving the head and capital the craftsman left a stout tenon to fit into the arm of the

chair or cornice of the shrine—whichever in fact it was. The object as it now stands

has been split off from a larger piece of wood, and the line of the major split has

followed the course of the heart (see PI. iii, fig. 3). Since the wood nearest the centre

of a branch is the closest-grained, and therefore the toughest, and becomes less tough

the farther it grows from the heart, the splitting of the head along this line has

resulted in the gradual warping of the wood in one direction all the time. The object is

thus distinctly out of the straight (PI. iii, fig. 1): but this is the lesser of two evils—the

alternative in the case of an object in which the wood is equally disposed around the heart

being lateral cracks through warping, which completely spoil the effect of the surface

working. Our carving was onlv meant to be seen from the front, as the conventional

papyrus design of the capital is carved on that side only (PI. iii, fig. 2).

V. Fayence ring of Amenophis III.

The fayence ring^ on PL ii, fig. 3, is one of the finest of its type. It measures ins. in

diameter and is of a light but slightly greenish-blue colour—the glaze clearly belonging to

the late Eighteenth Dynasty. From the artistic point of view it is worthy of attention.

Archaeologically it is equally interesting. The cartouche can be nothing but a fanciful

writing of Amenophis Ill’s name Nebma^'atrec. There is evidence for the reading of .3^

as simply in a pendant from the tomb of Tutrankhamun in which three Nhdrpnv-rc

cartouches of that king are arranged side by side in a design of which the central idea

is a highly decorative ^pr-sign^. In the middle of the three cartouches the crescent and

lunar orb are substituted in electrum for the gold sun-disks of the other two. The in-

clusion of the ape of Thoth in the cartouche is common on scarabs of Amenophis III,

1 I hope soon to collect the evidence for the hict that the use of the Cervidae and Otpridae^ etc., as

decorative viotifs pure and simple in Ancient Egyptian art, is largely conhued to this period, in which it

plays a prominent part. The obvious explanation, namely that these animals were mure familiar to the

Egyptians of this period than to their predecessors or successors, is ruled out of court by the testimony of

the monuments, which show that the native Egyptian fauna became less varied in proportion to the

advance of human civilisation, and that these very species were more plentiful and more diversely

represented in the earliest times, being domesticated as well as hunted in the Old Kingdom. The true

explanation lies farther afield and has been hinted at by Frankfort, Journal^ xii, 8b, ii. 1.

- I am informed by Captain J. (t. Dollman of the Natural History Museum that it is impossible to sav

whether it is a wild or domesticated variety.

Such as might be found in the stalls of the so-called North Palace at Tell el-‘Amarnah described by

Newton, Journal^ x, 296, and definitely considered by Whittemore, Journal, xii, 5, to be part of a zoological

garden.

^ Recently acquired by the British Museum, No. 53906. I am indebted to Dr. Hall for permission to

publish it. It was bought in Egypt with some other jewellery on the advice of Greville Chester and

W. J. Loftie in the spring of 1891. Carter, Tomb of Tut'aiikhanien, ii, PI. Ixxxiv, c.
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more especially in the writing of the name and may easily be explained by

that animal’s close connexion with Maf'at, e.g, in the common representation of him

with the feather of Ma<"at on the top of the balance in the Judgment scene from the

Book of the Dead, and by the more general but still closer connexion of Thoth himself

with Ma^'at.

The ape in his turn explains the presence of the moon’s instead of the usual sun’s

disk. The artist felt the need of the proper emblem of Thoth’s Ape—the moon’s disk and

crescent worn on the head. At the same time, to ensure that this disk and crescent should

be read separately and not taken as part of the ape (which itself was not read, being

solely a garnishing to the feather), he separated them by a straight line, (This perhaps

served a secondary function by suggesting the flattening of the ape’s head noticeable in

bronze and fayence figureswearing the disk and crescent.) We may now reconstruct the

designer’s intention thus: starting with the simple cartouche he decided to embellish it

where possible, as the object for decoration was to be considerably above the average

run of fayence rings. He began on the medial sign, the feather of MaCat (as Tutcankh-

amun’s jewellers later began with the central ‘'kheper ” in their patron’s name), and the

clearly connected ape of Thoth suggested itself
;
to complete the ape the disk and crescent

should be added above; but a disk (for K) had to be there in any case, so this was made
acceptable to the ape by the addition of a crescent

;
finally to prevent confusion the trans-

formed disk must be separated from the ape by a line. A well-marked ‘‘neb” fills the

bottom of the oval cartouche.

It would appear that by the time of Tutcankhamun, had become a stock writing

for 0 in elaborate cartouches, since there is no explanation possible on the lines of the

Amenophis ring for the writing of Nb^hprw-rc with ^ for 0 in the pendant referred to

above. It is indeed probable that Tut^'ankhamun’s device was a conscious imitation of

the one initiated by Amenophis III. Have we here another small piece of evidence for

calling Amenophis the father of Tut^'ankhamun^?

^ See Hall, Cot. of Scarohs, etc..^ iios. 1S81, 1882, 1883, and others.

2 Professor Xewberry {Journal., xiv, 85; notes the assumption by Bruiiton and Engelbach in (Juroh as

an accepted fact that this was the relationship between the two kings, but clearly is not convinced thereof

himself. It is worth while to notice some of the possible grounds for the assumption. (1) The only
written evidence known to me is TutCankhamun's own statement on one of the Soleb lions (B.M. 34),

“I restored the monuments of my father, King etc. Amenophis (III).” It is always possible that an
Egy})tian may be using the term father for forefather, but one is not justified in assunnng tliat he
doing so till one has good reason to sup})ose that the person referred to as his ftxther is not actually his

father. (2) Abundant archaeological evidence shows an unusually developed love of the chase in b()th

kings. (3) The substitution of ^ for 0, apparently an innovation of Amenophis’s designers, unrecorded
(though we might expect it) from the reign of Akhenaten, appears again with Tutrankhamun. (4) The
physical resemblance in the faces of Amenophis and Tutrankhamun is in my opinion very marked—far
more so than is that between Amenophis and Akhenaten, the former’s acknowledged son—as is well
illustrated by a comparison of the profiles on PL iv. (5) Finally the discovery in the Tomb of TuKankh-
amiin of carefully preserved relics of Amenophis III and Tcie {Illustrated London July 7, 1928, pp. 6, 7:

a lock of the Queen’s hair, and a gold statuette of the King, for suspension round the neck) point decisively
to the young king’s filiation with these monarchs. 4s Dr. Hall has shown {Journal^ xiv, 77), there are no
chronological difficulties in the way of this assumption, which he stated as early as 1913 in his Ancient
History of the Sear East

;
and from some notes written long before the discovery of the tomb, from which he

has generously allowed us to quote, it is clear that Mr. Engelbach had come to the same conclusion, by argu-
ing that since Akhenaten had no son, and there is no noble at El-b4marnah who appears to have married a
daughter of the king, the only MJution can be that Tutrankhamum was a brother of Akhenaten called to
carry on the Ateiiist succession in default of a reliable champion of the new cult among the nobles.
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PTOLEMY II AND ARABIA'

By W. W. tarn

The relations of Arabia with the Greek world have been the sport of some strange

guesswork 2; and Glaser’s wise suggestion that the proper interpretation of the Greek

evidence is no less important than that of the Arabian inscriptions can hardly be said

as yet to have been fully carried out^. This paper is partly a voyage of exploration;

but though I am aware that it can never be satisfactory to work with translations, as I

have had to do with the Arabian inscriptions, still I hope to be able to take the matter

far enough to induce some Arabian scholar either to carry it farther or replace it by

something better.

I start from a passage in the stele from Pithom^ (Heroopolis) of the reign of

Ptolemy II, which has also been the subject of some strange interpretations. After

Ptolemy in his sixth year had cleaned out the old canal joining the Nile and the Red
Sea, it is stated that he went to a place called Teshi {i.e. T-sh-y-t, final t silent and

vowels unknown) ‘Ho the end of the South as far as the land of Parsetet,” i.e, Persia^,

and found the gods of Egypt, whom he brought back®. It has been supposed that this

relates to an expedition to the Persian Gulf^; this is out of the question. Not only

would it contradict the whole course of Ptolemaic development, but there is definite

evidence that the entire south-eastern part of Arabia was unknown to the Greek world,

at any rate prior to the first century b.c. Knowledge from the western side never went

beyond the Mahra coast, and even so it was merely hearsay for what lay east of Saba;

knowledge from the eastern side never extended south of the promontory of Ras

^ I desire to thank Mr. tSidney Smith for much help with this paper ;
bc?>i<les di^^ciissing the subject

with me, he kindly read the paper in MS. and has supplied Appendix I and several notes (in square brackets

and marked S. 8.). I also wish to thank Mr. S. R. K. Glanville and Mr. A. Lawrence for their help in

the matter of the Hereibeh statue, and Mr. Glanville also for kindly translating for me part of the Pithom

stele.—My map “Hellenistic Egy})t” in Cuoih. Anc. vol. vii may as.si^t the reader.

^ For example, E. Glaser’s treatment of the (4reek colonies in ch. xii of his Skizz^‘ der >nid

Geographie xirahiens., ii, 1800; and Fr Ethncdoyie ^tnd Gi'ographie des <dteti (Muller’s

Handbuck, in, 1, 1), 1926, 734-5.

^ Glaser, op. cit., 159. Naturally Tkacs line article in P. IT., 1920, only touche^ incidentally on

the subject of this paper.

^ K. Sethe, Urkiinden des agyptischen Altertums^ ii, no. 20. Translation (partly paraphrase) in Sir

E. A. AV. Budge, A History of Egypt vii, 201.

^ [This equivalence is based on variant hieroglyphic spellings. The Pithom stele has the form

For variants see Budge, Egyptma hieroglyphd dictiooury^ 992a. 8. S.]

® Nothing turns on these gods, ris bringing back gods w’as common form for every Ptolemy (.see for

Ptolemy I the Satrap stele
;
for Ptcdemy 111 the Canopus decree

;
for Ptolemy IV the new trilingual

stele); even the king ?7rdo-c (/)iXos of the PottePs Oracle is to bring back gods. Any neighbouring Arab

tribe might have carried oft' a god or two.

^ E.g..^ U. Kohler in 8. B. Berlin^ 1895, 967 ;
C. F. Lehmann-Haupt in '^TrtrvjxA^ov H. Sirohodf darge-

hrackf 1927, 148-9. 0. Weber, Arahiea vor dem Islam {Der alte Orient., Ill), 1901, 32 goes further; the

Ptolemies secured the sea-route from the Red Sea to the Persian Gulf ‘'durch zahlreiche Stationen,” To
A. Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire des Lag ides, i, 177, n. 1 the whole thing was “une ftatterie sacerdotalc.’’

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 2
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Mussendam, which Alexander had known, and effective knowledge (as regards the

Arabian coast) was probably confined to the inner Persian Gulf north of A1 Qatar.

Eratosthenes knew of no boundary of Arabia on the east except the Persian Gulf^ and

states explicitly that in his time no one had gone beyond (i.e. east of) the cr^vpvo^opo^,

which here means the Hadramaut^. Juba, in his collections for his monograph on Arabia,

found nothing about the S.E. coast, and could only say of it ultra (beyond Ras

Mussendam) navigationem incoM'pertarn ah eo latere propter scopulos^, Pliny, who in his

patchwork account of Arabia preserved some valuable Hellenistic information, knew

nothing about it, though he was able to fill in, citing nostri negotiatores, some towns on

the Pirate Coast north of Ras Mussendam which Juba had omitted^ but he has pre-

served a statement, of unknown date, which represents the first hearsay, in Hellenistic

times, that such a place as Oman existed; south of Bahrein are certain great islands, far

from Persis, which no one had reached and which were approached by one narrow

channel (Straits of Ormuz) one recalls that the first hearsay regarding the Indian

peninsula came to Nearchus and Onesicritus as a dim report of islands south of the

India they knew®, that the first hearsay regarding Somaliland appears in Theophrastus

as “islands^^’ and that China was once an ^^sland®.” Finally Arrian, writing more

particularly from third century evidence, says that no one, unless some storm-driven

mariner, had ever circumnavigated Arabia on account of the heat and the desert nature

of the country, the heat making the farther part of the country (beyond the incense

land) uninhabitable; the reference to all the seas being one shows that he is probably

quoting Eratosthenes^. In face of this evidence, the idea that Ptolemy II circum-

navigated Arabia is absurd^®.

Where then was Parsetet? As Ptolemy went south, it must clearly be some part of

Arabia; but one must explain the name ''Persia.” If the expedition reached any place

or tribe which had once acknowledged, or was supposed to have acknowledged, Achaemenid

suzerainty, that would be enough to enable a priestly scribe to talk of Persia; for there

seems to be an exact parallel. An Egyptian inscription at Esneh, seen by Champollion

and Rosellini but since vanished attributed to Ptolemy III the conquest of Macedonia.”

He was never near Macedonia in his life. But it seems probable, from certain coins of

Abdera in Thrace that at some time subsequent to his conquests along the Thracian

^ Stmk xvr, 767.

2 Strab. XVI, 760; see the t>egiiiuiiig of the passage, ih. 76S, afxvpvav ^ Xarpa/iwrtrty. The myrrh

district was in fact nearer Bab-el-Mandeb.

3 Pliny, if.X, vi, 149. ^ Ih.; see Glaser, op, cit.^ 79-85. ^ Pliny, U.X.,, vi, 148.

® Strab. XVI, 691. Hist. Plant.^ ix, 4, 10. Gf. Pliny, H.N. xii, 60. ^ Pans, vi, 56, 8.

^ Indike,, 43 5, 3, 6 ;
see the writer in C,R.^ xl, 1956, 14. Of course Arabia had been circumnavigated

before Arrian’s day
;
but I think in ch. 43 he is deliberately omitting his own time and taking his readers

back into an earlier period.

10 I note for completeness that Pliny’s statement, //.A., ix, 6,—the inner Pei*sian Gulf was crossed

Ptolemaeo regi, “for king Ptolemy,’’-—refers to some voyage in the first century B c., when the Ptolemies

were reaching out into the Indian Ocean. For this use of the dative in Pliny, of. vi, 63, relupia hide {Lo.

Hyphasis to Ganges) Seleuco Niodtort perngrata i.e. were traversed “for Seleucus” (by Megasthenes;.
Droysen, Hellenismus (2nd ed. 1877), in, 5, 343, deduced from ix, 6 that Ptolemy III had i*eturned round
Arabia

;
this has long gone the way of the parallel theory that Seleucus reached the Ganges.

11 Dittenberger, n. 19 to O.G.I.S. 54; Droysen, op. clt., iii, 1, 384.
1^ Ptolemaic coins at Al>dera, Head, Hist. ^KUnva.- 491, H. von Fritze, XomU/nn.^ iii, 28, expresses

doubts, but Polyb. V, 34, 8, roiv kut Xlvov kcii yiapoivcLav /cat Troppayrepov eri ttoXcojv KvpKvovTes^ should be
conclusive, for Abdera was the next large town beyond Maronea westward.
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coast, doubtless during the troubled reign of Demetrius II, his officials temporarily

occupied that city; and as the treaty of 279 between Antigonus Gonatas and Antiochus I

had placed Abdera within the Macedonian sphere (though it does not follow that it was

Macedonian under Demetrius II), this was enough for an Egyptian scribe to talk of the

conquest of Macedonia.

Is it not possible, however, that Parsetet might merely mean the Seleucid empire?

In the native Egyptian Potter’s Oracle, where I think W. Struve^ has shown that the

are Persians, it is prophesied that their city shall be a desert and the city on

the sea (Alexandria) a place for drying nets, and I think myself that the city of the

Persians here is Antioch (Reitzenstein’s and Struve’s Persepolis would have no meaning

in the third or second century); “a plague on both your houses,” says the Egyptian to

the Macedonian. If so, Parsetet might mean Seleucid territory; but it cannot here mean
that in fact, as Ptolemy goes south from Heroopolis, and there was certainly no Seleucid

territory in western Arabia; the Assyrians and Babylonians had come thither round the

fertile crescent, but the way south from Damascus was barred to the Seleucids. All that

the Seleucids did in Arabia was done on the Persian Gulf, though their activity there

has hardly received due recognition. Pliny (vi, 160) had heard of three Greek cities in

peninsular Arabia—Arethusa, Larissa, Chalcis—deleta variis bellis
;
these names belong to

one of the first two Seleucids and can belong to no one else; the cities therefore stood

on or near the Persian Gulf, between the Euphrates and Gerrha^, reaching out toward

that great trading centre. Farther round the Gulf, east of the Tigris, stood Seleuceia of

the Erythraean Sea^, and beyond that, probably on the harbour of Bushire, the famous

Antioch in Persist, which I shall allude to later. As this Antioch was refounded by

Antiochus I, this colonisation round the Gulf may be attributed to Seleucus; that is, it

was already known to Ptolemy II, and may have prompted his activity in the Red Sea.

But it has nothing to do with the meaning of Parsetet.

Parsetet then is some part of Arabia supposed once to have been under Achaemenid

rule or suzerainty, which means the north-west. All the empires had there striven to

get astride the Incense Route, the route by which incense and other South Arabian pro-

ducts, together with the Indian trade coming to South Arabia by sea, passed northward;

it ran through Saba and Minaea to lathrib (Medina) and thence followed the line taken

later by the pilgrims of Mecca and now by the railway; it ran through Dedan (Al-‘tJla)

and Hegra (Madain Salih), probably diverged to Teima, and thence went to Petra, where

it bifurcated, one branch going to the sea at Gaza and the other north to Damascus and

Tyre. The Temai of Teima had been tributary to Tiglath-Pileser III; Sargon had

received tribute from the great tribe of Thamud in the Hedjaz; Nabonidus, the last king

^ Raccolta Lurahroso^ 1925, 273. For the text, U. Wilcken, Hermes^ XL, 1905, 544; R. Reitzenstein

and H. H. Schaeder, Stndiea zur antiken Synkretismus a^^s Iran und Griechealand

^

1926, 39, 40.

2 Though Pliny is expressly describing })eniusular Arabia, these cities have been placed everywhere from

Syria to Socotra. V. Tscherikower. Die hellenistischea Stadtegrnadnng<ai^ 1927, Bl, of course saw they were

Seleucid, but went no further.

3 O.G.LS., 233, 1. 105.

* We have to account for three Greek cities in Persis—Laodicea, Methone, and Antioch (see Tscheri'

kower, op, cit.y 98-9, who does not attempt to place them). I agree with E. Herzfeld’s reasoning (A7m, viii,

1908, 14) that Laodicea was in the north-east (i.e. on the Persepolis-Ecbatana road)
;
and on the Persepolis-

Artemita road he has identified Ptolemy’s ^laitona (p. 16), which is obviously Methone
;
this only leaves

Antioch for Bushire, w^here Ptolemy still knew of a “ Greek-town,” lonaca. A road must have run up from

it to Persepolis, as to-day to Shiraz. See my map ‘‘Hellenistic Asia” in Camh. Anc. vii.
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of Babylon, bad conquered and resided at Teima, which he adorned with buildings and

where he installed the god Sin; Cyrus, before taking Babylon, had conquered the

‘'Arabs,'' which probably means he drove Nabonidus from Teima. Egypt meanwhile

had disputed Babylon’s influence, as the name Petosiris on the Teima stone shows:

probably she had regarded all this territory as a sphere of influence^.

Persia then had from the first a footing in this region. In a tablet of the eighth

year of Cyrus as King of Babylon and King of the Lands there is mentioned, among a

number of notables, “ §a-Nabu-tabi, governor of Salamu^"; Professor S. Langdon has

identified Salamu with the Shalamians^, who at a later time coalesced with the Naba-

taeans (see 'post). Cyrus then retained for a time the Babylonian officials; he must have

claimed whatever Babylon had ruled, though the statement that he had a satrap of

“Arabia" may be doubted^. Darius in the Naksh-i-rustam and Behistun inscriptions

claimed “Arabia"; naturally this meant the north-west only, but as he received a yearly

present from Arabs of 1000 talents of frankincense^, one may suppose that he too was

across the incense route. For Sargon also had received a similar tribute from Iti'-amara

the Sabaean in South Arabia® [as had Sennacherib from Karibi-ilu king of Saba]', and

doubtless Darius' incense also came from the south; the reason is obvious, payment for

the security of the caravans. Of course neither Sargon, nor Sennacherib, nor Darius

penetrated to the Sabaean kingdom. Probably the scribe of the Pithom stele would not

know very accurately what Darius had ruled or claimed to rule; but he would know in

general terms that he had exercised rule in north-west Arabia, and that was quite enough

for him to speak of “Persia."

T-sh-y-t, from its position in the account, must be a general name for some district,

on the analogy of Punt; I could not identify it myself, but I have had the advantage

of a very brilliant suggestion by Mr. Sidney Smith (see Appendix I) which exactly meets

the case; briefly, it is the hill country at the back of the Hedjaz coast. As to “the end

of the South," there is a curious parallel in Eratosthenes, who called his four South

Arabian kingdoms—Minaea, Sabaea, Katabania, Hadramaut—eaxara vrpo? vorov^', but

though one might perhaps argue that therefore the Egyptian scribe meant the northern

Minaeans (Musran), I believe myself that it is a mere coincidence
;
for even if the phrase

be Ariston's (see post), I do not think an Egyptian would know of it. Certainly Ptolemy
did not go to South Arabia; the Sabaeans were never attacked by any one, except their

neighbours, prior to Aelius Gallus; doubtless it would suffice for the scribe if the expedi-

tion went a good way south from Heroopolis. However, before considering where it did

go to, one must consider its date, its purpose, and contemporary knowledge of western
Arabia.

The Pithom stele only places the expedition somewhere between the sixth and twelfth
years, t.e. between 280— / 9 and 274—3®; but as the beginning of the first Syrian war with

1 See for the foregoing S. Smith, Bah^hnkni HUtoricnl TexU, L924, ch. in : A Persian rerse account of
Naboaidiis, with the commentary, 76-81, 102. Cf. De Lacy O’Leary, Arabia before Muhammad, 1927, 36, 53.

A. Boissier, Her. d\As^yriologie, xxrir, 1926, 14, 15, 3 JJiA.S,, 1927, 529.
^ Xen. Cgrop. viil, 6, 7. Herod, iii, 97.’

« S. Smith, Camh. Anc. Hist, ni, 58; Fr. Hommel in D. Xieken’s Ilandbuch der altarahisckcn Alter-
tumskuade, 1927, 76-7.

- [Karibi-ilu ordered a treasure of precious stones and choice herbs {l.e. incense) to be sent to Sen-
uacherib; D. D. Liickenbill, Annals of fiennacherib, 1924, 138. S. S.l

^ Strab. XVI, 768.

“ In 0. F. Lehmann-Haupt’s article Vo,a pyrrischen und erstvn sy,isc/<e,i zu„i chi-emonideischen Kriege
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Ptolemy’s invasion of Seleucid Syria falls in 276^, only two years are in fact open, 278

and 277 (we shall see that two years are required). Now Ptolemy's acquisition of Miletus

in 279 was a definite challenge to Antiochus I; and when I was working out the first

Syrian war^ I was quite unable to explain the fact that Ptolemy did not follow up his

challenge till 276, though Antiochus was in great difficulties meanwhile. It seems clear

that Ptolemy lost his chance because he was engaged in Arabia; but, if so, the Arabian

expedition was either forced upon him or else it promised him more than an attack upon

Antiochus might promise.

We shall see that it vms forced upon him, by the Nabataeans, and also that it promised

him a good deal.

But first it is worth trying to get the existing Greek knowledge of Arabia into its

true order. Alexander had had no idea of the size of the country, as is shown by his

order to Hieron of Soli to sail round in his triakontor from Babylonia to Heroopolis

(Gulf of Suez), and by Hieron’s wise report, after he turned back at Ras Mussendam,

that Arabia must be nearly as big as India At the same time Alexander had sent a

ship or ships south from Heroopolis to circumnavigate Arabia in the opposite direction;

doubtless the two expeditions were meant to meet, but they never did, for the Heroopolis

ships (presumably Anaxicrates was commander) also turned back soon after Bab-el-Mandeb.

This expedition is not noticed in the usual histories of Alexander, but is thrice referred

to in Greek sources'^: Arrian shows it was an expedition, not a merchant’s voyage; the

parallel reference in Theophrastus to want of water identifies the voyage he mentions

with Arrian’s; Strabo shows it was ordered by Alexander, and gives the name Anaxi-

crates. From this expedition comes Theophrastus’ information about Arabia, valuable

because it can be dated; he regularly reproduces the knowledge Alexander acquired.

Anaxicrates reached Bab-el-Mandeb, for Strabo (Lc.) on his authority gives the distance

to it from the head of the Gulf of Akaba, 14,000 stades, a measurement extraordinarily

creditable to the expedition; the actual distance is some 2100 km., roughly some 1312

miles, and 14,000 stades, taking the bematists’ stade as (roughly) three-quarters of the

Greek stade ^ is also some 1312 miles. Anaxicrates’ business was not to explore but to

get round; he may not have landed at all except for water till after Bab-el-Mandeb,

when lack of supplies (‘"water” in the tradition) first drove him ashore and then turned

him back. As his object was to get round, he naturally when ashore enquired what was
before him, not behind, and heard that four peoples successivelv held the southern

coast—Katabania, Sabaea, Hadramaut, Mahra; that his Ma/u^aXi (v.l is Mahra,

as Sprenger and Hommel have suggested, is not open to doubt®. No extant Hellenistic

writer mentions Mahra again. If some modern writers on the subject had only sought

for Theophrastus’ source, we should have been spared the interminable discussion as

to whether Mamali is Minaea or why he does not mention Minaea. Anaxicrates did

iu 'EntTVfi^tov H. Swoboda daryvhracht it is stated, as if it were a fact, that this expedition took place in

Ptolemy's 11th year (see pp. 148, n. 22, 149, 151). This date is h< >wover Lehmann-Haapt's own conjecture,

to accord with his scheme of the first Syrian war; and that scheme, and much of his article, are mere
repetitions of views which he expressed many years ago and which have since been refuted more than once.

See in the last place M. Ilolleaux, Ronif^, hi Grt'O’, et Us monnrchies hi, n. 3.

^ S. Smith, Babylonian Histonml Texts^ on the Antiochus chronicle.

2 XLVi, 1926, 155. 3 Anab., vii, 20, 8 ;
Ca/nb. H/r'. Ilht., VT, 421.

* Arr. Ind. 43 g 7 (see the writer in (\R,, xl, 1926, 14) ; Theophrastus, Hist, Phi,it., ix, 4, 2-4; Strab.

XVI, 768, Anaxicrates later entered Seleucus’ service, Tzetzes, Hist,, vii, 174; see Schwartz in P. IT.

“ J. Marquart, Pkilologns, Supp., Bd. x, 1907, 1.

See on this controversy Tkac, Saba, 1333.
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not hear of Minaea because it was far behind him when he landed and it held no part

of the coast in front of him.

Systematic exploration of both coasts of the Eed Sea began with Ptolemy II.

Satyrus, the first to sail down the African side, is definitely earlier than 276, for he

could not have called the town he founded Philotera once Arsinoe II was in power

Ariston, who was sent to explore the Arabian coast, must be before Ptolemy’s expedi-

tion; the explorer precedes the army. Doubtless both officers were sent out at the

beginning of the reign. Ariston’s orders were to explore the coast as far as the ocean

and he did reach Bab-el-Mandeb, for Eratosthenes, who must reflect his voyage as

Theophrastus reflects that of Anaxicrates, criticised the figure of 14,000 stades for the

distance, using a measurement which can only be Ariston’s®, Ariston was still alive, and
apparently of some consequence, in 252^. Now we know of no voyage but his down
the Arabian coast in Ptolemaic times, and we have just one literary periplus of that

coast within the same period; that that periplus is based on Ariston’s report cannot be
doubted, and indeed Diodorus (iii, 42, 1) practically says so. There remain two versions

of this periplus; (a) that of Agatharcides (middle of second century), represented by the
Photius extracts and more fully by Diodorus, iii, 42-47^, with some remarks added by
Diodorus himself after his fashion; and (6) that of Strabo, xvi, 776-8, abbreviated from
Artemidorus (c. 100) who in turn took it from Agatharcides. Artemidorus (we shall see)

added something to Agatharcides, as did Agatharcides to Ariston. That this periplus
goes back to Agatharcides was always obvious; but that its kernel dates from c. 280
does not seem to have been grasped.

Ariston explored the coast of the Sinai peninsula round to the Nabataean Aelana at
the head of the Gulf of Akaba®, and then coasted southward; the notable points are,

that the Nabataeans did not yet extend farther south than the south end of the
eastern side of the Gulf of Akaba; that south of them he found only small tribes; that
he brought the first Greek report of the great tribe of Thamud, occupying part of the
Hedjaz; that south of the Thamud he found a gold land, with a people called Debai
(? south of Jiddah) about a gold-bearing river (his description of its mouth shows the
eye-witness), and beyond them the Alilaioi and Gasandai, where nuggets of gold could
be had for a song; and that he found the southern kingdom of Minaea, with its capital
at Kama (Karna-wu, Ma^an) still existing. From him comes Eratosthenes’ list of the four
South Arabian kingdoms

; he heard of nothing east of the Hadramaut, for his mission was
fulfilled when he passed Bab-el-Mandeb. One thing of course he did not find, for it was
not yet there : the Milesian colony of Ampelone {post). Both Eratosthenes and Agathar-
cides may have supplemented his account of Saba with information derived from
merchants. Otherwise, north of the gold coast, Agatharcides reproduces him, though
there was later information to be got, as Pliny was to show

; but the Hellenistic custom
of merely copying out your predecessor was by his time in full swings.

Perhaps I may here clear up one point about the gold coast. A little north of the
river of the Debai was the harbour of Charmouthas, which Ariston, with a discoverer’s

^ See the writer in Class, (ptart,,, xx, 1926, 98.

“ Biod, III, 42, 1. 3 Strab. xvi, 768. ^ P. Cairo Zen, 59247.
^ Photius and Diodorus are conveniently given side by side in MullePs G.G.M.,, i (Agatharcides).

Agatharcides sometimes betrays that he is copying a third century document
;
see the reference to

riroXf/iaiou 'S.vpiav as still existing, in the Photius extract G.6^. J/., i, 189.
^ tor this part see B. Moritz, Der Sinai-kult in heidaischer Zeit, in Gott. xvu, 1916-7, no. 2, 36-7.

1 gave a strange instance of this, to the neglect of contemporary knowledge, in Class. Quart.
^
xx, 1926, 98.
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enthusiasm, described at length as the best harbour in the world. Agatharcides^ repro-

duced this; but a little later Artemidorus, though copying Agatharcides, called it a bad
harbour, ‘'dangerous to every ship 2.'’ That is, some from Egypt had naturally gone

thither for gold and discovered the harbour to be valueless, and Artemidorus happened
to have heard this. This explains the passage in Agatharcides on which such strange

theories of early Greek intercourse with Arabia have been (and still are) based; for of

course he knew that people from Egypt had gone gold-hunting. He says that the Debai

were friendly, not to all Greeks, but to Boeotians and Peloponnesians^; that is, he had

heard of some occasion on which certain Greeks among the mixed gold-hunters ^ had won
the natives’ confidence, through some fancied similarity of religious rites. The rite in

question, whatever it was, is said to have been connected with Heracles; and he was

one of the two divine ancestors of the Ptolemaic dynasty.

I turn now to the Nabataeans and the cause of Ptolemy's expedition. We may
dismiss from our minds the civilised Nabataeans of the Christian era; at this time they

had a thoroughly bad reputation for raiding and piracy^. In the later fourth century

they had held the eastern coast of the Dead Sea®; subsequently they lost it to the

Ptolemies^, together with the lucrative bitumen fishery, and can have felt little love for

them in consequence. They may have once been under Babylonian influence, as they

continued to use the Babylonian months®; if they were the “Arabs” who in the sixth

century occupied Gaza^, as seems probable, they had there come under Persian rule;

they may have been the Arabs who, in Persia’s service, held Gaza so desperately against

Alexander. Their port now was Aelana at the head of the Gulf of Akaba
;
they extended

down the east side of that gulf, but had not yet penetrated the Sinai peninsula. Trade

by sea between Heroopolis and Aelana round Sinai might be an old matter; but doubt-

less the voyages of Anaxicrates and Ariston, both of whom had sailed over this route,

had given that trade an impulse. Anyhow after Ariston’s appearance the Nabataeans

lost their tempers, manned the ships they used for piracy, and started harrying the

Egyptian traders^®; as the event is recorded by both Diodorus and Strabo, the common
source must be Agatharcides. Diodorus says they were caught at sea and punished by

quadriremes, i.e. Ptolemy’s war-fleet; Strabo says crroXov eKTropSi^aavro^ avrov^^ which

points to an invasion of their country. Antigonus I had attempted to take Petra, and

failed; but there is a statement, probably from Poseidonius, that “the Macedonian

kings” could never conquer the Nabataeans^^, which may point to more than one

^ Diod. Ill, 44, 7 ;
not in the Photius extracts. Diodorus himself added tlu' coinparisou with Carthage.

- Strabo, XVI, 777. ^
i, 184 (^both Photius and Diodorus).

^ The gold-hunters would be of many nationalities
;
compare the association of traders from many lands

who went to Somaliland in the second century, U. Wilcken, Zeitsckr. f.
ng. lx, 1925, 86.

^ Diod. II, 48, 2 (?from Poseidonius): their life is piratical and they raid and plunder their neighbours
;

III, 43, 4 (Agatharcides;, they are as bad as the Taurians of the Crimea. It has been suggested that their

aggression was perhaps more commercial than piratical; W. H. Schoff, The Pt'ri^hn^ of thf Ergthrt(e<tn >SV«,

1912, 102. I doubt this.

Diod. XIX, 99, 1. U. Kahrstedt’s view, Sgrisehe Territorim

,

1926, 36, arises fr<>m a misunderstanding

of iK roO iripav^ which only refers to long-range shooting.

^ J. Beloch, Griech. Geschickte^ iv-, ii, 326: see U. Wilcken in Arrhic^ vi, 393.

^ [The Xabaite of the Assyrian records mag have been the Nabataeans, which would explain this. But
the Nabataeans were half Aramaean, as is proved by their language, and they may have derived the

calendar from the Aramaeans of the Assyrian provinces, S. S.]

Herod. Iii, 5; 7; 91. Diod. ill, 43, 4; Strab. xvi, 777.

Diod. II, 48, 4 and 5.
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attempt. Ptolemy II then, who had to protect his traders probably invaded Nabataea

and did his best to chastise the people; it may have been now that they lost the Dead

Sea littoral, but if he really thought of conquering them, he failed. This campaign may

be assigned to 278, leaving 277 for Parsetet. I may add that the Nabataeans and the

smaller Arab tribes about them, whom they ultimately absorbed and could perhaps even

now influence, were never really friendly to the Ptolemies, though of course they traded

together and so on. In 273 Ptolemy had to create defences for Heroopolis against “the

foreign peoples there (or therein) the local Arabs, who may or may not have had

Nabataean backing; this wall was finished four years later. In 218 the Arabs east of the

Jordan joined Antiochus III against Ptolemy IV®. In later Ptolemaic times the

Egyptian frontier was guarded against the Nabataeans by an Arabarches, a commander

of the Arab frontier guards^ whom Egypt enlisted against their fellows, as Eome was to

do with Goths; the dealings of the then powerful Nabataeans with Egypt in the time

of Caesar and Cleopatra are well known. Rome ultimately settled the question by

annexing both Egypt and Nabataea.

I must now turn to Arabia. Here I shall assume that if Ptolemy II interfered in

Arabia he would seek some advantage for himself in the process. I have tried to show

elsewhere® that, for all his ambition, the mainspring of his actions was frequently

economic. Now Assyria, Babylon, and Persia had all in turn striven to get astride the

incense route; were Ptolemy to do the same, south of Nabataea, and divert part of the

traffic to Egypt, he would both advantage himself and damage Nabataea. It was indeed

an obvious course to take
;
and I am going to give some reasons for thinking that the

result of the expedition to Parsetet was that he formed relations in N.W. Arabia with a

particular people along the incense route, the inhabitants of what is now Al-^Ula on the

Medina railway.

The district of which Al-‘Ula was the centre appears first as a Minaean colony, or

branch of the Minaean kingdom, ruled by the kings of the southern Minaean kingdom

whose capital was at Karna-wu (Ma'an); the northern colony called itself Musran or

Ma‘an Musran®. We now possess a considerable number of inscriptions from Al-‘Ula

in three languages—Minaean, Lihyanite, and Thamudean'^, Al- Ula itself was the Biblical

Dedan, the name occurring in both Minaean and Lihyanite documents®. The first thing

to consider is the position there in 277. M. Hartmann has suggested® that the Minaean

kingdom fell c. 230 b .c ., a date widely quoted since ;
but his reason for it was merely

that the last mention of that kingdom is Eratosthenes’, and Eratosthenes’ date is c. 230.

But the last mention of the Minaean kingdom is, in reality, probably that of Ariston

1 O.G.I.S., 132 shows Ptolemaic policy in this respect.

^ Pithom .stele
;
Sethe, Urhrndea, ii, 94 (Glanville’s translation). The defences of Heroopolis have

nothing to do with Antiochus or the S3Tian war, as Lehmann-Haupt, op. cit, supposes.

3 Polyb. V, 71.

^ J. Lcsquier, Rer. arch., 1917, ii, 9d
;
Ch. Clennoiit-Ganneau, Rcr, dc lluAt. dcs religions, lxxx

, 1919, 23.

•’ In a lecture on Ptolemy II, published Jour/wl, xiv, 24(1.

Nielsen, op. cit., 41.

' The Minaean and Lihyanite texts then known were given by D. H. Midler, Epigraphische Denhnaler

i(us AraUen,m Denl'schriften K. AL 1889; texts cited here as M. Many new texts, with revisions of

a number of MiillePs, and the Thamudean graffiti, are given by PP. Janssen and Savignac, J/ls-sio/? archeo-

logiqae en Arabic, ii, 1914 (pub. 1920); texts cited here as JS. On Al-‘Ula generally see their preface.

The Greek graffiti all belong to the Roman Empire.

^ Identitied as Dedaii, JS 23 (Minaean; and 138 (Lihyanite). See the editors’ discussion, 75.svy.

Die arabischc Frage (
= islaniist'he Orient, ll), 1909, 132.
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c. 280, copied by Eratosthenes; and as far as this argument goes, that kingdom might

have ended anywhere between c. 280 and Agatharcides* time. Also Musran might have

been lost to the Minaeans before their southern kingdom fell, or (less probably) might

have remained Minaean after that event. I am not concerned with the southern king-

doms
;
but it seems most probable that Al-'Ula was still Minaean in 277 anyhow, from

Ariston’s account. Now it is known that the Minaeans of Al-^Ula traded by sea as well

as by land^; they must therefore have had a port. Tkac, arguing on other lines, has

decided, I think correctly, that their port was Egra, which he identifies with Akra,

a little south of the mouth of the Wadi Hamd^; it must have been somewhere in that

neighbourhood, as the natural route to the sea is said to lead to the mouth of that wadi.

These Minaeans were therefore easy to find and easy of access. Indeed they had long

been known in Egypt; the famous inscription Halevy 535®, which shows them trading

with Egypt and Ebir-Naharain (Syria), relates how one of their caravans was caught in

a war between Egypt and Persia (which might just as well be Ochus’ invasion in 343 as

any of the earlier ones) and brought safely out of Egypt by their gods. Ptolemy II must

have known something of Al-‘Ula before his expedition; probably part of Ariston's

business (he gives minute details of the coast) was to look for a good site for a trading

post on the sea whence touch might be kept with the interior; the ultimate result was

Ampelone (post). Conceivably too Ariston heard of the great sanctuary at Hereibeh^.

Subsequently Al-‘Ula is found under the rule of the Lihyanites, a branch of the

Thamudean people. The dating of the Lihyanite inscriptions has been a problem, and

the latest book I know merely says they are pre-Islamite^; but I think one can get

closer than that. Both the extreme views, in fact, are no longer tenable. D. H. Muller’s

dating in the 6th-5th century b.c. was disproved by Glaser®, and if it had not been it could

not stand against the evidence of Ariston-Eratosthenes. Glaser" in turn put them after

A.D. 300, on three grounds: one is epigraphical, derived from South Arabian inscriptions,

of another race and language, which is hardly scientific; one is derived from the supposed

traces of some Jews in Libyan, which would fit the Ptolemaic period at least as well

(see Acts ii, 11): the third, and the one on which he really relied, was the name ‘AVa’il

the Ghassanide” in M. 1; he said that the combination of these names would show any

Arab scholar that this inscription was very late. But the name Wa’il, which is early

enough anyhow®, does not appear in the reading of this inscription in JS 55, ^'Le repre-

sentant de Ha-Ghassan”; and Ghassan has nothing to do with the later Ghassan, but is

Ariston’s Gasandai^. But in fact Glaser’s theory is impossible for a very simple reason.

He allotted two centuries for the Lihyanite kingdom i®; but the number of kings now
known (see Appendix II) demands three to four centuries, and it is very unlikely that

we know nearly all. Now there was no Lihyanite kingdom in Mahomet’s time, while the

Thamudean graffiti at Al-'Ula have to come in between the Lihyanites and Mahomet:

consequently a date after a.d. 300, or any date late in the Christian era, for the beginning

of the Lihyanite kingdom seems now out of the question. On the other hand, a

Nabataean inscription from Hegra (Madain Salih) of 1 b.c. shows two borrowings from

1 M. 25 as revised Jx^, i, 255, no. .3: “the gods of Ma‘an have protected him on the st*a and on the

caravan route.” Also the Minaean Zaidil fp. 20, n. 6) owned a merchant ship.

“ lamhia in P, IL (revising his article Egrn^ i). ^ A translation is given bv Weber, op. cit., 15.

^
? the i€p6v dyi6)TaTov of Died. Ill, 44, 2. Nielsen, op. cit., 44.

6 SHzze, ir, 110. ‘ Ib., 1KV123.

JS (Minaean; :36, 79, 180. ^ Tkac, Gasandai in P. W. ;
of. his Soho, i:389.

.Skizze, II, 121.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 3
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Lihyanite^ and the Lihyanite king Mas’udu signs his name in old Nabataean (t.e. Aramaic)

characters, which PP. Janssen and Savignac assign without hesitation to the second

century b.c.^. There can be little doubt that their view that the Lihyanites, who derived

their script from the Minaeans^, immediately followed the Minaeans is correct^. I imagine

that a proper examination of the prosopography of the inscriptions (which I cannot make)
would throw light on this, for one thing leaps to the eye at once: the family or sept of

the Ammirata, who occur so often in the Minaean inscriptions, run on into the Lihyanite^,

even with the same proper names®; Minaeans did not vanish from Ab‘Ula when the

Lihyanites took over the rule of the country.

The Lihyanites were not averse to foreign borrowings; beside their writing, we find

at Al-‘Ula the Syrian (and subsequently Nabataean) god BaaLShamin (JS 64), who laid

Al-‘Ula under an interdict because a woman blasphemed him, and also a name compounded
with Baal (M, 35) ;

one recalls that their Minaean predecessors had traded with Syria.

But the point is, that we seem to find among the Lihyanites traces of Ptolemaic influence.

First, the statues. South Arabian statuary is primitive stuff, as a glance at the statues

and reliefs which A. Grohmann has figured in Nielsen, pp. 164 sqq., will show; when he
says that sculpture had not reached the level one would expect from the architecture, he
is letting it down gently. But the sculpture of the Minaeans of A]-‘Ula is poor even for

Arabia; the two great cats
( ?) before a tomb with a Minaean dedication^ resemble a child’s

first drawing, and the lion’s head® is of much the same type. We pass straight from these

to the extraordinary Lihyanite statues of men. There was at Hereibeh, north of AL‘Ula,

a great sanctuary, where stood several statues at least; one base still bears a Lihyanite

inscription When the railway was being made two of the statues were turned up, one
a torso, one complete with head^®; both over life-size. Unfortunately the local Arabs saw
in them the bodies of sinners who had resisted the teaching of the prophet Saleh, scourge

of the Addites, and had been turned to stone as a punishment, so they hacked away part

of the face of the complete statue; in this state it was photographed by PP. Jaussen and
Savignac, but a mischance prevented it being salved and it has doubtless ceased to exist.

If one compares it with the Minaean cats, the foreign influence is obvious
; and there seems

little question that it is Ptolemaic. R. Dussaud^^, from certain resemblances to statues

from Phoenicia, has pronounced it Ptolemaic of the third or second century b.c.

Mr. A. W. Lawrence^^ tells me that it is ''probably Ptolemaic.” Mr. S. R. K. Glanville’s

^ C. /. Sem., II, 1, no. 197, with M. de Vogue notes.

2 J8 334 (p. 220), 337 ;
see Preface, xi. ^ /6 ., Preface, xiv, n. 1.

^ Ib., Preface, xii. They suggest one or two centuries before Pliny, But Pliny’s mention of the

Lihyanites (Lechieni) might come from any time in the Hellenistic peri<xi.

^ JS (Minaean) 8, 11, 69, 77, 86, 94, 136, 141, 156-7, 173, 176, 180, 190, 192, 198-9; (Lihyanite) 43, 281,

288.

^ ty. JS (Minaean) 180 with (Lihyanite) 43.

' Jaussen and Savign<ic, op, Atlas to vol. ii, Plates xxxiv and xxxii, no. 4, the tomb called A“. The
Minaean dedication: M. 36 = JS 32.

^ Atlas, PI. xxxvi, 1. Ib.j PI. xxxii, 3; the inscription JS 82.

76., PL xxix
; of. xxviii, 2 and 3, xxx, xxxv

; see vol. Il, 59. This statue has beeu reproduced in C, R
Ac. 1909, 459, and Syria,, i, 167.

Syria,, i, 166: ‘‘L’imitatioii egyptienne est sensible; les epaules et les pectoraux sont traites a la
fa^on des statues egyptisantes d’epoque ptolema'ique trouvees en Phenicie,notamment a Oumm el ‘Awamid ”

From a letter to me: probably Ptolemaic, though it might possibly be as late as PX)a n The
sculptor had been trained in the imitation of Egyptian work, either hy an Egyptian who carved portrait
statues in the native style for the Ptolemies, or by a local man so trained (which only dates it a <^eneration
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opinion^ is that the Egyptian style places it somewhere between the middle of the sixth

and the end of the third century b.c., which, unless the dating here adopted for the

Lihyanite kingdom [fost) be very wrong indeed, means the latter part of the third century.

Probably it represents a Lihyanite king; if the sanctuary at Hereibeh be ever excavated,

we shall know more about it. Meanwhile, if there was Ptolemaic statuary at Dedan on

the incense route, may we not have found what we are seeking, the goal of Ptolemy’s

expedition ?

I turn to the kings’ names (see Appendix II). Among them are two (or three) called

Talmai or Tolmai (the vowels are of course uncertain). Talmai is a known Hebrew name
in the O.T. and occurs in the Talmud : the discussions of it I have met - do not however

give any other instance in the Arabian tongues, and I have not succeeded in finding one.

There is however a case among the Aramaic-speaking Nabataeans ; a Nabataean inscription

found in the Delta is dated by the fourth year of some Talmai and the Egyptian month,

and the editor^ takes it as certain, from the month and the place, that Talmai here

means the reigning Ptolemy, the P and the termination -os being dropped: the dropping

of the P occurs elsewhere^. I suggest that these Lihyanite kings took the name Ptolemy '^.

The fact that the form is right for Ptolemy does not of course make this suggestion more

than a possibility; but I think we can go further. The two Tolmais (or two of the

Tolmais), and they alone of the Lihyanite kings, have epithets to their names. In the

case of Tolmai son of Lawdan (M, 8), Muller said he could neither translate nor explain

the epithet (which unfortunately he did not transliterate), and Jaussen and Savignac

have not dealt with this inscription; so I must let him be, merely remarking that

a corruption of a foreign word might be an explanation. But the Tolmai son of Hanu’as

of M. 4 = JS 54 has an epithet which Muller rendered der himmlische, ‘‘the celestial.”

Jaussen and Savignac say that no one can dispute, as a matter of philology, that this

may be the meaning, but that it seems a strange epithet to apply to a Lihyanite, even

a king; they therefore seek another afiinity for the word, and construe it ‘‘the double

exaltation” of Tolmai, which (I may remark) they do not explain either®. I gather that

they would have been content with Muller’s translation if they could have explained it.

or two different). It is most unlikely the seulptor had studied an out of date type of Egyptian ^tatue with

such care that he chose to re})roduce it in preference to any of the types he was used to cai-ving, therefoio

he lived at a time when statues of kings were still included among the jobs of Egyptian workmen. And
that, f think, points to the Ptolemaic dynasty. ''

1 He distinguishes two elements in the statue: one Egyptian in and in certain detads, as the

wig and breast development; the other—^head-cloth, belt, and armlet—non- Egy[)tian, pnjbably native.

He continues: ‘"the Egyptian style with which I would compare the figure is that of the later XXVIth
Dynasty to the earlier Ptolemaic. All the Egyptianising details conform to that—^ay about the middle of

the 6th century to the end of the 3rd." From a letter to me.)

- B. Moritz, op. 26; Ch. Clerrnont-Ganneau (next note), p. 18.

3 Clermont-Oanneau, Les Nahateens ea Egypte^ in Rec. de Vhtst. des religion.'<. lxxx, 1910. 1. Moritz,

op. would see a feminine form of Talmai in a Nabataean inscriptioti from Hegra of a.d. 3‘), V. L Xe/zo,

ir, 1, 215, 1. 4, where de Vogue reads Tabam (/;.

^ E.g., Bar-tolomaeus
;
and Tolemaioth (probably; un the Oizeh sarco[)hagus (p, 20, n. 6;, where the

Egyptianised Minaean has retained the termination, just as the Graecised ^liuaeaiis ([). 2(.), n. 10) did at

Delos (D-L-Th for Delos '.

» I am not sure whether or no Dussaud {Sgria, i, 168) meant to suggest this.

They can only suggest intronisation ou triomphe.’’ A wish for or .i reference to the ""double

prosperity’^ of an individual occurs in JS 35, 37, 49, 61, 83 (Lihyanite), but this is another matter; it is

the Semitic “double fortune,” on which see Fr. Curnont, Etodes sgriennes, 263.

3-2
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The epithet is strange, and that is its explanation; I suggest that it is obviously an echo

of UroXefjLalo^ @€09
,
an attempt to reproduce part of the title as well as the name of

some Ptolemy.

That may be why it is apparently the only epithet in Arabia which suggests deification.

Of course it is often asserted, on South Arabian evidence, that Arabian kings were, speaking

generally, gods during life; but the alleged evidence, as regards the Hellenistic period,

seems to me, I must confess, very dubious. The inscriptions which make certain South

Arabian kings sons of the Moon-god are all post-Christian^, and may therefore reflect

Greek or Roman ideas; and Nielsen’s argument^ that because the Venus-god, the Moon-
god’s son, was called Malik "'the king,” therefore the kings were the Venus-god, cannot

be valid; Hebrews called Yahweh "’king,” but their kings were not Yahweh. Names com-
pounded with Wadd® of course no more import divinity than Apollonius or Dionvsius;

while titles like Just and Illustrious^ mean nothing, unless we know aliunde, as we do for

the Ptolemies, that these kings were in fact worshipped by these names. The best piece

of evidence in this connection seems not to have been noticed—Agatharcides’ statement

that the Sabaean king might never leave his palace, and if he did he was stoned; that

is, he was a god-king under a well-known tabu'\ But that the Sabaean king was a god
does not afiect Libyan, for you cannot argue from one kingdom to another: the
Antigonids were not gods because their cousins the Seleucids were, and the reference in

JS 82 to the ‘'strong government” of Lawdan is conclusive, for example, that the
Lihyanite kings were not under the same tabu as the Sabaean. There seems at the
moment no trace of deification in Libyan; and ‘‘the celestial Tolmai” is an isolated

phenomenon calling for explanation on other lines, which I have tried to give.

From Al-‘UIa doubtless came the Minaean Zaidil who became an Egyptian priest in

some Serapeum and kept the temple supplied with myrrh and calamus through his own
trading ship; the inscription on his sarcophagus is dated in the twenty-second year of

some Ptolemy®. Derenbourg' suggested Ptolemy III; Rhodokanakis rather favours
Ptolemy II, 263, as does HommeH. In either case his presence in Egypt was a direct
result of the expedition of Ptolemy II and is of great interest as illustrating the connec-
tion between Egypt and Al-‘Ula; doubtless the “Minaean frankincense” mentioned in

Egypt later in the reign of Ptolemy II ^ came by the same route, from Al-'Ula to Mvos
Hormos. Whether the Minaeans, including another Zaidil, who appeared at Delos in "the

latter part of the second century came from Al-‘Ula or Ma'an cannot be said; but
with Al-‘Ula may perhaps be connected the Minaean imitation of an Alexandrine tetra-

drachm now at Aberdeen University There was too another way in which influence at
Al-'UIa might have been useful to the Ptolemies, apart from tapping the South Arabian
trade; Egypt required and imported horses, while Dedan exported a picked breed^^. We

1 Nielsen, op. cit., ’2:A. - Ib., ^33. ^ Plommel, Ethaologle, 140-1.
^ (.)n which Hommel bases the deification of the kings

;
i^ee his list of such epithets in Nielsen

OJp, VAt,^ 08.

5 G.GJf., I, 189 (both Photius and Diodorus)= Strabo, xvi, 778. Greeks had met with similar tabus
before (Xenophon's ^lossynoeci). See Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, in, 124.

N. Rhodokanakis, Die Sarkophaginschrift von Gizeh, in Zeits. fur Semitistik, ii, 1924, 113.
“ JourH.as.,JK, 1893, 528. - Rhodokanakis, o/). cit., 126, n. 6. 9 P.S.L, vi, 628

Gh. Clerrnont-Gaiineau, Inscription hiUngne niineo'grecque it DGos, in C. R. Ac. laser.. 1908 546
G. F. Hill, Brit. Mus. Goins, Arabia, 1922, Ixxxii.

Ezechiel xxvii, 20 (lxx) : AaiSav egrropol a-ov /xera KrT]V(£>v €k\€kto)v els appara. Whatever the Hebrew
means, the lxx translators when in doubt sometimes interpreted the matter by the conditions of their
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cannot however ascribe to this expedition the introduction of the camel into Egypt, if it

was Ptolemy II who introduced it, as camels are mentioned in the procession of 279-8.^

Finally I may note the interesting suggestion that Zaidihs sarcophagus came from the

Fayum^; for a recent papyrus has shown that at Philadelphia in the Fayum in 250 Ptolemy
had a body of Arab guards, possibly used to police the desert^.

Zaidil’s sarcophagus does not actually help to date the beginning of the Lihyanite

kingdom, as there were Minaeans at Al-'Ula under the Lihyanites; but if there were
really Ptolemaic influences at work in that kingdom, it cannot begin later than about

200 B.c. (quite apart from the Hereibeh statue and Mas’udu's inscription), because by
about 100 B.c. the Ptolemies were probably losing interest in Dedan and peninsular Arabia

(jpost). It might in fact begin anywhere between 280 and 200 : and it is tempting to see

in the change of rulers at Al-Rda some ultimate by-product of the activities of Ptolemy II.

As to the country northward, the position in the third century was, I conjecture, that

the Shalamians still occupied the country about Teima, between Al-‘Ula and the

Nabataeans, with whom at some time they were allied^; then the Nabataean advance
absorbed the Shalamians, who became part of the Nabataean state, wdth the same sacra'':

finally, before c, 100 b.c., the Lihyanites, perhaps wdth Egyptian support, checked the

Nabataean advance, which for long (as the Nabataean inscriptions show^) got no farther

than Hegra. The surviving reference to the “ strong government “ of the Lihyanite king

Lawdan, who had a long reign®, might refer to this event.

I come at last to the Milesian colony of Ampelone'. The strange but widespread

idea that it belonged to the seventh century b.c. hardly requires mention; Miletus then

had about as much chance of founding a colony in the Red Sea as in the moon, and the

only time when a Greek colony could have been founded in Arabia w^as under the Ptolemies.

What happened is showm by the analogy of the already noticed Seleucid foundation,

Antioch in Persis. Antioch did not flourish, and Antiochus I applied to Magnesia on the

Maeander to re-colonise it for him, wdiich Magnesia did with success; the story is told in

the decree of Antioch found at Magnesia"^. Magnesia also colonised Antioch toward
Pisidia for some Seleucid^; doubtless other cities helped the Seleucids in the same way.
Similarly one of the Ptolemies applied to Miletus to colonise a city for him in Arabia.

Hence the name Ampelone. city of the vine, so strange in a Milesian foundation, seeing

that the god of Miletus w^as Apollo; Ampelone adopted Dionysus because he w'as the
divine ancestor and god of the Ptolemies. Miletus was under Ptolemaic suzerainty from
279 to 258, w^hen it was lost to Antiochus II: it was recovered bv Ptolemy III betw^een

245 and 241 and remained Ptolemaic till 197. But the reign of Ptolemy IV, and the
latter part of that of Ptolemy III, w^hen he w^as quite inactive, may be left out of count:

own age, notably in this chapter. Ezechiel was seemingly translated in the second century b.c. I cannot
reconcile wdth this verse the widespread Ijelief that the horse wa.^ unknown in Arabia before the Christian

era.

1 Athen. v, 200 F, apparently the earliest mention of tliem. They occur a little later in I\ Cairo Zen,,

5914:3, 5920V ;
vi, 562.

2 Brugsch’s suggestion, which Rhodokanakis, op. cit,, 119, thinks possible.

P. Cairo Zen.,^ 59296.

^ ei/o-TToi/Son see Steph. Byz. s.c. ^aXafiLoi. Cf. Hartmann, op. c<V., 464. I know of nothing to support the
view of Moritz, ojk cit., 42, that Al-‘Ula was once Shalami-in.

^ C. L .Vto/o, ir, 1, 197, 199, 206. ^ JS 82 (in Ids 35th year .

" Pliny, H.y., vi, 159, oppidurn Ampelone, eoloiiia Mile^iorum.

® 0.6^./.aS'., 233. ^ Strab, XII, : tuvttjv wKKrav Mdyvrjres ol irpos MaiarSpco.
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Ampelone was founded either under Ptolemy II or early in the reign of Ptolemy III, and
as we do not know that Ptolemy III was ever active in Arabia, while Ptolemy II was, we
must ascribe the foundation to the latter. It was founded therefore after his expedition

of 277 and before c. 260 (the second Syrian war); that it was a consequence of that ex-

pedition can hardly be doubted. Through it Ptolemaic influence would pass up to Ab‘Ula,

and from it South Arabian and Indian products coming to Al-'Ula over the incense route

would be exported to Egypt. Glaser, merely from geographical considerations, put
Ampelone in the Hedjaz somewhere north of Jiddah^, and was not far wrong; it must
have stood about the mouth of the Wadi Hamd, whence an easy route runs to Al-'Ula

and whence there was an easy ferry across to Myos Hormos. Doubtless it would tend to

supersede the old Minaean port of Egra, which by Augustus’ time had sunk to a village*^.

The Arabs whom Ptolemy II was ruling before 270^ may have included some coastal

tribe here, to secure Ampelone’s communications with Al-‘Ula.

One further matter of analogy. We have seen how the Seleucids colonised round the

inner Persian Gulf. So did the Ptolemies round the upper part of the Red Sea; beside

the African foundations of Ptolemy II,—Arsinoe, Philotera, Myos Hormos, Berenice,

Ptolemais Epitheras,—and the Arabian Ampelone, some Ptolemy seemingly took Ezion-

geber in Nabataean territory near Aelana and refounded it as a Berenice^; it is

tempting to think of the campaign of Ptolemy II against the Nabataeans in 278. The two
eflorts corresponded, as one would expect. Now the great trading power on the Persian
Gulf was Gerrha, and it was the wealthy Gerrhaeans who supplied Seleuceia with incense

etc.^; apparently the Seleucids maintained good relations with them, and even Antiochus
III, when he set out to conquer Gerrha, yielded to the people’s prayer that they might
keep their ancient freedom®. Ptolemy II was much keener about trade than any Seleucid

and we should expect an effort on his part to get some Arabian people to do for him
what the Gerrhaeans did for his rivals. It was certainly not Petra which balanced
Gerrha; and I think that Gerrha’s counterpart in the west was Dedan, which, first in

Minaean and then in Lihyanite hands, assisted to supply Egypt and felt Egyptian
influence.

Perhaps this may explain a (to me) very puzzling passage in Agatharcides : that the
Gerrhaeans brought incense to Petra One is apt to look on Petra as the great incense

mart; why should the Gerrhaeans have carried coals to Newcastle? How could it pay
them, after their already long journey from the Mahra coast through Oman to Gerrha
to bring their incense again across Central Arabia, probably via Teima, to the Nabataeans?
Certainly Petra was already a mart in the fourth century^. But its greatness probably
only dates from about the first century b.c., when the Ptolemies were relaxing their

1 Shizze^ II, 152.

- StraU XVI, V82. It would be tempting to see in Ampelone Egra helleuised, the old name (as often)
ultimately prevailing. It seems however more likely that Ampelone was Leiice Come; ciiid as Leuce
Come and Egra co-existed (f6., 780, 782) it could not be both.

3 Theoc. XVII, 1. 86.

^ Josephus, Ant., vin, 6, 4; see Tscherikower, op. ciU, 81. This has been doubted, but is usually
accepted.

^ Strab. XVI, 766 : they go regularly to Babylonia.

6 Polyb. XIII, 9, 4-5. J. Beloch, Gr. Gesch,, iv-, ii, 357, deduced from tliis passage, wrongly as I think
that the Gerrhaeans were tributary. Of course they gave Antiochus a present for leaving them alone • Si)

did the Nabataeans in 312 to Demetrius, Died, xix, 97, 6.

7 Strab. XVI, 776 ;
G.G.M., i, 177 (both Photius and Diodorus). Diodorus adds ‘‘so they say ’’

« Diod. XIX, 94, 5 ; 95, 3.
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efforts; in the third century the Ptolemies may have been able, through their friendship

with Dedan, partially to starve Petra by diverting part of the incense-route traffic to the

sea and so to Egypt direct. This would explain the amazing journey which the

Gerrhaeans found worth while: they turned Egypt’s flank.

By about 100 B.c. the Ptolemies, with their successful penetration to Somaliland,

the growth of their sea-traffic, now shyly reaching out toward India, and their increasing

political weakness, may have been attaching little further importance to their connection

with Dedan; while, looking at what was happening in Egypt and elsewhere, Ampelone

may have been fast becoming orientalised. On the other hand, the Nabataeans, now a

civilised state, were expanding greatly; in or before the first century b.c., perhaps by

absorbing the Shalamians, they occupied Teima and reached Hegra, not far north of

Al-‘Ula, for long their stronghold and their boundary^. Whether at the time of Aelius

Gallus’ expedition the Lihyanites may have been their tributaries I am not here con-

sidering; Al-‘Ula itself they seem not to have actually entered till much later But down
the coast they made more progress, and their port of Leuce Come, also at the mouth of

the Wadi Hamd^, replaced and killed Ampelone; it had direct communication with

lathrib (Medina) and so cut out Al-'Ula. Probably Leuce Come teas Ampelone, captured

and re-named. For certainly, as against the Ptolemies, the Nabataeans had the last word,

as the children of the soil are apt to have. Ptolemy II from Heroopolis had sent out his

fleet to chastise them and cut their trade route; if they knew their own history, they

must have felt that the gods were good on the day when, near Heroopolis, they burnt

the last fleet of the last queen of Ptolemy’s line.

Appendix I. T-sh-ij-t.

The following is from a letter written to me by Mr. Sidney Smith. He had no idea when

writing whither I meant to conduct Ptolemy II, so the coincidence is rather striking. After

alluding to a mention in Lawrence’s Seven Pillars, 113, of the Tasha pass, near Wadi Safra,

a wadi which “reaches the coast half way between Yenbo and Rabegh,” running from

N.E. to S.W., and concluding that this pass “must lie north of Wadi Safra in the hills,*’ he

says: “Tasha is then a good geographical name just by Yenbo.” As to the Arabic form,

“I have found a name in Yaqtit which does bear on the matter, owing to help from

Mr. Fulton of the Oriental MSS., who translated the relevant passage for me. It appears

that there was a mountain in Yemen, variously called Tais or Taish. The word, according

to Yaqut, denotes a goat; the Hebrew cognate Tayish means a buck or he-goat, and that

is probably the original sense: the Arabic dictionary gives tais, pi. tuyus, buck. The
mountain then was the 'Goat Mountain.’ Such a name may originally have spread over

the whole area of the hills which lie just east of the sandy shore of Yemen and Hedjaz,

the Tehama.

‘*If we turn now to the Egyptian spelling, Budge [History of Egypt, vii, 201) gives the

hieroglyphic form as The final t was silent and corresponds exactly to the

feminine t of Arabic, used to denote generic significance, 'the class of....’ The modern
German transliteration of the word would be something like T-s^-i. [Kohler used Tsii,

W.W.T.] Now occasionally such signs as (|kj, i, are put out of place to secure better sign

grouping. It is conceivable that the name was really T-i-s/, or something like Taish.

^ Jausson and Savigiiac, ojk cit., ii, ix, and the Nabataean inscriptions from Hegra.

- The first Nabataean inscriptions at Al-'Ula seem to be L Sein
,

ii, 1, 3:33, 380, dated (by the era of

Bostra) 306+ and 307 a.d.

3 B. Moritz, XiVKY] Kco/x?? in 1\ W., 192-3.
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In any case there is no reason to deny that the Egyptian might represent 'Buck-land/

Such a name would only apply to the hill country east of the Tehama* If we wish to

localise it strictly, it may either be in the neighbourhood of Yenbo, or in Yemen.”

Assuming that the name might apply to the whole of the hill-country behind the

Tehama, including that north of Yenbo, it fits excellently with what I have suggested.

I note just two points. No one knows how far south the rule of Al-‘Ula extended, and
the expedition might, incidentally, have reached some point a good deal farther south

than Al-‘Ula itself: if the whole of the mountainous country behind the coast was known
as Teshi, an Egyptian scribe was quite capable of suggesting that Ptolemy went to the

farthest end of it (‘'to the end of the South”) when in fact it was the nearer.

Appendix II, The Lihyanite Kings.

The kings now known seem to be the following:

Hanu’as son of Sahir queen of Libyan. JS 53.

The “celestial” Tolmai son of Hanu’as. M. 4 = JS 54.

Tolmai son of Hanu'as king of Libyan. M. 9, 27 = JS 45, 77 (22nd year known).

Hanu’as (5th year). M. 71,

Hanu’as son of Tolmai king of Libyan (5th year). M. 73.

Lawdan son of Hanu’as king of Libyan (35th year “under his strong government”).
JS 82.

Tolmai son of Lawdan king of Libyan. M. 63.

Musimm son of Lawdan king of Libyan (9th year). JS 85.

A nameless king. M. 78.

Multaqis (29th year). JS 83.

Hilas, successor (but not son) of Fatim. M. 52 = JS 70.

Kabir'il son of Mata’il king of Dedan. JS 138 (in Lihyanite).

Mas’udu king of Libyan. JS 334 (p. 220), 337 (in Nabataean).

? Salhan. M. 55 - JS 68.

? ‘Abdon Hanu’as. M. 23 - JS 72.

? Musimm son of Sahar. JS 349.

It is uncertain whether the last three are kings or governors under some king. It may
be uncertain whether Tolmai son of Hanu’as and the “celestial” Tolmai son of Hanu’as
are the same person, i.e. whether there are two, or three, kings called Tolmai. There may
be two, or three, kings called Hanu’as; even five is possible, but improbable. The least

number of kings one can possibly make is 13, the greatest (taking three called Hanu’as)
19. The queen, Sahir, doubtless comes early; for no other queens seem known in Arabia
(Tka6, Saha, 1500) except those of the Aribi in the last period of Assyrian influence
(S. Smith, Camb. Anc, Hist., iii, 63, 84); unless the “queen of Sheba” be counted. To
make out the minimum number, 13, a pedigree could be constructed thus:

Sahir

I

,

Hanu’as

I

The ‘'celestial” Tolmai

I

Hanu’as

Lawdan

Tolmai Musimm
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But of course the linking up between the first two and the last four is entirely hypo-

thetical, apart from the fact that seemingly Mas’udu belongs somewhere in the second

century b.c.

Multiplied by 30, this would give 390 to 570 years for the Lihyanite kingdom, plus

an unknown period for undiscovered kings. The larger figure is probably impossible, and

in any case multiplication by 30 is not a scientific procedure; it may work occasionallv

{e.g. the first seven Ptolemies), but suppose all the known Seleucids multiplied by 30; the

result would indeed be disastrous. I think my statement in the text, that we now require

three to four centuries for the Lihyanite kingdom, is a reasonable sort of estimate.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 4
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SCENES FROM A DESTROYED TEMPLE AT NAPATA
By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

With Plate v.

The excavations of Dr. Reisner have established the fact that a certain small temple

(H of Lepsius, B 700 of Reisner^) under the rock of Gebel Barkal was built (apart from a

New Kingdom predecessor and a Meroitic successor) by Atlanersa, the third (?) Ethiopian

king after Tirhaqa, and in part, at least, decorated by Atlanersa's immediate ( ? )
successor

Senqamenseken. A fine altar of Atlanersa was amongst the discoveries made (see Journal

,

V, 104), but of sculptured walls and columns only scraps could be found. Travellers a

century ago record that the two towers of the pylon were then standing above ground,

more or less ruined, apparently with the beginnings of both the east and the west walls

attached. In 1820 Cailliaud copied the very ordinary scene of the king, in this case

Senqamenseken, slaying his enemies before Amun from the front of the eastern^ tower,

which was the better preserved of the two {Voyage d Meroe, i, PI. Ixi, cf, Texte, m, 217).

The god here offers the king a scimitar terminating in the head of the Amun-ram with

disk, and the imperfectly copied inscriptions yield a phrase in the speech of Amun, ‘‘I

have given thee a scimitar on the day of battle” (Q:£l ^), which occurs also on a frag-

ment of a small obelisk of the same king found here by Reisner (see Journal, v, 108).

Senqamenseken would seem to have had some serious fighting to do. The sculptures are

briefly noticed by Waddington and Hanbury, who were at Barkal just before Cailliaud

{Journal of a visit to some parts of Ethiopia, 166-167), and again in more detail and with

some understanding of the hieroglyphics by Hoskins, whose visit was in 1833 (Travels in

Ethiopia, 140-141). On PI. 23 Hoskins gives a drawing of the inner (north) face of the

same eastern tower, in which the engraver has made some ordinary sculptured figures

appear as if fitted on to the building in a different material, but the shapes are correct.

Five years earlier however, in 1828, Lord Prudhoe had visited Napata accompanied by
Major Orlando Felix, who shared with him a knowledge of hieroglyphics that was very
respectable for that early time, and to Major Felix we owe an interesting record in

pencil, here reproduced. It is taken from Atlas (A), fo. 37 (a) of the Prudhoe MSS.
preserved at Alnwick Castle, the journals of Lord Prudhoe and the drawings of Major
Felix so far as they relate to Egypt and Nubia having been most kindly lent to us at
Oxford by the Duke of Northumberland for the making of Miss Porter’s and Miss Moss’s
Topographical Bibliography and other work.

The drawing (PI. v) is labelled by the artist “ Interior Sculpture on the Temple of Amen-
soken, Napata (Birkel).” On comparing the plates of Cailliaud and Hoskins (PL 23 and
PI. 25), it is evident that the left-hand fragment in Felix’s drawing corresponds to the ruin of
the east pylon tower as shown in the two former, and that the north face of both towers is
shown having the figures of the worshippers turned from the entrance towards the interior.

^ Jounial, V, 101.

•i According to the magnetic compass, not the revei-sed river-compass employed by Dr. Reisner in his
dewcriptioii of the remaiu^s at Barkal.
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The space between the two parts, where the door originally stood, is very much abbreviated

in the drawing, no doubt in order to gain room for large-scale detail on a sheet of limited

size. In that interval is a neat little glimpse of columns and of the second pylon of the Great

Temple, which were probably more or less in view through the gap of the doorway, and

at the foot are the cartouches of Amaniseken, perhaps as seen together on some fallen

block. Hoskins too (p. 141) found the same name somewhere on the north of the pylon.

Cartouches were of course in those days the chief quarry of the Egyptological huntsman

amongst the inscriptions, if he did not aspire to being a Champollion. But although

Senqamenseken sculptured the front of the pylon and Dr. Reisner found his name as

well as that of Atlanersa in the scattered remains throughout the temple, it seems to

have been the earlier king who decorated the north face of the pylon, for it is his Hawk
with Horus name Gerg-tawi that faces the recumbent criosphinx of Amiin on the

eastern tower. Thus Atlanersa was responsible for building the whole of the temple

(unless the portico was later, see Reisner’s plan, Journal, v, PI. x, No. 701), and Senqa-

menseken’s work was confined to the decoration.

The edge of the paper on the left seems to cut short the scenes and inscriptions, but

it probably only marks the line where the east wall of the hypostyle court met the pylon,

and the continuation of the subjects on that wall was probably much destroyed. The

beginning of the corresponding west wall is seen attached to the west pylon tower on

the right.

The first thing visible above the rubbish on the floor of the chamber (702 of Reisner)

is the upper part of a scene of ofterings. On the east wall must have stood the king

ofl'ering to Amun : here we see the queen following him holding a sistrum, her long titles

confused in the copy but ending “great royal [wife] Khalesi.” This name, meaning

“Slave of Isis,” is new. Behind her are indicated bunches of onions (?), four sacrificed

oxen, a row of jars on wooden stands with inscription “forty ^'asA-jars of beer,” and below

these an inscription “leeks and melons (?), 100; beer, 150 (?).’’

On the upper level, between the royal hawk of Atlanersa and the criosphinx of

Amun already referred to, is an inscription: “Speech of Amen-re<' in the midst of Pnubs:

‘I have given unto thee all life and good fortune, all health, all happiness for ever

and ever'.” For the criosphinx Amun of Pnubs, usually represented with the nuhs-tx^e

bending over it, see Journal, iv, 26 = L., Z)., v, 9 from the temple of Tirhaqa at

Napata, and Liverpool Annals, ix, PI. xlix from the temple of the same king at Sanam.

Over the scene is a single line of inscription

:

“...silver; he set up for him an obelisk in the Great Place, he added (?) an endow-

ment of the deity (?)...’’ This reminds us of the little black granite obelisk of Senqamen-

seken, 19 cms. (7^ inches) square in section, of which Dr. Reisner found a portion just

behind the pylon.

It is probable that there was no further sculpture above this and that the upper

part of the tower was left blank at the back like the front as drawn by Cailliaud.

Turning now to the western tower we see above the rubbish the heads of two females

holding sistra. The leading one with indistinct headdress is the “king’s mother ...sel-

keth (?).” Behind her is a queen “Ta. ..(?).” In the upper row are three more royal

ladies. The leading one holds a sistrum and a vase (?); she is entitled “king’s wife, king’s

daughter, king’s sister, Aru.” The other two, “king’s wife, king’s daughter, Neb,..” and

“king’s [wife?], king’s sister, Persenen,” raise empty hands in worship.

The headdresses of the three ladies last mentioned are very peculiar and afiord a

welcome confirmation of one worn by a princess from Aspelt’s chapel inside Tirhaqa’s

4^2
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temple at Sanam on the opposite bank from Napata. This is published in Liverpool

Annals, ix, PI. xlv from a sketch of Lepsius. Aspelt was the third (?) successor of

Atlanersa according to Eeisner in Journal, ix, 75. It may be remarked that the sculp-

tures in Aspelt’s chapel are of the shallow bad style of engraving found by Reisner along

with relief work in Atlanersa's Barkal temple. It is probable that what look like bent

wires in Lepsius’s drawing are really delicate plumes set in calyx bases, but perhaps Dr.

Reisner will one day produce a more certain explanation of the headdress from his re-

searches among the royal cemeteries. It will be noted that at Barkal the leading princess

wears three plumes and the second only two, while at Sanam, where the head of the

leading lady (presumably the queen herself and therefore with a quite different headdress)

is destroyed, the princess behind her wears four plumes. Probably the number of plumes

varied with the rank of the wearer.

Remarkable flowing gear that may perhaps be connected with this Ethiopian head-

dress of the seventh century b.c. is seen on the head of an unnamed goddess sculptured

on one of the Meroitic columns that used, alas! to stand at Amara, L., D., v, Bk 69,

col. b, the figure being well visible in a photograph in Frith, Upper Egypt and Ethiopia,

32 and drawn by Wilkinson, MSS., xi, 17, in 1849; and again on a sculpture published

in my Meroitic Studies, iii (Journal, iv, PI. v), where the goddess is named Taley or Talekh

and acts the part of a winged Victory. These belong to the Natekamani royalties and
are therefore probably of the end of the first century a.d.

Above the princesses is faintly pencilled a row of three small figures turned in the

same direction, who may represent priests or common people assisting at the ceremony
in which the royal family is shown in full prominence.
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PREDYNASTIC FIGURES OF WOMEN
AND THEIR SUCCESSORS

By G. D. HORNBLOWER

With Plates vi-x.

From the earliest Predynastic to the late Roman times figurines of nude women
have come to light from all parts of the ancient Egyptian field. Often labelled as

dolls,” they compose really a mixed class which it shall be my endeavour in this article

to sort out : at the same time I shall attempt to give a rational account of their origin

and various developments through the ages.

One of the most interesting kinds is composed of the so-called steatopygous clay

figurines of the Early Predynastic Period, of which the British Museum has so remarkable

a collection, and I can do no better than begin with them. I am indebted to the courtesy

of the Museum authorities for facilities granted for examining them and for permission

to publish the most characteristic.

The Museum numbers, the composition and dimensions of the figurines selected are

as follows

PL Fig. Museum No. Cotuposition Height
Wkith

(across elbou's)

vi & 4 53875 Clay and vegetable paste 14| in. 7 in.

vi 5 50687 (male) Baked clay 3 „

X 2 53879 „ (reddish)

vii 2 50689 „ (base blackened 34 „ (sitting 3^ ,, (horizontal

vi 1 2 50947

in firing)

8i

height
)

length)

vii 4 50680 Soft limestone d „

vii .3 58064 m „ H

The two last are decorated with lines and figures, to be described later; detailed

description of the rest is made unnecessary by the accompanying illustrations, since the

figures are of rough and primitive make, nearly all without facial features.

Comparison should be made with those in the University College collection, published

in Petrie’s Predynastic Egypt, Pis. iii-vi, and the fragments in the Ashmolean Museum
published by Capart {Debuts de Vart en Egypte, figs. 113-114). The Sequence Dating
given for the only two found in datable graves is the early one of 31-34 {Predyn. Eg.,

par. 18), contemporary with the white-on-red pottery which characterizes that period.

The first appearance, so far known, of nude female figurines of the type illustrated

is in the Upper Palaeolithic age of Europe. Of these a highly characterized example, the

so-called “Willendorf Venus,” is reproduced, for comparison, in PL viii, figs. 1-3. The
immense breasts and thighs are strikingly like those of the painted clay figurine, of the

Early Predynastic age, described in Naqada and Balias, 13 and PL vi, 1, and here repro-

duced in PL viii, fig. 4, by kind permission of Sir Flinders Petrie. The representation of
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faces in the palaeolithic figurines is evaded, as it is in most of the Egyptian ones, but

nos. 50689 and 53879 show some power of representation, which may have been stronger

in that age than is indicated by the figurines, just as, in the somewhat similar figurines

of the Eighteenth Dynasty, when representational art was particularly strong, the ‘‘beak”

still stands for a face (see PI. ix, figs. 1-2) ^ It is interesting to see how nearly the cover-

ing of the face with hair in no. 53875 (PI. vi, fig. 4) resembles the complete veiling in

the “Willendorf Venus.” An example from Hu now in the Ashmolean Museum has the

same characteristic.

A prominent feature of the figurines is their so-called steatopygy, but Mr. G. Shattock

tells us in his classical work on that peculiarity ^ that “the term Steatopygy should not

be used to cover enlargements that are lateral only, or conditions where the thighs

alone are large.” The name is properly applied to the peculiar formation of the but-

tocks found at present among the Koranna women of S. Africa®. True steatopygy,

accompanied by general obesity, is to be seen in the Queen of Punt^, who suffers also,

as Mr. Shattock observes, from lordosis, A vessel in the shape of a truly steatopygous

woman, also afflicted with lordosis, is shown in El Amrah and Ahydos, PI. 1, but this is

exceptional and may have well been inspired by the figure of the Queen of Punt, which

it closely resembles and which must have been well known at that time.

The broad hips of these predynastic figurines do not, then, constitute steatopygy,

nor, as Mr. Shattock shows, do similar ones in the art of palaeolithic Europe, ancient

Mesopotamia, Crete or early European cultures®. They have not the gluteal gibbosity of

the Koranna women, which is composed of a loose reservoir of fat, to be absorbed for

nutrition in case of emergency, like the caraeFs hump. It would seem, then, that

the figurines, remarkable only for obesity and not steatopygy, offer no ground for insti-

tuting comparisons between the ancient peoples concerned and modern Bushmen, nor can

they be adduced as proofs of any racial connections whatever. Professor Fleure®,

supporting this view, prefers the conclusion that the exaggerated features shown in the

palaeolithic figurines have simply a ritual signification; they are found in caves, as are

the figures of bisons and other wild animals, and were made for purposes of magic, to

promote fertility in the women of the race; with this object models were chosen for

the richness of their motherly physique, which was purposely exaggerated^. Their function

is parallel to that of the wild animals in the ritual caves, modelled or painted on the

^ In a private collection
;
given to show fuller detail than is generally published. The crudeness of the

modelling may possibly be due to the survival, in it, of a popular traditional type, for it is h>iunl equally

in the figurine placed in a temple foundation-deposit at Koptos (see p. 41),

2 “On Normal Tumour-like Formation of Fat in Man, etc.,’' in Proc. of the R. Sot\ of Medicine n
(1909), Pathological Sectio7i, 207.

3 Usually attributed to Bushwomen, but the late Professor E. Schwardz, who has lived and studieil

among them, told me, as others too have noted, that it is found only among the Koranna women who are
of Hottentot race. The gluteal prominence is composed of soft fat and is often so great that risint^ from
sitting is a difficult process. But of course we must bear in mind that Bushmen drawings show this feature
in their women

;
the Koranna may have in them an old Bushman strain.

^ Deir el-Bahan, HI, PI. Ixix
;
for a photograph see Shattock, op. cit., 217, fig. 4.

^ Two exceptions are noted by him, op. cit., 220, both in Crete
;
but later tinds in Europe have produced

figurines showing something very like steatopygy, see Peake and Fleure, Priem mid Kings 160 and 164
figs. 99 and 101, dated at about 3000 b.c.

* ’ ’

^ HarmswortPs Unicersal History, Pt. 2, 200, fig. 5.

For a good summary, with illustrations, see Sollas, Ancient Hunters (2nd ed > 37‘> 381 n.irl P i

and Fleure, Hunters and Artists, 92.
^ ,

ana reake
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walls, whose object was to procure good hunting. One of the figurines, the ‘‘Venus

innominata '*’ from Brassempouy, is a beautifully carved torso of a woman, quite normal

but markedly pregnant, a significant feature^.

We may then safely give to these great-breasted, broad-hipped women the name of

“mother-figures,’’ without committing ourselves to any definite theory as to their position

in the minds of the people using them; we do not know whether they were worshipped,

in the modern sense of the word, but we can be sure that these mysterious instruments

of family or tribal prosperity, fraught with marvel and awe, were deeply venerated and

well on the way to becoming what we call deities.

With fertility we must link nourishment as an attribute of the mother embodied in

these figurines, to denote which they were usually furnished with breasts of generous size,

and, when arms were provided, as was not always done, they usually supported the breasts.

All these traits are vigorously exemplified in the “Willendorf Venus.”

With the coming of agriculture and domestic beasts the functions of the figures

changed; no longer were they needed to promote increase in the hard-pressed hunter’s

family nor are they found in ritual caves, but are placed in graves to procure nourish-

ment and motherly care for the lonely dead. The exaggeration of bodily traits mostly

disappears; it is not seen in the two earliest examples so far known, the rough burnt-clay

figurines discovered in the First Stratum of Susa^ and the similar one unearthed at Ur
last winter by the Joint Expedition of the British Museum and the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania, belonging to a culture tentatively attributed by Professor

Langdon, in the case of his similar finds at Kish, to a pre-Sumerian race. These may be

counted as undoubted descendants of the palaeolithic type® and also the direct ancestors

of the well-known mother-goddess of Mesopotamia and the Eastern Mediterranean area.

The figurine from Ur was found in a burial-place and is of a funerary nature, like

those of Ancient Egypt or its descendants in Europe^. Whether at this time the mother-

figure had attained the status of godship and was worshipped in shrines we cannot say;

our present knowledge yields no certainty till we come to the temple of Nin-khur-sag at

^ See Solhus, op. tvV., 380, fig. 207 b and c, and 376, fig. 203 c '‘La Fillette” and “Figurine a la cein-

tnre” from the :same district have no definite features, representing, in a summary fashion, women of

ordinaly type, hut “ La iiianche du poignard ” has the usual exaggeration.

Mem. de la Del. en Perse^ vii, 11, fig. 1. In the Second Stratum at Susa figurines of the usual type t>f

mother-goddess are common; see Contenau, La deesse nue hahyloaienne, Paris, 1914, tig. 59. This work

should be consulted also for a general account of this deity in the historical period. An excellent illustra-

tion of the Babylonian type is given in The Cambridge Anc. Hist.., Plates, Vol. i, 71 {a).

^ There is an intermediate stage in the Epipalaeolithic period, in Sjjain (Almeria, Cogul, etc,), see

Oberiiuiier, Fossil Man in Spain^ 232, and figs. 103 and 359 ;
also Breuil in FAnthropologie.^ xxiv, 8,

fig. 8. The culture in which these occur is now shown to have a probable connection with that of Egypt in

the Early Predynastic period (.see p. 33, n. 3).

* The mother-goddess of the Xeolithic period is usually considered to have come from Mesopotamia or

from Western Asia through the Aegean area, reaching Europe about the end of the Egyptian Protodynastic

age with the Danubian, Thessalian and Tripolye cultures. In France and the British Isles traces of her

can still be seen among the standing menhirs. See Dechelette, Manuel (Larche'ologie pre'histarique, 583-603,

amplified, with some modifications, in FAnthropologie, xxiii, 29-52. For illustrations, see E. A. Parkyn,

Prehistoric JrU1915), 158 ff‘ For the Aegean, Perrot and Chipiez, Art in Primitive Greece, ii, 175-206. For
Malta, T. Zammit and C. Singer in Journ. B. Anthropological Inst.., Liv (1924), 67-100. In general, with

latest facts, Gordon Childe, The Dawn of European Civilization^ and Peake and Fleure, Priests and Kings
(Indexes).

She is found in Hittite Carchemish, and at Ephesus the Greeks knew her, in her many- breasted form
as Artemis. In Malta and Europe she seems to have been primarily a funerary deity, protecting the dead.
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Al-‘Ubaid, in the First Dynasty of Ur^, but it is worthy of remark that when, in his-

torical times, the worship of the mother-goddess, in her many forms and notably as

Ishtar, was thoroughly established, her figure still appears on cylinder-seals, not as

a prominent deity, but as a protective charm, sometimes figured as of smaller stature

than the gods and men engraved on the seals and often in company with those other

protective charms, the bandy-legged dwarf and the sitting ape.

In the dawn of prehistoric Egypt we find her, as in Mesopotamia, a funerary charm.

The earliest known examples were discovered at Badari; one is of ivory and, like

a minority of the palaeolithic figurines and a few predynastic Egyptian ones, displays

Fig. 2.

B.M. 58064, front.

no specially emphasized features^, but another, of baked clay, has the thin waist and
strongly developed hips common to the type and the arms crossed under the breasts as

in Mesopotamian figurines.

The type continues in the next age (taking Badarian as of Sequence Date 29) and is ex-
emplified in the stone figurines (PL vii, figs. 3 and 4), and others of unbaked clay illustrated

in Prehistoric Egyp (Pis. iv and v, 1 and 4). These figurines are contemporary with the
white-on-red pottery of the Early Predynastic age (Petrie, op. cit., 18) and are decorated
with the same kind of designs. The designs on the stone figurines in the British Museum
are reproduced in Figs. 1 and 3, 2 and 4: they display just the same characteristics as

^ L. Woolley, in The Antiquaries Journal^ iv, 330 ff.

2 See Ancient Egypt, 1924, 35, fig. 2, and G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, The Badarian
Civilisation^ 28-29, Pis. xxiv-v.

' '
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those described by Petrie, on the arms are bracelets and on the legs anklets—on one figure

(50680) there seems to be a band round the thigh (shall we say a “fesslet”?)^. Four-string

necklaces are depicted in both cases, one with beads, one without. The beads are coloured

red in no. 58064, probably as being of carnelian, and the string bearing them is green;

the band across the nose is black, apparently painted over green, or perhaps under, the

green paint showing at the edges: the hair, hanging at the back halfway down to the

waist, is black, a good deal restored. There are remains of two black lines over the

gluteus, part of a design that has been broken away. The necklace on no. 50680 has

no beads, nor are there traces of any colour except a greenish black; the wig and

a lump on the beak-nose are made of a black clay-mixture applied to the stone surface

;

the winged object over the necklaces seems to be intended for a scarabaeus beetle: in

the centre of the back is what seems to be a green beetle, which is known later as an

amulet and not to be confused with the scarabaeus (see Petrie, Amulets, 50, no. 261).

In both there seems to have been an effort to represent the eyebrows, but the eyes appear

in no. 50680 alone, and the results are not happy. The remaining designs are like those

depicted on white-on-red pots, a hippopotamus and other animals, geometrical designs and

zigzags scattered about the surface; they probably do not represent tattooing, but figures

of magical virtue applied to a funerary figurine in the same spirit as to funerary pots;

the designs on the pendent breasts may represent painting in malachite.

The decoration of mother-figures with jewelry is not confined to this age nor to

Egypt alone. The red jar of the First Intermediate Period, to be described below

(p. 44), has several necklaces, and bracelets and anklets are often shown on nude female

figures of the Middle Kingdom; in the latest age such figures are highly bejewelled.

Dechelette (ojo. cit., 586) states that many of the French examples show traces of colour;

the woman figure of Coizard wears a necklace which was once coloured yellow, for gold

or amber. Examples are also found in the Aegean region^.

A stone figurine of white hard-baked clay, similar to those in the British 3Iuseum,

is illustrated in Naqada and Balias (PL lix, 6): it is decorated in the same style, but in

both modelling and design is more elegant: its most remarkable feature is that the

arms do not support the breasts but are upstretched over the head as in PI. vi, figs. 1-5.

This attitude seems a surprising novelty, but parallels are known in the epipalaeolithic

figurines of Spain, a group is illustrated by Breuil in VAnthropologie, xxiv, 8, fig. 8, all

highly stylized: some have their arms stretched upwards, some horizontally. These

figurines are referred to the Capsian culture which is generally held to have spread to

Spain from North Africa ; it now seems to be connected with that of the Early Predy-

nastic Period of Egypt, which may be defined as a Libyan branch of the Lower Capsian

culture^. The extreme stylization of the Spanish figurines indicates an earlier stage of

^ This seems n strange t>rn<inioiit, hut it is to be seen in terra-cotta tigiirines of ^jhrodite in lato

classical times ; see Franz Winter, Bu' ontjkeo Terrnkottfni, Bd. iii, 2; Dk' Tifpeo, Teil ii, 210.

- PeiTOt and Fhipiez, op. . figs. 32 330 riiul 335, and pp 183 and 184.

^ See Gordon (.'hjlde in Ancient Etfppt. 1928, G-7 ; also J. L. Myres in the mhridpe Anc. Ifist., i, 30,

and A. Scharft’, (JrandzHge (Av aeyi/ptlscheu Von/f'schieltfe, 14 and 15. The proposed evidence from stone

vases is summed up by Brunton, op. cit., 28. The rock-pictures recently discovered in the Libyan

desert i D. Newbold in Antip/ittp Sept. 1928, 201 fi’.) find their parallels both in graffiti on Egyptian

rocks (see Capart, op. cit., fig. 144, and compare marks on predynastic pottery, op. cit., fig. 101) and in

figures depicted on white-on-red jars. The.so may be considered relatives of the figures in hunting-scenes

painted in the Cogul rock-shelters, illustrated by Obermaier, o/i. rit., Pis. xii, xiv and xv, and by Sollas,

op. cit., fig. 156, and to them we shoubl add the famous wall-j^aintings in a tomb at Hierakoiipol’>

{Hierakonpolip rr, PI. Ixxv, and Capart, op. cit., fig. 146
,
which mure nearly approaches the conipletene''^

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 5
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their type not yet discovered; whether they are contemporary with the Egyptian

class, or come after or before it, one cannot say, but can only point out the resemblances.

It is evident that the outstretched arms have a specific meaning; it was, as I hope to

show, the mother’s protection and care, symbolized by the arms with which she enfolds

her child.

It is generally recognized that the functions of mother-goddesses embrace not only

fertility and nourishment, but also protection^. The symbolism of the arms is probably

inherent in some of the Spanish figurines referred to above, but becomes accentuated in

Egypt, where we shall find it, I believe, encased in the hieroglyph Q, as in U- It now
seems established that the ka partook originally of the nature of a guardian spirit; the

matter has been well discussed by various authorities and need not detain us here.

With regard to the sign (), it is essentially a pictograph indicating action by the

two arms, generally in connection with such words as shn, kni and ink (“embrace, clasp'’),

to which it serves as a determinative. In the Pyramid Texts it stands on occasion by
itself with the meaning of shn, but later it is a simple determinative; its use extends

to other words signifying action by the two arms together, such as s^k (“collect”), hh

(“seek, grope for”)^ or, in a contrary action, (“unfold”)^. When, in the earliest

texts, it stands alone, it means “embrace” or “clasp,'’ and that is probably its oldest

connotation, including, naturally, the notion of protection. A clear instance of this is

provided by the formula inscribed on Canopic jars, where Q serves as a determinative
to shn or kni in the phrase enfold in my two arms (that which is

in me)”; here the formula places the four minor deities, “Sons of Horus,” who protect

the viscera, under the protection of the four chief goddesses of the Osirian cult. This
function of the outstretched arms is strikingly illustrated in the lovely goddess-figures

guarding the Canopic chest and its outer case in the tomb of Tut<'ankhamun^. It may
be objected that the arms are stretched out horizontally and not over the head, but in

a white-on-red dish illustrated by Glarstang^ two women are depicted with their

of the Cogiil scenes. Another point of contact, this time of a iiiagico- religious nature, is prohahly to be
found in the scene depicted on a white-on-red jar in the University College Museum, illustrated in

Predynastic Egypt, PI. xviii, no. 74, and a similar one at Brussels (Scharff in Journal, xiv, 268, and
PL xxviii). which may be compared with the well-known Cogul representation of clothed women with a
naked man, engaged, it would appear, in a priapic rite (Obermaier, ihkl). A fertility rite involving both
sexes is perhaps depicted

;
in parts of modern Egypt the peasants still erect crude mud figure.s of a man

and woman facing each other, with the sex emphasized, for the avowed object of promoting fertility in the
crops (see Man, xxvii (1927), 152). The smaller figures on the jars seem plainly to represent women

;
the

distinctive organ, drawn stylistically, is shown outside the outline of the figure for the sake of emphasis.
1 See, for the Aegean regions, Dussaud, Les cidlisatious prehelleniques (1914), 369, and Perrot and

C'hipiez, op. cit., 203 ;
for Western Europe, Dechelette, ibid.

An example, very }>ertinent, is that of Xin-khur-sag, of whom Mr. C. .1. Gadd writes in Al ^Ubaid 146.
“ The west is the land of the dead in these (the cemeteries of Ur)

;
they are buried about the shrine of

Xin-khur-sag, the goddess who was able to rescue them from the underworld in fact so marked is this
feature of the goddess that Assyriologists frequently designate her * the Goddess of the' Underworld.”

2 From the Pyr. Texts-, see Montet, Scenes de la i-ie p-ivee dans les tombeaux egyptiens de VAncien
Empire, 399. We may also note the dual shwd = '^

reed-float,” which derives its name from the two arms-
fill of reeds composing it (Breasted in Journal, iv, 174-6 and 255).

2 See Gardiner, Grammar, 445, D. 32. 0 is used also as a determinative for the word him, “ to bow in
reverence,” as a pictograph showing the attitude of the arms accompanying the bowing (Berlin ^yorterbuch,
.S.V. h^m),

* Illustrated London yews, Feb. 4th, 1928, pp. 162-4.

El Mahdsna and Bit Khalldf, PI. iii, L 209 {Predyn. Eg,, PI. xviii, 1;.
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arms stretched out horizontally, a survival, probably, of the older tradition as seen in

the figurines from Spain (More detailed arguments in support of the above view of

the sign Q are given in footnote 2 below.)

To sum up, we may conclude that the figurines under discussion are undoubtedly
of a protective nature which is probably symbolized by the upstretched arms in the same
way as, in the early examples, the breasts, emphasized either by their size or by the

pose of the arms, betoken the provision of food for the defunct The little contemporary

^ An interesting parallel is to be seen in the baked clay figurines of nude women found by Punipelly at

Anau in a kurgan of the copper age, some with arms stretched horizontally and some in the usual pose of

the mother-goddess, arms across the breast. {Exploratio7is in Turkestan, i, PI. xlv i, figs. 9-17.)

2 In the Pyr. Texts, Utt. 222, shn-ur seems to be Rer, “the great protector”; in Utt. 482, 1008 c, Isis

is said to shn Osiris when she found him “(ni his side by the banks of DW
;
evidently she t>icks him up

and gives him her care.

The sense of protection may also l)e found in certain sign-groups cmitaiiiing Q. To begin with the

group ;
in the Middle Kingdom the Q is sometimes reversed, perhaps because the scribes had lost the

original meaning and rendered the group as hui-kt, “the servant of the /-u,” as modern scholars generally

do, thereby making Q equivalent to U. although in the Old Kingdom the two signs are always distinct

;

they both referred to action of the arms, whether horizontal or vertical (for the horizontal position could

not well be rendered pictographically), but U was from the til's! reserved for the important ka spirit while

other words were provided for by Q. Montet {op. cit, 396 ff.), following Loret {Sphinx, xiv, 1916, p. 145),

protests against the usually accepte<I interpretation
;
he proposes in its place “the servant who c<irries

”

{sc, “funerary necessities to the defunct”), but this solution unduly narrows the function of the official in

question, and, in view of what has preceded, it might be preferable to translate “the servant who protects'”

or “cares for,” sc. the tomb, that is, the tomb-warden. Here hm has been taken as meaning “servant,'’

but, on the analogy of and below), the other meaning, “ majesty ’’ or “godhead,” is perha[)s to

be preferred; the group would tlien signify “he wdio protects the hm;' i.e. the “majesty” or “godhead,”

a royal attribute applied to the dead, identified with Osiris, as to a king. It will be objected that this

interpretation destroys the parallelism with such words as hm-ntr, but on the other hand it has a parallelism

with and in either case the effective meaning is the same, the “ tomb-warden.”

The group found in sealings on protodynastic jars {Royal Tombs, i, Pis. xx, xxxi and xxxii
;
Tombs

of the Cottrtier.% PI. iii), has been translated as “the ka of the glorified spirit,” with the old confusion

between Q and (J 5
^he phrase is hardly reconcilable with what we know of the ka and the yA, and it is

difficult to see how it could be used for an official seal. However, some recent researches made by Sethe
throw quite a different light on the matter and I am much indebted to him for a note of explanation. In
one of the Ramesseum papyri which he has prepared for publication, dealing with the coronation festival

of Sesostris I, but apparently, as he writes, edited from a document of the First Dynasty cf)ncerning a

similar ceremony, he finds that denotes a priestly title, recalling that of and refers to priesis

who have, above all, to do with the dead king; they carry his statue and depict symbolically the ladder on

which he is to climb to heaven. He adds that the title may be interpreted as “he who ^A^zs the spirit of the

dead king” and compares it with the function of Horus as sha of Osiris, so frequently mentioned in the

Pyramid Texts. Now, if, following the indications given above, shn is interpreted in the sense of “protect”

or “support,” the solution is complete, the sha-^h is the functionary who “protects” the king’s spirit, that

is, provides for its safety by the execution of the proper rites.

A similar sign-group is which sometimes takes the place of pr-icih to designate the naos which

holds the statue of the defunct
; on the analogy of it may he interpreted as “that which protects the

god”—the “god” referring, as with kings, to the glorified dead, equated with Osiris (^lontet, op. cit., 310).

3 We may omit the Nubian examples, for they are of the same nature as the Egyptian, but lag behind

them in time; see C. M. Firth, Reports on the Archaeological Surrey of Nubia, 1908-9, 170, 185; op. cit

,

1909-10, 107, 109, 113, 115 and 118. All the.se are of the C-group, Sixth to Twelfth Dynasties; in the

5—

2
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figurine in the British Museum, no. 53879, illustrated in PL x, fig. 2, seemingly a mere

servant, as in the tombs of the Middle Kingdom, still performs the mother’s function

;

the upstretched arms hold a basket, the mother still brings food to the inhabitant of the

grave, but now it is the produce of the earth and not from her breasts.

With regard to the broad hips, there is, in later times, the glint of a suggesiipn that

they were connected with goddesses. In a Graeco-Roman papyrus in Cairo, treating of the

Ritual of Embalmment, it is ordered that the "‘Hathor bandage” should be laid over

the face of the mummy with the assurance that she shall make broad thy hips among

the goddesses,”^ from which we may justifiably infer that this was a feature proper to

goddesses in general, for the various goddesses of Egypt and Mesopotamia were always

liable to be confused with the mother-goddess, their prototype, as, for example, Isis with

Hathor or Ishtar with Nin-khur-sag, and when Asiatic goddesses such as Ishtar and Anat,

or Kedesh, arrived in Egypt, they were often equated with Hathor; thus it would be

only natural for them to share with the mother-goddess her physical peculiarities.

In the Middle Predynastic age the mother-goddess still protects the dead. She is now
found painted on the red-on-buff jars, with thin waist and well-developed hips, still

holding her arms upstretched over her head; the jars are of a purely funerary character

and there can be little doubt that these paintings of women simply replace the earlier

figures in the round and provide the same service for the defunct^.

Besides female figurines, male ones are sometimes found in Early Predynastic graves

;

they wear the pudendal sheath, showing them to be of native race and not foreign

captives^. One of them, now in the British Museum, no. 50687 (see PL vi, fig. 5), has

his arms raised in the same pose as the mother-figures; with him may be compared the

man depicted on the white-on-red jar referred to on p. 33, n. 3, who, however, wears

no pudendal sheath, perhaps by reason of the rite in which he is seemingly engaged. The

earlier there are a few examples, see Report, 1909-10, 48, 51 and 65; these bear great resemblance to the

Egyptian figurines, see especially the last, p. 65, and PL Ilf.

It is well to note that these figurines were all found in graves, some in those of young girls and some in

those of adults, including males.

The clay figurines illustrated in Prehistoric Egypt, Pis. iii, 4 and 5, and iv, 8 and 9, show traces of

upstretched arms
;
the remainder are of the usual mother-goddess type. The examples in the Ashmolean

Museum are armless, but fall in with the types here discussed. An excellent specimen, now in the Bremen
State Museum, like those here illustrated from the British Museum, is published by A. {Grunclzuge

der aegyptischen Vorgeschichte, PI. 13). He rejects the somewhat current view that it represents a mourner
arguing that the dead man would much rather have a companion in the grave to bring him enjoyment, and
he proposes to follow those who see in it a dancer, suggestive even of the “ghawazi’* with their danse

du ventre.

1 See G. Maspero, Mhnoire stir quelques papyrus du Louvre, Paris, 1875, 25, 18 and 104.

2 Many have been published
;
representative examples are shown in Capart, op. cit., figs. 83 and 84.

Rare instances are known of women painted on these jars with their arms akimbo and otherwise posed.

One of these, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Art, Xew York, is illustrated by W. F. Edgerton
in a paper on “Ancient Egyptian bhips and Shipping” in the Aniericaii Journal of Semitic Languages and
Literature, Chicago, Jan., 1923, 109-135, figs. 5-8

; other figures of women on the same jar have their arms
in the usual attitude. Another exception is the woman painted on a jar from the MacGregor collection,

illustrated in the Burlington Fine Arts Club’s Cat. of Ancient Egyptian Art, 1922, PL xxxiv, p. 7, no. 31

;

here, on one side, three women stand in a row, holding hands, and, on the other, is a man between two
wminen, one of whom he holds by the hand. The arms akimbo are also seen in the stylized epipalaeolithic

figurines from S^^ain previously menti(jned.

^ bee Tjiospolis Parva, Pi. v, B and U 96 (two), and The Predynastic Cemetery at El Mahasna, PI. xi, 1,

and p. 26 ('an ivory male figurine from a grave of Sequence Date 34).
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pose is evidently borrowed from the mother-figures and denotes protection, but the male

figurines are quite exceptional; the father, with all his authority, could not oust from

her position, gained countless centuries before, the mother, the first known source of life.

The figurines dealt with above display, in this pose, a characteristic peculiar to Egypt,

but there remains to be considered a remarkable group of others which are very clearly

of Mesopotamian type. .The British Museum contains four ivory figurines of this class,

nos. 3239-41 and 3244^. Two have the arms across the breast, in the usual way, one

has one arm, and the fourth both arms, hanging down; one of them is furnished with

hair, or a wig, exactly resembling, as Mr. Sidney Smith kindly pointed out to me, that

on a copper figurine from an early foundation-deposit at Tell Lo, now in the British

Museum, no. 103372, dating from the time of Urnina, c. 2900 b.c. (See illustration

mentioned in footnote 1.) Others of the same type were in the MacGregor collection^;

some of them wear the same kind of hair or wig which, it should be noted, is also

found in votive offerings to Hathor in the Eighteenth Dynasty^. (One of them differs

from the usual type in holding her hands in the position well known in the Cnidian class

of Greek statues of Aphrodite most familiar from the late ''Venus dei Medici”; this

pose is generally interpreted as directing the attention to ‘'female charms,” but really

indicates the two essential functions of the mother-goddess from whom Aphrodite

descended.) The workmanship indicates one origin for the various specimens of this group

of ivory figurines; note, for example, the prominent ears. Their Mesopotamian connec-

tion is further attested by the dress worn by another figurine of the group in the British

Museum, no. 32143, of a woman carrying a child (see Journal, xii, 240, n. 6). Their date

seems to be in the later part of the Middle Predynastic period or a little later, but can-

not be given with any exactitude as their provenance is unfortunately unknown.

An important fact about this group is that in it we see for the first time evidence

of actual worship; several of the figures are fitted with pegs at their bases, showing

them to be votive offerings for presentation in a temple, perhaps a frail shrine of wood
and reeds such as that of Neith figured on an ivory plaque of King Aha^.

This worship of the mother-goddess continued, apparently, till the Protodynastic age,

as witnessed by the figures found at Hierakonpolis similar to those just described, but

artistically more developed^.

In the Berlin State Museum are some figurines of ivory, etc., of which a very

interesting selection has been published by Schafer and Andrae (Die Kunst des Alien

Orients, 574 and PL 171); I would draw attention to nos. 2 (with 3), 5 and 8, the first

two of ivory, the third of wood. The whole group is given as either predynastic or early

dynastic, but I think that the specimens noted may safely be considered as of the former

period, perhaps contemporary with, or a little later than, those in the British Museum

—

the obesity of no. 2 is remarkable, comparable with that of palaeolithic mother-figures.

1 Sixth Egyptian Room, Hoor-ca«e d, cahe-numbers 39-42 282). For an illustration of one, with

wig and inlaid lapis eyes, see The Guide to the Egyptian CoUectioni^, tig. 10, }>. o. The whole group, includ-

ing a female dwarf, is illustrated in Budge s Hi^toj'y of Egypt, i, 52-53.

- Published by Xaville in IW, irar

,

xxii. Pis. iv and v, also by ( \ij)art, op. eit., tig. 117, with others

ill tig. IIG.

" Beir el-Dahari, ElecetUh Dynasty Temple, in, Pis. xxiv, 2 and xxxii, 6. This fashion of head-dressing

is coinrnon in the Mesopotamian figurines of the mother-goddes^>
;

it occurs also in those found by Petrie’s

expedition at Gerar, dating from the early Jewish kingdom and referred by him to Hathor,

^ Royal Tomh.^, ii, PI. x; Capart, op, cit,, rig. 174.

Capart, op. ciL, figs. 119-120.
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A new feature in the examples noted is that the women carry children, as in the figurine

in the British Museum noted above, no. 32143, but while she is dressed, they are nude.

Now Nin-khur-sag, with other goddesses, including Ishtar who so largely supplanted her,

is commonly associated, as is natural, with children, and thus these figurines take their

place among those goddesses. Further, the child in Fig. 5 is taking the mother’s breast,

a gesture common in representations of Mesopotamian and other mother-goddesses ; it is

conventional with Ishtar, who holds a child on the left arm, giving it the breast, while

the right one is raised in the act of blessing. Nin-tud, too, goddess of childbirth, a form

of Belit-ili (''Sovran Lady of the gods”), carries a babe on her left arm, suckling it^.

The Late Predynastic age introduces the mother-goddess in a new guise, identified

with the cow. At ij-‘Ubaid, at a very early period, under the First Dynasty of Ur, we

find Nin-khur-sag identified with that animal, the sotirce of natural and regular nourish-

ment, a marvel so great to primitive peoples that they would have no difficulty in seeing

in her the quality of godship, just as, for example, the Pacific Islanders saw it in Captain

Cook and Central Americans in Cortes’ horse; equation with the mother-goddess would

follow not unnaturally, the kindly function of both being the same. The worship of the

cow-goddess in Mesopotamia, at this remote period, must have been highly developed

and of long standing, as is proved by the magnificent temple erected to her. In Egypt

there are no traces of it in the first two Predynastic ages; in the Early period clay

figurines of domesticated cattle have been found in graves 2
,
and drawings of them were

made on white-on-red jars, such as no. 49025 in the British Museum (Sixth Egyptian

room), but their horns are different and they may possibly represent a wild variety, the

more so since this class of pottery abounds in drawings of wild animals likely to appeal

to a hunting people such as the makers of white-on-red pottery seem largely to have

been®.

The figures of cattle, wild or domestic, were doubtless substitutes for the living

creature, intended as food for the dead, and not objects of veneration; but the advent

of veneration in the next age, the Late Predynastic, is proved by the cow-head amulets

in amethyst, ivory, etc., found in graves from Sequence Date 46 to Protodynastic times

Amulets in general are not found in the earliest age; these cow-heads are among the

first, as ail analysis of the specimens published in Petrie’s Amulets and Prehistoric Egypt

will show. They are furnished with means of suspension, indicating that they were worn
by the defunct when alive; thus the protection that they afforded him in life was con-

tinued after death. They have often been interpreted as bulls’ heads—very naturally,

according to our modern way of thought in which the bull is an outstanding symbol of

vigour while to the cow is mainly attached the idea of mildness
;
but in old thought the cow,

as food-producer, was paramount, as we have seen in Ancient Mesopotamia, and for a time
she became in Egypt, as there, the supreme goddess, known in historical times as Hathor;

' See R. C. Thompson, The Decih and Eml Spirits of Babylunia, ii, 147-0.

2 The group of four now in the British Museum (no. 35506) was found at El-‘Amrah, in grave a. 23, an
ox in grave b. 184, a bull, cow and calf in grave 212, all of them attributed to a Sequence Date before 41.

(See El-Amrah and Ahydos, 41, and PI. ix, no.s. 2, 3, 6, 9 and 10, and Prehistoric Egypt, 11. Many others

are known.)

3 See, for examples, Prehistiyric Egypt, Pis. xvi-x\ iii, and The Predynastic Cemetery at El-Mahusna,
Pis. xiv and xxxii.

* There are several in the British Museum and University College collections; see Prehistonc Egypt,
PI. ix, 1-6. The high value put on these objects is shown by the rich material in which thev were carved.
Petrie {op. cit., 11) aptly compares the hucratuci found on shrines and over doorways of very early times.
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these amulets are her symbol, part for whole, and her surrogate^. Further, we have the

evidence of another palette, with its Hathor head and stars, dating certainly from the

Late Predynastic age, if not from the Middle as some think

The coming of the Hathor form of the mother-goddess seems to coincide with the

rising to power of the Falcon-folk who eventually subdued and unified all Egypt, and it

is not unreasonable to presume from her name that she was pre-eminently their patron-

deity, ht, like jpr (e.g. = Pharaoh) or ^st (e.g. = Denderah), con-

veying the idea of ^'seat” or ‘'centre.’’

Though the plain mother-goddess survived the arrival of Hathor, as we shall presently

see, and her figurines are even found in Protodynastic times Hathor was henceforth to

be the foremost deity. She is the first to be formulated on a definite historical monument,

the great palette of Narmer; in the Fourth Dynasty her pre-eminence is proved by the

sculptured groups from the ruined temple of the Third P3n:amid of Gizeh, displaying

Mycerinus as lord of the several nomes; in each group the patron-goddess of the nome is

on his left, but on his right is Hathor, patron-goddess of alU. That in historical times

she assumed many and various roles is to be explained by the high place that she always

held in popular imagination; accordingly, when the official Sun-cult, fused with the

Osirian, overlaid all former ones, she had to be absorbed in its system and reconciled

with its theology—thus, for example, she became the ‘‘Eye of or the Sky-goddess,

often represented as a cow. In popular stories, with their variations from the official cult,

she becomes an errant genifis, in fact a fairy, multiplied, just as happened to the Buddha,

by the mystic number of seven; as “the Seven Hathors” she attends at child-births

and gives oracles for the newly-born®.

* For the probable coming of the cow-goddess from Mesopotamia into Egypt, first adumbrated by

M. Alfred Boissier, see my article in Journal

y

xiii, 245. As regards dates, the cow-head amulets had

already reached Egypt before the First Dynasty of Ur, but, as pointed out above, the cult of this goddess

uiiist have originated long before then (see also Contenau, c^V., 124-5, and, especially, C. J. Gadd in

Al ‘Uhaidy 141 ff.).

- Petrie and Wainwright, The Lnhyrinthy (Jerzeh and Mazghounahy PI. vi, 7, and Scharft’, op, cit.y PL \ ,
h.

HierakonpoUsy i. Pis. xviii, 3, and xix.

^ See Masj)ero, Egyptian Art (transl.), 40 ff.

In the group now in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (Schafer u. Andrae, op. cit.y 221) Hathor, seated,

is the central hgure
;
the king stands on her left, she has one arm round his waist and the other, across

her breast, touching his right arm
;
thus she holds him, as an afiectionate mother, in her protection. This

attitude is very common in statues of man and wife, as in the group of Mycerinus and his consort

(Maspero, op. cit.y 57); it may be held to signify wifely care and support and not merely affection,

as commonly—and naturally—interpreted : such a view is wholly consonant with the importance of the

wife in Ancient Egypt ; she was the transmitter of racial purity, kings were not completely legitimate

unless their consorts were of royal blood and the official attitude of the ancient Egyptian towards his wife

was one of great consideration.

Hathor’s attitude in the above group is unusually pronounced
;
generally the goddess touches the king’s

shoulder, sometimes she holds an arm round his shoulders, the hand resting on one of them, as in the wall-

relief of Ne-user-Re^ (Borchardt, Das Grahdenkmal des Konigs Ne-user-ReCy PI. 16). In one of the groups

of Mycerinus the nome-goddess has her arms round his body, in another Hathor holds his hand.

^ Yet in the Pyramid Texts, Utt. 405, Pharaoh seems to be the eye of Re^' “ which shines in the face of

Hathor.’’ Hathor, like Min, being neither an Osirian nor a solar deity, has little place, and that indefinite,

in these texts, but she found an indirect entry, as a cow, in the following passages. In Utt. 555 the king

is recorded to have been suckled by the “cow who was mindful of Horns,” and in Utt. 511, on the king’s

ascending to heaven, it is written “ the cow that traverses the mai*sh makes a fine road for the King, she

leads him to the great place made by the godb.”

^ Tale of the Tivo Brothers and The Enchanted Prince,
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In the Middle Kingdom the mother-goddess continues to serve as a funerary charm
in a definitely Hathoric guise. In the tombs of that period nude female figures are found,

generally equipped with the wig of Hathor; an example, in blue glazed faience picked

out with purple-black, is illustrated in PI. ix, fig. 4, length 4| in.; it was obtained from
a Cairo dealer and was in the same lot of grave-goods as the faience desert-rats which

passed into the collection of the late Lord Carnarvon^. It is modelled without feet, as

is often the case in this period
;
the wig is black and there are black spots ranged round

the breasts and the junction of the trunk with the thighs, the colour being now much
worn away. A decoration of some importance is a small falcon painted in black on
the chest, just below the throat; it is alone, without containing frame or necklace, and
so can hardly represent a jewel and may possibly be taken to indicate the connection of

the figurine with Hathor, the goddess of the Falcon people—the wig is, as usual, that

proper to Hathor.

These figurines are commonly interpreted as “companion" or "concubine'’ figures,

made to provide the defunct with an amiable consort in the Otherworld
;
but this explana-

tion is very open to doubt, for no trace of such figures has been found in the tombs of

the Fifth or Sixth Dynasties and, though concubines existed in Ancient Egypt, the

status of the wife and the solemn place which she holds in tomb-scenes were such that
the introduction of a concubine seems most unlikely. On the other hand, other objects
of this period afford clear evidence that veneration for the mother-goddess continued, and
it is difficult not to see in this class of figurines the representation, in a less emphatic
form than the earlier ones, of the protecting mother-figure connected with Hathor.

Rough clay figurines of nude women have also come down to us from this period,
one of them, seated and holding two children, is in the British Museum and is illustrated
in PI. vii, fig. 1^; it is doubtless a fertility charm, perhaps placed in a tomb for pro-
tective purposes and should be compared with the figures illustrated by Schafer and
Andrae referred to above.

Besides mother-figures and fertility charms, other models of nude women were
deposited in tombs of the Middle Kingdom. An example, of wood, in the British Museum,
no. 22541 (height 111 is illustrated in PI ix, fig. 5; slim and willowy, they represent
young handmaids such as wait on guests, attentive and most gracious, in the banquet
scenes of wall-paintings of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

Figurines of women, of all classes, often receive the convenient and comprehensive
title of “ dolls,” which they might be if found con istently in girls’ graves and only there,
but the facts are all to the contrary, as is sufficiently proved by the Nubian examples
referred to on p. 35, n. 3. Further proof that they had a magico-religious use is provided
by the following facts:

(1) The connection of such figurines as that illustrated in PL ix, figs. 1-2, with Hathor
shrines at Der el-Bahri and in Sinai and Nubia 3; (2) the presence of a clay figurine of

One of the group is in the British
^ See tlie Burlington Fine Arts Cluh’s op. ciL, 92, no. 47, and PI. xix.

Museum, no. 37097, Fifth Egyptian Room, wall-case 221, middle shelf.
- No. 58060; sitting height 3| in., horizontal length 2| in.

A Greek terra-cotta tigurine of a seated woman holding two children, of similar formlessness, was found
at Paestum and is illustrated in Die anttken Termkotten^ Die Ti/pen, Teil i 147 e

3 See the writer’s article on “Phallic offerings to Hathor” in J/an, xxvt (May, 1926) 81-8-’ with its
references to Griffith, “Oxford Excavations in Xubia,” Liverpool Aanals, vii 87- Naville 77, e YIth
DynaHv Temple of Deir el-Bakari, iii. Pis. xxiv, 2, and xsxii, 8 and 9; Petrie, ’Researches in Sinai
hg, 151, no, 14.

’
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a nude woman, wigged, in the foundation-deposit of a temple built at Koptos by

Tuthmosis III^; (3) the presence of a limestone figurine of a nude woman on a bed in a

group of shahtiu at Naucratis^; (4) the presence of a nude figure of a woman modelled

in relief on a clay offering-stand of the Twelfth Dynasty, found in a tomb at Beni Hasan

and now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge®; accompanying it are other offering-

stands on which are modelled the usual figures of serving-women carrying on their heads

provisions for the defunct; all these are undoubtedly surrogates, in poor tombs, of the

carved figurines placed in richer ones. Dolls, of course, are frequent^ and are difficult

sometimes to distinguish from figurines of magico-religious import, yet the distinction

should be made when possible—the comfortable label of *^doir’ is far too common.
Turning now to the New Empire, we find the same two classes of figurines as in the

preceding age, mother-figures and fertility charms, but not the handmaid—ideas have

been modified and shahtiu replace the older serving-figures. Mother-figures are generally

alone, but sometimes with a child and sometimes on a bed, with or without a child. The

last type is illustrated in PI. viii, fig. 5, from an example in the British Museum®, The

lady often wears personal decorations, a fine wig and jewels; the example in the British

Museum, no. 21953 (length 7| in.), illustrated in PL ix, fig. 3, is one of many with the

cone of perfume on their heads, as at a feast; this type continues to the Saitic and

succeeding periods®. The bed is a novelty and seems to lend colour to the view that these

are in fact ^'companion” figures, yet the nudity points to the old type; the bed is

perhaps added as a feature of seemliness in a comfort-loving community. The child has

been accounted for; it is unusual before this period and may owe its diffusion to Western

Asiatic influences, then so common. As to the adornments, we have seen that from the

earliest times the mother-goddess was decorated with women’s gear; if she now wears

festal wigs and cones of perfume, she is but following fashion.

The fertility charms still retain their oldest characteristics. Many have survived"^,

of which a good specimen, from a private collection, is illustrated in PI. ix, figs. 1-2 (length

5J in.). It shows a gluteal prominence amounting almost to steatopygy; the hips are

1 Koptos^ PL XV, no. 74.

2 J/aw, XXVI, 81-2,

3 J. Garstcing, The burial custouis of Ancient Egypt^ PL xi, figs. 205 and 211. Examples are also to Le

seen in the Ashmolean Museum, two cylindrical vases with nude female figures in high relief and a third

(E. 2529), very rough, showing a face and only one arm, which points, characteristically, to the pubic area.

^ See examples in the British Museum, Fourth Egyj^tian Room, floor-case D, nos. 22632, 22612-3,

case nos. 20-22. Many have holes pierced round the edge of a projection modelled round the top of their

heads, to which were fastened locks of wool or hair, now perished, or strings of beads, to form a wig. Manv
of these even may liave served as charms, for some of the clay figurines found in the ruins of the Hathor
temple of Der eLBahri were furnished with head-dresses of this description

;
see H. R. Hall in Dpir

el~Bahari^ Xlth Dyn. Temple^ in, 16, and xxxii, 8 and 9.

^ No. 20982, in the Fourth Egyptian Room, floor-ca.se D ;
length 5i in., breadth 24 in. See also

Petrie, Ehnasya, PL xl, no. 20. Their date is fixed by examples published in Riqqek^ PL xxii, 6 and Gurob,

Pis. xiii, 6, XXV, 20, and xlvii, 13 (for descriptions see chap, viii), all of the time of Tuthmosis III.

® Two examples of these figurines are illustrated in Man, ibid. One of them, in limestone, of a nude
woman lying on a bed, probably from Naukratis and now in the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeologv,

formed part of a small set of shahtiu,

^ For published examples a few references are : Diospolis Parva, 53, and PL xxvi
; Deir el-Bakari,

Xlth Dyn. Temple., iii, Pis. xxiv (2) and xxxi (3) and (9) ;
El Amrah and Abydos^ PL xlviii, D. 29; Abydos

Cemeteries, li, 63 and PL xiv, 1-3. For Nubia see Griffith. “Oxford excavations in Nul:>ia,’Mn Liverpool

Annals of Archaeology, viii, 87. The unpublished examples are legion.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 6
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broad, as in most specimens, the breadth is exaggerated almost to grotesqueness in the

example shown in PI. viii, fig. 6 (taken from Diospolis Parva, PL xxvi, N 6), much like the

“Willendorf Venus'’ and almost rivalling the extraordinary obesity of neolithic figurines

from Hagiar Kim in Malta L It can hardly be doubted that these physical features are

inherited from the antique mother-figure, of which these figurines are direct descendants.

Specimens have been found at Paras (Nubia) and Der el-Bahri, in shrines dedicated to

Hathor; they were probably made and sold by temple-servants, to procure childbirth for

devotees, and they indicate that Hathor was then revered by the populace as promoter

of fertility^. At this time the fertility cult very likely enjoyed a reinforcement from

Western Asiatic influences introduced with the Hyksos invaders; they brought with them

their goddesses Anat and Ishtar, who had long before become identified in their own

country with the mother-goddess and who remained as deities in Egypt after the

expulsion of the Hyksos, Ishtar being generally represented in her form as War-goddess;

it is hardly to be supposed that the Egyptians would thus readily have accepted these

foreign deities from a detested foe if they had not accorded with some religious principle

implanted in them of old. In a previous article I have remarked on the nude female

figures engraved on scarabs of the Hyksos period and their survival on bronze mirror-

handles of the following age^; this type of scarab-engraving comes in abruptly and seems

to have died out with the departure of the Hyksos; the nude figures are counterparts

of the mother-goddess figures engraved as charms on Mesopotamian and Syro-Hittite seals

;

that they were, occasionally at least, identified with Hathor is shown to be probable by
a scarab illustrated in Hyksos and Israelite Cities, PL ix, no. 137, where the roughly

engraved figure is endowed with Hathor-ears and what seems to be the feather crown

sometimes worn by royal ladies, an unusual and probably foreign mixture. In the mirror-

handles the indistinguishable object held in the woman’s hands probably represents a

dove, as may be seen in a wooden figurine of a nude girl in the Bologna Museum who
holds a bird in her hands ^—another link with the Mesopotamian goddess. (This figurine

also wears the feather head-dress above mentioned.)

The fertility figure is found in graves as well as temples, which proves that the

mother-goddess continued her ancient function of protecting the dead.

In the Twenty-second Dynasty we have two clay figurines of nude women found at

Badari, 1924-5, and not yet published. Under the Greeks the same figure is found,

sometimes with a child by her side^. The type was very popular through the Eoman
period, with probably a good deal of direct Western Asiatic influence behind it; a

noticeable form is the well-modelled nude figurine of pottery, plastered and painted,

* See T. Zaminit and C. Singer, op. viL, Pis. v-xvii. These neolithic figurines, whether male or female,

carry on most strikingly the palaeolithic convention of obesity which seems in this reign to have become

attached to all magico-religious representations of the human form
; the female deity represented is

undoubtedly the goddess of fertility. Remarkably similar are a limestone figurine from Iflatim Bunar, on
the borders of Lycia and Pamphylia, and one from Crete, illustrated by Sir Arthur Evans. The Palace of
Minos, fig. 13, among the many brought together by him for comparison (pp. 45-54). See also the figurine

from Kom Zimran illustrated in Saukratis, ii, PL xv, 7. It is quite clear that no racial classification can

possibly be founded on these excessively obese representations of the female form, occurring as they do
among races of ordinary bodily proportions—this fact alone should prevent any inference that obese pre-

historic figurines denote a specially obese race.

See Mayi, ibid. ’ Journal, viii, 303-4.

’ H. Fechheimer, Kleinplastik der Aegypter, PL 65.

» For examples see Memphis r, PL xxxv (7-13).
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with large head-dress and plentiful jewelry. Very rough and abridged versions were

deposited in graves as protection-charms^.

To sum up, the conclusion to be deduced from this survey is that the cult of the

mother-figure was in Egypt an inheritance from the late palaeolithic age and formed an

element of the Libyan branch of Capsian culture which embraced Egypt. A Mesopotamian

form of worship of the mother-goddess was introduced at some time in the Middle Pre-

dynastic period and continued as a recognized practice till the end of the Protodynastic age

:

during this period it became fused with the worship of the cow-goddess, also of iMeso-

potamian origin. After the Protodynastic age the cult of Osiris became general -, followed,

a little later, by its rival, the Heliopolitan sun-cult, essentially a royal religion, the two

eventually fusing together to form the official religion known in history. With these

developments the worship of the antique mother-goddess—but not that of her derivative.

Hathor—lost its official status but survived as a popular practice till the latest pagan days.

Some attention is due to the presentment of the goddess as a mother suckling her

babe, of which we have already noticed a predynastic example on p. 38. Such figures

seem to be rare in that age and the immediately succeeding ones; they may have been

made in the Old Kingdom, to judge from the following case, A limestone group with

two children being suckled was formerly in the late Lord Carnarvon's collection^:

the treatment is free and the pose unlike the conventional one of the well-known later Isis-

Horus group. It has been referred to as belonging to a set of funerary figurines bought by

Professor Breasted and now in the Haskell Oriental Museum, Chicago; this set, once

considered to date from the Old Kingdom, is now attributed to the archaizing Saitic

period^; it was possibly copied from an Old Kingdom original and so may indicate

that such groups were, sometimes placed in tombs of that period.

By the time of the Middle Kingdom this group had become definitely identified with

Isis and Horus, as is proved by an example, of copper, now in the Berlin State Museum,

which bears the name of Isis engraved on the base^; it is a work of great beauty, in

treatment midway between the freedom of the early examples and the strict convention-

ality of the Saitic type. It represents a further development and a narrowing of the

earlier form of the cult; it is now a charm serving to procure for its owner privileges

formerly enjoyed by royalty alone, namely the divine nourishment proper to a king, for

the living king was Horus. In the New Empire and succeeding ages the examples of

goddesses suckling kings are too numerous to require mention
;
this function, once peculiar

to Hathor®, was later shared by all the chief goddesses of the country^ and particularly

^ Saqqara MastahaSy I, and Guroh, PI. xviii.

2 First traces of it are in the Osirian dress of the kings on the great mace-head of Narmer and thi*

ebony tablet of Den, but it is fully shown first in the Third Dynasty, in the objects depicted on the walls

of the tomb of Hesi-Re^' (J. E. Quibell, Excavations at Saqqara^ 1911-li^, PL xvii, nos. 2.5 and and

Pis. xiv and xv), and the monuments of King Zoser (base of statue and decoration over the doorway of the

temple—see The Illustrated London News^ Jan. 7, 1928, p. 9 ).

^ See The Burlington Fine Art Club’s op. cit., 278.

^ See The Chicago University Record, vii, 10, and xiir, no. 2, plate facing p. 116.

^ Schafer u. Andrae, op. cit., 278.

® Among the votive offerings to Hathor in the temple of DOr el-Bahri were models of breasts : see

H. R Hall in The Xlth Dynasty Temple of Deir el-Bahan, III, 16.

^ Royal persons, when paying their duties to particular deities, especially in their own temple>,

commonly addressed them as their father or mother, so that to be sucklud by goddesses in general was to

them a natural act. It occurs early in literature : for example, several passages in the Pyramid Text'*

assure the Osirified king that he is suckled by Nephthys (Utt. 268, 365, 553 and 555).

6—2
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by Isis, who in process of time gained the chief place among goddesses in general

veneration, eventually becoming, in fact, for foreigners, with Osiris the very embodiment

of Egyptian religion.

In the Saitic and later periods the Isis-Horus group is among the objects that have

come down to us in the greatest numbers; it is in a stifi and conventional form which

first appears, however, in a red pottery phial of the Eighteenth Dynasty, to be described

later. A particularly interesting example of the Roman age, from a private collection,

is illustrated in PL x, fig. 1 (height 3 in.); at first sight one might declare it a Christian

work of the late Renaissance, but a nicer examination shows true Egyptian characteristics

of the Roman time. The substance is the dark coloured soft terra-cotta usual in Romano-

Egyptian figurines; the fringed shawl and knot are proper to the Roman Isis as well as

the long curls down the neck, one of her titles being the goodly tressed” (evTrXoKafios)^;

the finger of Horus, in his mouth, is an unmistakable feature
;

Isis has lost her crown,

as the empty socket shows—perhaps a lotus. Mr. E. J. Forsdyke, from stylistic considera-

tions, would place it in the 1st century b.c.

It remains to give a brief account of another form with which the human mind has

clothed its conception of the mother-goddess, the jar, which is fairly common in Egypt.

A very early example found at Abydos is illustrated in Cemeteries of Abydos^ ii,

PI. iv, no. 5. It is of the red burnished pottery which ranges through a great part of the

predynastic age, beginning with the earliest, but, having been found in the loose sand, it

cannot be precisely dated. The figure is armless, with small breasts and very wide hips

;

two similar ones are in the Ashmolean Museum^, they all bear strong resemblance to the

terra-cotta Badarian figure referred to on p. 32. Dr. Naville has published others ^ but

of them only one, of the incised black ware which began after the Sequence Date 40, can

be dated to the predynastic period (PL i, op. cit,). It is of great interest for the

similarity of the modelling to that of earlier Sumerian sculptures; the arms are posed

under the breast as in Mesopotamian figurines of the mother-goddess, and Dr. Naville

concluded that it was intended to hold some precious liquid equated with the holy milk

of a goddess—we should now hardly hesitate to identify her with the mother-goddess.

In the University College Museum are some rough jars of the First Intermediate period,

with arms moulded on them holding the breasts. One of them is illustrated in PL x,

fig. 4, from a photograph for which I am indebted to Sir Flinders Petrie; it has four

rows of necklaces modelled in relief, carrying on the old tradition of showing jewelry on

the mother-figure; height in. The breasts form spouts as in the example published

by Naville, and the same feature occurs in another specimen in this museum. The spouts

are halfway down the jar and would be unpractical for any ordinary use; the vessels

must have been of a ritual character, used for some liquid equated with a goddess’s milk,

doubtless Hathor’s, to judge from a vase-group of the Eighteenth Dynasty, described

below; possibly they were symbolical, no liquid being used. Wainwright, in the Ann,

Serv., XXVI, 162-3, publishes two rough jars with arms moulded on them holding the

breasts, also of this period; Petrie has compared them {Ancient Egypt, 1928, i, 26) with

the canopic jar of Wih-hi in the College collection, but the latter is of a totally different

nature and the arms hold an coyiUi and a uas sceptre [Ancient Egypt, 1924, ii, 36). An

^ See Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquids grecques et romaines, iii, 579.

- See M. A. Murray in Historical Studies, 42, cind PL xxii, 1 ;
also Capait, op. eit., fig. 91, and Diospolis

Parca, Pis. v and vi,

^ Rec. trav. 1^1899;, 212, and (1900), 65-66. Some of the objects are reproduced by Capart, op, dt.,

169, fig. 124.
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Eleventh Dynasty example from Denderah is to be seen in the Ashmolean Museum
(E. 1966-1898) consisting of the mouth of a jar on which is modelled a human face and,

just below it, two breasts upheld by arms and bored with very small holes as spouts; it

it is illustrated by Petrie in Denderah^ PL xxi, but the details are there obscure^.

In the Eighteenth Dynasty this type of jar was connected with Hathor, as we see

from the strange group-vase found by Petrie in the foundation-deposit of the Min temple

built at Koptos by Tuthmosis III and now in the Ashmolean Museum The group

consists of five vessels joined together. ‘‘The two front jars have arms with hands

holding breasts and apparently two feet turned up in front. A cow has lain across

these feet in each jar. Between the front jars is a Hathor Cow, with disk and uraeus

between the horns; another stands further back.” Further he describes “another

group-vase formed of two vases with faces in relief on the necks and a cow between

the necks” (this “cow” is a Hathor-head). In these we have the mother-goddess Hathor

and a jar most strikingly combined and it is important to note that these objects were

found as a foundation-deposit in a temple dedicated not to Hathor but to Min, showing

them to be common objects of veneration. One would expect to find them, if anywhere,

in a Hathor temple, and in fact similar vase-groups have been found in that of Der

el-Bahri, of the same period, as votive offerings

In the later part of the Eighteenth Dynasty a very roughly modelled jar, of the type

belonging to the First Intermediate period, described above, was found at Abydos^, the

^ Vessels with breasts as spouts are found in the regions of Minoan culture
;
for example, one found at

Mochlos, of the Early Minoan age, corresponding roughly with the end of the Old Kingdom (Dussaud, op.

cit., 369, and fig. 274). The jars described by Wainwright have a parallel in those found in the Second City

of Hissarlik, which date from about the same period. Much earlier examples, dated at about 3000 b.c.,

were found at Kish (E. Mackay, Report on the excavation of the ” Cemetery at Kish, pp. 21-23, Pis. ii, ix

and x). Many jars were there discovered having high shouldei*s on which was placed a strange form of

handle, the upper end not being joined up with the rim but standing separate, quite close to it
;
the

handles, of tubular construction, evidently represented, as the author says, original spouts
;
they are

shaped with human faces and breasts and some of them have the pubic triangle either on the handle itself

or on the body of the jar just below the handle. (Specimens are in the Ashmolean Museum, nos. 1925, 30

and 217.)

2 Koptos^ 14, and PI, xiv, 7 and 29.

3 H. R. Hall in Deir el Bahari, Xlth Dyn. Temple, 15, and PI. xxxvii.

^ The Cemeteries of Ahydos, ii, PI. xxxiv.
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breasts forming prominent spouts (see Fig, 5). Two jars of typical red pottery of the

early Eighteenth Dynasty were found at Kau by Mr. Guy Brunton, with arms and breasts

moulded on them; he has kindly allowed me to publish an illustration of one (Fig. 6).

At Bybios, so closely connected with Egypt, a similar jar was found, of about the same

date, with long pendent breasts and arms folded across the body below them (British

Museum, no. 48477).

The figure-jars in fine red pottery described by Dr. Naville are undoubtedly of the

Eighteenth Dynasty; I have already mentioned the steatopygous bow-legged example

illustrated in El AmraJi and Abydos (p. 30), so like the Queen of Punt; another specimen

from the same place is illustrated in Abydos, in, PI. xvi, no. 5—a gracious figure^.

Others of the same kind are exhibited in the British Museum, Sixth Egyptian Room, wall-

case 254, and are illustrated in the Guide to the Uh, bth and ^th Egyptian Rooms, 258, and
PL vii. A further specimen, now in the Ashmolean Museum, is in the shape of a fat

negress; it is illustrated by Garstang, El Arabah, PI. xix. These jars have usually been
attributed to Syrian influence, as they are made of a fine red burnished pottery which
forms the material of several types of vase and flask which are of foreign shape. But
this kind of pottery had long been made in Egypt, the fashioning is true Egyptian and
the models, generally quite secular and domestic, playing musical instruments and so on,

are rooted in the old Egyptian tradition.

One little jar in the Ashmolean Museum (no. 1921, 1290) takes the familiar shape of

a woman suckling a babe. A fragment of it has been published in Sedment, ii, PI. xlviii,

which seemed to demand a child for complement; on my enquiring into this point,

Mr. Leeds was good enough to search out the fragments that accompanied it; he found
several fitting in to the fragment published and showing that the whole consisted of a
woman suckling her child, who sat, with his legs across her lap, in the conventional
position so well known in the later groups of Isis and Horus, the child wearing the usual
long lock of hair. The fragments are illustrated in PL x, fig. 3 from a photograph for
which I am indebted to Mr. Leeds; there can be little doubt that the group was one
of Isis and Horus.

Of the Greek period an alabaster jar modelled as a woman-figure, with hands to
breasts, was found at Memphis, near the temple of Merenptah^; with it we close the
history of the mother-jar, which, like the mother-figure, is seen to range throughout the
length of ancient Egyptian History®.

A descendant of the fertility goddess is probably to be discerned in the humorous
little models, both figurines and phials, in terra-cotta or glazed frit, so common in Greek
and Roman times, shaped as a very fat and cheerful woman squatting with haunches

^ In the same plate (fig. 3) is illustrated a small bottle in the regular shape of a mother-goddess, one
band holding up a breast. In The Cemeteries of Abydos, iii, PL xii, 7, the figurine of a nude woman is
shown with her anus outstretched—a solitary example, perhaps, with no. 5, of foreign origin (v p 33
op. cit.).

* ’

^ The Palace of Apries, 15, and PI. xxii, 13.

3 Those two popular genii, Taurt and Bes, who preside over childbirth, are also brou<^ht into relation
with pots in the late Egyptian times. Borchardt {Das Ombdenkmal des Kuniys Sahwe, i,fig 177) publishes
a glazed frit jar of late date, modelled as Taurt, one hand holding up a breast which serves as a spout • the
vessel, he suggests, held milk. In the British lluseum and the Museum of the University College London
are many rough jars modelled in theform of Bes, often verysurnmarily; they areall of latedate. Example!
have been found at Beisan, m Palestine, see The Illustrated London Neics, Nov. 26th ld27 -oLn
1928 (,a dwarf-like figure of the time of Amenophis nil.

’ ’ . tn,
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wide apart, her lower parts bare and conspicuous and, in fact, emphasized by the point-

ing hands. This is none other than Baubo, that strange figure in the Eleusinian

mysteries which is held by Lenormant^ and others to have been introduced from Egypt

after the Peloponnesian war, together with the gephyrismoiy obscene competitions in

word and gesture, with a fillet as prize, that enlivened the return to Athens of the

devotees. They are said to have been derived from similar practices in Egypt, as reported

by Herodotus (ii, 60), connected with the great festival at Bubastis. A possible explanation

is that the city-goddess (in this case Bast) was, like Hathor or Isis, considered a

generator of fertility and that the obscenities recorded were a vulgar degeneration of

rites connected with this aspect of her. The Baubo figure would thus be a form of

fertility charm and not a mere product of Rabelaisian humour^.

^ Daremberg et Saglio, op. cit., i, 638, aud tig. 808, and ii, part 1, o73.

2 Baubo must have firmly rooted herself in the popular mind, for she survived into Christian times and

is found in ecclesiastical decorations of the Middle Ages and later
;
see G. C. Witkowski, L’Art profane de

V^glise - Stranger., figs. 40 and 107 ;
he also illustrates examples of that strange figure, fiheila na gig., from

Irish churches (figs. 357-9) : for an English example see Murray and Passmore in Man^ xxiii, 140, where

the figures are considered, doubtless rightly, as the remains of a pagan fertility cult—probably for the

benefit of newly-wedded brides. See also Hastings’ Enc. of Religion and Ethic>^, art. ‘‘ Phallism,” by E. S.

Hartland, ix, 817-8, and AVitkowski, op. cvV., fig. 303, for a similar figure from a painting on a wall in the

Vatican. In certain churches Earth ’’
is represented as a woman suckling animals and snakes, and the

“Sea” as suckling fishes (Witkowski, op. c?V., figs. 14, 15 and 410)—weird and distant descendants of the

mother-goddess, recalling the Egyptian representations of Xeith suckling a crocodile (Lanzone, Biz.

PL 175), but of course this is only symbolic of a tradition of tribal descent, the Crocodile tribe of the

Fayytim being held as descendants of the Neith people of the Delta (cp. Pyr. Texts, L^tt. 510—“ as Sebek is

the son of Neith ”).
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THE TRANSCRIPTION OF NEW KINGDOM HIERATIC

By ALAN H. GAEDINER

In the year 1911 a prospectus issued by the firm of J. C. Hinrichs of Leipzig

announced the inauguration of a new and not altogether unimportant Egyptological

publication. It was entitled Egyptian Hievatic Texts, and the editor who embarked

upon it with high hopes was myself. Alas for the uncertainty of human schemes
;
other

preoccupations and duties intervened, and the publication in question ceased with Series I,

Part I. Now after eighteen years I have thoughts of continuing this work in somewhat

different form, though my plans are not sufficiently advanced for any definite under-

taking to be given on the subject. At all events I have one new and highly interesting

Late Egyptian text to publish in the near future, and for this purpose it seems appro-

priate to review the methods of transcription which, in common with other scholars,

I have hitherto adopted. Thanks to the labours of the late Professor G. Moller, to

name only the foremost authority, we now know much more about the history of the

hieratic script than was known twenty-five years ago. Nevertheless there is a lack of

agreement as to the principles that ought to govern our transcriptions from hieratic into

hieroglyphic. The attempt made by Pleyte^ in 1865 to introduce a standard fount of

hieratic type did not meet with the approval of his colleagues, and that possibility has

been discarded once and for all. It having been decided, then, that hieratic texts,

unless reproduced in exact facsimile, are to be presented in the guise of hieroglyphic

transcriptions, the question next arises, What kind of hieroglyphic equivalents are to be

employed ? Ought we, for instance, to take as our guide the hierogl3rphic inscriptions

contemporary with the papyrus or ostracon to be transcribed, or ought we to depend
wholly upon the history of the hieratic symbols, and to render these by the archaic

hieroglyphs which were their ultimate originals In the sequel, we shall propose a

course rather different from either of these alternatives.

So far as the Old Kingdom is concerned, the question barely arises. Hieratic is at

that time nothing more than hieroglyphic cursively written
; each hieratic sign has its

own proper hieroglyphic counterpart, and doubts seldom occur. I shall say nothing here

concerning the hieratic of the Middle Kingdom. In connection with the writing of that
period, Dr. de Buck and myself will be confronted by many grave problems which must
be settled before the final publication of the Coffin Texts can be begun. In the hieratic

of the New Kingdom it is clear that, though there is much mutual interaction between
this and the contemporary hieroglyphic, nevertheless the two modes of writing are

essentially distinct, follow their own traditions, and are not immediately translatable the
one into the other. Take, for example, the definite article p; ; in hieratic this is never
written without ^ ,

whereas in hieroglyphic it is frequently so written. It is, indeed, an

^ See the Catalogue raisonae de types kieratiques de la fonderie de N. Tetterode, a Amsterdam. Dessines
par W. Pleyte. Leyden: E. J. Brill, 1865.

- Various remarks in Mdller’s last article on the subject (Zeitschr. f. ag. Sp?\, lvi, ,34) shows that he
favoured the latter alternative.
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almost absolute rule in hieratic that the phonetic complements of biliteral signs should

be employed ;
hieroglyphic is not nearly so consistent in this respect. Again, there are

certain habits with regard to the employment of determinatives in hieratic which are by

no means invariable in hieroglyphic; hieratic regularly writes while hieroglyphic

often has simply In dating, hieratic uses horizontal strokes for the units indicating

the days of the month, e.g. -I, while hieroglyphic employs vertical strokes, e.g. V, •

These few examples suffice to show that, to a considerable extent at least, hieratic and

hieroglyphic of the New Kingdom are separate, and not immediately convertible, systems.

The conclusion may, I think, be drawn without further ado, that the employment of a

certain hieroglyph in New Kingdom inscriptions is no adequate reason for the e^nployment

of the same hieroglyph in transcribing the contemporary hieratic texts^. For example. New
Kingdom hieroglyphic makes a fairly general practice of employing as the determina-

tive of ‘"enemy,” and “death,” or again as the determinative of “king” and its

equivalents. It by no means follows that those signs should be used to reproduce the

hieratic signs used in the same connections.

We thus already find ourselves in possession of a negative criterion by wffiich we

should be guided. In order to obtain guidance of a more positive kind we must begin

by considering the reasons and purposes for which transcription is desiderated.

1. The first and foremost reason for transcription is undoubtedly interpretation.

Hieratic hands vary greatly, and beginners always, and advanced students often, require

to know what familiar character a particular hieratic sign or scrawl represents. Inter-

pretation reduces diversity to unity, permits the comparison of one variant with another,

facilitates translation, and performs a multitude of other valuable services. Interpretation

is indisputably the primary function for which transcription is employed.

2. There is, however, another reason and purpose for transcription which is not so

clearly and fully recognized by scholars, though it is of equal importance with the last.

I refer to the reproductive function of transcription. Practical objections of various kinds

—expense, printing difficulties, inaccessibility of the originals, etc.—besides the necessity

of interpretation referred to above under 1, make the reproduction of hieratic in exact

facsimile sometimes unnecessary, and on occasion definitely undesirable. How incon-

venient a grammar of Late Egyptian would be, in which all the examples from papyri

and ostraca were given in facsimile! Now in such admirable publications as Feet’s

Mayer Papyri, or the new volumes of the Turin papyri which we owe to Botti, Peet and

Cerny, the photographs of the original and the hieroglyphic transcription stand opposite

one another, so that the latter can there only have the interpretative function. But

do not let us be misguided into thinking that the editors of such publications ought to

forget the reproductive purpose for which their transcriptions will of necessity be employed

by others. Those very same transcriptions will frequently be quoted in linguistic essays,

in articles on this or that archaeological or historical point, and so forth. When this is

done, the reproductive function of transcription comes into play. The informed reader

of such essays and articles will look to the quotations in question to serve as substitutes

for the original hieratic; he will expect to be able thence to form a shrewd idea of what

stands in the original. Unhappily this point has not been borne in mind by Sethe. the

revered teacher of all of us, in several recent articles. Referring to a debated passage

^ At the same time, the use of a given sign in hieroglyphic inscriptions may occasionally ^erve as a

contributory or •idditionat rea.son in its favour as a symbol to be employed in transcription. So in the ca^es

of jl and ^ quoted below, p. 51, and of quoted below, p. 52.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 7
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in the Mayer Papyri, he writes as follows: ‘'Was Spiegelberg irregefiihrt hat, ist die

eigentiimliche, aus libertriebener Vorsicht geborene Transkriptionsweise, die Peet fiir die

zu Strichen, Haken und Punkten entarteten hieratischen Zeichen (an unserer Stelle z. B.

in den Zeichengruppen anwendet : sie hat Spieg. verleitet, \\ zu lesen, was

in Wahrheit das Passivelement ^ darstellt. In richtiger Transkription lautet die Stelle

so: Whether Sethe is right or wrong in his

interpretation of the passage in question is, for my present purpose, quite beside the

point. What I am here inquiring is whether Peet did wisely or no in giving

as his transcription, rather than Emphatically yes, I reply. To have

transcribed as was the old custom of Egyptologists, still defended by Sethe,

would have been to introduce far too subjective an element, the best proof being that

so able a scholar as Spiegelberg had not recognized iii tbis passage, but had

read (in my opinion at least as inadvisedly) Sethe’s statement that

is to be read, not rests, of course, not on his recognition of what the scribe

actually wrote, but on his acquaintance with other less cursively written passages of a

similar type. Imagine a grammarian of Late Egyptian quoting in this passage

as an instance of the passive emphatic sdm^f from m. On consulting the original he

would be sadly disappointed, though he would get what he wanted from Anast, iii, 1, 3.

No ! Let us resolutely hold to the position that every transcription of a hieratic text

must be such that a grammarian may quote from it with confidence, and without recourse

to the original manuscript. If this standpoint is adopted in transcriptions accompanying
photographic or autographic facsimiles, still more must it be adopted when such facsimiles

are dispensed with. Here I will touch upon another question of expediency. Late
Egyptian hieratic is now so well ^ known that in the case of easily legible, relatively

“uncial” hands, it is really superfluous to publish every new document in facsimile.

Our Egyptological libraries are already far too expensive. For many literary papyri all

that is necessary is a good hieroglyphic transcription, leaving it to doubters to verify

their doubts by consulting the originals or by inquiring from other scholars to whom
the originals are accessible.

To sum up, our transcriptions of hieratic texts of the New Kingdom should at once
provide an interpretation of the original hieratic, and also enable the reader to form in his

mind a sufficiently good picture of the reading presented by the manuscript. For my own
part, I shall not hesitate to use dots and dashes and diacritical marks whenever these
seem appropriate or will aid the reader’s visualization of the original. Our transcriptions

ought most emphatically not to be translations into contemporary hieroglyphic
; they are

artificial substitutes for the actual manuscripts, substitutes the fabrication of which must
be directed by the twin principles of interpretation and reproduction.

When the transcriptions are published by autographic process, there is as a rule no
reason for not adhering to the original direction of the writing and to the exact relative
position of the component signs. That is desirable both for collation with the original
and for other purposes. When hieroglyphic type is employed, the necessary adjustments
must of course be made, but I have already added to my fount the vague hieratic symbol
V so common in the most cursive hieratic papyri, as well as certain others.

^ Zeitschr.f. dg. Spr., Lix, 60 . Op. cxL, lxii, 12, Sethe expresses himself much more cautiously on the
same subject.

2 I should myself have preferred or eveu Perhaps the latter would be really
an excess of caution, for no scholar will doubt that the phrase began with lie.
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The conclusions formulated above are hardly likely to encounter much opposition,

and indeed they won the approval of all the scholars with whom I was able to discuss

the subject during the recent Oriental Congress at Oxford. Differences are likely to arise

only over individual signs. Since, as I have said, our transcriptions ought to have a

largely artificial character, there is wide scope for variations of personal preference. The
following notes will indicate my own leanings, and I am glad to say that I have won
over to my way of thinking Dr. Cerny, with whom I have gone over the details in

practically every case. Before turning to those details, let me emphasize one further

point. Anything which will tend to mark the artificial character of transcriptions from the

hieratic, and their difference from contemporary hieroglyphic, is to he welcomed rather than

the reverse. When encountered in grammar and dictionary, hieratic passages will then

stand out for what they really are. Thus I shall advocate the use of rather than

^^ for the definite article and its derivatives, as well as the reversed ^ with handle

nearer the beginning of the line. These innovations will give our transcriptions an
outlandish appearance; but this is a distinct advantage, for the reason just mentioned.

As a general rule, there seems no excuse for not adhering to the genetic original of

a hieratic sign. Thus for ^ one should use rather than which latter could only

be defended on the ground of its occurrence in contemporary hieroglyphic, a principle

which we have rejected. Whenever the stick is clearly indicated should be used and
not 0, even where it is phonetic as in Anast, i, 1, 6: may be employed where

the stick has dwindled into nothingness. The horizontal date-numerals like already

referred to should be retained. For the plural strokes Moller's distinction between ~ and

I

(nos. 562, 563)^ is to be observed. The signs for write and for k should have palette

and handle respectively foremost; ^ not ^ not Sometimes a more modern
form may be more useful than the archaic original, and in such cases a concession might

be made. A fraction of time would be saved by using rather than but the latter

is my choice. On the other hand, is more serviceable than this older form being

liable to confusion with ^ . I shall use # and ^ instead of 3 and (or there

being good hieroglyphic authority for the former and these bearing a closer resemblance

to the hieratic shapes.

In many cases signs distinct in hieroglyphic have by the time of the New Kingdom
become identical in hieratic. The interpretative principle demands that we should adopt
the transcription which the context requires, the more so since no objection can be

raised to this practice from the reproductive standpoint. Thus we shall transcribe
| or

^ or ^ according to the needs of the context, though New Kingdom hieratic has one
and the same sign for all three. Other examples of a like fusion are as follows: ^ ^ ^

,

and
I

(see Rec, trav,, xxxix, 20)
; I,

and ^ (for the two former I incline, however, to

use J as having good hieroglyphic authority);
[, £ and £; ^ and |; |

and
||;
^ and

I
and |; ^

and
|

and ^ (in last case | should be employed, unless the original

has a clearly differentiated hieratic ^); f" and rU and Q and sometimes ^ and
sometimes C: and ft*

Occasionally, however, there seem to be good grounds for departing from the rule laid

down in the preceding paragraph. The chief exception is the case of those signs which
have come to be so cursively written, that the scribe was himself either ignorant of the

1 The numbers thus quoted here and below refer to M oiler, ffieratiscke Palaographie, ii.

2 Remember that our printed characters represent writing from left to right. Since we transcribe

habitually from right to left, the forms shown by our types must be reversed.

7—2
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origin of the strokes he used, or else considered their meaning as so obvious that it was

unnecessary to write their originals with painstaking exactitude. The latter case is exem-

plified by ^ I P
after cartouches, which in cursive papyri are indicated by four strokes,

or even by five or six. Our transcripts must obviously reproduce the scribe’s attitude

towards these signs, so that mere strokes must be substituted for the more explicit

[i . As an example of the case where the scribe was unaware of the origin of his

spelling we may take a common writing of rmt “men” in the New Kingdom.

Genetically, this writing probably represents but to transcribe thus would

of course be absurd. The first of the dashes is possibly an enlargement of the tick of

5= 1
,
while the second and third are probably derived from u a pair of ligatures in

which ^ and share the plural strokes between them. These determinatives were

doubtless no longer recognized as such when was added to the hieratic.

Other exceptions to the general rule are discussed in this and the following para-

graphs.—The imperative imi “give ’ is best transcribed ^ writing found in

hieroglyphic from the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards, since the form of the hieratic signs

makes it quite certain in many cases that two m's were intended; moreover, if the original

biliteral component ^ were employed, it is not clear whether this should be placed

before or after the m\ in the Middle Kingdom both and occur.

A more knotty problem is the choice between and The hieratic ^ un-

doubtedly represents the original hieroglyphic use of which is in connection with

the stems hni and tni. In New Kingdom hieratic ^ occurs also in (1) the definite

article and derivatives, in (2) the biliteral group and (3) as generic determin-

ative of birds. In (2) there is really no reason at all for transcribing as I and

others have hitherto done. The original was, of course, and the confusion of

the middle bird with may, as Moller suggested, have been due to the misunderstanding

of the dot placed above ^ in some Eighteenth Dynasty MSS. It would be most in-

appropriate to transcribe the group as (so in hieroglyphic, e.g. Bilgai stela),

since New Egyptian hieratic has a quite different group ^ which is often employed as

an alternative biliteral symbol for and which cannot be transcribed otherwise than

Thus seems imposed upon us. Now the two birds in the group

always agree exactly with the writing of the definite article pf, so that it would seem

almost self-contradictory to transcribe the latter as with the bird ^ which in

hieroglyphs is the usual sign for py. In point of fact the hieratic sign for py shows the

two wings above the body from the very earliest times, and there are sporadic hiero-

glyphic examples of for from the Sixth Dynasty onwards [Meir, iv, 4, right 8;

Sinai, 90, 11; 139, 10; Louvre, C 11, C 12; Koptos, 8, 4). There seems no reason but old

and bad habit for transcribing the hieratic as rather than Finally (3) the

generic determinative ^ for “bird’’ (Moller, no. 217). In the early Eighteenth Dynasty

no wings are shown, and then is the best transcription. When in the Nineteenth

and Twentieth Dynasties the wings are regularly shown, it seems obviously convenient

to use ^ for the purpose. Thus we arrive at the satisfactory and easily-remembered

conclusion that ^ should be transcribed as ^ in all cases

At this point I will deal with some other troublesome groups for birds. The hieratic

* The writing of rriU with not s=, throughout the KingdoEo is curious, since as Dr. de Buck

has shown me, the sj’mbol §=:? in the Coffin Texts is only used in those words in which t had not passed

into f.

- Oi>, cit., II, D, n. o, and Zeitschr. f, ag, LVi, 41.

^ See Zeitschr. f, ag. Spr,, LVi, 41, for Muller’s contrary view.
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^ is used both for ^ Gb (Moller, no, 217 bis) and for ^ rhjt (Moller, no. 201). In the

latter case we must of course transcribe with but in the former case the reproductive

purpose seems to require some mode of differentiating the bird Gb from the bird 5y, a

differentiation which would easily he concealed in our handwriting unless we added some

diacritical mark to the bird in the case o{ Gb. I propose to use for Gb, when written

with some such symbol as For printing, the diacritical mark could be omitted.

Another difficult group is I propose to represent this by ^ when ^'mother’’ is

meant, but by ^ or ^ when these are demanded by the context.

When a squiggle

—

sit venia verbo—stands above the ‘^bad’’ bird, this should be

rendered by \\ or by x, as the case demands.

After this digression I return to the exceptions to the rule that signs fused in hieratic

should be transcribed by their genetic originals in accordance with the demands of the

context. No attempt should be made to differentiate and The Coffin Texts employ

properly both for irn and for inu, and they employ properly both for imi

and for urn. Only the latter has survived into New Kingdom hieratic (Moller, no. 564),

and should be rendered uniformly by -|= . Such indeed is the practice of the hieroglyphic

inscriptions.

As is well known, ^ (Moller, no. 521) has become a ligature wholly indistinguishable

from
I

s7i. It is obviously misleading to transcribe the hieratic for sn as in Late

Egyptian, since this would give an erroneous appearance of gemination to words like

(original Scholars have therefore hitherto used the sign
^

for ^
with the value sn, imagining that

^
was a hieroglyph created by the Egyptians them-

selves at a late period, when confronted by the same difficulty. Having searched the

Late Egyptian hieroglyphic texts in vain for a good example of I applied to the

Berlin Dictionary for help. Professors Sethe and Grapow were good enough to search

through the Berhn materials for me, and were no less surprised than myself to discover

that
^

is a wholly fictitious hieroglyph, not existing at all on the monuments. The

Ptolemaic stelae and temples use
|

alike for sn and for sn. To follow their example

would be very confusing to the beginner. I have had made for my fount a new sign f

to represent sn. It is much to be hoped that the origin and purpose of this purely

artificial symbol will not again be forgotten

!

The biliteral sign in smtv ‘"herbs” must ultimately be derived from (Sign-list M 21).

In Late Egyptian, however, ^ is used, the same sign being employed as the later form

of the determinative for “back”; the assimilation goes back in hieroglyphic as far as

the Twelfth Dynasty, see under -Hih F 37 in my Sign-list. It seems desirable to use ^
for "the hieratic sign common to both cases.

In the verb “to strike” we must use the late hieroglyph =^, varying its direction

and shape to suit the manuscript, see Moller, no. 16. I have shown in my article

Zeitschr. /. dg. Spr., xliv, 126, that the hieratic sign in question was originally a portion

of the striking man, which in course of time has become detached and in the Ptolemaic

period becomes the specific sign for hw “strike.” Moller may be right in thinking that

the origin of the hieratic sign was the knotted girdle of the striking man {Zeitschr. f. dg.

Spr., LVi, 37) ^ but his rejection of my general contention {ibid.) is strangely wrong-

headed. It was a surprise to find, when I first began to study the Coffin Texts, that the

^ My attempts to verify this assertion have not, however, been successful, except for Xiiieteeiith Dynasty,

e.g. in the temple of Sethos I at Abydos.
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form existed even in those eaxly times (ex. BSC, 117). A very early attempt to

render this in hieroglyphic is which I have found in Petrie, Dendera, xia (earlier

intermediate period).

As regards the plough and the signs for nv and snc it will be best to use the lion^
except when the hieratic sign shows the two handles of the plough (Holier, no, 468). In

this case we must of course use

Hieratic Q occasions much difficulty in the Coffin Texts, much less in Late Egyptian.

The right transcription will be found if we remember that the phonetic complement of

biliteral signs is regularly found in hieratic, and that the deliberate writing of more than

one r is most unlikely.

Many Late-Egyptian papyri distinguish between and The former is clearly

intended for hr without r, since in the forms of the preposition with suffix (Erman,

Neudg. Gramm,, § 101) an r is added after the stroke, e.g,, 9’i^, • The origin of

the horizontal stroke in requires careful study. Is it the remains of an old <=> that

has ceased to be recognized as such, or is it a corruption of the vertical stroke seen

in some hieratic forms of hr down to the Eighteenth Dynasty (see Zeitschr. /. dg, Spr,,

Lvi, 40), or is it a mere space-filler ? I do not know for certain. I had some thoughts

of rendering by but on reconsideration I have come to the conclusion that this

might confuse the student rather than help him. There seems no serious objection to

the accepted transcription with simple 9 1

.

If an original demanded for phrt, I should not hesitate to write thus.

The group for ^ ought to be given so unless it has degenerated so far as to be
completely indistinguishable from ^ (see Holier, no. 167, footnote 3); in the latter case

^ should be written without hesitation. The like holds of §5^® and
Along similar lines for sft seems quite justifiable; hieratic of the New Kingdom

has a characteristic form for and we should transcribe according to what we see,

without allowing ourselves to be solely guided by etymology. As regards

and ^ we had best formulate no rules, but allow ourselves the liberty to use our
discretion in individual cases.

As regards ligatures, it will be well to give the original component signs. This
procedure yields the useful distinction between \ for ^ and ^ for Where necessary,

the word lig^ may be written in small characters above the ligature in question. I favour
the use of such abbreviated notes. The note sic is in common use, and my Uzcrat'ic

Texts employed tr., i.e, trace(s), above such signs as are only partly visible.

Hieratic has a number of difierentiations unknown to hieroglyphic, and it would be
a serious loss to ignore these. Thus or ^ is used for siv as against [? for is

written for initial phonetic is employed for idn or as determinative, while is

written with which I shall render with the simple New types have been added to

my fount to mark these difierentiations^. Like Holier (no. 47, n. 4), I do not believe

that the sign for mniw, which I showed in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., xLii, 119 to be differ-

entiated from ,
is derived from which apparently first occurs in hieroglyphic as

det. of words for “travel,” “wander,” like rum and smf (Sign-list A 33). Nevertheless,

the New Kingdom sculptors have adopted ^ for mniw, and there is no reason why we
should not follow their example.

I have recently drawn attention to the different values of the loop 5 (V 6 in my
Sign-fist) and the bag h ssr or phonetic g or det. of rrj, etc. (V 33). In hieratic IS is

> Curiously enough, the Coffin Texts use jS for w/rt. “ See below, p. 95.
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usually ^ (MoUer, no. 520), usually ^ (no. 520, footnote 1), but ^ as initial^ in Ghtyw

Koptos (no. 515). From passages quoted by Moller (no. 515, footnote 4), the hieratic

det. of f'rf not, as one would expect, For the purposes of transcription we require

the three signs ?< , 'b ,
and

;
the original manuscript will indicate which of these is to

be used in individual cases.

As regards the forms of signs, we may often be able, in autographic transcription, to

mark differences which could not well be indicated in type. We can, indeed, distinguish

in type between ^ and but it would be hypercritical to demand a separate type

for those manuscripts which write with the loop of cord pointing forward instead of

backward. Similarly, we can differentiate in handwriting, but not well in type, between

those determinatives of hms “sit dowm’’ which are completely identical with the child

^ and those in which the front hand is well away from the mouth. Lastly, certain

signs like and have often beneath them a small dash or dot, which is the

borrowed relic of some or ^ or the like that doubtless in other contexts had real

significance. This dash or dot is perhaps best retained in autographic transcriptions,

though it is not important enough to be retained when transcriptions are given in print.

The hints given above do not claim to cover the whole field. I shall have achieved

my purpose if I have convinced my colleagues that the reproductive function of tran-

scription is no whit less important than the interpretative function, and that transcriptions

which have an outlandish and artificial appearance are ipso facto superior to those which

create the illusion of being genuine translations into contemporary hieroglyphic.
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NOTES ON THE HEBUKIAL OF TUTHMOSIS I

By H. E. WINLOCK

With Plates xi-xiv.

In a recent number of the Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art^ I sketched

briefly the career of Hatshepsut, as I conceive it to have been in the light of our excava-

tions at Der el-Bahri. While this picture of the life of the queen was in substantial

agreement with some of the earlier histories of ancient Egypt, it was seriously at variance

with the more recent ones. However, in a report on excavations, primarily intended for

a public which makes no pretence to a detailed knowledge of Egyptian archaeology, an

extended statement of the evidence for or against the solution of such an historical

problem would hardly have been appropriate, and the story of Hatshepsut written

for the Bulletin necessarily appeared without citations of chapter and verse.

Nor are these now necessary, for since the Bulletin article was published the new
edition of Eduard Meyer’s history has appeared reconstructing the lives of Hatshepsut

and her immediate connections in terms almost identical with those used in our report^.

And furthermore, Meyer supports his thesis by an outline, adequate enough for all

practical purposes, of the arguments against the ingenious but rather artificial recon-

struction of Hatshepsut’ s period which has been current during these last thirty years.

There remains, however, one episode in the history of the royal family which stiU

requires elucidation—the burial of the king Tuthmosis I. A series of archaeological

accidents has resulted in such confusion that Meyer ^ is led to declare that “here there

1 February, 1928, Section ii, 46 ft'.

“ Geschickte des Altertarns^ Band ii, 1928. The pertinent section begins on page 110,

^ The only significant detail on which Meyer difters from the Bulletin (which latter is here in agreement

with Maspero, Xaville and Petrie) is on the parentage of Tuthmosis III. On certain Karnak inscriptions

of the later years of his reign (Sethe, UrJcunden^ iv, 697, 839 ft*. =B., A.R.^ ii, §§ 478, 601 fiT.) Tuthmosis III

calls Tuthmosis I his ‘‘father,” and on the statue of Inebny (Sethe, Urk\^ iv, 464— B., A.R.^ ii, § 213)

Tuthmosis III is called a brother of Hatshepsut, which amounts to the same thing as calling him a son

of Tuthmosis I, In other Karnak inscriptions Tuthmosis III calls Tuthmosis II his “father” (Sethe,

Urk.^ IV, 180= B., A.R., II, g 595; UrJc., iv, 154, 604). Accepting the first group literally, Meyer (p. 112)

believes that in the second group the term “father” means adopted-father only. In view of the frequently

ambiguous use of the word “father” in Egyptian (often meaning “ancestor” or merely “predecessor”), a

choice between these two groups of inscriptions would be difficult were it not for the emphatic statement

in the biography of Ineny (Sethe, Urk\. iv, 59= B., A.R,^ ii, gg 118, 341) to the effect that Tuthmosis II

was succeeded by the son whom he had begotten. Being to all intents and purposes contemporary with

the accession of Tuthmosis III, and being a private document whose value as historical evidence is not

vitiated by the faults common in official temple inscriptions, I take Ineny’s biography as the most

trustworthy of all extant evidence and conclude that Tuthmosis III was the son of Tuthmosis II, Hence

I should take the statement of Inebny that Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut were brother and sister as a

contemporary fiction designed to explain the anomalous situation of the two co-rulers after Hatshepsut

had adopted the style of “King” Maratkarer, and the statements of Tuthmosis III that Tuthmosis I was
his “father” as meaning that the latter was merely one of his “forefathers.”

^ Geschickte^ ii, 116, n. 2.
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is still much that is not clear in detail. The construction of his rock-cut tomb in

complete secrecy
—

‘all alone, no one seeing or hearing’—is recounted by the architect

Ineny. But his body, still preserved to us, has been moved many times. We have three

coffins of the king. Hatshepsut had intended to transport him to her own tomb, and
there had pro\dded for him a coffin near her own, which coffin, however, was never used.”

And such is the state of the published material that Meyer* s readers wdll find it difficult

to improve upon his statement.

This unsatisfactory state of our knowledge of the mortuary monuments of Tuthmosis I

goes back over a century. In 1826 Champoliion had gone to Leghorn to take over Salt’s

second collection for the Louvre, and on March 29th of that year we find him examining

a granite stela of Tuthmosis I (PL xi, fig. 2)^. The inscriptions on this stela, entered in

the Louvre under the number C 48, were published by Lepsius in 1842“ and a brief

description of it w^as given by de Rouge in 1860^. Since then, a collated republication of

the important phrases of the inscriptions by Sethe^, quoted by Gauthier^, completes the

bibliography of the monument, little efiort, so far as I am aware, having been made
to discover its provenance or to draw any conclusions as to its significance

The second Salt collection was formed between 1819 and 1824 by Yanni Athanasi,

almost entirely in the Theban Necropolis. Yanni dug, among other places, in the

neighbourhood of Der el-Bahri. In Der el-Bahri there are two chapels, one devoted to

the funerary cult of Queen Hatshepsut, and beside it another intended for the funerary cult

of her father, King Tuthmosis I^. The central object in the Hatshepsut chapel is a gigantic

fafee-door stela of red granite standing on a slightly projecting pedestal which forms part of

the west wall of the chapel (PI. xii)^. The west wall of the Tuthmosis chapel has been torn

out, obviously to remove a similar stela, but enough of the pedestal remains in place to

show that the missing stela was of exactly the size of the one from the Salt collection

in the Louvre. Furthermore, it is obvious that this latter stela comes from some such

public chapel, where it has suffered mutilations of the names of Hatshepsut and of

Amun exactly similar to the mutilations made throughout Der el-Bahri. Finally, the site

of the stela in this chapel of Tuthmosis I was standing open and exposed during the early

nineteenth century when Athanasi was excavating in the neighbourhood®. All things

considered, therefore, there can be little question that in the Louvre Stela C 48 we have

the central element in the chapel erected by Hatshepsut for the mortuary cult of her

father. PI. xiii shows the stela restored to its original place.

If our information about the stela has been faulty, the available information about

the sarcophagi of Tuthmosis I is in many ways not only confusing, but even misleading.

In March, 1899, Loret found the tomb of Tuthmosis I in the Valley of the Kings, but

as he resigned his position in Egypt very shortly afterwards, he seems never to have

1 Bibliotheqiie egi/ptologiqife^ xxx, 304, 319. I have to thank M. Boreux for courteoudy arranging tliat

I should have a photograph of this stela.

2 Aasicahl^ PL xi. 3 Xotice son\maire...(lu Louvre (1860), 95.

^ Urkunden^ iv, 313. Lh've des rois, ii, ^±’2.

® Except in a passing reference in my Da.s-rvJiefs from the Temple of Rameses 1 at Ahgdoii^ 32, note 2,

and another in Davies, Pugemrf i, 95,

7 Naville, Beir el Bahcuf v, PI. cxxix.

® The Hatshepsut stela was of the same type as the Tuthmo.sis I stela, Louvre L 48. Likewise of the

same typo is the Tuthmosis III stela, now at 5[edinat Habii, wliither it was carried in ancient times in all

probability from his mortuary teinjde.

9 See the description given by Xaville in D^o'r el Bahari^ Introd. Mein,. 2, and the early plans published

by him in the same volume, the Hay MSS. in the British Museum, and the Nestor FH^te MSS. in the Louvre.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 8
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published anything on his discovery^. Hence the quartzite sarcophagus and canopicbox

of the king, found in the tomb and at the time left there, have never been described

(PL xiv). The lid of a canopic jar, an alabaster vase dedicated by Tuthmosis II, some

fragments of glass and some inscribed blocks taken to Cairo were, however, published in the

Cairo catalogue^.

In March, 1903, Howard Carter, excavating for the Service des Antiquites with funds

supplied by Theodore M. Davis, began the clearing of the tomb of Hatshepsut, and after

months of arduous labour arrived at the burial chamber in March, 1904, where he dis-

covered a sarcophagus and canopic box of the queen, and another sarcophagus of

Tuthmosis I^. Scattered through the rubbish which choked the lower passages of the

tomb he found fragments of stone vessels which had been made for Tuthmosis I^, for

Hatshepsut while she still had no higher titles than those of a queen and others made
after she had assumed the name of ‘‘King Ma^atkare^'®.’’ That the tomb itself was

actually that of Ma^atkaref Hatshepsut was amply proved by the foundation deposit at

the entrance.

At the successful conclusion of this excavation, M. Maspero was prevailed upon to

grant to Mr. Davis some reward for his labours and some encouragement for their con-

tinuation. It was therefore arranged that the sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I which he had

discovered in the tomb of Hatshepsut should be presented to the Boston Museum of

Fine Arts, and that there should be taken to Cairo the sarcophagus and canopic box of

Hatshepsut found by Davis in her tomb^, and the sarcophagus and canopic box of

Tuthmosis I from his tomb, still lying where Loret had left them. All the three

sarcophagi arrived at their destinations in the year 1905^. And yet, at this very time,

when the facts should assuredly have been fresh in his mind, we find Maspero stating

that the sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I in the Cairo Museum was the one found in the

tomb of Hatshepsut^. This misstatement has been repeated without being verified^®, and
the luckless student, with no description of the Cairo Tuthmosis I sarcophagus found by
Loret available, and uncontradicted statements that the Boston sarcophagus found by
Davis was in Cairo, is left completely in the air as to what exists and where. Complicate
this misinformation with an unfortunate jumbling by Gauthier of his notes on the

^ The date of the discoveiy of the tomb was mentioned by Benedite in the contemporary Guide Joanne

(1900), 537, and by T. ^1. Davis, Tomh of Hdtshopsitu^ xiv, who adds the fact of the discovery in it of the
sarcophagus.

2 The canopic box is No. 36416 in the Cairo Livre <Tentree. The can()]>ic jar, etc. are Nos. 24975 76 81

and 90 in Daressy, Fouilles dans la Vallee des Rots.

3 The work is fully described by Davis, Naville and Carter, Rdtshopsititj 1906.

^ Op. cit., 108, Nos. 3, 4, 6. On this last see below. 5 Qp g g
® Op. cit.j 109, Nos. 5, 7, 10, 11, 12.

In the Cairo Livre cVeatree the sarcophagus has received the number 52459 and the canopic
box 52460.

® Boston Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin^ April, 1905, 13.

» Guide to the Cairo Museum, 1906, 146. The statement is no longer made in the Guide of 1915 (172)
but neither is the true finding place-Loret’s tomb of Tuthmo.sis I-stated, and the uninformed rLder
still remains in the dark. Nor would the Litre cfentree have been of any help, for the .sarcophagus was not
entered in it until 1928, when it received the number 52344.

^

>" Thus Legrain, Repertoire .jenealogique, 40, and Gautliier, Livre des rois, ii, 226, publish the inscriptions
on the Boston sarcophagus (from the Davi.s publication) as being on the Cairo sarcophagus, and in the
present Baedeker (1928), 304, where the Cairo sarcophagi are said to come from the tomb of Hatsheusut
the actual CVtiro siircoi)hagus is stated to be still in the tomb of Tuthmosis I (305).

’
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Boston sarcophagus and those on the Tuthmosis I-Paynozena coffin and Meyer’s remark

that all is not clear becomes an understatement of the case.

Now, however, with the circumstances of the discovery of the stela and the two

sarcophagi of Tuthmosis I straightened out, we are in a position to study the history of

his entombment.

So far as I am aware, no doubt has ever been expressed on the identity of the tomb
found by Loret with that which Ineny secretly made for Tuthmosis I ‘*in solitude, no

one seeing and no one hearing The Loret tomb—in one of the remote recesses of

the Valley of the Kings, which in Ineny’s day was utterly desert without a single burial

place within its entire extent—fulfils Ineny ’s description and, moreover, fits perfectly

into its appropriate place in the development of the plan of the royal tombs. Hence the

sarcophagus found in it, and now in Cairo, must be the one which was prepared for the

original burial of Tuthmosis I. That it was actually completed by Ineny during the

lifetime of his patron Tuthmosis I would seem to be doubtful, for we read upon the edge

of the box along its right side;
f' ^^ Ss'f'

was his son who caused his name to live and made for him this excellent monument for

all eternity.” And again in the horizontal inscription along the same side: A^ P T
^Ht was his son who caused his name to live in making

excellent the monument of (his) father for all eternity.” If these are not merely stereo-

typed phrases—and of course they may be, since the name of the son is not given—then

it would appear that this sarcophagus was at least decorated in the reign of Tuthmosis II,

This latter, literal meaning would seem to be the probable one in view of the other

objects provided by Tuthmosis II for his father’s tomb.

The sarcophagus is an imposing monolith of yellow quartzite resting on an alabaster

base, and is identical with those of Ma<'atkarec Hatshepsut, Tuthmosis III, Amenophis II,

and Tuthmosis IV in its material and in the rounded head and squared feet which follow

the outlines of the cartouche on its lid. In its choice and arrangement of texts it is prac-

tically identical with the two sarcophagi made a few years later for the tomb of Hatshepsut,

and markedly different from that made nearly a century later for Tuthmosis IV.

Its great interest for the present investigation lies in its relation to the two wooden
coffins of Tuthmosis I, eventually altered for Paynozem and afterwards deposited in the

royal cache As has long been known, the outer of these two coffins bears under its

veneer of Twenty-first Dynasty decorations traces of Eighteenth Dynasty motifs and an

inscription down the middle of the lid beginning ^™ C® 1 ^ ^ J^ exactlv

duplicating the inscription down the middle of the sarcophagus lid. When the dimensions

of the two are tabulated:

Sarcophagus outside

Length 250'5 cm.

Width 90'5 cm.

Height 92*5 cm.

Inside

235 cm.

75*5-76*5 cm.

86 cm.

First cothn outside

228 cm.

72*0 cm.

about 80 cm.^

1 Livre des rois, ii, No. XLIII is from tlie sarcophagus and witli it goes the reference to Davis

and the first sentence of note 2. Xu. XLIV is from the coffin and with it goes the reference to Daressy

and all the remaining references in note 2.

2 Sethe, fVL, iv, 57; B., A.R., ii, §
1C6.

2 Daressy, Cemff^ils d*:B carheW^s royfde-^^ Xo. G1025. Daressy does not believe that the inner coffin

belonged to Tuthmosis I. To me it does seem to have belonged to him. In any case, Tuthmosis I niu.st

have had a second coffin of about this size ami the argument in this article will be based on its dimensions.
^ 70 cm. is the height at the head

;
the feet aiow broken away'i must have been higher.

8— 2
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it becomes almost certain that the coffin was made to fit within the sarcophagus. Thus

we have the tomb, the sarcophagus and canopic box, and two of the coffins prepared by
Tuthmosis I for his last resting-place.

We have in addition other articles from the burial furniture of Tuthmosis I which

have a more definite historical value. Mention has already been made of an alabaster

jar from his tomb, and of others of crystalline limestone found with the second sarco-

phagus of Tuthmosis I in the tomb of Hatshepsut, but which, as we shall see, were

originally buried in the tomb of Tuthmosis I^. Among them there are three on
which the inscriptions, when they were complete, read with only minor variations :

a statement that the living Tuthmosis II made these jars as his memorials to his father,

the deceased Tuthmosis I. Furthermore, a fourth fragment found with the two in the

tomb of Hatshepsut^ cannot be separated from this group in my judgment. On it we

read

:

“Thebe-

loved Divine Wife, the King's Daughter whom he loves, Hatsheps[ut, she lives!] made
(this) for her father King [Tuthmosis I, the true of voice] ^ beloved of Osiris, Lord of

Abydos."

Taken together, these jars seem to me to establish incontestably the fact that

Tuthmosis I was buried by his son and daughter. King Tuthmosis II and Queen
Hatshepsut, before the latter had taken the style and titles of ‘'King Maratkare^'^."

Thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Dows Dunham of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

I have had ample opportunity to examine the sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I which Davis
found in the tomb of Hatshepsut. Carter had noted that in some places the names of

^ From the tomb of Tuthmosis I, Daressy, Fouilles dans la Yallee des Rois^ Xo. 24976, Gauthier, Livre

des rois^ ll, 223; from the tomb of Hatshepsut, Davis, Hdtshopsitii, 79 and 108, Nos. 3, 4.

Davis, op. cit.^ 109, No. 6.

3 The identity of the father of Hatshepsut is so well established that this restoration cannot be
doubted.

^ This association of Tuthmosis II and Queen Hatshepsut (an association which without much
doubt denotes their marriage) has been vigorously denied. Nevertheless it might be inferred from the

biography of Ineny, where it is stated that on the death of Tuthmosis II Hatshepsut became regent—
a succession improbable unless she was the widow. But even more definite evidence for the marriage

of Hatshepsut to Tuthmosis II exists. On the Berlin stela 15699 (Sethe, Url\^ iv, 143; Agi/pt. hischriften,

II, 103; Meyer, Geschichte, ii, 112, note 1, on its value as evidence) Tuthmosis II is followed

by the widow of his predecessor, “The King’s Great Wife, the King’s Mother, Ahmose” and by

^
presumably his own wife. In the same relationship to Tuthmosis II,

Hatshepsut appears again on a structure in Kariiak of which parts were discovered by Legrain in 1903,
but which has never been published. (Mentioned by Legrain in Ann. Serv., 1904, 272; Arch. Report,

1903-4, 25; Ree. de trac., 1905, 62; described by Naville in Davis, HdtshopsUu, 15, 18, 43, 56.) Several of
the blocks in 1928 still he near the VII Pylon where Legrain found them. Tuthmosis II appears on two
of them ofiering to Amun. On one of these two blocks appears the name of Hatshepsut’s daughter
Neferurer. On two other blocks, obviously from the same structure, Hatshepsut herself appears clad as a

queen and designated and ft "]G ^ ^= ^ i T The Berlin

stela and the Karnak monument serve as mutual confirmations, the one of the other, and taken at their

face value are evidence of Hatshepsut’s marriage to Tuthmosis II and of Tuthmosis’s fatherhood of
Hatshepsut’s daughter Neferiurer.
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the queen were visible beneath those of the king^, and when I came to verify that fact

I found that there were evidences of very much more extensive alterations to the

sarcophagus than the publication indicates.

On the outside of the lid there is no difficulty in seeing that the inscription originally

started ^ ^^ P
six dedications to the genii and Anubis

stiU begin On the inside of the lid the original reading of the long inscrip-

tion was etc.^; inside the bottom of the sarcophagus

^ J ™ etc., and around the top edge of the box

0^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ (
0 etc."* To alter these names into

those of Tuthniosis I the Horns name and the nomen cartouches were completely filled

with red plaster and then entirely recarved, while the prenomens merely required the

filling up of the vj and the carving over it of
^

In all cases the feminine ending was

obliterated with plaster, the group ^ being recarved ^ . The ^ has been changed to

^ and
p
or to

On the outside of the box of the sarcophagus such fillings and recarvings would pro-

bably have been too evident, and a new surface was therefore made by cutting away
fully 3 cm. from each side. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the inscrip-

tions along the top edge of the box are now at the outer margin of the stone instead of

being in the centre, and further from the fact that the cartouche which covers the entire

lid originally had a double oval which has been altered to a single one by cutting away
the entire outer band along the sides. From the foot end only 1 cm. was removed and

from the head J cm., but both alterations are clear enough in the present unsymmetrical

appearance of the inscriptions on the top edge of the box. In short, the sarcophagus

was originally 6 cm. wider and T5 cm. longer than it now is, and all the inscriptions on

the outer surface are subsequent to this alteration. On the inside of the box the sides,

like those of the other sarcophagus from this same tomb, had originally been left plain

and here no alteration was necessary. Hence the inside width of the box remains as it

was made—just great enough to take the rabbet on the under side of the lid. The ends,

however, being decorated, about 3'5 cm. had to be cut away from each inside end

surface, except along the top edges where the original thickness of the stone was left

in order that the lid might fit snugly. The new surfaces were then redecorated. This

recutting has made the inside length along the bottom of the sarcophagus from 203 to

204 cm., but this was subsequently discovered to be insufficient, and more stone was
gouged away until a length of 210 cm. down the middle was obtained, after which the

end surfaces were decorated still a third time^.

Since the Boston sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I was originally intended for MaCatkareC

Hatshepsut, we find ourselves in possession of three separate sarcophagi of the queen

—

first, one in Cairo, made for her while she was merely a royal consort®
; second, this one

^ Davis, Hdtshoj^sittl^ 91. Professor Sethe called my attention to this statement of Carter’^, which I had
overlooked, nor had I seen the alterations on the sarcoi^hagus itself when I made the casual examination

of it which inspired my footnote in Bull. Met. Mas., Feb., 1928, Sect, ii, 51.

- Davis, op. cit.j 81. Op. rit.j 86.

Op. eit., 91. ^ Op. cit., 87, 89.

^ Carter, Journal iv, 115-116. Cairo, Llcre d'entre'e^ 47o32.
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in Boston, made for ter as Ma<'atkare<’ and altered to serve for Tuttmosis I; and third,

again in Cairo, and also made for her as Mafatkaref . These last two were those found by

Davis in her tomb.

The measurements of the three sarcophagi are instructive;

ISecoiid, Ma^'atkare^

First, as Queen (as originallj made) Third, as Ma^atkarer

Length over all 197-199 cm. 222'5 cm. 245-246 cm.

Width „ 72-73 cm. 88*5 cm. 88 cm.

Height „ 90 cm. 89*5 cm. 100 cm.

The increasing size is interesting. Starting out as a queen with a sarcophagus that

would hold only a comparatively small coffin (less than 182 cm. long), she ends with a

third sarcophagus which would hold a coffin almost as large as that of Tuthmosis I (not

over 220 cm. long). But this is not all, for in addition there is a change in type. Even

though both of her first two sarcophagi are probably later than the sarcophagus from

the tomb of Tuthmosis I, both of them are simple rectangular boxes, while that of

Tuthmosis I has the cartouche-shaped curved head and square feet characteristic of every

king’s sarcophagus from that of Tuthmosis I to that of Tuthmosis IV Even Hatshep-

sut’s third and last sarcophagus conforms to this cartouche-shaped type. Is it too much
to conclude that the rectangular type was a queen’s type of sarcophagus, and that

Hatshepsut’s second sarcophagus was made so soon after her assumption of the name of

^’Eing Maratkarer ” that it still conformed to the queen’s pattern?

As for the circumstances under which this second sarcophagus was altered for the

body of Tuthmosis I, they are clearly set forth in an inscription on the outside, obviously

part of tbe alteration itself 2; ^ Ig

^ ^^ ’
sf iiig fhat Hatshepsut had made

this sarcophagus as a monument for her beloved father, King Tuthmosis I. Why she

should feel it incumbent on herself to provide a new sarcophagus for her father—even

though she wanted to move his body—is a point which requires a deeper insight into

Egyptian motives than we possess. Possibly the difficulty of raising a massive weight

vj) out of a tomb was greater than her engineers cared to undertake. Perhaps Hatshepsut

already contemplated making for herself her third sarcophagus, on a scale more in keep-

ing with her new position. Or it may be that the translation of the body of Tuthmosis I

to his new resting-place was to be made the occasion of a second burial ceremony, in

which case a sarcophagus ready prepared was an essential part of the new tomb, and

the time which would be required to transport the original sarcophagus from the first

tomb to the second would have caused an undesirable delay in the proceedings.

In any case, the new sarcophagus was not adapted to the whole set of coffins in which the

body of Tuthmosis I lay in its original resting-place. The space available for a coffin in the

Boston sarcophagus, even after the last alterations were made, was only 210 cm. long x
64 cm. wide x 64*5 cm. high. The outermost Tuthmosis I coffin is 18 cm. longer than

^ Thu sarcophagus lid of Ainenophis III is still cartouche-shaped, but diflers somewhat from those of

his predecessors,

- Davis, HdtshoitsUo, 83. On the Cairo Tuthmosis I and third Hatshepsut sarcophagi the space where

the dedication ])laced on the Boston sarcophagus is occupied hy the Lxxii Chapter of the Book of the

Dead which, on the Boston sarcophagus, has to he placed inside {op. cit., 87-8) to make room for the

dedication inscription. This circumstance, as well as the appearance of the dedication inscription, show
that the latter was planned as part of the restoration.
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this, and since even the second is 2 cm. longer, neither of the existing coffins of the

Tuthmosis I-Paynozem set could have been put into it. On the other hand, the clearly

unplanned-for final lengthening of the sarcophagus indicates an unforeseen emergency
which should not have arisen if a new coffin had been prepared to its measure. It would
seem, therefore, that the body was brought in a third coffin, now lost, which would not

fit into a space 203 cm. long but would go into one 210 cm. in length. That such an

innermost coffin must have existed is evident from another consideration. The mummy
of Tuthmosis I is only 154*5 cm. talB, while the second coffin of the Tuthmosis I-Pay-

nozem set is 212 cm. long^. Tutrankhamun’s mummy, with a stature of 163 cm.,

required a length of only about 180 cm. inside the third, gold coffin to hold the mummy
wrapped and masked^. If the wrappings of Tuthmosis I were anything like those of

Tutrankhamun, there still remains a difference in length between his finished mummy
and the second coffin in the existing set of over 35 cm.—ample space for a third coffin,

even of wood instead of the much thinner metal used for Tutfankhamun.

Meyer makes the statement that the sarcophagus prepared by Hatshepsut for Tuth-

mosis I was never used^. Certainly no evidence as to whether it had been used or not

can be drawn from the object itself, while the inference to be drawn from the relevant

circumstances, as I see them, is just the opposite of Meyer’s statement. The alabaster

jars dedicated by Tuthmosis II and Hatshepsut to their father originally must have been

deposited in the latter’s tomb, where one of them remained until 1899. If three others

had been brought to the tomb of Hatshepsut, surely it was only with the body of

Tuthmosis I. Again there is the circumstance of the final lengthening of the new sarco-

phagus for Tuthmosis I, the obvious explanation of which is that when they were

brought to the tomb of Hatshepsut it was found that the body and coffin of Tuthmosis I

would not fit into it. And lastly there is the redecoration of the outer coffins for

Paynozem. This was not the sort of emergency repairing which was so often done in the

confusion of the moving of the royal mummies. These coffins have been methodically

and elaborately re-gilded and inlaid—not merely daubed over with paint to cover up the

ravages of the tomb robbers. Under these circumstances it is hard to conceive of their

being appropriated for Paynozem if the mummy of Tuthmosis I were still in them, but it

is quite understandable that they should have been put to a new use if they had been

left behind in the empty tomb after the moving of the body of Tuthmosis I to the tomb
of Hatshepsut.

1 Elliot-Smitli, llo^nl Munruiies^ 27. Even if it:^ identiticatioii be questioned, the fact remains that all

the men of the himily were very short, and therefore we may asMimc that the length of the mummy
of Tuthmosis I did not differ materially from this figure.

- Daressy, Cercaeih des ojchettes royaJes^ 61025.

3 Carter, Tut'ankh-Amt^n^ ir, 228, 362.

* Geschickte, ir, 116, n, 2. Perhaps he was inspired to make this statement by an idea uhi<L, n. 3:

c/. Davis, Hdtskopsitf/j xiv) that the tomb of Hatshepsut had never been finished, i)ecause it contained no

decoration when discovered. The j>ame was true of the tomb of xlmenophis I, and practically so of that of

Tuthmosis I {Baedeker, 1928, 305), and yet they seem to have been finished. Eepeated flooding, from

which the tomb of Hatshepsut seems to have suffered (Davis, oy). 79 1

, would ha\e destroyed all stucco

ill the burial chamber, as it nearly did in the tomb of Tuthmosis 1. At least one element of decoration

was completed in the tomb of Hatshepsut which existed in the tomb of Tuthmosis I ^Daressy, Fo^nlle-'i

daJis la Vallee des Bois^ No. 24990; Davis, op. eit
^
xiv, 80\ This was a collection of mortuary texts

inscribed on limestone blocks found scattered in the crypt. They seem to appear also in the early tond)

of Hatshepsut (Carter, Joenialy iv, 114).
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My personal opinion of what happened would be somewhat as follows. When
Hatshepsut assumed the name and style of ‘'King Maratkare^”—about the 8th year

of Tuthmosis III—she began the construction of her temple at Der el-*Bahri^> charging

Senmut with that task and Hapuseneb with the excavation of her tomb behind it in the

Valley of the Kings. For political purposes it was desirable to associate her name as

closely as possible with that of her father, Tuthmosis I, and this could be accomplished

most effectually by associating him in her mortuary cult. It was decided, therefore, to

translate the body of Tuthmosis I to her tomb, much as in the Middle Ages the bodies

of the saints were translated from the Holy Land to Europe to enhance the sanctity of

the new cathedrals. There was a sarcophagus already prepared for Hatshepsut in her

new tomb, and this was altered for Tuthmosis I. Its size was such, however, that even

after being lengthened it would only hold the innermost coffin of the king, and the outer

two coffins were left perforce in the king’s own tomb. Doubtless all the tomb furniture

of Tuthmosis I should have been brought with his body, but either b^ecause the transport

was negligently conducted or because the tomb of Tuthmosis I had already been robbed

and much of the furniture broken, actually a number of things were left behind In

the course of time Hatshepsut was buried beside her father, and there both lay until

the gathering up of the royal mummies under the later Kamessides, when, presumably,

the bodies of both were moved Meantime, the empty coffins of Tuthmosis I remained

in his sarcophagus in the abandoned tomb. There they were stripped of their gold, but as

the wood remained serviceable even after five centuries, they were taken over and re-

furbished at a time when coffins were required for Paynozem. Eventually both the

bodies of Tuthmosis I and of Paynozem found their way to the royal cache, by which

time the name of Tuthmosis I on his old coffins had been laid bare once more through

the theft of Paynozem’s gold leaf from them. By a strange fate, this was noticed by
the priests who sorted out the coffins and mummies in the cache, and after five centuries

the body of Tuthmosis I was returned to his own coffins, and it was in his own coffins

that he was found in modern times.

The translation of the body of Tuthmosis I to the tomb of Hatshepsut only ac-

complished part of her purpose. His mortuary cult was to be joined to hers, and an

offering chapel was constructed beside her own in the Der el-Bahri temple where she

could officiate at his services during her own lifetime and where the priests of her

foundation could continue to officiate after her death. It is amusing to note, however,

that in spite of all her pious solicitude for her father’s memory, Hatshepsut prepared a

chapel for him much smaller than her own, just as she supplied him with her own cast-

off sarcophagus which she, so to speak, had outgrown.

The Louvre stela, as we have seen, was the central point in this chapel—the altar-

piece before which the offerings were laid, and the door through which the soul of the

dead might come forth to partake of the provisions set out for him. As such it is made
to represent conventionally the door of a house, upon the frame of which the names of

the dead king were displayed, and through a window above which he was to be seen,

given life by Amun. However, for the purposes of this study the interest in the stela

^ Bull, Met. Mus., Feb., 1928, Sect, il, 26, 52 ff.

- Note the objects from the tomb mentioned above on page 58,

This must be true, of course, if the mummy supposed to be that of Tuthmosis I is really his. It is

probable in the case of Hatshepsut from the circumstance of a box of hers being found in the royal cache
(Masi)ero, Momies royale^^.^ 584). Whether her body still existN or not, is a question.
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lies in the dedication inscribed on its right-liand side!; S u

(ej^ etc., setting forth the fact that this chapel

—

like the sarcophagus buried far beneath the mountain behind it—was a monument which

Ma<"atkarer Hatshepsut had erected in memory of her father, Tuthmosis 1.

The chapel and stela of Tuthmosis I lead us naturally into an investigation of the

still existing data on the mortuary cult of Tuthmosis I.

An independent hierarchy for the mortuary services of Tuthmosis I seems to have

existed from the period immediately following his death, into the Nineteenth Dynasty when,

probably, the cult of this king was taken over by the ‘^Servants of the Place of Truth.'’

I print as an appendix to this article (p. 68) a list of the priests of this hierarchy known
to me.

In the beginning the cult must have been centred in a mortuary temple prepared by

Tuthmosis I himself—or at latest by Tuthmosis II shortly after his father's death. It

is a perfectly well-recognised fact that the tomb in the Valley would not have

been complete without its chapel, and we have no reason to suppose that a king who
occupied the throne for a score or more of years would have failed to provide himself with

such a shrine. Later we have found Hatshepsut building a chapel within her own temple

for her father’s services, but considering that over twenty years had elapsed since his

death we cannot suppose that this was the first chapel where these services were celebrated.

Thus, in the end, the cult must have had two shrines, and Davies has noticed a point

which may well reflect this condition. The Chief Prophets numbered 8 to 12 in my list

are all represented in Tomb 51 and those numbered 13 to 15 in Tomb 31. Some of

these Chief Prophets may have been of different generations. Thus 11 is the son of 10;

8 may be identical with 4 and a more or less distant ancestor of 10; and again 12 is

presumably a later intruder in the tomb. But even so, there remain at least six Chief

Prophets of Tuthmosis I under the two kings Seti I and Ramesses II, and Davies suggests

that this may be the result of the existence of more than one cult-place^.

One such cult-place appears in the list of priests. Nos. 5, 10, and 16 give it

a name elsewhere written more fully We meet with a priest of

Amun in this temple under Tuthmosis III^, and in the tombs of Puyemre^" and Rekhmire*',

dating from the later years of the reign of Tuthmosis III, we find it listed among the

Theban temples sharing in the endowments of Amun. We do not find it, however,

among such temples at the beginning of the reign, as listed in the tomb of Ineny®.

Probably from this very cult-place comes part of one valve of a double door, now in

the Metropolitan Museum'^ (PI. xi, fig. 1). Here we find the names of Amun and Tuthmosis I

^ Apparently the same inscription was started on the left side, for the Horus name of Hatshepsut had

already been carved in the upper left-hand corner before the Horus name of Tuthmosis I was substituted

for it.

2 This unusual name appears on the obelisk of Tuthmosis I (Sethe, Urk.^ iv, 94 ; Gauthier, Liere des

roiSy II, 217) as an alternative to the better known one,

3 Two Rainesside Tombs, 13, n. 2. In Pvi/emri, ii, 85 he had doubted the possibility.

^ On a fragment of Eighteenth Dynasty relief in Xaville, Xlth Dynasty Temple at Deir el Bakari, iii,

Pi. xvi.

^ Sethe, Urk\, iv, 1225. See the analysis of these three lists in Davies, Vnyemre, ii, 78 ff.

” M.M.A. 22, 2. 26; purchased in Kurnah. It may have come from Dira' Abu’l-Nega. It has been

mentioned by Davies, op, cit, 84. The doorway in which it was hung must have been 128 cm. wide—the

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 9
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opposed by that of Tuthraosis II, “in ^'Okheperkare<'-endued-with-life/’ However, since

Tuthmosis II is here described as 'Z and as the inscription once read obviously

it was originally Ma<^atkarer who occupied his place. Thus the earliest mention of

Khne7uet-anJih is on this door made for it by Ma<'atkare<', but to conclude from this that

she was the founder of the chapel is risky. To do so is tantamount to identifying it with

the chapel provided for Tuthmosis I in the Temple of Der el-Bahri^, and to this

identification there are two serious objections. Firstly, the Der el-Bahri chapel is named

on its entrance
P
-kj ^ (

0
|
gi Lj) ^^ tin ^ Secondly, since its one and only door-

way was constructed for a single valve, the Metropolitan Museum double door could

never have come from it

On the other hand, if it is difficult to identify with the Der el-Bahri chapel,

it is even more difficult to imagine the existence of more than two shrines of Tuthmosis I,

and no reasonable hypothesis is left except to consider that f^Ol'heperlcarec-kknemet-ankh

was the temple founded by Tuthmosis I to be the chapel for his tomb. The absence of

any trace of its name before the days of Mat'atkaref'—and particularly its absence from
the list of Ineny—need not bother us too much. The conclusion is that Tuthmosis I must
have founded a temple, and if it has not survived under the name of Khnemet-mihh, neither

has it survived under any other. That we should begin to find it only under Ma^'atkarer

may be due to its increased importance after her enlargements of the structure and
probably of the endowment. Of such an enlargement we may have traces other than the
door in the Metropolitan Museum, Bricks bearing the name of the living Ma^'atkare^' and
of the dead Tuthmosis I side by side are particularly common around the lower end of

the 'Asasif^. The possibility must be admitted that they come from some structure

connected with the valley temple of Der el-Bahri, but until they have been found in situ

it is always arguable that they are relics of the mortuary temple of Tuthmosis I, which
we should expect to find somewhere along the desert edge in front of the Dira‘ AbuT-
Nega between the Amenophis I temple and near the foot of the Hatshepsut causeway^.

In conclusion, it may be worth while to recapitulate briefly the facts as I have
presented them in an endeavour to elucidate what Meyer has justifiably described as an
obscure state of affairs in our knowledge of the entombments of Tuthmosis I.

A. The tomb prepared for Tuthmosis I by Ineny, No. 38 in the Valley of the Kings,

was discovered by Loret in 1899.

B. Tuthmosis I was buried in this tomb by Tuthmosis II and his sister Hatshepsut,
before the latter had adopted the name of Maratkarer. Of the burial furniture, the
sarcophagus decorated by Tuthmosis II, the canopic box and a canopic jar head, two
coffins (redecorated for Paynozem), four alabaster vases dedicated by Tuthmosis II and
Hatshepsut, and fragments of glass are in the Cairo Museum.

one valve when coiii}>lete having been 64 cm. wide. Originally each valve was framed and hinged with
copper. The wooden panel is painted red : the incised inscription, having been blue originally, was after-

wards repainted white.

^ Davies, op. rit., 84. - Naville, Deir cl Bohan, v, 6.

The doorway which it might fit (Davies, ibid.) leads to a chamber which has no connection with the
cult of Tuthmosis 1.

* Carnarvon and Carter, Five Ter/rs' Explorations, 40, PI, xxxii. The ^^letropolitan Museum Expedition has
also found them in the same neighbourhood. LepNius (D., Texte, iii, 2^^Avsfuh,i. Verz., 448} and Meigall
{Aanales, 1906, 129) found them in the Tuthmosis III temple, where they probably had been reused.

^ Following out the tendency of the Xecropolis to grow southwards, noted by me in Journal, x, 224.
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C. Tte mortuary chapel of the tomb was probably called cOkheperJcaref-khnemet'

ankhy and may have been located between the Amenophis I Temple and the foot of the

Der el-Bahri causeway. Hatshepsut may have enlarged it some time after she assumed

the name of Ma<^atkarer, in the reign of Tuthmosis III.

D. A tomb (found by Carter in 1916) and a sarcophagus (now in Cairo) had been

provided for Hatshepsut when she was still bearing the titles of a queen—probably the

wife of Tuthmosis II.

E. About the 8th year of Tuthmosis III, at the time when Hatshepsut adopted the

name of Ma^atkare^', she caused Hapuseneb to construct for her the new tomb. No, 20 in

the Valley of the Kings (excavated in 1903-4 by Davis and Carter). For this tomb a

sarcophagus was made on the model of the earlier sarcophagus.

F. For political purposes Hatshepsut desired to establish the cult of Tuthmosis I in

her own temple, which she had caused Senmut to construct at Der el-Bahri. She there-

fore had a chapel in it, next to her own, set aside for his cult. The stela of this chapel

was discovered by Athanasi about 1820 and sold to the Louvre by Salt.

G. The sarcophagus prepared for Hatshepsut in Tomb 20 was altered for Tuthmosis I

some twenty or thirty years after his death, when his body, in its inner coffin only, was

translated to the tomb of Hatshepsut and laid to rest in the altered sarcophagus. With

it was brought much of his original funeral furniture. This sarcophagus is now in Boston

and of the funeral furniture three fragments of alabaster jars are in Cairo.

H. Hatshepsut had made for her tomb a new sarcophagus, of the king^s type, which

is now in Cairo. In this she was probably buried beside her father, Tuthmosis I.

Note: I am indebted to several of my colleagues for assistance in the above in-

vestigations : to Harry Burton for the photographs appearing in Pis. xii and xiv

;

to Walter Hauser for the drawing, PL xiii, and for tracings of the plans of Der el-Bahri

in the Hay and Nestor THote MSS, and to William C. Hayes for copies of the inscrip-

tions on the Cairo Tuthmosis I sarcophagus.
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APPENDIX.

Mortuary Priests or Tuthmosis I.

No. Name

1

2 c Okhcperkar0<' - ncfer. .

.

i^j

3 Nakhto

4 rOkhopei'k.iref'-.scneb 11!

5 Khaemwast

6 Seboknakhte ::::

iJ z.

i
' Amenhotpe LlJ^

8 <"Okheperkare<^-seneL w.

9 Nehmehit Same

10 Woserhet '

11 Dhutmose Same

12 Amenmose lis

13 Nehy ll!'

14

1

Yuy Same

15 Neferhotpe Same

16
,
Nito

;

Ilf

Title Date

1%

r

1 ! D 'V

1 S J ^ (Q j ^ Uy

T.

'(3551

:
Early XYIII Dyn.

I

Grandfather of

! No. 4 \

Ma^'.itk.ire^ Hat-

shepsut

MaGitkare^' and
later

Tuthmosis III

I

Tuthm()sis III

Tuthmosis III

—

Akhenaten

Either No. 4 or

another of same
name, before Seti I

I Seti I or earlier

Seti I

Son of No. 9

Later tlian Seti I

Harnesses II

Same

Same

Source

Bibliography in

Journal^ x, 248, n. 2
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MEROITIC STUDIES VI

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH.

{Continued from voh xi, 'p, 221.)

The Graffiti of the Dodecaschoexxs.

It has been my ambition for some time past to publish a complete collection of the

demotic graffiti of the Nubian border of Egypt, partly because amongst them are records

which throw light on Meroitic and the Meroites. This ambition has been stimulated by
the extreme generosity of Egyptological friends who have put me in temporary possession

of very large collections of material for it. These helpful friends are Professor Erman
and Professor Grapow, representing the Berlin Academy which owns the great collection

of squeezes made by Lepsius’ expedition in 1843-1841; Professor J. J. Hess of Zurich,

who worked single-handed on the spot in 1893-1894, bringing back a magnificent col-

lection of squeezes; Professor Spiegelberg of Munich, who made another collection at

Philae in the following year; and Professor Boeder of Hildesheim, who made a complete
record of the Dakke temple for the Egyptian government in 1910. Further, Dr. Gardiner
has lent me his costly series of photographs of Philae taken by the Nubian expeditions

of the Berlin Academy in 1908-9. These materials have now been sorted and catalogued,

and Mrs. Griffith is engaged in the heavy task of drawing the graffiti from the squeezes.

In all we find records, good or bad, of about 420 separate graffiti. About fifty of these

are from Dakke, about twenty are from various less important sites, and the remainder,
some 350, are from the holy island of Philae. They are of all sizes and degrees, ranging
from a single name or an unfinished scribble of a word or two to a magnificent record
of twenty-six long lines of small writing. Out of the 420 only about a score refer to

Meroites, and most of these have been long known through the publications of Lepsius
and Brugsch; yet new information results from re-examination of squeezes. I hope, if

possible, to complete the collection by a visit to the region next year, one of the prin-

cipal objects being to fix the exact position of each graffito that still survives after the
many injuries which have been inflicted upon the temples of the Dodecaschoenus in

recent years by flooding, ruin and restoration.

Some new identifications.

1. Shashimete is a title found in Meroitic descriptions of persons, sometimes in con-
nection with the name of a deity and therefore characterized as a ''sacerdotal title'’ in

the index of Karanog, vi. It occurs, written ssmtf in demotic graffiti, not however
in those of the third century which have been so productive of Meroitic names and
titles, but in two earlier ones, both unpublished. One is from Kalabsha(?)2; the other, at

1 The Meroitic J letter transcribed s often correspond ^5 to s and seems to be nothing more than s

while \Jll is as it were See Journal^ iii, 117.

2 From a loose block the provenance of which is at present uncertain.
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Pliilae, is dated in the reign of the Emperor Claudius, 48 a.d. In the latter the sliashi-

mete, who was evidently a man of high position, is named after the individual who
united the offices of lemcshe (strategus) and ret (agent), being a kind of nomarch over

the Dodecaschoenus; but the context is not yet clear to me. Both of these sliashimetes

bore Egyptian names, Pakhnum and Petephawt, and probably belonged to the Dode-

caschoenus or perhaps to the Meroite border just southward.

2. On the roof of the Birth-House at Philae is engraved a pair of feet with two

short and very late inscriptions, demotic above, Meroitic at the side, both unfortunately

much worn. In the demotic one can read ^^The feet of Esmet [son of ?],

the prophet of Isis’’; in the Meroitic {Inscr, 116) stqe\ Smeti: ''feet of Smithis,” followed

by groups of less obvious meaning. Two other inscriptions near-by {Inscr, 114, 117)

begin with the same words stqe\ Smeti:, 117 ending with "the prophet in Philae,” or

perhaps ‘‘of her that is in Philae,” so confirming the identification of the demotic name.
3. Professor Sayce’s identification of the name Meroe in a group 9 9 ^ in the

great inscription of Akinirar, where my alphabet would give Mezawi, is now fully justified

(see next section). Thereby we gain another geographical equation, the Meroitic name
of Amara, Pereme (formerly read Pezeme) obviously identical with the Uplfjbi^ or TTpij/it?

fjL€yd\7) of Ptolemy.

4. We further gain a very valuable equation of the king Taqrire-amani (hitherto read

as Taqrize-amani), on the square blocks from Meroe now in the Ashmolean Museum,
with Tqrrmn in the demotic of the long inscription of Pasan at Philae. The latter

proves that the Meroitic king was active in the second and third years of the emperor
Trebonianus Gallus, 252-3 a.d., a date pointed out by Professor Hess just forty years
ago in the Berlin Zeitschrift

]
the squares of Taqrire-amani (Garstang, Meroe, Pis. xxv-

xxvii, Ixv-lxvii) are inscribed in the latest style of Meroitic writing, characterized by the
signs being strongly slanted and prolonged laterally.

Professor Eeisner has found that Taqrire-amani was buried at Meroe in Pyr. No. 53
of Lepsius, see Joimial, ix, 157. The date of 252-3 a.d. brings us near to the decline of

the Meroitic kingdom under the raids of the untameable Blemmyes and the pressure
of the Axumite kingdom. For the early period, it may be recalled, we have a definite

date of c. 23 b.c. for the archaic inscriptions of Teriteqas, Amenirenas-Candace and the
prince Akinirar, one of which refers to Augustus as Komaios {ix. "Voyfiaio^), like con-
temporary Egyptian inscriptions {Hromaios) at Kalabsha and Denderah; these Meroite
royalties are found at Meroe and also at Dakke (Pselchis) to which the Meroites had
pushed forward their advanced base for the fateful attack on the frontier posts in Egypt.

The Eye of Horus in the Alphabet.

In a table of values of the Meroitic alphabet in I^drohioQ
,
The JMeroitic lyisciri'ptions

of Shablul and Karandg, p. 11, I left only one value with a question mark (although
there were and still are plenty of details to settle as to pronunciation), namely 0 for

yt, giving such evidence as I could find regarding it on p. 16. Ji was the only
letter for which I could find no equation either from Greek or Egyptian transcripts of
Meroitic words or from Meroitic transcripts of Greek or Egyptian words. Cases, however,
V ere quoted in which ^7^ ,

varied with ^ ,
indicating that the former was a dental

of some kind, and as c was not to be found elsewhere in the alphabet I proposed that
letter as its equivalent. Four years later Professor Sayce, in a very suggestive note on
the great stela found by Garstang at Meroe, proposed to read this character as or
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hr {rhe), as I have found it twice changing with u-r and r-e' (Liverpool Annals, vii, 23).

I am not sure what variants Professor Sayce refers to in this. In an article on the

Progress of Decipherment in the following year, 1916 {Journal, iii, 117), I upheld the

argument for the value 2: with some fresh evidence. In re-editing the great stela in 1917

{Journal, iv, 169-170), I felt strongly the appropriateness of Professor Sayce’s inter-

pretation of y-3 9 } as the name of Merewi, i.e, Meroe, but found some arguments to

oppose to it. I now have the pleasure of acknowledging that Professor Sayce was right.

The real equivalent of /C, in Egyptian hieroglyphic and demotic is «==:> r, for

{a) 9-39Ji9}, Mezewi, 1st cent. b.c. at Meroe, god Amenap, Akin.

Stela, 11. 17, 18, 20 = hierogL (Ptolemaic) at Philae dem. Mnv 1

)

at Dakke and Philae, Mepo?;, Meroe.

Another form of the same name is ^i9 ^9 , 9 d9 ^9 ,
Bezewi, god Amenap,

second-third cent. a.d. at Shablul Medik and Philae = hierogl. Stela of Nestosen

(SchMer, Aethiop. Kdnigsuischrift

^

p. 27) = n€poTe in Old Coptic (Preisendanz, P.G.M.

IV, 14).

(6) 9}9^.9^, Pezeyne, god Amen(-ap), at Amara {Meroitic lyiscr. Xo. 88)^, also at

Faras and Karanog = hierogl. (Roman) L. D, iv, 72c at Kalabsha, god Amun
— l\pipL<; {pe^dXr]) of Ptolemy.

(c) King 9-/l^^9^'9 f, Tqrize-ayyini in “Lion temple'’ at Meroe = dem.
at Philae, L. D. vi, no. 21, a.d. 252.

In the names Meroe and Primis (Premnis, etc.) it is seen that the Greeks and
Romans agreed with or accepted the Egyptian rendering of /t by r. There were two
Meroitic signs U/ and representing distinct sounds, but both represented by r. What
is the difference between them?

Anyone who will study the list of equations given in Karanog, vi, pp. 8-10, and

the further list in Journal, iii, 113-115, will find the Meroitic character !=^, (a/,

rendering r, in the Egyptian names of Osiris Horus and Hathor, and in the Egyptian

title wr4hn] it also renders the Greek p in 'Pw/x?;, doubtless through the medium of the

Egyptian ra^. On the other hand, there is no equation showing rendering r or any
other sound in a Greek or Egyptian word. One may conclude from this that the sound

of /C was foreign to Egyptian, but to the Egyptian ear at least resembled an r.

As to Greek, I have something further to say. One might guess the value of the /C to

be something like Hr, “Horus,” since it pictures the Eye of Horus, but in that case one

would expect it to be used in spelling the initial of 'Pco/x?;, Eg. A better guide

is I think found in the obvious connexions with t, of which I have given instances in

earlier discussions, as will be seen from the following:

The leading deity of the temple of Kalabsha was named Mrivl in hiero-

glyphic, Mnvr, Mriii in demotic, but in Greek surprisingly Mav^ooXi^. One cannot but
suspect that this curious Egyptian r = Greek vS is the equivalent of Ji ,

with its affinity

to a dental. If in other cases Meporj, Uptpi^ Greek pronounced p for Meroitic it

w^as because they had learnt those names only as transmitted by Egvptians, whereas the
Greek-speaking soldiers and officials of the Dodecaschoenus wrote the name of the local

1 Lord Prudhoe’s copy in 1828 of the he^st preserved line (Prudhoe MSS., iv, 13- 15
)
shows the top

almost complete, confirming the rather obvious restoration ‘^\rna]ni in Pererne” given in Mer. Inser ii

p.ll,
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god Mandulis as they heard it. Unfortunately I have not so far been able to find

the name of Mandulis in Meroitic; but this is not surprising, considering that his

sanctuaries lay outside the Meroite realm which terminated at the southern end of the

Dodecaschoenus.

But there is another name which gives a more convincing result. At Dakke {Mer, Inscr,

No. 92) and Meroe (Mer. 12 c)^ the queen Amenirenas is entitled 9 i.e. KavSdKi],

while on the great stela her title is 9 3^^, Kandawe {!) (AMn, St, 1). This queen

is evidently the one recorded by Strabo. Another queen, Amanitere, who from the style

of the cursive writing on a stela (J/cr. Inscr. No. 126) must be considerably later, of

the first or second century a.d., is entitled Kantak, in her pyramid-temple and

Ktke, on the Lion Temple at Naga. /C seems to show variation or

alternation with ^ in Meroitic and f with /l^n, and with

I think one may conclude that yt is nearly d, (n)d, but not identical with it, for

the vS of Ap6i^Sft)T7?9 is rendered by Aretute, and not by /C, in the only Meroitic in-

stances recorded. The equivalence of Egyptian r, too, shows a different tendency. It is

perhaps worth while to note that p becomes before m in Old Nubian, and that the

cerebral r of India is said to be found in some African languages

It is pretty clear that r was not represented in the Meroitic alphabet. 5 z occurs in

the Egyptian cartouche-name of Azkheramani at Debod, and & c in that of Knrc at

Meroe; but these are of middle Ptolemaic age, and may well belong to another language

than Meroitic. No such sound occurs in demotic transcriptions of foreign names of the

Roman period in the Dodecaschoenus. True Meroitic has as yet been traced back only

to the second half of the first century b.c., the earliest example of all being perhaps the
graffito at Buhen {Mer, Inscr, No. 86), which is older in style than the inscriptions of

Akinirar.

We must now find some symbol to represent the rather evasive sound of /C in

transcription. A combination of d and r, thus d, would be appropriate to the evidence;

but r may serve, and for ordinary purposes of quotation (apart from Candace) we can
Egyptianize conveniently by rendering it with a plain r.

Mandulis, Talmis and the Blemmyes.

The temple of Kalabsha can teach us little regarding the Meroites while the great
Meroitic inscription of king Kharamareye on its fagade remains undeciphered; but having
referred in the preceding section to the god Mandulis, I will seize upon this reference
as an excuse for discussing under the head of ‘'Meroitic Studies’’ the significance of the
town, temple and god of Talmis. The position of Talmis is not favourable for a large
settlement, the Nile valley there being narrow and rocky with little space for cultivation.
Yet following on a Ptolemaic foundation, Augustus built here the greatest of all the late
temples of Lower Nubia, and the Blemmyes chose Talmis for the capital during their
short tenure of power in the Nile valley round about the fourth century a.d. These
facts seem to require explanation.

The name of the principal deity of Kalabsha “Mandulis, lord of Talmis”
is ordinarily spelt Mnvl in Egyptian hieroglyphic of the Ptolemaic and E^?n
periods, hut sometimes Mmvtl (sic), Mnrwl are found where Trim is

* Jounutl^ IV, 104 .

2 See also Zvhlarz, Grundzvge der Xvhischea Graramatik in Christlichen Fnikmittelalter, pp. 9, lo.
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spelt out in alphabetic characters^ (Gauthier, Kalabscha^ p. 126, etc.). In demotic of the

Roman period we have Mrwle and Melwle, and once at the end of the fourth century a.d.

at Philae Mtivle^ no doubt for M\n\twle, With the spellings Mrivl, Mnrwl we may com-
pare the remarkable Boheiric form uenpe- of the Egyptian root mr 'dove.” Mandulis is

sometimes entitled wr mr "great of love” (Gauthier, pp. 37, 38, etc.), and in a Greek
hymn he is called 'AOrjvd^ dydTrrj/jLay "Athene’s darling” (ib, 246), where Athene must
be Buto, consort of Mandulis, wearing the Lower Egyptian crown like Neith (Athene). But
although this may be a play on the name of the god, the name itself looks and sounds
non-Egyptian, and puts Mandulis in a quite exceptional place amongst the deities of

the Dodecaschoenus, for all the others (except perhaps one with an indecipherable name
Rmry, Hnri, also at Kalabsha, Gauthier, Pis. Ixiii, Ixiv) have distinctly Egyptian names.

Mandulis has an adult form and a youthful form {Mrid-p-hrd), but neither of these

in the representations bears obvious marks of foreign origin. Their titles and inscriptions,

however, are more significant. Mandulis gives to the Emperor all the products of Puani
(Arabia?) (Gauthier, pp. 20, 23), or To-ntr and its products {ib. pp. 100, 114, 155), and
he is "great of love in To-ntr'^ (p. 37), "great god come from To-ntr'^ (pp. 45, 94, 116,

155, 162), "divine child come from Puani” (p, 130), "come from the east” (pp. 161,

162, 163, 164). Mandulis the youth "beautifies the two lands when he comes forth

from Bekh ’ (p. 55). He was probably looked upon as a solar god (cf. Blackman,
Dendur, p. 80), but the eastern connexion is constantly harped on^ and even his consort
Uto (Buto) is made to give the products of To-ntr (Gauthier, p. 116, etc.). A foreign

connexion, too, is seen in his frequent title ‘'very great among the deserts (or foreign

peoples)” (Gauthier, pp. 43, 104, 108, 148, 155, 164, 165).

The Ptolemaic and Roman temples of the Dodecaschoenus, south of the island of

Philae, form a long series on the West Bank of the Nile as far as Maharraqa, but
curiously enough on the East Bank there is nothing to correspond to them except the

remnant of a single Ptolemaic-Roman temple at Aguala, described by Mr. Weigall and
by Dr. Blackman in his Dendur. Now this temple is only some ten kilometres south
from that at Kalabsha, and it was dedicated to the same deity, Mandulis. In earlier

times, too, we find one or two fortresses and a few fortress-temples placed on the East
Bank, but many temples built or xock-cut on the West Bank. The fertile ground was
probably about equal on the two sides of the Nile, but on the west sandy deserts made
a very efficient protection against Libyan raids in the days before camel transport was
plentiful. On the east side there was much more animal and vegetable life among the
hills and wadis than now, and the untamable nomads of that region, Meza-Blemmy-
Bega, though useful on occasion, were also a constant source of danger. Perhaps this

explains the rarity of temples on the east bank.

To resume the results so far reached: we appear to have in Ptolemaic and Roman
times in the Dodecaschoenus one solitary temple on the East Bank at the modern Aguala
dedicated to a god with eastern affinities and barbarian name, Mandulis. On the West
Bank is a long series of temples of the same age, but the largest of them is at Talmis,
a few miles north of Aguala, and dedicated to the same unique eastern divinity.

1 Talmis seems to occur in demotic at Aguala, spelt Tlms^ and perhaps in Meroitic spelt Trms at

Kalahsha {Mer. Inscr. No. 94, at end of line 2).

2 Against this is to be set only one reference to the west (tlauthier, p. 126), “great power at the head
of the western land,” which is perhaps simply a scribe's error for “eastern.”

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 10
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Incapable of civilisation as were the Blemmyes, they had their uses at least as

fighting men in the Egyptian army, as police, and as guides through the desert, and

it was desirable to provide means of negotiating with them. Was not this the aim of

Philadelphus in building a shrine to the strange god, attracting the nomads to worship

there with the Egyptians on the East Bank of the great river? On the far bank the

Ptolemies, and again the prudent Augustus, authorized the building of an imposing

temple wherein the most solemn pacts could be ratified in surroundings that would awe

the barbarians, somewhat as Philae served in later times. The spot selected for it

was barren enough to please the town-shunning Blemmyes. Centuries later, when the

Blemmyes were masters of this part of the Nile valley and even settled in it ‘"from

Primis to Telelis (Shellal)'’^, they naturally adopted the temple of Talmis and its

surroundings for their capital and for the residences of their rulers and priests.

Amongst the few blocks that remain of the temple at Aguala, two graffiti have been

found; one in demotic, one in Greek with barbarous name. What a contrast does this

furnish to the great temple of Talmis whereon the abundant graffiti, in Greek or even

in Latin, record the piety of soldiers and others, but all with Greek or Eoman names

!

There is not, in the whole temple of Talmis, a single graffito in demotic, nor is there

one in Greek or Latin to commemorate an Egyptian. At Aguala the Blemmyes mingled

with the Egyptians, At Talmis there was no Egyptian settlement, but apparently the

peoples of Nubia could there meet with the military and civil authorities of the government

on solemn occasions. A remarkable representation of two leading Meroitic divinities,

Amun of Napata and Ammon of Primis, on the north wall of the pro-cella (Gauthier,

PI. xxxvi, A. and p, 112), may have been placed there for the benefit of the Meroites.

To regularize the situation, ManduKs had been taken by the Egyptian priests into

the Osiris-Isis family as son of Horus, and was specially associated with Uto (Buto), the

nurse of Horus. Isis and Osiris are leading deities both at Aguala and at Kalabsha; we
may recall Procopius’ statement that the Blemmyes and Nobatae of his day worshipped

all the Hellenistic gods, with Isis, Osiris and Priapus {i.e, Amun?), and that the

Blemmyes offered human sacrifices to the Sun^. Perhaps the Sun was none other than
Mandulis.

The low culture of the Blemmyes is seen in the extraordinarily scanty and miserable

records which they left at Talmis (Gauthier, p. 189). The author of the Fihrist, writing

at the end of the tenth century a.d., states that their nomad successors, the Bega, had
a mode of writing, but that he had never seen an example of it. Beyond a very few
inscriptions and documents written chiefly by Egyptian and Coptic scribes on leather

in debased Greek, and some graves covered with heaps of stones, they seem to have
bequeathed nothing to the world except a reputation for barbarism. Otherwise the proofs

of the thesis that I have proposed might have been much clearer.

^ So Olyuipiodorus, the Silco inscription and apparently the Meroitic inscription of Kharamareye; see

uiy Meroitic lnscription.% ii, 30, Kharamareye might mean “ beloved of Horus (?)
” in Meroitic, but Khar

is a conspicuous element in Blemmy royal names.
- See the usetul collection of extracts from classical authors and inscriptions printed in AYoolley and

Kandall-Mciver, Karnm'xj, ui, 10^.



A NEW SPEECH OF LYSIAS

By H. J. M. MILNE

The orator Lysias is credited by Plutarch with as many as 425 speeches, and even

reputable critics in antiquity admitted 233 as genuine. Of these a considerable number,

about 170, are known by name and 34 are still extant. As might be expected, new works

of this prolific author have already emerged from the rubbish-heaps of Egypt, at Hibeh

(Pap. Hib. 14), and at Oxyrhynchus (Pap. Oxy. 1606), and the latter site has again,

from its inexhaustible stores, furnished us with the new text, unknown even by name

before, which forms the chief subject of the present article.

The papyrus, now in the British Museum, has received the inventory number 2852,

and consists of a leaf from a codex, imperfect on all sides save perhaps the right margin.

On the recto are remains of two columns, on the verso of one, written in a rounded

flowing hand which may be dated as of the early 4th century a.d. The fragment measures

17*5 cm. X 18-5 cm. (extreme dimensions), width of right margin 5 cm., of column 7 cm.

The number of letters in the line varies from 15 to 21, but averages from 17 to 19.

Punctuation is marked by paragraphus and spacing, e.g, in lines 54, 60. Iota adscript

is omitted; otherwise the orthography is correct except for the usual confusion of ei and

L, The common contraction for v at the end of the line, a horizontal stroke over the

preceding vowel, is employed in several instances. The position of the leaf in the codex

may be inferred from the fact that the text on the recto precedes the text on the verso.

Early books were usually composed of a single quire, formed by placing a number of papyrus

sheets one above another, recto upwards, then folding them over to form a single gather-

ing. In consequence verso precedes recto for the first half of the book, and recto verso

for the second half, where our fragment no doubt belongs. Quires of many sheets are

known; the great Hermas papyrus in the Michigan Library had over 40, perhaps even

50, presumably forming a single quire, in spite of the clumsiness of such an arrangement.

Two speeches are represented. Of the first, no. 1 of the extant orations, only a few

words and line-endings survive, with the subscription. Even these meagre remains, how-

ever, suflB.ce to raise several textual points which are indicated in the notes. The evidence

thus supplied is at least eight centuries earlier than our only real MS. authority, the 12th-

century Heidelberg codex, and does not support the changes proposed by Herwerden.

The new speech, of which the title is fortunately preserved, was written on behalf of

Eryximachus, charged with having remained in the city.” From the few lines preserved we
cannot follow the trend of defence, as the speaker gets no further than preliminary pro-

testations of having ventured person and property in the public cause. The occasion of

the charge can, however, hardly be in doubt, but must refer to events at the time of the

Thirty Tyrants who gained control of Athens at the end of the Peloponnesian War. It is

tempting to identify Eryximachus with the medical man of that name who is known to

us from the Symposium and other dialogues of Plato and who, as a lover of culture, may
be presumed to have had leanings towards the aristocratic party. In any case, and for

whatever reason, he failed to leave the city when the seizure of the Piraeus by Thrasybulus

10- -2
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at the head of the triumphant democratic exiles led to a general exodus from Athens to

join the ascendant party. Lysias himself had early fled from the exactions of the Tyrants,

barely escaping with his life, and was one of the most active supporters of the democratic

refugees. In spite of the amnesty which followed the restoration of the democracy,

difficult times must have supervened for people like Eryximachus with hearts suspect of

lukewarmness. Pettifoggers and blackmailers we know were active and evidently succeeded

in bringing him before the law. His defence, had it survived entire, might have shed

further light on the personal background of a critical period.

Col. i (Eecto)

[ ] vofjii^co yevel^aOai~\

jL^wplaVj alOC vTrep

[rr;? TToXeco? ci7rd(T7](;' ol y]ap

[roiavra 7rpdrrovr€<;^

^ [t6? ola rd d0\a nTpoKeLT^at

[tojv Totovrcov dpiapTT)pL]d-

[rcov i]TTOv et? rov^ a\-]

[Xou? i^apLapTavT](To'\v~

{rat idv koX vpid^ opd)aL~\

10 [_Tr]v avr7]v €)(^ovTa<;

[ei Se /X/;, ttoXv Ka^Weiov

[tou9 pev K€ip€Vo]v<; vo-

[/xou?

Col. ii (Recto)

[ajTToXo^ta

Trept Tov ’Eparocr^e-

15 l^0L>9 (fiOl'OV

VTrep ’Epy^i/xa-

^ov peivavTO^

ev dcTTei

paXtara pev i^ovX6p'r}{v)^

20 CO dvhpe^ hiKaaraiy p^
KLvhvveveiv pT^re IBia

7rp09 TCOV TToXeiTCOV pT}‘

1 . MSS. oIk Ibiav VTrep epavTov i/optfo) ravrriv \ the Pap. perhaps vTrep epavrov Ihlav. 2. aXXa

{kolvj)v) Herwerdeii, needlessly. 4. ra roiavra Herwerdeii, but there is no room here for ra. Pap. op5>.

7-10. The divi.'^ioii of the lines is conjectural. 8. v uncertain. Close beneath it are traces like o-t,

perhaps a superscript addition or correction ol the subsequent line, or a record of the alternative reading

€^afxapravT)(rov<7i. 10. Pap. pT] most likely. MSS. yv(ap7]v €xovras, but that order does not fit into the

lines as reconstituted. 11. Recid KoXXtoy. IG. Pap. vTrep. 19. Pap. e;3ouXop^. 22. Read
TToXiriDV.
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heva ^i]T€ Brjfjioala 7rpo9

T7)v TToXtv, el Be /a?;, rov-

2^ TO ryOVV ifiaOTW (TVV€iBe-

[vat OTL oJuSe// clBlkmv

[etV a^^va Ka&\e<JTr\Ka,

[ 7j/tyz/]at, CO av-

[S/369 BiKaarai, ].u

30 [ ]v

Col. iii (Verso)

[•M
[>[

35 [•>;[

^qv[

KaTrj\^op aTToXo-]

y 7]aofiac’ [ov yap Bia T 7]p^

Tcov i^Opcov 7roi'\_rj^g[Lap^

40 a^iM afo^eadai aWa
TToXv /fa[\Xoz^] Bta rrji/ e-

puaVTOV ')^p 7](TTOT7)Ta. Bia

TOVTO yap Kal cro>p.aTL

7r[o]XXou9 virep v/xmv Kt{p)-

45 Bvpov<; eKipBvpevcTa,

Kal Tcop Trarpcpwp rroWa

TTpodvp^o)^ el^ vpia^

aprfK(oaa, ipa koX 17 7roXi9

Kara Tovpiop puepo^ euS[at]-

fo pLcop etr), Kal ei irore aSfV[fy]9

€19 dyMpa KaraaraiTjP

BappcdP irepi rdyp epiav-

T(Z Treirpaypiepcop Xo-

yop BlBolt)p. paBiop pL€{p)

55 ovp ypwpaij CO dpBpe^ Bl-

Kaaral, ort elirep e’Sui'ai;'*

TO 01 KaTTjyopoi lB\_ia e/ze]

dBiKOVPTa i[(f)evpeip 01)-]

K dp TC9 [

60 rrjp [

27. Cf. line 51, 28. Cf. line 55. 44. Pap. vnep vpo^v kI. 47. Pap. ipa^. 48. Pajj. tVa,

54. Pap. /ic. 57. Pap. i'S.
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A NEW PORTEAIT-HEAD OF TUTHMOSIS III(?) AT
BERLIN, ANI) THE PORTRAITS OF HATSHEPSUT

By H. R. hall

Witt Plates xv and xvi.

In September of last year I asked my colleague at Berlin, Professor Schafer, his

opinion of the new portrait of Tuthmosis III (or Hatshepsut), published by me in

this Journal, xiii, 133 ff., which Professor Capart and I had independently identified

among the less known sculptures in the British Museum. With his customary kindness

he replied as follows; “Ich kann Ihnen und unserer Wissenschaft nur Gliick wunschen
zu dem Funde. Dass der Kopf in die Zeit Thutmosis des III gehbrt, daran kann ja

nicht der geringste Zweifel sein. Ich wiirde ihn mit Ihnen fiir den Konig selbst halten,

obgleich die Bildnisziige nicht so entschieden herausgearbeitet sind wie bei dem beruhmten
Stuck aus Karnak in Kairo, sondern idealisiert erscheinen. Unmoglich ware es natiirlich

bei dieser Art von Bildnissen nicht, dass vielleicht doch Hatschepsut gemeint ware.

Moglicherweise wird man sich fiber diese Frage immer den Kopf zerbrechen. Dadurch
wird aber an dem Wert des ganz ausgezeichneten Stfickes nichts geandert. Ich kenne
solche Ausgrabungen in der eignen Sammlung recht wohl aus eigener Erfahrung, obgleich

in den letzten Jahren keine grossen Uberraschungen dabei mehr vorgekommen sind....

Ihre Anfragen haben nun auch bei uns geburtshelferisch gewirkt.” He goes on to say
that “bei der Uberlegung Ihren Thutmosisfalles ” he had looked again at a very finely

worked little portrait head of a king, uninscribed, of “hard white stone” (calcareous

limestone or marble?). No. 2005 in the Berlin Collection, which had been bought “at
Sakkarah ” by the Lepsius Expedition in the ’forties, and had generally been regarded
as belonging to the Nineteenth Dynasty, as the AusjuJirlicJies Verzeichnis of 1899 describes
it (p. 120), “Konigs-Kopf aus feinstem w. Stein, die Arme waren vorgestreckt; die
leicht gekrfimmte Nase findet sich ahnlich bei Konigen der Dyn. 19. h. 10 cm.”
Professor Schafer says he had long considered it however to belong to the Eighteenth
Dynasty in reality, and on re-considering it now he was greatly struck with the
resemblance of its profile to that of the Tuthmosis head at Cairo, so he sends me its

photograph (PL xv, fig. 1), and bids me publish it, if I wish, as a pendant to my find
in the British Museum. This I therefore now proceed to do, with many thanks to my
genial colleague.

I think myself that Professor Schafer is right in his identification of this new portrait
as one of Tuthmosis rather than of Hatshepsut, though again the possibility must not be left

out of account, that the Berlin head also is of Hatshepsut. I would compare the profile
of the Berlin Hatshepsut sphinx, premising of course that the lower part of its nofe is a
restoration of Lepsius’s time and in some ways not a very successful restoration: it should
certainly be more rounded at the tip. But the spring of the nose from the face and its



Plate XV

I

3

1. Head of Tuthmosis Berlin. Actual size.

2, 3. Head of colossal Osirid statue of Hatshepsut from her temple at Der el-Hahri.

(By courte.sy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.;
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actual bridge are original, and here a great resemblance to the spring and bridge of the

BerKn Tuthmosis(?) head is noticeable if the two profiles are compared, while the

resemblance to the nose of the Cairo Tuthmosis head is definite^. However, as has been

said, Tuthmosis and Hatshepsut were very much alike. The Berlin head is less idealized

than the London portrait. Like the young Cairo portrait-head, it is naturalistic. The

upward tilt of the nose is very individual and is certainly paralleled, though much less

decidedly, in the British 3Iuseum head No. 986. The king (if it is not the queen!) is

represented as older than in the Cairo statue, in which he is obviously a mere boy.

Whether this head is finally to be assigned to Tuthmosis or to Hatshepsut we leave

to further argument to decide, if it can. Study of the known portraits of Hatshepsut, which

recently have increased in number (specially notable being the colossal limestone head

of which happily the most important part, including the nose (Pl.'xv, figs. 2, 3), was

found by Mr. Winlock at Der el-Bahri in 1927)^, may lead us to a definite conclusion in

the case of both the London and the Berlin heads before long.

I should add that this, the newest portrait of Hatshepsut, certainly gives more point

to the arguments of those who see in the British 3Iuseum head No. 986 Hatshepsut

rather than Tuthmosis III^. Mr. Carter is strongly of this opinion, and if one compares

the full-face illustration of Mr. Winlock’s head (PL xv, figs. 2, 3)^ with the full-face

illustration of the British Museum head {Journal, xiii, PI. xxix), the resemblance is

certainly striking, more so than the resemblance between the full-face of the British

Museum head and that of the Berlin sphinx No. 2299 (PI. xvi), whose mouth is smaller

than that of the British Museum head. Differences in the eyes in all three portraits are

merely due to difference of conventional treatment by the sculptors, and mean nothing

as to the actual appearance of the queen’s eyes. Except perhaps in some of the best

work of the 'Amarnah and the Saite periods {e.g. of the latter, the British Museum head

of an old man. No. 37883; Journal, xiii, PI. xi, 27 ff.), the eyes are, on account of the

overmastering convention, the least reliable of facial traits in Egyptian portraits.

1 See Schafer, Amtl. Berichte aus den Kgl. Kuiistsaiiimluiiyen

,

1910-11, 71. Ho writes to me: “ ...die

Nase etwa vou der Hohe des iunereii Augenwinkels abwarts (siehe Vorderan«icht) erganzt ist. Auf der

rechteii (vom Bescliauer aus linken) Nasenseite ist der Nasenfliigel bis zur Halfte erhalten, wahrend er auf

der andern Seite ganz zeristort ist. Sonst ist das Gesicht ausgezeichnet erhalten. Der Bart ist bis auf drei

Wellen am Ansatz ergiinzt, ebenso ist auch der aufgerichtete Leib des Uraus und der untere Teil der

Kopftuchlappen modern.’’

- Prof. Schafer writes :
“ ich bin geradezu iiberrascht von der Ahnlichkeit mit dem Gesicht der

beriihmteii Statue in Kairo, was das Profil angeht.”

3 Bull, Met. Mus. M.Y. Feb. 1928, ii, fig. 47, p. 47.

The small portrait-figures found ju’eviously by Mr. Winlock {BihL Met. Mus. xV. B. 1923, ii, figs. 27, 28)

are not sufficiently individual to be of much assistance in determining what the queen really looked like
;

b\it they confirm generally in the outline of the face the evidence of the new Winlock portrait.
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ZWEI INSCHRIFTEN DER SPATZEIT

Von WILHELM SPIEGELBERG

Mit Tafel xvii.

Eine hieroglyphisch-demotische Weihstele im Museum von Manchester.

In der aegyptischen Sammlung der Universitat Manchester befindet sich etwa seit

dem Jahre 1895 als Geschenk des Herrn Robinow^ die auf Tafel xvii, 2 abgebildete Stele^

(no. 8134) aus schwarzem Basalt 40,5 :: 28,5 cm.

Unter der gefliigelten Sonnenscheibe, die wie die iibrigen DarsteUungen und Inschriften

in versenktem Relief (relief en creux) ausgefiihrt ist, steht rechts der Stifter des Denk-
mals mit einem Napf, aus dem die Flamme aufsteigt, die vermutlich Weihrauch verbrennt,

vor einem Opfertisch, auf dem ein Gefass mit einer Pflanze liegt. Der Opfertisch ist

fiir die drei dargestellten und inschriftlich bezeichneten Gottheiten Osiris (J§), Isis (J^)
und Nephthys bestimmt. Unter dieser Darstellung befindet sich eine demotische
Zeile, die den Namen des Verstorbenen nennt, dem die Stele geweiht ist:

hh Pi-ivrm Dd-Tir T-Hr
''der ...(?) Pe-weryn, SoJin des Dje-ho (Teos), seine Mutter heisst Ta-Hor {Tayris)P

In der ersten Gruppe hh muss der Titel stecken, der mir aber sonst nicht
begegnet ist. In der auf die demotische folgenden hieroglyphischen Inschrift lauten die

Namen:

J : 1

'

“der Osiris (= verstorbene) Pwrm, der Selige^, der SoJin des Dd-hr {Teas), des Seligen^,

geboren von T’-Hr (Tagris).”

Der erste Xame ist selten und mir aus folgenden Schreibungen bekannt:

(^) Piankbistele, Z. 8, ib. 140 (23. Dyn.).

{b) Serapeumsstele, Rec. trav., xxii, 15 (22. Dyn.).

(^) Naville, Tell el Yahudiyeh, viii^ (22. Dyn.).

{d) Stele KarlsrubeS var. (22-23. Dyn.).

(e) Ann. Serv., vii, 43 (obne naberes Datum, wobl “Spatzeit”).

^ Yon ihm 1890 in Aegypten erworben.

- Ich verdanke die Aufnahmen der Assistentin der aegyptischen Slg. des Museums Miss Crompton, der
ich auch sonst fiir eine Reihe von Mitteilungen zu bestem Dank verpflichtet bin. Die eine der Aufnahmen
(links auf der Tafel) gibt den Xamen mit Gipsfiillung.

3 <= statt “ findet sich auch sonst in Texten der Spatzeit, so in dem im folgenden Aufsatz
verbffentlichten Mumienetikett.

* Siehe dazu Rer. trar,, xxiii, 100. ^ Siiddevtsche Stelen^ r, no. 32 (Tafel XX).
^ Im Original steht die Hieroglyphe der Hockerstatue.



PlaU- WII

la. \ orderseite ib. Riickseite eine.s Mumienschildes im Firit. Mus. H.
Hieroglyphi'^ch-demoti.'^clie Weilistele im Musuum v()n Manche.stcr ;X

12-3 cm.

O' '^''34). H. 40 cm.
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Auch demotisch ist der Name nicht selten:

i 3/fu i»i/t
Ostraka ausSaftel-Henne

ira Museum von Manchester= Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities, double voL, pis. xxxix

and xxxix (friihptoL).

{g) \ ^ /\ ^ dem. Strassburg, 49 (ptoL).

(^) Pap. dem. Berlin,

3114=^3140 (Verso) (ptol.).

Aus alien diesen Schreibungen, zu denen noch die unserer Stele tritt, geht mit

Sicherheit hervor, dass der Namen aus dem mannlichen Artikel vor einem Substantiv

wrm, whn besteht. Dieses ist im Demotisclien mit ^ determiniert, woraus man auf eine

Bedeutung “Kind, Knabe, Diener ” aber auch auf “ gross schliessen konnte. Das
Wort sieht unaegyptisch aus, und ich mochte es als libysch ansprechen, wozu es stimmen
wiirde, dass das n. pr. zuerst in der Spatzeit (ab 21-22. Dynastie) erscheint^. Seltsam ist

die hierogl. Schreibung unseres Textes. Sollte ^ vr sein und ein abusives Deter-

minativ zu r7nj, “weinen”

Die hieroglyphische Inschrift lautet:

1

Der Konig sei gnadig wid gebe {ein Opfer) an Osiris, den Ersteyi des Westens, den

grossen Gott, den Herrn V07i Abydos, Ptah-Sokar-Osiris
,
den grosseii Gott, in dem Heilig-

tum st/, und an Isis, dieGrosse, die Gottes-Mutter, und an Neplitkys, die Gottes-Schwestern—
Gebt Schutz dem Osiris P-wrm, dem Yerstorbe7ien, dem Sohne des Dd-Hr {Teas), geboren

von T’-Hr {Tayris)''

Aus dem Text wie der Darstellung ergiebt sich, dass die Stele kein Grabstein sondern

eine Weihstele ist, welche den Schutz der dargestellten Gotter^ fiir den Dedikator
P-wrm (Pewerme) erbitten soli.

Ein Mumienschild mit Vignette.

Die Kenntniss des hier (Tafel xvii, 1) abgebildeten Mumienetiketts verdanke ich Alan H.
Gardiner, der es im September 1928 dem Britischen Museum schenkte. Es ist auf beiden

Seiten beschrieben und ist durch die Vignette am Kopf so einzigartig, dass es eine

Veroffentlichung verdient, die ich mit der freundlichen Erlaubnis von Dr. Hall gern iiber-

1 Nach eigener Abschrift vom Original, ^ wie in ta, Cw,

3 Der Xame steckt vielleicht auch in keilschriftl. Puayanio (Zeitsehr. Assyr,, xv, 396).

^ Oder etwa

5 Da nach der Darbtellung nur drei Gutter angerufen sind, m:) wird man O.siris + PtalnSokar-Osiris
der Inschrift als eine Gottheit — Osiris zu fassen haben.

Journ. of Egy}>t. Arch. xv.

i H

1

'^sic ^
: I I I I

11
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nouimen habe. In der bekannten vorstellungsgemassen Zeichenweise^ ist der Tote als

Muinie in deni Sarge liegend dargestellt, auf dessen Deckel in a der Seelenvogel mit

Sonnenscbeibe, in b der hockende Falke mit Kegelkrone {^hm) sitzt, wohl eine Illustra-

tion zu dem darunter befindlicben deinotiscben Text, der mit der Formel beginnt

lebt deine Seele {bj) in Ewigkeit/" Diese ''Seele'*' ist einmal durch den Seelenvogel 6/,

das andere Mai durch den hockendeu Falken^ (^Ka?) dargestellt. Die demotische

Inschrift ist auf beiden Seiten fast gleichlautend.

1 . Umschrift^.

(a) 1 (nil 'p?j=k bj

2 a nhe jt-ntr hm-ntr

3 n 'mn m
4 Ns-p^-7nt j-m-htp

5 Pi-srj-{n)-t^~}i4 s/ jS!s-p}~mt

6 r* nlih'^

(b) 1 mb
2 bj a nlie

3 dv^ ji-ntr Jpn-iitr n b/in m
4 pj['^>)^ byn^ (0

5 ]Sts-p}i~mtr Si j-m-htp

6 5 / Phhj-{nyt^-li4 Ns-p^-mt

7 njilf' dt^

2. tibersetzung.

"'Es lebt deine Seele in die Ewigbeit—der Gottesvater, Prophet des Amon in Karyidk['\),

Diener(l) des Horus^ Espmete (Espmetis), Sohn des Imhotep (Inuithes), des Sohnes des
Psentae (Psintaes), des Sohnes des Espmete, in die EwiglceitP

In den hieroglvphischen Inschriften liber den Darstellungen steht f p mit
der Yariante Da ist ^n'T'^demot, jt-nir Ns-p^'ind,

Das Ns in dem letzteren Xamen ist ausgelassen. Fiir den Stab mit Widderkopf ist

auch sonst die Lesung md bekannt^.

Links und rechts von dem Sarge steht l'rs4 nfrd, “schones Begrabnis.”

^ Vgl. tiai'u v(ir alloiii H. Sclififor, Voa *<egi/pt. Kan^d. lOs ff,

- Siehc itizu Zeitschr. /. <Jfj. Spr., i.xii, 27 ff. Bei<le Youel er'^eheiiien aiieh nebeneinander als “Seelen’^
• les Totpn auf tier kiirzlich ( lU.istmt';'! Ln.'lmi .Wa-x, 192S, S. vprorfbnthc-hten Osiris-Statuette
<le> Tutanchainon.

^ Die mit Stcnicheu^ bezoichneten Wurter ^ind hi*aatisch oder hieroglyphiscli <>eschriebem

^ Die LeMing
^ : (oder “ t

) fraglicb.

» Dab AVuvt hi ist luit dem tVidder gesehrieboii, dnn die deiaoti-dio (driippc hj fobd.
^ Xur in h,

~

Im Original tr.i-t der Stab eim-n Widderknpf.

-
^

^.teht hier fur uiiC.hnr ‘-vei-torWu/ wie z. If, auch in der v„rh.>r bespruchenen demot. hierogl.

Stele in iMauebester im. S134 ds. Seite SO, Anni. 3 ,

J Vgl A'xc. t, x.xv, lS4ft; Die Schivibuu^, ? ,tatt „„l i.t tiiclit z. B. .SV)v. Aoti<i.,
X, lo4

;
Statuette Berlin isr>e2; Tcmpie }lat S. 30); p. r, tntr., xiv, 50,

^
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AIs Stammbaum ergiebt sich

Espmete I

Psentae

Imhotep
|

Espmete II

Nachtrag.

Fiir die Erklarung des n. pr. Pivrm ist der weibliche theophore Name ^ ^
(Daressj, Statues de divinith im Catalogue general, no. 38428) von Bedeutung, da er

lehrt, da'^^s Pwrm ein Gottesname war.

11^2
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THE SHEPHERD’S CROOK AND THE SO-CALLED
^ FLAIL ” OR “SCOURGE ” OF OSIRIS

By PEECY E. NEWBEEEY

With Plates xviii and xix.

It is generally agreed that '^ndety, the primitive god of Dedu-Busiris, was the

prototype of Osiris, and that it was from him that the Egyptian god of the Dead acquired

the symbols of royalty, the
|
and the /V, by which Osiris’s images were distinguished

in later times. These two symbols are usually called the ‘'crook'’ and the “flail,” or

the “crook” and the “scourge.” That the
J

is the shepherd’s crook, the Pastoral Staff

of Christian times, is, of course, obvious; but if the be carefully examined it will be

seen that it was so constructed that it could only with difficulty be used as a whip, and
the correctness of the designation “flail” or "scourge,” both of which instruments

are primarily employed for heating, must be questioned. It is of these two symbols of

sovereignty that I propose to speak in the present paper

I. The “Shepherd’s Crook”

The |-sceptre which Osiris holds in his right hand is the shepherd’s crook. In the
earliest figures of it the curve of the crook is slight and does not turn downwards, but
later examples generally show a much greater curve which turns

downwards and then outwards ^ (see Figs. 1 and 2). Many specimens

of this crook have been found in tombs of the Middle Kingdom and
later periods^. They range in size from one to three feet in length:

they are usually made of wood and are sometimes covered with gold

leaf or thin metal plating. In detailed hieroglyphs the J-sign is

coloured yellow with black bands, the latter representing rings of

copper or bronze for strengthening the staff. A specimen of this

kind of sceptre was kept in the temple at Heliopolis‘S. It was a sacred object, and a
special priest had charge of it.

J Thi« paper was read before the African Section of the International Oriental Congress held at Oxford
in August 1928. I had originally announced ray identification of the some eighteen years ago in a
letter dated 8 December 1910, to Sir James Frazer (see his Golden Bought, Part iv, Adonis AttU Osiris
London, 1914, ii, 109, n, \\ but I delayed publishing full details until I had obtained a specimen of
a modern ladanisterion from either Ch^ete or (\vprus. Thanks to Dr. Hall and the Keeper of the Candia
Museum I succeeded in acquiring a specimen last year.

Early example., Petrie, .Vah.n, x; Murray, Maslabns, i, xxxix, 6; Middle Kingdom example,
Lacau, Sarcophages, PI. xlv

;
later example, Crithth, Hieroglgphs, PI. iii 39.

3 MaceAVinlock, The Tornh of S^nehtesi, 85.

^ Brugsch, Diet, geogr,, 153 and 190.
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This crooked staff is generally figured in the hand of the reigning Pharaoh^
;
some-

times the Viceroys of Nubia are represented with it‘^ ; occasionally, though very rarely,

a Vizier held it^. One example of the form with slightly curved crook is shown in the

hand of the !JVamu sheikh depicted in the scene of a party of Semites arriving in Egypt
under Senusret I at Beni Hasan Here the sheikh leads his people, and by his side is a

tame Sinaitic ibex. The crook, called is, in hieroglyphic writing^, very commonly
employed as a word-sign for ‘"sheikh” or ""ruler” or ""prince,” and it is not difficult to

see how it came to have this meaning. Among pastoral peoples it is the sheikh who
leads the flocks to the best pastures; he is the chief shepherd, and the crook that he

carried became the outward and visible sign of his authority. Among the Hebrews it

was the emblem of royalty®. The Syrian shepherd still invariably carries a staff or rod

with him when he goes to feed his flock It is often bent or crooked at one end.

With this staff he rules and guides his animals to their green pastures and defends them
from their enemies. With it also he corrects them when disobedient, and brings them
back when wandering. Similar crooked sticks are still employed by the pastoral people

of the Sinaitic, Eastern and Nubian Deserts. Lord Lindsay^ mentions having seen

Bedawin in the neighbourhood of Sinai carrying short crook-headed sticks like ""those

represented in the hands of Osiris in the Egyptian sculptures.” In the Eastern® and
Nubian Deserts® the "Ababda carry sticks similar to the one figured in the hand of the

Aamu sheikh figured at Beni Hasan; they are primarily used for killing snakes and
scorpions, for a straight stick is of little avail for striking a reptile upon the ground.

These sticks are called selame by the Arabs, and they are made from the branches of the

5eZZam-tree {Acacia tortilis) which grows in many of the wadis of the Eastern and Nubian
Deserts. Burckhardt^® says that they are made from the branches ""about the thickness

of the thumb and three feet in length, the top of which is bent in the fire while the

wood is yet green”; they are then frequently rubbed with grease, and acquire great

weight and strength. At Suakin and generally in the Red Sea Province of the Sudan
every man carries such a stick. Sometimes a crooked stick with much longer handle is

represented in the hand of the Egyptian kings this longer stick was called cw-t,

and in hieroglyphic writing it is often used as a word-sign for ‘"goats and sheep,” and
also for “flocks.” At the present day the "Ababda, Bisharin, and "Amara use the long

shepherd's crook (which they call maharahlit) for pulling down the upper branches of the

acacias and other trees that their goats and sheep may browse on the leaves; these

crooks are said to be sometimes well over 20 feet long ^2
, but I have not seen an example

more than seven feet in length.

^ E.g. the statues of Amenophis IV in the Louvre, and of Ramesses II at Turin.

- Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of Huy

^

PL xix.

3 E.g. the Vizier of Seti I, ^eo Wilkinson, Hunnors and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians (ed. Birch),

III, 371 . This scene is from Pasers tornh at Thebes (No. 100},

^ Newberry, Beni Hasan f PL xxviii.

^ Grithth, Hieroglyphs^ 57.

Genesis xlix. 10; Humhers xxi. S; Ezek. xix. 11, 14; in Assyiian reCw means both ‘‘shepherd” and
“ruler.”

~ Thomson, The Land and the Book., i, 304.

® Letters on Egypt., Edom, and the Holy Land, London, 1866, 164.

® From my own observation.

Burckhardt, Travels in Nubia, London, 1H19, 186.

F. von Bissing, Das Re-heiligtara des Konigs Ne-woser-re, II, Titelbiatt.

C. W. Murray, Joura. Royal Anthrvpol. Inst., Liii, 421.
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II. The So-called “ Flail ” or “ Scourge.”

This instrument was called {Py^- 1534), and a specimen of it,

as of the |-sceptre, was preserved in the temple at Heliopolis^. It is figured on monu-

ments of all periods from the First Dynasty onwards h It was held in the hand by

other deities besides Osiris-'iindety, for Ptah, Sokaris, and Khnum are often represented

with it. Min (Amun) is also shown with it, although he never grasps it in his hand but

balances it aloft over his uplifted left hand. It is, moreover, often figured at the back

of, or at the side of, certain deities and cult-objects, e.g. lA, [^, etc. The king

invariablv holds it at the Sed Festival^. Karelj is it seen in the hands of officials, and

then only on the occasion of the Sed Festival when it was borne by some high court

^ In Lacau, SarcojjL, Pis. xlvi, xlvii, found the writing tomb of Hekemsaf

•er of the nh/i and occurs as an epithet of a deity

in a Twentieth Dyna.Nty tomb at Tliebes (Xo Go), cf. Berlin i, oG. There is a verb
^

meaning “to sh.ike,’’ P^r, 1311, also 7:^0, :Z(X)3, 2204, and Sethe, lp/7;?///?, i, ^ 428. A deity named

appears in P^p- ood, 774. the context of the latter pa^'sage rerid> ’‘Thy hs/i which are

brought to thee hefore thy bn>ther ^hfiP The WorUjrhurh trausLites the word hsa by “mitron or the like,’’

but the precise meaning of tlie word is unknown. The word .v-d hw mean.s “to protec-t,” and symbolises

“ doing away with evil.’’

2 One w.is pre'^erved in the^ of Heliopolis; Brug^ch, Diet, r)3, lOO.

"• MaceAVinlock, >SVap6^^''‘h 04. Sufficient distinction has not been made between the feather-fiin and

the lih ihi in the ex.imples given in this publication. The feather-fan i'^ well-fthown in Murray,

I, PI. xxiv, and in Xewberry, El Bersheh, i, PI. xxx.

^ The earliest example appears on the mace-liead of Xarmor-MiHies at Oxford ; ^Vdff~„^w (Den) is also

represented holding it (Petrie, Pioj/td Tomh.^, t, PI. xv, IG; rf. also the figure of Xeterkliet-Zoser in Firth,

Ann, AW-r,, x.xvir, IT iiiR There are iuuuiuerablo later exam[T-^ of the king holhng the instrument at the

Sed Fc'^tival.
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officials and priests^. From the Middle Kingdom actual specimens have been preserved.

One from Lisht^ (see Fig. 3) shows that it consisted of a straight handle with a triangular

piece at the top; this triangular piece is fitted on to the handle, and from it are sus-

pended three strings of truncated cones, cylindrical beads and drop-shaped pendants.

The triangular piece at the top shows very clearly that the instrument could not have

been used as a whip for beating. But the Lisht specimen obviously represents a con-

ventionalised form of the instrument; simpler forms are depicted on the monuments,

and some ancient examples have actually been found. On a clay-sealing of King Zer

(First Dynasty) the monarch is shown holding a nJjihi which consists of a stick from the

upper end of which hang three straps^. In the Mortuary Temple of Sahure^'^ a specimen

is figured without the truncated cones or cylindrical beads. In the Berlin Museum there

is an example from Mer^, dating from the Middle Kingdom, PL xviii, fig. 2; the handle

is of wood and the pendant-pieces are of linen. A model from Thebes® (Fig. 4), dating

from the New Kingdom, has three pendant-pieces joined together; the top piece is

hollowed out on the underside and loosely joined to the handle by means of a wooden

peg. This model clearly shows that the pendant-piece must have been intended to

revolve around the handle, consequently the instrument could not have been used as a

flail or scourge for heating. If, therefore, it was not a whip or flail, what can its purpose

have been?

In his right hand Osiris holds the shepherd’s crook; it is probable, therefore, that

the instrument which he holds in his left hand is connected with the shepherd also.

There is much evidence to show that the goatherd in the Near East, besides attending

to his flock, also employed himself in gathering, by means of an instrument similar to the

Egyptian nhihi^ a precious substance^ which was, and indeed still is, used in the pre-

^ It was boriie by the (IWohanlt, ^
-So); the ^cjl-prie^it Xe-yrosor-ree ii,

PI. 20; Naville, Festivtfl Hall^ PI. xxiii)
;
the i Bissing, op. cit.^ PI. Oy; the (BisMiig, op.

Pis. 16 and 20; Naville, op. Pis. i, xix, etc.)
;
and the (Naville, op. PI. xxvii

;
Petrie, Memphis //,

PLs. V, vii). All instrumeut of a slightly different form, but which is possibly a kind of a[)pears in

the hands of some women in the Middle Kingdom tomb of Antefoker at Thebes ' Davies-( kir»liner, Toinh

of Antefoker., PI. iii).

- Mace-Winlock, Senehtesi., PL xxx. Very fine examples of the instrument have been found in the tomb

of Tutfaukhamfin, see Carter, The Tomb of Tut-o nkh-o mea^ ii. Pis. Ixvii-lxxi.

^ Petrie, Royal Toinbs^ ii, PL \v, 108.

Borchardt, Saht/reC If PL 47.

^ Berlin, No. 20320: Dr. A. Scharft’ informs me that tlii^ specimen was bought from Said Bey Khashaba
;

it is, therefore, probably the one referred to by Ahmed Bey Kamal in Ami. Njrr., xii, 113 a.s having been

found in the tomb of the ' described as ‘Am sceptre nekhekk avec manche en bois

et trois franges en toile. Le manche, qui mesure 0 m. 33 cent, de long, a la fijrme r— ,
et trois frangcs qui

en pendent ont 0 m. 27 cent, de long.'”

6 This example was bought at Thebes and came from the necropolis there : it probably dates from the

Eighteenth Dynasty. I have given it to the Briti''h Museum (No. 58038':.

' Herodotus, ill, 112, says that it was used for making perfumes. Pliny [II.X.^ xiri, 2) notes that it

was one of the ingredients of the *' regal " unguent made for the kings of the Parthians. P. della Valle

[De^ Viaggi., Rome, 1663, parte terza, 440} records that in Italy it w<is ‘Anixod with other substances to

make an excellent perfume.’* At the present day it m still used: E. J. Parry {CyXopaedia of Perfumery.,

London, 1925, 369) says that it is ‘‘an exceedingly valuable raw material for the perfumer” and ‘‘has in

recent yeax’s become very much esteemed as a perfume material in Western Europe and America.” In

Pliny’s time the best quality sold at the rate •>! 40 asses per pound . //.AL, xii, 37y I.andorcr {Pharta.

Journal X, 1851, 349} ^ays that in 1850 it was worth about 15 to 20 piastres a pound. Bentley and
Trimen, McdiXnal Plants.^ 1875, t. 24. note that some 6<X1<1 lbs. of ladaiiuia were annually exported from
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paration of unguents and incenses^, and was believed to possess great medicinal and

aphrodisiac properties This substance, known as ladanum^, is an excretion from the

Crete and some 2800 lbs. from C’yprus. The same authors remark that it was also collected in Spain and

Portugal. The specimens of Cypriote ladanum that I have been able to secure contain more than 50 Vo

of fine sand: this may account for the fact that ladanum is now rarely exported from the island.

^\ccording to H. L. Thompson, Commissioner at Paphu in 1.^85, the annual amount collected in Cyprus

di<l not then exceed 80 lbs., the price varying from l.s*. 6d. to 2x. 6d. per oke of 2i lbs. (E. M. Holmes,

T/te rerfiiniery and Es.'ientiaf Oil Record, June, 1911, 133). It may btill be bought in the bazaars of Cairo,

where it is sometimes used for chewing to sweeten the breath (Lane, Modern Egyptians'^, 1860, 187).

^ As an incense ladanum was employed either alone or mixed with other sweet-smelling substances.

Herodotus, iii, 112
,
says that “there is nothing that the Arabians burn so often for fragrance.” Plutarch

{On the Pythian Responses, vi) mention^ ladanum, frankincense, and cas.-^ia as being burnt on the altars.

Abu Salih 'e<l. B. T. Evetts, Oxford, 1895, 286) writing in the twelfth century a.i>. says that “if any of

the Ahyssinians commits a sin, he takes a handful of incense of the kind wliich is burnt in the sanctuary
;

it is composed of frankincense, sandaraeh, styrax, ladanum, mastic, aloes and cas>ia; then he confes.ses

his sin over this mixture, and thr<nvs it into the center, together with dried ro^e-leaves.” I have noticed

that in Cairo and in other large towns of Egypt, as well as in .Smyrna, Constantinople, Tunis and Algiers,

the native bazaar^ litorallv reek with the scent of this powerful incense. Ladanum i^^ the chief ingredient

of the fumigating pastilles known as “pastilles du derail” which produce a languorous odour recalling the

heavy type of Oriental perfume. It is occasionally used by the Bisliarin, ‘Amara and Iladendoa peoples,

but the merchant at Halaib, Dongonab, and Sinkat had none in stock, though they said they knew it %vcll,

when I visited those places in January 1928. In the Accounts of Geofifrui de Fleuri, Master of the Ward-

robe to Philippe le Long, King of France, there is a record of the purchase of “ laiidanoii encenz” for the

funeral of John, puMliumous son of Louis X, a.d. 1316 (Douet d’Areq, Comptes de VArgenterie des rois de

France^ 1851, 19).

2 Ladanum possesses stimulant and expectorant properties. In medicine it was used cither inwardly

or outwardly i
Dioscorides, I>e materia niedica, i, 128). Pliny (//.Ah, xxvi, 30j mentions that it was employed

for “ many disorders.” It is specified in Oribasins, De rirt. sinipL l, ii, fourth century a d. C. van Biaiyn

{Voyages, Paris, 1714, 380) notes that it was believed to be of great service in time of plague (see also

J. Heyman, Travels, London, 1759, ii, 290). Pococke {Description of the East, London, 1743, in, ch. xi)

says, “the smoke is good for the eyes, but it is most used against the infection of the plague by carrying

it in the hand and smelling it.” In Turkey it was the common practice of the people to have a piece of

ladanum affixed to their walking sticks, or to wear a piece as an amulet (Bentley and Trimen, Medicinal

Plants, t. 24). Landerer {Phann, Journal, x, 1851, 349) notes that it was most used in the Xear East for

fumigation and that the infusion of it was employed in tea against colds and rheumatic affections. Saville

{^C'ifpms, London, 1878, 95) say.s that it was chiefly used medicinally as a mild stimulant in external

applications. It was “official” in the catalogues of simples in the London Pharmacopoeias of 1627 to 1809

for catarrhal affections, dy.sentery etc., but was subsequently deleted and its use m such cases is now

obsolete. It was “official” in the Spanish Pharmacopoeia of 1822 and is still retained in that of 1905.

It is sometimes used in the Xear East for the same purposes as ambergris {Nouveau Larousse illustve, s.v.

ladanum).

3 The word ladanum, like most other names for incenses, appe^irs to be of Semitic origin. It is found

in the Assyrian la-da-nu {Annals of Tiglath-PUeser, iv, 745, 727, 1. 85) ;
in the Hebrew loth {Genesis

xxxvii. 25 ;
xliii. 11). “The Arabians call it ladanon,” says Herodotus (lu, 112;: ladan is found in inscrip-

tions on two square-r^haped censers from Thou in Southern Arabia (Mordtmami and Muller, Sahaische

Denknnder, Vienna, 1883, 81-84). Ladin occurs inAhu Salih (ed. Evetts, 236;. In lurkish it i.s called laden,

in Persian, rehentah. In (Jreek the Cistus shrub is called KiOapop, Karo-apov and Hioscorides (i, 128,

cf. thilen, 13, 191) distinguishes it from the Xrj^ov (but cf. Pliny, //-A., xxvi, 30;: the gum resin is

Xrjbnvov or Xddavov (Herodotus, ill, 107 and 112
;

iJioscoride.^, i, 12b, 128;, Liddell and Scott, Lexicon,

translate wrongly “gum-mastic,” and so does Godley in his edition of Herodotus in the Loeb Classical

Library, ii, 135, 139. In Latin the plant is lada (Pliny, //.A\, xxvr, 8
,
30

, 47 .

{idem, XII, 37} : the gum-rcsin ladanum or ledanum {idem, xii, 37 ; xxvi, 3')^, Ju English the name ladani

first appears in Lanfranc, drug, {circa 1400 A.D.), 179. In Arnuld'^, Chronicle, 1502, ed. 1811, 234,
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short glandular hairs ^ that cover the viscid leaves of various species of Cistus. This
genus of plants numbers some sixteen species 2, which are spread throughout the Mediter-

ranean region. Five^ are ladanum-bearing and these are commonly known as ‘’gum-
cistuses.” They are shrubs from one to five or more feet in height, and their leaves and
young shoots in warm weather exude a sweet glutinous substance which has a very strong

balsamic odour; so strong, indeed, is the scent, that a single bush will perfume the air

to a great distance^. The plants thrive best in hilly districts and no spot can be too dry
or shadeless for them. In many parts of the Mediterranean region they grow in great

profusion. In Palestine they are especially plentiful on Mount CarmeD, and they grow
everywhere in the hilly districts east and west of the Jordan®. Post' says that they are

found throughout the shrubby hillsides of Palestine, and Col. Meinertzhagen tells me that

gum-cistuses grow on Kent Hill two miles east of Gaza and as far south as Rafia. There
is reason to believe, as I hope to show in a later paper, that in Pharaonic times gum-
cistuses grew as far west as Mount Casios and perhaps over the greater part of Northern
Sinai. These plants grow in great profusion in many parts of Asia Minor in Cyprus®,

Crete^®, on the Greek Mainland^^, and in many of the Greek Islands^-. In Corsica they
were so abundant that Napoleon used to say that he would know his own native land

with his eyes shut, from the scent of these plants. Gum-cistuses are also found on the

High Plateau of the Algerian Sahara^^, and Sir Joseph Hooker \vriting of the vegetation

of the slopes of the Gebel Kebir near Tangier, says that ''the most conspicuous of all the

plants there is the gum-cistus {Cistus ladaniferus L.), which in the Sierra Morena and
the adjoining parts of Spain and Portugal obtains such predominance that for twenty
miles together one may ride through a continuous thicket w^here the peculiar scent of

the gum that covers the leaves and young branches is never absent.”

lapd.iinua occurs in <i list of spices. In ( lorardc's JI< rh<U
^
Q{\. 1507, 110L^ laduniia is employed witli the

remark that '‘apothecaries corruptly call it lapdauuin'' (1200;. Heyraan (^fp. Cohham, Exoirpfti Cyprio^

Cambridge, 1908, 248) says, "some Franks call it laudanum, others give it the name of Stirax.’’ In

Spanish ladanum is called xara : the Italians and Portugue.'ie name it ladano. ( ierarde 1597, 1107)

says "the Mauritanians call the juice or clammie matter, Ledon and Laden, ' For the ancient Egyptian
name of this fragrant gum-resin see beh tw, p. 94.

^ F. Gnger and T. Kotschy, Die Insel C^/pern^ 1865, 403, give drawings of the glandular structure of

the hairs.

“ The standard monograph on the Cistaceae is that of W. Grosser in Fnglcrs D<is Pfiinzenreich^ Leipzig,

1903, IV fasc. For coloured drawings of many .species see R. Sweet, Clstineoe, Lomlon, F^25-39. For
the geographical distribution of these plants in the Xear East see Boi^^sier, Flora Oriental i.% i, 436-9.

Sir Oscar Warburg tells me that he is at present engaged on a new moiu^graph of the Cistacon

^ The five gum-cistuses are (1) Cistia^ hahniifcrriK L., (’T) V. hrcrifnUnR L., FL C. inovxpcUcnrir, L.,

(4) C, salcifoUus L., (5) C. viUo-nfs L. I have grown all the^^e species in niy English garden, but thev
require a sheltered position.

Even in England these shrubs are wonderfully fragrant. I had an old })Iant of C. la<ln,dfcrus that on
a warm day in summer would scent the whole house though it was growing more than fifty yards away.

^ Tristram, Fauna and Flora of Palestine^ 235; Natural Uistorp of the Bihle^ 45'^.

® Tristram, Fauna and Flora of P(de^ti/ie^ 235.

' Post, Flora of Fpria and Palestine, 114.

^ M . I. Hamilton, Resea rches in Asia Minot\ London, 1842, 99, 105, (*tc.

® J. Holmboe, Studies on the Vegetation of Cgpras^ Bergen, 1914, 130.

Tournefort, Voyage into the Levant, London, 1718, i. 56.

Sibthorp, Flora Graeca, tah. 493-5.

Thevenot, Travels in the Levant, London, 1687, Pt. 1, 104.

Tristram, The Great Sahara^ London, 1860, 414.

J. D, Hooker and J. Ball, Maroreo and the Great Atlas, London, 1878, 18.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 12
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Ladanum was an important article of commerce in ancient times. Under the name
it is mentioned as having been taken down to Egypt by the travelling company of

Ishmaelites from Gilead, and Israel^ sent it with other sweet-smelling substances to

Joseph in Egypt. Under the name la-da-nu it is referred to in the Annals of Tiglath-

Pileser^ who received it from Rezon of Damascus. Herodotus^ says that Arabia was the

only coimtry in which ladanum was produced. Pliny ^ remarks that it came from Cyprus

as well as from Arabia, and that in the latter country it was ‘'collected by the Nabatheans

who border upon Syria,” He also says® that the shrub which produced ladanum was
originally found growing in Carmania and was “propagated by plants by order of the

Ptolemies in the parts beyond Egypt.” Dioscorides'^ refers to Arabian, Cypriote and
Libyan ladanum. In the Middle Ages and in modern times it has been imported into

Western Europe mainly from Crete and Cyprus^; these two islands exported in the

seventies of last century nearly 10,000 lbs. weight of it. There are also records of its

being collected in Greece^, in several of the Greek Islands^®, in Asia Minor^^, as well as in

Palestine Spain and PortugaP^.

The instrument employed by the shepherds for collecting the fragrant gum-resin

consists of a stick with straps of goatskin attached to one end; it is not used as a whip
to beat the bushes with, but is gently shaken or trailed over them in order to gather
the sticky exudation of the leaves and young shoots. In 1683 C. van Bruyn^^ saw such
an instrument being used in Cyprus

;
it was a short stick with several little cords tied to

it, and it was rubbed over the cistus plants as long as any gum remained upon them.
G. Mariti^^, who was in Cyprus in 1760, says that while the goats were grazing among

1 Gene.^in xxxvii. 25.

“ Genesis xliii. 11 ; rf. Tristi-cUn, Xatund History of tho 458.

^ Annals of Tlglath-rUeser, iv, 745, 727, 1. 85. Schradei', Die Keilinschriften u. d. Alte Testament 151
18. I owe thib reference to ray friend Prof. Langdon. Cf. also Schrader, Monatsherkhte der KoaigL
Akad. der ^yisse^nsl’}laft(Jn, 1881, No. 5, 405.

^ III, 107.

H.X

,

XII, 37. Cf. XXXVII, 77, where he mentions ladanum as a valuahle substance "athered from the
hair of she-goatb of Arabia. (From the Bamberg MS.)

hhan. In XII, 31, Pliny remarks that ‘Ahe trees which bear frankincense grew in Carmania and Ef^ypt
where they were introduced and planted under the auspices of the Ptolemies when reio-nim*^ there

“ De materia niediea, I, 07.

Hakluyt, The Prineipal Xo dgations, etc.^xi, 27 (Glasgow, ed. 1904). There are two forms of Cypriote
ladanum: (1) sticks or ladanvm in ha<.cidi\ and (2) irregular masses or ladanxni in massis. The best
from Crete is moulded into cimtorted or spiral pieces and is known as ludannm in tortis. Specimens of all

thc.'^e forms may be seen in the Museum of the Royal Gardens at Kew.

^ Notwithstanding Landerer s remark in the Pharm. Journal^ x iT851), 349, that “althoucrh the leaves
become glutinous in Greece they do not yield any exudation that can be gathered,'' Sibthorpe (in Walpole’s
Traceh, London, 1829, 23) records that in his time ladanum was collected in Greece as well as in the
islands of the ( Ireek Archipelago.

For its collection in Naxos, see below, p. 92.

I learnt this when at Smyrna in 1905.

Tristram, Fauna and Flora <f Palestine., 235.

J. T. Dillon refers to Spanish ladanum in his Travels throngh Spa}^^ London, i78*'> 127* cf Beiitl
and Trimen, ihdidaal PluaU, t. 28. There is a specimen ef Spani.sh ladanum ’ii/the Museum of the
Royal (lardcns, Kew. According to E. M. Holmes,^ in The Perfe.aer,, and Essential Oil Record 1911

133, Si>anish ladanum is practically unknown in European commerce.
’ '

1* Voyagrs, Paris, 1714, 380.

Travels in the Island of Cyprus., transl. by C. D. Cobham, Cambridge, 1909 117
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the cistus bushes, the goatherds themselves were engaged in collecting ladanum '‘with a

short stick at the end of which were fastened strips of goatskin, by trailing them over

the plants/’ That this method of collecting ladanum was an ancient one we learn from

Pliny, for he describes^ an elaborate instrument that was used for the purpose, and
it is obvious that it must have been derived from a simpler form like that which is

mentioned by C. van Bruyn and G. Mariti. This is Pliny’s description of the instrument:

—

"At the present day,” he says, "ladanum is prepared in Syria and Africa also, being

known as toxicum from the circumstance that in gathering it, they pass over the plant

a bow with string stretched, and covered with wool, to which the dew-like flocks of

ladanum adhere.” An instrument of this highly developed form is still in use in Crete

and Cyprus. Many travellers of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

have described it. PieiTe Belon du Mans^, who visited Cyprus in 1552, says that the

Greeks living there "for the preparing of ladanum provide a peculiar instrument which

in their vulgar tongue they term Ergasteri. It is like a rake without teeth, to this are

fastened sundry thongs cut out of raw and untanned hide; they gently rub these over

the ladanum-bearing bushes, so that the liquid moisture concrete about the leaves may
stick to them, which they afterwards with knives shear off these thongs in the heat of

the day.” Belon goes on to say that "it is nowhere in the whole island of Candy
gathered in greater plenty than at the foot of Mount Ida at a village called Cogualine,

and at Milopotamus.” A very interesting account of ladanum gathering in Crete is given

by Tournefort^ who visited the island in 1700. Towards the end of July he was at

Petimo and from there he went on to Melidoni some twenty miles distant to see the

gum collected. Near the sea he found himself "among those dry sandy hillocks over-

spread with the little shrubs that yield ladanum. It was in the heat of day and not a

breath of wind was stirring; circumstances necessary to the gathering of ladanum.

Seven or eight country fellows in their shirts and drawers were brushing the plants with

their whips, the straps whereof, by rubbing against the leaves of this shrub, licked up a

sort of odoriferous glue sticking to the leaves; ’tis part of the nutritious juice of the

plant, which sweats through the texture of the leaves like a fatty dew, in shining drops

as clear as turpentine.” The instrument that was being used was a "sort of whip with

long handle, with two rows of straps as you see it represented in the figure” (see PI. xviii,

fig. 1). He goes on to say that when the straps were sufficiently laden with the grease,

the collectors took a knife and scraped it clean off the straps, and made it into a mass
or cakes of different sizes. A man that was active could gather as much as two pounds
three ounces a day, and this could be sold for a crown on the spot. It is remarkable

that the separate straps do not adhere together when they are fully charged with the

^ ff.S.y XXVI, ,30. Two muderii instruments, one from Crete, the other from Cyprus, were obtained for

the Museum at Kcw by Sandwith in 1883. They have been described by Sir W. ThiNclton-Dyer in the

Pliarm, Joura.,x\ (1884), 301 ;
and the specimen from Crete is tigured by Sawi*r, Odorographvt^ 2nd series,

1894, 304. The length of the handle of one is 45 inches, width of bow 25 inches, and length of the leather

thongs 36 to 39 inches. Landerer {Phana. Journal^ x (IHolb 349-50) calls the instrument a lambdanis-

terion” and says that it was ‘‘a wooden instrument resembling a rake with leather straps instead of teeth,

and three semi-circular zinc supports.’’ Pococke {^Descriptioa of thf Took iir, ch. xi
;
figures an exanj]>le

which he says was called “ staveros ” and resembled a cross-bow. In a letter from Mr. Menelaos ^larkides

of the Cyprus iMuseum to Professor J. L. iMyres, in answer to a query that I had put to the latter, the

instrument is Niid to have been called in Cyprus Xr^ovla-rpa,

- Les observations de plusieiirs singularity^ etc.^ Paris, 1555, ch. vii, 8 verso.

2 Voyage into the Levant^ London, 1718, i, 56 sq. See also C, S. Sonnini, Voyage en Grice et en TufUfuie^

Paris, 1801, 424-0.
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resin but become cylindrical and rope-like \ precisely like the lower ends of the so-called

“flail'’ from Lisbt. Through the kindness of Dr. Hall and the Keeper of the Museum at

Knossos, I obtained from Crete last year three thongs of goatskin charged with ladanum

,

these I have photographed (PI. xix)' I may note that the ladanum becomes brittle on

being kept for any length of time, and that the fully charged straps crack across their

breadth; this circumstance doubtless explains the truncated cones seen half way up the

pendant-pieces of tlie ancient Egyptian instrument.

The sweetly-scented substance was also collected in another way. Herodotus and

some later writers^ refer to it being found sticking to the beards of goats. Writing of

the Arabian ladanum, Pliny ^ says that ‘^many writers have stated that it is the result

of an accidental injury inflicted upon a certain odoriferous plant, under the following

circumstances
j
the goat, they say, which is in general an animal that is extremely in-

jurious to foliage, is particularly fond of shrubs that are odoriferous....Hence it is that

the animal crops the sprouting shoots and branches which are swollen with a liquid juice

of remarkable sweetness; these juices drop and become mingled together, and are then

wuped up by the shaggy hairs of its unlucky beard. Being there mingled with the dust,

these juices form knots and tufts [: the beards are then cut off^] and dried in the sun;

hence the circumstance is accounted for that in ladanum we find goats' hairs." The

same author tells us that Cypriote ladanum was gathered in the same way and that it

was sometimes taken from ofi the hair of the animal by means of a comb. C. van Bruyn®

who visited Cvprus in 1683, states that in his time it was ''near Lefcara at the foot of

Mt. Olympus that the famous ladanum was collected." "To gather it," he says, "the

peasants drive their goats to the fields before sunrise that they may browse on the

Cistus bushes, and as ladanum is soft and sticky it adheres to their beards which are cut

once a year, and the gum is extracted from them by the use of fire." Thevenot^ was in

the island of Xaxos in 1681, and there learnt the following facts about the collection of

the fragrant gum from the goats. "In the island," he says, "are many goatherds that

keep goats and the hills are full of a herb which Mathiolus calls Ledum and the modern

Greeks kissaros^: when the goats feed on that herb, a certain viscuous dew that is upon

it sticks to their beards and there congeals into a kind of gum, of very good smell, which

they call ladanum and vulgarly laudanum, and cannot be gathered without cutting ofi

the goats' beards^."

1 See J. C. Sawer, Odorujraphiti, i’lul series, London, 1894, 305. 112.

* Ejj. I )i‘)scnride'', /Op tnater 'ui nu^dira^ I, 128. StraLo^ xvi, iv, ^ 19, referring tf) the carriers of incenses

becoiuing '‘druw^'V by the odour of the aromatics, ' says that they remove this drowsiness “i)y the fumes

of a^phaltiis and of goat'> beard ’

;
perhaps an allusion to ladanum, which is very similar in appearance to

asphaltus and was often gathered on goat.s' beards.

^ //.X, xiR 37 : xxivii, 77.

This emendation is, I think, necessary, because it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to extract

the giim-resm from the animal s beard without applying great heat. In later times we have many records

of the {>ear<ls being cut oft the gnats, generally once a }ear, and the ladanum then separated from the hair

by means nt he.it. A iiuHlern specimen of one ot the>.e goats beard >. with ladanum nii it, was hroiight from

Cyprus in 18'^5 by (Ai[)t. Crant, U.L., and may be seen in the ^[iiseum at Kew Gardens.
^ Paris, 1714, 380.

' Tr^neh m thu E‘c<int^ London, lbS7, Part i, 104; ct. also J. Heyman, up. Cobham, Excerpta Cppria,

Cambridge, 1908, 248.

^ KKjtrapos' or = K:tcr<9uf, Dioscnrides, naitena niedico^ I, 126 ; cf, Pliny, H.X,, xil, 37.

y Was the ^Galse beard which was worn helo^c the chm by the god Osiris originally a ladanum-laden
gt>at s heard ? rhi> faKe board is <i \ciitable goatee and it is possible that it was a goat's beard worn
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That the gum-cistus was recognised as the plant of Osiris even as late as Greek times

is, I venture to believe, certain. Diodorus (i, 17) tells us that '‘ the Egyptians attributed

to Osiris the finding out of the kLtto^ and dedicate it to him, as the Greeks do to

Dionysos; and in the Egyptian tongue they call the 'Osiris’s plant’

’OcrtpiSo^), which they prefer before the vine in all their sacrifices/’ Plutarch {de Is.,

xxxvii) says that ''the Greeks consecrate the to Dionysos, and among the

Egyptians it is called j^^evoaipt^^, the name signifying, as they say, 'the plant of Osiris/

kLtto^ is the Attic form of /c/crcro? and means 'the ivy'.” Although the ivy is the well-

known plant of Dionysos it is never in any way, as far as I am aware, associated with

Osiris either in Egyptian art or in Egyptian literature. Moreover the ivy is not an

Egyptian plant, and it has not, in modern times at least, been found growing wild south

of the Lebanon. Pliny {H.N., xxiv, 48) draws attention to the similarity of the names
/ctaaoi; and KtaOo^ and then describes the latter plant correctly. But notwithstanding

the fact that he notices the similarity of the two plant-names, he actually falls into the

error of confusing the one plant with the other in earlier books of his Historia Natural is.

In his account of the hedera (ivy) he says:
—"The two principal kinds in the ivy, as in

other plants, are the male and the female. The male is said to have a larger trunk than

the female, and a leaf that is harder and more unctuous, with a flower nearly approach-

ing to purple: indeed the flower of both male and female strongly resembles the wild

rose^, were it not destitute of smell.” This passage is taken almost literally from

Theophrastus’s description of the KiaOo^. "Of the writes the Greek naturalist,

"they distinguish two kinds, the male and the female, in that one is larger, tougher,

more glossy, and has a purple flower; both, howev^ like the wild rose, save that

the flower is scentless and smaller.” The second passage in which Pliny confuses the

ivy with the cistiis is in his account of the gathering of ladanum {H.N., xii, 37); after

accurately describing the way the sweet-smelling gum-resin was collected, he says that it

was gathered from "the flowers of the hedera (i'vy).” Here he is obviously copying from

some Greek author and reads /cirro? for fciaOo^^, translating the word by hedera. It is

possible that Dioscorides also fell into the same error for he tells us that there was a

species of tcaaia that bore the name klttw, but if we read this Greek author in con-

junction with a note in Pliny [H.N ,, xii, 43) it is clear that he is referring to the cistus,

for the Roman encyclopaedist says that there is "a choice kind of casia which the

by the prie.st ^;h<) impersonated the god CA.ndety. The board of Osiris and the gods was of a diiJerent

shape from that of living kings and nobler, which was square at the (md. On the ])eard geiaa.dly .see Hugo
Motehndt, Der agyptische Kdnigsbart,*’ in (hr Atithro}Kjlo(jische/f O'jMlrchaft in llVcyq

Band l, Vienna, 1920, 1:3:3-40.

^ The name probably comes from the Egyptian ? ^ “the plant of Osiris.*’

Eor meaning “a plant,*’ see Pap. Utters, 4.3, 0: 79, Bk Errn.in-Orapow, Ih/ udicnrtrrbffr/t^ give

“KKiuter.-’

- ''The plant that Dionysos loved mo>t in Greece, as in Thrace, appears to have been the ivy.. .and

primitive thought identifying the god with the })lant gave rise to the cult of l)ionyNO,> kIo-ctos at Acharnai,*’

Earnell, Ctdts (jf the (ir*nk v. 119. Swwaos is known from Paiisanias, i, :31, 0; (‘f. Theo-

phra.stus, H.I\, hi, xvm, 6.

’ 4V. Turner, Herbal, 1568, Pt. i, 145, says that the Cistus was “called rosa canimi in French. ’’

Parkinson, Parodist in Sole Paradisus terrestris, 1629, 422, speaks of “the Gum Clstu^ or Sweete Holly
Rose.

’

^ The cditio prinoeps (Aldina, Venice, 1495-8) reads kiWos: the emendation KicrOai is due to J. G.

Schneider (Leipzig, ed. 1818-21).
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barbarians call by the name of lada/' and lada (Gr. \T]Ba) was the Arabian name of

the cistus plant.

If I am right in my interpretation of the so-called ’’flair’ as an instrument for

collecting ladanum, a ladanislerion, then it follows that the Egyptians must have been

acquainted with the sweet-smelling oleo-resin as early as the First Dynasty, for Narmer-
Menes himself is represented holding the instrument in his hand. What was the Egyptian

name for this sweet-smelling substance?

A large number of unguents and incenses are mentioned in Egyptian inscriptions

but scarcely anything is known about their composition. At the present day the

Egyptians and the ’Ababda, Bisharin, ^Amara, and Hadendoa of the Eastern Desert and
Red Sea Province of the Sudan, as well as the Arabs dwelling in the Isthmus of Suez

and in the Sinaitic Peninsula, employ a large number of sweet-smelling plants, woods
and gums. Some of these are burnt as incense, others are pounded and mixed with fat

or olive oil and rubbed on the hair and skin. Some are simply plucked and placed inside

the cloak to scent the person. The modern Egyptians, like the Semitic and Hamitic
peoples that I have mentioned, are especially fond of burning incense, and one of the

favourite kinds is ladanum. It was known in the market at Sinkat and even in such
unfrequented places as Dongonab and Halaib on the Red Sea when I visited the Red
Sea Province in January, 1928. In ancient times the same was probably the case, for

ladanum, as I have already noted, was an important article of commerce brought by
the Ishmaelites to Egypt. It is mentioned also in the Rescript of the Roman Emperors
relating to articles imported into Egypt from the East^ towards the end of the second
century a.d.

Among the names of incenses and unguents which occur in Old and New Kingdom
inscriptions there is one Oidw, later which Erman-Grapow give in their

Worterhiich as ‘‘Art Salbe oder Wohlgeruch.” This I think must have been at a very early
period the incense far excellence, for later the same word appears as °

, which from
the Old Kingdom^ onwards is the common appellation for “incense.” The prototype of
Osiris was Andety; it is he who is first represented holding the so-called “flail” in his

hand and it was from him that Osiris acquired the symbols of sovereignty by which his

images are distinguished in later times. His name Andety is believed to" mean “He of

the Andet nome"—the nome of which Dedu-Busiris was the capital. I think that the
nome itself may have been named after the cnd-incense and that the <'nrf-incense was
ladanum derived from the cistus bushes.

^ W. The Comuierce and yacdjation of the Ancients, Loudon, 1S07, ii, 7f>0. Cf, also a papyrus
of the second to third century a.d. published by Wilcken, Archie fnr Papyrusforschang, in 1906 19o"

*- The earliest instance that I have found of this word is in the Annals of Sahuror on the' Palermo
Stone: II. Schaefer, Ein Bruchstkek' <dtagyptischer Annalea, Berlin, 1902,
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ADDITIONS TO THE NEW HIEROGLYPHIC FOUNT’
(
1028

)

By ALAN H. GARDINER

During the past year (1928) only 10 new signs have been added, each in sizes a and c\

accordingly 20 new sorts in all. A new category of signs (Section Ff) has been added in order
to provide symbols for the transcription of hieratic, as set forth in my article appearing in

the present number of the Journal, In the list below, the age, use, and source of the
new signs are indicated. It will be remembered, of course, that Mr. and Mrs. Davies’
drawings are adaptations, not exact facsimiles, of the models quoted: reduction in size,

together with the need for a general conformity of appearance, makes certain modifica-

tions inevitable.

A 59 a f cf Det. ^r ‘'drive away.” Dyn. XVIII, Url\, iv, 618, 7.

A 60 a f 0 r Det. sti (sti) “sow.” Dyn. XVIII, Urk., iv, 615, 14.

B 7 a Det. queen. Dyn. XVIII, Thebes, tomb of Hriwf, no. 192

I 5* a C sbk, Dyn. V, Davies, Ptahheiep, i, PI. 9, no. 157.

Z 12 a c ^ In hwi “strike.” Ptolemaic, Edfu, Horus myth.

Ff 1 a V C V For (p Z7, ^ XI and other signs.

Ff 2 a i oi Substitute for V7, c/. M5ller, Hier, PaL, ii, no. 521.

Ff 3 a C -A Initial cf. Moller, Hier, Pal,, ii, no. 120.

Ff 4 a c ^ Ear as det., cf. M5ller, Hier. Pah, ii, no. 159.

Ff 5 a f c ^ Feather sw, cf. Moller, Hier. Pah, ii, no. 237.

Owners of the Catalogue should add cross-references to the four last signs under

X V7, D54t, F21 and H6 respectively.

^ Ottidogiie of ih> Egyptian Hieroglyphic Printing Type from matrices ov:tv>d and controlM hy
Dr Alan H. Oardiner, Oxford. At the University Pre^s. 1928.
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A LETTER FROM CONSTANTINOPLE

By victor martin

Among the Greek papyri emerging in ever-increasing number from the inexhaustible

soil of Egypt, those which, though found there, were written in other portions of the

ancient world gain from this very fact a supplementary interest. To this still compara-

tively small group may now be added the document of which the transcription follows:

P. Genev. Inv. 210.

Aiocr] /c[opo]9 o Oavfxdaio^ 6 Tyfvhe fiov r^v aTroStSou?

Trj v/xjerepa virepoy^f} dopiX7]Tai piev e/c (-)r]^aL(Ov XoJpa?

Be 'irapd rtvcov avroOi t)-)v eurevOev ^Xa/Spv

a[va'](f)epo>v et<? Tr]v ^acxiXLBa ravryv Trapeyevero itoXlv iKeT7]<^ tc

yeropievo^ rov evce^ieardrov) BeaTrorov Oeicov eTL'yez^ avXXa^MP 7rpo9 t7]v

vpLeripav (j^tXardpcoTrelai', pLiav ravTpv avr^ j3o}]6€iav da<paXf]

KaXu)<; v7roXal3cov T?;r ifc Ti]<; vp^erepa^ Btfcatoavvi^^ eiriKavpiav

TavTrj^ Belrat rv^elv Trap' vpMV Kal Tr]v eTnaToXrjv iiTrep tovtcop

7]rr]a€P Trpo? vpid^. olBa Be on /cal ep.^^ alTi]aew<=;

10 avTw re Kal tow ciXXot^ (iTracrtP ra BiKaia BlBoicnp y) vperepa

{jTfepoxV- TTapaKoXoi Be Kal aTTOvB-^p riva rrXeio) TTpoareOripai ^LoaKopio

rw 6avpiaai(p ware Kupie ^p^atpop avrw (j>ap^pat Kal vpd^ ttoXXw

TrXe'iova rop UTro rov Beairorov Oeov piaOop dTroXa^elp.-\-

There is a dash over the initial upsilon of words, and the sections are marked oS by

blank spaces left before piap (1. 6), olBa (1. 9) and irapaKaXw (1. 11).—Vestiges of the

address on the verso.

Translation.

‘^The admirable Dioscoros who is handing this letter of mine over to your illustrious

sublimity is of the land of Thebaid. Having been wronged, as he says, by certain persons

there, reporting the damage sustained therefrom, he came to this royal city and, having

become a suppliant of the most pious lord, he obtained sacred letters addressed to your

humanity. Rightly understanding that the assistance derived from your justice is the

only sure protection for him, he wishes to obtain it from you and has demanded this

letter for you about his case. I know that, even without my req^uest, justice is given to

him and to all others by your sublimity. I urge however that a little more zeal be

bestowed on the admirable Dioscoros, so that I myself may show myself useful to him
and you may receive much more abundantly the reward from our Lord God.”

As seen at the first glance, it is a letter of recommendation written in Con-
stantinople on behalf of a certain Dioscoros from the Egyptian Thebaid who had come
to the city of the Bosphoros on law business. The place wherefrom the missive was sent

is determined beyond doubt by the mention of “this royal city” in 1. 4, the phrase
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being constantly used in Byzantine documents, papyri as well as legal books, to desig-

nate the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire^. As is shown by the quotations in note 1,

the use of such a phrase points in itself to the reign of Justinian, and a closer examina-

tion of our text confirms this impression. The conspicuous absence of any opening or

closing formula is characteristic of that time. Fourth-century letters contain them
without exception. In the fifth they begin to become rare, as will be seen for instance

by an inspection of the series of letters published in P. Oxy. xvi which range from the

fifth to the seventh centuries. Two of them only, 1870 and 1873, both attributed by

the editors to the fifth century, still retain the well-known formulae of earlier times. In

all the others they are either entirely or partially abandoned; in the latter case mostly

modified. Thus, merely from its formal aspect, our letter might be safely assigned to

the sixth century.

A study of the style leads to the same conclusion. There is hardly a word, expres-

sion, phrase or trick of style for which a parallel could not be found either in Justinian's

Codex or in the papyri of the same period^. The latter are chiefly represented by th(^

archive found at Kom Ishgau, on the site of the town called in antiquity Aphroditopolis,

which became in Byzantine times Aphrodito. There is in fact little doubt that the letter

here published belongs to this well-known group of texts. Their discovery was made

^ Cf. P. Cairo ^lusp. 67032 (a.d. ool where the place of the t ran sac t ion is said to lie (1. 5 ^ er tt)

Kai [fVjSo^o) 4>X(avtot>) K[a)]i^crr[tir]riP'ou 7ro\ei 'VcSfjLrj^ retorence beini^ made later to raClrrji'^ Ttjv

TrfoJXii/ (1. 19), and Tavrr^g [ri7 ? /SaJo'tXetSos' TroXecos (1. 115). Just. I. 1, 7 o auroy /3acriX€i’s (.Justinian) rw...

dp^iCTTKTKOTTG) j^acTiXidos TavTT^i TTuXewy Kal oiKOvpevKM Trarpidp^rj. Id, I. 11, 9 TTpocrraTToixeu roi'S r)/xfTe-

povs ap)(ovTas tovs re Kara r^v (BaaiXiba ttoXlv ravTrju kul tcis e7rnp;^tay ktX,

- We give here a .selection of reference.s illustrating the ino.-.t notiMc expres.sion.s in our text.

—

'Y-n-epox^j

of the praefectiis praetorio Cod. Just, i, 3, 43, 11 {\.D. 529), of the comes prn'dtorani r^'runi,^ ibid, i, .5, 20, s

(a.d. 530), of the dux Thehndos P. Oxy. 130. 20 (sixth cent,).—"QppijTcu: P. Cairo Masp. 67032. 12

(a.d. 551) oppay^^pJevoL arravres arro KCdprjs [/caXoJuyueVr/y Af^poStrJcoj' ror Ai'frtiifiTrJoXciroi' rfo^ou, 6pJ24. 1

(rescript of Justinian to the dux Thehaidos) €StSa[fei'] fjptu oppao-^ai ptv eV rfja^e [t^]? kco/xt;? t^s 0;;^ata>r

;(a)pa[y].

—

^AdLKr]6e'is, ..Trapd rivcov, cf. P. Cairo Masp. 67024. 6 eneib^ de Trapd rwv Kara Kaipov dp\(n>To}v ov rds

Tv^oixras ddiKtas vTTepeivov.—'Vrjv evrevOev dva<f)epQ)v, cf. P. Oxy. 1830. 1/ >ixth cent.) eu r/; iperepa

€vdoKipT}(TLv (sic)' dva(j)€p6i} rd TTuvra meaning inform your honour of all this. — EdtriXirta. . .TroXir, fj. the

preceding note.—Uapeyevero, of, p. Oxy. 1855, 8 i sixth or seventh cent.; kch TrnpeyevdpT]!' k(u eh Ihidptv --

"ifccVi/ff, cf. P. Cairo Masp. 67024. 12 €< devrepov roi s iKcray rny. . .o'l'J'TfXe/ay elaTTpci^cu, 19 rniy ^eboph’at^; . . .ray

LKeTT! Seiai^ (TvWa^ah.^¥.v(Tefie<TrdTOV, cf. P. Cairo Ma»p. 67032. 1 ;3a]o'iX[eias rov djeturafroe /cat

(TTarov decmoTov ^poyv 4>[Xai'ioi; hov^crriviav lyv.—deiayv . ..(TvWalSdyu, of. Cod. Just. I, 3, 42 init. i ill'itruetions ot

Justinian to the praet.) raermy Trposrrjv (Trjv paKdpuyrrjra reus Oeiais auWcij^ah delv (orjOrjpev,

ibid. I, 1, 7 init. (instructions of Justinian to the patriarch- dvayKalov r/yr^adpeSa raiVuiy TrpJy airrjv 'your

holiness) )(p^(Ta(Tdai rais Belais (ryWafiahj P. Cairo Mas}>. 6i024. 14 hblba^ev
^
rrepi re rovrov Betas rjpeov rjSrj

Tropio-aerBai crvXXa,Say, cf. 11. 19, 52. The word is also U'>ed of private letters, without Beliu naturally, c.f/. P.

Oxy. 1164. 3, 1936. 5, both sixth-seventh cent.— ^iXai'd^wTrazy, cf. P. Cairo Ma>p. 67(Mj:> I, 11 petition to tin?

dux^ sixth cent. . The plaintiff calls himself dBXiov bovXov rijy I'pcdi’ eubd^ov (fytXai’BpcdTria^. 67907. 1*^ idom .

—

riapaicaXw constantly used in the letters of the sixth and seventh cent, published in P. Oxy. xvi, c.ij.

1835. 7, 1856. 6, 1860. 9, 1874. 17 etc.—It seems also to be a characteristic of the time to separate a

pronoun or adjective from the substantive on which it depends by the insertion of <i word. In our text fty

rrfv ^awiXiba ravrrjv rrapeyeuero rroXii' and Beiayif erv)(ev crvXXafid)i' may be compared with phra'^e'' like rderde

rds [ttrjas (ri'‘yypa(^ov[o'ir 6p]oXoyelas ^P. Cairo Masp. 67032. 6;, peB oarjs vopos aKpifieias TTpodrarrei (P. (Jairo

Masp. 67024. 40;, in\ veas en rvy)(^dvovaiu ;;Xi<£ay (P. Cairo Masp. 67026. 4;, rauraty Trpoy airr]v xpWf^o'Bui

rais ^ftaiy cruXXa/3aiy (Cod. Just. I, 1, 7 init.;, rd els eKKXr](Ti(i(TTLKT)v dpoyvra Kardaraaiv (tc7, ibid.). The pre-

sence of all these linguistic. peculiarities would suffice to assign our letter to the time of Justini<ui <jr

thereabouts, if there were no others.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 13
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during the years 1905-7\ and our letter was brought from Egypt by J. Nicole with

other documents acquired by purchase precisely in 1907. It is thus probable that,

though the bulk of the discovery was secured by Lefebvre for the Cairo Museum, some

pieces at least remained in the hands of workmen and found their way to the local

dealers. This would explain the presence of this document, and apparently others from

the same provenience, in the Geneva collection 2
. The coincidence of dates just men-

tioned is not the only point of contact between our text and the Aphrodito group. As

every papyrologist knows, these papers represent the archive of Dioscoros son of

Apollos, the notary-poet of his native town, and many of them concern his own private

affairs. Though one must always reckon with the possibility of homonymy, the identity

of this Dioscoros with ours appears very probable. The more so when we compare the

situation revealed by the present letter with certain circumstances of the life of Dioscoros

of Aphrodito^. He was concerned in several legal affairs which were tried in Constanti-

nople before the Imperial court of justice. They were either private to him, or connected

with the community of which he was a prominent member. On account of these suits

he had certainly to make the journey to the Imperial city either once or several times;

what is certain is that he was personally there at least in a.d. 551 (P. Cairo Hasp.

67032). This situation is exactly that of the Dioscoros of the letter. When we see then

that both Dioscori, beset with legal difficulties, go to the Imperial city, that both obtain

‘'sacred letters’’ from the emperor and with them go back to their native Thebaid to

get justice there from the local authorities on the basis of the imperial ordinances, does

not the identity of the circumstances justify the assumption that the persons involved

in them are not different, but one and the same? Consequently, we will henceforth

assume this identity for proved and consider our Dioscoros and him of Aphrodito as one

and the same person.

It has already been mentioned that Dioscoros had been engaged in several law-suits

which occupied the Imperial court of justice in Constantinople. We are informed about

them by the following documents. P. Cairo Masp. 67032, dated June a.d. 551, is an

agreement made in Constantinople between four citizens of Aphrodito, the first being

Dioscoros, on one side, and two members of the Imperial council, Palladios and Epigonos,

on the other, by which the said Palladios undertakes, under certain conditions, to act as

exseciitor negotii, or solicitor on the spot, in the suit they have against Heracleios, son

of Psaios and associates according to the sacra jussio they have obtained from the

Emperor. The nature of the case does not appear, only that there is a plurality of

litigants on both sides. The document mentions a second case which concerns the right

of Aphrodito to collect its own taxes {autopragia, 11. 93 ff,). It is apparently independent

of the former. For this also the help of Palladios is contemplated. Besides this important

document, we know of four imperial rescripts concerning the legal affairs of Dioscoros.

^ On the pfq)yrus discovery of K6m Ishgau, illustrious on account of the Menander, see Gustave

Lefebvre, Fr<igmeiits d\in innnusrnt de Mhiandre, Le Caire, 1907, Archie far Papyrusforsckung^ rv, 503,

.J. Maspero, Catalogue ge/iernl du Miisee du Caire, Papyrus grecs d’epoque hyzantine, i, ii (Le Caire, 1911).
2 Attention was called to this by Mr. H. I. Bell who, stopping a few days in Geneva on his way to

Egypt, looke<i at iny transcriptions of unpublished texts and recognized in our letter a document from the

Aphrodito group. Among the papyri still uudeciphered he attributed the same origin to several fragments,

on the evidence of the hands. Since then we have discussed many point^ concerning this letter, and
Mr. Bells unecpialled knowledge of Byzantine Egypt has been iiivaliuhle to an editor much less familiar

with this field of papyrology.

» On the life and personality of Dioscoros, see J. Maspero, Un deroier poHe grec dPEgypte, Dioscore fils

d'ApoUos, in Rer. des Etudes grecques, xxiv, 426 ff. (1911) and Bell's remarks in P. Lond. v, iii.
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They are published in the catalogue of the Byzantine papyri in the Cairo Museum under the

numbers 67024 (duplicate 67025), 67026 (duplicate 67027), 67028, 67029. The problems
raised by the presence of duplicates and certain formal features of these documents have
been submitted by J. Partsch to a thorough examination, the result of which was that he
held them to be not, as the first editor contended, mere school exercises and referring to

fictitious cases, but authentic rescripts or, more exactly, translations into Greek of originals

written in Latin and emanating from the Imperial offices^. Thus the difficulties mentioned
find a ready explanation. In fact Dioscoros appears nominally in only two of them, 67026

(=67027) and 67028, but the nature of the cases mentioned in the two others, the

evident relation between them and the affairs with which the contract Cairo Masp.
67032 was concerned, the recurrence of certain names, make it very unlikely that they

concern anybody but Dioscoros. If it is so, he received four different rescripts 2
. This

would imply four different suits at least, since it is quite possible that the sacra jussio

mentioned in Cairo Masp. 67032. 23 is again distinct from the four of which copies

have been preserved®. Then the question arises: to which of those suits does our letter

refer? Unfortunately no answer can be given. Neither the letter nor the rescripts are

dated. Besides, the description of the case in 1. 3 of the former is so vague—it speaks

only of wrong received from some people”—as to suit the conditions revealed in

P. Cairo Masp. 67032 and in at least three of the rescripts where the adversaries of

Dioscoros are a plurality (67024, 67026, 67029). Are we even justified in taking literally

the plural in 1. 3? I would hesitate, for my part, to rule out a connection between our

letter and 67028 on this sole ground. On the other hand, the phrase in question might

well refer to several suits. Nothing forces us to admit that Dioscoros went four

times to Constantinople. He may have brought different suits at the same time and
received simultaneously several rescripts. The fact that Dioscoros alone is mentioned in

the letter, whereas in the contract Cairo Masp. 67032, the rescript 67026 and perhaps

elsewhere there are other plaintiffs besides him, is not to be pressed, since the author of

the letter writes very vaguely, and Dioscoros was evidently the leader in the cases just

alluded to. Thus the new document does not allow any conclusion about the connection

of 67032 with 67024 and the other rescripts, nor about the number of journeys made by
Dioscoros to the capital.

^ J. Partsch, Neue Urlciinden zum justinianischen Rescriptenprozesse in Nachrichteti der k, Geselhck. der

Wiss. zu Gottingen^ Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1911, 201 ff. In this very important paper the author deals with all

the Dioscoros papyri concerning law-suits conducted in Constantinople. It was consequently most helpful

for the interpretation of our letter.

2 Bell suggests in P. Lond. v, 70, n. 1 against Partsch that some of the rescripts contained in P. Cairo,

if they are authentic, may concern homonyms of our Dioscoros. This suggestion was prompted by the

desire to limit the number of Dioscoros’ journeys to the capital, but, as we point out in our main text,

several rescripts may have been obtained at the same time and we need not postulate as many voyages as

rescripts. [It may be pointed out that the strongest reason for regarding certain of these rescripts as, if

not fictitious, at least referring to some other person is the extreme difficulty of reconciling the bio-

graphical details which emerge from them with what we know of the poet’s family. But the question is

very complicated.—H. I. B.]

^ The relation, if any, between the contract 670.32 and the rescript 67024 has been much discussed.

For Maspero {ad loc.)^ and Gelzer, Archie filr Papyrusforschung^ v, 1911, 370 f., the 6fia KeXevo-Ls of 67032. 23
is identical with the rescript preserved in 67024. Partsch, loc. cit,y 217, objects that the persons appearing
as plaintiffs in both documents are not the same. This is a valuable argument, but when he argues
apparently from the plural (rvWa^ds in 67024. 14, that several different rescripts of earlier date are there
mentioned, we cannot follow him, since the word is never used in the singular {op. 215, 218).

1.3—2
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Who was the sender of the letter and for whom was it destined? According to the

epistolary style prevailing at the time, the name of neither of them is mentioned in the

course of the document. There is no direct allusion to their respective (][uality either.

These points, very important especially for the recipient, were cleared up by the address

on the verso, which is often very elaborate^. Here the address, which would have settled

the problem, is unfortunately too much obliterated to be read, and the solution must be

sought elsewhere. The personality of the recipient may be determined with a fair degree

of probability from what we know of the administration of justice at the time^. It was

open to any plaintiff to go to the capital and lay his case before the Imperial court of

justice. There it was examined and an answer given in the form of a rescript, which

very briefly outlined the case and indicated the general principles upon which it was to

be settled if, after verification, the facts alleged by the plaintiff should prove true^, the

burden of verification and the final settlement being left to the local judge. Such

answers, called in Greek Qeia Oelai avXKa^al^ Oeo-irKT^a etc., were prepared by

the quaestor of the sacred palace^ {quaestor sacri palatii) and addressed to the local

magistrate, generally to the governor of the province from which the plaintiff originated.

They were not directly sent to him; the original copy written with purple ink in the

formal calligraphy of the quaestor’s office and bearing the latter’s and the emperor’s

signatures*^ was handed over to the plaintiff, who had to bring it to the local judge

himself. For this purpose, among others, the plaintiff appoints an exsecutor negotii,

whose function is now well illustrated by P. Cairo Masp. 67032^, From the above it

appears beyond doubt that the recipient of the letter is no other than the local magistrate

on whose decision depended the settlement of the suit or suits. As all the rescripts pre-

served among or mentioned in the Cairo texts are addressed to the dux et augustalis of

the Thebaid^, it is a safe conclusion to regard the recipient of our letter as precisely this

high official. In confirmation of this theory comes the fact that he is addressed as

'•sublimity'’ {{jirepoxq)^ a title which is only used for officials of very high rank^.

As for the sender of the letter, he must have occupied in the hierarchy a position

^ XumeroiLs specimens in P. Oxy. xvi, e.g. Oxy. 1857, 1858, 1860, etc.

- Partscli, op. cit.^ 207, Germaine Rouillard, AdjaiaUtration civile de VEggpte hfzantine^ 153.

^ God. I, 23. i init. \ universa rescripta si\e in personam precantium sive ad Qiiemlibet jtidiceni

manaverint,...subea condicione proferri praecipimiis, si i)reee^ veritate nitunt\ir, nec alupiem fructum pre-

cator oraculi percipiat impetrati, nisi quaestio tidei precum miperiali benotieio monstretur inserta.’’

‘ This appears from the idira^e immediately following that which is quoted in the preceding note and
which runs thus: et vir magnificus quaestor et viri spectabiles magistri scriniorum qui sine praefata

adjectione qualecumque divinum responsum dictaverint et judices qui susLcperint reprehensionem subi-

bunt.'’

Cf. for the purple ink Cod. Just, i, 23, 6, and for the signatures Cod. Just, i, 23, 3, Xov. 114.
'* Cf. Partsch, op. cit., 241 f., P. Thomas in Etudes d'hist. juriiliqve ofertes d P. F. Girard i 379-410.

The -sender of our letter is certainly not the i*\csecutor), since the latter’s part w^as precisely to
go over to the litigant's residence and see to the execution of the imperial ^entence on the spot. Accordin<y
to Cod. JuNt. XII, 60, 6, one exsaodor was not allowed to take charge of more than two cases at a time
in the .same iilace : “non prohiberi (sancimus; uuiim eundeunpie exsecutorem ab hac urbe regia pro-
fici^centem duoruni simiil, non plurium negotiorum exsecutionem suscipere ” If Dioscoros coming to
(‘onstantinople in cimnection with several oases, should have appointed diti’erent exsecutor^ for every
couple of them. In fai t the contract Cairo Masp. 67032 mentions tw’o things separately of wdiich Palladios
IS to take charge : the case against Herakleios and (Others H. 24) and the outopragia I'f 85^

- P. Cairo Masp. 67024, 67026, 67028, 67029. Cf. P.u-tsc-h, op. dt. On the juridic activity of the dux,
see < i. Kouillard, op. < it.^ 145.

’

• Cf. Zehetniair. Ih appdhMo.n.ho, hunorifids in pap. graen. ohdU, 29 (PJ12) and p. 97, note 2 above.
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higher still. He does not write in a private manner, but as an official to another of

equal or rather slightly inferior rank. Under the polite formulae at the end the

commanding tone is easily perceptible. Such a letter would have been useless unless it

came from a person whose situation gave him natural influence upon the recipient. If

the latter was the governor of the province, we may look for the sender among the

superiors of this official in the central administration. The first to present themselves

are the quaestor just mentioned^, and the head of his office, the ynagister scriniorum^

though the latter was perhaps hardly impoitant enoiigh to justify the attribution of the

letter to him. In judicial matters, the recommendation of the quaestor should have

been very effective. On the other hand, as the xiiith edict of Justinian shows, the

direct superior of the dux Thehaidos was the jmiefedits praetorio Orienfis^. That Dioscoros

should have solicited a recommendation from that quarter appears also as very natural.

Another high personage whose name might also be mentioned in this connection is the

magister milituyn^. In the absence of any clue in the text of the letter, a final choice

among these officials is impossible. The more suitable candidates seem to be the quaestor

and the praefect, with perhaps a preference for the latter, since his support was certainly

the more valuable to Dioscoros, whose affairs, as is known from the Cairo documents,

were not wholly private, but also concerned with the administration of the province.

But whoever the writer of the letter may have been, one important thing is certain,

and that is that he must have occupied a very high position at the Imperial court. This

confers a special interest on the document from a palaeographical point of view, since it

supplies us with a specimen of the formal hand used in the offices of the metropolitan

high officials in the time of Justinian. We need not dwell here on this aspect of our

papyrus, for a facsimile of it with a palaeographical description will be published in the

next issue of the New Palaeographical Society. It may be noted, however, that the

hand differs notably from that of the two other Constantinopolitan documents already

published from the Aphrodito find, P. Cairo Masp. 67032 and 67126, as will be seen from

an inspection of the respective plates in the Cairo catalogue. The explanation is ap-

parently to be sought in the different origin of the texts
;
the latter two being private con-

tracts drawn up in private offices, whereas the former is the work of a scribe trained in

the official practice of the imperial administration. The fact that the document is the

original letter and not a copy is proved by the presence of the address on the verso.

One mav ask on what ground the recipient of such a letter knew that it was

authentic and not a forgery, since there is nothing in it, at least in its present state,

to certify its genuineness. The hand is certainly not individual and would tell no more
than that of a type-written letter of to-day. There is no equivalent of a signature such

as was provided in missives of earlier times by the salutations at the end, written in the

writer’s own hand and authenticating the document. The required authentication

however may have been supplied by a seal attached to the folded letter, which has

naturally not been preserved. On some letters the place where the seal was affixed is still

visible from a blank space left in the address, sometimes right in the middle of a wordh

1 Cf. Cod. Just. I, 23, 7 ([Uoted above on page 100, note 4.

- Ju.stiimin's xiiith edict (Xovellae, ed. Schoell, 7^0 deals witli the reorgani;<ation of Egypt attempted bv
this emperor in 538 and ij, adiiressed to the praefeet. Cf. G. Rouillard, dt,. 24, 32, 34 ft., :M. Gelzer,

.'Stud. Zf/r hgz. Vi^roxdVing Aeggpteos. 20.

^ Cf. J. Maspero, Org<inU<dion nulitaire de VEggpie hyzantbie^ 77 If. What is said there of the reLitiun

between the magister and the dux does not make the attribution of our letter to the funner very probable.

^ E,g. P. Cairo Masp. 67200 and J. Maspero's note, Oxy. 1831, 1838 ^ 1863, etc.
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forces in Egypt increased and preparations for the operations in Palestine began to

develop, re-arrangements of staff became necessary, and most unfortunately these involved

the return of Sir John Maxwell to England. Had it been possible to retain him in

Egypt in the following years, his influence and his knowledge of the country would

almost certainly have avoided many of the difficulties and misunderstandings which

subsequently arose.

His next post was Commander-in-Chief in Ireland at a very dififfcult time, after which

he became General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Northern Command until 1919.

With the termination of his military career he was free to devote his energies to

other things, and one of these was Egyptian archaeology. A private collection, begun
long before in Egypt and added to from time to time as opportunity occurred, had kept

his interest alive, and by the time he disposed of it last summer it comjuised a large

number of representative pieces illustrating the arts and crafts of Ancient Egypt. On
the death of Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell, Sir John succeeded him as President of the Egypt
Exploration Society, and from then up to the time of his death devoted himself whole-

heartedly to its welfare and its advancement. He laboured strenuously and successfully

in the Society’s interest, urging upon many the need for supporting the work which it is

doing for the publication of what remains from ancient times, and for the systematic

and scientific excavation of ancient sites. As a close personal friend of the late Earl of

Carnarvon he was greatly interested in the discovery and the subsequent investigation

of the tomb of Tutrankhamun. Later, as an executor of Lord Carnarvon, he was
associated with the arrangements made for the preservation of this important discovery.

Though Sir John Maxwell had many interests and many fields of activity, his loss

will nowhere be more keenly felt than among those who are interested in the archaeo-
logy of Egypt, since he appreciated how much there still remains to be done and how'
urgent is the need for the work to be taken in hand before damage and deterioration
overtake much of what still remains.

H. G. L.
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ARTHUR CRUTTENDEN MACE^
Died April 6th, 1928

Arthur Mace was born in 1874. He was educated at St. Edward’s School, Oxford,
and Keble College, Oxford. After taking his degree he held a teaching post for a short

time, but gave it up to join Sir Flinders Petrie, his cousin, in the excavations at Denderah,
In 1898-99 he was with Petrie at Hu and contributed a chapter to the volume which,
under the name of Diospolis' Parva, described the work done in that area.

The two seasons 1899-1900 and 1900-1 he spent at Abydos, where he took an
important part with Petrie in the excavation of the royal tombs of the first two dynasties

:

his work in other parts of the Abydos cemeteries is published in El Amrah and Abydos,
a book produced entirely by himself and David Randall-Maclver, a very dear friend of

his from this time onward.

In the autumn of 1901 he joined Dr. Reisner, who was in charge of the Hearst
Egyptian Expedition of the University of California, with whom he continued working
until 1906, mostly at Gizah and Nag' ed-Der. The solid patient work done in those years

is testified to by his contributions to the great volumes on the early dynastic cemeteries

of Nag' ed-Der.

Mace’s fortunes after 1906 are intimately bound up with those of the Metropolitan

Museum. In October of that year, when the Museum decided to organize a department
of Egyptian Art, its newly-elected Director, Dr. A. M. Lythgoe, a former colleague of

Mace’s on the Hearst Expedition, invited Mace to join him. Mace left for Egypt at

once, procured the concession of Lisht, and began work on the pyramid of Amenemmes I

and in the surrounding cemetery, in which the famous tomb of Senebtisi was found. In

the following season, 1907-8, Mace was again at Lisht working still on the pyramid, as

also during the season 1908-9, after which he was appointed Assistant Curator in the

Eg3rptian Department of the Museum. This new appointment called him to New York
during 1909-11, where he assisted L}i:hgoe in arranging the new Egyptian wing of the

Museum. In the season of 1911-12 he was again in New York, in charge of the Depart-

ment during Lythgoe’ s absence, working on the material discovered at Lisht, and in

particular starting the publication of The Tomb of Senebtisi,

In 1912-13 he was back in Egypt, working over the plans and notes on the

cemetery of the Amenemmes pyramid and the tomb of Senebtisi, with a view to publi-

cation. The next year saw a big campaign of excavation on the pyramid.

The outbreak of the war found Mace in London. In 1915 he enlisted in the

2nd Battalion, 29th London Territorial Regiment (Artists Rifles), from which he was
eventually transferred, owing to the state of his health, and much to his grief, to the

Army Service Corps, in which he served in England and Italy. He was still in the army
when The Tomb of Senebtisi at last appeared in 1917.

In the winter 1919-20 Mace returned to New York, where he was mainly occupied in

restoring the jewel caskets of the princess Sit-hathor-iunut found by Petrie at El-Lahun

^ 4Ve bad hoped to print an account of Mace’s career from the pen of Dr. A. M. Lythgoe, who of all

men was in the best position to know and appreciate it. An illness has prevented Dr. Lythgoe from
carrying out his promise, and we have consequently endeavoured to make ii]) the loss by means of notes
kindly supplied by two great friends of Mace’s—Dr. Randall-Maclver and Mr. Winlock—both of whom we
thank for the trouble they have taken.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 14
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It is a matter of doubt whether this letter ever reached its destination, for it is

strange to find it in Dioscoros’ archive. As appears from 1. 1, it was Dioscoros himself

who took it from Constantinople to the Thebaid, but if it was not handed back to him

by the receiver with other documents concerning his suits, the only alternative is that,

for some unknown reason, he failed to deliver it. The former supposition seems, however,

more probable. The very summary way in which the matter in question is alluded to shows

that the addressee must have had at his disposal more information from other sources.

These were evidently the “sacred letters’’ mentioned in 1. 5, which dispensed the writer

from enlarging further on the subject. This is yet another reason for regarding the dux

as the recipient.
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Born 1859. Died 1929.

All those who are interested in Egypt, whether in its modern phases or in the record

of its ancient civilization, will have learned with deep regret of the death of General

Sir John Maxwell at Cape Town in February last.

Born in 1859, he was educated at Cheltenham, and joined the 42nd Royal High-

landers (now 1st Battalion, The Black Watch) in 1879. His regiment proceeded to

Egypt in 1882, took part in the battle of Tell el-Kebir in the Highland Brigade, and

remained in Egypt as part of the Army of Occupation. This was the beginning of

Sir John Maxwell’s connection with Egypt, which continued with but short interruptions

almost until his death.

He was one of the first group of British officers who were seconded in 1883 for

service with the new Egyptian Army, which Sir Evelyn Wood was organizing, and in it he

took part in the Nile campaign of 1884-85. When his uncle Sir Francis Grenfell became

Sirdar of the Egyptian Army in succession to Sir Evelyn Wood he appointed Maxwell

to be his A.D.C., and in this capacity, and later as Military Secretary, Maxwell saw

further service against the dervish forces outside Suakin in 1888, and on the Nile at

Toski in 1889. The Sirdar was himself much interested in all that concerned the ancient

history of Egypt, and had, while at Aswan, cleared the rock tombs which still bear his

name. Thus Maxwell’s interest in the subject was early aroused, and throughout his life

he keenly followed all aspects of archaeological research in Egypt.

In 1896 the advance on Dongola commenced, as the first step in the reconquest of

the Sudan, and in all the operations which culminated in the battle of Omdurman he

played a prominent part, commanding the 2nd Brigade in this final action. In 1898 he

became Governor of Omdurman and carried out the responsible duties of this post with

conspicuous success. As a Military Governor, both at Omdurman and later at Pretoria,

his shrewdness, tact, kindliness, his readiness to accept responsibility and his firmness in

administration were seen to the fullest advantage, and in both cases his governorship

quickly led to orderly and stable government.

In 1900 he was called to the South African War, and on the termination of military

administration there he returned to England. Eight years later, however, he was selected

for the post of G.O.C. Egypt, and thus returned to the land where his keenest interest

lay. He held this appointment for four years until 1912, but only two years later, on the

outbreak of war, he arrived in Cairo to command the British forces. During these two

years Lower Egypt was threatened by the Turks on the Suez Canal and by the Senussi

tribesmen on the west. Martial law came into operation, and the administration of the

country generally was greatly disorganized by the war which had spread throughout the

length and breadth of Europe. It was most fortunate at this juncture that the command
in Egypt could be placed in the hands of one who not only knew the country, its needs,

and its characteristics, but who was also known personally to a very large number of

Egyptians, and reckoned many among them as his personal friends. As the British
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forces in Egypt increased and preparations for the operations in Palestine began to

develop, re-arrangements of staff became necessary, and most unfortunately these involved

the return of Sir John Maxwell to England. Had it been possible to retain him in

Egypt in the following years, his influence and his knowledge of the country would

almost certainly have avoided many of the difficulties and misunderstandings which

subsequently arose.

His next post was Commander-in-Chief in Ireland at a very difficult time, after which

he became General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Northern Command until 1919.

With the termination of his military career he was free to devote his energies to

other things, and one of these was Egyptian archaeology. A private collection, begun
long before in Egypt and added to from time to time as opportunity occurred, had kept

his interest alive, and by the time he disposed of it last summer it comprised a large

number of representative pieces illustrating the arts and crafts of Ancient Egypt. On
the death of Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell, Sir John succeeded him as President of the Egvpt
Exploration Society, and from then up to the time of his death devoted himself whole-

heartedly to its welfare and its advancement. He laboured strenuously and successfully

in the Society's interest, urging upon many the need for supporting the work which it is

doing for the publication of what remains from ancient times, and for the systematic

and scientific excavation of ancient sites. As a close persooal friend of the late Earl of

Carnarvon he was greatly interested in the discovery and the subsequent investigation

of the tomb of Tut^'ankhamun. Later, as an executor of Lord Carnarvon, he w^as

associated with the arrangements made for the preservation of this important discovery.

Though Sir John Maxwell had many interests and many fields of activitv, his loss

will nowhere be more keenly felt than among those who are interested in the archaeo-

logy of Egypt, since he appreciated how much there still remains to be done and how
urgent is the need for the work to be taken in hand before damage and deterioration

overtake much of what still remains.

H. G. L.
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ARTHUR CRUTTENDEN MACE^
Died April 6tli, 1928

Arthur Mace was born in 1874. He was educated at St. Edward’s School, Oxford,
and Keble College, Oxford. After taking his degree he held a teaching post for a short

time, but gave it up to join Sir Flinders Petrie, his cousin, in the excavations at Denderah,
In 1898-99 he was with Petrie at Hu and contributed a chapter to the volume which,
under the name of Diospolis Parva, described the work done in that area.

The two seasons 1899-1900 and 1900-1 he spent at Abjdos, where he took an
important part with Petrie in the excavation of the royal tombs of the first two dynasties

:

his work in other parts of the Abydos cemeteries is published in El Amrah and Abydos,
a book produced entirely by himself and David Eandall-Maciver, a very dear friend of

his from this time onward.

In the autumn of 1901 he joined Dr. Reisner, who was in charge of the Hearst
Egyptian Expedition of the University of California, with whom he continued working
until 1906, mostly at Gizah and Nag‘ ed-Der. The solid patient work done in those years

is testified to by his contributions to the great volumes on the early dynastic cemeteries

of Nag‘ ed-Der.

Mace’s fortunes after 1906 are intimately bound up with those of the Metropolitan

Museum. In October of that year, when the Museum decided to organize a department
of Egyptian Art, its newly-elected Director, Dr. A. M. Lythgoe, a former colleague of

Mace’s on the Hearst Expedition, invited Mace to join him. Mace left for Egypt at

once, procured the concession of Lisht, and began work on the pyramid of Amenemines I

and in the surroimding cemetery, in which the famous tomb of Senebtisi was found. In

the following season, 1907-8, Mace was again at Lisht working still on the pyramid, as

also during the season 1908-9, after which he was appointed Assistant Curator in the

Egyptian Department of the Museum. This new appointment called him to New York
during 1909-11, where he assisted L}"thgoe in arranging the new Egyptian wing of the

Museum. In the season of 1911-12 he was again in New York, in charge of the Depart-

ment during Lythgoe’ s absence, working on the material discovered at Lisht, and in

particular starting the publication of The Tomb of Senebtisi.

In 1912-13 he was back in Egypt, working over the plans and notes on the

cemetery of the Amenemmes pyramid and the tomb of Senebtisi, with a view to publi-

cation. The next year saw a big campaign of excavation on the pyramid.

The outbreak of the war found Mace in London. In 1915 he enlisted in the

2nd Battalion, 29th London Territorial Regiment (Artists Rifles), from which he was
eventually transferred, owing to the state of his health, and much to his grief, to the

Army Service Corps, in which he served in England and Italy. He was still in the army
when The Tomb of Senebtisi at last appeared in 1917.

In the winter 1919-20 Mace returned to New York, where he was mainly occupied in

restoring the jewel caskets of the princess Sit-hathor-iimut found by Petrie at El-Lahun

^ IVe bad hoped to print an account of Aface's career from the pen of Dr. A. M. Lythgoe, who of all

men was in the best position to know and appreciate it. An illness has prevented Dr. Lythgoe from
carrying out his promise, and we have consequently endeavoured to make np the loss by means of notes
kindly supplied by two great friends of Mace’s—Dr. Randall-Maclver and Mr. Winlock—both of whom we
thank for the trouble they have taken.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 14
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and acquired by the Metropolitan Museum. To this task he brought a skill and delicacy

of hand such as are rarely found in combination with so scholarly a temperament. The

years 1920-22 saw the excavations at Lisht again taken up, and in 1922 Mace was

appointed Associate Curator in the Department of Egyptian Art in the Museum. In the

season 1922-23 he was expecting to continue and even to finish the excavations

at Lisht when an appeal from Lord Carnarvon, who had just found the tomb of

Tutrankhamun, led the Trustees of the Museum very generously to assign to this work

most of their excavating staff, and among them Mace. The value of Mace in this work

is well known to all who have read the volumes published on the tomb.

After serving two winters on this task, Mace suffered a complete breakdown. The

next four years were spent in England, on the Riviera, in Switzerland and in New York

in the attempt to recover his health, but in vain. He lost ground slowly but steadily,

and finally died on April 6th, 1928. He made several attempts to work up his notes for

the publication of the Amenemmes pyramid, and it was his bitter regret to find himself

incapable of the energy required for the task. It would surely have consoled him to

know that a colleague could afterwards write; ‘'While of course no one can ever hope to

gain Mace’s first-hand knowledge of the pyramid, still, so full, so complete and objective

are his notes, that his work has been passed on to his successors with the minimum of

loss possible under the circumstances.” Surely this is the highest tribute which one

archaeologist can pay to another.

Such is the trite record of some of the facts of Mace’s work for Egyptology. It

forms good testimony to its quantity. As to its quality, let it suffice to quote from the

words of one who worked with him:

“These bald dry notes can give very little idea of Mace’s contribution to the Metro-

politan Museum of Art Expedition, however. To him, more than to anyone else, is due
the field organization of the Expedition. Mr. Lythgoe was always in charge of the

financial and administrative side, perforce leaving to Mace the starting of the work in

the field. Mace it was who founded its first camp, collected and trained its first workmen,
and started its first records, setting a standard which his successors can do no more than
attempt to imitate. Conscientious and painstaking in his scientific work far beyond the

average, energetic and tireless in his attention to the details of running a job, and
possessing the unlimited confidence of his workmen, he made an ideal excavator. More-
over, to his fertile ingenuity were due many of the methods adopted in the Museum in

New York for the exhibition of the Egyptian collection.”

Another fellow-worker writes: “It was astonishing how he triumphed over a very
weak constitution and never let it hinder him. He was very happy in his work with
the Metropolitan, and they are all very w^arm friends of his.” The full value of the
tribute contained in the last few words will be appreciated if it be remembered that
Mace was an Englishman working in the service of a foreign Museum.

Mace never advertised. The knowledge that he had worked hard and honestly was
sufficient reward for him. His contribution to his subject lies not merely in the volumes
he has published or those in which his notes and observations have been and still remain
to be utilised, but in a long career of excavation on the most painstaking and scientific

lines, in the part he took in the development of the Egyptian wing of the Metropolitan
Museum, and in the high tradition of work in the field, in the museum and in the study
which he has left to his successors. The Egyptian natives who worked under him will

remember him as a firm yet sympathetic director who had realised that one of the first

requisites of a good excavator is a serious attempt to understand the workings of the
oriental mind.
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Under the direction of Dr. Frankfort, with the co-operation of Mr. W. B. Emery, the

first part of the excavation season was devoted to Armant, where, as was announced in

the last number of the Journal, our expedition hoped to find the burial-place of the

Buchis bulls. The complete success of this undertaking has already been made public

in The Daily Telegraph of December 11th, January 3rd, and 4th, the last-named issue

containing excellent photographs of the work in progress and of some of the finds. The
newly-discovered site is approached by a slope from the west, which becomes, as it

descends, a subterranean passage. At right angles to this are two transverse passages,

both of which are flanked by large roughly hewn vaults. These vaults contain—or con-

tained—sarcophagi of sandstone, roughly three metres by two by two, many of which are

now destroyed. Within these lay the mummified remains of the bulls, whose bones (in

some cases) and the merest fragments of whose trappings are all that have been left to

us by the ancient robbers. After the bulls were interred, pottery stands for incense and

other offerings, offering tables (of an unusual type with miniature stairs leading down to

a central well) and stelae of stone were placed outside the tombs, and on the latter were

recorded the circumstances of the bull's life—the dates of his birth, induction to Armant
as Buchis, and death. From the stelae, which show above the text a relief of the dead

bull receiving the oblations of the Ptolemaic or Roman Pharaoh, it is possible to deter-

mine the dates of many of the burials, and it is likely that they will throw light on some

chronological problems of the Ptolemaic period. A lintel and other fragments of masonry,

perhaps coming from the temple above the subterranean burial-place, take the date of

the site back to the Eighteenth Dynasty, while the evidence for the burials themselves

implies that they began not earlier than the Persian or perhaps Saite period, but lasted, on

the other hand, down to the time of Diocletian. It is reasonable to suppose that burials

earlier than the Saite period were made, but these may have been on a less elaborate

scale than the later ones, and have yet to be discovered, for the site has by no means

been completely explored, and another season's work awaits us next year.

At the end of January the expedition moved to El-‘Amarnah to continue work on the

northern half of the town-site. Mr. E. B. O’Rorke, who, as announced in the last number

of the Journal, was to have joined the party as architect, found himself unable to leave

England, and consequently Mr. Seton S. Lloyd has joined the expedition in his place.

The work is entirely new to him, but if first impressions are to be accepted he should

prove a success. Work was in full swing at the time of going to press, but doubtless will

have been closed down before this is in the hands of our readers.

The harvest of the double excavation season should provide a very satisfactory

exhibition in the summer. It has already given us scientific results which more than

justify our venture into a new field, the initiation of which was mainly due to the

generosity of Mr. Mond.

Miss Calverley has continued the copying of the scenes and inscriptions in the temple

of Seti I at Abydos. She has spent some months on this work in Egypt in addition to

14—2
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much time devoted to it in England last summer. All who have seen her work are

impressed* with her skill and accuracy, as well as with her capacity for concentration.

It is a lonely task, as she has been the only European on this site, and her sole companion

was a Syrian woman who acted as confidential servant and superintended the work of

the house and camp. Dr. Alan Gardiner and Dr. de Buck joined her for a short time in

January in order to collate some of the most important texts and to supervise the work

generally.

The lectures arranged by the Committee have again been held in the Meeting-room

of the Koyal Society, a privilege for which the Society is much indebted to the Council.

As an experiment, two were given at 5 p.m. instead of at 8.30. The change of time does

not appear to have made any material difference in the attendance, and to a considerable

extent the audience has been the same at both hours, though doubtless there are a few

who find the afternoon more convenient. The first lecture was at 5 p.m. on October 24th

by Mr. C. J. Gadd on “Babylonian Seers and their Art.” This is the first time that

Mr. Gadd has lectured for the Society, and it is sincerely hoped that he will be persuaded

to do so again. In November, Dr. H. R. Hall spoke on “Egypt and the External World

in the Saite Period,” which might almost be regarded as a sequel to the lecture he gave

in 1923 on “The World in the time of Tut^'ankhamun.” The remaining lectures of the

series—by Professor F. LI. Griffith on “Nubia, Pagan and Christian” (January), Mr. H. I.

Bell on “Egypt under the Caliphs of Damascus” (February), and Mr. H. A. R. Gibb on

“The Foreign Policy of Egypt in the Muslim Period” (March)—all broke fresh ground for

most of the audience, and it is to be hoped that our interest in Egyptian history has

been widened by these scholarly papers.

In the death of Sir C. Hercules Read, F.B.A., we regret the loss of a distinguished

connoisseur who was led by his interest in all spheres of art to become a member of the

Society and to serve on the Committee for some years. Ill-health prevented him from

taking a very active part in the affairs of the Society, but his appreciation of its work

was shown by his regular attendance at its exhibitions at Burlington House.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, has established a new periodical

publication of which the first number has just appeared. It is to be published twice

yearly and to contain articles dealing with all departments of the Museum. The first

number contains no article dealing with the Egyptological section of the Museum, but

for the next an article by N. de Garis Davies is promised.

Those who have read the opening section of these Notes will have observed with

satisfaction that Mr. Robert Mond’s withdrawal from active excavation does not indicate

any flagging of his interest in Ancient Egypt. We congratulate him on the success of

the excavation at Armant, a site in which he has been a firm believer from the first.

In the tomb of Ramose, which owes its present condition to Mr. Mond’s generosity,

Mr. W. B. Emery has again been at work copying the scenes, and for a few days he was

joined by the Editor of the Journal, who is to be responsible for the texts in the

publication which Mr. Mond has in preparation. It is hoped that next season may see

the accomplishment of the task.
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Monsieur V. Vikentief sends us an interesting note on a stela in the Cairo Museum
which he has been studying for some time past. It was found by Reisner at Coptos. It

is dated in Year 6 of a king whose name is lost, and records a heavy rain lasting several

days, chiefly in HnPhn^nfr, the results of which were observable as far north as Thebes.

Judging by grammatical evidence and frequent references to Ta-seti, M. Vikentief was

inclined to assign it to the Ethiopian Supremacy, and had even observed that the names

of King Taharka would fit admirably the length of the two cartouches which, though

badly eroded, are just visible. On consulting the list of known monuments of this

king’s reign, he found that the Museum contained another stela of Year 6 in red granite,

found at Edfu, and examination of this showed that its text is identical with that of

the first. ‘‘One must suppose,” adds M. Vikentief, “that other identical steles were

erected in other parts of Egypt and in Nubia, all of them describing as a great marvel

the fact so tersely recorded on the quay at Karnak.”

In the Story of the Foredoomed Prince, Papyrus Harris 500, verso page 7, lines 14-15,

is a sentence which has been generally rendered “Now when night came the youth went

to sleep on his bed.” It is probable that this rendering is approximately correct, but

the reading on which it has hitherto been based is certainly wrong. Most translators

have supposed that the scribe wrote, or at least intended to write, something like

©i. See, for example, Moller, Hieratische Lesestiicke^ Heft ii,

23. The correct reading is undoubtedly
^

^ evident from

the facsimile in PI. li of the recently published Egyptian Hieratic Papyri, British Museum,

second series, and the meaning is “Now after the end of the twelfth hour of the day,”

i.e. when night came. For hnm[t) cnli as the name of the twelfth hour, see Brugsch,

Thesaurus, 844, and Warterh, Suppl. 941. The stroke after
|
stands for as commonly

in later cursive hieratic. a. m. b.

T. E. p.

Dr. H. R. Hall asks us to publish the following note: “In my review of the late

Professor Schiaparelli’s publication of the tomb of xiv, p. 204) I have

inadvertently mistranslated the phrase should of

course be ‘in two days, being one schoenus in height and one schoenus in width.’

As Professor Griffith points out to me, Khar then built the building of Amenophis II at

Hermopolis in two days, not in one, which is certainly more probable. How I came to

make such a slip I do not know, and can only ascribe it to momentary absence of mind !”

Professor Spiegelberg writes as follows:

“Mrs. Grant Williams has kindly called my attention to the identity of the heart-

scarab which I published in this Journal (xiv, 12) with one mentioned by M. Daressy in

Ann, Serv., xviii, 208. The scarab is derived then from the tomb of a Mnevis bull of the

time of Ramesses II excavated by Mohammed Efendi Sha‘ban (Annales, xviii, 193) in

June 1918 at ‘Arab Abu Tawilah on the site of ancient Heliopolis.

“Three other Mnevis scarabs, among them a heart^scarab, came to light in April 1902

in the same region in a Mnevis tomb of the reign of Ramesses VII (^ic) (Pec. trav,, xxv, 35).”

Professor Alan Gardiner has recently received honours from two foreign learned

societies. He has been elected a corresponding member of the Munich (Bavarian) Academy
of Sciences and a member of the Committee of the French Egyptological Society.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: GRAECO-ROMAN EGYPT
A. PAPYRI (1927-1928)

[The work on this bibliography has been divided as follows
: § 1, H. J. M. Milne, British Museum

;

§ 2, A. D. Nock, Clare College, Cambridge
; § 3, H. I. Bell, British Museum

;
4 and 5, Ptolemaic and

Byzantine periods, J. (4. Milne, 20 Bardwell Road, Oxford
;
Byzantine and Arab periods, N. H. Baynes,

Fitzwalters, Northwood, Middlesex; § b, F. de Zulueta, 37 Norbam Road, Oxford; §7, Miss M. E.

Dicker, 16 Elsham Road, London, 14; § 8, R. ^PKenzie, St John’s College, Oxford; 9 and 10,

H. 1. Bell. The reading of the necessary periodicals is divided between the various contributors.

In general, articles in such publications as PaulyATissowa-Kroll are not noticed; and for the most

part reviews are included only if they contribute something to the subject concerned or express a reasoned

criticism of the work under notice.

One of the contributors has suggested that it may be of service both to the writers (in the interests of

uniformity in usage) and to readers to specify the less obvious abbreviations used in citing periodicals.

The principal ones are: Am. HtH. Rev.—Amtneon Historicol Rvcieiv
\

A.J.A.^^^A'niej'tcon Journal of
Archaeology

\
A//i. Joani. Phil. = American Journal of Philology

\
Ane. Egypt^ Ancient Egypt) Archiv

^Archiv for Papyrosforschung
)
Arch, f Rel. = Archiv for Religionswissenschaft

)
Boll. Fit. Class. = Bollet-

tino di f Iologvx classica\ Bull. Bihl. et PeR. — Bulletin hibliographique et pedagogiqiie du Mvsee beige;

Bull. Soc. Arch, clAlex. = Bulletin de la Societe Royale dtArcheologie dWlexandrle; B.Z. — Bi/zantinische

Zvitsekrift; V.-R. Ac. Inscr. et B.~L.=^Comptes-Rendus de VAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles-^Lettres
;

CL Phil. = Classical Philology; Cl. (^uart.^ Classical Quarterly; Cl. Rev. = Classical Review; Cl. Weekly

^Classical Wtekiy
;

D. Lit.-Z.— Deutsche Literaturzeitung
;

Cr.G.A. — Uottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen
;

Hist. Z.~ llistorische Zeitschrift; J.U.S.— Journal of Hellenic Studies; J.R.S. = Journal of Roman Studies;

Journal—Journal of Egyptian Archaeology; Joiirn. Sav.-= Journal des Savants; O.L.Z.^Orientalistische

Litteratur-Zeitung
;

Phil. Woch.^ Philologische Wochenschrift
;

Rech. sc. I'clig.^Recherches de science

religieuse
;

Rev. Arch. ^ Revue archeologique
;

Rev. helge^ Revue beige de philologie et Jhistoire; Rev.

de Phil. ^ Revue de philologie; Rev. d'kist. eccl.^ Revue dldstoire ecclesiastiquc
;
Rev. et. anc.^ Revue des

etudes anemnnes; Rev. et. gr.^ Revue des e'tudes grecques; Rev. hist. dr. fr. et etr. = Revue de Vhistoire du
droit fra n(;ais et etranger ;

PJtein. Mus.^ Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie
; Riv. di Fil.~ Pdvista di

filologia classica
;

Sitz.-Ber....=^ Sitzungsberichte...
;

Symh. Oslo. — Symbolae Osloenses
;

Theol. Lit.-Z.—

Theologische Literaturzeitung
;

Z. f. Kirchengesch. -Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte
; Z. f. Kumism.— Zeit-

schrift fur Numisniatik
;
Z. neut. Wiss. = Zeitschrift far neutestarnentliche Wisseiischaft

;
Z. Sav.-Stift.= Zeit-

schrift der Savigny-Stiftung. n j j

1. Literary Texts.

General. Study of P. Oxy. xvii has naturally been prominent in last years activities. The new
CaUirnachus comes in for most attention, and the results must be sought in this section under Elegiac.
More general reviews will be found in The Times Lit. Suppl.., 15 Mar. 1928, 156; in Biblyografya (Polish),

1928, 3G5-9, by Manteuffel
;

in CL Rev., xlii, 131-3, by 0. M. Bowra, who reviews it along with
Milne’s Cat. of Literary Papyri in the Bntish Museum.

This latter work is re\dewed also by Schubart in Gnomon, iv, 395-402, who makes important
suggestions for nos. 51, 52, 226, 227. No. 52 (the new Mime) is elaborately annotated, e.speoially from a
metrical standpoint, with reference to similar lyrics, both from papyri and inscriptions, by Cronert in
Pkilologus, Lxxxiv, 157-70. He appends also suggestions on the Phaethon lament (no. 51). E. Wust,
ibid., 153-7, gives an erroneous arrangement of no. 52. Other reviews or notices are by M. Hombert in
Rev. Beige, 1028, 1051-2

;
M. Croiset in Journ. Sac., 1928, 297-8

; W. Morel in Phil. Woch., 1929, 132-7,
with restorations; J. Svkutris in D. Lit.-Z., 1928, 1507-9, who identifies the hymns, nos. 237, 244, and
regards no. 138 as a bialp^o-is CvTlpdrcay, like the work of Sopater, but important as being pre-Hermo-
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genic; B. A. van Groningen, with emendatious, in Museum^ Nxxvr, 89, 90; P. Collart in Rei\ de Phil.^

1928, 378. Note, in no. 193, 1. 46, should be €v. In no. 181, 3-5, Ajax, etc. locks like a shorthand
tetrad, cf. Archiv^ vni, 46. Perhaps connected as being names of woe \ TUfir^cra-a rr^Ko^ai

Les Papyrus Bounant is reviewed by A. D. Nock in CL Rev.^ xlii, 149
;
by Schubart in Gnomon^ iv,

222-4
;
and by K. F. AV. Schmidt in G,G,A.^ 1928, 14o-82 (very important).

A second series of Neic Chapters in Greek Literature, by PIarbeh and Powell, has just appeared, but

too late for more than mention at the moment.
A note on Herculanean papyri is contributed by A\ De Falco to Rie. Indo-Grec,~It(d., xii, 99-102,

dealing with remains of umbilici in wood and compressed papyrus, and of cornua.

Epic. An important article by G. M. Bolling in Jonnad. xiv, 78-81, discusses and restores the now
Ptolemaic fragments of IL xii, 128-263 fB.M. Lit. Pap. 251). He relates them to the ‘‘City" editions.

In Symholae Osloenses, vi, 55-6, G. Rudberg edits a fragment 'no. 387) with Od. iv, 483-91, and ibid.,

57-9, Cronert publishes a fragment of Sibylline Oracles. Both articles have plates.

A fragment of 15 hexameters from a 4th- 5th cent, vellum leaf is published in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex.,

VI, 294-5. Beg. avrap ore /eXoe fivOov aTr-qvea §[ . Restored by Cronert in Rii\ di Fd., VI, .>0^-8, as a

fragment of the Hesiodic Catalogue.

P. Oxy. XVII, 2075 is the subject of an article by T. AV. Allen in CL Quart., xxii, 73-G, entitled

Onoraacritus and Hesiod. Phrst Hesiodic text with critical signs. Lines 16-23 forged by Onomacritus.

Allen also discusses the Ptolemaic Iliad above.

In Cl. Quart., xxiii, 29-30, Allen restores and discusses the prose argument to the Iliad in P. Brit.

Mus. Lit. 6, cols. 21, 22.

Lyric. Remains, perhaps of 79 hexameters, of Erinna from a 1st cent. b.c. papyrus discovered at

Oxyrhynchus are published by G. A'itelli in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., no. 24, 9-16, from the lament of

Erinna for Baucis

—

Framrnenti della ‘‘ Conocchia ” di Erinna. The poem was entitled The Spindle.

An article by G. Coppola in Atene e Roma, viii, 193-217, gives an interesting account of Alcaeus with

numerous references to papyri. The ode *12? Xdyo? KOKan/ is treated by Q. Catau della, ibid., ix, 81-5.

Lobel’s Alcaeus has several important reviews, viz.: C. AI. Bowra in CL Rec., xlii, 23-5; E. Diehl

in Phil. ^Voch., 1928, 753-7; H. Frankel in G.G.A., 1928, 257-78 (along with Lobel’s Sappho and

Edmonds’ Lyra Graeco)
;
C. R. H. in J.H.S., xlviii, 101-2.

The literature on Pindar (1903-27) and Bacchylides (since 1908) is brought together by L. Bornemann
in Biirsians Jahresbencht, 1928, 131-86.

AV. E. J. Kuiper writes De Bacchylidis Carmine xvin, in Mnemosyne, LVi, 55-9. At 1. 15 reads rl r^v

and puts the whole of this strophe into the mouth of the chorus. Reads rt Kaivov at 1. 9.

Elegiac. The discussion of the new Callimachus is already extensive. Criticism centres round two

chief points of the so-called prologue (P. Oxy. 2079), its date and its purpose. Pfeiffer in Hermes, lxiii,

302-41, makes many important restorations, thinks it is a late poem (he entitles his article, Ein neues

Altersgedicht des K.), and regax’ds it as an introduction to a late edition of the Atrta. C. Cessi, writing in

Aegyptus, ix, 97-105, does not think it is late. A'ogliano in Boll. Fil. Class., xxxiv, 201-11, takes it to

be the prologue to a collection of Elegies rather than to the AtVio. P. Maas in D. Lit.-Z., 1928, 128-31,

makes similar speculations. Thinks perhaps the elegy is complete at the beginning. An important article

by Rostagni in Rir. di FiL. vi (N.S.), 1-52, makes striking restorations and interpretations with the

aid of B.AI. Lit. Pap. 181. J. T. Kakridis in Phil. WocL, 1928, 1214-15, makes several restorations from

Anth. Pal., xi, 321, and Hunt in CL Rec., xlii, 6, restores 1. 35
:
[avdi t]o o' [cKjSroi/it rd poi. Q. Catau-

della in Riv. di FiL, vi, 509-10, points out echoes of the new Callimachus in Gregory of Nazianzus.

The second new poem (P. Oxy. 2080) is the subject of an article by G. De Sanctis in Atti Arc. Scienze

Torino, lxiii, 112-17, called Callimaco e Messina. He identifies Apiiravov (1. 71) with Alessina.

A useful discovery is published by ATtelli in Bull. Soc. Arch. dLilex., no. 24, 1-4, namely 2nd cent,

scholia to the opening lines of the Iambi of Callimachus, making possible several restorations in P. Oxy.

1011, 11. 97-109. Found at Behneseh (Oxyrhynchus).

An interCvSting interpretation of a welbknown line in the Iambi is proposed by Vs. Schmid in Phil.

Woch., 1928, 1598-9, reading napp^aov diretj/ = “to twiddle the 4th {i.e. ring-)finger,” of an idler, Anglice,

“to kick one’s heels.”

Alinor restorations in Callimachus are published by ATtelli in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., vi, 301-2, where

he sponsors Diel’s proposal of av' €T(e)dj? in P. Oxy. 1011. 39. Thinks Trends in the last line of the Ama
means “ prose.”
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In U JJarzocco^ 3 Feb. 1929, Vitelli announces the approaching publication (in vol. ix of P.S.I.) of

10 more or less C(jmplete lines and other fragments of the Coraa Berenices corresponding to Catullus,

45-64. Actually 20 lines, now published by Vitelli in Studi ital di FiL Class., N.S., rii, 3-12.

Powell in CL Quart., xxii, 113, reads K€pavo in B.M. Lit. Pap. 181. 40, comparing Coll. Alexandrina,

p. 84, col. vi, 1. 9.

Solon fragments from the lIoX. are emended by K. Ziegler in Phil. llbcA., 1928, 507-9.

The Bude Aesop is reviewed by W. G. Waddell in CL Rec., xlii, 240. It makes use of the Golenischev

papyrus.

Fragments of a 2nd cent, monograph on Gnomic literature are published by Vitelli in Bull. Soc.

Arch. PAlex., no. 24, 4-8. Hermi2)pus is the latest author quoted.

The meaning of (poetic for pe^ixpoos) in Theocritus, x, 26-7, is explained by M. E. Dicker

in CL Her., xlii, 170, from the terminology of personal identification in papyri.

Drama. A. E. HoUsMan suggests restorations for P. Oxy. xvii, 2078, the Pirithous drama, in Cl. Rev.,

xlii, 9.

In an appreciative review of the Budt'^ Euripides., vol. ii, in Phil, ^^'och.., 1928, 1329-34, AV. Morel has

some remarks on papyrus fragments of the plays.

Y. Tobias has published for her doctoral thesis in Brussels an Edition critique et comrnentee, accorn-

pagnee dime traduction, de VHypsipgle d/Euripide.

In Rec. Beige, xxxii, 87-90, G. Meautls finds a quotation of Od, xii, 432, in P.S.I. 724, and regards

that papyrus as from a commentary on the Teucer of Sophocles. In P.S.I. 143, he thinks Agriculture is

personified, comparing Aristophanes, fr. 294 rKock).

M. O. Gueraud, after a fresh examination of the Menander codex, cautions in Bull. Instit. Fr. cLArch.

Orient., xxvii, 127-57, against too much confidence in new readings and restorations, with reference to

JensEN and others. Some remarks also on the plot of the PeriJceiromene.

The Bude Herodas by Nairx and Laloy has appeared. Severely reviewed by Knox in Cl. Rev.,

XLiii, 24-5. A few corrections have been published simultaneously by Mazon in Rev. de Phil., 1928,

101-5, the most important being on Mime iv, 88-95.

A. D. Knox illustrates from Demosthenes the meaning of Herodas, ii, 6-8, in Cl. Rev., xlii, 163-5.

Equates opao-ros with opoTTroXis and translates, “If Kos be a land of cities linked in one city,” Also

discusses v, 67-8, and iv, 46, in CL Rev., XLiii, 8-10.

A very ungentlemanly Hipponcrr fragment (15 lines, about two-thirds of each line) from Oxyrhynchus

is published by Coppola in Riv. di FiL, 1928, 500-6.

Grammar. Lobel solves a crux in Apollonius Di/scolus from P. Oxy. 2080, 1. 76, in CL Quart., xxii,

115-16. Read dXXj^Xots- S’ eXvrjo-av.

In B.M. Lit. Pap. 183, ascribed to Phrynichus, I now read, 11. 38-9, [eV-Jro), not [ou-Jro).

History. A. H. Salonics edits Berl. Pap. 13236, a 2nd-3rd cent, fragment of Thucydides, ii, 65-82, in

Soc. Scient. Fennica, Comm. Hum. Litt., ii, 2, Helsingfors. Reviewed by S. P. AVidmann in Phil. IFocA.,

1928, 945-7. In Synih. Oslo., vii, 92-3, S. P. Thomas protests, with instances, against the overestimation

of P. Oxy. 1376.

On the other hand, in Cl.. Quart., xxiii, 11-14, Powell points out coincidences between P. Oxy. 1376,

696, etc., and the excellent AIS., now vanished, used by the humanist Amalia for his Latin translation of

Thucydides in 1452. An important article.

G. De Sanctis in an article Lam re. in Rio. di Fil.^ vi (K.S.), 53-77, attributes P. Oxy. 2082 to Eratos-

thenes, ^0\vpTTiov\Kai, rather than to Phlegon, as Hunt proposed.

In Athenaeum (Pavia,', vi, 125-56, G. Perrotta discusses P. Oxy. 1241 and the succession of the

Alexandrian 1 ibranans.

Kalinka's edition iTeubner) of the HelL Oxyrhynchia is i*eviewed by L. Castiglioni in Gnomon, iv,

18-21; K. Mcnscher in Phil. Woch,, 1928, 913-18; CL Phil., xxiii, 202-3; Calderini in Aegyptus,

VIII, 379.

The new Teubner edition of the \\djjvaicov UoXireia has appeared, edited by Offenheim. Important

review by A, W. Gomme in CL Rev., xlii, 224-6.

M. A. Levi writes on “Servio Tullio nel P. Oxy. 2088,” in Riv. di FiL, vi, 511-15.

Law. The new Gaius (P. Oxy. 2103) is the subject of an important article by Zulueta in the Law
Quarterly Rev., Apr. 1928, 1-11.

P. M. Meyer identities the “Letter of Severus Alexander” (P. Oxy. 2104) as Digest, xlix, 1, 25, in
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Studi in onore di P, Bonfante^ li, 341-4. Identified independently in Archii\ ix, 90, by Wilcken, who give.s

the text.

Music. In Riv. hido~Grec.-ltaJ xi, 101-5, C. del Grande relates, in parallel columns, P. Oxy. 667 to

the Elemeata of Aristoxeniis and the Isagoge of Cleonides.

Orators. A new speech by Lysias, 'Yrrep ^^Ivavros iv ao-ret, from Oxyrhynchus is published

by Milne from a 4th cent. Brit. Mus. Pap., no. 2852, in the present issue of the Journal. The opening
lines and title are preserved, as well as a few line-ends from the extant oration no. i.

In Rei\ it. anc., xxx, 189-200, G. Colin uses a reading of Jensen’s in the Contra Demosth. of Hyperides
to prove that Lyciirgus was made head of finance after Chacronea, with the title of ragui^ (en'i

J. Keil in Archie., ix, 61, identifies P.S.L 762, from a 4th cent, vellum codex, as ^lart of Isocrates,

Panegyriens., 78-82. Notes an agreement with L^rbinas, another with Vat. 65. The same identification was

made by HEiCHELHEiiiin Hennes.^ lx, 372, and a new transcript is given in Bull. Hoc. Arch, d' Alncc.., vi, 295-6.

Laistner’s edition of Isocrates, De P<a:e and Philippian., is noticed by P. Collart in Rev. de Phil.., 1928,

288. Improvements introduced from Brit. Mus. P. 132.

A work De sennone Hyperidis, ])ublished at Lwow by 1). Gromka, examines elab<irately the non-literary

forms and usages of H., and the connection of his voCcibulary with the colloquial language of his day and

with the Koivr) (so I learn from J.fl.H., XLViii, 282). A similar work, Die Hpracla^ des Red/airs Hypereides

in ihren Beziehinigen zur Koi/ai by Ulrich Pohle, is reviewe<l by J. F. Dodson in CL xliii, 21-2.

Philosophy. A. Vogliano in Archiv., ix, 1-4, recognises quotations from Epicurus in P. Here. 168

—

Ein
neiies Fragment von Epikur.

A new work by Vogliano, Xuove lette/'e di Epicuro e dei sa.oi scola/d ffroin P. Here. 176), is reviewed

with many suggestions by R. Philippson in Gno/non, iv, 384-95, and by AVilamowitz in D. Lit.-Z., 1928,

1157-8.

S. Luria in Cl, Quart.., xxii, 176-8, gives further readings in P. Oxy. 414, and confirms the attribution

to Antiphon.

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology.

(In cluding Texts.

)

General. J. Leipoldt, Die Religio/ien in der Umicelt des Urch/dstentv //is ('Lief. 9-11 of H. Haas, Bilder-

atlas zur Religionsgeschichte, pp. xxii -f 193, illustrations on 50 plates), is a convenient collection of much
relevant archaeological material

;
it is commended by L. Deubner, G/iomon, iv, 436-40 (corrections).

Jahrbuch fur Liturgiewissc/ischaft, vii, has again a good bibliography.

0. Weinreich has compiled a valuable index to volumes i-xxv of A/'ch. f. Rel. (issued with vol. xxv,

Heft 3/4, 1927).

E. Fascher, nPO^HTHS, is reviewed by M. Dibelius in Theol. Lit.-Z., 1928, 509-10, as is E. Peterson,

EI2 GEOS, 542-4. The latter is reviewed also by J. Coppens in Rev. d/hist, eccl., xxiii, 818-21.

K. Latte, Die Religion der Romer u/id der Sy/ik/'etismus der Kaiserzeit, is reviewed by Fr, Pfister

in Phil. Woch., xlviii, 1559.

Many relevant texts are discussed in 1 and 3.

Ptolemaic. We may here mention Expedition Ernst ron Sieghn, i, Malerei und Plastik, zu'eiter Teil^

bearbeitet von Carl AVatzinger, 1927 (containing inter alia no. 4, Ptolemy I as Pan, post-

humous,” with discussion of Pan’s popularity; pp. 18 ff., pi. viii, a Ptolemy queen perhaps as Isis
; p. 22, on

religious policy of Ptolemy IV
;

p. 62, nos, 47-53, Sarapis heads, with notes on this type and on the first

Greek representation of Isis in Alexandria, a copy of the Kora of Bryaxis; }>. 79, on Greek conception of

Isis-Kora and on various Isis types). This handsome work is full of instructive material. A p/'opos of

Watzinger’s discussion of the Sarapis type I may remark that A. W. Lawrence, Later Greek Hculpture

(1927), 107, accepts Clement’s statement that the Bryaxis in question was not the Athenian but his

homonym who made the Apollo of Daphne, and note L.’s observation (p. 85), one of the few classical

objects imported into India is a bronze Harpocrates of Graeco-Egyptian manufacture.

Ch. Picard, Apollon Bes et les Galates (Bull. Mus. dA/'t et dHist. de Geneve, v, 52-63), known to me
from Rev. it. anc., 1928, 87, explains certain figures of Bes with a Gaulish shield by a double allusion to the

defeat of the Gauls before Delphi in 278 and of the revolt against Philadelphus in 276.

A Ptolemaic stele dedicated to the lion god of Leontopolis is published by H. P. Blok, Bulletin van de

vereenighig tot hevo/'de/d/ig der kennis van de antieke hesekaving, ii, ii, 10 if., known to me from Phil. Woeh.,

xlviii, 1317.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 15
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U. WiLCKEN, Archiv^ ix, 75-80, discusses P.S.L 1014-1025, important Ptolemaic texts from the West

side of Thebes throwing light on the ijpepat ayv^vriKat and the profits derived from these ceremonies in the

tendance of the dead, under the protection of Aphrodite Hathor. Spiegelberg also has written on these

texts in his Demotlca^ ii {Sitz.-Ber. Bay. Ak., 1928, 2), 24-6. The same work includes (pp. 54-5) a discussion

of hereditary priesthoods in Ptolemaic Egypt.

W. S. Ferguson, The leading ideas of the neio period {Camh. Anc. Hist.j vii, 1-40 and 869-70), is a

brilliant survey of the significant movements in thought and belief of the early Hellenistic period, with

very good remarks on deification (pp. 13ft*). In this connexion we may refer to W. W, Tarn, The Hellenistic

Rider-Cult and the Daemon (J.H.S.j XLViii, 206-19 1

,
which substantially disposes of the idea that ruler-

worship originates in a supposed Persian cult of the king’s (A. S. F. Gow, ibid., 134-6, explains

the often qu(*ted line of Aeschylus, rightly, I think), to U. Wilckex’s observation, Arehiv, ix, 73-4, on new

evidence for the view that the Hellenistic form of ruler-worship in Egypt was something foreign to native

Egyptians, and to A. D. Nock, on Ruler-Cult, i-iv {J.II.S,, xlyiit, 21-43), for Egypt as the home of

some Dionysiac mythology, and for vios Atowaos and "ETrKpavrjs. See too the article of E. R. Goodenough
mentioned below in § 4, Political History.

E. Briem, Zur Frage nach dem Ursprung der hellenistischen Mysterien {Lvnd.^ Universitets Arsskrift,

N.F., Avd. 1, Bd. 24, Nr. 5, 1928, pp. 68), is a well-documented critical study of the Oriental substratum

of the Hellenistic mystery religions and the Greek transformation of that substratum. We may note his

suggestion, p. 51, that a small uiidecorated room in the Iseum at Pompeii was an Unteru'dtraum. Briem
faces on p. 63 the real problem : why did the Ptolemies choose Osiris-Apis rather than Osiris himself?
His answer is that Osiris was too closely bound up with the old Egyptian culture. It may be added that
the priesthood of a cult given new meaning and prominence could be expected to give more enthusiastic

support to the dynasty than the 2)riests of Osiris would provide.

R. Reitzenstein, Hellenistische Hystericnreligionen, is reviewed by K. H. E. de Jong in Musenm
XXXV, 305-7.

Reitzenstein-Schaeder, Studien zum antiken Bynkrctisnius, is reviewed by M. Dibelius in Theol.

Lit.-Z,, Lin, 1928, 195-8.

E. Brogelmann, Hellenistische Mysterienrcligionen, is reviewed by K. Preisendanz in O.L.Z. xxxi
184-6.

M, Zepe, Der Gott Alwv in der hellenistischen Theologie {Arch. f. Reh, xxv, 225-44), discusses and
emphasises the Aristotelian and Stoic coraj)onents of this puzzling figure and the relations of Greek and
Oriental concepts of Time,

W. Spiegelberg, in his Demotische Beitnige (Arckiv, ix, 56-60), discusses the title “priest of the dead
Apis children ” in Demotic texts from the Serapeum of Memphis (its holders were concerned with the dead
offspring of the sacred animal) and proper names ’A0wi/ri(ro-a which are transcriptions of a
Demotic name. In his jVeue Urkunden zum agyptischen Tiej'kultus {Sitz.-Ber. d. Bay, Ak 19*^8 3 pp 18
3 plates) he edits inter alia a Ptolemaic text of some length.

K. Kerenyi, Die griechisch-orientalische Roma nliteratur in religionsgeschichtlirher Beleuchtung. Ein
Versuch (Tubingen, Mohr, 1927. Pp. xvi-{-275. 16 M. 50), urges in a most learned and ingenious work
that an Egy})tian lepo? \6yos underlies the Greek novel and the Clementine romance. His main conclusions
are received with scepticism by K. Helm in Phil. Woch., xlviii, 1475-81, D. S. Robertson in CL Rev
XLii, 230-2, and A. D. Nock in Gnomon, iv, 485-92, who agree in praising K.’s erudition and industry

Hoppe’s early date of Hero (mentioned Journal, xiv, 135) is o})posed by J. Hammer-Jensex Die
Heronische Frage [Hermes, LXiii, 34-47).

^

H. Seyrig, in his Quatre cidtes de Thasos {Bidl. Corr. Hell., li, 178-233), publishes, pp. 219 ff. an in
scription relating to the sale of the tnoivvixia of the Sarapiastae with full and instructive comment In a
note addition nelle {ibid., 369-73) he mentions a Thasian bas-relief showing an emblem of Isis in a funerar -

banquet. ^

A. Salag, in his Inscriptions de Kyme dEolide, de Phocee de Tralles {ibid., 374-4(X)t, publishes pp 378 ff.

a hymne isiaque from Kyme which is substantially equivalent to the earlier known los text with an
introductory statement that Demetrias of Magnesia had put it up as an c.r voto and that it was'a co of
the stele near the Hephaistieion (temple of Ptah) at Memphis. The Euhemeristic version in Diodorusfpre-
sumably taken from Hecataeus, i.s, as Salac say.s, an adaptation of what is therefore a very early Hellenistic
text, un-Greek in its complete and shapeless asyndeton. Salac publi.shes also dedications to Isis and Isis
and Osiri.s, and an ushabti figure found at Kyme.

’
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H. Herter in the course of his valuable article De Matino Titino {Rhein. Mus.., lxxvi, 418-32) argues

that the cult of Priapus came from Alexandria to Italy : this is indeed possible, but one may also ask

whether we have not to deal rather with the identification by scholars in Italy of an older Italian figure

with Priapus than with an incoming cultus.

S. Ferri’s discussion in Studi e materiaH di storid delle relujioni^ in, 23.‘> ff., of a found in the

Telesterion of Isis at Gyrene is known to me only from S. Eitrem’s reference to it in Si/mb. Oslo., vr, 54.

O. Guj^raud, Quelques te.etes du inusee du Voire {BnlL Inst. Fr. d'Arch. Or,., xxvii, 113-25), includes,

pp. 121-5, an inscription in honour of Amenothes (3rd~2nd cent. B.c.) by a patient.

ImperUd. P.S.I. 1039 is a return in the 3rd cent. a.d. by a i€po\}rdXTJ]5 A^^<ovoi: nai Kf)6uov Kai "Hpas

KCLi 'HpaicXeo)? kol 2apd7riSos koI Tayv ovvvdiov to the dp)(^i7rpo<prfTrjs Ka'i 'Ttp(OToo'To\ia‘T7]s of Oxyrhynchus

and refers to something written by Aurelius Timagenes, high priest for life, a previously unknown high

prie.st of Egypt. P.S.I. 1004 refers to a temple of Suchos at Philadelphia (cf. Archie, ix, 74).

P. Oxy. 2105, an edict of the prefect Petronius Honoratus, gives the tantalising fragment rpLErr}-

piKos dyihv
I J

€ 7ri Tipfj Oewv At/^/ay Ka[i- XS ILCKEN, Archie, IX, 92-3, remarks that this is based on a Greek

deification of Livia as Beo. M3la, not on the Roman form, diuu Augusta. P. Oxy. 2131 mentions the

*Avtlv6eiov at Antinoopolis for the first time : it belongs to the Greek cult of Begs ’ArrtVooff, not to the

Egyptian cult of him as 'OoLpavrlvoos.

The late F. W. Kelsey’s Fouilles arnincaines a Kom Oitsirn {Fagouni) {C.-R. Ac. Inscr, et B.~L., 1927,

81-90) give.s an account of these important excavations and descril^es three remarkable religious paintings

from niches in houses, assigned to the 3rd cent, a.d., of Isis and Harpocrates, of the rider-god, and of a

possibly Mithraic subject.

G. VON Mantedffel has published Oudgues notes sue le Pap, Oxy, a/, IdSO {Rev. de Phd., 3 S., ir,

161-7), giving valuable new readings from the original (Fr. Cgmont, Syria, viii, 3G8, illustrates 1. 76, Isis

as pLEyuXr) in Arabia). AIanteuffel has produced also Studio papyrologica {Eos, xxxi, 181-94), in which

he deals in an interesting way with a poem from Talrnis recording the vision of one Maximus, publi.shed

by Mahaffy and Bury in Bull. Coer, Hell., 1894, 141 If. and Kaibel in Sitz.-Ber. preuss. Al\, 1895, 781-9,

with the queer Sarapis wonder-story published by Abt, Arch. /. ReL, xviii, 257 (M. has many new readings),

and with P. Oxy. 1381.

W. Nestle, Eu dem Berliner orphischen Papyrus {Phil, ^yoch., 1928, 220-1), draws attention to a

parallel in Kern, Orphica, 37, test. 121 to P. Berol. 13426.

For the dififusion of Gmeco-Egyptian religion outside Egypt reference should be made to G. La Piana’s

most valuable monograph. Foreign groups in Rome during the first centuries of the Empire {Hare. Theol.

Rev., 1927, 183-403), warmly praised by G. Ficker in Theol. Lit.-Z., 1928, 516-17. A. Maiuri in Fotizie

degli scavi, Serie Sesta, vol. ill, 53-4, Tav. vir, 1, publishes a wall painting from the Casa dell’ Efebo at

Pompeii showing a shrine of Isis Fortuna with its precinct : some of the details deserv^e further study.

Another picture from the same room shows in a rustic scene the golden image of Apis on a high basis.

M. Della Corte, in the same volume of Notizie, pp. 112-14, fig. 10, publishes a fine wall painting of a

priest of Isis with the inscription amplvs alvmnvs tibvrs; for alumnus Tihurs cf. Thes. 1. L., i, 1797,

12-14,

K. Horna, Die Ilymnen des Mesomedes {Sitz.-Ber. Ak. ^Yien, 207 i, 1928, pp, 40), includes, pp. 12 ff.,

the hymn to Isis and discusses fully the question of the author's identity.

A. D. Nock, Religious development from Vespasian to Trajan {Theology, xvr, 152-60), discusses inter

alia the rise in popularity of Sarapis worship in this period and the propaganda used in its support.

T. Grassi, Le Liste templari, is reviewed by M. Hombert in Ree. Beige, vi, 795-6.

Magic. The event of the year is the appearance of Papyri graecae magicae. Die griechischen Zauher-

papyri herausgegehen und zibersetzt von Karl Preisendanz wnter Mitarheit von fA. Abt, S. Eitrem,

L. Fahz, a. Jacoby, tG. Moller, tR. Wunsch. Yol. i. Pp. xii + 200. 1928. (16 M. unbound, 18 M. bound.)

This contains the two Berlin papyri published by Parthey, the great Paris papyrus, the Mi inant papyrus,

and P. Lond. 46, edited with introductions and translation and short but comprehensive notes. It is a

great convenience to students, and does moreover represent a great advance in knowledge. It is to be

hoped that volumes ii and iii will follow speedily. A brief but enthusiastic review has already been pub-

lished by Fr. Pfister in Phil. Week, xlviii, 1396-7
;
a general article on it should appear in the next

volume of Journal.

Preisendanz has done another service to scholarship with his article Die griechischen und lateiaischen

Zaiihertafeln {Archie, ix, 119-54), a very full and useful bibliography of magic tablets. On p. 136 a refer-

15—2
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dice luiglit be added to Reitzenstein, Novlir. Gvtt. Ges., 1004, 319
;

T.'ts Al:e/jhcdos is reviewed by K. H. E.

DE JoxG in Maseu / ii ,
xxxv, 155.

Y. Martin, Une tahhtte magujue de la Bihliotheque de Getdve {Geneca^ vi, 56-04, 2 figs, in text), pub-

lishes a leaden tablet containing a love charm with interesting features. K. Preisendanz comments on

this, Eiae tieve Zanhertafel^ in Forsehimgen and Fortschritte^ iv, 342-3.

L, Aml'NDSEn, Magical text on an Oslo ostracoa {Sgnih. Oslo,^ vil, 36-7), publishes a spell of the second

century a.d. intended to part two people; Eiteem adds a note.

0. AVeinreich, Martial^ xr, 43, Petrun,, 140. 5, and Pariser Zaaherpapg/'us Z. 320 [Rhein. LXxvii,

112), ex})lains (pvacis in P. Par. 326.

E. R. C'aley, The Leyden Papyrus x and The Stockholm Papyrus [Joarn. of Chemical Ediic., ill, 1149-

66, IV, 979-1002 ', I know only from Aegyptus^ ix, 169 ('6756 j.

Ct. Rardy has written on Orighie et la Magie [Fiech. sc. relig,., xviii, 126-42 ', referring (p. 129) to

magical pa})yri containing Christian iiarne.s.

S. Agell's Studier i senantik hoksta esmystik (Eranos, xxvi, 1-51) is reviewed by C. C. Uhlekbeck
in Maseum^ XXXV, 310.

Lexa, La Magie^ has been reviewed by H. Kees in O.L.Z., xxxi, 102-4, and K. H. E. de Jong in Mxiseum,

xxxv, 303-4. For the Egyi)tian antecedents reference should perhaps be made to H. 0. Lange, Per
magisclie Papyrus Harris [Det Kgl. Danske Videnskahernes Selskab, Histonsk-flologiske Meddelehei\ Xiv,

2, 192/, pp. 99, 5 kr. 50). F. J. AI. de AA^aele, The magic staff or rod in Graero-Italian antiquity^ is

reviewed by H. AI. R. Leopold in Mn.seum^ xxxv, 184. L. Radermacher, Grtechische Qaellen zur Faustsage
{Sit:.~Ber, II un. AkaJ.^ ccvi, 4, 1927, pp. 277), edits some hagiographic texts of interest to the student of

ancient magic.

Articles in encyclopaedias are not in genei’cil mentioned in this bibliography
;
but attention must be

called to Th. Hopfner's full and admirable Mayela in Pauly-AA"issowa, xiv, 301-93, and to the valuable
comparative material afforded by the Handworterhuch des deiitschen Aherglauhens herausgt^gehen unter
hesonderer Miticirkang con E. Hoffmann-Krayer und Mitarheit zahlrekher Fachgenossen con Hanns
Bachtold-Staubli (1927 -), which includes many articles by Fr. Pfister.

8. Eitrem, Dec Skorpion in Mythologie und Religionsgeschichte [Syrnh. Oslo..^ vii, 53-82), illustrates in-

cidentally some recipes in papyri and amulets in a most interesting way. His wmrk, Les papyrus inagiques
do Paris is appreciatively reviewed by P. Thomsen in Pldl. WocL, xlviii, 565-6, his P. Oslo.j i, by
K. F. AA^. Schmidt in 1927, 463-9, and A. Boulanger in Rev. hist, rel.., xcni, 321-2.

A. Jacoby, I)er angehliche Eselskult der Juden und Ch'isten [Arch. f. ReL, xxv, 265-82), ex])lains the
Itgend fiom a satirical etymology for lao’ hence the identification with Seth, of which w'e have indications
in magical papyri and elsewhere. J. interprets some very diflicult texts from them.

Hermetica. ScoTT, Hei'rnetica, iii, is reviewed by Riess in Arn. Joarn. P/o7., xlviii, 191. R. Bultmann’s
paper, Vntersuehungea zur Johannesecangelium.^ i [Z. neiit. R755., xxvii, 113-63), is of interest in this
connexion, being a discussion of the concept of a\iq6ila. Bultmann contrasts the O.T. idea, the Greek
philosophic idea, and the syncretic idea, and handles Hermetic references to the topic, pp. 153 ff. Perhaps
the Egyptian deification of Truth should be considered in this context.

A. D. XocK, Hermetica [Joarn. Theol. Stud., xxix, 41-3), handles three passages of the Corpus.
J. Ruska, Tabula Smaragduiay ein Beitrag :ar Gesehichte der hennetischen Litoratar, is reviewed by

J. Bidez in Rev. Beige, vii, 280 ft., and by J. A. A'ollgraff in Maseuniy xxxv, no. 5 (Feb. 1928) 1^9-30
A olumes v and vi of the Catalogue des raaauscrits alchiuiaques grecs have aiipeareil, v being edited by

Zuretti and Severyns, vi by Bidez. vi must mentioned specially here as containing an unpublished
testimonium on a Hermetic work on alchemy (p. 44), the editio priaeeps of Proclus, Hepl Kaff
UpaTLKi]^ Hxvt]s (pp. 139-51 ), and some valuable medita of Psellus, including a loose citation of C. H. xi. These
volumes are warmly prai.sed by Fr. Pfister in Phil. Woch., xlviii, 1334-8, as was v<4. ii in ibid. 16-17.

Christianity. A. H. Saloniu.s, Die griechischen Handschriftenfragmente des Xeuen Testaments is
commended by P, Thomsen in Phil. TFoc/e, 1928, 721-2.

^

P, Glaue, Ein Brachstuck des Origenes Uher Genesis /, '2S [P. hibl. unit'. Giss. 47), Giessen, Tdpelmann
1928, pp. 35, 1 Taf., being Heft i, pt. ii of Mitteilungen aus der Papyrussammixing der Giessener Uni-
versitatsbibliotheky is reviewed by P. Koetschau in Z. f. Kirchengesch.y X.F. x, 429-30

H. A. Sanders-C. Schmidt, Minor PropheU, is reviewed by F, G. Ke^-on in Journal, xiv 329-30A C alderini in Aeg,/plus, ix, 164-5, P. Thomsen in Phil. Woch., xlviii, 1185-7, D. W. Riddle in Journal
of Rdigwn, VIII, 626-7. EvelynAVhite-Crdm-.s Monastery of Epiphanlm, is reviewed bv C Schmidt in
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D, Lit.-Z.y 1928, 1701-10, A. Calderini in Aegy^tus^ ix, 154-5, A. van Lautschoot in Rei\ d'hist. eccl.y xxiv,

143-8, and E[v.] B[reccia] in Btfll. Soc. Arch. no. 23, 405-7, and together with ALmasteries of the

WadVn Natrim, by J. Leipoldt in Theol. Lit.-Z., 1928, 449-50. C. Schmidts transLition of Sophin

is reviewed by A. Vitti in Bihlica^ ix, 108-10, U. Monneret de Villard's II Mouastero di S. Bimeone

by A. Calderini in Aegyptu.% viii, 376-7, Crum s Die koptische ll)ersetzuiig des L(‘hcns Byiue<ois (P.'f Btylitea

by P. P[eeters] in AnaL Bolland., xlvi, 182-3, and Hendrix, De Alexoadrijusche Ilaeresiort'h BusHides,

by J. H. van Haeringen in Tijdschrift roor Oeschiedeais, XLiii, 192-4. Vitelli publishes in BidL Soc.

Arch. d^Alex.^ no. 23, 200 f., a fragment of a Christian amulet as no. 22 of his Xoterellc pupirologiche.

This publication, like C. Del Grande, Litargvte preces hyniui Christia norma papyris collecti (Ardea,

Xeapoli, 1928, pp. 39), is inaccessible to me. Of the latter there is a severe and instructive review by

J. Kroll in Gnonioa^ v, 30-5. 51. J. Lagrange, Uii aoureau papyrvs contenant ua fragment des Actes

{Rev. BibL, 1927, 549-60), discusses the Sanders fragment.

M. Andrieu-P. Collomp, Fragments svr papyrus de Vanaphore de Saint Marc \ Rer. Sc. ReL^ viir,

489-515), giv e the text of P. Strasb. Gr. 254, with photographs and comments.

P. Cabrol, La doxologie dans ht prilre chretienne des premiers siecles (Rech. sc. rd., xviii, 9-30;, has a

reference (p. 29) to an Oxyrhynchus doxology.

Lietzmann, 3/esse mid Herrenmakl, is well discussed by Lebreton in Rech. sc. rcl.., xvir, 324 ff.

L. Cerfaux, Le crai prophete des Cle'menti/ies (Rech. sc. rel.., xviii, 143-63), considers the intiuence of

Jdexandria upon Judeo-Christians. F. Andres, Die Engel- und Da monenlehre c/o* Klcmens con Alcxandrien

{Rom. Quartalschr.., XLiii, 13-27, 129-40, 307-29), W. Foerster, Von Valentin zu IleraLleon. Unicrsa-

chungen iiher die Qiiellen und die Eutwicklung der calentinischen Gnosis (Beih. zuni Z. neut. 7, 1928.

Pp. 116. Of some interest for Hermetic studies), and G. Bardy, La cie chretienne au.c n [qu. ///?] ei

IV silcles d'aprls les papyrus {Rev. Apolog..^ XLir, 643-51, 707-21
;
cited after Aegyptns^ ix, 174, no. 6857),

may be mentioned.

U. WiLCKEN in the course of his Zur Gcschichte des Csurp<ftors Achillens {Sitz.'Ber. Preass. JA, 1927,

270-6) mentions, p. 276, Christianity of Paniskos and his wife as shown in their prayers to Ki'/jtos deo? :

P.’s Tvapa rdis Oedis iraai (i, 6) and roh d^dis explained (though W. doubts this

somewhat) as the simple retention of conventional phrases : cf. CL Rer..^ 1925, 206 f., for parallels in Latin

epigraphy.

R. P. Casey, The Text of the Anti-Ala nichaean fragments of Tita^s oj Bostra and Serapion of Thmuts

{Hare. Theol. Rev.., xxi, 97-111), records a valuable discovery ou Athos of a nmiiuscript of Serapion and

Titus, and shows the principles on which the two texts should be edited. AN e look forward eagerly to the

promised edition of the Greek text and Syriac version by F. C. Burkitt and Casey.

W. H. P. Hatch, The Apostles in the Xeie Testament and in the ecclesiastical traditum of Egypt (Harv.

Theol. Rev.., xxi, 147-61), treats extra-canonical lists of the Apostles, notably the Epistula Apo.nolorani

(according to H. probably composed in Egypt before 180), in which Peter and Cephas are di^^tiuguished,

other variations of name occur, and the Apostles are thought of as a sacred college rather than as

individuals.

G. Klameth, tJber die Herkunft dcr apokryphen Gesehichte Josephs des Zimuiermanns'^' (APFEAQS, III,

6-31), studies the Ilistoria Josephi fabri lignarii known in Bohairic, Sahidic, and Arabic v'crsions, shows

the Egyptian Gnostic character of part of it, lu’oducing striking parallels from Pistis Sop/na, and urges

that it is based on the Osiris story. It certainly is in close relation to nativ^e funerary custom^ and ideas:

and the body of the patriarch Joseph, from whom features are horrowed, was according to a Jewish legend,

with features markedly suggestive of Osiris, put by the Egyptians in the Nile (G. Kittel, Die Prableme

des paldstinischen Spatjudentums mid das Urchristeniam., 100 fi.).

3. Publications of Non-Literary Texts.

(N.B. Afiscellaneous notes on and corrections of documents precxon.sly published are referred to in 9.

Revieivs., hut only the niore important^ <ire noticed here.)

General. During the year under review a new jiart of that invaluable publication S.-B. lias appeared,

edited as before by F. Bilabel. As was the case with its predecessors, the contents .ire very various and

arranged without classification. There are a good many texts of considerable extent and importance,

besides quite short inscriptions, some of only a word or two. This part completes \ ol. iii and contains

the indexes and addenda. Sammelbuch Grieckischer Urkunden a as Agypten. Berlin and Leipzig, Walter

de Gruyter, 1927. Pp. 155-399. Xos. 6825-7269.
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l\ Cornell i luus been reviewed by A. S. Hunt in Journal^ xiv, 185; W. Otto in Hist. Z.^ cxxxvni,

G66-7; (4. C’oppola in Boll. Fil. Class., xxxiv, 166-8; and M. Hombert in Rev. Beige, vil, 1048-51

(•I complete list of contents given).

B.(4.U. VII has Ijeen reviewed by W. Otto in D. Lit.-Z., 1028, 1891-6
;
M. Engers in Museum (Leiden),

XXXVI, :i4-6 (I have not myself been able to see this)
;
and P. Collart in Rev. de Phil., ser. 3, ii, 69-70.

A now part of P.S.I. has appeared, forming fasc. 1 of voL ix. It must rank among the most important

of all except vols. iv and v, which contained the bulk of the Zenon papyri. That wonderful archive is

represented here also; for the first section of the fascicule is occupied by translations (from the master

hand of Spiegelberg) of the Florentine Demotic papyri from the Zenon collection and of the Demotic
portions of bilingual documents, by two newly acquired Greek papyri from the same archive, and by one

previously published, of which a new fragment has been found recently. Next comes a short but extremely

interesting and valuable series of Greek documents, either intlependent or appended to Demotic contracts,

from Pathyris and the neighbourhood, obtained in 1905 by E. Schiaparelli in the course of excavations

in the ^ alley of Dcr el-Medineh, and now in the Turin Museum. Found in the ruins of a house and
enclosed in two pots, they are in excellent preservation, and their intrinsic interest, particularly in

religious matters, is considerable. Only the Greek is here published
;

it is much to be hoped that before

very long it will be possible to issue a comjdete edition of the Demotic texts also. This section is followed

by two valuable Latin documents. Ihe first of these is of quite unusual interest, from various points of

view : it was written at the Pale^^tinian Caesarea, not in Egypt, it is a petition, a class of document not
common among extant Latin papyri, it is, as IVilcken perceived, an example of a “double deed,” and its

contents are of value for military matters. The date is a.d. 150. The second document is a waxed tablet,

the last of a tri}>tych, containing the attestation of the acceptance of an inheritance
;
date a.d. 151. These

are followed by various Greek papyri, ranging in date from a.d. 15 to the end of the 3rd century, all of
them possessing considerable interest. The last section of this part is occupied by a further selection of
pap\ri at AleXcindria, which M. Xorsa had previously published {Papiri del Museo gveco-romano di
Alessandria, in Bull. Soc. Arch. d^Alex., no. 23, 267-86). Texts and commentary are here reproduced
without change. These papyri, which range in date from a.d. 26 to the 6th century, are not of outstanding
importance but offer various points of interest. No. 1043 is a puzzling lease, difficult to explain (if vgHiv

in 1. 20 is for can it be the body of yeapyoi of a village taking over a communal lease of alyiaXos
previously held by ol irepl UaKva-Lv ?) ;

1048 contains the new word o^oXiapos
;
1049 and 1050 are from the

Heroninus archive; 1053 is a fragment of what would have been a most interesting document (2nd—3rd
century) relating to the e/x^oX?)

; 1055 (u) is of interest for social life in the 3rd century
{
7ropvo^o<rKOL who

were Twv KOLPELOiv rrjs TroXecos)
;
1058 is a lease of an epyaa-TrjpLov (5th-6th century;

in I. 2 should not 7[xa)] be the document is a sub-lease?). There are three excellent plates (the
two Latin documents), and the editing is of the usual high quality. Pitbblicazioni della Bocietii Italiana ;

Papin greet e latna, IX, fasc. 1, nos. 1001-61, pp. 1-96, 3 plates. Firenze, Anonima Libraria Italiana, 1928.
L. 100. This fascicule and the previous one are reviewed together by XVilcken in Archie, ix, 71-83 (very
important cis usual). The Byzantine portion of the previous part (viii, ii) is reviewed by F. Zucker in

B.Z., xxviii, 177-9.

Collart’s edition of the Bouriant Papyri {Journal, xiv, 140 f.) has been reviewed by K. Fr. W.
Schmidt in G.G.A., 1928, 145-81 (detailed and elaborate; largely linguistic); E. Bickermann in O.L.Z.,
XXXI, 474-5; W. Schubart in Gnomoyi, iv, 222-4 (mostly on the literary texts); A. S. Hunt in Journal,
XIV, 186; A. D. Nock in CL Rei\, xuir, 149; H. I. B[ell] in J.H.S., xlviii, 127-9; F. Z[ucker] in B.Z.,
XXVIII, 179-80; and M. Hombert in Rev. Beige, vii, 1045-8 (list of texts).

Zucker and Schneider’s small publication of Jena Papyri {Journal, xiii, 97 f.) has been reviewed by
MTlcken in Archie, ix, 84-5.

A work which I have been unable to see and know only from reviews by P. F. Begard {Rev e't anc
xsx, 229^31) and J. B. Chabot {Jouni. Sav., 1928, 248-9) appeai-s to contain a selection of miscellaneous
l>apynis texts, and I therefore notice it here, but I do not know which papyri are included. This is
F. Abel’s Gramniaire clu grec biblique noticed below in ^ 8. The Rev. Beige, 1928, 305, notices amon»
Brussels doctoral dissertations for 1926-7, Lettres prive'es trouve'es parmi les papyrus grecs d’Egvpte by
Claire Breaux, but it would apiiear to be unpublished and I cannot say whether it contains a .selection
of texts and is rightly included in this section.

Ptolemaic. The most noteworthy item in this section is the third volume of Edgar’s ma^^niticent
edition of the Zenon papyri at Cairn. It concludes the dated or datable documents, covering tte years
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250-239 B.C., and adds a series of undated ones arranged alphabetically, according to the names of the

correspondents, from A to Q. It does not however exhaust the treasures of the Cairo Museum. There
remain to be dealt with several groups of papyri acquired since the printing of the Catalogue began,

a long series of accounts containing, according to Edgar, ‘‘ much that is interesting,’' a number of letters

of which the writers’ names are lost but which yield some connected sense, and a mass of smaller fragments.

It seems clear that at least one further volume and probably two will be necessary. And this is the Cairo

collection only I During the whole of the period covered by the dated documents of this volume Zenon
was living in the Fayyum, and the later ones were written after the disappearance of Apollonius, when
Zenon was but a private landowner; but there is really little, if any, falling off in ititerest, even though

we miss the wider horizons of earlier volumes. To pick out all the points wmrthy of sj>ecial attention

would require an amount of space far beyond the limits of a bibliography
;
suffice it to say that on almost

every page there is something of interest, and that the proportion of previously unpublished texts is

considerable. There are the usual indexes, preceded by a list of the papyri (a very useful feature, omitted

in some papyrus publications) and a concordance of catalogue and inventory numbers, and some important

addenda, which include several newly identified fragments
;
and the volume concludes, like its predecessors,

wuth a large number of generally good facsimiles, which alone would make this Catalogue indis[>eusable to

all students of Ptolemaic papyri. Zenon Papyri. Vol. iii. {Cat. Gen. d. Ant. Egypt, da Afusee du Caire.)

Le Caire, Impr. de ITnst. Franyais, 1928. Nos. .')9298-59r)31. Pp. v + 293, 30 plates.

A papyrus from the Zenon archive, now in the library of New York University, has been published,

with an elaborate commentary, by Casper J. Kraemer, Jr. It contains four documents, of which three

are published. They are: (1) Hypomnema by Haryotes to Nicanor the nomarch, a^sking him to instruct

Achoapis to release Petosiris, under security, for the work of the harvest
; (2) Letter of Nicanor to Achoapis

accordingly; (3) Instructions by Achoapis to Alexander, year 10(?). The Soinarch Nicanor NYU Inv,

n 89^ in Trans. Am. Phil. A 55., lviii, 155-69, 2 plates.

Three more papyri connected with Zenon are published by C, C. Edgar. The first is P. Petrie ii,

13 (11) (P. Lond. 539), here republished in a much more intelligible text, which is obviously correct in the

main, though the middles of the lines are conjecturally supplied. Though not from the Zenon archive, it

is from a Zenon, who may probably be identified with him of Philadelphia. The second and third are

from the Zenon archive itself, the former made up of two fragments in the Cairo and Michigan collections

respectively, the latter a complete papyrus in the Michigan library. No. 2 is a petition to the king from

Attains, no. 3 a royal order, both of considerable interest. Three Ptoleinav^ Papyri^ in Journal^ xiv, 288-93.

The following publications of 3rd century papvri are reviewed by Wilcken in vol. ix of the Archie:

\Vestermann’s Lease from the Estate of Apollonius {Jou.rnal., xiv, 141), pp. 67-8; Bell’s Greek Sightseers

{ihid.\ pp. 66-7 (see also Otto^s Seleukidengesrhichte in ^ 4 and Eostovtzeff’s Greek Sightseers in § 5), and

Waxed Tablets {ibid.\ p. 100
;
and Zucker’s Griech. Urk, oherag. Herkunft {ihid.)^ pp. 68-70.

The long-expected fourth fascicule of vol. i of the Lille Papyri has now appeared. It contains only addenda

and corrigenda and the indexes, with some facsimiles. If the corrections are numerous this is due to the

great difficulty of decipherment offered by many of the papyri and the length of time which has elapsed since

the publication of the first two fascicules. Papyrus Grecs. P. Jodgcet, P. Collart, J. Lesquier. (Iiistitut

Papyr, de TLlniversite de Lille.) Paris, Leroux, 1928. Pp. 265-311, 12 plates. Reviewed by 5V. Schubart
in Gnomon iv, 593—1.

P. Freib. 12-38 {Journal.^ xiv, 141 f.) is reviewed by M. San Nicolo in D. Lit.-Z..^ N.F., v, 738-40. See

too § 6, A, V.

In concluding this section reference may be made to the publication, by \V. Sfiegelberg, of a Demotic

contract of service (Berlin Ostracon 6528) long ago published by Brfgsch but not previously undei*stood.

Vertrag liher Dienstvermietung

^

in Deniotica, ii {Sitz.-Ber. Bayer. Ak.^ 1928, 2. Abh.), 49-52. For Gueraud’s
publication of an inscription in honour of Amenothes {Bull. Inst. Fr. d'Arch. Or.^ xxvn) see § 2 above.

Roman. Schubart has published a Latin papyrus, interesting more for its date and the language in

which it is written than for its contents. It is a letter, wu-itten in rustic capitals of an early type, from a

slave named Phileros to a certain Menander, slave of Diogenes, or rather to his fellovv-slav^es generallv. As
slaves and master alike were clearly Greek and the papyrus was presumably found in Egypt, the use of

Latin is curious, and Schubart suggests as the motive a desire to keep the contents more secret, thoucrh

they do not seem of such importance as to call for special secrecy. Schubart, on the ground of both the
hand and the orthography (note that ei is used for long f throughout), dates the letter in the 1st century b.c.,

perhaps even under the later Ptolemies, when there were of course many Romans at Alexandria. AVilcken
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{Archi}\ IX, 85) remarks that the use of Latin may perhaps point rather to the Augustan age
;
but if the

motive wa?5 indeed secrecy the earlier period, when Latin was less familiar, is the likelier. Ein lateinischer

Brit>f auf in Ber. a. d. Prevss. Kuiistsani'inlu'ngen^ XLix, 43-4, 1 plate.

Attention may here he called to an im})crtant text which, though it belongs to the sphere of epigraphy,

not pa})yi’ol()gy, is of interest to the papyrologist because it furnishes a parallel to a welLknown papyrus

text, the letter of Claudius to the Alexandrines. This is a letter of Tiberius to Gytheurn in Laconia. It is

in reply to an offer of divine honours, which Tiberius declines for himself, though he applauds the rendering

of thorn to Augustus. As for Li via, aTroKpivdirai orav dL(j6r}rai nap* vpo3v t)v Trept ran/ fis avr^v Tip.wv

Kpiaiv, A(klre?'.sed to a town of little importance and dealing with a single point only, it is naturally much

bi'iefer tli.in the letter* of Claudius, but it shows that the latter was following an established principle of

Imj)Crial policy. S. B. KougEAS, ’ETriypa^tKal €k Tvdflov 2i/p./3oXat, III. ’EtticttoXi] Tt/Sfptov, in 'EXXT/i/txa, I,

38 -43
:
see also 152-7.

C. J. Kraemer reviews Olsson’s Papyrushriefe in Cl. ^Veekhp xxi, 23-5. In this connexion I may
mention that the Aea. Bdge.^ 1928, 306, records a thesis for the doctorate of Brussels by Eug. Deltombe,

entitled Pieciieil de lettres privies greeq^es irouvies sur papyrus (2*^ siecle apres J.-C.).

C. W. Keyes has published, from the Columbia collection (P, Col. Inv. No. 6) a petition, dated a.d. 3,

to the basilicograrnmateus of the Division of Themistes from a drjpoo-Los yccopyos of Theadelphia, who had,

according to his own account, been wrongfully imprisoned. [X.B. Does not tivl ttotc to)v Xdyo)*/ mean
?>imply “on some pretext or other” rather than “because of some matter connected with the accounts” ?]

The Petition of a State Farmer in Roiiion Egypt., in CL Phil.., xxiii, 25-9.

S. Eitrem and H. Holst publish thi'ee papyri from the Oslo collection, all of them of some interest.

They are
: (1) Lease of land in the ovaia of Marcus Antonins at Karanis. a.d. 29. Facsimile; (2) Petition

to a centurion, mentioning the Aopvcj)opiavT] ovalo. a.d. 71-2. Probably Karanis; (3) Transfer of a nomina-

tion to the liturgical office of npaKrayp by four phylarchs. Severus Alexander. Facsimile. Three Ureek

Papyri m Osh^, in Klio, xxii, 221-7, 2 plate.s. AVilcken publishes some corrected readings of these papyri,

made during his stay in Oslo on the occasion of the Historical Congress last year, to which Eitrem adds a

few farther corrections, his own and others’. Zu drei Osloer Papyri, in Symh. Oslo., vil, 33-5.

H. 1. Bell has published two papyri from the London collection, both relating to the same case, the

hypothecation by one of the owners of his share in a female slave owned jointly by three brothers.

According to him he pledged only his third, but his brothers accused him of pledging the whole. The
earlier of the papyri is the petition to this effect by the brothers dated a.d. 168, the .second an undertaking,

dated A.D. 173-4, by the hypothecator that he will produce proofs of his assertion that he pledged only a

third. The parties were citizens of Antinoopolis resident in the Fayyum. A Family Dispute concerning

Hypothecation, in Studi in onore di P. Bonfante, 1929, iii, 61-7

h

0. Gueraud republishes the Cairo Latin tablets published by de Ricci in 1906, giving on p. 119 a facsimile

of two passages which he was unable to read. The first is clearly the amount of the census, though I am
unable to read the number of se.stertia

;
the second is the much-discussed formula q. p. f.c re ad k.

(
Wilcken

also points this out in his review in Archiv, ix, 102-4.) This republication is of great value, advancing the

study of this class of document in several ways. Quelqiies textes du musie du Caire, i. Textes latins sur

tahlettes de cire in Bidl. Inst. Fr. d'Arch. Or., xxvil, 113-21. MTlcken, besides his review of this

article, just mentioned, also reviews (pp. 100-2) Kelsey’s earlier publication {Trans. Am. Phil. liv)

of a birth certilicate, and an article, which must here be mentioned, by H, A. Sanders, The Birth Certifi-

cate of a Roman Citizen, in Cl. Phil., xxii, 409-13, in which Sanders puts forward the theory that the
latter part of the formula above referred to is to be read cfveni) R{omanam) €{xscripsi) ad K{alendarium),
translating it, “ I [name of the father] have written out for the public monthly record that a son tvas born,
etc.” Wilcken rejects this explanation and also criticises certain of the assumptions which Sanders
made in support or illustration of his theory. In the meantime Sanders had puldished a second article
on the subject, further expounding his view, A Birth Certificate of the year Ifa j.,2). in A.J.A. 2nd S
XXXII, 309-i9.

‘ >

G. CAXTACUZfeXE pu>)lihhes an important and interesting article on the pridiantun edited by Hunt in
the Raccolta Lutnbroso. U/i papyrus latin relatif a la defense du Bas Danube, in Aegyptus, ix, 63-96 A
facsimile of this papyrus will appear in the next part of the New Palaeographical Society’s publications.

‘ .i propes of .V in 1. 10 of the first papyrus Prof. Schcbaki writes to me that the same phrase can
now certainly be read in the Gnomon papyrus, § 1, 1. 10.
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Among Wilcken’s reviews in Archiv^ ix, the following deal with publications of 2nd century papyri

:

Winter, In the Service of Rome {Journal, xiv, 143), pp, 85-9
;
Boak, Epihnsis Record {ibid.), p. 89

;

Schubart-Bell, a Parcdlel to Wilcken, Ckrest, I44 {ibid,, 142-3), p. 89.

In his article Beitixtge zur aniiken Urkundengesckichte {Archiv, ix, 24-46) noticed below in § 6 E. Bicker-

MANN publishes (pp. 44-6) from a transcript by H. I Bell the complete text of the Herniopolite census

return of a.d. 132 on which the latter contributed a note to Archiv, vi, 107-9, while on p. 35 he publishes

from a provisional transcript by Wilcken an unedited Strassburg papyrus containing an order by the

strategus of the Hermopolite nome concerning the epicrisis of ot tiTro TroAecos. Similarly, in K. Ohly’s

Stichometriscke Untersuchungen (see below, § 7) there is published, with an instructive commentary, on

pp. 88-90 (cf. the Nachtrage, pp. 126-9), the full text of the interesting account of a scriptorium which

was the subject of an article by Bell in Aeggptus, ii, 281-8.

Wessely has published an interesting letter, apparently in his own collection, announcing the grant

by the prefect of permission to transport stones. He assigns it to the 3rd century. lus lupides transport

tandi, in Studi Bonfante, ii, 17-18.

Roman'Byzantine. Beviews of P. Oxy. xvii have dealt chiefly with the literary papyri there publi.shed

and are therefore noticed above, in § 1. The documents are discussed with his usual mastery by

AVilcken in Archiv, ix, 89-97.

Wilcken reviews in Archiv, ix, 97-8, Manteufeel’s Epistulae pnvatae ineditae {Journal^ xiv,

144).

H, B. Van Hoesen and A. C. Johnson publish from the Princeton collection five leases, ranging in

date from a.b. 230 to a.d. 382, and all possessing points of interest. They are well edited, with ample

commentary and useful references to parallels in the case of the first, which is a lease of a palm grove.

Five Leases in the Princeton Collection, in Journal, xiv, 118-25.

Byzantine, AVilcken reviews in Archiv, ix, 98-9, Winter’s Family Letters of Paaiskos {Journal,

XIV, 143).

An important and interesting Latin papyrus, which is unfortunately very difficult to read, has been

published by S. de Ricci. It is a petition by Abinnaeus, the well-known praepositus castrorum, to the

Emperors. It was merely described, not edited, in the second volume of the London Catalogue, where the

Abinnaeus papyri were published, but was copied for their projected edition of this archive by Martin

and Bell, who discovered subsequently that de Ricci had also copied it. It is now published in the hope

that other scholars will contribute suggestions wffiich may lead to the further improvement of the text

before the time comes to incorporate it finally in the volume. A Latin Petition of Abinnaeus {Papyrus

B.M, 44^), in Journal, xiv, 320-2, 2 plates.

G. Zereteli publishes a 5th century w^ooden tablet in the Hermitage collection. The text is apparently

an official’s exercise in the chancery style ;
and it derives a special interest from the fact that it is addressed

to Flavius Antiochus Sabinus Deraonicus, Count of the Sacred Consistory and of the o-TparKariKa raypara

of the Theban limes, whom Zereteli identifies, rightly as it seems, with a general mentioned by Malalas,

and with a man known from two inscriptions of Philae. In illustration of this “ Probearbeit he publishes

two similar texts, one from his own collection and one formerly in the. possession of B. Turaiev. Eine

grieckiscke Holztafel des v Jakrh. in der Sammlung der Eremitage, in Aegyptus, ix, 113-28.

For reviews of the Metropolitan Museum Monastery of Epiphaniits see § 2.

Byzantine-Arab, Reference may here be made to a publication by A. Mallon of some Coptic ostraoa

from Thebes {Quelques ostraea coptes de Thebes, in Rev. de VEg, Ancienne, 1
,
152 ff.), which, as interpreted

by Wessely (t75er tw Ostraka aiis Luxor, in Fhil. Woch., XLviii, 509-10), furnish useful evidence as to

the capacity of the sack and the wagon-load. Wessely assigns them, no doubt rightly, to the 7th century,

but they may date from either before or after the Arab conquest.

Arab. H. I. Bell has published the last instalment of his Translations of the Greek Aphrodito Papyri

in the BHtisk Museum in Der Islam, 1928, 4-8. This consists of translations of P. Lond. 1441 and 1449,

which were sent to press before the war but owing to the interruption of communications thus caused

could not then be printed off and were subsequently overlooked.

W. ScHUBART reviews P, Ross.-Georg, iv in Gnomon, iv, 151-3.

Finally, reference may be made to F. Ll. Griffith’s very interesting monogi*aph Christian Documents

from Nubia {Proc, of Brit. Acad., xiv, pp. 30, 4 plates), since, though strictly outside the sphere of this

bibliography, it throws valuable light on the fortunes of the Christian kingdom which lay to the south of

Egypt. The titles, modelled on those of Byzantium, which occur in the inscriptions, are curious,

Joum. of Egypt, Arch, xv. 16
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4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography, Chronology.

General. M. Rostovtzeff has written a useful, if somewhat one-sided, account of Ptolemaic Egypt for

vol, VII of the Cambridge Ancient History: chap, iv, pp. 100-54.

A third edition of the first volume of Kaerst’s GescJdchte des Hellenismus has been issued: Leipzig,

Teubner, 1027 : it contains little fresh matter except in the appendices. It is reviewed by W. AV. Tarn in

CL Rev., XLii, 148.

The second edition of Beloch’s Oriechische Oeschichte is reviewed by W. Otto in Phil. B och., xlviii,

1097-1101; by U. Kahrstedt in D. Lit.-Z., 1928, 1314; by H. Berve in Gnomon, iv, 460-.'9; and by

M. P. XiLSsoN in G.G.A., cxc, 88-01.

Jouguet’s Vimperialisme macedonien (see Journal, xiii, 103) is reviewed by J. Bidez in Rev. Beige,

^

vn,

217-19; by M. Merzagora in Aegyptus, Tin, 364-70; by A. C. Johnson in A.J.A., xxxn, 126-< ;
in

Bull. BihLet Red., 311, 171-2 ; and by E[v.] B[reccTxv] in Bull. Soc, Arch. dLihw., no. 23, 397-9.

Bevan's History of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty (see Jourmd, xiv, 144) is reviewed by C. C-

Edgar in Journal, xi\^ 108-9
;
by AV. AV. Tarn in CL Rev., xlii, 79-80

;
by J. G. AI[ilne] in xlviii,

106-8
;
by P. Cloche in Rev. et. anc., xxx, 165-6; in Anc. Egypt, 1928, 18-19

;
and by Ef^^.] B[reccia] in

Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alesc., no. 23, 396-7.

The second edition of AA'ilcken's GriecMsche Geschickte is reviewed by AAh Otto in D. Lit.-Z., 1928,

727-30.

I have not seen H. Ripplinger, Histoire de Vancienne Egypte de Vorigvne av debut du Christianisme,

Paris, 1928, which is noted in the bibliography in Gnomon.

Political hutory and position of nationalities. AAh AV. Tarn discusses The Hellenistic Ruler-Cult and

the Daemon in J.H.S., xlviii, 206-19. See also in § 2. Reference may here be made to E. R. Goodenough,

The Political Philosophy of Hellenistic Kingship, in Yale Classical Studies edited. ..by Austin JL Harmon,

i, 55-102.

There is im})ortant material for early Ptolemaic history in AA alther Schwahn’s article Zu Ilekataos

von Teos in Rhein. Mus., N.E., lxxvii, 153-9.

F. Heichelheim has published Kachtrag zur Prosopographie dcr ausivartigen Bevolkernng im Ptolemaer-

reich Jounud, xiii, 105) in Archiv, ix, 47-55; his previous work is reviewed by O. Lenze in Viertel-

jahrs. f. sozial- und Wirtsckaftsgesck., xx, 516-18; and E[v.] B[reccia] in Bull, Soc. Arch. dLilex., no. 23,

304-5.

AA". Otto’s paper Beitrage zur Seleukidengeschichte des 3 Jakrhunderts v. Chr., in AbhandL Bayer. Ak. d.

Wiss., xxxiv, Abh. 1, Munchen, 1928, pp. 98, should be noted for its bearing on Egyptian history. For

Rostovtzeff’s article Greek Sightseers in Egypt see § 5, Social Life.

J. G. Milne writes on Egyptian Nationalism under Greek and Roman Rule in Journal, xiv, 226-34.

H. Berve’s Das Alexanderreich (see Journal, xiv, 145) is revievred by F. Oertel in Neue Jahrh., iv,

385-9; by Ah Ehrenberg in Hist. Z., cxxxvii, 98-101 (interesting); by P. Jouguet in Rev. de Phil., ser.

Ill, II, 361-73 (important) ;
and by E. Kornemann in Verg. u. Gegenw., xvii, 172.

Ah Ehrenberg’s Alexander und Aegypten (see Journal, xiri, 104; xrv, 145) is reviewed by E. Korne-

mann in Verg. u. Gegenic., xvii, 173; by H. Berve in Vierteljahrs. f. sozial- u. WirtschaftsgescL, xx, 279-

80; and by E[v.] B[reccia] in Bull. Soc. Arch. d’Alex., no. 23, 383-92.

AA’^. Spiegelberg includes Yeitere Beitrage zur Erkliirung des Priesterdekretes zu Ehren des Ptolemaios

Philopator (see Journal, xiii, 105) in Demotica, li, Sitz.-Ber. Bay. AE, 1928, Abh. 2, pp. 6-12.

Spiegelberg and Otto, Eine neue Urk. zu der Siegesfeier des PtoL IV, is reviewed by E. Bickermann

in O.L.Z., XXI, 104 ;
and by F. voN Bibsing in Phil. Woch., xlviii, 862-4.

F. Geyer^s Alexander der Grosse is reviewed by E. Kornemann in Verg. u. Gegenw., xvii, 173.

Y. Tscherirower’s Die hellenistischen Stadtegriindungen (.see Journal, xiv, 145) is reviewed by P.

Graindor in Rev. Beige, vii, 651-3; and by E. Bickermann, with additions to list of cities and reference.s,

in Gnomon, iv, 351-2.

U. Kahrbtedt’s Syrische Tendtorien (see Journal, xiv, 145) is reviewed by J. H. Thiel in Museum,
XXXV, 205-6.

AA^. Schubart’s Griechen in Aegypten (see Journal, xiii, 105; xiv, 145) is review^ed by B, A, van
Groningen in Museum, xxxv, 93 ;

by M. Hojibert in Rev. Beige, vn, 219-21
;
by Ehrenberg in

Hist. Z., CXXXVII, 359; and by E[v,] B[reccia] in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., no. 23, 371-82.
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The bibliography in Aegyptus^i^^ mentions a work by J. Both, Greek' papyri lights on Jewish history

New York, 1924.

H. I. Bell’s Jvtden und Griechen (see Journal^ xm, 106; xiv, 146) is reviewed by M. Hombert in Rev,

Belge^ vi, 860-1
;
by V. Ehrenberg in Hist. Z, cxxxvi, 310 ;

by E, Kornemann in Verq. u. Gegeaw.,, xvii,

178; and by E[v.] B[reccia] in Bidh Soc, Arch. d’AIex.^ no. 23, 393-4.

Sterling Tracy in III Maccabees and Pseudo-Aristias.^ in Yale Classical i<tad'ies edited.,, by Austin M.

Harmon, i, 241-52, would regard the Aristias letter as a rebuke to the school of thought represented by
III Maccabees.

Clark Hopkins pleads for a reconsideration of the date assigned to the trial of Isidorus and Lampon.
He seeks first to invalidate the arguments advanced by Wilcken and Premerstejn in favour of the later

date cxnd then to establish others for the date a.d. 41. Some of his arguments have undoubtedly weight,

but he does not meet the difficulty of fitting in the trial (and execution I) of Isidorus and Lampon between

the accession of Claudius and the writing of his letter to the Alexandrines. The Date of the Trial of

Isidorus and Lampo before Claudius
;
B.G. U. //, 51 1, and P. Cairo, 10^48, in Yale Classical Studies edited...

by Austin M. Harmon, i, 1928, 171-7. [H. I. B.]

On the history of later Roman and Byzantine Egypt there is little to report, but the results of much
specialised work have been summarised in two useful surveys. A. E. R. Boak in the Am. Hist. Rev.,

XXXIV, 1-8 has published a paj^er (read before the Ancient History section at the Annual Meeting of the

American Historical Association held at Washington in December 1927) on Byzantine Lnperialism in

Egypt. The story, he concludes, is one “ of progressive disintegration,’’ of the decay of a civilisation and

the rise of a nationality. “ The ruin of the middle classes, the growth of the great landed proprietors and

the bureaucriitic maladministration were ills which Egypt shared with the empire as a whole. What was

more peculiar to Egypt wiis the revival of an Egyptian nationality wffiich expressed itself in a conscious

linguistic, cultural, religious and political hostility to its rulers. Hnder these conditions Egypt was

governed and held only by military force and could not be expected to protect itself for the empire from

outside attack. Accordingly, the continuation of Byz«intine rule was dependent u[)on the presence of an

adequate garrison, and this Constantinople failed to provide.’’ It might, perhaps, be suggested that Egypt

despite its foreign rulers had never ceased to be a nation, and that in this tact lies, at least in part, the

explanation of the failure of Roman rule. The obstinate devotion of Egypt to Christianity in the last great

tiersecution, its consistent opposition to the religious policy of the central government would thus represent

the forms assumed by a national consciousness which Greek, Roman and Byzantine alike failed to extin-

guish. That national consciousness was ready to seize on every favourable opportunity through which it

might make its protest against foreign domination—from the day of the battle of Raphia down to the

Arab conquest.

In J.R.S., XVII, 1-13, J. G, Milne has outlined the stages in The Ruin of Egypt by Roman mismanage-

ment. He contends that the prosperity of Egypt declined constantly under Roman rule from the time of

the conquest till the central government lost its grip upon the country, and though the decline was more

rapid at some periods than at others, there was never any sign of recovery or even any real check. The

burden of supplying the tribute to Rome was first thrown on the upper and middle classes, then, as their

resources were exhausted, it was passed on to the peasantry : the administrative changes of Severus were

a fresh attempt to put the screw on the middle classes, those of Diocletian to do the like with the peasants

:

but all through there was no departure from the great principle of policy, first laid down by Augustus^

that Egypt was to be exploited solely for the benefit of the imperial treasury.... It seems cle^ir that the

explanation of the state of absolute ruin to which Egypt was reduced after four centuries of Rom<in rule,

in spite of the fact that the natural fertility of the country was not, and could not be, permanently

impaired, must be found primarily in the uninterrupted drain of capital to Rome : and this drain took a

form which was at once most insidious in its operation and most fatal in the end—the tribute of corn. It

must be remembered that the enormous quantities of corn shipped annually from Alexandria to Rome, or

later to Constantinople, w’ere a dead loss to Egypt
;
not a penny w^as paid for them, and though they

might be regarded in theory as a rent paid by the cultivators to the Emperor as owner of the soil, the

landlord wais an absentee, and no part of the rent accrued to the benefit of the country by his expenditure

of it: on the contrary it was w^asted in the most vicious way economically possible by being used to

pauperise the inhabitants of Rome,”

For Cyril’s conflict wnth Nestorius reference may be made to the article by R. Abramowski, Zur
Tragodie'^^ des Sestorias, in Z. f, Kirchengesch,, XLVII, N.F., x, 305-24, which is a careful study of the

16—2
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Xeatorian Church History composed towards the end of the sixth century by a priest from Bet-Arbaje.

This was published by Natj in the Patrologia Orientalis^ ix, pt. 5, 1913, under the title, La seconde partie

de Vkistidre eccUsiastiqne de Barhadbesabha etc.

G. Bardy in the Revve apologetiqiie^ XLii (1926), 643-51, 707-21, has published an article ou La vie

chrttien/ie aux iie et ire sikles daprh les papyrus. The article is only known to me through a citation in

Aegyptus^ ix, no. 6857. [See also § 2.] For C. AVessely’s Ueher vier OstraJca aus Luxor see § 3 abo’^e.

Administration, An important article by M. Cary, A Constitutional Inscription from Cyrene, appears

in J.H.S., XLViii, 222-38. He agrees with Th. Reinach in dating it to 322-1 B.C., and examines the

various provisions exhaustively.

Important also is U. Wilcken’s Zum Orrnurnicus-Papyrus, in Hermes, lxiii, 48-65, which deals with

the organisation of corn-storage in Alexandria for export to Rome and local supply.

J. ZiNGERLE, Rifmisch-Militarisches au<i A^pyptcn, with a Nachrort by U. WiLCKEX, in Arcliiv,ix, 5-13

and 13-14, elicits some information from inseriiitious at Gebel-Tukh and Philae as to the employment of

Roman troops.

In lus lapides transportandi, in Studi Bonfante, ii, 17-18, C. We.ssely shows that permission for

obtaining stone had to be got from the prefect.

A. Premerstein discusses Die funf nengefundenen EdiJcte des Angustus axis Kyrene in Z. Sai\-

Stift,, XLViii, 419-531. See also § 6.

E. Bickermann in Beitrage zur anUken Urkvndengeschiclite, in A\reJiiv, ix, 24-46, deals with airoypa(f>r),

oiKoyevcia, cTriKpLcri^, and Pilyvirrioi.

P. CoLLOMp’s Chancellerie et diplomatique des Lagides (see Journal, xiii, 107, xiv, 146) is reviewed by
F. ZucKER in Gnomon, iv, 380-4; and by F. Bilabel in O.L.Z., xxxi, 1080-3.

On Byzantine administration the most important publication is the second edition of Mdlle. G.
Rouillard s L administration civile de VEgypte byzantvne, with a preface by Professor Diehl. Paris,

Geuthner, 1928. Pp. xv4'268. (The former edition was of 242 pp.) The form and arrangement of the
lx»ok are unchanged, but illustrations have now been added, and in the words of Professor Diehl, “le
present volume est une edition nouvelle largement compietee par des rechei-ches fort etendues.’' The
imp(>rtance of this study w<is generally recognised when it first appeared, and this revision will be an
essential work of reference for all students of the history of Byzantine Egypt.

H. Bott in a dissertation of the university of Frankfurt a. M. has dealt with Die Grundziige der dio-
kletianischen Steuerverfassung. Darmstadt, L. C. Wittich, 1928. Pp. 71. It is impossible in this place to
analyse the argument

;
it must suffice to state the authors conclusion : Diocletian’s taxation system was

“eine in sich geschlossene Einheit ’’—based upon a single unit, the caput. It is therefore misleading to
distinguish between a land-tax and a poll-tax : there is rather a single tax levied alike on produce and
labour. It may be noted that a new edition is reported of A. Piganiol’s Hhnpot de capitation sous le

Bas-Empire romain. Paris, Geuthner, 1928. Pp. 101. 20 fr. : see Gnomon, iv, BibUographische Beilage 4/5,
p. 28, At the moment of writing there comes to hand another work, obviously of great importance, on
the same subject: F. Lot, Virnpot fonder et la capitation personnelle sous le Bas Empire et d Vepoque
franque. Paris, Champion, 1928. Pp. 139.

Stade’s work on Diocletian {Journed, xiii, 92-3) has been reviewed by J. Vogt in Hist. Z, cxxxvii
136-8

;
and by X. H. Baynes in J.R.S., xvii, 124-5.

’ *

Ernst Stein is writing a Gesckichte des spdtromiscken Reiches in two volumes : vol. i has appeared and
carries the history of the Empire from a.d. 284 to a.d. 476. Seidel, Vienna. Pp. xxii-f 592, with 10 plates
and 4 mai)s. Sewn M.26, boimd M.30. This is specially valuable for political and administrative history,
and the elaborate sections on the imperial hierarchy and the civil service should be particularly noticed*
The completeness with which references to the original authorities are given will render a great service to
all students of the period

Arab administration of Egypt has been considered with reference to the evidence of the papyri by
A. S. Teuton in Journ. of Roy. Asiatic >Soc., 1928, 485-508, in a paper on Islam and the Protected
Religions: Taxation, while F. Dolger’s Beitruye zur Gesckichte der hyzantinischen Finanzvenoaltunq etc
has been reviewed by H. I. B[ell] in J.HS,, xlviii, 114-16, who from the material contained in P. Bond!

1 Though not written with special reference to Egypt, F. Maetroye’s article on Les patronages d^agnculteurs et
de rid an ire et au ve siecles, in Revue historique de droit franepis et etranger, 4me serie, 7« annee 201-48 mav
here be mentioned. * ’ ^
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IV compares the administrative methods of the Byzantine Empire with those employed in the early period

of Arab rule in Egypt.

Biography, In Journal^ xiv, 246-60, W. W. Tarx publishes an interesting and suggestive lecture on
Ptolemy IL

For Cyril and Nestorius see above, Political history.

Topography, J. Morr’s article on Poseidonios^ eitie (}aelle Strabons ini xvii Buche in Philologus^

Lxxxiii, 306-15, is useful for Egyptian geography.

A. Calderini discusses Localitit delV Ossirinckite {Egitto) in Reiid, 1st, Lomb.^ LViu, 529-36.

C. Wessely reviews H. Rink’s dissertation, Strassen und Vicrtelnamen von Oxyrhynchus^ in Byz,-Xeugr.

Jahrh.., v, 245-6.

Ev. Breccia publishes a French translation of his article Etiam periere ruiaae? (on Alexandria),

contributed to the Baccolta LunihrosOy in Bull, Soc, Arch. d’Alex.^ no. 23, 355-69.

In Suez and Clysnia.! in Journal^ xiv, 277-9, J. J. Hess contends that Clysrna, Al-Kulzum in Arabic

authors, did in fact lie near the modern Suez, against H. Guthe's denial of this view.

Chronology, The discussion mentioned in Journal^ xiii, 110, xiv, 147, is continued by A. Stein,

Observations on the Chronology of the Roman Emperors in the second half of the third century^ in Journal

^

XIV, 16-18; H. Mattingly, Note on the foregoing.^ ibid., 19; and J. G. Milne, Chronological Pitfalls, ibid.,

20-1 .

For Egyptian chronology the exhaustive treatise of Vi. Kubitschek, Grundriss der Antiken Zeitrech-

nung, Mtlnchen, pp. viii 4-241, is of great value: it is reviewed by A. C[alderini] in Aegyptus, viii, 381

;

by R. Laqceur in D. Lit,-Z., 1928, U22; by J. K. Fotheringhaji in J.R.S., xvfi, 242-3
;
and in J,H.S.,

XLviii, 257-9.

E. Meyer’s Untersuchiingen zur Chronologie der ersten Ptolenuier (see Journal, xiii, 110; xiv, 147) is

reviewed by G. Corraei iu Boll. Fil. CL, xxxiv, 89-91
;
i\nd by Hombert in Rev. Beige, vi, 369-71.

R. Weil’s Bases, methodes, et resultats de la Chronologie egyptienne is reviewed by E. Drioton in

Jou'ni. Sav., 1928, 217-22.

A. Stein uses the evidence of papyri in a paper, Zur Ahfassungszeit der Orammatik des Ronianus, in

Hermes, LXiii, 480-1, touching the date of Marius Salutaris.

In Yale Classical Studies, i, edited for the Department of Classics by Austin M. Harmon, Yale Uni-

versity Press, 1928; London, Milford, pp. 231-8, Prescott AV. Townsend writes on The Chronology of the

year 2S8 a.d. On the basis of the evidence of papyri as well as of literary and epigraphic sources he

concludes that the course of events may be thus summarised

:

Beginning of the revolt in Africa ... ... ... ... ca, March 19

Proclamation of the Gordians as A ugusti by the Senate . . , ca. April 1

Death of the Gordians in Africa ... ... ... ... ca. April 21

Accession of Maximus and Balbinus ... ... ... ca. May 1

Death of Maximinus ca. May 17-23

Death of Maximus and Balbinus ; accession of Gordian HI ca, August 7 ‘

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Economic History, Numismatics, and Metrology.

General, Egypt fills a good deal of space in AV. AA’^. Tarn’s Hellenistic Civilisation, London, 1927,

pp. 312, which gives a comprehensive and readable survey of the period : it is reviewed by A. AA". Gomme
iu Cl, Rev., xlii, 75-6 ;

and by J. G. M[ilne] in J.H.S., XLViii, 129,

P. Viereck has written an account of Philadelpheia : Die Grkndung einer hellenistischen Militurkolonie

in Aegypten, Leipzig, 1928, pp. 70, 10 plates: it is reviewed by H. I. Bell in Gnomon, iv, 583-6; by

C. C. Edgar in Journal, xiv, 330; by P. Graindor in Rev. Beige, vii, 1111-13; and by^ P. Collart in

Joum, Sav,, 1928, 289-91
;
and in Rev. de Phil., ser. iii, ii, 378-9.

H. Schneider includes chapters on Die Kidtur der Hellenen and Die Kultur der Rorner Romder und
Byzantiner in Die Kulturleistiingen der Menschheit, Bd. i, 273-442 and 442-519.

AV. Otto’s Kulturgeschichte (see Journal, xiii, 110
;
xiv, 147) is reviewed by L. Wenger in Archiv ix

109-10.

^ It may perhaps be useful for the purposes of comparative study to refer to an elaborate paper published in

the same volume by George McLean Harper, Jr. (pp. 105-68) on Village Administration in the Roman Province

of Syria,
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EobtuVTzefeb Social and Economic Bisiory («ee Journal^ xiil, 110; siv, 147) is reviewed by

:M. Gelzer in Buz. Z., 1927, 387-9; by C. J. Kraemer in Cl V^eekly, xxii, 13-15
;
and by U. Kahrstedt

in G.G.A., cxc, 67-87.

Social Life. R. Cagnat has collected a number of essays under the title En pays Romain^ Paris, 1927

:

no, 6, ludisrretivas svc Ics Egyptiens de Vepoqite liomame^ hills under the present head : the book is

reviewed by A. Ernout in Rev. de Phil, ser. iii, ii, 387 ;
and noticed by C. W. in Hist. Jakrh..^ XLviii, 115.

In Trans. Am. Phil Lvni, 132-54, Ethel H. Brewster writes on A Weaver of Oxyrhynchus; Sketch

of a Bundle Life in Roman Egypt^ discussing the evidence as to the family of Tryphon, son of Dionysius.

Two items in Chroaiqae dEgypte^ iv, by Claire Pr^aux are Les Touristes en Egypte duns l'Antiquit€\

pjj. 139-43; and Qaelqves cacacti res des lettres privtes grecques d'Egypte, i)p. 144-55: both are of a popular

nature.

M. Rgstovtzeff contributes an article on Greek Sightseers in Egypt to Journal.^ xiv, 13-15, dealing

with the Zenon pai)yrus published by Bell in Syinb. Oslo, (see Journal^ xiv, 141).

E. Bethe’s Alejxt/idria tfuter d-n erstea Ptolemaern in Forschungen und Fortschritfe^ HI, 22, 170, should

be noted here.

• G. Secre’s Les inipromptus iouristigues (see Journal., xiv, 148) is reviewed by S. R[einach] in Rev,

Arch., XXVI, 305.

K. Schmidts Das gnecinsche Gymnasiinn (see Journal, xiv, 148) is reviewed by W. Otto in O.L.Z.,

1928, 265-8.

Finance, Agriculture, Industry. There are frequent references to Egj^pt in E. H. AVarmington, The

Commerce heticcen the Roman Enij^ire and India, Cambridge, 1928, pp. x+ 417, which is a full and useful

collection of evidence: it is reviewed by Ab Chapot in Rev. et. anc., xxx, 328-30; by S. E,[eikach] in Rev.

Arch., xxvHii, 173-4; aiid by AI. P. Chakleswokth in J.R.S., xvhi, 237-8.

A. Calderini's QrjaavpoL is revieAved by AV. Otto in O.L.Z., xxxi, 265-8 ; and by F. Zucker in Gnomon^

IV, 374-80.

Batiking in Egypt is dealt with in an elaborate article by J. Desvernos, Ba agues et Banquiers dans

TAncienne Egypte, sous les PtoUmees et la dornination Romaine, in Bull. Soc. Arch, dlilex., no. 23, 303-48.

AAb L. AA^estermann deals with Egypt at .some length in an article 0?i Inland Transportation and

Communication in Antiquity in Polit. Science Quart., XLiii, 364-87.

G. AI. Harper discusses the Zenon correspondence in A Study in the Commercial Relations hetiveen

Egypt and Syria in the Third Century before Christ in Journ. Phil, XLix, 1-35.

O. Grabe’s Die Preisrevolution (see Journal, xiv, 148) is i-eviewed by F. Heichelheim in Z. f. Nuniism.,

xxxviii, 245-55.

AI. P. Charleswortii discusses The Periplus Maris Erythraei in Cl. Quart., xxii, 92-100, wdth reference

to its date and bearing on the history of Roman policy in the East.

AC AIartin's La fiscalite romaine (see Journal, xiii, 112; xiv, 148) is reviewed by AI. Hombert in Rev.

Beige, vi, 857-60.

J. G. AIilne writes on The Currency Reform of Ptolemy //in Anc. Egypt, 1928, 37-9.

AI. Schnebel examines An Agricultural Ledger in P. Bad. 75 in Journal, xiv, 34-4.5.

There is some evidence relating to the Graeco-Roman period in two articles by A. Lecas : Egyptian

Use of Beer and Wines in Anc. Egypt, 1928, 1-5
;
cind Silver in Ancient Titnes in Journal, xiv, 313-19.

Casper J. Kraemer deals with The Skin-clad sheep of Antiquity in Cl. Weekly, xxi, 33-5.

For taxation in the Byzantine and Arab periods see above in ^ 4, Administration.

Education, Science, and Art. AAC R. Dawson collects References to Mummification by Greek and Latin

authors in Aegypius, ix, 106-12.

R. Hinks describes A portrait of a Ptolemaic Queen in J.B.S., xlviii, 239-42.

Reviews of two parts of Ejqjcdition Ernst von Sieglin. Ausgrahungen In Alexandria'. Ii. Die griechisch-

agyptische Sammlung .ire by AV. Otto of J. A'ogt’s Terrakotten in Gnomon, iv, 257-62 and by G. Lippold
oi Malerei e,nd Plastik in D. Lit.-Z., xxxi, 1515.

From Lit. Zentralhl. I take a note of C. Bulcke, Eirigjunge Kunst: Griech.-ugyptische Mumienhildnisse
in Die GartenlauhCy 1928, 35-7.

Numismatics and Metrology. There is an exhaustive article by the late Th. Reinach in Rev. et.gr.,

xli, 121-96. Du rapport de valeur des metaux monetavres dans VEgypie au temps des Ptoh'mees.

A. Segre’s Circolaziofie monetai'iu (see Journal, xiv, 148) is reviewed by F. Heichelheim in Z. f.
Numism., xxxviii, 245-55 ; and by A. Calderini in Aegyptus, viii, 381-2.
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E. T. Newell makes a careful analysis of Tv:o Recent Egyptian hoards—Delta and Kcnch in Nionism.

Notes and Monographs, no. 33, New York, 1927, pp. 34.

The currencies of Egypt under the Romans are noticed by H. ^^Iattingly in his useful handbook
on Roman Coins from the earliest times to the fall of the Western Empire. London, 1927. Pp. xx + SOf),

64 plates.

In Symb. Oslo., vi, 69-74, H. Holst publishes Remarks concerning some of the Ptolemaic coins in the

Numismatic Cabinet of the Unicersity [of Oslo].

6. Law.
A. GeneraL

i. Bihliogixtphies. P. Meyer’s Jiinstischer Pupyrushericht {Noveniher Pj.^^ij Oktoher 10 E) ha^

ajipeared in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 587-633. E. Perrot har^ issued his annual B^dletin Bihliographapfc for

the whole of economic and legal history as supplements to Rev. hist. dr. f>\ et etr., N.S., vi and vii. The

first instalment, covering roughly 1927, defers the lists of German and Italian works and the periodical

literature
;
the second brings the periodical literature up to Dec. 1928. There are also the sections

headed Diritto e ammiiiistruzione of A. Calderini's methodical hihliograpliics in Aegyptns., viiij 226-8 and

IX, 186-8. U. Wilcken’s Crkanden-ReferoA in Archie, ix, 63-104, is of course of special importante to

jurists, and the Testi recentemente puhblicati in Aegyptus, viii, 137-66, 339 -50 and ix, 129-12 are also

very useful, though they would be more so if dates of documents were given. At tlie end of a zieerology of

P. F. Girard in Rev. hist. dr. fr. et etr., N.S,, vii, 315-25, P. Collinet brings up to date the bibliography

of Girard given in Etudes dhhist. jur. offertes a P. F. Girard (Paris, 1912), i, xi-xv. G. M. Calhoun and

C. Delamere’s a ^corking Bibliography of Greek Law (Milford, 1927) is pretty fav(airably reviewed by

E. Levy in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 767-8, unfavourably by K. Latte in Gnomon, iv, 458-9.

ii. Legal History of Antiquity. In Archiv, ix, 104-38, L. Wengeb resumes the conspectus of litera-

ture left unfinished by J. Partsch, ibid., Vii, 258-87 (1912-1923). The present Literal urnnhersPht I (1914-

1928) goes back a little in order to include some Italian work not covered by Partsch, but in view of

WiLCken’s Referat it excludes texts, and in view of Meyer’s Bericht it is eclectic. This first instalment,

headed Allgemeine Darstellungen. Antike Rechtsgeschichte, develope.s the doctrine that the history of the

legal systems of antiquity must l>e considered as a whole, and that the bivjadeiiing of Roman legal history

into the legal history of antiquity is the most important task of the modern Romani.st. This had already

been urged by Wenger with great learning and eloquence in Der heutige Stand der romischen Rechtsinssen-

schaft, a work which has been reviewed by F. de Zulueta in Jovriad, xiv, 186
;
by R. Kubler in Z. Sac.-

StifL, xlviii, 659-62; by M. Besnier in Journ. Sai\, 1928, 250 ; by A. Calderini in Aegyptus, ix, 158-9

;

by F. Litten in O.L.Z., xxxi, 834-7
;
and by H. ^Mitteis in Hist. Z., cxxxviii, 83-8. The most important

of these reviews is Kubler’s, which, while not unsympathetic, implies reserves.

Of the Literaturkbersicht, to which we return, the core is Wenger’s own review of this previous work

together with that of an earlier lecture of L. Mitteis’s, Antike Rechtsgeschichte uad 7'07nanistisch€s Reckts-

studium (1917. 18. Heft der Mitteil. des Yereins der Freunde des human. Gymn. in Mitteis is

prima facie in direct opposition to Wenger. The question cannot be discussed here, but it may be men-

tioned that S. Rigcobono has published a vigorous defence of Mitteis’s point of view with a translation

of his lecture in Annali del Se'm. Ginr. di Palermo, 1928.

In pursuance of the same idea the Literaturilbersicht also deals with a number of works lying strictly

outside the scope of the present bibliography, thus W. Otto’s Kultiirgesch. des Alterturas (1925), Italian

works treating of the general problems of ancient legal history, particularly E. Caru si’s and the lively

controversy they have excited, R. Taubenschlag’s Das imm. Priratrocht zur Zeit Diokletians, and P. db
Francisci’s article (not seen) in Aixh. Giur., 1925, Z’ azione degli elernenti stranieri sullo sviluppo e sulla

crisi del dir. rom. These fall, anyhow, outside our chronological limits; not so M. San Nicol6’s Die

Stelliing der Keilschriftiu'kunden in der vorderasiatischen Rcchtsentwicklung in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 21-50.

We confine ourselves to Egypt. At the beginning (pp, 21-3) is a welcome summary of the pre~Ptolemaic

Egyptian evidence; at the end (pp, 41 ff.) we meet the conclusion that the breaking of the silence which

reigns in Egypt at the close of the eighth and the beginning of the seventh centiny b.c. is no accident,

but is due to the reform of the law of contract attributed by Diodorus (i, 94, 5 ; i, 79, 1) to king Bocchoris.

The question is thus raised of Persian influence on Egyptian private law, for example on marriage, as to

which see San Nicolo’s article chronicled last year {Journal, xiv, 152, iv).
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The idea of antike Rechtsgesckichte also underlies L. AVenger’s Die rechUhistorische Papyntsforschitng.

Ergehnisse v.nd An/gaberiy published in Archiv f. Kidturgesch,^ xix, 10-44. The keynote is the central

position of Egypt as the battlefield of national, Greek and Roman law. ATe get the idea of Roman law as

a great synthesis, though still Roman, culminating in Justinian. And similarly we must advance from

Rome, in Egypt through the Coptic and Arabian periods, to the Middle Ages. This article forms an

excellent introduction to papyrology from the juristic point of view.

In the same order of ideas is L. AA^exger’s laudatory review, in xxvii, 407-19, of H. Monnier’s

Le$ Novelles de Leon le Sage i^Bibl. des Universites du Midi^ Fuse, xvii, 1923). It discusses the question of

Roman versus Greek and other influences in post-Justinian Byzantine law. As AA^exger observes, modern

Romanistic research has pushed the question back a stage earlier : how far is the Corpus luris itself

Roman or how far Byzantine ? In the post-Justinian period the pendulum swings between Justinian^s

system and native influences—Balkan, Slavonic, Caucasian, Oriental, etc., but the questions raised are not

ripe for solution. AA^exger gives a glimpse of the views of the new Greek school. Moxnier’s book, how-

ever, stands aloof, presenting not a picture of the development, but that of one stage.

A number of reviews of books more or less connected with papyrology may now be mentioned very

briefly. A. Steixwexter’s review in Gnomon^ iv, 65-72, of G. M. Calhoun, The growth of criminal law in

ancient Greece^ contains a discussion of juristic and {)hilologistic coo])eration in the field of Greek law

;

also an interesting contrasting of Strafreckt and the Anglo-American conc*eption of criminal law. There

is no doubt that the latter is too narrow for historical purposes. In Krit. Vierteljahrsschrift f. Gesetzgehungy

etc., XXII, 91-7, R. Neuner briefly notices Festschr. f. Banausek which contains, with other papers,

M. San Xicolo’s Zur Enticickhcng der habyloaiscken Urkiindenfonnen (Journal^ xni, 114) and A. Stein-

wenter’s Fene Urkunden znra hyzantinischen Lihellprozess {Journal^ xiv, 155) ;
he also, ibid., 101-8, reviews

A. Steinwenteu's Die Streitheendiguagy etc. {Journal

^

xiil, 116 ;
xiv, 155), and, ibid.y 108-15, E. Levy’s

Der Hergang der rbiiiischen Ehescheidnng {Journal^ xill, 115). B. Kubler, ihid.y 213-22, reviews R. Maschke,
Die Willenslekre im griechiseken Reckt^ on which see also AA^ Kunkel in Z. Sav,-Stift,y xlviii, 709-22. The
connexion of this important work with our province is somewhat remote

;
less so is E. E. Bruck’s Toten-

teily etc. [Journaly xiii, 88), which is favourably reviewed by B. Kubler next after Maschke’s book

(pp. 222-31) anel by A. Calderini, picking out the papyrological passages, in Aegyptusy ix, 159-60. In

Aegyptusy viii, 374-5, A. Calderini gives a short notice of the second edition (Naples, 1927) of Ah Arangio-
Ruiz’s Istituzioni di dir. rom.y a work which owing to its free and profitable use of papyrological material

is an exceptionally suitable manual for us.

P. Koschaker’s Neue Keilschriftlicke Rechtsiirkunden aus der ELAmarna-Zeit {Abk. Sachs. Ak.y xxxix,

V, x-t-184 pp.) is a study of recently published Assyrian texts of the fifteenth-thirteenth centuries, with

some transcriptions and translations. Its notes are rich in comparative law. Thus at pp. 22, n. 3, 35, n. 6,

42, n. 3, 74, n. 1, the forms and system of publication of documents suggest i)apyrological analogies, at

pp. 66, n. 1 and 81, n. 3, a development is noted similar to that sketched by AA’'. Kunkel (C below) in

catoecic tenure, at p. 79, n. 1 res mancipi come in for comparison and t<5ws-marriage at p. 86, n. 1. There
is also an interesting group of notes, with papyrological parallels, on the subject of real security (pp. 101,

n. 1, 102, n. 3, 106, n. 5, 113, n. 4), and two notes (pp. 125, n. 4, 128, n. 1) deal with the problematic con-

nexion between real and personal execution.

iii. Lexicographical. L. AA^enger^s Bericht iiber den Stand der Arheiten am Novellenindex (A?fs Novellen-

index und Papyruswbrterhuch J: Sitz.-Ber. Bay. Ak.y 1928, Abh. 4) is noted below, D. i. In Z. Sav.-Stift.y

XLVIII, 571-2 M. San Nicolo gives a list of corrigenda of the Greek constitutions in P. Kruger’s Cod.

lust. In Studi Bonfantey iii, 153-62, in an article on Detention at Roman iaw, AIax Radin suggests that in

the phase icXi^povopot xal bidboxoi Kai 8ta>cdro;(oi the last word represents detentatores and means “holders
by other title," not bononim possessores as indicated by Preisigke’s Fachwbrter\ see C.T. 11 20 6 * C.J. 5

17, 8, 7 a
; 11, 70, 5, 2.

iv. Juristic texts. Zam sog. Gnomon des Idioslogos, aus Emil Seckels NachlasSy herausg. von Paul M.
AIeyer {Sxtz,~Ber• Preuss. Ak.y 1928, xxvi, 424 56), is a selection from Seckel’s papers commenting on the
Gnomon. The papers are of various dates, none very recent, so that Meyer has had to edit heavily.

There is much valuable material both from him and from Seckel, but in awkward form. AV'e badly need
a new edition of the Gnomon summarising the results reached by the various studies enumerated pp. 424-5,
to which H. Stuart Jones, Fresh Light on Roman Bureaucracy (Oxford, 1920), should be added. Seckel’s
general view is that the Gnomon is an administrative instruction for the office of the IdioslogoSy emanating
from Augustus at the end of his reign, to which additions have been made from enactments of emperors,
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senate, the praefect of Egypt and the Idioslogos, but not directly from leges^ plehiscita^ edicta magistratmim

(p. 425). Thew^ antiquum (e.g. IL Voconia and Falcidia, pp. 431, 440) is taken as known
;
what is insisted

on is the ius novum {IL Iidia et Papia Poppaea),

The Gains fragments of P. Oxy. xvii, 2103 (
= 0) have been commented on by P. Collinet in Rev. hist,

dr. fr. et etr., N.S., vii, 92-7
;
by F. de Zulueta in Laic Quart. Rei\^ xnv, 198-208

;
and by E. Levy in

Z. Sav.-Siift., xlyiii, 532-49 and Studi Bonfante., ii, 277-87. All are agreed that the doctrine of post-Gaian

additions in the Veronese palimpsest
(
= V) has received a serious blow: on this see especially Levy’s first

article. With regard to O 11. 47 ff., corresponding to the illegible page of V, opinions vary, particularly in

the matter of the restorations from 1. 57 onwards. Collinet in substance accepts A. S. Hunt’s proposals;

Zulueta attempts to reconstruct from 1. 54 onwards on the lines of the Edict. In his version {ibid., p. 208)

the words in solidum, 1. 58, rightly criticised by Levy, should be corrected into in id tot urn. The most

plausible reconstruction, based on a brilliant conjecture for the gap 11. 59-60, is that of Levy. This is now
printed by B. Kubler in a supplement to his latest separate edition of Gaius (Teubner, 1928). Levy’s coii'

sequent restoration of 11. 62-70, not attempted by the others, is naturally very conjectural, but in his

second article, recognising that at 1. 70 O must have reached Gaius 4, 73 (Inst. 4, 7, 4c), he establishes the

important point that the clauses of Inst. 4, 7, 4b beginning Licet enim una est actio had probably no coun-

terpart in Gaius, and thus disposes of the class!cality of the famous duae coademnationes of that passage.

The new juristic fragment, P. Oxy. xvii, 2089, is dealt with by Levy in a second part (pp. 549-55) of

his first article. He makes a considerable contribution to the recovery of the text, which he holds comes

from a classical work, most probably a commentary on the Lex Lulia et Papia, the author of which cannot

be determined.

V. Comments on business documents. Besides the comprehensive articles of P. M. Meyer and U. Wilcken
mentioned above we have only to notice here an important review by W. Kunkel in Gnomon, iv, 659-69,

of P. Freib. iii {Journal, xiv, 141-2, 152). It begins with a description of contents, agreement being

expressed with U. Wilcken’s view (against J. Partsch’s) that the bulk of the documents are agoranomic,

being probably the original official copies, and ends with praise of the merits of the edition. The body of

the review deals fii*st with the leases and secondly with the marriage contracts of the collection. Nos. 24,

25, 28, 34 and 35 are leases with a clause acknowledging receipt by lessor of 7rp68oga us to. cK^dpta, which

justifies their ascription to the class of documents known as fLiaBoio-us TrpoSopartKat. Like V. Arangio-

Ruiz in the work to be mentioned below under D. i, but independently of him, Kunkel gives reasons for

not agreeing with the generally held opinion that these transactions are in all cases concealed antichrestic

loans: etymologically the suggestion of npodopa is arrha. In the second part the reviewer expresses a

number of doubts as to Wilcken’s view of the P. Freib. marriage contracts. This depends on the existence

in Ptolemaic law of a distinction, copied from the native law, between free and full marriage contracts.

Kunkel shows the difficulty of determining which class of contract documents represent, and doubts the

formal opposition opoXoyla ydpov and crvyypa(l>rf awoKeaiov. Moreover the doubt extends to the material

meaning of the opposition, which is no clearer, at present, than that between Trpdcns and d7rocrTa(rlov in

sale. [On P. Freib. iii see too 3, Ptolemaic.^

vi. Diplomatic. In Archiv, ix, 80 U. Wilcken shows that parts A and B of P.S.I. ix, 1026 (150 a.d.)

are the outer and inner versions of a double document of the old type, making with P.S.I. vi, 729 and

P. M. Meyer, Jur. Pap., 37, three Latin documents of this type from the Roman period. A. S. Hunt

seems to have overlooked the two last-mentioned in his comment on P. Oxy. xvii, 2131 {Journal, xiv,

150), but in Archiv, ix, 95 Wilcken confirms Hunt’s conjecture that B.G.U. 525 and 970 are the com-

ponents of a similar Greek document from the same period, P. Oxy. 2131 being the only other known.

In Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 567-70 E. Weiss republishes from G. Haux, Bull. Corresp. Helleniqne, l, 226,

adding a commentary, a short second century a.d. Thasian inscription, which regulates the tariff at which

the pvr}fiov€s are to put their books at the disposition of parties wishing to execute a public document.

Compare P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav. -Stiff., xlvi, 323, 333.

H. Steinacker’s Die antiken Gmndlagen der fnihmittelalterlichen Privaturkunde {Journal, xiv, 150)

is favourably reviewed by A. Calderini in Aegyptus, ix, 162-3; and by H. I. Bell, with more papyrological

detail, in Cl. Rev., xlii, 199-200. The former reviewer points out deficiencies in Steinacker’s bibliography,

the latter complains of the lack of an index.

In Beitr. z. antiken Urkundengeschickte II in Archie, ix, 24-46, E. Bickermann confirms the conclusion

of his previous article {Journal, xiv, 151 ;
P. M. Meyer, Z. Sac.-Stift., xlviii, 594-5) that by the beginning

of the Roman period the Greeks of the absorbed into the native population. Declarations

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 17
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or returns ui 7royf}a(j)cu) made to Roman officials, unlike petitions, required no answer. The declarant

might retain a copy visaed by the recipient official, which would pro\’e that a declaration had been made,

but was no proof of the truth of its contents. In such cases verihcation was generally a subsequent duty

of the office, of which proof had to be got by copy taken at the local archive. The official receipts of

ii 7Toypa(pm of rt/viGC (oiKoyeVeta) form an exception, but this is due to the necessary absence of other docu-

ments of title. This general rule applies to eViKpicrtf declarations, but an exception is formed by the group

of documents eV ropov (nKplcrfcou tov Metros €mip)(ov AiycTTroc, which have the peculiarities of being

officially authenticated, of containing full particulars of identification and of being evidently based on

Latin originals. This means that the eViKpto-t? of Roman and Alexandrian citii'ens was exceptional, and

w.is ^[)eciany verified. In the eTriKpia-ts was verified only in the census. There we find two

exceptional classes, ot arro prjrpoTroX^ays (illustrated by the 2
>ublication (^i. 35; of AVilcken’s co^jy of

P. Stras.^b. Gr. 185; and ol uko yvpvaalov. There were grounds of policy for both exeeiitions, but both

classe.^, as shown by BickermAnn's jjrevioiis article, were under the common law. There follows a study

of the Arsinoite eatoed, who seem to have been the local substitute for ol (itto yvpvaaiov, and the article

concludes with H. 1. Bell's cojiy of P. Bond. 16U0 (cf. Arch{i\ vi, 108) which is part of a roll of ajijjlica-

tions for eniKpLais dated 16 Aug. 132 a.d.

Xote sul doe^miento eseeutico greco-eyizio by A. Segre come to us in two instalments : Aegyptus^ viii,

21-)3-334
; ix, 3-G2. Graeco-Egyjitian credit contracts in the almost always cimtain a clause jiroviding

for execution. The oldest form is rpoTra av /SouXt^toi, from about 262 (edict of Ptolemy II) it

becomes npa^is Kara ro duiypappa, but about 170 we settle down to npa^is Kadurrep (k diKi^s^ which remains

common form till 480 a.d. But in Alexandria, which a^qiarently was not under the didypappa
^
this final

form ajit^ears as early as 252^ 1. Segre connects the varying of formulation Avith changes in the organisa-

tion of the tribunals, but he holds that in no case was execution 2:)ro29erly levied without a not merely

formal judicial decree. Minor variations in the clause depend on the race of the debtor and the nature of

the debt, but, if I under.'>tand him aright, SEGRk attaches little jiractical effect to the clause, and regards

its final form as a recognition of the fact that the execution depended on the general law, not on s^^ecial

contract. The second article studies chiefly the system of execution on the 2)erson. This raises the ques-

tion of privileged classes, which are Greeks, even non-military, citizens of Alexandria, Naucratis and
Ptolemais, certain classes of Egy2>tians, and, later, Romans. The dyoiyipos clause, the Persian epigoni and
epigoai generally come iq) for consideration. Epigoni are the offspring of Greeks or Persians, originally

soldiers, with native women. They were in a s]3ecial position, as were later the offsj^ring of Roman soldiers

and native concubines. Persian.s united most readily with natives, and SEGRk denies that n. cV. is a

petio luris^ the sjiecial insistence on this quality in the later Ptolemaic period being due perhaps to a

desire to oust the jurisdiction of the laocritae. In the imperial jieriod the right of cessio honorum exempted
Romans from j^ersoual execution. Finally the effect of the ohligatio omnium honorum clause is studied,

and brought into connexion with the Hellenistic usage of general hy2)othec so much fa\mured by Justinian.

Another article by A. SegrL is nPA2I2 e An02TA2I0Y in Rendiconti Acc, Lined, S. 6, IV, 149-61.

Basing himself on Spiegelberg, he regards the Demotic tt. as a quittance for price, with declaration of

title of buyer, the Demotic a. as an abandonment of all right by vendor. Between Greeks in the Ptolemaic
lieriud the latter was regularly used for settlement of a disj^ute, but also in cases in which the seller had
not been paid in full. Towards the middle of the first century b.c. tt. absorbed the formula and legal

function of a. Thus the Greek sale-contracts of the Roman period comprise both tt, and a. They were a
notarial de\'ice for combining the effects of the Greek tt. and KaTaypa(f)rj with those of the indigenous a.

For, against Schonbauer, Liegeasckaftsreeht, pp, 29 ff, SegrL holds that K.araypa<f)i) and a. must not be
confounded. The treatment of the subject of the function of a. is more lucid, jierhaj)!^ because less detailed,
in X . ARANGio-

R

uiz's book to be mentioned under D. i below.

B. La ir of persu/iS.

1 . Cof pu/ ntio7is. In Z. XLViii, 591-3, P. M. Meyer has an im
2)ortant note dealing chiefly

Avith M. San Nigolu’s article in ''EinrvpAtov {Jour?iaI, xiv, 151) and certain neAv documents, especially in
B.G.U. VII.

ii. i^tatus hhertatis. He also points out, ibicL, 593, that in B.G.U. vii, 1564, 11. 2-3, of 138 a.d. we have
the earliest mention of a sacral manumission in Egypt.

111 . Stutifs civitatis. Ill Rev. de phil, N.S., i, 362-8, E. Bickkhm.vxx, A Prop<js des ’Atrroi daw VEgypte
(.Ireco-foniaine, observe^ in the first place that the de^^ignatioii dcrTi? (dords is not certainly found) takes the
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place of ongo. Therefore the persons so designated must belong to a particular city, which can only be

Alexandria. But do-rot are on the one hand connected with the Alexundnan denies, and on the other are

in the Gnomon distinguished from simple Alexandrians. Xow third century b.c. papyri show us Alexan-

drians not yet admitted to the denies : the demesmen in fact formed a highly privileged class of citizens.

Claudius’s letter (PI. I. Bell, Jeir^ and Christians^ [ip. 23-6) shows that at some later date Alexandrian

citizenship had been thrown open very widely, but other texts that de facto civic privileges were monopo-

lised by demesmen. Admission to Alexandrian ephehia was by descent on both sides, .md thus a city

aristocracy, with the usual vices, was preserved.

In Journal^ xiv, 143 we noticed E. Cuo’s suggestion, made in an article by R. Cagxat published in

Joiirn. Sai\^ 1926, 193-202, for the expansion of a formula which is constant in Roman notifications of

birth: q. p. f, c, i\ e. ad k. This suggestion is not considered by IL A. Sanders in an article in CL PhiL^

22, 409-13, but he makes another. Starting from q{iuie) pC'oxirnae) /{verunt) (A. S. Hunt, P. Oxy. viil, 1114)

and ending with ad k\tdendariu'ni) (private letter from Dittmann), Sanders argues that what is still

missing is a claim of citizenship and a verb: therefore c^icem) r{oinanurii) e(j'scripsi). The Kolcndanurn

was a tabula proposita in foro Augnsti^ as P. Mich. 1766 says. Results would follow both as to the method
of keeping this K<dendarium and as to the reading of various examples of this class of documents, but

U. MTlcken in Archie^ ix, 100-4 gives weighty reasons against Sanders’s very ingeniou^^ expansion.

The last echoes of the controversy about the Constiiutio Antoniniana and P. Giss. 40, i {Joarnaf xiii,

114-15
; XIV, 151-2) sound uimiistakeably like non liquet. J. Pleury, Rev. hist. dr. fr. et etr.j X.S., vil,

268-70, reviews E. Bickermann’s thesis unfavourably, ])ointiiig out that his best argument, the supposed

reference to the German victory, is contradicted by Caracalla not describing himself as Gen/tanicus.

M. A. Levi, in Boll. Fil. Class.

,

xxxiv, 107-8, on the other hand, is somewhat uncritically enthusiastic.

F. Heichelheim, in Phil. Woch.^ 1928, 1194-7, approves of Bickermann’s excursus and holds that he has

showm the })apyrus not to be the Const. Ant.., whereas E. Hohl, in Hist. Z., cxxxvir, 364-5, says that what
Bickermann has shown is that the Const. Ant. was not limited in its Egyptian application as P. M. Meyer
had originally supposed. This last is also L. IVenger’s view in Die Rechtshi.'itorische Papyrnsforschung

(above A. ii), pp. 37 ft'., and one cannot but agree with him that Gino SEGRfe's construction {Journal., xni
and XIV, ll. c.) is far from impossible. P. M. Meyer himself however, in Z. Sar.-Btift., xlviii, 595-7, sticks

stoutly to his original views: Bickermann’s completions are ‘'willkiirlich und ausgeschlossen,” while

R. Laqueur’s [ai5]et[X]tJcicoi/ does not deserve consideration. In connexion with Laqueur’s religious argu-

ment we may draw attention to U. MTlcken's note in Archie, ix, 94, raising the question of the dating of

P. Oxy. xvii, 2128.

The continuation of E. Bickermann’s Beitr. :. antiken Urkundengesch., mentioned above under A. v,

comes also under the present heading.

iv. iStatus familiae. Di un glossema in Oalo 1, iJfJ, 12 pp., Turin, 1928, is a pamphlet by G, Grosso
arguing that the words nam quodammodo—redpit are a gloss. The question is of the pfh^ right to remanci-

pation in the course of emancipation, vvhence a short mention of P. Lips. 40 (Meyer, Jur. Pap., 9), wliere

we find remancipations to the pf. ; but these are after first and second mancipations of a daughter, a point

which the writer seems to overlook. It is hazardous to draw legal conclusii^ns from such a document.

In J/v7a*/-, ix, 93 U. MhLCKEN notes that P. Oxy. xvii, 2111 (about 135 a.d.) contains an appeal by a

woman to the Leo: {P)Laetoria. In Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 602 P. M. Meyer draws attention to B.G.U. vii,

1662 of 182 A.D., as containing the earliest example of a cids Roma/ia, with ins liberorum, acting as

guardian.

Marriage. See AV. Kunkel’s article mentioned above under A. v.

C. Property.

AV. Kunkel’s article in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 285-313, Fber die Yerausserung con Katoekenland, is

highly successful in drawing, with the aid of new documents, conclusions as to the origin of the alien-

ability of catoecic lands. The new documents (B.G.L". viir, 1731-40, of which 1734 = B.G.U. vi, 1261 and
1735= B.G.U. IV, 1186, and 1734 and 1736 are here edited) are agoranomic, probably originals, (T two
kinds : ofxoXoyiai and oaths. The former express assent (euSoKfir) to an already accomplished fi€T€ 7rLypa(f)T)

on the catoecic register from alienor to alienee of catoecic lands which alienor has ceded (rrapaK€x<npT}K€v).

The oaths are confirmatory of such Spo'koylai, though oath and opnXoyla iii the same transaction have not

been found. The consideration i dv9' <nv) consists in every case of advances {^vxprjariaL} received by the

alienor for the purpose of meeting catoecic dues, and Kunkel regards the present transactions as dationes

17—2
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in solutiim. Here we have the first germ of alienability of such lands, which developed later than their

heritability. It is that the State, faced with the alternative of a wholesale resumption of catoecic lands

for non-payment of dues and the granting of permission to the tenants to alienate to other caioeci, chose

the latter course. The terminology of sale is avoided, and it remains avoided even in Roman times, when

catoecic lands had become private property. The question of alienability depends on the relative import-

ance at a given date of the 7rapaxwp 7j<Tis and the p€T€7riypa(f)r). This excellent article ends w'ith a discussion

of >Schonbauer’s and Partsch’s theories of KaraypacpT} and with an interesting study of the oaths. See the

notice of P. Koschaker’s Neue Keihchriftliche Recktsurhuaden above under A, ii.

H. I. Bell in Studi Bonfante^ iii, 61-7, A Family Dispute concerning Hypothecation^ edits with intro-

duction, translation and notes, P. Loud. Tnv. Xos. 1983 and 1977 of 168 and 173-4 a.d. Three members of

the Antinoopolite family of Heraclides-Valerius, known from other London papyri, dispute over a slave

jointly owned by them. One of them has hypothecated the slave
;
he claims to have hypothecated only

his own share, but the others charge him with having dealt with the whole property. The ground of their

suspicion may be that the creditor is in possession, presumably ])y delivery from the hypothecator; but

even so, the title of the other two should not 1x3 affected, though their position might be de facto more

difficult. Anyhow the hypothecator is confident that he can i)roduce a document showing hypothecation

of only a third, in which case the creditor’s action is not even colourable, A qiiestion of fact rather than

of law.

W. Kunkel’s article Mandpatio in Pauly-AVissowa’s Realenzyclopadie should be noted.

D. Obligations.

i. General. In Lineamenti del sistema contrattiiale nel diritto dei papiri^ Milan, Unicersita Cattolica.,

1928 (^), viii-1-90 pp., V. Arangio-Ruiz sketches the contractual law in Egypt with special reference to its

Greek side. Chapters 1 and 2 reveal a general point of view in sympathy with L. Wenger’s antike

Recktsgeschichte and P. Collinet’s Byzantinism of the Corpus luris. The simple description in chapter 2

of the kinds of memoranda of contracts is welcome, but as a palliative of its doctrine of Byzantine sub-

jectivism AV. AV. Bugeland’s Diligens Pate^rfamilias in Btudi Bonfante.^ ii, 87-108 may be recommended.

The remaining chapters deal with outstanding features and problems of various contracts, namely, sale of

land, hire, loan, receptuni nautarurn^ foenus nauticum. The whole book is vividly written, its constant

reference to economic and general history serving to sustain interest.

L. AVenger, Alts Xovellenindex und Papymsu'brterhuch, /. Bericht uher den Stand der Ar'heiten am
Xovellenindex ;

with specimen entries for dya^o?, dypa^o?, dSid^eros, dyo). II. APPA^OS in den Reckts-

quellen {Sitz.-Ber. Bay. dE, 1928, 4, pp. 15-107). This second part starts as a study of dypa^a, i.e. business

transactions concluded without wilting, based on the Index of Justinian’s Greek Novels in preparation at

Munich, of "which the article aypa(l>os had been given as a sample in I, p. 12 (add €yypa<posj p. 83, and

eyypti^o), pp. 89-90), but the study spreads out first to the rest of the Corpus luns, then to the papyri,

and finally to inscriptions, always however with sole reference to Hellenistic and Byzantine law, to the

exclusion of Roman, Greek and oriental law. The subject is unwritten contracts, wills, lawsuits, adminis-

trative acts, not vopos aypa((ios in the usual sense. A first result is that dypa^a are seen to remain

important all the time: quod non est in actis non est in mvndo is not true, except in a literal sense for

the modern papyrologist, who may be tempted to overlook dypa^a. A second is that dypac^os means

simply not in writing, i.e. oral or implied by conduct : e.g. yapos aypacfos is nothing but a marriage for

which there has been no written contract, and ydpo? €yypa(f>os does not mean a registered marriage.

Preisigke’s Fachu'brter is thus corrected. There is a good summary at pp. 100-2.

ii. Sale. From G. Cornil’s Die Arrha iin justinianischeyi Recht in Z. Sav.-Stift..^ xlviii, 51-87, we pick

out the points si)ecially concerning us. The bibliography, pp. 52-4, should be noted. At p. 55, n. 1, we

have mention of arrha in contracts of service in the papyri, pp. 69-74 on sale in Greek law make use of

papyrological evidence, and at pp. 77-9 Schonbauer’s and Schwarzs views come in for criticism. The

writer’s general conclusion is that the penitential function of arrha is a myth. In pre-Justinian j^ractice

it served both as evidence and as an agreed penalty, but did not confer a right of withdrawal. No doubt

the aggrieved party could choose between arrha and damages, but the practice of taking high arrha made
the choice unreal. The only locus poeniUntiae to be found in Justinian (C. 4, 21, 17. Inst. 3, 23 pr.) lies in

the preliminary stage of a contract intended to be in writing, where no arrha has been given.

P.S.I. VIII, 965 (cent. 4-5) contains, according to A. SEGRk’s c(jnimentary, a reference to Diocletian’s

edict of 301 d^ pretiis reruni venaliurn., sh(»w4ng that that edict applied to the whole empire, and not merely
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to the eastern provinces. U, Wilcken in Archh\ ix, 71, agrees, and P. M. Meyer in Z, Sav.Stift.^ xlviii,

633, reproduces the text.

See also above under A. vi.

iii. Lease. See above under A, v.

E. Procedure.

P. Petrie iii, 25 (Mitteis, Chrest.^ 30) is a second century B.c. processual document which Mitteis

pronounced unintelligible in default of an advance in its reading. An explanation was attempted in Arc/iicy

VI, 355 ff., but now G. von Beseler in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 585-6, proposes new readings, which are con-

firmed by H. I. Bell, ibid., on revision of the original, and are welcomed by U. Wilcken in ArcJai\ ix, 62.

O. Gradenwitz in Aegy^tus, viii, 335-6, makes conjectures for the completion of another Ptolemaic pro-

cessual document, P. Tor. 13 (Mitteis, Chrest., 29; Lj.P.Z. i, 118). That of Sta 7rp[oyp](//x/xa[roy avT{]yo\iiv-

tiiv[ov] in 1. 20 is considered by U. Wilcken in Archiv, ix, 62, who appears to regard bia Trgoypd^fiaTos

as certain.

P. Oxy. XVII, 2104 gives a rescript of Alexander Severus. In Z. Sar.-Stift., xlviii, 586, P. M. Meyer

points out that this is the same rescript as that quoted by Paul us, 1. 20 resp. D. 49, 1, 2;), and he developes

his observation in Studi Bonfante, ii, 341-4. Meanwhile U. Wilcken independently makes the same

identification in Archiv, ix, 90. We combine the two. Except that the Digest abbreviates the ])rescript

and omits the last four lines (15-18) of the papyrus rescript, the two copies show only one small textual

variation, nz., 1. 7 D. oTrore for ore and 1. 8 om. nore. Here with WiLCKEN the Digest is to be preferred.

From the fuller prescript Wilcken infers the date of the epistida to be 222, and he accepts A. b. Hunt’s

241 as the probable date of its incorporation by the prefect Annianus (11. 19-21) in his conimentarii.

Meyer thinks 241 too long after Severus’s death, and would alter the restored year-number in I. 20 from

4 to 12 or 13. The last four lines of the rescript, omitted by the Digest, are in a bad state. They evidently

dealt with the right of a person accused on a capital charge to appeal to the emperor, the right claimed

by St Paul. Meyer’s completion of 11. 15-16; \yn€v6vvovs dv^ras is better than Milckens [cKKaXou-

ficvovs (?)...]ra?.

The Cyrenean Edicts of Augustus, published with 5 plates by G. Oliverio in Notizario archeologico

del Ministero delle Colome, Fuse, iv (Milan-Rome, 1927), throw light on a number of fundamental points,

among which the procedural are prominent. Their general importance perhaps justifies a bare bibliography

here. A. Nefpi Modona in Aegyptus^ ix, 146-51, reviews Oliverio's edition as an edition, favourably,

but with interesting criticisms. J. G. C. Anderson in xvii, 32-48, gives full texts with commen-

tary and partial English translations; A. von Premerstein in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 419-531, full texts,

German translations and an important commentary. Papyrological matter will be found at pp. 434, 452,

465, n. 1, 466, n. 1, 468, nn. 1 and 2, 470, n. 3, 471, n. 1, 472 and n. 3, 477, n. 1, 482, n. 2, 503, n. 2, 510,

528, n. 3 i.f. An article by Y. Arangio-Ruiz is promised in liic. di Fil.

The new documents on libellary procedure cited and commented on by P. M, Meyer in Z. Sav.-Stift.^

xlviii, 629, should be noted. See also the account of A. Segre’s articles on the execution clau.se in contracts

given above under A. vi.

F. Public Laic.

U. Wilcken, Zur Propositio Lihellorv ni in Archit\ ix, 15-23. Here M ilcken defends, successfully one

must hold, the doctrine developed by himself in Hermes^ lv. Iff. out of Mommsens Gordians Dekret von

Skaptoparrene {Jur. Sckr., ii, 172) that from the time of Hadrian suhscriptio to a libellus was not notified

to the petitioner by return to him of the original or a copy, but that he \\as left to take a properly attested

copy from the bundles of lihelU hung up in an appointed place : ex libro libelloruni propositorurn. In

support of his view Wilcken cites two new d(xuiments : P. Oxy. xvii, 2131 of 207 and P.S.I. ix, 1026 of

150. A. VON Premerstein’s article Libellus in Pauly-Wissowa s Realenzyelopudie appears to agree in

substance with Wilcken’s doctrine.

E. Grupe, in Z. Sav.-Stift., xlviii, 573-5, makes it probable that the Latin original of the epistula

Claudii to the Alexandrians, P. Lond. 1912, published by H. I. Bell in Jeics and Christians in Egypt,

pp. 23-6, was composed by the emperor himself. The argument consists mainly of stylistic parallels with

the oratio Claudii de iure honoruni Gallis dando (Brdns, Fontes, 52).

See also the note on P. Oxy. 2104 given above under E.
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7. Palaeography axd DiPLOiiATic.

U. WiLCKEN, in an article Zur Propositio Lihellonira in Archie, ix, 15-23, replying to Dessau’s Z^ir

losrhrift ron HhspUpara {Hcruies, Lxii, 205 ff.), discusses the procedure followed in making petitions. He
adduces parallels to the phraseology of the inscription from papyri.

A note ill CL Rer., XLii, 4, states that Schubart's (Jriechische P<daeographie has been “highly praised”

hy C. J. Kraemer in the CL ^VeeMy (Xew York), March 12, 1928—so far inaccessible to me.

From Lit. Zent.~BL, Dec. 24, 1927, I see that A. H. Salonius in his edition of P. Berol. 13236 {Ein

Thul-ydidcapfipyrus. Sue. Scient. Fcnnica, Co'mm. hum. Litt.^ ii, 2) discusses “das Yerhaltnis zu den mittel-

alterlichen Handschriften.’^ I have not seen this.

F. X. J. Exler’:^ Form of the micient Greeh Letter has been reviewed by H. M. Hubbell in the Cl.

^Veekhj, Oct. 10, 1927.

F. G. Kenyon, in an article on The Papyrus Book in The Library, vii, 121-35, deals with the use

of papyrus for books and the size and format of rolls and codices. He gives some statistics as to the

popularity of the codex-form at various periods. A useful summary of the information on the subject.

Shortly before sending this section to press I heard of K. Ohly’s Stichoraetrische Untersuchungen

{Zeatrulhlatt pir Bihliotheksvx'sen, Beiheft 61), Leipzig, Harrassowitz, 1928, p]). x-M31, but have not yet

been able to see it. [See also ^ 3.]

8. Lexicography and Grammar.

Moulton and Milligan’s Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, Part vii (by G. Milligan), covers the

section Tc;^i>cos ('[)p. 567-046). Preuschen and Bauer’s Griechisch-deutsches Worterhv.ch zu den
Schriftcn der ^ieiieu TeMamcift^ (see Journal., xiii, 118) is reported to be completed and is reviewed with
praise by A. Debrunner in Theol. Lit.-Z., lviii, 541-2. Another work of a lexicograjihicai character,

11. Lelsegang’s Indices ad Phdonis Alexandrini opera, pars i (a—f)j
= vol. vii, part I, of the edition of

Philo .s works by Gohn, Wendland and Eeiter, is reviewed by AY Cronert in Gnomon, iv, 570-7.
A number of articles on particular words have appeared. L. AA^enger has discussed aypacfios in an article

which I have nut seen [see ^ 6, D. i]. In Eranos, xxv, 214-16, D. Taeachovitz renders ocrairep aXXa rjplv

atpet in P. Oxy. 1469. 22, “cetera omnia quae debemus” and atpeirat ipol re kol tw tflw ktX, in P. Oxy.
1627. 7, “eum ego et filius Th.sequenti anno munere octo mens[i]um perfungi debeamus.” I am less attracted
by the same writer’s proposal to read in P. Lond. i. 77. 34 f. (pp. 231 ff.) = Mitteis, Chr. 319, KaOh 6 npoXaAhiv
€ao(pijvL(T€v 6 CTTOS “lit prioT pars orationis explanavit” [see § 9 below]. In the same volume of Eranos,
p. 283, H. I RISK wishes to read in P. Oxy. 130. 18, irapaKaXoi koi Ka^ocerccw for tt. k. KariKeXivco, comparing
TTctpaKaXiiy KdOtKeTf^cov in P. Lond. v. 1677. 39, and proposes to recognise in place of et S’ abrd in P. Oxy. 942
the wvd elaavra^elaavTUa (formed like Trdpavra). In Aegyptus, viii, 357-8, A. Godina has collected
passages in the papyri in which KaXos means good. An L^trecht dissertation by AI. de Airies entitled
Pallake i Amst. 1927) is reviewed in Museum, xxxv, 155-7, by E. van Hille. From J.H.S., XLVlii, 125,
I learn that L. Orth, Logios, Leipzig, Xoske, 1928, pp. ix 4-108, is a history of the word Xoyto?, wdth a
chapter on pap} rus usages. A great deal of miscellaneous lexicograj^hical information i.s contained in the
review of Part ill of the new Liddell and >Scott by AAL Schmid in Phil Woch., XLViii, 609-18, 641-59.
Paits II and in of Liddell and Scott have been reviewed by P. AIaas in Gnomon, iv, 289-91, Parts i and il

by P. Kretschmer in Glotta, xvi, 188-90, and Parts i-iii by F. AIuller in Museum, xxxvi, 57-60.
F<tr AA^enger’s Au.'< Nocellenindex und Papyrusicorterhuch see above, § 6, D, i.

Se\eial grammars and grammatical dissertations have appeared. I have not seen F. AI. Abel, Gram-
rmdre da grec bibUque suieie dun choix de papyrus, Paris, Gabalda, 1927, 1 vol. 8°, xl4-415 pp. From the
reviews by P. F. Regard in Rev. et. anc., xxx, 229-31 and J. B. Chabot in Journ. Sax., 1928, 248-9,
I gather that it is a rather full de.scriptive grammar of the New Testament, with incidental references to
the Septuagmt (3200 references to the N.T., as compared with 750 to the Lxx), followed by the texts of
about 20 papri. Nor have I seen Algr. Jaquet, Grammaire du grec du Nouveau Testament, Paris, de
Pmccard, 192<, 1 vol. 8", 165 pp., which is reviewed by P. F. Regard in Rev. et. one., xxx, 231-2, and seems
io be of an elementar} character. H. b. Dana and J. R. AIantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New

London, &.P.C. K., 1928, pp. xx4-356. Cloth, 12s. Od. net, which I have seen, is intended for
je^iimers in New Testament Greek. The authors are Americans. H. Pernot, LEtudes sur la langue des
langi ts, Pari^, Les Belles Lettres, 1927, is knowm to me only from the review^ by A. Debrunner in

Gnomon, iv, 441-5. Pernot’s study is said to be of interest for his comparison with Alodern Greek usage.
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L. Radermacher’s NeutestamentUche Grammatik (2*^® Aufl. Wien, 1925) is reviewed at length and rather

unfavourably by W. Ceonert in Gnomoti^ iv, 74-91. The last paragraph of the review includes the following

:

“R.s Werk ist als Lehrbuch weder flir Theologen noch fiir Philologen brauchbar. . . . Als BeispieLsaniinlung

bringt es demjenigen, der nachzupriifen und zu sichten vcrsteht, reicheii vStoff und inanchc Anregung.’'

E. Maysers Grammatik der Griecldschen Papyri aus der Ptolenvierzeit^ ir, 1, is reviewed by (1. Ghedini in

Aegyptus^ Yiii, 361-3, and by F. M. Abel in Rec. Bihl.^ 1927, 43o-9. M, JohannesSohn, Der Gehraiich der

Prapositioned id der Septuaguita, Berlin, 1926 {= jS'achr. von d, Ges, d. zu Gottidged^ Phil. -hist. Kl.

1925, Beiheft, pp. 167-388), is favourably reviewed by P. Thomsen in Phil, BWl, xlviii, 451-3. R. C.

Horn, The tcse of the subjunctive and opt*ftive tnoods in the non -literary papyri,, Philadelphia, 1926, 8'*,

pp. 175
,
is a thesis for the doctorate. A. H. Salonius, Zur Sprache der griechischen Papyrushriefe, I Die

Quellen, pp. 41, Helsingfors, Akadem. Buchliandlung, Lei})zig, Harrassowitz, 1927, I know only from the

reviews by A. S. Hunt in CL Rev.,, xlii, 148-9, and by R. Helbing in Phil, Woch,^ xlviii, 1579-80.

D. GroMSKA, De sermone Hyperideo,, Leopolis, Gubrynowicz et tihus, 1927, pp. 100, which is noticed in

J.H.S.j XLVIII, 282, is not yet accessible to me.

According to Gertrud Redl the style of Isidore of Pelusium in his letters suggests that he was “cm
ina Siniie seiner Zeit gut durchgebildeter Sophist,” a ‘"Redekunstler und Redelehrer.” This view is

supported by the evidence of his wide reading of classical authors. Ttie letter iii, 57 is in its form a

bibaa-KaXiKT] eVtcjroX?). A number of parallel passages are cited. Isidor von Pelasiuni als S<fphist,, in Z. f.

Kirchengesch.,, XLVii, X.F., x, 325-32.

The accentuation found in literary papyri is tcaiched upon in tlie Report of the Committee on Greek

Accentuation which has appeared in the Proceedings of the Classical A,^sociatiod^ 1928, 60-9. A new and

ap
2)arently large wmrk by B, Laum, Das Alexandrinische Akzentuatiodssy.'item unter Zagrundelegung der

tkeoretiseken Lehren der Grammatlker und idit Herattziehung der jrraktischen Vencendung in den Papyri^

Paderborn, 1928, 8^^ {Stud. z. Gesch. u. Ktdtur d. Altertums,, iv Erganzungshand),, has not yet come into my
hands.

The Egyptian proper names occurring in Collart, Les Papyrus Bouriant,, are analysed by K. Fk. W.
Schmidt in i>p.

170-81 of his review of that work in G.G.A.,, cxc. The Egyptian fish-narnes u.sed by Greek

writers are collected and discussed by D’A. W. Thompson in Journal, xiv, 22-33. I have not seen

W. Spiegelberg's article Zu deni ALamen Manetho in O.L.Z., xxxi, 649-50. B. Meinersmann’s work on

Latin words and names in the papyri (see Journal, xiii, 118; xiv, 156) is reviewed by A. Stein in Phil.

^Voch., XLVIII, 230-5, and by G. Ghedini in Aegyptus, viii, 363-4, in both cases rather unfavourably.

A short notice, with a few critical notes on points of detail, is contributed by F. Z[ucker] to the biblio-

graphy in B.Z., xxviii, 179-80.

9. General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous Notes on Papyrus Texts.

The translation, as before by L. R. M. Strachan, of Deissmann’s latest edition of Lis Licht void Osten

has appeared, with the title Light from the Ancient East, London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1927, pp. xxxii

-1-535, 85 illustrations.

P. COLLOMP has published an introduction to papyrology, mainly in the form of bibliography. It

appeared in the Bull, de la Fac, des Lettres de Strasbourg, V, 89-98, 129-35, 171-8, under the title La papy-

rologie, but has now been reprinted as a separate work by Les Belles Lettres, at 6 fr. [I have been unable

to see this reprint.] It is reviewed by M. Humbert in Rev. Beige, vii, 1044-5
;
P. Collinet in Rev. hist.

dr.fr. et etr., 1928, 468-9 (brief notice)
;
W. Schubart in Hist. Z., cxxxviii, 666 (brief notice); A. C[al-

derini] in Aegyptus, viii, 379-80; and J. P. AV. in Bull. Bibl. et Ped., xxxii, 66.

I know only from a rather severe notice by M. H[ombert] in Chroaique dLEgypte, 1928, 138-9, a popular

introduction to papyrology in Esperanto by Julius Penndorf, GrekaJ Papyrusoj, Berlin, 1927.

M. Humbert has begun in Byzantion, iii, 520-46 a useful Bulletin Papyrologique, of wdiich tNvo instal-

ments appCctr, together covering respectively the years 1925 Go p. 535) and 1926 (pp. 536-46). In this

(p. 541) Humbert refers to a bibliography by G. Caraci, Gli studi italiani sulla storia delV Egitto dupo

Alessandro Magno. EOpera degli Italiani (Rome, 1926), pp. 40-55.

P. Clock^ publishes, luider the heading Histoire grecque PJj.j-G, a critical bibliography of the subject

ill Rev. historique, CLVil, 308-43. [The part containing it is at the moment not accessible to me.]

Since the last appearance of this bibliography two new instalments of the invaluable bibliography in

B.Z., as usual containing a section on papyri, have appeared : B.Z., xxvii, 420-80, xxviii, 170-237.
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G. ViTELLi ha« published a number of notes on miscellaneous papyri, chiefly suggestions for readings.

The nun-literary texts concerned are: P. Lond. 753, Cornell 2, 6, P.S.I. /4, 948, 33, 211/, 199, 9/2, 1026,

1059, 1051, Lips. 10, 40, S.B. 6262, Flor. 384, 64, Oxy, 2113, 2150, 1772, U.P.Z. 78, Garrett Dep. Coll. 7541.

Reference may be made here to G. Cantacuzene’s article in Aegyptus, ix, 63-96, on the pridxamim

published by Hunt, which is noticed under § 3.

(j. VON Beseler and 0. Gradenwitz in Z. Sae.-St, xlviii, 585-6, communicate some new readings in

the important text P. Petrie ill, 25, which help materially in the understanding of the document.

4VILCKEN comments favourably on their article in Archiv, ix, 62.

Gradenwitz in L^.P.Z. 118 suggests 0a[o']i
7s in 1. 10 and in 1. 20 8ia 7rp [oyp]«/i/^q[roff avT]]ynp€y^4v\ov].

IViLCKEN in Archiv, ix, 62, approves these readings, which he says that a facsimile in his possession con-

firms, except fur avT)yop€vp.4vov, about which he is doubtful.

Reference may here be made to AVilcken’s Zum Germanicus-Papyrus (in Hermes, LXiii, 48-65), for

which see ^ 4, Admhiistration. For readings and extension of abbreviations in the birth certificates of

Roman citizens see § 3.

D. Tabachovitz publishes two notes on the reading or interpretation of papyri. The first relates to the

well-known P. Lond. i, 77 (the will of Abraham), where he proposes to solve the much-discussed crux in

1. 35, eaa<j)r)vi(r€ pocttos by reading it as ia-aiprjvLo-ev o {1. ro) eTToy, the clause meaning as the preceding

text has shown.’’ A. H[eisenberg] justly points out in B.Z., xxviii, 180, that this is very improbable ; he

himself savs, ‘‘es wird..,c(ra^qj/tcrei/ Xoyos zu lesen sein."' If this is meant as a correction of the text it may

pass, though it is a little difficult to understand how Xoyos could be corrupted into o€7ros, but as to the

actual reading ocnoi doubt seems impossible. I venture to suggest an alternative explanation, which, so

far as I recollect, has not been put forward before, but which seems to me far likelier than either of the

foregoing. May we not suppose an accidental omission, due either to copying from an abbreviated draft

or to a mere slip of the pen and read i<Ta(f)T}Vi(r€v 6 eV(to'K07r)os', the sense being “as the bishop my pre-

decessor s})ecified”? In this case it is best to refer the words only to the clause %ti Kdi...7rdXvT4\ovs;

i.e. the evKTrjpiov had apparently been bequeathed by the previous bishop to Abraham and was now

bequeathed by him to his disciple Victor, who succeeded him in the government of the monastery ;
it w^as

presumably a soi*t of perquisite of office. In the second note Tabachovitz, very convincingly, explains

aip4(o in P. Oxy. 1469, 22 and 1627, 7 as = “fall to the share of” someone. Ad Pap. Lond. / 77, and Ad
Pap. Oxyrh. xii 1469, 2-2 et Oxyrh. xiv 1627, 7, in Eranos, xxv, 214-15 and 215-16. For suggestions by

H. Frisk on P. Oxy. 130, 942 in the same volume of Eranos see 8 above.

In Phil. Woch., xlviii, 417-18, B. Olsson also refers to the Abraham papyrus, pointing out that qIk

cx<*>•••€"« ^vos rpipi](rLov means “ I have not even 1 tremis.”

10. Miscellaneous and Personal.

'WlLCKEN in Archiv, ix, 61-2, calls attention, with cordial approval, to Gradenwitz’s proposed

“ Kontrarindex,” which I mentioned in the last instalment of this bibliogi*aphy {Journal, xiv, 157).

The “Fondation egyptologique Reine Elisabeth” is described in an appreciative article by Wessely,

Bas Briisseler Heim fiir agyptologische Studien, in the Vienna Reichspost, 15 Apr. 1928, 21-2.

A report by the late Prof. Kelsey on the American excavations at Karanis, with translations of the

two letters of Apullinarius, has appeared, under the title Fouilles americaines d Korn Onsim {Fayoum), in

€.~R. Ac. Inscr. et B.^L., 1927, 81-90, 1 plate.

A. VoGLiANO reports the results of Breccia’s excavations for the Societk Italiana near Behneseh in

1927-8, when some valuable literary papyri were discovered (see above, § 1) ;
Gno?non, rv, 455.

The scheme of publication of the Giessen papyri (Journal, xiv, 157) was changed, Glaue’s part

appearing as Heft ii (see § 2), while Kling’s, which was to have formed Heft ii, will come later. 1 ieam
from Prof. Kalbfleisch that the University Library has received, as a gift, a considerable accession of

papyri, chiefly documents of the Roman period. Prof. Vitelli tells me that it is hoped to publish the

second part (with the indexes) of P.S.I. ix in the spring of this year, and Dr. Kiessling that vol. in of the

Worterhuch is in the press.

Obituary notices of Comparetti by A. Chiappelli (Rend. Acc. Naz. Line., S. vi, iii, 357-78), of

Grenfell by P. M. Meyer (Z. Sav.-Stift, xlvi, 806-7), and of Hogarth by H. R. Hall (Jounial, xiv,

128-30; have appeared. Wenger publishes a bibliography of the obituary notices of Mitteis in Archiv
IX, 107.

’
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La Magie dans VEgypte antique de VAncien Empire jusqxCa Vepoque copte. By Professor Francois Lexa.

Paris, Paul Geuthner, 1925. Two voLs, aud atlas of Ixxi plates.

In this work Professor Lexa provides an exhaustive treatment of a subject which has hitherto received

from scholars only a small part of the attention which it deserves. In the Hastings Encyclopaedia of

Religion and Ethics Dr. Gardiner laid the foundations for future treatment of Egyptian magic, and

Professor Lexa tells us in his introduction, p. 14 (4), that when his attention was drawn to Gardiner’s

article during the printing of his own work, he found that the two treatments were in agreement, both

scholars having started from the same basis.

The introduction of Vol. i deals with the nature and definition of magic in general and of Egyptian

magic in particular. Chapter i gives a general classification of the aims of Egyptian magic, dividing the

spells into three main classes, those intended for this earthly existence, those intended for the future life,

and those whose object was to establish communication between this world and that of gods and departed

sjurits. Chapter ii is a detailed study of the means and methods of magic, and occupies the greater part

of this volume. In Chapters iii-iv larger questions are discussed, the relation between magic on the one

hand and religion and science on the other in ancient Egypt. After devoting Chapter v to the role played

by magic in Egyptian literature, the author passes on to a similar discussion of Coptic magic, and in Chaj^ter

VII and supplement concludes by discussing the relation between Egyptian and Greek magic in the Graeco-

Roman period, and the survival of Egyptian magical methods in Europe even up to the year 1872. A com-

plete bibliography is given throughout, and constant references are made to translations of selected magical

texts which are contained in Vol. ii and cover the whole period of Egyptian history down to the eleventh

cent. A.D. These translations amply illustrate every phase and interpretation of Egyptian magic which the

author brings before us. The plates contained in the atlas are excellent and there are full indices,

compilations so necessary to a work of this kind, but often so inadequately done or altogether left undone.

In close connexion with Professor Lexa’s work should be read those portions of Miss Blackman’s book

The FellakU of Upper Egypt which treat of magic among the modern Egyptians, especially with reference

to spells relating to fertility and the protection of mother and child, possession by evil spirits, and the use

of various kinds of amulets, where many illuminating analogies are to be found.

The account given by Professor Lexa (Vol. i, 46) of the reasons why magical power was ascribed to

language from the earliest times, and the sections on suggestion (i, 53), the “corps subsidiaire” (i, <5 ft.),

and the use of proper names (i, 113 flP.) are especially admirable, but there are one or two criticisms which

we crave pardon for making.

In pp. 103-104 the author accounts for the burning of incense when, by some magical means, gods or

departed spirits are to be called up, by saying that, since the perfume of incense was always supposed to

accompany an Egyptian god, the erroneous conclusion was reached that gods (or spirits) could be summoned

by incense smoke, just as evil spirits could be driven away by burning some repulsive mixture. In the

case of magical rites this is possibly true, but we must modify his statement that it was for this reason

that religious rites in honour of gods began wuth the burning of incense, and that fumigation with incense

formed part of the funerary ceremonies. Certainly the censing of the king in the House of the Morning not

only purified him but also brought him into contact with Horus, Thoth, Seth, Sepa and their /r^s, and

also with his own ka^ but the primary idea behind the burning of incense before the cultus-statue of a god

was surely that of fumigation and purification before the god in question paitook of the ritual meal which

\vas served up to him soon after. (See A. M. Blackman, Rec. trav.^ xxxix, 45-6 and 48.) Similarly, the

use of incense in funerary ceremonies such as that of Opening the ilouth (which he cites i, 103, ref. to

PI. liv, fig. 89), though probably containing some notion of contact with the supernatural dead, was the

prelude to the ofiering of a repast. Again, in the passages in the Piankhi stela to which he refers (i, 103-4)

there is surely no proof of his statement : “Apr^s la prise d’une ville, on repousse les dieux vaincus

et on evoque les dieux eg^^ptiens par la fumigation de I’encens.” The first passage to which he refers

(Piankhi 97) simply means that by fumigation Piankhi cleansed Memphis and its temple after the rebels

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xv
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had made use of them, while the secmid (Piankhi 102-3) records the accustomed use of incense, referred

to above, when making offering to a god, in this case (and again further on, when the king is purified

in the House of the Morning). Another cogent reason for the burning of incense in temple, funerar}’, and

other religious rites, was the belief that this substance was ‘Hhe sweat of the god’* (probably Osiris. Of.

A. M. Blackman, Zeitschr, f. ag, Spr.^ L, 71-5). Thus through the incense-smoke both gods and dead

2>ersons were imbued with divine force.

On pages 91-2 we are given to understand that the heart, together with the other viscera, was removed

from the body during mummification, and that the heart-scarab was put in the body to take its place.

This is a mistake often found in text-books; the heart was not removed from the body, but always left in

situ attached to the great vessels, unless careless manipulation had severed it. In such cases it was replaced

in the lx)dy and not wrapped up with the other viscera. (See G. Elliot Smith and W. R. Dawson, Egyptian

145-6.) The heart-scaral), lR->wever, which is found either on or within the mummy, was
certainly intended, as Professor Lexa says, to replace the heart in the judgment before Osiris, and secure

the deceased’s acquittal.

The boundary between religion and magic is always a shifting one. The author, in his introduction,

discusses other attempts to define magic, and himself presents us with a new one. His arguments are

carefully reasoned, but suffice it to say in this short review that we feel far from satisfied that the

boundary between religion and magic has been properly established, or even that it i.s possible to do this

to a satisfactory degree. At any rate a complete revision of terms and a much longer treatment is required

before definite conclusions are to be reached.

The translation of selected magical texts, which range from the Pyramid Texts down to the life of
Shenoute, and the story of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, are of a high standard. In the preface to this

volume the author states that he has intentionally allowed himself, for the reader’s sake, greater freedom
in translation than is usual, and he has been singularly successful in combining this freedom with accuracy.
There is, however, no authority for hazarding for the difficult woidb ni n ipu't nt imt at Dhwty in Papyrus
Westcar the rendering “ces charmes du dieu Thowt” (ii, 188). Eor the latest, and certainly correct,
interpretation of this passage see Gardiner, Journal^ xi, 2 ffi

But these few defects do not in any way seriously mar the excellence of Professor Lexa’s work as a whole,
and we heartily welcome it as a scientific study and a valuable book of reference.

Alan W. Shorter.

Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings, L The Theban
necropolis. By Bertha Porter and Rosalind L. B. Moss, B.Sc., Oxon. Clarendon Press, pp. xviii
and 212. 1927.

A recent reviewer of this book in an important periodical has made a startling discovery, for which I
am sure, he will retain sole credit. He has found a way in which the two ladies who are responsible for the
vohune could better have employed their time : I can conceive of none, and though the task they have so
admirably executed is one of those which are generally styled “ ungi*ateful,” it is one which, more than
almost any other they could have undertaken, will ensure them the gratitude of every Egyptologist, living
and to come. Time has been lavished on it—lent on it, rather : for the expenditure will all come back in
the time and annoyance saved to any serious worker in this field, who, when he desires to check the
accuracy and fulness of the data on which he is working, can call up, by the use of this mao^ic wand all
the dead or absent witnes.ses who have studied them before him, in as many minutes as it would have
taken hours previou8l3\ Many yeai-s of laboim have been spent, no doubt. But it has not been realised
probably, that, by the addition of two or three more, the knowledge we have of the texts in temples tombs
and stelae down the whole valley of the Xiie from Meroe to Pelusium will have been tabulated and made
easily accessible. So far it is the rich necropolis of Thebes which has been thus card-catalo^^ued and this
sample of the whole affords a most satisfying Pisgah-view of the Promised Land. For a"" bibliography
useful when roughly complete and correct, is invaluable when no such adverb need be used to qualifv it
There <ire omissions and errors, no doubt

;
but they are needles in the proverbial hay-stack, and fully

redeemed by the inaccuracies which the authors have, over and over again, been able to locate in the
books and manuscripts which are their raw material, and to rectify. Considering the mass of records which is
dealt with here, their deceptive similarities, and the inaccessibility of the sites where, in case of difficultv
the final query had to be put, the volume might complete with the best of it.s kind for accuracy and
exhaustiveness. ^
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Its appearance is not badly timed in the course which Egyptology has run. Competent annual

bibliographies of the science in this and other countries enable us to control what is being published, so

that, with the references to all published material prior to 1927 in our hands, wo may have courage to keep

future contributions under control. The days of ''Gleanings,” ‘‘Pages from my note-books,” etc
,
are nearly

over, and the duty of clearly defining a subject of study, and of completing it within the limits set, will be

more and more constantly observed. The increasingly high standards of accuracy and documentation will

more and more tend to make the sprawling amateur and the slovenly scientist extinct fauna. Hence the

fact that this book must take 1927 to 1930 as its artificial limit, whereas books flow on for ever, is no

disparagement to it. It is our task to make it out of date by producing works, with its help, of such sort

as completely to replace all previous studies and copies.

If an addition to this Bibliography could have been wished for, it would be the very difficult one of an

authoritative estimate of the comparative value of the sources here quoted; so that the inexperienced student

might be guided towards the most reliable of the many witnesses before him, especially those of early date,

when there was as yet no tradition and no common method. Each had his personal failings and foibles;

each his disabilities in mechanical equipment for travel, for recording, for reproducing and for publishing.

In some cases two witnesses are not really independent
;
in others there are reasons why a witness is more

reliable at one time and place than at another. Much of this can be determine^l, and if a competent judge

could sum it up, it would be of considerable value.

Attention ought to Ije drawn to the immensely increased value which ha;^ been given to this volume

by the inclusion amongst its references of manuscript collections preserved in libraries, museums, and private

hands, such as the unsurpassed accumulations of Hay, AVilkin.'^^m, and Burton. By this severe inter-

pretation of their mission the authors, when their volumes are complete, will have placed a key to these

treasure-houses in the hands of scholars, who henceforth may escape the mortification of finding that the

lacuna they deplored in their material could have been filled from these inaccessible sources.

The authors, as is evident from the preface, have already received a gratifying tribute to the value of

their work in the help that has been rendered them in their difficult task by experts in the field and elsewhere.

Such assistance is not wont to be given in this measure and with this readiness save to those who have

merited it, and from such it is rarely withheld. The invitation of the authors to furui&h them with a notice

of all observed errors, with a view to their correction in a future volume of the series, delivers the reviewer

from the unpleasant, and in this case difficult, role of devil’s advocate.

X. D£ G. Davies.

Catalogue of the Literary Papyri ia the British Museum. Edited by H. J. M. Milne, B.A., A.ssistant

Keeper in the Department of Manuscripts. Loudon, 1928. Published by the Trustees.

The publication of the Catalogue of the Literary Papyri ia the British Museiun by Mr. ^lilne fassisted by

Prof. Crdnert) is an event of great interest and importance. I have never discovered any means (short of

studying all papyri in all libraries) by which a worker could proceed. One can find a papyrus of whose

existence and whose number one knows at several libraries : but if one docs not ? And if one is not certain

of one’s precise requirements ? Can one trust, for instance, a librarian to distinguish an Anthology, or to

separate Tragic and other Iambi ? Of one librarian I know who with much shrugging of the shoulders

denies the existence of about 300 uncatalogued papyri in his charge,

Mr. Milne’s welcome catalogue dispels, for the British Museum, all these elifficulties. Papyri are given

with a list of most recent or important editions
;
tlnnigh perhaps it would have saved space to give

references only to such researches as seriously affect the text of the papyri concerned. There are of course

a few omissions. Ko. 97 (P. 1984) was printed at the end of Crusius^ Mimiambi. Crusius actually saw

the papyrus at Oxford and added a fragment which has since disappeared. The reference to Wilamowitz’

article on Cercidas’ Meliainbi is Sitzh. Berl. AL 1138 (not 58). These are the only serious errors or

omissions in notices of the few papyri on which I have worked.

There are several papyri collated and edited either wholly for the first time or more fully than before.

To these much interest attaches. Many of these, all perhaps, with one imporhint exception are plausibly

identified, though I should prefer to regard 194 (P. 1847 a) as part of a speech of Lysias rather than of a

novel, and 195 (P. 1862 B) reading . Iret BoKlas .... ttovtov
j

avSpa . . . veoTtira
I

novrov .... eXeiTre ToSe . ,

.

ic.r.X. as part of an (early ?) elegiac poem rather than a mixture of prose and verse. Efforts at supplemen-

tation and correction are creditably few, and the main ground on which I would criticise Mr. Milne,

whose work on some papyri (notably 59= P. 2054) is l>eyond all praise, is that he has no confidence ia

18—2
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metre and not even a fair English schoolboy’s (I am thinking of the last century) knowledge of prosody.

Even among German professors (other than those professing Metrik) there are several who are his

superiors; but I doubt if Prof. Cronert be of this number, A few more glaring instances will suffice.

Mr. Milne can have no warrant for foisting ttot ejiapre (instead of -nore fidpTrre) on an unknown

epic poet (38, p. 32) {cf. p. 48, 1. 10, etc.)
;
and when p. 57, 20, Mr, Milne says “one would expect” (at

the beginning of an iambus) vpevatop \\^aLOL one really wonders if he has any right to poke fun at

Dioscoros of A[)hroditopolis. In 60 (589 a) attributed to Poseidii)pos, though, in view of such portions

of the title as are legible, other poets must have come in this anthology, several improvements are easy.

V. 4 might be dd)pa 5’ v. 13 must be 5’ ovk ttotw, V. 17 cannot be UpoLdrjis

ddapaTucov but might be B€6v or Sv6v, and (\ 16 might well be, not the mysterious aWpoTruLv but

vcTos AlBiottcop. So with Parthenius 64 (Add. MS. 344^3, Art, 4) in r, 11 out oWol is clearly toiovt

aXXoi, in v. 2 Ka\ o(^pa or.[ must be Kal o 0/3a(r(7[, in v. 10 ye re must be y eVe[, while Mr. Milne needlessly

heightens the mystery of some misplacement of order by reading as fjp€L(j)Br) pepos what looks to me

like XaiAajTTt pel, (pBlpepos and as (pr^vcreKevBei what was rrjXe ere KevBei. V. 21 has the interesting reading

eyjKoupdSt dpolrrjs (Hesch. s.r. Kovpds) not KovpXat. So remarkable are the deficiencies of the editors in

metrical knowledge—apart from manifest evidences of ha^te—that I venture to deal at greater length

with two papyri of special interest. In the first place, despite many conflicting suggestions, the editors’

treatment of 53 (P. 1568 c) is unsatis^factory. The recto is in Tragic iambi, wy napdaXeis
\

us eo)
|

reipap
|

depas and TroXe'^plov ~ — Tvepi being inconceivable in the Ionian iambic
;
flaws in dialect fatal to metre like

Xew and wy for werre are numerous; while as to other flaws of dialect {epoiKovprcov, yepdyp, Bdpavpep, etc.)

one wonders what is Mr. Milne’s explanation of the same poem being written by the same scribe in

flawless Ionic on the verso and in wholly incorrect Ionic on the recto. We have of course a Tragic p^ais

on some battle on one side, and some story of incuhatio {eyKaredpuBep v. 2 (Milne) and bepp^oKrtp

eyKXiBels) Oil the other. Whether it is by Simonides may be doubted since we have quite clearly d Kpeia

in line 5 whereas S. has the long syllable even at the end of a word before mute and liquid, except once

where rovs Se Sutrrr/vot poctol (pBelpovcn BptjtIop is, as a variant shows, an error for rovs de dvarr^poi ^poreov

efyB, povo-oL. In line 8 I seem to see vTri^oy [6* aJXao-roi^. Clearly we have an ordinary lambic (Choliambic)

anthology. But the deficiency of the editors to which I have Cctlled attention appears most strikingly in

52 (P. 2208) which I transcribe as I read it, profiting by their readings. (Professor Cronert in Philologus,

Lxxxiv, 157 sqq. sinks still deeper into error.)

A. KOPH. I errajeipaTe cra)|para paipdpepaL

Kat pi) KaBvfipL^\eTe rpOirop ipop '

tI TTfpi acjyvpa pov^^epas ’E;3aXere;

epe, (Tvyyope j3dp|/3apf, tt

A

paKaXeis

;

5 iKeTLSj rpo(^e, vat, | TreVroj^ay epov'

<piXdd€X<f)e TTpoi/otfa, Xoycop dpe^i);

TTeLpa^opepr)\ ^acrapi^Opai.

ovT(o TL \Beop (T^aipeLS Bepepr);

i\ 2. TpoTTOPj i.e., my humanity : treat me as an equal not as a God.

r. 4. avyyope appears to be the father, v. 5 the nurse, v. 6 the sister. That the characters are so

carefully introduced seems to point to a solo in which one singer changes parts. So, too, do the equal

divisions of 32 feet, 32 feet, 30 feet and ('^) 32 feet.

r. 8. There is no difficulty here, but as we have only a verb in -aipeis and the object of Bepepr) is lost

we are left with “ Why do you— (me so —ingly ?” Literally hundreds of guesses are possible.

vt\ 2-8. Note that the anapaests admit (a) the spondee, and (5) one irrational syllable, which I

indicate by a capital letter, in the last two feet ;
it does not admit the dactyl as substitute.

B. TP04>02. 9 pal kuI TTpoatOTra TVTrrei

10 Kai TrXOKdpovs o“7Tapd(T<i(Tl>eL,

vvv FipaBOp dXi)Bws

o [TrXjftoi/ ov TToBels pe on P. correxi. pe liOll per P.

eX<E>^ovo’A n Xe^ai. eXBovaa P.

edei pe Xlrapeverai pe ae P, COrrexi.

15 Kal ov 7rapT)p Troeip <re!>

TToeiP ttuptA KeXevo'ai.
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V. 9. TvrrTci 3rd Indie.

V. 12. fierfX^ovo-a Crdnert contra metrum. The papyrus is whole and there is no upright to the r.

Compare the writing of the final e of e/3aXfr€ i\ 3. v. 14. Or eSet ere with 7ro€iy /xe in 15.

vt\ 9-16. The verses are of a t\]}e very familiar in the Anacreontea. They are iambic dimeters cata-

lectic.

C. AAEA^H. 17 Sprjvou virepdcfxevTj^Xiye irapOeve 'Iprjriva TrOdfls;

€t7r€, K^oprjy <l)av€p^9\ii\yT}d6i'a'‘\pr]84va 0O/3oC

-

cl Oeos €(rTiv 6 (ras\KaT€\(ov 0p€i^a[jr, |ou3e]i' uSlKets

*

20 ovK c^opcv ycveTrjv^aypiuiTarov '^rlpcpa (f>pOu€i

Kal KoXos c(TTiv 6 aos TU-xa^^Kal av Se kAXtj,

V. 18. pr]8' epe pessime Milne, Crdnert: it would mean “do not fear even me.'’ Incidentally the v. is

quite clear, r. 19. Suppl. Crdnert. kgiovk P.

vv. 18-21. Note that the spondee is rarely used and the third caesura marked. Contrast Coll. Ale.c.

p. 199.

D. KOPH. 22 CTTlKCOpd^Cl^Kai pcdvci^

Koivrjs de (f>€p(ov^*A<f}po8iTi]s rrodov A(j>podciTT)s P.

TTodoV avrds<CuV€V7>\[^0'VPC^<j)T}l3cdV

25 dypvTTvov VTTO KoXapov^dvopa Xcyci.

Kat roCroi' ew * | /3pa;^i;raror

dvopTjpQy Trarep’lytvcoo'KO)

CTCpOV Sc \cy(i>\\y4ov^ CTCpOV

TTapd Trapw^iaiv^^^^ .

V. 22. “ Knocks at (my) door in a drunken state.” v. 23. Koivrjs “ like all men.”

24. avroff Milne non dispicio : num awro? ?

V. 25. dvopa XcycL “makes dishonourable proposals.”

V. 27. Or akLTTjpa. Ovyarep Crdnert metri, ut solet, oblitus.

E. ? nATHP. 30 — — tO KaTcXOti>v.

*CTZ\

iro. 30-31. The reading is very uncertain.

I fear that Mr. Milne and his colleague, despite their extreme ingenuity in places, have not done any-

thing to rival work like that of Prof. Hunt. But the value and importance of the whole book are beyond

question.

A. D. Knox.

Papyrus grecs^ publics sous la direction de Pierre Jouguet, avec la collaboration de Paul Collart,

Jean Lesquier. (Institut Papyrologique de FUniversite de Lille.) Tome premier, Fascicule iv.

Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1928. Pp. 265-311
; 12 plates.

This fascicule concludes vol. i of the Lille Papyri. It contains only the additions and corrections, the

indexes, with a table of the papyri, and the facsimiles. Many years have passed since parts i and ii

appeared, and some of the papyri are in places extremely difficult to decipher, as a glance at the excellent

and very welcome fiicsimiles will show. Hence it is not to be wondered at that the “Additions et correc-

tions” are fairly numerous. It is useful to have them collected in one place
;
and moreover they have been

checked by the editors with the papyri before them, while those which an examination of the originals

failed to confirm have been rejected. The list is therefore authoritative. The editors are to be congratu-

lated on the completion of their heavy task.

H. I. Bell.
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PKELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS
AT EL-^AMARNAH, 1928-9

By H. FRANKFOET

With Plates xx-xxix.

The Society’s expedition worked last winter for three months at Armant and for two

months at Eh^Amarnah. This article, however, deals only with the results of the work

at El-‘Amarnah, the discoveries at Armant having been made public already in TJw

Daily Telegraph of December 11th, January 3rd and 4th, The Illustrated London News of

July 13th, and in Notes and News in the last number of this Journal, 107; for a fuller

appreciation of this new material further excavations at the Bouchaion, and above all a

deeper study of the texts on the stelae and offering-tables which we found, are required.

We arrived at El-‘Amarnah about four weeks later than we had originally planned,

as it had been considered desirable to continue at x\rmant almost up to the end of

January. The party consisted of Mr. Seton H. F. Lloyd, architect, Mr. and Mrs, J. D. S.

Pendlebury, and Mr. Alan W. Shorter, besides Mrs. Frankfort and myself. Our plan

was to complete, if possible, the excavation of the northern part of the site, and in any

case to advance northwards up to the large villas in the vicinity of the Northern Palace.

An unexpected circumstance, however, prevented us from achieving even our minimum
programme

;
as will be explained below we found ourselves suddenly obliged to dig down

to the unprecedented depth of 2 to 3 metres in the western part of the suburb proper,

so that progress was much slower than had been expected^. A narrow strip of small

houses was therefore still unexcavated when our funds came to an end. It lies between the

West Road and the cultivation, in the line of the 36-squares only, and it is unlikely that

it will add materially to our understanding of this part of Akhetaten. We give the plan

of the suburb provisionally- in PL xxii; for its situation within the site as a whole.

1 Not only was the wady to the north of the suburb so deep, but another very deep spot exists behind

the first row of houses to the west of West Road. The wall with the double curve to the south of T.36. 20,

for instance, is a deep retaining wall, starting with a couple of courses on the east but descending for two

metres at its we.stern end. It is the invevstigation of the ancient state of affairs at this point which will

require such a considerable time. The most serious consequence of this unexpected delay during the last

season was that we had to postpone once more the final investigation and planning of the great Aten

temple ;
I had proposed to do this at the end of the season, in order to give Mr. Lloyd an opportunity of

becoming familiar with the problems of the site by dealing with the more regular private house first. For

the temple presents extreme difficulties, firstly because it was never finished and contains a number of

provisional brick constructions alongside its stone work
;
secondly it has been wilfully destroyed, either

by Horemheb’s contractors or by le.ss authorized stone quarriers or by both
;
thirdly it has already been

dug through by Professor Petrie, who dumped the rubbish hack from one part into another. Now that

the remains have been once more cleared by us in lb26-7 the final work should be done <is soon as

possible. At the beginning Mr. Glanville spent a week exploring the boundary stelae, and recovered

various sculptured fragments. This work is not yet concluded.

2 The plan is provisional in that its ten large sheets are not joined with absolute accuracy.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 19
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Journal, xxu, PL xliv should be consulted. This, in the first place, will show which part of

the work was done in 1926-7, when excavation of this part of the ancient town was

started for the first time; we then merely followed the southern boundary and cleared a

narrow strip to define its extent; from this strip we worked northwards this year until

we had reached at every point the wady on the north. Then a very important fact

became clear: just as we had found at the southern edge of the suburb that the ancient

watercourse had not damaged houses to any extent, and that, on the other hand, no

buildings were to be found within the wady as it is to-day, so we found that the wady
to the north of the suburb had through the ages maintained its course^: the houses

stopped on its edge, and only a few were somewhat damaged by the water. The houses

of the north-western quarter of this suburb stand actually on a terrace, which is reached

by an easy gradient from the south, but they stand a full 2 to 3 metres above the ancient

level of the wady on its north. The terrace is therefore on the northern side supported

by one or more brick retaining walls. These, of course, would be of no use if a powerful

stream of drainage water from the eastern desert were to flow out through this wady.

But the watercourse, as is shown on the map, is very wide, and nowadays contains at

most a few centimetres of water on the rare occasions when it ‘"works”; the brick retain-

ing walls might perhaps be slightly damaged on such occasions; they would suffer from
accumulated effects of the water only if neglected.

Now the conclusion to be drawn from these observations is this, that contrary to

what had been observed in the south, in the main town, the physical formation of the

site where we worked has remained the same since antiquity; it seems even that the

edge of the cultivation has not shifted, though this is not yet ascertained with certainty.

In any case we have obtained for the first time at El-Amarnah a complete unit of the

town-plan, enclosed between desert, cultivation and two wadys, exactly as it was laid

out and built.

When we scrutinize the plan we find the name “suburb,” given in the previous

season, fully justified. One or two buildings seem to be official; for the rest it is a purely

residential quarter, clearly dependent on the adjoining districts. This is particularly

obvious in the dominating feature of the town-plan, the two large thoroughfares which
run from the south to the north and find no explanation in the suburb itself. We know
already that they are to be interpreted as a continuation of the corresponding arterial

roads in the main city to the south. But no direct connexion exists, since the great Aten
temple intervenes. Yet the West Hoad is an important means of communication. It

connects the main city site with the Northern Palace, and moreover, with the northern

entrance of the bay in which Akhetaten was built. (See Journal, xiii, PL xliv, and
Journal, x, PL xxxvi.) The East Road, however, planned originally as an equally

important thoroughfare, was soon used as mere building ground in the absence of much
traffic. At the north its exit, apparently from the beginning narrower than the rest of

the road because of the projection of the estate of U.35. 13, was entirely blocked by
numerous middle-class houses. These may well have accommodated the craftsmen who
worked on the Northern Tombs, which are easily reached from this point and which, as

we know, were on the whole of later date than the Southern Tombs. It will be easy to

verify this suggestion when our town-plan has been coordinated with the Survey map on
which traces of ancient paths are marked. House U.35. 2 was certainly inhabited by a

^ It has widened, though, towards the north, Le., on the edge farthest away from our suburb, where it

damaged some houses not yet excavated.
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painter, to judge by the large number of pots of paint, a large rough palette and other
objects found there.

The blocking-up of the exit of the East Road reduced it to a thoroughfare of

restricted local significance: it connected the eastern part of the suburb with the main
artery, West Road, by means of the narrow but very straight street. It mav be, as
Mr. Glanville has supposed b that the suburb was a late extension of the town towards
the north, called into being by the existence of Aklienaten's Xorthern Palace farther on:
but in any case it seems that the (h'velopment was either preniaturelv arrest(‘(l (by the
death of Akhenaten?) or never came u]) to expectations. For not onlv does East Road
appear to be planned on too ambitious a scale, but the part immediately to the west of East
Road was never fully occu[)ied, and contains some estates of consiilerable size (siicli as

U, 36.34 and 48) belonging to houses which are hardly adequate, and seem a disappoint-
ing outcome of what was laid out rather grandly. Into this open space and into East
Road crowded from the south a very large number of small and poor dwellings^. Yet
these intrusive houses are too numerous, and not small enough, to be considered servants’

quarters. Such are, we think, either the large lialls with s(|uare brick pillars found on
most of the large estates, or the rows of diminutive dwellings such as stretch in a row
to the west of A .37.1 or to the east of V.30.5. But the small houses in the west part

of East Road are independent of the larger estates. I would suggest tliat their occu[)ants

were connected with what lay immediately on the other side of the wadv wliich borders

the suburb in the south: the Great Aten Temple, when* tin* inhabitants of the.^t* hovels

and cottages may well have filled the numerous minor appointments.

Very remarkable indeed is the north-western quarter of the suburb, A number of large

houses stand here close together; no space is lost, or sacrificed to gardens. On the other

hand, T. 35. 6 and 9 own an exceptional number of corn-bins, and the occu])ant of T. 35. 1 1,

who also owned T.35. 12 and 16, had a number of corn-bins in the last-named })uilding

converted into magazines with a greater capacity. The houses themselves have tlnur

entrances from the south, from the side of the town, therefore. The corn-biri> stand in

courtyards directly accessible from the wady, by means of long stairways in the case of

T.35. 3 and 6 (Pis. xxii and xxiii). Xow, as we have seen, the ])hysical formation of this

part of the site has not changed these three thoiL^and \XMirs. Nowadays the ferry of the

village of Et-Till {Journal, xiii, PI, xliv) and the quay wheie the })oats are unloa<led lie

immediately to the west of these houses. This may have been the case in the days of

Akhenaten, and the quarter which we are discussing may well have been a merchants’

quarter, where, amongst other staple products, corn was stored: the easiest and most

direct way from the quay would have been through the wady, and the corn- bins and

magazines were thus placed with great advantage on the terrace at the head of stairs

leading up from the wady direct. The bigger houses had their own corn-bins, two

generally, sometimes three, very rarely four. Their owners evidently possessed land,

either on the opposite shore of the Nile or elsewhere in Egypt. But a good many

^ The Mural Paintuaj of El~^Ama/ aa/t, o4, with note 1.

2 Since this report wa.'^ written we have found a reuiarkaMe coiifiruiation (»f the architectural ^irgiimeiit

which led us to believe that this .slum <|uarter is of comparatively latt' date and intrusive. < the ring-

bezels inscribed -with royal names those of Akhenaten are elsewhere by far the most common Yet in the

quarter which we are here considering these are outnumbered by those of Ins ^ucce>>(»rs. We found only

three of Akhenaten—two of these in houses which contained also bezels of Smenkhkare^'. Of this king

we found three, of Ankheseni>a<iten one, and of TutOinkhamun tiiree, two of whieh actually bore the

“Amun”-name.

19—2
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mouths remained to be fed in the suburb, which I reckon roughly to have counted 3000

inhabitants.

Mr. Lloyd has made a perspective reconstruction of T. 35. 3 and 9 (PL xxiii), in which

much of our new information on domestic architecture is embodied. We look at it from

the north, from the wady, in fact, where we know that the rubbish was thrown down.

The corn-bins were filled from the top, small steps being built up against them. The

reconstruction of the porter’s lodge is perhaps the most uncertain part of the drawing.

The houses represent two types, the existence of which is well established at El-*Amarnah.

That on the left shows the central room projecting above the rest of the house to

receive light through the clerestory windows. The flat roof was surrounded by a parapet

or, maybe, was built up high so as to exclude any view on to the roof, which thus served

as a closed-in court. The house on the right shows the other type we know. The roof of

the central room is partly hidden behind a loggia, which is nothing but the northern part

of the flat roof covered over. Already in 1926-7 we obtained evidence that some such

construction occasionally existed above the northern part of the house, for we found in

V. 37. 1 the small stone pillar-bases of this roof-loggia exactly where they had dropped
down. They were lying in the northernmost room of the ground floor, the so-called

‘’north loggia,” where they were covered by large portions of painted plaster which had
subsequently fallen from the walls of that room, the ceiling having naturally collapsed first

when the house had been deserted for a time and the wood and palm-ribs had decayed.

As to the so-called “north loggia” on the ground floor, we have never found any
evidence that it had a large open window^, though we have been particularly on the

look-out for material bearing on this and similar problems. The two houses shown in

the reconstruction would have the corn-bins exactly in front of their open loggias, if

these existed on the ground floor, which would be absurd. We have therefore given them
ordinary grille windows in their ground floor “north loggia.” The house V. 37.1 also

gave us valuable information in this matter, for we found there, in the “north loggia,”

a dummy window of the ordinary type^, which is only explicable if we assume that it

continued in a decorative frieze a motive that was actually supplied by real windows
placed here and there in the frieze. This arrangement has been adopted in Mr. Lloyd’s
reconstructed section, shown in PI. xxiv. Its plan will be found at the right-hand bottom
corner of PI. xxii; but as a further illustration of the disposition of the various rooms we
add in Pi. xxv a plan of the largest house found in the suburb, which in its separation
of servants and masters, and of public and private parts of the house, is particularly
instructive. If we now return to the section of House V.37.1, shown in PI. xxiv, we
notice on the left the entrance porch, with the shallow steps leading up to it and a frame
of red mud plaster, crowned with a torus and cavetto moulding and a block pattern, all

of which were actually found^. Next is shown the so-called “north loggia” on the ground
floor, with its frieze imitating the grille window by bars of applied mud plaster. The
doors are painted red and yellow, the door frames red; the door on the left communicates
with the kitchen. A frescoed garland was found here. Either this was placed above the
door leading to the central room, or two of these garlands existed, one on each side of

the door. The frieze probably did not continue on that wall where real windows
were impossible. Next comes the central room, with its dais against the wall on the

1 But see Peet and Woolley, CUy of Akheaaten, i, 20.

Muful Paintiag^ PL xxi, and p. 51. A duraniy window had not been found before.
3 Thi.s reconstruction solves the difficulty referred to in Mural Painting, 52. Unfortunately the petal-

frieze has been left out between torus moulding and block pattern.
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right, and its lustration slab behind the pillar. Behind that wall the stairs lead to the

roof-loggia. The roof of the central room is carried by a main beam painted with a

block pattern, and rafters painted pink, orange or reddish brown, while the ceiling,

reflecting the light which enters through the high windows, is white. White, too,

are the upper part of the rafters and their ends where they enter the wall. All these

details of the roofing of the houses were established in the past season. The windows,

with a grating of stone, or of mud modelled round palmsticks, are set in a frame of red

painted mud and are painted red themselves; outside, the windows, like the rest of the

house, are whitewashed or mud coloured. To the right of the central room is shown the

passage which separates the public from the private apartments, and finally we see the

inner or women’s sitting-room on the extreme right. The elifferences between this

drawing and earlier reconstructions show how much our knowledge of domestic archi-

tecture has increased^. And surely this is an impoitant matter for the history of civiliza-

tion. Yet it is only at El-‘Ainarnali that we may hope for further light on these and

similar problems, a fact which must once more be stated emphatically as the work at

that site is chronically suffering from shortage of funds, notwithstanding its unique

importance. Perhaps the value of the ruins of a town which, being an artificial founda-

tion without economic basis, was soon deserted after it was built, will be better under-

stood if it is realized how fragile the material is which gives us our most valuable clues.

The accompanying photograph (PI. xxvi, fig. 1) records one of the numerous stages

by which we recover knowledge of essential parts of the Egyptian dwelling which are of

necessity lost in every case. Such parts are, in the first place, roofs and second storeys.

The only traces which are left are to be found in the painted mud plaster with which

walls and woodwork were coated and which survives, though it may crumble at a touch.

Thus this photograph shows the bedroom of U.35.1, looking into it from the passage.

In the debris, which had not been disturbed since the collapse of the house, are traces of

all the rafters of the ceiling. One is just uncovered: the wood only survives as a black

powder. The mud coating is intact and shows the colours already enumerated in

describing the section of PL xxiv. This coating shows that the beam toppled over and

is now lying on its side, because on the left-hand side we see what was originally its

upper side: on it are still to be discerned the impressions of the gerid, the palm-ribs,

which were laid over the rafters to form the roof. A fragment of this side of the beam
has been broken off and laid next to it, to show these impressions more clearly. On the

right of the beam is shown a flat fragment of white plaster which is from the ceiling

proper, i.e., the flat under-surface of the palm-ribs which showed between each successive

pair of rafters. The colouring of rafters and of the main beams in the large rooms has

already been discussed in connexion with PI. xxiv. It need hardly be stated explicitly

that only very numerous observations, all coordinated, and endless care in the clearing

of debris, as soon as the possibility of painted plaster among it arises, enable one to

reach conclusions such as are here given. Yet the opportunity to reach such conclusions

gives to the work at El-*Amarnah a fascination and an interest to which the chance of

making finds is entirely subsidiary^.

Even our finds, however, give reason for satisfaction: we can, of course, only publish

1 The question to the urigiii of the niches in the houses, which some hold for religious, while others

see in them a purely oriiaiuental feature u^ed to balance the doors (latest reference: Yon Bissing, Arehii'

fur Orieiitforsckuag^ ill, 174
i,
seems decided by our discovery in V.3o.6 i PL xxvi, hg. 5}. Here the niche

shows, modelled in mud, a detailed replica of a door, consisting of two planks (the joint is indicated in the

middle of the door) and tuiming on one pivot, in the right-hand corner.
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a few of the most important here. As personal adornments we found a bronze Menat,

beautifully engraved (PL xxvii, fig. 1); the face of Hathor recalls the profile of Queen Ty.

More important still is the large necklace shown in PL xxvii, fig. 2. Every year numerous

broken fayence pendants kept turning up in excavations, but now for the first time

a complete necklace has been found, and we have succeeded in establishing beyond

doubt the sequence of the concentric rows: at the top there were cornflowers, then

poppy leaves, then bunches of grapes, next lotus petals and cornflowers alternately,

then dates, green and red, and finally long lotus petals with blue tips. The string had

entirely rotted away and, though the sequence of the rows is certain, the spacing by
means of the small beads is less so. The string at the back was restored because the

lotus petals used there were not only of a difterent type from the others, but were also

found in a cluster together in such a way as to suggest some such solution as here

adopted. The end pieces represent lotus flowers in polychrome fayence. Mr. Glanville

has recently dealt with the relation existing between real garlands, their fayence

imitations and their decorative use in ceramic and domestic decoration, in The Mural
Painting of El-^Amarnak. It is interesting to note that eight of these necklaces were

found in the tomb of Tut^'ankhamun, but they were different enough from ours to make
it necessary for the Cairo Museum to retain the latter. The point is that they contain,

with a few exceptions, pendants of purely ornamental forms, new evidence how short-

lived the naturalism of ELAmarnah was. The extraordinary chance which preserved

for us this perfect garland seems to redeem an ancient oflence: it was found hidden

under a brick in the courtyard of a very poor house (U. 36. 25), and one is led to

surmise that it was stolen from some richer dwelling but that the thief did not dare to

display the new finery, and hid it where we found it.

Another interesting object is a limestone toy made to be drawn on wheels. It

represents a monkey groom trying to make a large monkey move, while another monkey,
with a smaller one between his arms, holds on to the reins. The relative position of the

two monkeys in the chariot is sufficiently like that in which Akhenaten and one of his

daughters are sometimes pictured in the tombs to suggest that in the harmless shape of

a toy some fun was poked at Akhenaten’s horsemanship. The monkeys are painted

green, with red faces and white breasts. The reins and the details of the chariot

are red. It was found in U. 35. 3.

A large number of finds we must pass over, tools, weights (PL xxviii, fig. 2)^,

and beautiful fragments of glazed tiles, some with scenes from the marshes, some with
decorative designs such as ducks like those used with the mural garlands, or fishes.

Then there were an ivory and a stone ushabti, the first a rarity, and the wealthy merchant
of T.35. 11 owned a beautiful large porphyry stone bowl, of the middle pre-dynastic

period. Almost as inexplicable was the presence, in the obscure complex U. 35.31, of a

* The catalogue numbers of the weights in the photograph are, from left to right ; top row, 350, 377
242; middle, 30; bottom row, 291, 209, 268, Their weights are as follows:

350. Bronze, bull’s head, one ear damaged 7*05

291. 7*7

377. ,,
panther’s head 10*3

(401. „ „ j, flat, not in photograph

.

2-9

209. Cube of lead, marked with two lines 20*4

268. Haematite 21'25

242. Alabaster 22*1

30. Greenstone 4*15
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delightful figure of Bes of steatite, on an alabaster foot; an opening in the head may
be either for the feather-headdress, or perhaps the figure served as a mirror handle.

PL xxviii, fig. 1, shows a delicately shaped vase of multi-coloured glass.

Quite by itself stands the small statuette of a private person, rare as such at

El-‘Amarnah, and rarer still by the exquisiteness of its modelling (Pis. xx and xxi). Note

especially the parts round the mouth, and the neck and chest. In the profile we notice

that the fashion of shaping the body after the peculiarities of Akhenaten’s physique is

also followed in this statuette, though it is otherwise a remarkably individual portrait.

The chair is rendered in colours, which show the two kinds of wood of which it was

made, and even the pegs with which these were joined. The Department of Antiquities,

in taking this statuette, gave back to us the one found some years ago by Professor

Whittemore and then provisionally retained {Journal, xn, PL viii).

All these objects were found in private houses. Two structures, however, seem to

be public buildings. One was situated to the south of the suburb, in the middle of the

wady, and was therefore much denuded. It was certainly not an ordinary house, and

I am inclined, provisionally, to see in it a police-station. If anything happened in the

northern half of the bay, a runner could reach the station along the shortest route

(West Road), and subsequently nobody would be able to pass the wady on his way to

the main town without being observed by watchers at the station.

The other is shown in detail in PL xxix and can easily be recognized in the plan of

PL xxii on East Road. Its main feature is the combination of a normal large house and

its outbuildings (V. 36.7) with a courtyard (V.36.I3) of exceptional size, and above all

with a remarkable pillared hall (V.36.12). In this hall is a dais, the occupant of which

was protected from the importunate cries of those who might crowd round the entrance,

kept back by a doorkeeper. At the back of the hall are six large magazines, only

accessible from the hall. The arrangement suggests that goods were brought into the

hall, shown to an official on the dais and then stored under his supervision in the

magazines. This is exactly what happens when taxes are paid in kind, as they were in

Egypt. Notwithstanding the direct communication between the hall and the central

room of the tax-collector’s private house, a communication which is the only unusual

feature in this house-plan, it seems that special arrangements for the comfort of the

tax-collector had to be made in his office for the days when business was too pressing

to allow him to leave the hall at all. On the right-hand side of the hall we see, there-

fore, a lustration room and a lavatory (PL xxvi, fig. 3).

It may be objected that we assign a detailed meaning to this extraordinary group
without due proof. To this we answer that buildings answering to this purpose must
have existed at Akhetaten, and if our supporters will enable us to clear the site com-
pletely, we shall then be able to judge whether our interpretation does or does not gain

probability when considered in connexion with the town-plan as a whole. It should

never be forgotten that most of the labour spent on El-'Amarnah will be lost unless the

work be completed and the unique chance to study the organism of an ancient city in

its entirety be utilized to the full.
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PTOLEMAIC COINAGE IN EGYPT

By J. G. MILNE

A papyrus in the great collection known as the Zeno Archives throws some light on

the old problem of determining the rates at which the Ptolemaic coinages circulated in

Egypt: and, as its evidence has not been fully used in the recent discussions of this

problem by Dr. A. Segre^ and the late M. Theodore Reinach^, it may be useful to draw

further attention to it. It suggests that the relation of gold and silver as bullion in

Ptolemaic Egypt was materially different from what it was in Greece : and, if this is the

fact, it would naturally affect the ratio of the metals when coined.

Silver was always scarce, as compared with gold, in Egypt and there is some reason

to think that in early times it may have been actually the more valuable metal of the two.

However, there is little doubt that, towards the close of the dynastic period, gold was

worth about twice as much as silver: Segre does not think the use of such a ratio in

problem 62 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus is conclusive, but it would be quite

natural in a sum to assume values approximating to those in current use: and a more

definite proof is given by a passage in the unpublished B.M. Papyrus 10068, communicated

to me by Professor Peet, which, when dealing with certain stolen metal, mentions
‘'2 deben kite of gold making 4 deben 7 kite of silver.” This document is of the

Twentieth Dynasty.

Though no later equation seems to have been preserved, it is not likely that the gold

value of silver would depreciate under the native dynasties. A good deal of silver was

probably shipped to Naukratis by the Greeks, if we may judge from the hoards of

archaic Greek coins found in Lower Egypt these of course would come over as bullion,

since there was no use for coined money in Egypt at this time : and it is noticeable that

the hoards are chiefly made up of the issues of the districts which produced silver and

put it on the market in the form of coin, while the great commercial centres which were

partners in the factory at Naukratis are poorly represented: the currencies of the latter

group would have a mercantile value, and so would be less readily consigned to the

melting-pot than those which were simply appraised at their silver content. But silver

could have been, and probably was, shipped to Egypt as readily under the Twentieth
Dynasty as under the Twenty-sixth, and there are no circumstances known which would
suggest any alteration in its value between the two periods. Nor would the Persian

conquest change the situation to any material extent: Persian sigloi and Phoenician
silver coins are found in Egypt, but, like the archaic Greek coins, under conditions which
clearly suggest that they were regarded as bullion.

It may be objected that, if the gold-silver ratio in Egypt before its conquest by

1 Metrologat e cuxolozione motictaria ilegli anttchu part ii, chap, in : this contains references to eciiiier

articles.

2 R,E.G., XLi ( 1928 ), 121 - 196 .

tor details, see S. P. tsoe, .1 BthhngruliJig of Ureck Cnn* (New York, 1925 j, where the hoards
are indexed.
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Alexander had been 2:1, or anything near that, it would have been absurd for him to

introduce into the country his own currency based on a ratio of 10:1. But it has to be

remembered that this currency was a forced one, with values fixed arbitrarily for the

coins throughout the empire, and making no allowance for fluctuations in the market
value of metal or local variations in exchange : it was modelled on the Athenian coinage,

which had probably been similarly forced for Attica from the time of Solon, and in the

middle of the fifth century for the whole Athenian empire. So long as the kingdom of

Alexander held together, it would not matter much if in one province the silver circulated

at a value below its market-price as metal : some amount of coin might be melted down,

and some merchants might make considerable profits
;
probably the price of silver would

drop temporarily, as the amount available would be enormously increased by the capture

of the Persian reserves of coin, and the risks of transport would be diminished. But
this state of things would continue only while Egypt was under the same rule as silver-

producing countries: as soon as it became a separate kingdom the situation was

materially altered.

Under the Ptolemies the conditions of Egypt in regard to obtaining supplies of silver

were not unlike what they had been under the Eamessides : it had to come from abroad,

subject to the usual risks of merchandise, and involved an outlay of capital, which would

necessarily send up the price in the Egyptian metal-market: and it would not be

unreasonable to suppose that the gold value of silver in the third century b.c. might

return to something like what it had been in the Twentieth Dynasty. So, if Ptolemy
wished to continue the Alexandrine system of currency, he would be faced with the

problem of securing his silver at a price which would enable him to strike coins without

loss. He could of course buy it abroad, but it would hardly have paid him to buy tetra-

drachms in Greece, transport them to Egypt, and then recoin them on the same standard:

and foreign silver coming in by way of the ordinary course of trade would be secured by
the metal merchants, who could easily outbid the government in the market if the bullion

value were much above the specie value. The result may be seen in the decree quoted

in P. Zeno 59021^, which is practically an attempt to commandeer all the precious metal

that entered Egypt : the king ordered that all external money should be exchanged for

Egyptian currency, or, in other words, sold to the government at its own price, and that

manufactured articles should be similarly requisitioned for the purposes of the mint.

It was however evidently impossible for the Egyptian government to secure silver at

a price which would enable it to continue the silver coinage on the standard set by
Alexander: and the first expedient tried was the reduction of the standard: within a few

years the silver tetradrachm dropped from an average weight of slightly over 17 grammes
to one of about 15*7, and then again to one of about 14*2^. But even this did not keep

the silver in circulation, and little more than half a century after the death of Alexander,

in 270 B.C., Ptolemy II gave up the attempt to force an exotic currency on the country

as the standard of values, and, while he still struck gold and silver for foreign trade and
for his possessions outside Egypt, he issued a series of copper coins which were clearly

intended to have a real value, not simply to serve as tokens like other copper coinages

of Greece and the Levant. As the natural consequence of this, the copper drachma was
recognized as a standard in Egypt, and, after the middle of the third century b.c. down

^ First published by C. C, Edgar in Ann. Serv.^ xviii, 167 : there is an important commentary on it

by Schubart and Regling in Z. f. A., xxXiii, 74.

^ For details, see Segre’s article quoted above.
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to the Roman conquest, internal business was habitually transacted on the basis of a

reckoning in copper drachmas^.

There are numerous instances of equations between silver and copper stated in papyri

of this period, and the ratio has perplexed metrologists who have sought to explain it on

the normal Greek basis: it ranged generally between 500:1 and 400:1, usually nearer the

higher than the lower figure: and this would of course be impossible as a ratio of metal

values in Greece itself. But, if the ratio of silver to gold in Egypt were anything like

what it had been in the Twentieth Dynasty, then the ratio of copper to gold—perhaps

about 1000:1—would not be so startling; it is simply the high value of silver in Egypt

which makes its position in the scale seem abnormal. It must be remembered that the

Ptolemies controlled supplies of gold and of copper, and could stabilize the prices of

both: it was only in regard to silver that they were helpless.

The second reduction of the weight of the silver tetradrachm under Ptolemy I had
brought it down to what is known as the ‘'Phoenician'’ standard, which suited the

requirements of the Asiatic parts of the Ptolemaic empire: and silver continued to be

coined on this basis, with a gold currency related to it on the Asiatic ratio of about 13:1.

A very considerable proportion of the third century Ptolemaic silver was issued from the

Phoenician mints, mainly from Tyre and Sidon, though the mint-marks of Joppa and
Ptolemais-Ake are also found: and, so long as Phoenicia remained in the hands of the

Ptolemies, the purity of the coinage was fairly well maintained. The Phoenician metal-

market would be independent of the Egyptian, and the Phoenician merchants would
expect a sound currency on the standards to which they were accustomed: this would
secure that the tetradrachms of Tyre and Sidon were kept up to the mark, and react on
the mint of Alexandria as regards the coinage of silver. It is evident that the Phoenician

and Egyptian issues circulated side by side, as they are constantly found mixed up
together in hoards, both in Egypt and outside.

In the second century b.c., however, when Phoenicia had passed from the Ptolemies

to the Seleucids, a depreciation in the Egyptian silver began: the tetradrachm was struck

at about the same weight, but with an increasing quantity of alloy, till it consisted of

only about 25°/^ silver. So far as the Egyptian market was concerned, there was an
advantage in this reduction in fineness, as it brought the metal content of the coin to
something nearer its nominal value, and so helped to secure its circulation: and the
rather scanty evidence of Egyptian finds suggests that the debased tetradrachms of this

period did in fact circulate more freely in the country than the good silver of the earlier

kings. The only district outside Africa which was still under Ptolemaic rule was Cyprus,

,

and that island was not of sufficient importance commercially to maintain the standard
of the tetradrachm : the three Cypriote mints of Paphos, Salamis, and Kition followed
the Egyptian lead in the debasement of their silver. Beyond Egyptian territory the
Ptolemaic silver was naturally exchanged at its metal value: in the Greek markets the
tetradrachm was generally tariffed at one-fourth of its nominal value as a drachma, at
Rome as a denarius: but there would be little coin exported from Egypt in the first

century b.c. Ptolemaic gold and silver of the third century are found not infrequently
in various parts of the Aegean area, later issues hardly ever occur.

It is a curious fact that all the late Ptolemaic silver bears the marks of the Cypriote
mints, at first of the three just named, afterwards of Paphos only. It would be under-
standable that silver should only be struck in Cyprus in the latter part of the second
centur} and beginning of the first, as this was the only part of the empire which trans-

1 See The Copper Coinage of the Ptolemm, Liverpool Annah^ i, 30.
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acted its business on a silver standard: but the ITA of Paphos continues to appear on the
tetradrachms after the island had ceased to belong to the Ptolemies. It is hardly likely,

though possible, that the Eoman governors of Cyprus would take on a contract for

striking coins for the kings of Egypt : and it seems more probable that towards the end
of the second century the mint of Paphos had monopolized the coinage of silver to such
an extent that its mark was regarded as an essential part of the type of the tetradrachm.

and was sla\dshlv copied when the coins were actually struck at Alexandria^.

The final state of the Ptolemaic currency is fairly clear. Gold had probably ceased

to be struck by about 100 b.c.: there are no gold pieces which can be dated with
certainty to the first century. There was an abundant supply of base silver tetradrachms,

with a silver content of about which served as a nominal unit of reckoning for

the silver standard and for purposes of foreign exchange. For internal trade the real

circulating medium was copper: and under Cleopatra the two chief denominations of this

metal were marked as of the value of eighty and forty drachmas respectively. These
values were probably chosen for convenience of relation to the silver standard: though
the ratio of exchange between silver and copper, as already stated, fluctuated, a tabula-

tion of the figures shows that the point of maximum frequency is near enough to 480:1
to suggest that this might have been the official ratio, which would be affected by the

market quotations and liable to go up or down in the transaction of actual business like

modern exchange rates. If this was the official ratio, then pieces of eightv and forty

copper drachmas would be reckoned as obols and half-obols on the silver standard.

This was the scheme of currency found in Egypt and taken over by the Roman
conquerors: and, as it was the declared policy of Augustus to keep Egypt apart from the
rest of the empire, it persisted, though gradually decaying, until the monetary reform of

Diocletian was applied to Egypt equally with the other provinces.

Note: That a ratio of 2: 1 between gold and silver was not impossible in a country
in touch with Mediterranean trade is shown by the fact that such a ratio actually existed

in Southern Arabia in the time of Augustus (Strabo, xvi, 4,* 19).

The argument of this paper has been criticized on the ground that, if silver had been
so valuable in Egypt, merchants would have imported such quantities of it as to send
the price down. This seems to assume either an altruism or a stupidity in the merchants
which would be hard to credit. Moreover, Mr. Lucas has shown {Journal, xiv, 313-9)

that there may have been some local production of silver in Egypt, though only in small

quantities and under conditions which would make it comparatively expensive: if this

were the case, it would be quite natural for the Egyptian government to control imports

of foreign silver so as to keep up the price.

* With regard to the distribution of those coins between Alexandria and Paphos, see E. T, Xewe 11 on

the Kenah hoard in Tico Recent Egyptixn Hoarch fXew York, 1927).
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A PORTRAIT-STATUETTE OF SE80STRIS III

By H. E. hall

With Plate xxx.

No. 36298 of the British Museum (PI. xxx) is a small statuette of grey slate

representing king Sesostris III. It is not inscribed, but the portrait is evident, though

battered about the nose and mouth. The eyes, a characteristic feature

of the king’s face, are well preserved. (Cf. the series in Evers, Staat aus

dem Stein, Pis. 78 ff.) It is 8 in. (20*2 cm.) tall. The king wears the usual

nemes headdress and the necklace with the peculiar pendent double

amulet with a pin through it, which he is always represented in his

statues as wearing (c/. Brit. Mus., Nos. 684-6
;

Naville and Hall, Deir

el-bahari, Xlth Dyn. Temple, ii, PI. ii
;

iii, Pis. i, xxi) : it was usually

worn by the Twelfth Dynasty kings. The beads of the necklace are well

shown as a succession of longs and shorts. The original long beads will

have been about 2 in. (5 cm.) in length. The tail of his uraeus is disposed as shown in

the accompanying cut: in an angular style characteristic of the reign.

The statuette was seated, as is shown by the bending of the left arm: the other is

broken away above the elbow.

This is a good example of smaller official portraits of this king, and it is to be

regretted that the features have suffered damage.
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AN INCANTATION IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

By AETHUR S. HUNT

With Plate xxxi, fig. 1.

In Plate xx, fig. 8, of Sir Flinders Petrie’s Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe, 1889, a

drawing on a reduced scale is given of an object described as a mud figure bound on a

papyrus : a charm?” ;
a more exact illustration is afforded by the photographic reproduction

which accompanies the present article (Plate xxxi, fig. 1). Nothing is said about the circum-

stances of the discovery of the hypothetical charm
:
presumably it was among the casual

products of the surface soil of the Hawara cemetery, like the miscellaneous papj^i found

during the same season’s work (cf. op, eit., 8 and 28), with one of which, as will be seen later,

it has a close affinity. Having been presented to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, it lay

undisturbed in its case until one day last year, when with the approval of the Keeper of

the Museum I removed the fibres of papyrus by which the clay figure was attached and

flattened out the tightly rolled sheet. This measures 17*8 x 9*5 cm. and contains the

appended text, written in an ill-formed cursive hand which may be of the second or third

century.

6 Tu(/)wz/ avriBifc-

[/c}[o9] i{(r)Ttv Tov r)\€LOVy ovro-

9 Kavaov Kuphiav Kai y(rv-

')(pv avTov ’A^(/x)a>z/etoL' ov

5 €TeK€v fcal elBta firj-

rpa^ aBcova^i) a^paaa^ in-

i/[o]vTt Kal aa/Saco^y Kava~

ov '^v')(pv Kal KapBLav

auTofi ^KpicdveLov ov ere-

lo Kev iir avrov ^epa-

TTLaKWV ov €T€KeV OpETTr-

T], dpr[c d]priy

[v]Ty opa Kal Tjj avrrj f}-

pipa, i^ovT7]<; avvKaTa-

15 pei^ov ra? yfrvx^d^ dv-

<f>OT€pQ)V Kat lTV7)aOV

aVTOV TOV ^ \p(^p)(i)V€l(pV

wv ETEKev ^EXez^?; av-

TOV ^EpaiTiaKOV ov €T~

20 €K€v 6p€7rrr] irdaav op-

av Kai Tidcav })p€pav Kal

Trdaav vvKray Bto) aB(p-

vaty oLyjreiare Oeov, ov

e{a)TLv Twvopai to) dXet-

25 6tvov Bioco Kal aBcovai,

On the verso

(oyai

Xepa

TTiaKOV.

X

2. 1. ovToas, 5. 1. 'eXeV/;. 10. 1. ^(paTrLaKov. 12. First o/3T[t] added above the line. 1. ra^v.

Possibly raK was altered to ra^. 13, 1. cSpa: similarly in 1. 20. 14. 1. e^avrijs. 15, 1. dpcjioTepoiv.

16. 1. TTOLTjcrov. 17-18. 1. ^Appdiviov OV. 23. ]. ai^tcrre Seciiv. 21. 1, to ovopa to u.Xt}Biv6v. 28. v of

crepaTTLaicov above the line.

Of this I take the meaning to be as follows :

“As Typhon is the adversary of the sun, even so inflame the heart and soul of

Ammonius whom Helene bare, even her own womb, adonai abrasax pm[o]uti and sabaoth,
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inflame the soul and heart of Ammonius whom Helene bare towards Serapiacus whom a

slave-woman bare, now now, quickly quickly, in this very hour, on this very day, forth-

with commingle the souls of them both and cause Ammonius himself whom Helene bare

[to love?] Serapiacus whom a slave-woman bare, every hour and every day and every

night, dio adonai, most exalted of gods, whose true name is dioo and adonai.”

A text very similar to this, but broken at the bottom, was published by Mr. J. G. Milne

among other papyri from Hawara in Archiv fiir Pap)jrmforschnng, v, 393. I reprint it

here for comparison. Like the Ashmolean papyrus, it is in a rude hand, which Milne

suggested might belong to the second century. Perhaps the two spells were cast by the

same writer.

ere, EuaY^eXe,

Kara rov ’A 2/ou/3 i(3o)<? teal

Tov '^ppov Ka\ (t)wz^ \oi{7rwv) ttuv

TCdv fcdro) d^ai Ka\ Karah-

5 Tjaai ^apairtaSa fjv ere-

Kev ^YAevr) ijr' avrrjv 'Hpa-

CL^av fjv €T€Kev %eppLO-

vOdpiv dpTi dpri^ ^0“

Kal Kaphia<;,

ro d^e avTfjv tjjv ^apa^rid-

Upon this the following explanatory notes were contributed by the late R. Wiinsch,
op, cit,, 397 : ‘‘Z. 6 eV avrffv muss, wenn es richtig gelesen ist, von Karw d^at abhangen.
Dann ist Herais schon in der Unterwelt. ...Demnach ware jene Herais bereits gestorben,
und zwar, wie man glaubte, durch ein Pluchzauber. Z. 11 ... Der Schreiber des Papyrus
ist zweifelhaft geworden, ob er Z. 7 den wirklichen Namen der Mutter genannt hat und
setzt deshalb die allgemeine, sicher zutreffende Formel. ...Z. 14 f Mit d^ov beginnt ein

neuer Fluch, wenn Z. 16 0 richtig ist, gegen eine neue Person.”

While hesitating to differ from a specialist in such matters, I cannot but think not only
that W'iinsch was mistaken on certain points of detail, but that he failed to understand
the purport of the document. Evidently the two papyri are to be interpreted in the same
way, and I suggest that, so far from being curses intended to injure, they are djeoyai,

incantations the object of which was to provoke love, dyetv and Kaieiv are recurrent terms
in amatory formulae, e,g., P. Brit. Mus., 121

,
471-2 (i. 99

)
dye pot rgv 8c(va)... fcatopevrjv

rpv icai T7)v Kuphiav, P. Oslo, ed. Eitrem i, 1
,
110

,
a^ov epol rS St{vt) ri]v St(ra)

K€op€V7}v, TTvpovpevTjv ...(piXovaav ipi /c.r.X., 346 d^ov Kavaov rr^v 4, 18-21 i^opKt^o)
(T€...Lva dyi^ (1. -^9) poL 01^ ere/cev ...e7rz9 vrpo? "AWovv 7/9 (1. rjv) ereKev
WXe^dvhpia, ^87

;
ra^v Ta^n. Wiinsch was perhaps misled partly by the fact that the

two persons named were both female, as in the Ashmolean papyrus they happen both to
be male : that, however, is not really material, irr avT}]v in 1. 6

,
on which Wiinsch threw

suspicion, was quite correct, eVi, which reappears in the Ashmolean text, being parallel to
7rpo 9 in P. Oslo, I, 4, 21, Karay in 1. 4 is not to be connected with d^at but with what
precedes. The deo\ x^ovlol are similarly invoked in a love-charm in Bibl. Nat. suppl. gr.

574, 296 sqq. (Preisendanz, P«^). Gr, Jia^.,i,82), Iiepae(l>6vp koX
^

khayvihc „:P.pp7)
KaraxOoi'Lw @o)ove.,,Kal Wvov^iBi Ta9 /cXeiBa^ eyoz/rt tmv Kaff Aihov, Oeol^ /cal

haipoat KaTax0ovioL^,,,.d^QV Kal KardSrjaov, d^ov rr^v helva../€\Ke r^v Zuva,,,irpo^ ipe
TOV hdva irdag wpa rov alcovo^, vvkto^ Kal fjpipa^, k.tX. Whether or no 6 ini. 16 is rightly

S[a] y)v €T€K€v eiSia pgrp-

a paei ore eX/SoyaaroK

a\aov/37]T(iycp€co[

.arjv d^ov Kal KalrdSgcrov'i

15 gw yl^vxv [

6 fjv €T€K€V [ ilT UV-

TTjv ^]Apaei\hav fjv eVcAce-

V ^eppov6d\^piv

.

. , .

[ .
. ]

auT)}?
. [
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read, it is now clear from the Ashmolean papyrus that a^ov in 1. 14 does not, as Wiinsch

thought, begin a fresh incantation directed against another person, but is merely a

repetition. I suggest that 11. 14 sqq. should run d^ov Kal Ka[Tdhi](T- ov[v\

^apairidSo- ?(?) f}if ere/cev ['^Xevrj iir av- ttjv "Hpa€L[Sav fjv ere/ce- v ®epfJiov6d[pLv

[e^]auT?}9 {cf. P. Ashmol., 1. 14). As for /S/a pprpa, whether the use of that phrase implies

a doubt of the correctness of the mother’s name seems very questionable.

A few notes on the Ashmolean text may here be added. For the omission of a in eariv

cf. 1. 24. In 1. 5 EXe\^, not as in 1. 10, seems certain. I[Lv[o\vTt (1. 6) is the Egyptian

word from which the personal names YIlvovtl^, YLivovrltov, etc, are derived : its meaning,

Professor Griffith informs me. is ‘'the god." In the clause beginning Trvrjaov in 1. 16

something has apparently dropped out. in 1. 22, spelled three lines later hiooy. which

is coupled with aScovao, is an unusual form, the origin of which is not obvious. Possibly it

is connected with Ai09 ; it can hardly be a corruption of laco. Another obscurity occurs in

the first line of the verso, which is shown both in the photograph and in Sir Flinders

Petrie’s drawing. The second letter may be v, X, or y, but (ovat is unintelligible here, and

though there are some faint marks on the edge of the papyrus above, they do not look like

remains of letters, and it is difficult to believe that &>. . . was not the first line. Hence

neither [aS-] (oi'at nor [A/u(^)-] cov. . is acceptable, and for the same reason [^7-] wyac,

which would otherwise be attractive, is also excluded.

The little figure which was tied to the papyrus roll seems to be a rude approximation

to human shape and presumably represented Ammonius, the object of the incantation.

The use of clay or wax figures is sometimes specified in magical papyri, e.g., P. Brit. Mus.,

121, 866 sqq., \a/3^v tt^Xov diro rpoxov [fC€\paiJitKov ... jrXdaoi/ Kvpiav {(r€X}]PT]i'), P. Bibl.

Nat. cit., 297 (Preisendanz, op. cit., 82), Xa/Boop Kppop {r) irriXopl) diro rpoxov KepapuKov

TrXdcrop ^(p8ia 8vo, dppepLtcop Kal 67]\vk6v (these for a love-spell). Whether other actual

examples of them have been recovered I do not know.
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A MUMMY-HEAD OF UNUSUAL TYPE
By M. L. TILDESLEY

With Plate xxxi, figs. 2 and 3.

In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of England is a mummy-head of

unusual type, presented in 1875 by Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney. No archaeological

history accompanied it, only the unilluminating record that it was obtained by the donor

in that same year from an Arab at Medinet Habu, near Thebes.

Wishing to ascertain its period, for entry in the new Catalogue of the Human
Osteological Series on which I have been working for some years, I made enquiries of a

number of distinguished Egyptologists both here and abroad, submitting to them photo-

graphs and a description of the specimen. M. Jean Capart, director of the Fondation

Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth in Brussels, based upon an analysis of its features a

suggestion as to period (see his letter below), and it was eventually dated by its re-

semblance to the head of a complete mummy which lay no farther afield than the

British Museum. The fact, however, that specimens of this type were not known to

those authorities of whom I enquired is sufficient justification for placing a description

of this mummy-head on record.

PL xxxi, figs. 2 and 3 (facing p. 155) illustrate its appearance full-face and from the

right side respectively. The restored features are modelled in a kind of plaster, which is

covered by an exactly fitting linen ''skin.” On this are painted eyebrows, eyes, and beard-

line in black pigment; nostrils, mouth, the detail of the ears, the circular spot on the

tip of the chin and the corresponding spot in the centre of the forehead, as also small

spots in the inner and outer corners of the eyes, are painted in red.

The calvaria of the mummy was doubtless originally covered with a wig or head-

dress, now missing, which overlapped and hid the uneven cut edges of the linen. Most
of the scalp, however, still remains, and to parts of it there adheres some short wavy hair,

dark reddish-brown. This may have been its original colour, though the resinous substance

with which the scalp is impregnated would have dyed it dark if it were originally different.

The interior of the calvaria is quite clean and empty but for some loose pieces of broken
bone. The neck is restored to life-size by swathes of bandages, and their overlap with
the piece of linen which formed the integument of the restored face is cemented with
plaster. A necklace formed of a triple row of small blue beads also helps to cover the

join, and the necklace too is held in place by plaster.

The following is the verdict as to date for which I am indebted to M. Jean Capart:
" J'ai montre an Caire la photographic de la tete de momie et Timpression est la

meme que la mienne. II ne s’agit pas la d’une momie du moyen empire, mais bien d’une
epoque beaucoup plus recente. Je serais tente de Lattribuer meme a Tepoque romaine.
Le dessin des sourcils, la relation de ceux-ci par rapport aux paupieres, le petit dessin a
la commissure des levres, tout cela me parait peu egyptien....Je regrette de n’etre pas a
meme de vous donner des indications plus precises et de devoir me borner a une im-
pression.”
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The mummy by which this head was eventually dated bears the number 6704 in the

Egyptian Galleries of the British Museum. Its face is similarly moulded in plaster and

covered with linen. The rest of its body is encased with linen bandages and furnishes

one of the finest and best preserved examples of mummy-wrapping extant. The whole

body, with the exception of the forearms, is bound round with bands of linen laid on so

smoothly over the under-wrappings as to give the effect of tights. The wrappings of the

arms from the elbow down form an elaborate diagonal pattern (a late Egyptian feature), the

lozenges so formed being each outlined with strips of dark brown linen. The body wears

a belt and other dark brown strappings. Gilded toe-nails and finger-nails are fixed on in

their appropriate positions, but outside the wrappings. This mummy was found at

Thebes, and near it an anthropoid coffin, preserved in the British Museum under the

number 6703. The latter is of wood covered with plaster, painted dark brown, head, wig

and face well modelled and folded arms indicated. On it is an inscription, giving the

name ^'Mut-em-Mennu, a lady of the college of the God Amen-ra, at Thebes.”

Although the mummy, when found, was not in the coffin, and although the face on

the coffin lacks the beard-mark seen on the mummy, little doubt was entertained that

they belonged together. Both are assigned by the British Museum to the Roman period,

though the date 100 a.d. ” which is painted on the exhibit may be more exact than

the evidence warrants. The use of the same method of making up the mummy face

indicates the same period for our specimen.

Although the technique of moulding the features in plaster and covering them with

a linen “skin” is exactly the same in the two specimens, there are, however, certain

differences in the painting. The eyebrows of the British Museum mummy show a fringe

of hairs only on the upper side; the lines representing the rims of the eyelids are not

continued beyond the outer corner of the eye to form part of a triangle as in ours, but

prolonged in a horizontal straight line, making the familiar Egyptian eye-shape. The
beard-line is thicker than in our mummy-head, and has a zig-zag line along its upper

border to indicate hairs. The openings of the nostrils are marked by two spots of red

paint as in the other specimen, but the curve of the nostrils is not painted on, nor do

the red lips end with ornamental twiddles at the corners. The detail of the ears is

indicated in red, just as in our mummy-head.
Many of these differences of detail are such as might be expected in different speci-

mens. Two, however, are more significant: the un-Egyptian appendages to eyes and

mouth in the specimen at the Royal College of Surgeons Museum indicate a more marked
foreign influence and possibly a somewhat later date. Broadly speaking, however, the

period must be the same, namely the Roman domination of Egypt in the early centuries

of our era.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 21
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THE EIXANCIAL TRANSACTIONS OF DIDYMUS

A NEW INTERPRETATION OF BGU 607

By CLINTON W. KEYES

The Didymus whose financial affairs I wish to examine was an Alexandrian Greek

resident in the Arsinoite nome and concerned in several financial transactions carried out

through banks in Arsinoe; he is styled in full AlSv/jLo^; Aihv/xov rov Kal Ayfirjrptov Secovo^

'l(0 (7LKQ(TpLLo^ o Kal ^XkOaiev^. I shall first present briefly the evidence of the four papyri

in which his name appears.

BGU 607. June 22, 163 a .d .

After the date we find the entry hia ^apuTrlcovo^ rp^aire^Tjf;) TrXarta^ VvpLvaaiov.

Next comes Didymus’ name in the nominative, followed by the names, in the dative, of

two illiterate camel-keepers of Socnopaei Nesus; these are Pabus, son of Satabus, grandson

of Harpagathes, mother Tases, about 40 years old, with a scar on his left forearm, and
Pakysis, son of Naraus, grandson of Pakysis, mother Taues, about 37 years old, with a

mole between his eyebrows. The papyrus continues as follows:

avTov<i irapa tov

[Afc]Su/xoi/ diro royv [^6](f>i[Xop,]€[v]a)v avrot<;

15 (po\ir(pcov) ov Karrf^av irvpov diro Orjaav-

pMV T?)? ^}lpaK(\€iBov) /^ep[tSo]9 TMV diro fJL7]v6{^)

Ilaycot' TOV /3 (eVov?) eco? pLrjvo^ E7ret<^ tov iveaT{di>To^)

y (eroi;?) eK irpohopiaTo^, 6 pLev Yla^ov^ Sara-

^ouTos" i[7r]l \6yov dpy(vpLov) (Spa^P'd^) BtaKoaia^; iv€~

20 vrjKovTa ef, o Se YieKvai^ Napa6To(<?)

[6]p-otci)9 eirl \6yov dpy{vpiov) (Spa^/ia?) €^aKOcrLa[(;]

a? Kal d7roB(o{(TOv)a‘i Ttp AiBvprp otto-

Tav dpaip[o^vvTai Ta 6 (f)L\6p€va

avTOt^
(f>
6\€Tpa vTTo tSp eicoOo-

25 Toyv .... T6[•]^7 .... BrjfioaLcov, idv

S[6 pjj] diToBwa-i, yeiveadat tw AlBv-

p(p \T7j\v irpd^iv €K T€ aVTCOV Kal €K

T(v[v v^7rap')(^6vTO)v auTot<? TrdvTcov

Ka6d[7r]€[p] iy

There follows, in a second and third hand, the subscription written for the two illiterate

camel-keepers. This includes the words (lines 31-33):

e'y^aypLev irapa tov AlBv-

p[ov] T[a? 7r]po[K]tpeva<^ 8pa')(p[d]<; Kal

d[7roBct)(TopL]ev Ka6d)^ 7rpo/c(etTat).
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C. P. Rainer 16. Aug. 3, 163 a.d.

Through the same bank Didymus lends to Pabus, son of Satabus, grandson of Harpa-
gathes, from Socnopaei Nesus, about 50 years old, with a scar on the right side of his

forehead, 148 silver drachmas at 12 interest, to be repaid in Hathjrr (Oct.-Nov.), 163.

On account of the general inexactness in statements of age and personal description,

particularly in private agreements^, it seems probable that this Pabus is the same as the

one mentioned in BGU 607. This is confirmed by the fact that the amount of this loan,

148 drachmas, is exactly half the amount of the advance made to the Pabus of BGU 607,

which makes it very probable that there was some connexion between the two trans-

actions.

C. P. Rainer 14= Wessely, Stud. 22, 172. Sept. 11, 166 a.d.

This transaction takes place t?79 ^apairlcovo^ Tpa7r{ 6 7̂}<i) Tap^elcoi^. The same Didymus
and Pabus, son of Satabus, repay to Aatficov o /cal ^cocri/cparT)^ KeKO(Tp,7]T{€v/cw(;)

vi6^ MvcrOov /c€/coo-p,7}t(€v/c6 to<;) 360 silver drachmas, the full amount of a loan recorded in

a hiaypatprj of the same bank.

P. Bond. 332 (ii, 209 f.). Sept. 11, 166 a.d.

Through the same bank Didymus, Pabus, son of Satabus, and three others (with

Egyptian names) repay to Claudianus alias Serenus vio^ Mvadou Ke/cocrpL7)r{evK6To<i) 1124
silver drachmas, the full amount of a loan recorded in a Btaypacj)?] of the same bank.

The two documents last mentioned record payments made on the same day at the

same bank. The creditors are brothers, and obviously belong to a family of Greek
capitalists^.

It seems reasonable to identify the Tla0ov<s Sara^ouro? of these documents with the

one mentioned in BGU 607 and CPR 16. Evidently the Alexandrian Greek Didymus was
in some way associated in business with the four Egyptians mentioned in P, Bond. 332,

and particularly with Pabus, son of Satabus. It seems to be indicated by this fact and by
the moderate amounts of these loans that Didymus is to be rated as a business man of the

middle class rather than as a great capitalist^.

Bet us now return to the earliest document in which Didymus appears, BGU 607. This

seems on its face to be a record of a partial payment of
<l>
6p€rpa to two Kapi7]\oTp6 (f>oc for

the transportation of government-owned wheat from the granaries of the division of

HeracUdes (to the docks). But it is hard to see why such a payment, which would naturally

be made by state officials^, is here made by a man to whom no official title is given; and
the documents just examined make it still more evident that Didymus was not a state

official. Another difficulty arises from the provisions for the repayment of the cf^operpa

under certain conditions which are made obscure by the lacuna in line 25.

So far as I can discover, the only attempt to elucidate this document as a whole has
been made by F. OerteP. His theory is that the /cafir}\orp6(l>ot here mentioned were

^ J. Hasebroek, Bas Signalement in dm Papyrusurkxinden^ 83-84
; 105. (Papyrusinstitut Heidelberg,

Schrift 3, Berlin and Leipzig, 1921.)

2 Of, Wilcken, GnmdzUge^ 143. Agathodaemon alias Sosicrates appears again as a money-lender in

P. Flor. I, 24, line 10.

3 Gf, BGU 427, the record of the sale of a camel by an illiterate Alexandrian Greek to an Egyptian
of Socnopaei Nesus in 159.

^ Cf. P. Bond. 295 (ll, 100) ;
Thunell, Sitologenpapyri^ n. 2.

^ Die Liturgie, 118, n. 3 and 122, n. 6.

21—2
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‘‘private^’ rather than “state” camel-keepers, and that therefore their right to do this

work and to receive payment therefor might be called in question by the privileged guild

of h-q^oaLOL /ca/ji7)\orp6(j)oij who perhaps had a monopoly in their occupation. He vrould

make the mutilated phrase (lines 24-25) read: vtto twv elcodorcov \_fcaTdy€cv 6v7fK[drwv) or

Ka^q\oT{p6(^o}vy\ Bq/iocricoi^, and, if I understand him rightly, would interpret about as

follows (lines 22-25): “which they will also repay in case the wages for transportation

owed to them should be collected by the state donkey- (or camel-)keepers who customarily

transport (the grain from granaries to docks).” Didymus would then be using this formula

to protect himself in case the legal right of these camel-keepers to receive the payment he

was then making should ever be contested. Oertel believes Didymus to have been a

vavKXypoi; whose contract included the land transportation as well as that by water, and

who was therefore the employer of these camel-keepers.

This explanation is put forward only tentatively by Oertel, and the chief difficulties in

the way of its acceptance appear to be as follows

:

(1) In the restoration of line 25 little attention is paid to the letters clearly read by the

editor.

(2) The document is dated Payni 28 of the third year, and the transportation work

extends from Pachon of the second year to Epiph of the third
;
therefore by far the greater

part of the work had already been done. It hardly seems conceivable that these men would

work so long without being certain that they had a legal right to be paid for it, or that an

employer would hire and pay them under such conditions.

(3) Such a vavicXqpo^ would indeed be a Grossiinternehmer^, but, as we have seen, there

is some indication that Didymus did not belong to that class.

I have been led to a different restoration of line 25 by the evidence of an unpublished

papyrus in the Columbia collection (Inv. no. 1, 7, col. 3). This is a receipt given to the

^qjjioaiOL rpaTre^LTat by a /ca/ziyXoTpo^o^who writes: rr\ap v\^pi£\v eTTicrraXe/ca?

pLoi ... a? qrqcrdpiqv iirLaraXqvai [avrjep <f)op£T[p](ov Trupov ov Karrj^a diro 6li]\(ravprBv . . .

(Spa^pidf;), etc. It appears from this that a man who had done such work requested

{'prriadpLqv) payment for it from the state officials, or, as we should say, “sent in his biU.”

Therefore I would supply in BGU 607, line 25 [a7rai]Te[t]cr[^at], which fits the space and

makes use of the three legible letters, and would interpret lines 22-25 as follows: “which

they will also repay at whatever time they receive the wages for transportation owed to

them by the state officials to whom bills (for such work) are usually sent” (or, “from whom
payment is usually collected”).

This leads to a different interpretation of the document as a whole. Didymus is not

hiring and paying these camel-keepers, as they are to be paid by the government upon

completion of their work and presentation of their bills. He is lending them the money on

the security of the wages due to them. All the expressions which make the document seem

to contain a record of actual payment of wages must then be interpreted as emphatic

statements of Didymus' claim upon the (poperpa when paid-. Repayment of the loan is

not promised at any definite date, but “at whatever time they receive the cpoperpa^.'’ The
expressions in lines 25-29 and 31-33 are characteristic of loan agreements.

I Rostovtzetf, to whom Oertel refers, no longer believes that vaUXT^poi took contracts fur land trans-

port (see Social and Econouiic History^ 624, n. 44), and there is no mention at all of vavK^rjpot in the

Columbia ptapyrus cited below, which contains a number of recei])ts of the type described.

^ Cf, P. Oxy. Ill, 511.

Cf\ Mitteis, Chrest,, 142 = BGU 69, in which a soldier agrees to repay a loan ‘‘as soon as he next

receives his pay.”
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I mentioned above the probability that there was some connexion between the trans-

actions of BGU 607 and CPR 16. My conjectural reconstruction of the course of events is

as follows. On June 22, 163 two camel-keepers had been transporting grain for the

government for over a year without being paid, and were in need of ready money.

Didymus, probably a business associate, lent them part of the money due without interest,

until the government should pay them. On Aug. 3, 163, a short time after the work was

finished, the camel-keepers had received their compensation from the government, but one

of them, Pabus, found it convenient to repay only half the loan, desiring to retain the

balance for about three months. Therefore we now find him signing a note, at the regular

rate of interest, for exactly half the amount of the original loan^. Three years later we find

Didymus still associated with the same Pabus, since he is now repaying, in partnership

with him and three others, sums of moderate size borrowed from Greek capitalists.

^ There is evidence that loans without interest were sometimes made with the provision that, in case

they were not repaid when due, interest should accrue from the due date. See P. Rylaiids li, 176 ;

P. Oxy. II, 269. Therefore it was evidently quite the normal thing that Pahus should at this point sign

an interest-bearing note.
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THREE INSCRIBED STATUES IN BOSTON

By DOWS DUNHAM

With Plates xxxii-xxxiv.

The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston has recently acquired a small group of Egyptian

sculptures, of which three pieces deserve notice for the interest of their inscriptions. The
group was obtained from a gentleman living in Lowell, Massachusetts, who reports that

the objects came into the possession of his family in the following manner. During the

American Civil War (1861-65) they were brought into the port of New Orleans by a ship

coming from Egypt, were seized by the customs authorities, and subsequently sold to

the grandfather of the recent owner, who brought them to Massachusetts and has had
them in his possession ever since. The three pieces under notice are registered in the

Museum’s collection under the numbers 29.728, 29.731, and 29.732.

29.728. Statuette of red granite (PI. xxxii, figs. 1-3). Height 0*460 m. Standing figure

of a man with arms at sides. Clothed in a long skirt, reaching from below the breast to

the ankles, and supported by a cord passing around the neck. The head, feet, and base

are missing. A heavy rectangular support, of which the upper and lower extremities are

lacking, extends the length of the back. Apart from minor bruises the stone is in good
condition.

Inscrijitions: On right shoulder cartouche DliwU-ms.

On right breast cartouche Mn-Jipr-Itc

,

Down front of skirt, complete inscription (PI. xxxii, fig. 1).

Down back support, incomplete at each end (PI. xxxii, fig. 3).

This statuette presents two points of special interest.

1st. The natural assumption is that the figure represents the Nfr-wbn whom
Newberry gives in his Life of ReLhmam as the father of that Vizier. This assumption is

supported by the presence of the cartouches of Tuthmosis III, as also by the dress,

which is the same as that worn by Eekhmerer in the tomb scenes. I can find no record

of a Nfr-whn with the title of Vizier, but it is significant that he is here

I

and all of which titles were borne also by Eekhmerer. Ci-mC-tw, the
father of the Nfr-whn of Eekhmere^^’s tomb, also bore the titles and

Newberry gives the relationships involved as follows:

Vizier, Governor of Thebes
r ^

1

Nfr-whn = Btnv
Vizier, Governor of Thebes, years We^eb Priest

21-28 of Tuthmosis III of Amun

Rh-mi-Rc
Vizier, Governor from year 32 of Tuthmosis

III to early x4.nienophis II

^ See also Davics-Gardiiier, The Tumh of A menenihU, S'2,
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The last recorded date in the vizierate of Wsr^ uncle of Eekhmere^ is year 28 of

Tuthmosis III, while the first in that of Eekhmerer is year 32. It is tempting to suggest

that this possible gap of four years in the vizierate may have been filled by Nfr-wbn,

brother of the previous incumbent and father of the next, and that our statuette

represents this man.

2nd. The inscription on the back of this statuette (PI. xxxii, fig. 3) contains, following

the name and titles of Nfr-ivbyi, the formula formula,

while characteristically Saite (Berlin Worterbiich. iii, 8), occurs on statues as early as the

Twenty-second Dynasty, as on the figure Cairo 42196 (Legrain, Statues, etc., iii, 5),

I believe, however, that the only previously recorded occurrence of it as early as the

Eighteenth Dynasty, and that in a slightly different form, is on a shawabti figure

published in Abydos, iii, 41, and PI. xviii, which has been brought to my notice by

Professor Capart.

29.731. Statuette in dark green slate (PI. xxxiii). Height 0'440 m. Figure of a man
seated on the ground with arms folded across the knees. The face is broken away and

the right forearm as well as the edges of the base are damaged.

Inscrij)tions

:

On skirt over the shins six columns: complete (PI. xxxiii, fig. 2).

On top of base in front of feet, right to left, complete inscription,

damaged

:

in
iff 1 I I I Jr

I

I

I

It appears from these inscriptions that the figure represents one Hr, son of Pnn, and

that it was set up in the temple of Neith at Sal's by Hfs, son Pnn, who was a priest of

Amiin, and whose mother's name was Irrwriv. Two other persons. It and pmwt, are

mentioned in the last column of the long inscription, but their relationship to Hr is

difl&cult to determine. The trouble lies in the association of the verb regularly used

of the father, with the feminine title ^ nbt pr, especially when this verb is followed by
the feminine

(jj p ,
used in an opposed sense and applied to the mother. I know of no

masculine title and am inclined to adopt Dr. Gardiner’s suggestion that the title has

been wrongly placed by the scribe, belonging properly before the name Dmivt. Alterna-

tively, the ^ is improperly used in a feminine sense instead of
[|]

p . In the first and
more probable interpretation we would read ''Hr, son of Pnn, (who was) begotten of It

(and) born of the Lady Hmivt'

\

in the second ''Hr, son of Pyin, (who was) born of the

Lady It, (who in turn was) born of BmwtP
The t in the name of Sais (main inscription, col. 2) is a scribal error, as commonly.

For the epithet of Osiris ^1 , see Ann. Serv., v, 124, and vii, 54, the latter

referring to and quoting from D. Mallet, Le ciilie de Neith a Sa'is^,

The name would appear to be a shortened form of a type of name
common from the Twenty-second to the Twenty-sixth Dynasties, and used for both

sexes. The woman’s name ^ j

occurs from the Eighteenth Dynasty to the Persian

Period.

In the base inscription the
(j
has been omitted from ^ by a scribal error.

1 I have to thank Mrs. Caroline Ransom AVilliams for these references, as well as for other help with

this inscription.
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29.732. Statue in grey granite (PI. xxxiv). Height 1*110 m. Stand-

ing figure with arms at sides and left leg advanced. Head, legs below

knees, and base missing. Rectangular back support, the lower part of which

is missing.

Inscription: (PL xxxiv, fig. 1). Vertical column down back support,

being the protocol of King Hakoris of the Twenty-ninth Dynasty. (Gauthier,

Livre des Rois, iv, Sec. iii, Chap. 2, 2.)

While the workmanship of the figure is good, the chief interest of the

statue is in the inscription, which shows some variations from the ortho-

graphy of this king’s name in other known examples.

The fragment noted by Gauthier (No. xix) and copied by Lepsius

(L., D., Ill, 284 e) is very suggestive in connexion with this inscription,

for it exactly supplies the missing end of the protocol. The present location

of this fragment, which was seen by Lepsius in the courtyard of the Greek
Consulate at Alexandria in 1842 (L., D. Text, i, 1), is not known to the

authorities at the Cairo Museum. A comparison of material and measure-

ments would doubtless settle the point as to whether it actually belongs to

the figure here published. On the Boston statue the width of the inscribed

band between the framing lines varies from 9-5 to 9*8 cm.
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FOUR GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS FROM THE
MOSCOW MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS

By BATTISCOMBE GUNN and T. ERIC PEET

With Plates xxxv-xxxvi.

Six years ago one of the writers, then engaged on the publication of the Ehind
Mathematical Papyrus, was allowed by the Eussian authorities to have photographs of

the somewhat similar but rather earlier papyrus formerly in the possession of Professor

W. Golenishchef, and now preserved in the Moscow Museum. At a later date M. Eomanof,
Director of the Moscow Museum, very kindly supplied the other writer with a similar

set of photographs, at the instance of M. V. Vikentief, of the Egyptian University. As

the papyrus in question was to be published by Professor Struve it was understood that

its contents, although available for study and comparison, were not to be made public

by others, and this condition has been strictly observed. One problem, however,

involving the correct determination of the volume of a truncated pyramid, had already

been published by Turaief in Ancient Egypt, 1917, 100-2, and was therefore exempt
from the embargo. In 1925, moreover, Zinzerling published in the Bulletin of the Russian
Academy of Sciences an article^ based on a paper read to the Academy several years

previously by Turaief
;

it contained an exposition of the principles of Egyptian geometry,
together with transcriptions of four new problems from the Moscow papyrus. The
transcriptions, stated to be by Turaief, are both inaccurate and incomplete, and it is

probable that their author, had he lived, would never have given them to the world in

their present form. Three of the new problems are geometrical
;
the fourth is concerned

with measures of capacity.

This full publication of the four new problems clearly frees these also from the
embargo, and in view of the recent revival of interest in Egyptian mathematics ^ the
present writers feel justified in attempting to give a fresh transcription and discussion of

the three new geometrical problems as weU as of that long since published by Turaief.

The Moscow Papyrus is a long narrow document, written, on one side only, in small
compact columns or pages of at most eight lines of horizontal writing A single problem
may occupy as many as six columns. The whole papyrus contains, either entire or in

^ A- E. IfnHsepjHHr, reoMempun y dpeeuux eiunmnu, in llseecmun PoccKyucKoii Anad. Hayn.
1925, ser. 6, XIX, 541-68.

See for example Otto Xeugebauer\s admirable Die Grundlagen der dgyptischen Bruckrechnung (Berlin,

1926) ;
0. Gillain, La Science egyptienne: RArithmetiqiie au J/oyen Empire (Brussels, 1927) ; various recent

articles cited in the Bihliographie of the latter work
;
S. R. K. Glanville, The Mathematical Leather Roll in

the British Museum, in Journal, xiii, 232 foil.
;
Professor Archibald's immense bibliography of the Rhind

Pap^Tus, now, we believe, in the Press; and Dr. Chace’s forthcoming volume on the same papyrus.
3 Format and handwriting point to the late Middle Kingdom. It will be noticed as an unusual feature

that each new line usually begins a new sentence.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 22
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part, 38 columns and 21 problems. The four problems with which we are concerned are,

according to our numbering, as follows

:

No. 6 (Column 8). No. 14 (Columns 27-29).

No. 7 (Column 9). No. 17 (Columns 33-34).

The other problem treated in Zinzerling’s article is No. 21 (Column 38). The last

three lines of the transcription of this problem given by Zinzerling are not to be found

in our photographs, and it is difficult to see where they can stand. Column 38 is the

last of the book, judging by the sets of photographs supplied to us and to others, and
Professor Golenishchef, to whom the papyrus formerly belonged, assures us that there is

no writing on the verso. The published transcription of these lines is manifestly very

inaccurate, and in the absence of any means of controlling the text we prefer not to

attempt a treatment of the problem, which, moreover, has nothing to do with geometry.

Problem No. 6.

(Transcription, PI. xxxv.)

Example^ of calculating^ an eyiclosure.

If you are told : An enclosure of a set and 2 arurae, the breadth having f of the length:

You are to treat f so as to find 1; the result is [To?/ are to take^ this [12] ivhich is

in a set and 2 arurae IJ (fimes^; result 16. low are to calculate its square root; result

4—/or the length, and the breadth has | of it, namely 3.

The correct procedure:

Notes on the Text.

Line 1. The word for the subject of the calculation is damaged both here and in
line 2. The sign preceding n (the latter clear in both cases) will be the word being
shown by the following ^ in line 2 to be feminine. suits the damaged signs perfectly
in both placesH^idging by the photograph—and seem^s to be the only word that does
so. The word ^ n is used of many kinds of rectangular enclosed spaces, cf. not only
the meanings ' room, house,

'

but also rt nt ht, “enclosure of trees,” i.e., “orchard^.”
Lines 2, 4.

i

,

^Bn the reading and meaning see the commentary.
Line 3. Before ^ I

, , ,

is a small gap, but it is unlikely that any signs are lost. For
hpr-hr m X, cf. Berlin Pap. 6619 and the references Journal, xii, 125.

Line 4. The scribe has certainly omitted ^ before
|

Lines 4, 5. The fragment now mounted at the beginnings of these lines is un-
doubtedly out of place. The restorations in the transcription, PL xxxv, suit the gaps and
the sense.

Line 6. The hieratic sign for 8 at the end is quite abnormal (as are a number of
this scribe’s numerals), but the reading is certain.

1 To avoid confusion the numbers of the lines, given in the plates of transcriptions and referred to in
the Notes on the Text, are omitted in the translations.

Literally, “making” {\rt). This verb is used of a number of various operations in the mathematical
texts; m these four problems we find it meaning to “work out” the volume or area of a figure; to “take”
a number so many times (multiplication) or “take” a fraction of a number : to “ treat ” a number so as to
find another (division)

;
to “ extract ” a square root.

^ Cf. Brugsch, Worterb., Suppl., 185-86.
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Commentary.

The purely mathematical content of the problem is simple and obvious. We are

given a rectangular enclosure whose area is 12 square units and are told that its breadth

is f (the Egyptian has here, as always, I H length ; find both.

The modern method of dealing with this problem is as follows :

Let X be the length in linear units ; then fa* will be the breadth, and the area will

be square units. Equating this with the given area of 12 we get = 12, or x = 4.

If the problem were set as an arithmetical exercise we should solve it in just the

same way, while employing a more complicated phraseology to avoid the explicit intro-

duction of the symbol i\

A glance at the Egyptian method will show that the arithmetical operations there

performed are the same as our own. The J (written 4 H divided into unity ^ (Lc., in-

verted), giving 1J-, and 12 is multiplied by this, giving 16. The square root of the latter

is then taken and stated, correctly, to be the length required. Finally the breadth, 3, is

obtained as | of this. This close correspondence with the modern method need cause no

surprise, for after all there is but one way of obtaining the correct answer from the data

given.

At the same time it is obvious that the mental process involved in the Egyptian

method is not the same as that involved in ours. This is hardly the place in which to

discuss the psychological meaning of the use of the unknown x in mathematics, but it is

at least clear that this, whether used explicitly in an algebraical solution or implicitly in

some purely ‘'arithmeticar’ one, gives to the modern method an abstract character

entirely foreign to Egyptian mathematics. Once we have named our two sides x and
and multiplied them together to get the area—a concrete enough process this—we are in

the realm of pure and abstract mathematics until we have found the value of x, namely 4,

when we look back to the beginning to see what x was and so formulate our answer.

The Egyptian method, if we understand it rightly, is much more concrete than this.

As usual, the solution shown gives only the operations to be performed. In the following

paragraph we attempt to reconstruct the reasoned Egyptian solution of this problem,

those parts which are found in the text being printed in italic

:

‘A rectangle having breadth J of the length will have f the area of a square on the

length, since, one side of any rectangle being constant, the area varies directly as the

length of the adjacent sides. The length of our enclosure will therefore be equal to the

side of a square whose area shall have the same proportion to the area of the enclosure

that the length of the latter has to its breadth. The breadth being f of the length, you
must divide

^
mto 1 to find the proportion of length to breadth

;
the result is 1 . The

area of our enclosure, namely 12, is therefore to be multiplied by l‘-\ result 16, which is

the area of the square sought. To find the length of a side of this square, you are to

1 The Egyptian expression is here “treat ^ J so as to find 1.” To treat x so as to find y means that x
is to be treated by multiplying by whole numbers or fractions, or both, until one or more of the products
render y. See Peet, Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, 13-14. In this case the working would be:

\ 1 hi
fj ^ (on this stage see Peet, op. cit., 20).

i 0 A
Since 4, i, J-

and jV together render 1, the answer is 1 and For “treat” the Moscow Papyrus uses
only Irt, not 2c/h tp or irt w^k tp as mostly in the Ehind Papyrus.

22—2
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calculate the square Toot‘d of 16
;

result 4
;

this is the length of the enclosure The breadth

of the enclosure is ^ of it (the length), namely 3''

The figure, with indications of length, breadth and area, and the multipHcation of

4 by 3 which accompanies it^, constitute the proof, introduced here, as occasionally

elsewhere, by irt mi hff^.

So much for the mathematical aspect of the problem. We have now to examine the

square and linear measures employed.

The area of the enclosure is given in fines 2 and 4 as No word written

with is known to us elsewhere as a measure®. The hieratic sign rendered by us t=!

is a short horizontal stroke, perhaps meant to be slightly curved in line 2, and straight

(but inclining upwards to the right as do all ‘‘horizontal” strokes in this script) in

line 4®; this sign is identical with that used, with numerals under it, as here, in Middle

Kingdom papyri and in the Rhind Papyrus for the setat [arura)^ a unit of area containing

a square hhet, the khet being a linear measure of 100 cubits
;
this sign is represented by

c=r) and the like in hieroglyphic. Now the group “
is clearly an equivalent of

the “12” which is to be restored in fine 4, for we there read ‘’ [you are to take] this [12]

which is in p^^ IJ (times); result 16.” Whatever doubt may exist otherwise as to

the exactitude of our restoration here, there can be none as to the “12,” since the

missing number, multiplied by 1^, gives 16. The simplest interpretation of this difficult

group would therefore seem to be that the “ stands, as elsewhere, for “2 arwrae,” and

is preceded by a word p^^, otherwise unknown, representing a unit of square measure

equal to 10 arurae. The principal objection to this view is that it is impossible to

understand why the usual term for a unit equal to 10 arurae, namely the “thousand-of-

land,” is not used here, as it is elsewhere in this very papyrus”. That in both cases the

word p^^ has no determinative and is not followed by the numeral “1”^ could be put

down to the ignorance of the scribe ; the whole book abounds in errors both of

orthography and in the forms of signs.

1 The word for “square root is written, here as elsewhere, with the sign which represents either a

“ corner ” or more probably a “ right-angle.” The underlying idea is perhaps that a right-angle with equal

3

arms, say of 3 in length,
"

js, is the root of, in the sense of giving the data for, a square of 9. It is

written ^ in this MS, in Berlin Pap. 6619 and ^ in Kahun Papyri.^ 8.40. If it is a masculine

word it is probably to be read tin ;
cf. Schafer in Zeltschr. f. dg. Sp7\, XL, 96, title k?i-{/ii)-tm.

2 The reckoner might equally well have elected to find the breadth first, it being the side of a square

whose area is | (Egyptian 4 of the given enclosure, i.e., 9 square units. The resulting 3 would actually

have been found more simply than the length, for the division of unity by | would have been avoided.

This would, however, have had to be performed in the end in order to obtain the length 4 from the

breadth 3.

3 Once (4 is) 4 ;
twice (4 is) 8 ;

(once and twice= 3 times, 4 and 8 = 12).

^ See Peet, Rhind Math. Pap., 23, and Gunn in Journal, xii, 126.

^ A word ‘ occurs in Gardiner, Admonitions, 14.4 (p. 90), and is tentatively translated by him

“ground.” It is certainly not used there as a measure.

6 The apparent turn downwards at the right-hand end in line 4 is probably a deception of the photo-

graph, though it is impossible to be quite certain.

" “2 thousands-of-land ” is written ^ II in Problem No. 7 and || in No. 17 (see below).

8 The omission of the numeral seems to be without parallel The Egyptian for “ 1 cubit 3 palms,” for

instance, is ^1,T’
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If this view, namely that ^ stands for + 2 arwme,” i.e., 12 arurae, be

correct, the linear measures 4 and 3 ascertained as the dimensions of the enclosure will

then be multiples of the Ichet (100 cubits, or 52*3 metres), which is equal to a side of the

arura. Multiples of the tchet are expressed as mere numerals also in Problems 7, 17 of

this book (see below)
; cf. also the figure in Rlnnd Pap., No. 48.

That the group is to be taken as a word p^^= followed by the numeral 2

is most unlikely. This word would then have to signify a unit equal to 6 other units

of square measure
;
such a quantity would figure strangely in Egyptian metrology, to

which sextuple units are almost entirely unknown^. Further, the hieratic short horizontal

stroke which we have transcribed by c=3 is never found as the determinative of any word

meaning a measure, square or otherwise, but only as a word by itself. Finally, the

almost invariable custom of all periods of writing weights and measures in Egyptian

demands that when the name of the unit is written out in full the numeral which follows

it should stand free and not be inserted under the determinative^.

There are two other interpretations that might suggest themselves

:

1. The short horizontal stroke, with numeral below, is used also to express the

‘^palm” or “hand-breadth’’ (see Moller, Hieratische Paldographie, i. No. 680). But this

is only a linear measure, and a measure of area is required here.

2. The same hieratic sign occurs in the word “cubit” (see Moller, op. cit.. i, No, 679),

but only as an abbreviated form of —c in the writing Hitherto only one pre-demotic

mention of the “square cubit” measure has been pointed out^, namely in a Wadi

Hammamat inscription of the Middle Kingdom, where ^ |

seems to be this. It is

thus very improbable that we have here to do with square cubits®.

Problem No. 7.

(Transcription, PL xxxv.)

Example of calculating a triangle.

If you are told : A triangle of 2 thousands-of-land, the ''bank'' of 24:

You are to double the area ; result 40 (arurae). Take {it) 24 times ; result [100. Take

its square root, namely^ 10. Evoke 1 from 2^; what results is Apply this to 10;

result 4. It is 10 (khet) in length by 4 (khet) in breadth.

^ The only case known to us is the little cubit " of 6 palms. Since the arura has no subdivision of

one-sixth, it is not possible to regard p^^<=> as an abnormal writing of stH, Coptic ctoT, arura.

2 This is not, however, a very cogent objection, as there are many groupings of signs which indicate

that this MS was copied from one written in vertical lines; with numbers cf.
||j

,
No. 14, lines 2, 10, ^

(/• preposition;, ibid., line 3. The scribe was demonstrably ignorant.

3 is probably not a determinative here; seems to be a compound word, as will be shown

elsewhere.

^ See Griffith in Proc. JSoc. Bihl. Arch., 1892, 419-20.

^ Variant

^ No measures equal to 10 square palms or 10 square cubits (such as would suit one of these alternative

interpretations) are known.
“ Written \
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Notes ox the Text.

Lines 1, 2. The determinative of sj>dt, “triangle/' here, as in Problem No. 17 and

the damaged Problem No. 4, has a shape quite different from that of the sign with which

the same word is written in the Ehind Papyrus. In the latter the sign is the symmetrical

upright foint (thorn ?)^, with apex at top, with which all forms and derivatives of s'pd

(primarily meaning “to be sharp") are normally written in hieroglyphic and hieratic. In

the Moscow Papyrus, on the other hand, it is a different sign, a scalene triangle, with

vertical “base" and the apex high up on the right Thus the word spdt, “the pointed,”

in its special meaning of “triangle” here receives a new determinative, a triangle.

Line 3. The restoration of the determinatives of hb is based on the writings in

Cols. 33 (Problem 17, line 4) and 27 (Problem 14, line 5).

Line 4. The restoration would just fill the gap. The tail of the is visible. The

trace after suits (as in No. 17, line 6j and not For the imperative ir in

place of the more normal ir-k, for which there is here no room, cf. lines, 3, 5 of

this problem. Between^ and n there is not room for more than , though one might

expect ^ as in the last problem.

Line 5. For hprl im piv cf. Peet, op. cit., 14, bottom.

Commentary.

Here is a problem in regard to which there can fortunately be no possible doubt.

A triangle of given area is such that (to use our terms) its perpendicular height is

2^ times the base^; find both.

The measures employed are well known. The unit of area is the “ thousand-of-land,”

expressed here, as in the Kahun Papyri and often in the Rhind Papyrus, by a simple

“1" for each “thousand”; it was so called because it was regarded as made up of a

thousand strips each 100 cubits (or one khet) long by 1 cubit broad It was equal to

10 arurae (or square khet), and thousands-of-land and decuple multiples of the arurae

were used interchangeably in calculations, as we see from the odd-looking operation:

twice 2 are 40^. The linear measure, although expressed merely by numerals, is obviously

the khet.

We have seen in the preceding problem that, given the area of a rectangle and the

proportions of its length and breadth, these latter dimensions can be ascertained. The

Egyptian knew further that the area of a rectangle is double that of a triangle of the

same “length" and “breadth®.” Therefore a problem of this kind can be solved by

doubling the given area of the triangle and then operating as in the preceding problem.

You are, then, to double the area; result 40 (arurae)’^. We now proceed as in Problem 6,

with the difference that there we were told that the breadth was f of the length, while

here we are told that the length is 2J times the breadth.

^ Certainly a concrete object. Influenced by the derivative spelt, ‘‘triangle,’’ Muller {op. cit.. No. 567)

and Gardiner doubtfully {Granimar, p. 5^2) have classed the sign with “Geometrical Figures.'"

2 The triangles in the figures annexed to Problems 17 (bee below) and 4 have the same form; see also

the commentary below. The figures in PI. xxxvi are facsimiles from the photographs.

’ The Egyptian expression “ the bank of 2h ” is dealt with below.

^ See Griffith in Proc. Soc, BihL Arch., 1802, 415.

^ Similarly Rhind Pap., No. 52: “you are to multiply 20 {arurae) 5 times; result 10 (thousands-of-

land).’’

^ See Peet, op. cit., 91 foil.
;
Gunn in Journal, xii, 133.

“ The italicized words actually occur in the Egyptian text.
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A given square will have 2^ times the area of a rectangle whose length is equal to

a side of that square and is also 2|- times as long as the adjacent sides. To find, then,

the area of a square having its side equal to the length of our rectangle, you are to take

the area of the latter 2‘- times: result 100. Of this 100 (arurae) you must now take the

square root, namely 10, to find the side of the square, equal to the length of our rectangle.

You must now find the breadth of the latter; to do this, evoke 1 froin'^ multiples or

fractions of 2i, for the number or numbers which effect this will give us the number

which has the same relation to 1 that 1 has to 2L We find that the fraction ^ of

gives § J (i.e., f), and that of 2| gives J; since f and J are equal to 1, what results as

the answer is i ^ j f is to 1 as 1 is to 2L Now, as the length of our rect-

angle has been found to be 10, apply (the fraction |) to 10, that is, take f of 10, to find

the breadth; result 1. But we know that the rectangle thus obtained has the dimensions

of the sought triangle; therefore the latter is 10 (khet) in length by 1 (khet) in breadth.

We might expect the solution to be followed, as in the preceding problem and in

the very similar No. 17, by a figure and some sort of proof
;
but our scribe has not

provided these.

In conclusion we must discuss the way in which our text expresses the relation

between those dimensions of a triangle which we call ^'base’’ and height,’’ but which

the Egyptian called, among other names, “breadth” and “length,” thinking as he did

of his plane geometrical figures as lying flat on the ground, and drawing his triangles

with the “base” lying vertically, and the “height” horizontally {cf. the figure annexed

to No. 17).

In the Rhind Papyrus, and in Moscow Pap., No. 4, what we call the “height ” of a

triangle is termed the emroyet {mrjt), a word meaning, among other things, a “quay”
erected on a river-bank 2

. A glance at Fig. 1 will show
^

how appropriate the term is; the “upper” side AB of the

triangle ABC appears as the sloping river-bank^, and the

emroyet is the horizontal quay BT> above it. Possibly

the pictorial conception of the emroyet included not only ^

the flat surface of the quay {BD), but also its edge {DA),

although the emroyet as a dimension is of course BD alone and not the combined
BD + DA.

Now the word ideb (Jjcsrnjn, idb) used in this problem means a “bank,” and seems

so close in meaning to emroyet that our first instinct is to regard it here as a mere
synonym of this. If this were so, “length,” emroyet and ideb should all signify the same
thing, namely what we moderns call the height of the triangle. A glance at the present

problem shows that this is not the case, for ideb here means not the “length” but the

ratio of “length” to “breadth.”

The solution of the difficulty doubtless lies in the fact that despite the general

similarity of meaning between the two words eynrdyet and ideb there is a distinct difference.

Emroyet is a “quay,” that is to say, a horizontal structure at the edge of the water.

Ideb is simply the bank of a river or canal, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
it is sloping. Consequently when these words are taken over into geometry as technical

1 On this operati<»ii sue Peet, up. at., 14; (hum in Journal, xn, 124-5. Note that the operation '‘evoke

X from y
" means in our terms divide x hj

?/, and the operation treat .r to find y,” discussed p. 169, note 1,

above, means divide y by .

2 See Peet, op. cit., 91 foil.
;
Journal, xil, 133.

2 See, however, 174, n. 1.
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terms it is natural that emroyet should carry with it the idea of horizontality and ideb

the idea of slope. Let us now glance at Fig. 1, in which a triangle ABC has been
placed in the position in which the Egyptian mathematician apparently pictured his

triangles, Le., with its ‘^breadth*’ BC vertical. Let AI) be drawn parallel to BC and
BD perpendicular to AD from B,

Now BD is the emroyet^ a horizontal line. Let CD be joined. It is clear from the

data of the problem that the ideb of is the ratio BD : BC. and it is hard to avoid

the conclusion that it is called the ideb precisely because it is the measure of the slope

of the line DC, the picture in the Egyptian mind being the bank of a river The
Egyptian says that the ‘"bank” is just as we say that a slope is 1 in 2^ or, more

technically, that the cotangent of the angle BCD is 2|.

Problem No. 17.

(Transcription, Pis. xxxv, xxxvi.)

Example of calculating a triangle.

If you are told: A triangle of 2 thousand{s-of-land) in its area, and what you put on
the length, you must put f thereof^ on the breadth:

You are to double the 2 thousands; result 40 (arurae). You are to treat | so as to

find 1; result, 2| times. You are to take 40 2h times; result 100. You are to calculate its

square root; result 10. See, it is 10 (khet) in length. You are to take | of 10; result 4.

See, it is 4 (khet) on the breadth.

You will find {it) right.

Notes on the Text,

Lines 1, 2. The writing
PJ '<=3 (elsewhere in this book

p
'==3) is interesting as

showing the early reduction of jo to 6 in this root, a change already known for the late
period from pn2AI> cofeTe and s6di] > Swd,?; cf. Sethe in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr.,
L, 80.

Lines 2, 4. The hieratic sign for
| ^

is quite abnormally formed, but the reading is
not in doubt.

Line 3. is an interesting example of the Prospective Eelative Form.

‘ If this view be correct, and if one and the same picture is at the base of the terms emrOvet and ideb,
It seems not improbable that the “ bank ” on which the “ rp,,u- ’’

regarded as built is CD rather than
BA (sec above, p. 17.3), the vertical edge of the quay being thus BC not DA (Fig. 1 1 . Possibly the technical
term tp-r for the base of the triangle belongs to the same luind-picture, though we have no examples of its
use in connexion with a quay or harbour,

* Here and below, § is a translation of the ‘‘
\ ” of the original.
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Line 7. a bungle of

Line 8. The abnormal determination of a dimension-word by ^ occurs elsewhere in

this book; c/. p. 178, note 4 below.

Line 9. This sentence frequently follows the solution of a problem in this book

(c/. No. 14 below); it occurs also in Berlin Pap. 6619 {Zeitschr. /. dg. >Spr., xxxviii,

PL 4), No. 3.

Figure. In the original the triangle is carelessly drawn, with no regard to the

proportions, as in the transcription. Three of the numerals to the left (in the original)

of the triangle are damaged, but traces remain of all of them, and of the reading there is

no doubt.

Commentary.

In its nature and in the measures used^, this problem is similar to that of No. 7;

the only difference is that here we are told that the breadth is | of the length, whereas

in No. 7 we were told that the length was 24 times the breadth, statements which

amount to the same thing, but which necessitate a variation in the Egyptian method of

solution. As in No. 7, the given area of 2 thousands-of-land is doubled, giving 40 arurae,

the equivalent of 4 thousands-of-land. The problem is now precisely similar to No. 6,

and is worked out in the same way.

There follows a figure accompanied by some of the detailed working, not, as in

No. 6, by the proof. In the triangle is a 2, indicating its area, 2 thousands-of-land.

Beneath this is 40, the area in arurae of the rectangle formed by doubling the area of

the triangle. Below are the three lines needed to arrive at the product of this 40 and 24,
namely 100, and to the last line is added ''square root 10.’' ^ Over the triangle stands

not simply its length 10 (khet) just found, but a 10 immediately preceded by a 1. It

may be that the 1 marks the 10 as the object of multiplication in the following

computation

:

1 10

I I

for to the left (in the original) of the "breadth'’ is f 4, standing for | of 10 = 4; but in

such cases 1 as multiplier is always written in hieratic with a dot^ instead of the usual
stroke. Under the figures -| 4 stood the numeral 4; this is the measure in khet of the
breadth, found by the above computation. As its correct place against the breadth was
already filled up by the "| 4,” the writer placed it as close as possible below.

The way in which the ratio of breadth to length of the triangle is stated in this

problem is not without interest. In Problem 7 we saw that the ratio of length to breadth
was expressed by the idiom ''ideh of 2i.” For the contrary ratio, however, namely
breadth as fraction of length, there appears to be no technical term. This fact would
be fully in keeping with the view adopted above, pp. 173, 174, that ideh was simply the
common word for a sloping bank taken over into geometry in the sense of the ratio of

the length of a triangle to its breadth, i.e., BD : BC in Fig. 1. If it be true that the

1 Note that the same dimensions occur in the one problem (No. 51) in the Rhind Papyrus deali no- with
the triangle, a problem which is the converse of the two dealt with above :

“ If you are told : A trianc^Ie of
10 khet on its leiigth {mrit) and 4 khet in its breadth {tp~r\ what is its area ? (answer) its area is

2

(thousands-of-land).”

2 The lower part of this line is broken away
;
but the general dimensions of the papyrus show that

there was no room for any further working-out.

3 Rendered, however, in our plates of transcription as a short stroke.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv.
23
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Egyptians measured slope by the number of units of length one must move in a horizontal

direction in order to rise or fall a single unit in the vertical direction^, then "'an ideh of

2Y' is a reasonable expression for the ratio BD : BC\ in which BC is regarded as being

unity, and it is exactly parallel to our ‘'slope of one in When, however, the

converse ratio BC : BI), i.e., 1 : 2i-, had to be expressed the technical term ideb was no

longer suitable, for this was not the ratio by which the Egyptian was accustomed to

measure slope.

For our knowledge of the Middle Kingdom geometry of the triangle we now have

four documents; Ehind Pap., No. 51, Moscow Pap., Xos. 7 and 17, discussed above,

and Ko. 4, unpublished and incomplete, but of the same nature as Rhind Pap.. No. 51^.

On these the following general remarks may be made:

1. They make it certain that the Egyptians of the period knew of the properties of

the isosceles triangle which we should express by the following equations {a ^ area,

h height, b = base):

2. There is nothing to show that these calculations were restricted to isosceles

triangles. In the formulation of the problems the general word spdt, "triangle,'' is used,

and the solutions, both in the terms used and the methods employed, apply equally

well to any sort of triangle. The figure attached to the Rhind problem is, it is true,

isosceles; but that attached to Moscow Pap., No. 17, is definitely scalene^, as is the

determinative of the word spdt in Moscow Pap., Nos. 4, 7, 17, In the absence of any
evidence to the contrary, we may take it as quite probable that the calculations sum-
marized in the preceding paragraph were known to be valid for all triangles.

Problem No. 14.

(Transcription, PI. xxxvi.)

Example of calcidating a truncated pgramid.

If you are told: A truncated pyramid of 6 for the vertical height by 4 on the base by 2
on the top:

You are to square this 4, result 16. low are to double 4; result 8. You are to square
this 2; result 4. You are to add the 16 and the 8 and the 4; result 28. You are to take

\ of fi; result 2. You are to tale 28 twice; result 56. See, it is of 56.
You ivill find [it) right,

1 This is certainly the point of view adopted in calculating the slope of pyramids in Wiind Pap., Nos. 56
to 59 b, where the l>atter, theie called sld, is measured l)y the amount of horizontal divergence of the line
of slope from the vertical in a vertical rise of one cuHt.

2 The parallel must net be pressed too far, for when wo reach the steeper angles we reverse o.ir

phraseology and speak of a slope of 3 in 1 and so on.

3 The (>bscure and faulty Rhii^d Pap., Xo. 53 is disregarded here. In Rhind Pap., No. 52 the transla-
tion, Feet, op. clt. 04-5, Gunn in Jonmal, xtl, 133, of hd'f as truncated trianade--’ correctly rendei-s the
idea conveyed by the Egyptian word, but obscures the fact that we have to do,'" from our standpoint, not
with any sort of triangle but with a symmetrical trapezoid.

^ That of No. 4 is damaged, but as far as it goes it resembles that of Xo. 17.
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1 28

2 56

4 1 4

Squared^ 16 2 8 Total 28

XoTES ON THE TexT.

The text is well preserved and presents no difficulties.

Line 5. The first determinative of A’(/)6 has an abnormal form.

Figure. The solid is of course represented, as in the hieratic ideogram (see below),

as a simple trapezoid, and in the original is roughly drawn without regard to the

proportions, as in the transcription.

Commentary.

The problem is to determine the volume of what we call a truncated pyramid, or

frustum of a pyramid, the data being the vertical height {stwti) and the respective

lengths of the sides of the two squares which bound the solid below and above.

If we call the height h and the sides of the lower and upper squares a and b

respectively, the working may be represented as follows:

Square u, result 16. Multiply a by 6, result 8. Square b, result 4. Add these results,

total 28.

Take one^third of li, result 2. Multiply 28 by this, result 56, which is the volume
sought.

Expressing these operations by a general formula, we have

Y :r-_ ab + b'^)

^
,

which is exactly the formula used to-day to determine the volume of such solids.

The figure, and the numbers which accompany it, are quite straightforward. In the

centre of the figure stands its height, 6. Below is the side a, namely 4, '“squared, 16.’’

Similarly above we have the side 5, namely 2, "squared, 4.” On the left (in the original),

opposite the 6 inside the figure, we read ] 2, indicating that one-third of the height 6

is 2, Below on the left (in the original) is the multiplication of a and b, that is 4
multiplied by 2, and this is followed by the total, 28, of the 16, the 8 and the 4. Above
this is the final step, the multiplication of 28 by 2, giving 56. This number, which is

that of the required volume, is then inserted in the figure, near the base.

Preliminary to a general discussion of the problem, some remarks on the technical
terms appear necessary.

(a) The word for the solid with which the problem deals is written with an ideo-
gram, namely, as in the figure, a trapezoid the only possible two-dimensional

^ The hieroglyph will have liad much the same form as the hieratic sign.

23—2
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representation in tlie absence of the perspective art. No phonetic elements being given,

and the word not being known to us elsewhere, we are ignorant of its reading^. It

should not be assumed as a matter of course that the Egyptians regarded this solid, as

we do, as a modification of the pyramid; it is quite possible that its name was taken

from some other construction or object of similar six-sided form^, especially when we

recall that the funerary pyramids were in no case known to us truncated in their

original state. Nevertheless, since a trapezoid was called hiht, ''the truncated (fern.),’’

the feminine spdt, "triangle,’’ being evidently understood^, our solid may have been

analogously called "the truncated (masculine),” mr, "pyramid,” being understood;

or perhaps mr-Ji^Tc, "truncated pyramid.”

(6) The dimension of vertical height is expressed by doubtless to be

read stwti^\ the word occurs elsewhere in this MS, but nowhere outside it to our

knowledge. Its etymology is quite obscure to us; it has of course nothing to do with

the shvti of Bhind Nos. 45, 46, 60. That it here means "vertical height”

is certain^.

(c) In lines 4 and 6, and in the operations accompanying the figure, we make the

acquaintance of a technical term for "to square ' a number; e.g., ir*hr-k 4 pn m J\y

"you are to calculate this 4 in going”; 4 16, *'4; squared, 16.” J\ is of course the

abbreviation of a verb of motion®; the idea underlying the term is obscure^. But

doubtless, as with us, although the concrete name remains, the operation has long since

become a purely arithmetical one.

Turning now to a general consideration of this problem, we will first record our

admiration of the mathematicians who, with the modest means at their disposal, succeeded

not merely in determining the volume of a truncated pyramid, but in expressing this

determination by a formula which, while far from obvious, has the maximum elegance

and simplicity, and which has not been improved upon during four thousand years of

mathematical progress; and we will next enquire how they achieved this®. Our enquiry

will fall into the two parts:

^ It is masculine
;
note the genitive /iHn line 2, and the pronoun s?/* in line 12.

Compare the plinths, on square bases, of the old solar obelisks, discussed Borchardt, Re-Heiligtum

des Konigs Xe-u'oser-RvC^ i, PI. .3; further the mastaba, which differs in form from our solid only in its

oblong shape, and whose name, is^ is sometimes written with the determinative / \ in early times.

2 Rhind Pap., No. 52; literally, ‘Slaving its tail cut off.”
*

^ For ^ as a determinative of a dimension-word cf. No. 17, line 8.

» Egyptian mathematical documents show a curious diversity in the words used to express the vertical

height of a figure with sloping sides. In Rhind Pap., Nos. 56-59 B, the height of a pyramid is pr-m-ws,

the literal meaning of which is doubtful; and that of a lien (cone?), in No. 60, is Jd^-n-hrie, “height
upwards”; in Pap. Anastasi i, 14.3, the height of a ramp with sloping sides is simply hi, “height”; and
in 15.3 an obelisk is described as “of 110 cubits” a iwn ni hnt (this as an anatomical expression, “nasal

bone (?),” Recueil Chamipollion, 412), if this be not the height along the slope; and here we have stwtl.

® It is strange that in Rhind Pap., No. 28, yi is used for simple addition
;
probably the y^ there

stands for a different verb.

^ Compare the explanation of “square root,” offered p. 170, note 1 above.
8 It may be objected that this problem perhaps does not contain the application of a general formula

but is merely an empirical solution, based on some kind of trial, of a case involving very simple numbers.

This can be disposed of at once, for weie it the case the Egyptian could have given us only the answer,

accompanied perhaps by a botched-up working. \Ye ma}^ not even suppose that he juggled with the

factors of the answer 56, namely 2 and 28, and noticed that the 28 could be broken up into 16 4* 8 “f* 4, x.b,,

a-4-a6-l-5-, while 2 was one-third of A, for if he had done this he would have tested the formula in other
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By what means could the early Egyptians determine the volume of a truncated

pyramid?

How did the determination, when accomplished, furnish the method of calculation

which we find employed ?

Now with one reserve, dealt with below, it is not a difficult matter to ascertain the

volume of a given truncated pyramid^ by experimental means, namely by the fairly

obvious method of division into parts and recombination of these parts into simple

solids the sum of whose volumes will give the volume of the frustum. Make a frustum

of manageable size and of some easily cut substance, and divide it by four vertical cuts,

each one coinciding,, as to part of its length, with one side of the upper surface, as shown

in Fig. 2, in which the frustum is seen from the top, the thin lines representing the

downward cuts. The frustum will now have been cut into nine parts, numbered 1 to 9

in Fig 2; these parts, all of which have the height of the frustum, fall into three classes:

(a) Part No. 1, the central portion, a rectangular solid having the base equal to the

upper surface of the frustum (Fig. 3, A).

(6) The four equal parts Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, each a wedge, in section a right-angled

triangle, and having a base one side of which is equal to a side of the upper surface of

the frustum, and the other side of which is equal to half the difference between the

sides of the lower and upper surfaces of the frustum (Fig. 3, B).

(c) The four equal parts Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9. Each has two vertical surfaces and two
oblique ones; it terminates at the top in a point, and its base, always square whatever
be the proportions of the frustum, has the side equal to half the difference between the

sides of the lower and upper surfaces of the frustum (Fig. 3, C).

The combinations necessary to group these solids into larger and more regular ones

become obvious after a few moments’ manipulation. Taking any two of the wedges
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and turning one of them upside-down, we find that they fit together

into a rectangular solid having the same height and base as one of the wedges (Fig. 4, A).

The other two wedges being similarly fitted together, and joined to the first pair with
all the wedges in single file, we obtain a rectangular solid having a base double that of

one of the wedges and equal in height to these (Fig. 4, B). To this we may now join

part No. 1, in single file with the wedges, for, whatever the proportions of the frustum,
any vertical face of the square-based part 1 will have the same breadth as that of the

cases, by his assumed method of trial, and arrived easily at the discovery that it was a general formula.
In other words, the application of a general formula is just as clear and certain here as it is in those
problems in which the area of a circle is taken as the square of ^ of the diameter.

^ Called below “ the frustum ” for shoit. That it is on a square base is of course undei*&tood.
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vertical rectangular faces of the wedges, and the heights of all the parts are equal. We

have now built up a rectangular solid equal in height to the frustum, and standing on

a base the sides of which are respectively equal to the sides of the lower and upper

surfaces of the frustum (Fig. 4, C).

A B C D
Fig, 4.

Turning now to the four parts Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, we find that if they are pushed

together in the directions shown by the arrows in Fig. 2 until all their vertical faces are

hidden and in contact with each other, they constitute a true pyramid having the height

of the frustum, and a square base the side of which is equal to the difference between

the sides of the lower and upper surfaces of the frustum (Fig. 4, D).

By a method remote from those of pure geometry, let us say by cutting up a lump

of half-dry Nile mud with a piece of stout thread, we have now converted a frustum

into a rectangular solid and a pyramid. To find the volume of the former is of course

an elementary matter^, and provided that we also know how to determine the volume

of the pyranaid (the reserve made above), we have only to add the two volumes to get

that of the frustum.

Now there is no direct evidence, from the mathematical documents or other sources,

that the Egyptians knew the very simple calculation required to determine the volume

of a pyramid; yet it is almost inconceivable that they did not. Being accustomed,

from the Third Dynasty onwards, to construct large pyramids in stone and brick, and

it being of the greatest importance to know in advance the amount of material, and

hence of labour and time, that these buildings would require, they will certainly have

made every eSort in their power to solve the problem. Here again experiment yields

the secret. If, again with Nile mud and a thread, we attempt to find it by dividing a

model pyramid into parts and combining these, no useful results follow, because there

will always be polyhedra which refuse to make up into simpler solids. But the obvious

way to make a small pyramid of some fairly soft substance is a take a rectangular solid

on a square base (parallelepiped) and with two slanting downward cuts passing through
the middle line 00' of its upper surface to separate it into a central triangular prism

with a wedge on each side of it, as shown in Fig. 5 a. Next, without removing the

wedges from the prism, make two similar cuts passing through the line XX' at right

angles to 00'

,

The result will be to divide the whole solid into nine parts. In the

1 Just as the area of a rectangle can be shown graphically to be length x breadth, so too the volume of

he rectangular solid can be shown by experiment to be length x breadth x height. As the computation of

the former requires only the conception of square measure, so that (^f the latter requires only the conception

of cubic measure. It would seem that Lgyj)tiaii writer^j on mathematics took this knowledge for granted,

for we nowhere find the volume of a rectangular solid as the subject of a problem, although there are of

course a number of problems which incidentally involve this determination.
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centre will remain a pyramid, visible in Fig. 5 6, on a square base, and of the same

height as the original parallelepiped. Resting against its four sides we shall have four

equal tetrahedra, two of which are shown detached in Fig. 5 6. Between each pair of

these tetrahedra is another tetrahedron (e.g., OPX'B'B in Fig. 5 a) whose vertex B is

one of the corner points of the square base of the original figure, whose base is a square,

OPX'B\ forming a quarter of the upper surface of the parallelepiped, and one of whose

edges BB* is at right angles to this base. The position and shape of these last four

tetrahedra can easily be imagined from Fig. 5 c, where they have been removed, leaving

only the central pyramid with the other four tetrahedra attached to its sides.

a

Now it is obvious that these four corner tetrahedra, OPX'B'B, etc., can be fitted

together (exactly in the manner of those which we obtained by cutting up a frustum of

a pyramid, p. 180) to form a pyramid precisely similar and equal to that left in the

centre of the parallelepiped. We have thus dissected our parallelepiped into two equal

and similar pyramids and four tetrahedra^. This result may well have suggested to the

1 Modern geometry can deal with the problem very neatly at this point. For suppose we take the

central prism left in Fig. 5 a after the detachment of the two wedges one on each side and halve it

symmetrically by a plane parallel to those of its two triangular ends,

passing through the middle point P of its top edge. Let ABQR^
Fig. 6, be the rectangular base of this figure and OP its top edge.

Now let two cuts be made, one in the plane PAB and the other in

the plane PAQ. The figure is now separated into three tetrahedra,

PABO (which is the same figure as that detached in the foreground

in Fig. 56 ), PABQ and PARQ of which the last two together make
up half the pyramid in the centre of Fig. 5 But these three

tetrahedra are all equal, since each pair stands on an equal base

and is of the same vertical height. Hence the tetrahedron

PABO=\{PABQ+PARQ)= ^ the solid PAB^R, which solid is

clearly half the pyramid of Fig. 5 h. Thus the four such tetrahedra

formed by the construction of Fig. 5 are together equal to the central

pyramid.

IVe are not prepared to as.sume that the Egyptians were aware of

the theorem on w^hich this result is based, namely that two solid

figures of the same type on equal bases and of the same vertical height are equal in volume. On the other
hand there can be little doubt that they did experiment in cutting up solid figures, just as they also doubtless
experimented in cutting up papyrus figures in two dimensions, and the dissection of a prism by the verv
simple method described above, followed by the discovery that the three dissected portions w'ere of the
same weight, and therefore of the same volume, may have afforded material for fruitful thought.
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Egyptian the possibility of some constant relation between the volumes of the pyramids

and that of the parallelepiped from which they were cut, and since the four

remaining tetrahedra cannot be combined into any simpler solid we may suppose that he

had recourse to weighing, which would at once reveal the fact that the four tetrahedra

are together equal to each of the two pyramids. Consequently each pyramid is one-third

height^' base
of the original parallelepiped in volume, or V = r .

o

We see, then, how the Egyptian could easily find out that the volume of a given

frustum is the sum of the volumes of two solids both having the height of the frustum

;

one a rectangular solid the base of which has the sides of the lower and upper surfaces

of the frustum, and the other a pyramid the base of which is the square of the

difference between the sides of the lower and upper surfaces of the frustum. Knowing

how to find the volumes of these solids, he would be able to say that the volume of a

frustum is equal to the lower side times the upper side times the height, plus one-third

of the square of the difference between the lower and upper sides times the height, or

as we should express it, calling as before the height h, the lower side a and the upper

one 6: V — {a .h)h
{a-bYh

3

To simplify^ the formula thus arrived at it would first be necessary to know that

the sum of two or more products having the same multiplier is equal to the product of

the sum of the multiplicands and the common multiplier—the ‘'distributive law*' which

we symbolize by the formula ax hx ^ {a + h) x. This was well known to the Egyptians,

and is implied notably in the calculations contained in Nos. 62, 63 of the Rhind Papyrus.

It underlies even simple calculations of book-keeping, such as that the total number of

loaves consumed by gang A of 13 men, each of whom consumes 8 loaves, and gang B,

of 18 men, each of whom consumes the same amount, can be ascertained most simply

by adding 13 and 18 and multiplying the sum 31 by 8.

This being the case, we can see how the matter would be simplified by making the

height the multiplier of all the rest, and recasting the calculation thus: the volume of

the frustum is the lower side times the upper side, added to one-third of the square of

the difierence between the lower and upper sides, the whole multiplied by the height;

or, as we should put it, V f ~
I 7,

At this point the Egyptian, whose solutions of problems were often very cumbrous,

might well have rested content; that this was not the case was perhaps due to the fact

that the quantities now collectively multiplied by the height may be regarded as areas,

expressible in terms of the sides bounding the upper and lower horizontal surfaces of

the frustum. One of these areas, indeed, is the rectangle formed by the longer and

shorter of those sides, the other is one-third of a square of which the sides are equal to

the difierence between those sides. The Egyptian mathematician may have felt that

just as it had been necessary to split up the solid frustum and recombine its parts to

obtain its volume, so something might result if he drew out these areas and attempted

i The writers are entirely indebted to Mr. E. Engelbach for the essentials of the following method of

resolving, by very simple means, the experimentally ascertained volume of the frustum into the formula

of the Moscow Papyrus. The method is intentionally presented in the most concrete way possible
; the

Egyptian investigator may have reached his end partly or wholly by more abstract methods, but it is not

necessary to assume this.
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to combine them. But here he would meet with a difficulty, for the second of these

two areas is equal to one-third of a given square; either it must itself be a square the

side of which it would in most cases be impossible to determine exactly, or it must be

some other rectangle the proportions of which would be optional, and which would

therefore be quite unsuited to serve in the establishment of a general formula. This

difficulty could be removed by multiplying the two areas by three and dividing their

multiplier, the height, by the same number, on the principle that the product of two

quantities remains unaltered if one be multiplied and the other divided by the same

number : x-y xz .

Here, again, the writers are unable to point to any definite evidence that this

principle was known to the Egyptian, but it is such a simple one that it is difficult to

believe that he was ignorant of it. If it be granted that he could and did apply it here,

the resulting formula would run: the volume is equal to the lower side times the upper

side, multiplied by three, together with the square of the difierence between the lower

and upper sides, the whole multiplied by one-third of the height^; or

v^{z„h + {o-hy-}\.

His chances of finding another formula would now be improved by the fact that not

only, by the elimination of square root, are

his areas easy to draw out, but he has now f r
four of them to manipulate instead of two.

Taking, for example, a = 5, 6 = 3, he would

have three rectangles each 5 < 3, and one

small square with side 2 (Fig. 7).

Drawing these figures to scale, and perhaps

cutting them out of papyrus, he would now ^

have to see into what other figures they might

combine. Once he had combined them in such a way that two of the rectangles and
the square had a disposition similar to that in Fig. 8, with the third rectangle in any
position relative to this group [e.g., in such combinations as those shown in Fig. 9^),

he could hardly help seeing that the two rectangles and square together formed two
squares equal to the lower and upper square surfaces of the frustum respectively, and
that one of the a . b rectangles was left over. After ascertaining that this held good with

frusta of various proportions, he would be able to say: the volume of a frustum is

equal to the square forming its lower surface, added to the square forming its upper
surface, added to the product of the sides of its upper and lower surfaces, the whole
multiplied by one-third of the height. All that would remain would be to range the
first three quantities in descending order of magnitude (for, given a>b, then a^>(ib>b^),

and he would have reached the elegant formula F = (a^ + ^6 + - which we find in
3

the Moscow Papyrus and which is used to-dav.

I This conversion would doubtless suggest itself more easily to him if

already entered into the formula for determining the volume of a pyramid,

'A.base • \ rather than
o o

k base

-IT

“one>third of the height '’

Le,, if that formula were

- There are four other dij5positious similar to these, and an indefinite number of less compact ones.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 24
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To be able to determine the volume of a truncated pyramid was specially important

to the Egyptians, for, as Mr. Engelbach points out, an obelisk is a tall truncated

pyramid surmounted by a small pyramid of greater batter, and for successfully removmg

it from the quarry-bed and transporting and erecting it, it was very necessary to know

its exact weight. There were also large masonry plinths of the sort referred to on p. 178,

note 2 above, of which it would be most useful to know the exact volume before

building.

Fig. 8.

Scale double that of Fig, 9.

Fig. 9.

That the present writers have appended such lengthy commentaries to their transla-

tions of the four problems results chiefly from the extremely summary form of the

solutions, which has made a good deal of interpretation necessary. For these solutions,

like those of the other geometrical problems extant, deal only with the numbers or

measures contained in the problems set^; the mathematical author directs his reader to

perform certain operations to arrive at the answer, but gives him no reasons^ for these

with reference either to the particular problem or to general geometrical principles. In

fact, the geometrical problems are treated purely as arithmetical ones.

One wonders how the ancient student used these texts. It is very probable that

they were not his sole source of knowledge, but that he also received oral instruction

from a teacher. But did the student necessarily learn from his master the geometrical

principles underlying the written solutions ? or was he not to concern himself (unless

specially interested) with principles or reasons, but to acquire from the texts a mere rule

of thumb by which to attack analogous problems as best he might ?

There is an indication—it can hardly be called evidence—that the latter was the

intention of the compilers of mathematical handbooks. It will have been noticed that

the numbers and quantities given in the problems set are those which lead to the

simplest answers consistently with the easiest working out—a feature which is slightly

irritating to the modem reader. In No. 6 the breadth of the enclosure is to be f of the

length, i.6., the sides are to be as 3 to 4, so the area is given as containing 12 units

1 Exceptions: “you are to double the area,” Moscow Pap.^ Xo. 7; “you are to combine its base with

the cut side,” Rhind Pap,, No. 52 ;
“you are to divide one cubit by the batter doubled,” ibid,. No. 57 ;

and
perhaps the references to “its rectangle,” ibid,, Nos. 51, 52.

2 Exceptions : “ you are to reckon with 8 to find 6, for this is half the height,” Rhind Pap., No. 59, and
similar explanations in No. 57 and in a geometrical problem (unpublished) of the Moscow Papyrus
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in order that the number of which the square root has to be taken may be the very

easy one 16, and that the answer may be that the sides are 3 and 4. In Nos. 7 and 17

the lengths of the triangles are to be to their breadths as is 5 to 2 ;
consequently their

areas are given not as 1 but as 2 thousands-of-land, so that the number from which the

square root has to be taken may be not the difficult 50 but the easy 100, and the

answers, 10 by 4 Ichet, are only double the simplest ones possible. In No. 14 the dimen-

sions of the frustum are double the very simplest ones conceivable, which would be

lower side 2, upper side 1, height 3, and these were probably avoided so that the student

might not be confused by the unique square 1. A hke simplicity characterizes

most of the other geometrical problems. Now from our standpoint this simplicity is a

defect; we feel that some difficult divisions and square roots would have been more

instructive to the student as showing that the problem does not depend for being solved

on containing only fours and sixes and hundreds, and that in the case of square roots

he would see what degree of accuracy was expected when the roots would not ‘*come

out’’ exactly.

The present writers suggest that this elementary simplicity was given to the problems

that they might be the easier to learn by heart; that the education of the student

consisted partly in his committing them to memory in order to be able to apply them,

mutatis mutandis, to similar ones that might arise. A person who used Moscow No. 14,

for example, in this way would be under no necessity of understanding the principles

involved in the solution; confronted with a truncated pyramid of different size and
shape, he need but substitute its lower side, upper side and height for the 4, 2 and 6 of

his memorized model to reach the correct answer mechanically. Obviously the form in

which we find the problems is extremely well adapted for this purpose, for the simpler

the numbers given and the answer, and the easier the working out, the better they will

be remembered; and even if the student understood the principles involved, it would
be unnecessary to include them in what is to be memorized.

If this view be correct, the geometrical ‘"problems” (and not only the geometrical

ones) of the Middle Kingdom treatises are to be regarded not as problems containing

formulae but as formulae to be appKed to the solution of problems.

The writers cannot conclude without testifying their indebtedness to Mr. R. Engel-

bach, not only for many suggestions embodied in the text, but in particular for a

contribution of such magnitude and importance (see p, 182, note 1) that his name
should rightly stand- at the head of the article as joint-author.

24—2
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A NOTE ON THE EGYPTIAN MUMMIES IN THE
CASTLE MUSEIT3C NORWICH

By warren R. DAWSON

With Plate xxxvii.

For many years the Castle Museum, Norwich, has possessed two Egyptian mummies
that have long been familiar objects to visitors. The collection has lately been enriched

by the addition of a third specimen, the gift of H.M, the King. On the 30th March
1929 the Curator, Mr. Frank Leney, was kind enough to allow me facilities for a

thorough examination of these interesting specimens, and as no account of them has

hitherto been published, I now offer a full description of one of them, and some notes

upon the other two.

I. The Mummy from Sakkarah.

This mummy, in a wooden anthropoid coffin, was presented to the museum on the

11th December 1827 by James Morrison, M.P.^ It had apparently been unrolled before

it came into the possession of the museum. Morrison presented another mummy a few

years later to London University, and mention is made of this second specimen by
Pettigrew in his famous book, but he makes no reference to the Norwich mummy and
had apparently never seen it^.

The coffin is typical of the Saite Period (Twenty-sixth Dynasty, 663-525 b.c.) and is of

the "’pedestal” pattern then in vogue. The style of the decorations and the orthography

of the inscriptions are also quite unambiguous as to date. It was made for a man
named Herihrer, but the mummy within it is that of a woman. Whether this

substitution was carried out by the Egyptians in antiquity or by their modern successors

we do not know, as nothing appears to have been recorded of the finding of this mummy.
Modern Egyptian antiquity dealers when selling a mummy-case will often substitute for

its original inmate another mummy if the former is in poor condition. Such substitu-

tions are very obvious when we find, for instance, an Eleventh Dynasty mummy in a

Twenty-sixth Dynasty case. It seems likely, however, that the ancient Egyptians them-
selves are responsible for the usurpation of Heribrer’s coffin, for the mummy within it is,

as we shall see, of the same period.

The Norwich mummy had been unrolled before it reached the museum, but it has

1 James Morrison was born in 1790 and died in 1857, and was a very remarkable man. From modest
beginnings he rose to great eminence in commercial life and had a distinguished political career. He
amassed a large fortune and made an extensive collection of antiquities and works of art. For one year he
was Treasurer of the Zoological Society. See P. Chalmers Mitchell, Centenary History of the Zoological

Society of London (1929), 63, and Diet, of National Biography^ xiii, 1005.

2 History of Egyptian Mummies (1834), Introd. xx. I have recently published a portrait of Pettigrew
in Memoires de Vlnst. dHgypte^ xiii (1929), PL i.
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been rewrapped by replacing the bandages in an arbitrary manner so as to expose the

face and the right hand. The mummy is that of a woman, probably under middle age^,

and of small stature (5 feet)“. It is very dark in colour owing to the lavish use of

black, pitch-like resin

The head was formerly completely covered by a hard carapace of resin-impregnated

linen. This still adheres to the hinder portion of the head, but it has been removed

from the face and from the top of the skull. The face is black, but the skin is reddish

on the forehead, where there is the well-marked impression of a linen fillet once bound

tightly round the brow. The hair has been cut short like a man's, and is of an auburn

shade. The ears are still embodied in their resinous covering, and it is accordingly not

possible to ascertain whether the lobules have been pierced. The eyelids are open, and

the sockets filled with a packing of linen pushed in over the collapsed eye-balls. No
artificial eyes have been inserted in the orbits, as was customary in the Twenty-first

and Twenty-second Dynasties.

The brain has been removed through the nostrils, the ethmoid bone having been

pierced on both sides of the septum. The skull is full of packing material, probably

linen dipped in resin, as it is somewhat springy when pressed with a probe. There is no

packing in the nasal fossae.

The lips are parted, and expose the incisor teeth. The upper teeth project con-

siderably over the lower, like those of the royal mummies of the Tuthmoside period.

The head is inclined somewhat towards the right shoulder.

The arms are laid at the sides of the body: the hands, with fingers extended, resting

on the frontal aspect of the thighs. The right hand has been broken off at the wrist.

The fingers still retain the innermost linen bandages, but the thumbs are uncovered and

show the “thimble” of epidermis which was carefully cut to retain the nails when the

rest of the epidermis peeled off in the macerating bath. The nails are rather long, but

neatly trimmed. I did not examine the feet, as I wished to avoid disturbing the

wrappings as far as possible.

I removed the bandages so as to expose the chest and pubic region. The innermost

bandages, impregnated with black resin, still adhere to the skin. There is a small

puncture (accidental; not made by the embalmers) in the chest, and through this I

inserted a probe and found that the thorax had been eviscerated and a small quantity

of packing material inserted in the vacant cavity. I had no means of ascertaining

whether the heart was in situ. It was usual to leave the heart in place attached to its

great vessels, and not to remove it with the other organs of the chest. The embalming-
wound in the left flank is very difficult to discern, owing to its edges having been

brought into apposition, and the whole area covered with adhesive linen and resin. So
far as it can be made out, the embalming-wound (through which all the thoracic and
abdominal viscera were removed) seems to have been a slightly oblique incision, about

^ It is possible to give a fairly accurate estimate of age only in cases where the bones are available for

examination. The evidence of the teeth cannot be relied on, as the coarse food eaten by the Egyptians
often caused severe wear of the teeth even in early life.

2 This is below the average for European women. The average height of twelve adult ancient

Egyptian women of various periods from the Eighteenth to the Twenty-sixth Dynasties whose mummies
have been measured is T536 metres

(
= 5 ft. 1 in.;. Some allowance must of course be made for the

shrinkage resulting from the euibahning-process.

3 I take this opportunity of repeating that resin, and not bitumen, as commonly stated, was the staple

embalming material.
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3^ inches long, its upper end slightly below the level of the navel, and its direction

nearly parallel to the line of the groin.

The body-wall of the abdomen has been broken in the region of the symphysis

pubis, and through this gap it was possible to observe large masses of linen that had

been inscribed into the abdominal cavity as packing material after the removal of the

internal organs^. The pudenda and perineum are free from the linen and resin that

elsewhere adhere to the body, and they were evidently originally covered by a linen pad,

a device that was customary in preparing female mummies. The labia majora have

been pushed inwards and in close apposition, so that the rima pudendi is inconspicuous.

There is, of course, no trace of pubic hair: this was lost with the epidermis during the

macerating process.

The body was originally wrapped in large quantities of linen of various textures and

of excellent quality. This linen has been distributed over the body by those who first

unrolled the mummy, and some large pieces, 8 to 12 inches in breadth, placed trans-

versely over the mummy so as to give it a neat appearance for exhibition. The right

hand, which now protrudes from the bandages, was originally, of course, concealed

beneath them.

The general method of treatment resembles that of Theban mumniies of the same

period, and the details of technique allow us to date the mummy to the Saite period.

A Theban mummy of this period that I recently examined in the British Museum con-

forms almost exactly to the same details^. There are, however, certain differences which

may probably be assigned to variation in the local methods of technique. The British

Museum mummy had been treated with resin of a better quality, for the skin was not

darkened to the same extent, and the bandages came away clean from the body,

whereas in the Norwich mummy they are tightly adhesive over the greater part of the

surface. It would appear that the innermost wrappings had been dipped in very thick,

dark resin and applied while the resin was ” tacky.*’ There are two features present in

the Norwich mummy that were retained at Sakkarah as survivals of earlier methods

after they had been discontinued at Thebes, These are: the head-fillet, general in the

Twenty-first and Twenty-second Dynasties, and still surviving in the Twenty-fourth at

Thebes, though abandoned after that date^; and secondly, the filling of the eye-sockets

with linen packing, a feature usually absent from Saite mummies from Thebes, although

common in earlier periods.

II. The Mummy of Nesmin from Ekhmim.

The wrappings of this mummy have never been disturbed, and consequently no

examination of the body is possible; but it is, externally at least, a good specimen of

the embalmer’s art in Ptolemaic times. It is an excellent example of the degeneration

in the use of cartonage casing. During the Pyramid age it was customary to paint the

features of the mummy on the outermost wrappings of the face in order to perpetuate

the personal identity of the deceased. In the Eleventh Dynasty the same object was
attained by modelling a head-piece made of a kind of paste-board known as cartonage,

^ This breakage of the body-wall was not done by the cmbaluiers. It is an accidental fracture made in

modern times, probably in the attempt to remove the tightly adhesive wrappings.
2 Journal, xni (1927), 156-159.

3 A-V. R. Dawson, Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, LXI (1927), 295-296 [Twenty-

fourth Dynasty mummy at Edinburgh].
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which, like the earlier painted examples, was intended to be a portrait of the dead man.

From this beginning was evolved the anthropoid coffin of the familiar type on which

the features and ornaments of the deceased were detailed with great elaboration. In the

New Kingdom, the cartonage head-piece had given place to a complete shell of cartonage,

covering the whole of the mummy. This ‘^one-piece suit’’ was laced up the back after

the mummy had been placed within it. The Norwich Museum possesses an excellent

specimen of this kind in the next mummy to be mentioned. The one-piece cartonage

case persisted until the Thirtieth Dynasty and into early Ptolemaic times, but it soon

degenerated into four or more separate elements. The head-piece, made separately,

reverted to the Eleventh Dynasty type, consisting of the face surrounded by a heavy

wig. The breast-ornaments were designed on a second piece, or group of pieces, those

of the legs on a third, whilst the feet were enclosed in a fourth piece of cartonage, known
as the ‘"boot,” on the sole of which the sandals are usually depicted with great elabora-

tion. The separate pieces of cartonage were sewn on to tJie outer shroud, which was

often dyed red^. The mummy of Nesmin is a good example of this procedure.

Ekhmim, or Akhmim, from whence this mummy was obtained, stands on the site of

the ancient Khemmis, the Panopolis of the Greeks, which was the capital of a separate

Nome. The Egyptians named it Epu, also Khenti-Min (with many
variants of spelling), after its god, the ithyphallic Min*^: whence are derived the

Coptic ^ Ail It, Shmin, and the modern Arabic 'Ekhmim. When the late Sir Gaston

Maspero explored the site of the necropolis of this town more than forty years ago, he

wrote: “Jamais cimetiere antique ne merita mieux que celui d’Akhmim le nom de

necropole. C’est vraiment une ville, dont les habitants se comptent par milliers et se

levent tour a tour a notre appel, sans que le nombre paraisse en diminuer depuis deux

ans. J’ai explore la colline sur une longueur de trois kilometres an moins, et partout je

I’ai trouvee remplie de restes humaines. Non seulement elle est percee de puits et de

chambres, mais toutes les fissures naturelles, toutes les failles du calcaire ont ete

utilisees pour y deposer les cadavres^.” The city of Ekhmim was one of the oldest in

Egypt, and tombs of all periods from the Old Kingdom to the age of Christianity have

been found there

III. The Mummy of ‘Ankh-Hor.

This fine specimen of a mummy in its intact cartonage easing, together with the lid

of its wooden coffin (PI. xxxvii), was presented to Norwich Museum in 1928 by H.M. the

King. The mummy had been for some years at Sandringham House.

I assumed at first that this mummy was one of the nineteen brought to England in

1869 by King Edward VII, after his visit to Egypt (as Prince of Wales) in 1868. All

these latter, however, belonged to the Twenty-sixth Dynasty and were typical examples
of the period^. They have been dispersed to various collections. A careful examination

of the cartonage and of the coffin-lid, however, at once convinced me that in spite of

1 For examples of Ptolemaic mummies fashioned in this way see Elliot Smith and Dawson, Egyptian
Mummies, frontispiece (in colour)

; Arch, Surrey of Nubia, Report for 1908-0 (1912), Pis. 26-28, 30, 32 ;

op. cit., Report for 1909-10 (1915), PI. 26, etc.

“ The name of the man whose mummy has just been described,
' \^ Nesmin, means “ belonging

to Min.”

3 Bulletin de Plnst, Egyptieii, 2nd ser., vi {\^8b) = Etudes de mytkologie, i (1893), 215.

^ P. E. Newberry, The Inscribed Tombs of Ekhmim, Liverpool Annals, iv, 99-120.
® They were described by Samuel Birch, Trans, Royal Soc, of Literature, new ser., x (1870), 1-29.
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the label, ‘'Twenty-sixth Dynasty or later,” the Norwich mummy and its case are in

reality some three centuries earlier in date, and must be assigned to the Twenty-first or

Twenty-second Dynasties. The workmanship of the coffin, the nature of the scenes and

decorations and the orthography of the inscriptions do not tally with the fashions of the

Twenty-sixth Dynasty but are comparable with those revealed by the coffins and

mummies of the Twenty-first and Twenty-second Dynasties of which so many examples

now exist in various collections. A great many finds of mummies of this latter period

have been made during the last hundred years, the largest being the great "haul” of 152

mummies made at Der el-Bahri by Grebaut in 189D. Further deposits of mummies of

this period have been found during the last ten years in the same district.

On the coffin-lid is represented the weighing of the heart from the Book of the

Dead, and it is depicted in the style usual in the funerary papyri and coffins of the

period. The female di^dnity with three heads (lion, crocodile and brazier) is a graphic

abbreviation for three demons usually represented separately and which are, together

with others, very commonly seen in Twenty-first Dynasty funerary scenes, as is also the

large serpent in front of the throne of Osiris^. Beneath the weighing-scene is the text

of the so-called “Negative Confession,” in which 42 gods are invoked and a disclaimer

for the committal of a specified sin associated with each. The order in which the names
of the gods is given is here very promiscuous. Those that are usually first in the list in

the texts of the New Kingdom are here written in the lowest register, just above the

feet. The text in this example does not follow either the approximate order of the

earlier copies, nor the definite sequence adopted in the Saite Period.

The mummy is that of a priest of Amun named T e (’AnJch-Hor (“Horus
lives”), and it and the coffin are in a perfect state of preservation. The ornamentation

has been carried out by the ancient craftsman with great care, and the realism of the

face, both of the cartonage mark and of the coffin, is enhanced by life-like inlaid arti-

ficial eyes. On the surface of the coffin-lid, the prominences of the knees are very

skilfully rendered.

^ G. Maspero, Guide du vuitear au Musee dit Cuire^ ed. 4 G015), 274 ff.
;
G. Daressy Ann. Serv., i

(1900), 141 ff.
;
op. cit., viil (1907), 3 ff.

^ E. Chassinat, La seconde trouvaille de Deir-el-Bahari : L" partie, Snrcopkages (1909), passim ;

G. Daressy, Cercueils des Cachettes Royales (1909), Pis. 44, 48, 56, and often
;
Budge, The Greenfield

Papyrus (1912), PI. 108 ;
Blackman, Journal.^ v (1918), Pis. 4, 5 ;

Mariette, Papyrus de Bouhup ill,

Pis. 19-21
;
Pap. Louvre 3287

;
and many other examples.
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THE EVOLUTION OF VELAR, PALATAL AND
DENTAL STOPS IN COPTIC

By W. H. WOERELL

The confusion between -x and in Coptic is a serious obstacle to an equal mastery of

Boheiric and Sahidic. The relationship between words in the two dialects and in Egyptian

does not at once appear. Tables have to be consulted, tables which are not easily rationalized.

This confusion exists, partly because the problem is itself complicated: partly because

discussion of it so often fails to consider sounds, and so often stops with being merely

descriptive. E.g.: the table on p. 16 of SteindorfE’s Koptische GrammatiJc (2nd ed., 1901)

equates symbols, not sounds, and is merely descriptive. So also the various sections

therein referred to. We do not learn the true, or hypothetical, values of the conventional

symbols in terms of precise phonetics. The terminology is vague. What is a ^-gutturar’?

Evidently a velar, since here we find k and But on p. 7 we read that has the phonetic

value of ''tsch, jetzt sch”: therefore not velar after all. Of course, the velar value is

derived from the observation of Sahidic orthography, while the palatal value comes from

the actual pronunciation of modern Boheiric (probably) as observed and set down by

Stern {Koptische Grammatik. 1880, 16). The beginner in Coptic pays little attention to

this section of grammar, and proceeds to learn the usual pronunciation, which is really

Boheiric applied to Sahidic. The resulting conventional pronunciation is fatal to all reason-

ing about the sounds involved. Arabic transliteration shows that the probable values

of K n T are nearer to g b d di than to the lx p t ti assigned to them on pages 6-7. Not
to know that they are partly voiced (mediae) or fully voiced, again blocks the way to any
rationalization of the history of sound-changes. On the other hand, any attempt at

rationalization must be based upon the unimpeachable observations begun by Lepsius
{Standard Alphabet^ 1868, ZeiUchr. /. dg, Spr.^ v, 71), and continued by Stern and
Steindorff {op, cit,).

The sounds to be discussed are represented in the conventional transcription of Egvpto-

^^§7 ^tie symbols 1: h g 1 1 d d, and the first step is to decide if possible upon actual

phonetic values for them.

About three of these sounds there can be little doubt : I' g t were at one time equivalent

to the Semitic sounds represented by 3 J n ,
and were therefore Ic g f.

Two of the sounds are more doubtful. They are said on the whole to correspond to the
Semitic sounds represented by the letters

p
and £3. whose values are not certainly known;

and in reality the correspondences are more complicated than that. Too much reliance should
not be placed upon transliterations of Semitic words into Egyptian by practical scribes as

late as the New Empire. Such a scribe would represent an unfamiliar sound by its nearest
equivalent according to his local dialect. Did not the Greeks write for nujeu- and
Set'- for Tttjeit- and SrjO for

j and do they not still write piraXicovL for balcone, simply

because they have no characters for the strange sounds? The letters
p

and D may have
stood for simple Jc and t respectively, followed by a glottal explosion, ^ the oldest

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 25
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‘‘emphatic” sounds, still heard in Abyssinian Semitic and in certain Hamitic languages;

or they may have been “emphatics” of the Arabic kind: the first having become a voice-

less velar stop, and the second a voiceless velarized dental, t. In either case they stood

for unaspirated stops, in contrast to the normal aspirated, kt. We cannot tell whether

the nearest sounds in Egyptian at that time were likewise q and t, or merely the half-

voiced, unaspirated, stops g and d. As there is already a ^-sound in the language, with its

own sign, but no <Z-sound with its own sign, we may suppose that a voiceless uvular stop,

q, did exist alongside of k and g\ but no “emphatic” sound alongside of t. It would be

strange to find p and 6, k and g, and not t and d. If a velarized sound t ever existed, it

had been absorbed by d, as there is no separate character for it. The velar stop q survived,

with a special character, because it is not the same as a velarized dental, and does not

share the same history. Probably all the “emphatics” of this kind had disappeared from

Egyptian by the time of written fixation. There is only one other, d, that is commonly
supposed to be an “emphatic,” and reasons for rejecting that supposition will be found in

the next paragraph.

The last two sounds in the list, t and d, are most difficult of all to identify. To equate

them with D and does not help: for, though the value of D is s, the possible values

of are many. It is hard to make any scheme of sound-change without supposing that

t and d are voiceless and voiced counterparts, otherwise identical, as any experimenter

will soon discover. But D and ^ are certainly not such counterparts.

Erman, in his elementary Hieroglyphen (1912, 24), defines t and d cautiously as

“varieties” of t and d respectively. They could not well have been “emphatics”; for in

that case t would have been the voiceless member of the pair; and, because “emphatic,”

would have been incapable of aspiration in Boheiric. Both its dental and palatal

descendants are aspirated in Boheiric. The commonest “variety” of dental is the

palatal, and the palatal may develop out of the dental or out of the velar. Supposing

then that t and d are palatals, we immediately find support in the fact that -t and -triy

Egyptian pronominal suffixes, are parallel to the oldest Semitic forms -ki and -kind. The

velar k became the palatalized velar k, and finally the palatal, t, under the influence of the

palatalizing vowel, i. We may reasonably suppose then that t and d were t and d.

In summary : k k g t t d d may be given the values q k g 1 1 d d.

Four changes took place in this stock of sounds: (1) Palatals became dentals, (2) The
uvular became velar, (3) Velars became palatals, (4) Voiced and voiceless became confused.

The first three are due to one tendency : shifting the point of articulation forward.

(1) As early as the IVIiddle Kingdom the palatals, t in most cases became dentals, t d.

It would be desirable to know what were the determining factors in the exceptional cases.

This change is reflected in writing.

(2) Later than the above, because not reflected in the writing, the voiceless uvular, q,

seems to have become the voiced velar, g, and then to have been indistinguishable from
the g: a common change in Arabic dialects.

(3) Still later, certainly after q had become a velar, the velars, k g, became partly or

wholly palatalized, k g or t d, in some cases. Again it would be desirable to know the

determining factors. Here the northern and southern dialects diverge. In the north the

new sounds seem to have become completely palatal, and therefore indistinguishable from
the old palatals, t d. In the south they remained merely palatalized velars, k g, distinct

from t (f.
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(4) At some time or other the voiced and voiceless sounds became partly or wholly

indistinguishable. In the north the voiceless sounds, h t t, apparently lost their normal

aspiration and became mediae, g d d, except when protected by a strong accent or the

proximity of certain semi-vocalic sounds. The voiced sounds, g d d, apparently lost their

normal voicing and became mediae everywhere. In the south all (voiced and voiceless)

stops became mediae without exception.

The outstanding feature of Boheiric is confusion between palatalized velars and palatals;

of Sahidic, confusion between voiced and voiceless.

For practical purposes the Coptic letters involved should be pronounced as follows: hi
both dialects : k as though half-waybetween cold and ^old, or exactly as south-German Aanne.
T as though half-way between ^in and d\n, or exactly as south-German Tinte (also spelled

Dinte). as though half-way between chm and ^in—though that would be merely a con-

venient approximation. In Boheiric: approximately as chm, ^ as cold. as ^old. In
Sahidic: approximately as though half-way between cure and ^^^ure.”

Manuscripts, and particularly unliterary documents, show irregularity in the operation

of the principles above discussed, as though phonetic decay had left the Copts at last with

many more letters than they knew what to do with.

The table which follows sums up the results.

TABLE.

Boheiric Sahidic

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

q q cr g g K q q g g g K
d d g 1

k k k k or
O K k k k k g K
k X

t d k 1 (S'

t (S'

ao S OfG g trO K g g g or
G g K

d d ‘X g 1 (S'

t t t t d T t t t t d T
t

t t t t d t t t t d X
t (S'

t t t d T t t t d T

t

d d d d d T d d d d d T

d d d d
s

d X d d d d d X
d d d d T d d d d T

25—2
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A XOTE ON THE “KEPEATING OF BIKTHS ’

By JAROSLAV CERNY

Readers of this Journal are aware that there exist several hieratic documents

manifestly of the second half of the Twentieth Dynasty dated in the years not of a king,

but of ^vhm ms*wt, ‘‘Repeating of Births*’ or "Renewal of Births.” Such a dating is

so strange and completely contradictory to Egyptian custom that it has long been

belie v^ed that the expression ivJim ms-wt must here conceal the name of an Egyptian

king, namely that of Ramesses X, who elsewhere bears the prenomen Khepermare^'.

Peet was the first ^ to recognize that this view is no longer tenable, and rightly suggested

that tvhm ms-wt may designate some sort of epoch or era. He has devoted several

discussions to this interesting question, but although all these appeared in the Journal-,

it is perhaps not quite useless to recall once more all the known facts before going any
further into the details which have led the present writer to the conclusion found at the

end of this paper.

Dating by means of the expression ‘‘Repeating of Births” occurs in five papyri:

Years 1 and 2 in Pap. Mayer A,

Year 1 in Pap. Brit. Mus. 10052,

Year 2 in Pap. Brit. Mus. 10403,

Years 4 and 5 in Pap. Turin, Cat. 1903/180, and
Year 6 in Pap. Vienna, Xo. 30.

It is thus evident that “Repeating of Births” lasted at least six years; but the

question where in the Twentieth Dynasty this epoch is to be placed is very difficult.

Fortunately in this we are somewhat helped by the text on the verso of Pap. Abbott,

which is itself dated “Year 19 corresponding to {hft) Year 1.” In the sequel the text

gives a list of thieves precisely those whose trial occupies a great part of Pap. Mayer A
and Pap. Brit. Mus. 10052, both of them dated, as has been said, in Years 1 and 2 of

the “Repeating of Births.” Consequently it seems quite legitimate to consider the Year 1

of Abbott as identical with the Year 1 of the Repeating of Births,” and further this

latter as identical^ with the Year 19, probably of a king. As the recto of Abbott is dated
in the Year 17 of Ramesses IX Neferkere^', the probability has been admitted that the

Year 19 of the verso refers to the same Pharaoh, and that therefore the “Repeating of

Births ’ either followed the reign of Ramesses IX NeferkereC or rather, in view of the

word “corresponding,” is another name for the part of his reign from Year 19 onwards.
Plausible as was this assumption at first sight, it was nevertheless not altogether certain

that the texts of both the recto and verso of Pap. Abbott were written within a short

^ The Mayer Papyri A and B, 4-5.

- Jouriial, XI, 40; xii, 256 and 258, and especially xiv, 65-72.
^ That hft of the Abbott expresses identity, is beyond all doubt. Cf, the example quoted by Gardiner,

Eg, Grammar, § 169, 4, from Newberry, Beni Hasan, i, 8, 3, “Year 43 corresponding to year 25,’’ and
note that here too the official dating precedes the local one.
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space of time, and it was just possible that the Year 19 belonged to the reign of a successor

of Ramesses IX, more definitely to that of Ramesses XI, whose Year 27 is attested,

less probably to that of Ramesses X, whose highest known date is only Year 3. And in

fact, as the personnel of the documents dated in whm ms-ivt is different from that of the

reign of Ramesses IX and points rather to the reign of Ramesses XI Menmare<", Peet in

his recent discussion of the problems of the Twentieth Dynasty chronology ^ is inclined to con-

sider the epoch of ^'Repeating of Births"' as a part of the reign of the last Ramesses (XI).

This is in the view^ of the present writer the only solution which explains satisfactorily

three facts observable on a closer study of the documents of the Repeating of Births.”

These three facts are:

1. The occurrence of an official named Menmare^'nakht, overseer of the treasury, in

two documents of ivhn ms-wt (Pap. Mayer A, 1. 6 and Pap. Brit. Mus. 10052, 1. 4) Even

when we recognize the difficulty of identifying various persons occurring in the papyri

of that epoch nobody will doubt that this Menmarernakht must be identical with a

man of the same name and title found in Pap. Turin, P.R. lxi, 6
,
a document which

can with confidence be assigned to the reign of Ramesses XI Menmare^'^. Now this

Menmare^'nakht is certainly named after a king^, much more probably after Ramesses XI
Menmarer, than after Sethos I, who had reigned some one and a half centuries before.

If so, it becomes evident that ivhin ms-ivt must have followed the reign of Ramesses XI
or, if not, have been contemporaneous with it.

2. Occurrence of two buildings named after a king Menmare^' Sety in the documents

of the epoch of ivhm ms^wt. These two buildings are:

(Pap. Mayer A, 1. 3), clearly identical with ^ ^ of P^P-

Brit. Mus. 10403, 1. 9, and ^ ™ Pap. Turin, Cat.

1903, verso 2. 12. The king Mnm^rtrc Sti is of course Sethos I of the Nineteenth Dynasty,

but the writing of his name in this form is quite exceptional and contrary to the use of

the late Twentieth Dynasty. At that time a dead king was always named by his prenomen®,

never with his nomen ^ either alone or with the prenomen as well. The curious form
Menmarer Sety instead of the simple Menmare^', which would be quite sufficient, can only

be explained if we admit that at the epoch of whm ms-wt it was necessarv to distinguish

^ Journal^ XIV, 71-72. - Quoted Journal, xiv, 60,

Cf. Peet'a remarks in Journal, xiv, 69. Fov the dating cf, Peet, ibid., 66,

» Just as Wesermarernakht i Pap. Tiu'in, P.R. xxxv, 3) is named after Ramesses III, Xebmarernakht
(Abbott, 4. 15 and elsewhere) after Ramesses VI Nebmare^', and Xeferkerereniperamun (Abbott, 1. 6) after

Ramesses IX Neferkere^. That ^Ienmare<"nakht must be named after Ramesses XI was seen also by Peet,

Journal, xir, 259, note 2, though he did not dare to draw the necessary conclusion from this.

« The tomb-robbery papyri of the Twentieth Dynasty contain a mass of examples. They speak of the
temples of CAkheperkereC, Xebmare^, V esermarer-setepenrer, Binere^-meriamun, Wesermctre^-meriamun,
etc., never of Tuthmosis, Amenophis, Ramesses or Merenptah. So too the temple of Sethos I is called

I
under Ramesses III (Pap. Turin, P.R. XLViii, 17) and

under Ramesses IX (Pap. B.M. 10068, vs 2. 4). The early Xineteenth Dynasty is not so rigorous in this
respect, e.^,, the account-papyri oi the epoch of Sethos I \^published by Spiegelberg, Rechnungeti aus der

ZeitSetis I.) use both (Pap. Bibl. Nat. 209, 3, 7. 10; 211, a, 20) ami m
(Pap. Bibl. Xat. 209, 2, 9. 12), or Cji (Pap. Bibl. Xat. 211, b, 20; 211, vs. c, 5).

The only exception known to me is Amenophis I, who became patron of the Theban Necropolis and
is mostly referred to as Amenophis ^ar excellence (so too in the month name Phamenoth). His temple is

named ^/- Imnhtp (e.g., Abbott 1, B 13; 2, 3. 8; Pap. B.JI. 10068, vs. 1, 6, etc.).
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between Menmarer Sety (Sethos I) and another king Menmarer, Le., Ramesses XI^ ;
in other

words we are forced to place wJim mS'Wt at least in the reign of Ramesses XI, if not after it.

3. Among the ‘'foreigners'’ (/rr) to whom the papyri of whm ms-wt make constant

reference and who are mostly implicated in the thefts in the Theban Necropolis, one at

of Abbott, verso, B 8, occurs onceleast,

again in Pap. Turin, P.E. xcvi, col. 2. 5 as

1̂ :3 ,

‘

This latter papyrus is in reality the verso of the papyrus published by Pleyte-Rossi on

Pis. 100, 155 (= 101), 156 and 157 (= 97). The recto is dated in Year 12 (of Ramesses XI
Menmarer as shown by Peet)^, the verso in Year 14 of an unnamed king, who in this

case, too, is almost certainly Ramesses XI, as both recto and verso have the same contents

(grain accounts) and name the same persons.

Now the crime of Pakamen, son of Paua^'amun was so serious that he can hardly

have escaped condemnation to death. Accordingly we cannot place his mention in the

dockets of Abbott before Year 14 of Ramesses XI, in which year he is still at liberty

and supplies a certain quantity of grain for the Necropolis people, probably as a tax

from the fields cultivated by himself. I think we must deduce from this that the verso

of Abbott (i.c., Year 1 of wlwi mS'Wt) is posterior to Year 14 of Ramesses XI Menmare^'.

I do not imagine that, taken separately, each of the above facts proves very much

or is indisputable, but taken together they support one another and seem to me to speak

very strongly for the reign of Ramesses XI as the epoch in which whm ms-wt is to be

placed. And Peet found my reasoning not unjustified, when I had the opportunity cf

putting it before him in Cairo last winter, some days before Professor Spiegelberg brought

from Upper Egypt a document which we at first believed to give definite evidence as

to the position of whm ms^wt in the Twentieth Dynasty,

This new document is a limestone ostracon, measuring about 16*5 cm. in height and

19 cm. in length. Professor Spiegelberg bought it in Luxor, realizing its possible importance

for the chronology of the Twentieth Dynasty, and kindly resold it to the Cairo Museum,

where it provisionally bears the number J. 52543 in the Journal d'entree. Professor

Spiegelberg first suggested that Peet should publish it in connexion with the tomb-robbery

papyri, but Peet kindly surrendered his claim in my favour. I am greatly indebted to

these two scholars for their generosity.

One side only of the ostracon is inscribed in its upper half with three lines of coarse

hieratic writing. The second and third lines are incomplete at the end, and before the

lost end several signs are very pale. The inscription runs as follows:

I 1

I I I I \ AWWA I

3.

a

/WVWA ^

—

a

^ r

J

Ci w ra A >1-

='i=Ar...
1 This may also explain why the temple of Sethos I in the epoch irhin ms-ivt is sometimes named

(Pap. B.M. 10403, 1. 28) and (ihid., 1. 30).

- XIV, 65. The papyrus was correctly assigned to the last Ramesses already by Lieblein, En
Papyrus i Turtn iChnstiaida Yldenskahs-Belslcdbs Forhandlinge'i\ 1875), 11.

^ The king’s name is considerably faded, but the reading is beyond doubt. My tracing shows what is

to be seen in front of the original.

* O
is corrected over an erased^ and the following ^ is crowded in betw^een ® and FD.

Indecipherable trace.
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This may be translated:

1. “Year 2 (of) the Repeating of Birth (of) the King of Upper and Lower Egypt

Menmarer.

2. What is credited in (the way of)^ very large inM-ya>ses at the descending in the

possession of

3. What is credited in (the way of) small ^h^^^vases at the great raising in the

possession of
”

Lines 2 and 3 may or may not be rendered correctly, and in any case their sense is

very obscure. But it does not matter. What here concerns us is the first line, which is

fortunately quite plain. It contains a date of Year 2 of whm ms*wt which is clearly

connected with a king Menmarer. All three of us, Professors Spiegelberg, Peet and

myself, felt at first no doubt that this Menraare*" was no other than Ramesses XI Menmare^',

and the question of whm ms^wt seemed settled: whm ms-wt was a part of the reign of

Ramesses XI.

* as variant writing for the iisual ^ occurs also Pa[). Turin, P.E. l, 3. 6, where, too, the exi)ected

preposition^ is omitted after it.
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However, on examining the ostracon more closely, one doubt occurred to me which

I feel obliged to put before scholars: Is it certain that Menmare^' here is Ramesses XI,

not Sethos I ? Firstly it is only the palaeography which allows us to decide whether the

ostracon belongs to the Twentieth Dynasty rather than to the beginning of the Nineteenth,

to the reign of Sethos I, who also was a Menmarer. Now such a criterion as mere

palaeography is not absolutely reliable, especially as there are no sufficient materials for

comparison, the ostracon containing in its three lines only a very limited number of signs.

It is true that the general aspect of the writing seems to be really of the Twentieth

Dynasty, and the form of
j
without a cross above speaks for the Twentieth Dynasty,

when both forms, with and without a cross, are in use, whereas the Nineteenth Dynasty,

so far as I am aware, never omits the cross; the spelling of hH without ^ and of tsi

(influenced by ts ‘^bind’’) would be rather curious in the Nineteenth Dynasty. But the

spelling instead of is suspicious. It is so rare in hieratic that I am inclined to

consider it as a peculiarity of an epoch From the published documents I can quote

only one instance of Pap. Bibl. Nat. 203, P, from the reign of Sethos I, that is

from a period which would alternatively come into consideration for our text. I found

several instances of the writing this year in unpublished texts. The excavations of the

Institut franeais dArcheologie orientale au Caire at Der el-Medinah in January-March 1929

furnished two more ostraca, both dated in the reign of Ramesses II, which show the same

rare spelling Lastly, an ostracon acquired by Professor >Steindorff in Luxor in the

winter 1928-29 and now in the collections of the Egyptological Institute of the University

in Leipzig^ bears the remains of a dating (® though here the

palaeography allows the same doubts as in the case of our Cairo ostracon.

In view of all this, it is perhaps possible that was a writing peculiar to the period

of Sethos I and Ramesses II. Moreover, the appearance at the same time of all these

ostraca containing the spelling lends some ground to my suspicion that the provenance

of both Cairo and Leipzig ostraca is Der el-Medinah, and that they were either found

by the natives in their clandestine excavations or stolen by them from the excavations of

the French Institute. If this is so there seems to be a strong case for assigning the

Cairo ostracon to the Nineteenth, and not to the end of the Twentieth Dynasty.

Indeed, ostraca of the latter period are even rarer at Der el-Medinah than those of as

early a date as Sethos I; the great bulk of ostraca from that site belong to the reign of

Ramesses III or thereabouts. That Sethos I did occasionally use an ivhm yns-ivt dating we

know from one of his inscriptions at Karnak^ which begins [q ‘ |f[l^ A’?’’

It is worthy of notice that the two Pharaohs who employ this dating, namely Sethos I

and Ramesses XI, both bear the prenomen Menmarec. I imagine that Ramesses XI
copied in this, for some reason unknown to us, his homonymous predecessor, just as

Ramesses III in several things imitated Ramesses IL Peet’s suggestion to see in wIiyyi

ynS'ivt an epoch ^’of restoration after a period of foreign invasion®"’ might be right

after all, though the last known invasion of Libyans under Ramesses X Khepermarer
becomes now separated from ivJiyn ms^nt by at least 19 years.

1 In the words for and ‘Mioney the group ^ i> quite regular ofcour.se.

2 Published in Spiegelberg, Rtcknnagen avs der Zeit Sttis /, PL 1.

2 Professor SteiiidorfF has put me under a great debt hy lending me for study all the hieratic ostraca

he bought in Luxor.

L f. Gauthier, Le livre des rois^ iii. 11 . Elsewhere the expresf?ion ivk)n uiS'ict is always included in the

^£-name, from hi^ \ear I onwards (Gauthier, op. cd., in, 11, 13, etc.).

^ Journal., xiv, 67.
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NOTE ON THE FEMININE CHARACTER OF THE
NEW EMPIRE

By WILHELM SPIEGELBEEG

More than once has it been left to a layman to make an observation which should

never have been overlooked by the specialists in a science. Mr. George Spiegelberg of

Manchester, while studying the collection of statues in the Cairo Museum, made the

remark, never made before, that if in the Old Kingdom a man and his wife are united

in a single^ statuary group, the wife is represented with her hand round her husband’s

neck, never the reverse^. In the New Empire, however, though the Old Kingdom form

of the representation persists, it is accompanied by two new forms, in one of which the

man places his arm around his wife's neck, while in the other the embrace is mutuaP.
The observation made in the Cairo Museum holds good in the case of the other

material on which I have tested it. It would seem beyond doubt that the grouping in

which the husband places his arm round his wife’s neck, either with or without recipro-

cation on her part, was unknown in Egyptian sculpture until the time of the New
Empire^.

This change of expression in art agrees perfectly with the difference of mentality between
the periods in question. In the hard manly periods of the Old and Middle Kingdoms the

man is the support on whom the wife leans, though she is in no sense represented in an
attitude of oriental slavishness, a conception of marriage which was already fast disappear-

ing. The New Empire, on the contrary, presents in many ways a feminine aspect, which
appears at its strongest in the art of the El-'Amarnah period with its creator Amenophis IV,

whose very appearance has attracted attention by its effeminacy.

Should further search bear out the absence of the later method of grouping conjugal

statues in Old and Middle Kingdom monuments the difference will form a criterion for

the dating of doubtful groups.

1 Mau and wife may of eoiii*se be represented without any C(.)ntact, or even on separate bases, e.g.^ Sepa
and Nesa, Rahotep and Xofret.

2 One of the finest examples is the famous group of Mycerinus and his consort (Schafer, Propykien-
Kiinstgesckickt<\ i, PL 221). For the corresponding position in design on the flat see Schafer, Von aegyptischer
Kunst^ 152-3.

Little evidence is available for the Middle Iviugdum, In ( L H, Evers’ new book on the sculpture of
this period, Staat aus dem Stein (Munich, 1028), no examples of conjugal groups are to be found. There is

one, however, as Mr. Engelbach has pointed out to me, of red stone, in the further right-hand case in
Room 22 of the ground floor of the Cairo ^luseum.

The holding of hands, however, is occasionally shown in the earlier period, e.g,, Borchardt, Catalogue
gen., Cairo, Statues, i, 151 and Fechheimer, Plastik, 28-9 (Berlin, 14108). In Cairo 107 the man, standing
on the right of his wife, grasps her left elbow. It w:>ulcl appear, though I have not yet gone through the
whole of the vast available material, that in drawing and relief work the old design of the wife embracing
the man has persisted through the whole New Kingdom and even later.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xv.
26
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THE SINAITIC INSCRIPTIONS

By a. E. COWLEY

In 1906 Sir Flinders Petrie published his Researches in Sinai, giving an account

(on pp. 129 £f.) of some ‘inscriptions in unknown characters found at Serabit. These were

studied by Dr. A. H. Gardiner when editing (with Professor Peet) the Egyptian inscrip-

tions of Sinai. He came to the conclusion that a certain group of signs was to be read

as and that the unknown writing was in an early form of the Semitic alphabet.

This view was developed in an article on The Egyptian Origin of the Semitic Alphabet in

Journal, iii, 1 ff. After much pondering over the texts with Professor Sayce, I ventured

to write an appendix to Gardiner’s article in the same number of the Journal, 17 ff. By
an accident this appeared with the title The Origin of the Semitic Alphabet. It was not

at all intended to deal with that question, but was only an attempt to follow Gardiner’s

clue a little farther by identifying other signs and groups of signs. Since then much has

been written by various scholars and great ingenuity has been expended on these sorry

remnants, without any convincing solution of them. Popular interest however was
aroused by the speculations of Professor H. Grimme, who claimed to find in the texts

references to Moses.

M hen writing in 1916 I was painfully conscious that no real progress could be expected
without more material, or at least better copies of the existing material. In 1927 Professors

Lake and Blake, of Harvard, visited the site, photographed the inscriptions and found
three new ones. All Petrie’s fragments and one of the new inscriptions were removed to

the Cairo museum. W ith the help of the fresh light thus obtained, Professor Butin wrote
an excellent account of the whole problem up to date, summarizing the results of previous
scholars, giving references to their publications and stating his own conclusions. (See the
Harvard Theological Review, xxi [1928].)

At the Congress of Orientalists held in Oxford in 1928 Gardiner returned to the
subject and read a paper which has since been published in the P.E.F. Quarterly State-

ment, Jan. 1929, 48 ff. He also exhibited some greatly enlarged (full-size?) photographs
and careful copies, all of which he most generously left with me afterwards to be studied.
As these give probably all the help we can hope to obtain from the existing monuments,
I have studied them with the greatest care, and now offer my results, such as they are,

partly in order to correct some of the suggestions in my previous article and partly to
show the limits of what may be expected from the texts.

The starting-point of the whole decipherment is Gardiner’s ingenious identification of

now generally accepted, pace H. Bauer {Zur Entzifferung d. neuentdeclien Sinaischrift,
Halle a. S., 1918), who proposes wholly difierent values. The system of writing, it is

agreed, is alphabetic, and we know four of the letters for certain. Any other identifica-
tions can only be accepted if the values give satisfactory words and a probable sense.
We cannot however assume that this system contained signs corresponding exactly to
the 22 letters of the Phoenician” alphabet. It may have contained fewer—or more. The
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improved copies show that some signs derived from the earlier copies are really not in-

dependent and hence some of the suggestions in my 1916 article (and those of others)

must be rejected. It may also be the case that some of the difficult forms which still

remain are due to the bad state of the originals or to defects in the copies. It is therefore

useless to speculate as to a sign which occurs only in a place which is defaced or unverified.

In the new copies there are 17 signs of which the form (I do not say the value) is certain,

and perhaps 5 more which are uncertain for one reason or another. There can be little

doubt that some of the 5 will turn out to be identical with some of the 17, so that

probably all the 22 Phoenician “ letters are not represented in the present texts. On the

other hand the monuments are so few, and the inscriptions on them so short, that further

signs might well occur in any new inscriptions found.

As to the language: it is clearly not Egyptian, though several of the signs are good

Egyptian characters. The word (our one solid piece of evidence) suggests that it is

Semitic, and probably Canaanite. Petrie says [Researches in ASum?’, llSff.)that the Egyptians

employed the Aamu and people of Retennu to work their mines, and it seems likely that

these monuments were erected by men of those Syrian tribes. They were inhabiting the

South of Palestine and the North of the Sinai peninsula (Edom) at the time when the

mines were worked, and the very practical Egyptian would not bring labour from a

greater distance than was necessary. Local knowledge no doubt was also useful. Whether
the date of the monuments is 1500 b.c. (as Petrie), or 1850 b.c. (as Sethe), we have no
contemporary evidence as to the language of that region. We can only suppose that it is

an early form of the language represented later by Phoenician in the North and Hebrew
in the South, the earliest traces of which are to be found in the Tell el-'Amarnah glosses

(c. 1400 B.C.). It would however be too much to expect that everything in the inscrip-

tions should be explicable from our knowledge of the Hebrew of a thousand years later.

Even in the periods we know best there is scarcely an inscription in Hebrew, Phoenician,

or Aramaic which does not present difficulties, and this early dialect may have had
special characteristics, e.g., an affinity with Arabic. Moreover, seeing that the method of

writing, and even some of the actual signs, are derived from Egyptian, it would be strange

if some Egyptian words were not also employed.

In general, the inscriptions are roughly cut, and give the impression of being the first

efforts of a primitive people. They are for the most part badly broken and the frag-

ments had apparently been thrown away among the rubbish of the mines. Butin is

probably right in suggesting (at the end of his article) that they were discarded, and
sometimes intentionally defaced, because they were not considered good enough. See
further below.

The forms of the letters were probably invented at Serabit, in the isolation of the
desert, by an illiterate people living in close contact with Egyptians. These people saw
the Egyptian inscriptions being carved and thought they could do the same. There can
be no doubt that this Sinaitic system is modelled on Egyptian, though not borrowed
from it. [E.g., in my first study in 1916 I began by assuming that /wa was Eg. N, but
soon found that this led to no result.] It was therefore a highly intelligent imitation.

That these intelligent illiterates invented the alphabetic principle is unlikely. It existed
already to some extent in Egyptian beside the syllabic and ideographic principles. The
‘'Sinaites'’ selected the alphabetic side of Egyptian writing (which was perhaps as much
as they could understand) and applied it to their own (Semitic) language. Probably if

they had been more literary, /.e., had been really familiar with Egyptian writing, they
would have contrived something much more elaborate. The system they adopted was

26—2
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(like that of the phonetic signs in Eg5
rptian) consonantal and acrophonic, i.e,, each sign

was a picture which stood for the first letter of its name. Some of the signs chosen were

Egyptian in form, but the values attached to them, being derived from the Semitic

names of the objects represented, were not the same as the Egyptian values. Thus Q
no doubt copied from the Eg. m = A, but as it represents a house (Semitic n'2) its value

is h.

The values of the following 10 signs are now generally accepted, and are assumed

here without discussion:

^ ox(head) -- N

;

Q bouse, c:: pi^ = T; C— ox-goad,

water, \ snake, eye, = ^ head,

tooth, Tf- mark, )r\
=

Jl-

As to the contents of the inscriptions, I should like to emphasize again the view that

they were written by a primitive people in an isolated condition. They are all short,

most of them very short, as would be expected in first attempts at the new art of writing.

They are not likely, judging from other similar monuments which we can read, to contain

anything but the simplest, most straightforward statements. A monument to Ba‘alat”,

‘'In honour of Ba'alat because she showed favour,” is as much as we can expect. They
were strictly practical. The goddess had answered a prayer, and it was wise to give her

credit for it, otherwise she would not do it again. To find much more than this is only

to be led astray by imagination. Historical statements are not made in this concise form.

They are introduced and elaborated with considerable circumstance, and this was evidently

beyond the powers of our primitive Semites. Besides, engraving was difficult.

Who were these primitive Semites? Ho doubt the Egyptian government used local

labour to work their turquoise mines. If we are right in reading in the inscriptions

(though even this is questioned) the labour must have come from the South of Palestine

or from Edom^—which is in any case what we should expect. Now the early inhabitants

of Edom, according to Gen. xxxvi, were the Horites, nnn, who are described in ver. 21

as DUN The form is similar to and They are never called

‘in fike the HH The old explanation of their name was from ^*in ct hole, hence
troglodytes, as though they were a race of primitive savages. There is no evidence to

support this. Eecently it has been proposed to connect them with the Harri or Hurri
(Mitanni), who no doubt penetrated into Palestine at an early date. There is little evi-

dence for this either. Egyptian records after the Twelfth Dynasty mention the H-r as

equivalent to men of Retennu. If these are the Horites, they may have become known to

the Egyptians through the expeditions to Sinai. Then the name might be derived from
nin not in the sense of troglodytes but as pit-men, miners and inhabitants of the,mining
district. Perhaps however one may venture another explanation. They inhabited the
region of Edom which with the South of Palestine was called and if we rightly

interpret the inscriptions they called themselves Why was the country called the

Negeb? The old explanation again was from a root meaning to be dry. But there is no

The usual explanation iveupon for this name is very unconvincing. I make the following suggestion
with 'Some hesitation. There iy a late iTalmudic''i word meaning hruskicood, Thi.s looks like a
popular collective reduplication (of. water) of s,-n origmul of which the dual would be pXT
twigs, eventually reduced to

- Cf. the wonderful de.bcription of mining in the Edomite book of Job, xxviii. 1-11. The writer
evidently knew what he was talking about.
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evidence for such a root in Biblical Hebrew. It is found only in New Hebrew and late

Aramaic. In Arabic (to which the language of Edom was locally near) the root has a
0

quite different meaning, and derivatives from it and mean noble
^
free^man,

I suggest that this is the meaning of in the inscriptions, and that ’'ihn is the Hebrew
translation of it. It would be a very likely name for an independent race in a mountainous

country to apply to themselves. (There may be a reminiscence of this, quite in the prophet’s

style, in Is. xxxiv. 12, nnh of Edom.) The name was very old and was foreign

to the Canaanites, so that by the time Genesis came to be written its meaning was for-

gotten and the ^Gand of the free-man” became a mere geographical term,

the land of the Negeb Still later when it had come to mean the dry country in

the South of Palestine (and even South generally), a denominative verb was formed

meaning to be dry. The Horites inhabited Edom from before the time of Chedorlaomer

(Gen. xiv. 6) till they were conquered (exterminated?) by the Edomites (Dent. ii. 12-22),

not in the time of Esau, but probably somewhere about 1200 b.c.

We must now consider the text of the inscriptions, taking them in order, as

numbered by Gardiner^.

No. 345 on the two sides of the base of a sphinx (now in the British Museum) consists

of two separate phrases:

(a) On the right side, the first letter (reading from left to right, is Q, then a

broken K? then the sign which is taken by Butin, Sethe and others as n, then and

part of after which the stone is broken. The whole therefore reads %

No. 345

From a comparison of the other monuments there can be little doubt that the last word is

to be completed as [fllVyi* I cannot believe that the sign preceding it is n, in spite of

attractive comparisons. It is found only before H^y^. whereas H would surely have a

more varied use, and it could not be the article in this connexion, because nSyn is used
as a proper name. Other explanations have been offered, and other readings proposed

instead of n'?y3, but I think that reading is certain and I still hold to my original view
that the preceding sign is a determinative of divinity. If this is so, xo must be an in-

dependent word. I suggest that it has its primitive meaning "’thing,” hence ""possession,”

unless it be a cult-word. We may read then [n^Jyi Det. XO and translate "" The possession
of Ba‘alat.”

(b) On the left side, the last five signs (again reading from left to right) are H^yi^
quite clearly. The beginning of the line is very difficult. The first letter seems to be a

2 with two small strokes above it but not, apparently, belonging to it. This combination
cannot be a 2, if we are right in identifying that letter elsewhere. The next sign seems to

1 My drawings of the inscriptions liave no independent value. They are compiled from all the sources
available and represent ^hat I think 1 see. They are inserted here merely to enable the reader to follow
the discussion of the texts more easily.
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be a pair of Horns, but the rest of the ox-head (K is not \dsible on the original. The next

sign, which is clear on the original and on the photograph, does not occur elsewhere.

The side stroke can hardly be accidental, and the sign cannot be a I cannot at

present suggest any probable reading. The line therefore is ‘'[dedicated?]

to Ba'alat.”

No. 34G is the best preserved and most intelligible of the inscriptions. It is a seated

statuette with two columns of writing on the front, and another column on the right-

hand side of the figure. Apparently nothing on the left-hand side.

Taking the front first, the inscription seems to begin with the left-hand column (as

you face the figure), since it starts with the sign for ], as do 351 and 353. Then a ^ The
third character is the fish. I cannot understand why this has been taken as a matter of

course for Samek and hence on the acrophonic principle as Q. It is true that is

the common word for fish in modern Arabic, but not, as far as I know, in any other

Semitic language. It may have been used in very early Arabic, and our Horites may

No. 346

have spoken an Arabic dialect, but for the present they seem to be Canaanite. Fish is

pj in Accadian and Aramaic, but the only word in Canaanite (Hebrew) is and the
value of the sign should therefore be ~\. One can still recognize it in the earliest Phoenician
form of the letter, but as the picture of a fish was no longer obvious, its name was
changed.

The next sign, as shown on the large photograph, has its lower end clearly forked,
like the hands of the determinative. I suggest that it is an imitation of the Egyptian o

representing an arm and hand, in Hebrew and that the value is V (The dot which
Butin sees beside it, seems to me doubtful.) The other characters are known, and the
whole column reads I- Vowels not being indicated, T is for p|T (or 'll) as in

Phcenician, and similarly is for nfi. In on the other hand the is consonantal,
nyn is 3rd person fern. perf. of The column may be translated “This for the
satisfaction of what she asked. ’ It is not very good Hebrew, but it may have been
early Canaanite. Perhaps Q really means the “thing’ and the relative is omitted. The
end of the column is marked off by a line.

In the left-hand column the first three signs are known (J ‘tV). There is then a gap,
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owing to an injury to the stone. The remaining characters are known Hfi)- In

the gap there is just room for K and the whole would read nD[X Dy]3 Sy*

Eisler suggested and translated oracle” (as in Accadian). Butin is more probably

right in taking it as ‘"hand-maid” (Hebrew HJDK)- Hence the feminine nyS- As to the

meaning of Qy^ Sy? which occurs in the 3rd column (on the side of the statuette) and

elsewhere, I now feel no doubt. It may be compared with the expression '3 ^y in

later (Nabataean, etc.) inscriptions, and must mean "‘for the prosperity of.” The whole

column may then be translated “For the prosperity of the servant {i.e,, priestess) of

Ba‘alat,” or “For the prosperity of the priestess. (Dedicated) to Ba"alat.”

The end of the column is turned round and runs from left to right, as in no. 345.

Elsewhere, in 349, the text reads from right to left. Evidently there was not as yet any
fixed rule, except that the characters look in the direction of the writing, which is con-

trary to the rule observed in some other systems.

On the side of the statuette the text is complete and the first seven characters are

known (3^ Dyj ^y)- The remaining four are crowded together and we should be uncer-

tain as to the order but for the fact that they occur elsewhere. They are taken by Butin

as ‘the setters up,” meaning, as he thinks, the stone-cutters or engravers, and the

was their foreman. But the engravers can hardly have been sufficiently numerous
to form a class, with an overseer important enough to be commemorated several times

on these monuments. The men were there to work the mines, not to engrave monuments,
which was only an incidental activity, Petrie {Researches, 116-17) says there were
only three sculptors in one of the Egyptian expeditions. I therefore still hold (as in 1916)

that the sign which Butin takes as ^ is a j. In shape (as it appears elsewhere) it is

probably derived from the Egyptian a bowl with a handle, in Hebrew from which

the value J is taken. When at a later stage it had lost its resemblance to a bowl, it

received another name from a fancied likeness to the head and neck of a camel.

The word is then In 1916 I took this as with the nunation. For reasons given

above I now take it as a gentilic noun (plural in j-), the Nagibin or Free-men, which is

the same as the inhabitants of the region called after them later the Negeb. The pJJ
is the Sheikh of the Nagibin, who was in charge of the miners from that district and a
very important person. See also on no. 351.

The 3rd column then may be transliterated pJJ m Dp bv
“
For the prosperity of

the chief of the Nagibin.”

The purpose of the dots to which Butin calls attention in this inscription is not clear.

There is a dot after and another perhaps after oyi which might be supposed to mark
the end of those words. Of the others, one may mark the end of yi and another the end
of but there are also dots after ^ and J which cannot serve the same purpose. If

they are really intentional, we can only say that their meaning is unknown. On other
photographs dots appear frequently and I cannot feel sure when they are intentional.
The T here is a well drawn Syrian head with a long nose and pointed beard.

To produce a figure like this, plain and simple though it is, implies a higher degree
of skill than the engraving of most of the monuments to be discussed below. The in-
scription was no doubt carved by the same skilled workman who produced the figure,
and this accounts for the careful tracing of the signs, which may thus be taken as
models.
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The whole inscription is to be read and translated as follows:

nyn a nS t coi. i.

na[« Dy]3 Vy col. 2.

an oyj ^y col. 3.

"’Tliis for the satisfaction of what she asked, [is dedicated]

For the prosperity of the priestess of Ba^alat,

(And) for the prosperity of the Chief of the Nagibin.’'

No. 347 is a bust (in duplicate) with the inscription clearly cut on the front.

There is apparently no doubt about the characters (though the ^ is not well made) and

their value is known. In 1916 I explained them as the name Tanith, but this is clearly

unsatisfactory. Gardiner tells me that on one of the two busts the letters are faintly

visible at the side of the rest being broken. It is also possible that the other bust

is broken off short and that something was inscribed below We should then have

to take as ‘"gift,” some form from ‘'a gift to B[a'alat].’’

No. 348. I have no photograph of this, and the early copies are evidently bad.

Something may be lost at the beginning. Of what remains, the first and third signs are

uncertain. The first may perhaps be a broken The second is a clear H- We might

a b

No. 347

No. 34S

therefore read ‘^set up,” either as a perfect, in which case a name or other subject

is lost before it, or as a passive participle. This would require the next sign to be
which on the copy looks unlikely. Or the first word might be The rest is clear. The

fourth sign is the determinative, which is followed by The y is very badly copied,

and the n is unusual, but there can be no doubt about the group.

Until a better copy is available, we may provisionally read:

Det. ^ ncr

‘'Set up to Ba'alat.”

No. 349. This is the most extensive, but also the most difficult of the series owing
to its broken condition. It has been read by Grimme as the chief support of his view.

Line 1 reads I formerly took 3^^ as = “I,” but this would make the name
following begin with which is impossible. Butin suggests that pJX is a cult-word:

T nix this offering” or something of the kind. This may be right, though I doubt his

comparison of Bab. unutu, and there is nothing of the sort in Hebrew. Can it be Egyptian

1T • The last sign in the line is defaced. We might read either Djy or followed
by its subject in 1. 2. There is hardly room for Q, which is a long letter.
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Line 2. IT is clear, except for the last sign, about which however Butin

expresses no doubt. If is a name here as it seems to be elsewhere, we should expect

it to come before its title. Whether it is the same as Moses, we cannot say. It does

not at any rate denote the biblical Moses, who was much later.

Line 3. The third sign is clearly an open hand, which in Hebrew is not but !:|3.

The first word therefore is “jT;. Then a clear J53, then a small letter (^?), a ^ (or 1?),

a and one sign (or two) lost. If can mean “as the value (or equivalent) of” and

0=n/!3as in 346, we want a verb after it like or mi with the subject in the next line.

Line 4. Something is lost at the beginning. Then
^

fairly certain. This in Egyptian

is h (^) and might be expected to have a different value in this system, but as it repre-

sents a twisted cord (v in Semitic) it may well have the value p. If so, it is probably

the end of a word. The next four letters T^PiX are clear. After them the photograph

suggests a 1 and then the stone is broken, but there would be room for one large or two

small letters. If HN is “brother” (^0^ then
|
represents (both ^ and) The “brethren”

may well have been the name by which members of a gang of the Semitic miners called

themselves. The combination suggests the reading PX n[X] ''each brother,” and I think

I see traces of the horns of the first X? which is perhaps enough to fill the space. On the

other hand |PX naay be the plural, in which case the preceding word must be something

else ending in p. What followed (?)M I cannot guess. Butin’s PTJ seems improbable.

Line 5 in the original copies was hopeless. The enlarged photograph makes

fairly certain, and perhaps the remains of the missing letter may be the top of a head = p,

and the word will then be The remains of about three signs complete the line.

The first looks like the top of a head again -- p : the second is perhaps an upright y, and

the third is a fairly clear |. The line therefore reads probably jyp PP2J^y.

In 11, 6 and 7 according to Butin the first two signs are marked off by a vertical line.

This does not appear in the large photograph.

Line 6, is certain. Then X and, after a space, probably p. Then a break in the

stone. The completion can hardly be anything but [T]n[i]K, as in 1. 1.

Line 7. followed by very indistinct, but probable.

The whole inscription may then be transcribed as follows:

T njx 1

pJJ 3“1 2

[or the like 1333 or 3 “[nj; 3

nx n[K] i

|j;3 5

[T] n[j]x 6

T

“This monument (was) erected (by)

the Chief of the Nagibin, Ms,

in payment of what [they vowed?]
each brother...

ten companions (in all).

Ms [this] mon[um]ent

made to Ba[^alat].”

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 27
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No. 350 is broken into several pieces, of which some are lost. Even admitting that

all the remaining fragments belong to the same inscription, it is still uncertain how many
signs are missing.

Col. 1 (right-hand). The first sign is fairly certainly The second is taken by Butin

as but the direction of the line suggests rather a badly made or it may be some
sign not otherwise known. The third sign is indistinct. If it could be n, we should have

as elsewhere, but I agree with Butin that it looks more like the fifth sign in 352,

which is probably 3, or again it may be a new character. The fourth sign is said by Butin

(who saw the original) to be certainly A fragment of the stone, which contained the

right-hand end of the sign, was lost before the large photograph was taken. What is left,

I confess, looks more like part of ^ than oi Of the fifth sign only a single stroke

remains. This is distinctly curved towards the right. It is therefore not part of the sign

which I take as (Butin J), but is probably the horn of an K, which would just fill the

= +

!!

' '

rnmap
No. 349 No. 350

space if the fragments are in correct position. The sixth sign is a broken 3- K iii

349 means a member of a gang of miners, ^’father” may well have been the title of
the foreman. The seventh sign is clearly p. Then there is a break in the stone and the
remains of a sign which may (?) be

J)
(as Butin). Possibly there was something between

it and Jl* I suggest Then quite clearly. The J here is a very fair imitation
of Eg.

Col. 2 is lost except for two signs, X and the determinative at the top, and traces of

^ 2- There is room for a sign above the so that the column is no doubt to be restored
as in 345 and elsewhere.

Col. 3 lost except for a doubtful 1 at the foot.

The inscription then may perhaps be read:

PjJnJi nx jk coi. i.

Det. Xto] coL 2.

I am Ks, foreman of nine (miners), the Nagib (or of 9 Nagibin).
The possession of Ba'alat.’’
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This result is not put forward with any great confidence, because of the broken con-

dition of the stone. Objection has been made to taking (VOX as “I” on the ground that

an inscription would only begin so if it were connected with a statue. That is by no

means the case. The Moabite inscription of Mesha was not attached to a statue, nor were

the graffiti of Abydos (C.I.S., i, 102), nor the Aramaic inscription of Cilicia. As to the

expression “foreman of nine,” cf. the ‘'ten companions” in 349, and the numeral 9 in

357. Petrie {Researches, 113, 116, 120) states that the foremen were organized in gangs

of ten, of whom one was in command, and each had three or four labourers under him.

The 3X would be the head of such a gang, while the pUJ 21 ’«’as head of the whole

Semitic contingent.

No. 351 is a stele with a figure of Ptah, on the same slab as 353. Butin that

these two inscriptions were rejected (probably as being incorrect) and were therefore not

separated. If that is so, some of the difficulties may be due to errors on the part of the

unskilled engraver. See further on 353.

The inscription begins no doubt with the right-hand column.

Col. 1. The first two signs are clearly JlT, which I take as “this” fern. The third sign is

a 1 and then there is a break in the stone. Butin says that no letter seems to have been

inscribed on the broken space. It is difficult to accept this, especially as there is a dis-

tinct mark which might be part of a However nothing can be read with certainty.

Assuming the inscription to be an unsuccessful attempt, this may be one of the defects

which led to its rejection. The workman cut a sign after found he had made a mistake

and chiselled it out, leaving the surface broken. We should then disregard the blank space.

The signs which follow are quite clearly 2113 2^ D3 irregularly spaced so. It looks as though

the space had been badly calculated and the letters had been spread out to fill it.

Reading 233K'tt3iriT continuously the only way of dividing the words would seem to be

1333 33 riT- Then 32 is for 1233 (“built,” “erected”) and 23^2, its subject, is a name.

There are two signs at the foot of the column, separated from the rest by additional

space. They can hardly belong to 233, but must begin a new clause. Neither of the two
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has been found in the previous inscriptions. They therefore represent some of the letters

not yet accounted for. I suggest that they are fem. as HI above.

Col. 2 is badly defaced. There is probably, judging from the large photograph, nothing

before (pace Butin). The Q is clear. Then an X is probable, though only one of the

horns is visible. Then there are faint traces of the determinative of divinity. In the space

which follows there is room for about two signs, entirely lost. The remains of the next

sign have been variously read as and (most probably) 3- Then follows a sign which

appears to be the same as the last sign (n) in Col. 1, or possibly the last but one (')).

Finally a Jl quite clearly. Butin reads the end as but ^ is impossible. It should

point the other way : and the preceding letter can hardly be y. Moreover since the monu-

ment bears a picture of Ptah, it is unlikely to be dedicated to Ba‘alat. The most likely

reading of the last three signs is nni- Can this be meant for the Eg. bit ‘‘the mining

country’’ It is not a scientific transliteration, but it may have been an

approximation to the sound of the word as the illiterate Semites heard it. In that case

the n was perhaps a sort of hamza. The missing letters can then hardly be anything but

Sn following tlie determinative I® 'T’N a fitting title for Ptahl

I suggest the following transliteration:

n) n:i2 jtd ni coi. i.

nnn [Sn] Det. m col. 2.

and translate:

“This (was) erected (by) Ms the Nagib, and it is

a possession of the god of the mining-land.”

No. 352. Butin has some good suggestions as to this inscription.

Col. 1. The first sign N is clear. There seems to be a trace of a sign after it which

Butin thinks is only a false start by the engraver, and may be neglected. If so, and if

we are right in placing the fragments close together, the beginning reads quite

clearly. The ^ is broken, but can hardly be anything else. It is open at the right-hand

bottom corner as in col. 3. The fifth sign I take to be a simplified form of the hand in

349, therefore 3 (so Butin). Cf, the 3 in the Ahiram inscription, where the lines have

become straight. The sixth sign is a badly made The seventh is the fish, which I take

to be T (see on 349). The eighth sign on the large photograph is clearly the same as

the fiith, i.e., 3 . Finally a ^ not very distinct. The column then reads pT
I take for the relative, as in Phoenician. The verb 21 ==1133 is followed by its subject

^3 which must be a name. Cf. p3 in Gen. xxxvi. 26, one of the “sons” oJE Seir in the

land of Edom. The large number of names in that genealogy ending in suggests that

the termination is merely formative and could be omitted. Cf. pH' with and “IJI^

with top. The next word pT must be a title. Butin reads it as pD> which would

be excellent if the fish were D, but I cannot believe that it is. I have no explanation to

offer. Possibly the value 3 is wrong.

Col. 2. jyo is fairly clear. Then the surface is broken, and there is room for two or

even three signs. On the lower fragment the first sign seems to have an unusual form, but

I think it is really 2 with the tail straight owing to lack of space. A stroke from the

letter above (pi) is visible, and, as the stone has broken away, the head of the 2 looks

like an oval. Then follow clearly and n which has been put in as an afterthought, the
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signs being crowded. Next comes clearly, shut in by the tail of the fish, and below
are two signs which Butin takes as p. In the small photograph they might indeed be so

read, but in the large photograph they seem to be differentiated, I have looked at them
a great deal and am inclined, with some hesitation, to read them as The

|

is certain.

The letters are then jS and the gap must have contained something
like [y^]. The verb is for (third fern.), and the phrase ''she lifted up the
heart for us” our heart) would mean "encouraged us,” "gave us cause for rejoicing.”

Cf, 353, col. 3. In the Egyptian accounts of the mining mention is often made of the
anxiety of the ofl&cials owing to the difl&culty of finding the turquoise.

Col. 3. is certain and there are traces of X* Then part of the stone is lost. On the

lower fragment Th’^'2 is certain, though the ^ is badly formed and should point the other
way, as in col. 2. The lost fragment must have contained the determinative, which is

usual before and the whole column is the same as in 345, right.

Col. 4. Apparently nothing on the upper fragment. On the lower piece the last sign

is a clear fl* Before it there is a broken sign which Butin takes for S and so restores

n /yi- It is unlikely that this word should occur twice in the inscription. As a matter
of fact the remnants are the lower part of n? as in 353, col. 2. I suggest that the word
is to be restored as riHi, "rest” or "peace,” and that something like "may she grant”
or "the giver of” is to be supplied before it. Or perhaps it is nnjD as in 354. The
whole may then be read:

pn n:: col. 1,

'ih na'j n[y3] coi. 2.

Det. sa col. 3.

nn[3] • • • col. 4.

[“This is] what K-r erected, officer of

Ms, [when] she lifted up our heart.

A possession of Ba'alat,

[giver of r]est.”

No. 353. This was on the same stone as 351.

Col. 1 begins as 351, 1 flT- (The n has some additional strokes which are accidental.)
Then the surface is defaced. The subsequent signs, though much weathered, are certain.
In the gap there is room for perhaps two signs, of which the first, Butin thinks after
examining the original, is He proposes to restore [DltTn- Then follows the name
Then a D is clear on the large photograph (not 3 as Butin). I suppose it is for m as
elsewhere, since it is followed by the determinative and

Col. 2 IS very much defaced, Butin says purposely, with a chisel. The sign like a
beetle, shown in the early copies at the top, is probably nothing (so Butin), though there
are certamly marks. Then a sign not found elsewhere, the value of which I cannot
guess. Then apparently J and T, very doubtful, foUowed by a combination of marks
of which I can make nothing. After a crack in the stone the large photograph shows
fairly clearly an K. Then a defaced space (2? signs missing) foUowed by nn clearly
The last word may be nnj (c/. 352), and the whole column no doubt meant “because
she gave rest or something of the kind, but it is all so uncertain that it is better not to
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guess at the reading. There can be no doubt that the inscription has been rejected as

unsatisfactory and intentionally defaced.

Col. 3 confirms this. The other two column^, owing to defective spacing or to some

other mistake, had failed to fill up the whole slab. When these were condemned, the

workman thought he would use the rest of the prepared surface for practice. We should

therefore not expect col. 3 necessarily to have any relation to cols. 1 and 2, but to contain

some of the formulae which commonly recur in these inscriptions. It looks indeed as

though it might be a repetition, and correction of col. 2.

The first sign is clearly T. The next, which has been taken as a new character (as in

col. 2), is really only an X very badly formed by the inexperienced workman. The third

sign is perhaps 2 badly made or broken. Then C’ clearly. The fifth sign I at first took

for but it is a badly formed 3 which goes wriggling away over the boundary line into

col. 2. It looks as though the engraver had started to make a Q and then altered it into

a J. The sixth sign is fairly clear, rather too much to the right. The seventh sign is

indistinct, badly formed and again too far to the right. Then a n, clear but rather

small, followed by ^ ^'7, all quite clear. There was not room for the final letter, which

has accordingly been put at the left of the last It has been taken as 3 (of

Phoenician form) and otherwise, but the large photograph shows a clear D? clumsily made
and confused by unrelated marks.

The column was evidently engraved by an unskilful workman : the signs are ill-formed

and the alignment faulty. It is incomplete, since no dedication is mentioned, and it can

hardly belong to cols. 1 and 2. When he had finished the column the workman started

to cut the boundary line, which curves to the left at the top as though it marked off

another stele, but he stopped half-way down because he would have cut into some of

the signs. It was therefore not a serious monument and that is w^hy it was heaved over

among the rubbish. The same argument no doubt accounts for some of the difficulties of

351 (on the same stone) and of others of these inscriptions.
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So far as it can be read, the inscription is as follows

:

nSp Det. a ni col. 1.

nn[j] col. 2.

DS rivS'ErjtJ'D N'T col. 3.

‘'This in the name of Ms, a po.ssession of Ba'alat,

[because she gave?] rest.

This when she lifted up the heart of them.’’

The phrase in col. 3 is the same as in 352 col. 2, but here the X i^^ written. In 352

there is, according to Butin, a dot beside the H-

No. 351. Much broken, and a large fragment lost.

Col. 1 begins with 13 quite clear. Then probably J. Other marks by the side of it

must be unintentional, since they form no known sign and are not in the line of the

column. There is then a gap owing to the loss of a fragment. Butin apparently saw this

fragment, and states that it contained the letter Jl followed by H or H ( which I call the

determinative). On the lower fragment the foot of the determinative is visible, and nSyn

is clear. The whole can hardly have been anything but nSjT3 Det. n[pi]:ia, or possibly

with a ^ between H and the determinative.

In col. 2 there seem to be remains of a J3 near the top, and a 3 following, both end-

ing on the right-hand fragment. Then perhaps a partly cut H intentionally defaced, and

room for S D (which seem not to have been carved) before the determinative, which is

clear—unless it be a fi* This column therefore seems to have been intended to contain

the same text as col. 1. One is a repetition of the other, not a continuation, since it is

unlikely that the determinative would occur twice in so short an inscription. I suggest

that the whole is the work of an apprentice. He first carved col. 1, leaving space for the

continuation in col. 2. Then he, or his superior, was dissatisfied with the work and it

was rejected. The apprentice however thought good to try again on the prepared surface

left blank. He carved part of the same text again, but found that he had got the deter-

minative too low, so that not enough space was left for nSya- He therefore gave up his

attempt without finishing the column, and the slab was broken up. The unskilfulness of

the work is evident in col. 1, for it begins with a large J3 and ends with letters on a much
smaller scale. Here also the space was miscalculated, so that the end is crowded, and the

letters are not well formed.

We may read:

rhv^ Det. pS] M[r!]ja i

Det. [S n]nj& 2

‘'An offering to Ba'alat.”

No. 355 is too fragmentary to yield any results. No large photograph is available.

No. 356 (like 357 and 358) was found by the Harvard expedition in 1927. Though
the stone is broken at the bottom, the inscription is apparently complete. Butin sees a

dot with nearly every sign. If he is right, the purpose of them is not clear, but the
photograph is rather indistinct, and one cannot be certain about the dots.
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Col. 1. The first sign is almost certainly >4, although in that case it faces the wrong

way. Then ^ probably, and the sign which was taken as 3 in 352. It has a dot at the

side. Then the upper part apparently of a n, the lower part being effaced. Then a much

injured a 2 of oblong form, and finally the remains of a

Col. 2. At the top two vertical strokes, probably T (as Butin) and a 0 (for Kfi). The

marks following are read by Butin as jSj but from the large photograph they seem almost

certainly to be the determinative. Then 2, injured, again oblong. Then remains of y,

with S at the side, and finally This inscription also is badly carved, and was perhaps

rejected for that reason. Judging from the other texts, one may assume that nothing is

lost after rhn where the stone is broken off. At the end of col. 1 however something

may be lost, as the slab in its present condition is shorter than usual in comparison to

its breadth. We might perhaps read fpJlJ instead of

The whole may be read with some assurance:

an na coi. i,

Det. a T coi. 2.

“I am Kh, chief of the Nagibin.

This is a possession of Ba'alat.”

No. 357 is in situ on a wall where the Harvard expedition found difficulty in obtain

ing a photograph. Only a small, rather faint photograph is available, and that omits the

first four signs. I am therefore largely dependent on Butin’s published copy.

The inscription consists of a vertical column on the left-hand side, and a horizontal

line at right angles to it, on the lower side. Whether the central space ever contained

any pictorial engraving, I have no information. It would seem likely.

According to Butin are clear at the beginning. Then a forked sign which is new,

if it is correct. Butin expresses no doubt about it and takes it as h It may be a variety

of the sign which I took as in 351, here standing upright and with the top open. But
it is hardly worth while to speculate much about this inscription until we have a more
satisfactory photograph. Then Butin reads a 2^. The next sign, with which the photo-

graph begins, is new. It is confused by a number of marks which may be accidental.

I can only suggest, without any confidence, that it is somehow a misformed 2 - Then
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Butin reads a not visible on the photograph. Then the fish = Then Butin gives a sign

not visible on the photograph. This is again a new sign, if correct, but it may be only

a small 3. The next signs (the xS is not a ligature) are all fairly clear, then a

doubtful 3 and a clear S- Then Butin reads a J, not visible on the photograph, and below

it nine strokes, evidently a numeral.

The text then continues in a horizontal line along the base of the prepared surface.

Butin reads this from right to left, but it is quite inconceivable that the engraver should

have begun again on the right, and the line is certainly to be read from left to right as

a continuation of the column. (7/. 346 where the columns turn round in the same way,
and 349 where the lines read indeed from right to left, but in the direction in which the

faces look.

Xo. 357

The first sign in the horizontal line, if correct, is new, and I cannot guess at its value.
The next two signs are Then a sign which Butin takes to be V But it is almost
certainly the horns of an «, the head being effaced. Then follow all visible on the

photograph. The next sign, which Butin makes a is really only a ^ rather tilted up,
and the supposed tail is only a break in the stone. Then a probable 3, after which the
stone is broken, so that we cannot tell whether anything followed.

The inscription therefore seems to read as follows

:

II III III!

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv.
28
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Since the end is broken, it is possible that we should read [p;s]J 3
“
1,

as elsewhere. The
preceding word must be pDK, for the signs can hardly be divided otherwise. Then the
first three signs of the horizontal line must form a word, for yo alone is impossible and
the K cannot belong to it. The association with suggests and in fact the only

two other possible words (yfi-i and y^p) are quite unsuitable. Is it possible that the first

sign may he a ^ standing upright confused by lines which do not belong to it? The
numerals must belong to the vertical column, and a plural is required before them. Butin’s

I

is therefore probable, although after looking at the photograph I cannot feel sure that
he has not been misled by what is really a crack in the stone. Also there seem to be
two dot-i which I do not understand. In any case, if we read

J,
I should take it as the

plural termination and not as Butin [ n)JM]- Going backwards, the further division of
the signs in the column is very difficult owing to the uncertainty of some of them. From
the marks visible on the photograph I should prefer not to read a ^ before p, but I can-

not suggest anything better. Before it seems a probable combination, the “father”

being the head of a gang of 10, as above in 350. Then Dm might be a name, though
rather an unlikely one. On the other hand, if D is right, the combination DU is attractive,
but it is difficult to fit in with the rest. As to the first four signs, I cannot believe that
they are to be taken as D'UX (with Butin), and I would suggest (if his 1 is right) that
the first word is 13X, a demonstrative as Acc. annu.

The inscription is skilfully engraved, some of the characters being, one might almost
say, beautifully carved, and it is practically (if not actually) complete. With a good
photograph or copy one ought to be able to make out the whole of it. Until that is

available, no explanation of the text can be convincing. I suggest the following provisional
reading with great diffidence:

il III III! p* DxS Dm jdET

[p3]3 nn pDN
“This is what D-b-m set up for the father of 9 [miners?]
(when) the Chief of the Nagibin heard our petition.”

No. 358

No. 358 IS on the rock-wall inside mine M. It was discovered by the Harvard expedi-
tion, but Its position made photographing impossible. Even a copy was only made with
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difficulty. Any attempt at decipherment would be mere guess-work, and is better deferred

for the present.

Col. 1. The first two signs are unrecognizable. The third is a The fourth is un-

recognizable. Then which perhaps should,be

Col. 2. Two signs unrecognizable. Then a but pointing in a direction different

from that of S in col. 1. I suspect that it is really a
|,

since at the side of it there are

three strokes, no doubt a numeral.

So far as anything can be read, it is as follows:

aSp * n * * col. 1.

1 1
1 ^ * Tif col. 2.

which may perhaps be really:

nSynS nis*

III jnx.

Dr. Gardiner has recently shown me photographs of two more fragments, which may
provisionally be numbered 359 and 360, unless they belong to one and the same inscrip-

tion. They are too imperfect to discuss.

No. 359, parts of two columns, reads

:

col. 1.

col. 2.

No. 360, part of one column, reads:

The above results are put forward without any pretence that the readings are final

or the translations certain. The object has simply been to show what is the most that
can be obtained from the existing material, and it is recognized that new inscriptions

(which will undoubtedly be found) may modify some of the conclusions. I venture to

hope however that the readings are probable and the translations not extravagant. I have
tried to satisfy at least myself what signs are certain and what are doubtful, and it is

some satisfaction to find that where the reading is clear, the translation is not more
difficult than would be expected in the earliest specimens of a West-Semitic dialect. One
important point whith emerges from the present study is that the number of signs is

smaller than has been supposed. So far 17 signs have been identified as corresponding,
more or less certainly, to letters of the Phoenician alphabet. The five letters for which
no corresponding signs have been found are C3, D, S, S, p- On the other hand there are

four or perhaps five signs (all for one reason or another uncertain) whose values have
not been identified. These may complete the alphabet, but, as I said above, we have no
reason to expect that there were exactly 22 signs, neither more nor less.

It would be premature to argue about the relation of this system of writing to the
Phoenician alphabet. A few observations may however perhaps be allowed. It seems
clear that the system was alphabetic, consonantal and acrophonic. It was also used, and
no doubt invented by Semites. There is no reason to assume that these Semites were
brought from Egypt and had invented it there (as C. F. Jean in Syria, ix, 1928, 278 ff.).

On the contrary there is great probability that they were natives of the North of the

28—

2
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Sinai peninsula (the later Edom), who were employed by the Egyptians to work the mines.

They saw there Egyptian inscriptions being carved, they enquired into the strange art of

writing, were told of the principle of acrophony, and applied it to their own language.

It was natural that their first attempts should be rough, short and primitive. It was
also natural that they should adopt Egyptian signs for their alphabet, while giving them
values derived from the corresponding words in their own language. This view differs

widely from that of de Eouge who attempted to derive the Phoenician letters from signs

having the same values in Egyptian.

The system was then invented in Sinai on an Egyptian model. How it spread north-

ward (and southward?) we shall probably never know, but it is evident that the miners

might easily convey it to southern Palestine, with which they were closely connected.

The earliest alphabetic writing hitherto found in the North (Byblos, Samaria, Moab) is

some centuries later. During the interval it had passed out of the primitive and purely

monumental stages, had come into popular use, and the forms of the letters had been

simplified for writing on papyrus or parchment. (This is commonly accepted as explaining

the flowing curves of e.g, the Mesha inscription.) One can imagine how readily it would
commend itself to people who had hitherto known only the intricate methods of cunei-

form and perhaps Egyptian writing.

In becoming simpler and more conventional some signs lost their resemblance to the

original pictures, and then received other names more easy to connect with the new forms.

Thus nbj = when reduced to was called from a fancied resemblance to

a camePs head and neck: when reduced to ^ was called Jl^l. Again,

when passing under Aramaic influence J became pj = fish. Also at some

time before reaching the Greeks = pXT = two twigs(?) became^ ^rjra (n*^!) = an olive

tree. In fact when once the alphabet was established there was nothing essential about

the names of the several letters. They were just convenient ways of referring to the signs,

and might be altered to suit circumstances, very much as they are in modern European
languages. Even to Semites few of them, in later times, can have appeared to describe

the shapes of the letters, while to the Greeks they must always have been mere labels.
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GREEK MAGICAL PAPYRI'

By a. D. nock

§ 1. This title covers a group of documents differing widely in length and not a little

in character, but possessing a substantive uniformity. Some of them are brief recipes for

magical processes or exorcisms, others are collections of such recipes together with more

ambitious invocations and methods of securing control over supernatural forces. Many
of these papyri were edited in a collective form by Wessely in 1888 and 1893, a pioneer

work which has rendered great service to study; the London texts were republished with

an addition by Sir Frederic Kenyon, and the Oslo texts were produced by Eitrem four

years ago with an English translation and an excellent commentary. We have now from

Preisendanz the first volume of an edition which bids fair to be the standard for many years

In the nature of things it cannot be definitive
;
but it represents a very real advance, and

it should enable much more study to be devoted to these texts than has been hitherto

given to them. Dieterich, to whom the idea of this Corpus is due, his friend Wiinsch, who
carried on his work, and Reitzenstein, who is happily still with us and still active, have
taught us how important they are for a proper understanding of the religious history of

the Empire. The new Corpus, with its translation facing the Greek and its brief but

valuable notes, Eitrem’s commentary, and Th. Hopfner’s admirable and exhaustive

Griechisch-Agy'ptisc}}^ Offenbarungszauher^ make the papyri much more accessible.

May the new Corpus receive such financial support as will ensure its speedy completion

!

§ 2. Some of the short texts giving single recipes are on palaeographical grounds placed

as early as the second century of our era^: the substantial magical books fall on the same
grounds between the late third and the fifth, and the presence in them not merely of Coptic

passages but of at least one misunderstanding of a Coptic word^ confirms this date. We
know of an extensive destruction of magical books and persecution of their possessors

under Diocletian, but such action is seldom completely successful : it might be thought

^ The isubjstance of this paper was read to the Hellenic Society on May 7, 1929. I am indebted to
Mr. H. I. Bell, Dr. A. B. Cook and Mr. G. W. Dyj?on for valuable suggestioiitj.

“ graecae magicae^ Die griechischen Zauberpapyri herausgegeben und libersetzt von Karl
Preisendanz unter Mitarbeit von A. Abt, S. Eitrem, L. Fahz, A. Jacoby, G. Molier, R. tVUnsch, i,

pp. xii + 200 with 3 plates, 192S, Teubner, Leipzig. 18 M.
3 Vols. XXI and xxii of Wessely’s Studien, here called I and li : a convenient survey by H. in Pauly-

Wissowuj XIV, 301 ff.

•* A. S. Hunt’s cryptogram {Proc. Bnt. Ac., xv) is strengthened at the back with a strip from a document
of Hadrianic date: it is quite in the style of our later texts. Kenyon dates P. Loud. 46 (Preis. vi) in the
second century a.d. : a Latin tablet from Hadrumeturn assigned to the end of the same century (Audollent
Bejixionum tahellae^ 370, no. 270) is of this type. From the third century we have the love charm discussed,
later, pp. 221-2, Preisigke, Sammelbuch, 4947, and a Graeco-Demotic collection contained in Pap. Eg. Dept.
10588 [late third century] shortly to appear in Journal edited by H. 1. Bell, H. J. Milne, H. Thompsonj
and the writer; the latter is a genuine magical book.

The love charms edited by Boll, Sitzungsher. Heidelk Ahid., 1910, ii, and assigned by him to the
1st century are of a simpler type.

° Preisendanz on v, 75.
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that this is reflected in the stringent instructions to secrecy, but they are natural in magic,

and a magic recipe in cryptogram form brilliantly deciphered by A. S. Hunt is probably

of Hadrianic date.

It is remarkable that we find in this period all these substantial works, running to the

3274 lines of the great Paris book, on good papyrus, some of them provided with elaborate

drawings as models. I think we must regard them as the actual working copies of practical

magicians, like the books burnt by St, Paul’s Ephesian converts and possessed of a con-

siderable monetary value, or a later magical MS at Athens which bears wax-drippings,
perhaps from the candles used in ceremonies h or the magical books handed down in

Germany from generation to generation^. A man who wanted a love spell might apply

to the possessor of such a book for a suitable text to inscribe on a lead tablet and put
in the mouth of a mummy or for a rite to follow. This \dew of these papyri is confirmed

by the fact that it is probable that many of them belong to a single library^. We have
probably a magician’s collection. And it is noteworthy that the actual lead tablets, based

no doubt on similar magical books, tend to occur in groups together : most of the so-called

Sethianic curse tablets in Rome were written by one hand. In this case the magician or

his assistant clearly copied the actual text for use'^.

Working copies have a history which is quite different from that of ordinary literature.

In literature the form is essential; one may insert glosses, and one makes errors of tran-

scription, but one seeks to preserve its shape. A working copy has to be useful, and so

one modifies it and incorporates suggestions from other sources ^ So much we might
conjecture, and in fact there is abundant evidence of these proceedings in our texts®. Thus
we read in iv, 2427 to ovofia rod ^AjaOov Aat/xoi^o? o ianv go? ’E7ra(/)po3iT09 to

vTTOKeifxevov (l>pr) avcoc (jxopx^o <pvvvv popyjrt^ opo^wwi, w? Se eV tw fS evpov, pLere-

l3\Ti]6r} TO irpajpariKov'^, ooto)?. 'XpirovKyov^t X6709 . Again, in V, 364 the name to be used
is given, and then we read go? Se ev tw avOevrcfctp evpeOrj ra ovofiara and another follows,

and a little later (v, 372) a variant is given as having been heard from a man of Heracleo-
polis. Varieties of method and of sacred names, and what we should call variant readings
(quoted just as in scholia on classical authors)®, occur frequently: a spell is followed by
another copy, aWi] avn-fpa^rj (iii, 483), and again another (489), an amulet by another

^ A. Delatte, Auecdota Athenieasia, i, 2.

A. JdC'oby, in the new Handfriu'terhuch des deiitschea AhergJaiihen.^ (ed. Hofftnauu-Krayer and Bachtold-
Sttiublij, I, 1512 f,

;
H. Baclituld-Staubli, ibid.^ 1688. On such a used copy, cf. A, Dieterich, Kleine Schrifteii^

196 &. ;
for ancient references to magic books, ibid., 3 f.

;
evidence of editing of incantations in L. W. King,

Babylonian Magic and Sorcery, xiii If. 3 Preisendanz, i, p, 21.
^ K. A\unsch, Sethianische Verjlachangstafehi, 75 ff. ; Audollent, op, cit., xlv, cvi.

Ct- the complex textual history of the cookery book of Apicius (S. Brandt, Philol., Supp., xix, iii);

also that of the Apopkthegraata Patruni, a ^York coming from an unliterary stratum of society (Bousset,
Apophthegraata, 76 fl".),

^ Dieterich, 3 fl. (suggested ibid, but I doubt the first stage of single recipes p. 11).
‘ Ihe eftbetive name, a short form as Preisendanz notes of that given, i, 27 : also P. O.s/o., i, 219, with

Eitrem's note. Elaborate variant invocations in P. Leid. W xxi, 20 ff. (Dieterich, Abraxas, 202).
Varieties of method, II, 43 €ls vTroKavcrTgav ^dKaveiov evtoi ov< els VTrotcavcrTpav {(T(j)o8pbv yap

eariv) aXX vTrepKpepv^aiv rov \vxvov ^ viroKuro) avTo TiSiaaiv. iv aWep de ovras evpov, 57, 65. Variants of
names, iv, 463, 500, 766. It is remarkable that the names inscribed on the tirst figure in the great Oslo
papyrus do not precisely agree with those prescribed in the text (Eitrem, P, Oslo., i, 38) ;

so variants could
arise. One cannot always distinguish between variant readings and genuine alternatives. There are
similar variants in the Demotic magical papyrus edited by Griffiths and Thompson, and in the Demotic
text of the Tefnut legend (R, Reitzeiistein, Sitz. Ber. Eeidelberger Ak., 1923, ii, 28)
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amulet ^ Furthermore, of the magical proceeding known as Aia/3oXt]y which consists of

traducing one’s rival to the Moon by telling the Moon of the unpleasant sacrifices which

she has offered and the unpleasant allegations which she has made, we have two recensions

in IV, 2441 ff. and 2622 ff., and of the directions given in iii, 420 ft', we have two versions

combined without comment^. Other evidence of transcription is afforded by the presence

in IV, 835-849 of a scrap of an astrological treatise, which seems to have found its way
there by accident, by the note in ii, 81 A the fourth invocation,” which implies

a form in which stood two invocations now missing from our text as well as one other

still preserved^, by such an omission as that of the magical name in ii, 69 and that of the

amulet in iv, 2358, by some of the many explanatory notes and by the spell v, 172 ff.

introduced by ^^a variant way,” which should follow 70-96, not 97-112 ^ I suspect

that the heading dpKn/cj] 1330 is wrongly repeated from 1273®.

The final result, if we look at iv, is a work which has in parts some sort of arrange-

ment; 469-820 is set between the spell consisting of Homeric verses given in slightly

divergent forms at its beginning and its end, and we find in 1924 and 2186 references back

to 1595, and the Selene-Hecate spells are grouped together, 2442-2890. In a measure,

the writer had a little of the individuality of such a man as Artemidorus. He selected

from various works and added notes from experience, as for instance ‘‘I have not found

any superior method in the world.” At one point he, or his source, informs us (790 ff.):

‘^I often used this proceeding and marvelled at it. But the god said to me, ‘ Do not any

longer use this ointment; instead you must throw it into the river and seek oracles then

by wearing the great mystery of the scarab revivified through the 25 birds, and you must

seek oracles thus at full moon once a month instead of three times a year But in the

main the compiler of any of these books has a series of previous texts which he follows

closely"^. Some of these models we see in a variety of versions. There is a magical prayer

to Aion-Helios, forms of which occur in i, 205-222 and iv, 1189-1217; of one hymn to

Apollo, portions occur with variants certainly in five, possibly in eight, places in our

papyri®; of a hymn to Hermes, portions occur in three places®: the processes for pro-

tecting a house or place in iv, 2373 ff. and 3125 ff. are very closely akin, and P. Leid. J 395

has two versions of the cosmogony which is its main element. Figures and formulas

naturally recur.

Much light is thrown on this process of development by the finding of the ^tXrpo-

fcardSea-fio^i given in iv, 335 ff. on a lead tablet now in the Cairo Museum; the tablet

was discovered at Hawaret-el-Malrta in the Fayyum, probably in the great cemetery of

Krokodeilopolis. The tablet from its script is assigned to the third century. In general

1 IV, 1262 ff. : cf. 1324.

2 A similar conflation is noted in v, 417 by Preisendanz, in whose apparatus all these references are to

be found.

3 Preisendanz, ad loc, : so in the MSS (except A) of Corp. Herm,, xiii 17 v^vc^hla KpvTrr^ \6yos ff.

As for instance I, 248 Pordvrjv dyXao^cortSos (to poffjj' X^yei)
;

IV, 31 €k ^v\(op eXaivcov, rovreaTiv

KXijfxaTLSoSy 2142, 1049, 130r), .md kolvop, kolvu, Xdyos pa;ifihn. X()(yos') also in Wiinsch, Seth. Verff., passim.
5 So I, 194 IS, as Pr. notes, a simplifying corrigendum of i, 134 ff.

® So perhaps in (SacriXci 'Orrrdvrj (2006) is due to confusion with ntVuos ^aa-tXccos (1928).
“ Thus he gives quite different processes for cutting herbs, 286 ff., 2967 ff.

8 I, ;100 ff., Ill, 211 ff., IV, 442 ff‘. and 1963 fl’., viri, 74 ff. : I suspect that ir, 81 ff., which has a parallel

in VI and xii, 3, 6-15, may belong to the same hymn. On the variants of Preisendanz, Arck. /. ReL^ xix
195 f., in general, ct. Br. Kuster’s good dissertation. Be trihus carminibus papyri Pansinae magicae
(Konigsberg, 1912).

® V, 400 ff
,
VII, 668 ff., XVII h.
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its text is inferior to that of our papyrus, which is a good century later, but it supplies

one omission at least, and we must postulate a common original distinctly older than the

tablets As Preisendanz observes, this is a text for which the papyrus mentions variants 2
.

For this creation of doublets an exact analogy is afforded by Byzantine magical books.

A. Delatte has recently edited such a magical Corpus, di\dded into books, from two

versions at Athens^.

§ 3. The present form of these texts belongs in the main to the fourth century, and to

an unliterary circle, as they show in their vowehconfusions^ in such a form as KaXXicrTw^;

IV, 2443, and in the ruthless destruction of the metre of the hymns by insertions and

rearrangement in spite of a belief in the efficacity of a fixed metrical forni’l This must be

emphasized because it excludes the idea that the redaction of these books may be ascribed

to Neoplatonists interested in magic, such as lamblichus and the other students of the

Chaldaic Oracles. Late Neoplatonists, like other contemporary men of culture, were

perfectly capable of avoiding all these errors. But while we may not ascribe to them

the redaction of our texts, it is certain that lamblichus knew them or something similar®,

and it is clear that among the writings which lie behind these papyri were compositions

of men of good education. The hexameter hymns already mentioned, some written for

magical purposes, others adapted, are written in a fairly accurate and literary style like

the kindred insertion in the conjuration of the dead in Odyssei/ xi, as quoted by Julius

Africanus in a fragment of his Kecrrot preserved in P. Oxy. 412: some of them show a

strong general similarity to the Orphic Hymns the Chaldaic Oracles, and the Clarian

oracles in Porphyry, De philosophia ex oraculis Jiaurienda; the conjuration of Apollo,

I, 306 ff., with its sevenfold opKi^coj is reminiscent of the Orphic"' Op/co?. It may be added

^ C. C. Edgar, Bull. soc. arch. dWlexandrie^ xxi, 42-7. On these variants, see Excursus,

- Gnomon., II, 192.

2 Anecd. Ath,^ I, 1 ff. Our Gnostic books in Coptic, the Bruce, Askew, and Berlin MSS are all Corpora,

with at least one doublet (C. Schmidt, Pistis Bophia...nh(^rsetzt^ xlviii) and one fragment inserted in an

irrelevant place {ibid.., 93, by a later hand). Here again we may regard our copies as perliaps distinct rarities,

the treasured property of individual believers. The Eccb^siastical History of Eusebius contains repeated

indications of the slight dissemination (ff some Christian writings. I hope to return to this topic in my
Prolegomena to the Hermetic writings: cj. A\ . W. Jaeger, Studien ^rr Entstehungsgesckichte der Metaphysik

des Anstoteles, 143 f. on the non-publication of some phihjsophic texts.

^ Eitrem, P. Oslo,, i. But note in P. Eg. Dept. 10588, recto A, 36, eVirJrro-t corrected to eVirao-o-fi.

5 Cf. Ill, 437 Xeyc eV t6v(o tov \6yov : a short spell in verse, v, 172 ff. The use of certain lines

of Homer as a spell (AVessely, Eeue griechiscke Zauhcrpapyri, 1 ff. : iv, 469 ff., 820, 2145 : cf. 0. Weinreich,

Gehet und Opfer, CX) f. — Genetkhakon B. Schmid, 226 f.) depends both on this feeling for form and the

idea that the poet or philosopher is something of a deio? avr)p.

The feeling for rhythm appears both in this literature and in the few liturgical pass-words and
acclamations which are preserved : of the 19 in Dieterich-Weinreich, Mithraslitnrgie^, 213 ffi and 258,

three are in hexameter verse, one hexameter or paroemiac, two clearly iambic (like 6vpa(€, ovk^P

Wv6€crTJ]pLa), and another two seem iambic.

These indications show us the level of our writers, not their date: as Mr. Dyson reminds me, we see

a similar breakdown of metrical form in the Orphic tablets from South Italy ('Jth-Srd century b.c.). We
may compare what happened in epitaphs based on common models.

6 Cf. De myst, vir, 3, pp. 254. 5 Parthey, and on Neoplatonist magic J. Bidez, Cat. MSS. alch. gr., vi,

97 ff. and Rev. beige de phil. et d'hist., vir, 1477 ff.

" Cf Wiinsch, Arch.f. Religioiisiv., xii, 1 ff. and Pauiy- Wissoiva, ix, 172. In i, 305, ii, 99 f., iv, 2923 the

magical words fit the metre, ii, 101 ff. suggests that the Egyptian element was not adequately represented

in the original.

Kuster, op. cit., 52 ff., 78 ff.
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that the sevenfold repetition, suiting as it does Apollo’s taste for the number, is no doubt

an original part of the hymn, and that the hymn reminds one also of the hymn to Apollo

in Statius, Thebaid, i, 696 h.; when Statius makes Adrastus offer Apollo the alternative

titles of Titan, Osiris^, and Mithras he is very possibly following a contemporary fashion

in hymns, which we find later at the close of the prose hymn to Apollo Smintheus in the

He/oi iTTLheiKTLKdyv ascribed to Menander Rhetor It does not seem possible to give to

these hymns a precise dating within the first two centuries of our era, to which they almost

certainly belong: the iambic hymn to Selene, iv, 2242-2347, may be towards the latter end

of the period ^ but may also be the product of a less educated man living a little earlier,

I add a few further remarks on points of language. The texts, apart from these hymns,

are couched in the clear colourless language which we call the kolv^'j : one feature calling

for particular notice is the frequent use of the vocative Oee^ 18 times in the first volume

of the new edition, of which 10 instances are in the phrase Oeoyv Oee or 6ee Oedyv ^
: 6 7i^lo^

6e6<; occurs as a vocative in i, 198; 6 6eo^ tmv d^cov in iv, 1147, as in the Septuagint. The
vocative Oee is known elsewhere only from a deliberately irreverent passage of Oenomaus,
from the Septuagint, from one passage of Josephus, and from sporadic Christian texts.

This form is clearly contrary to Greek linguistic feeling^: but in our context it uas very

convenient, and the men responsible for the main body of our recipes were not sensitive

on this point®.

On the other hand the invocations and conjurations, even when not employing hymns
or definite pre-existing texts (as for instance the Hermetic prayer in in, 591 tend to

fall into the formal elevated style characteristic of hymns in prose or verse of the Imperial

age, with anaphora, asyndeton and balanced cola, devices which rhetoric regularized, but
which rest like most rhetorical devices on the natural wish of man’s ear for rhythm and

^ Sarapis would presumably have appeared too great an anachronism.

2 P. 151, ed. Bursian {AbL hay, Ak.^ xvi, hi): so later Nonnus, Dioa.,, XL, 369 ff. Cf, R. Reitzenstein,

Das iranische Erlosungsmysterivm,^ 186 ft’.

3 Kuster, 123 ff.

^ Bek II, 53, IV, 180, 218, 641, 992, 999, 1048, 1195, 1200; in, 551 ; i, 90, 94, iv, 1164,
3106; Kvgu II, 77 ;

geyicrre dee Koppr/y, II, 118
; (fycpio-re Kofifir],, II, 122

;
peyay. III, 581. [Another

example in the Christian magical text edited by C. Wessely, Fair. Or., iv, 2, 191.] In the so-called Sethianic
tablets dee is common.

^ J. Wackernagel, Uher einige antiken Anredefomien (Progr. Gottingen, 1912): E. Lofstedt, ^yntactica,
I, 70 ftl Bee is not common in Christian liturgical texts. In the Eucharistic prayer in Acta Thomae, 47
(44) we find I?;crou eK Qeov ; Serapion has Bee r^y a\T]f)€ias in his Anaphora, the Clementine liturgy
jravTOKparop Bee aicovie (Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, 9. 2) ; Const, Ajjost., viii, 37 5 Bee
TTGTe'pcov; the liturgy of St. James and that of St. Mark dKarakTjnre Bee \6ye (Brightman, 61. 25, 138. 2);
the Byzantine Basil liturgy 6 cov deaTrora Kvpte Bee Uarrjp (Brightman, 321. 28: modern text so, with
Udrep 402. 4), but the form Kvpie 6 Beds is much commoner ; this suggests that the writers of these litur<yies

belonged to a more educated type. But in Delatte’s popular magical texts I have noted Bee only p. 48. 18.
6 Occasional poetic forms such as alylra ill, 429, alei iv, 1212, Idi 2397, do not prove high culture.

Mr. Bell has kindly drawn my attention to the fact that a feature of the Byzantine period is the intrusion
of poetical words even into documentary style, as for iiLstance in petitions. It might be fruitful to investi-
gate whether the process had begun earlier. One feature which may be noted is the frequent Kal describing
fulfilment “and in fact,” as i, 94 Xeye 5e...Kal dcfyavrjs earLv 6 Seos, 181 f., IV, 2053, 2364, 2493, 2503 : P. Eo*.

Dept., 10o88a, 37 f. Cf. Corp. Herm., XIII, 7 eVio-Trao-at eU eavrov, kA eXeuo-erat* BeKr^aov, Kat yiverai- Kardp-
ygaov tov (rcoparoy ray aLO-Bijo-eis, Kat eo-rat rj yiveais rijs Beon^ros and Eph. 5. 14 eyeipe 6 KaBevdcov, Km dvdara
€K T<ov veKpibv, Ka\ e7r icfyavaei (tol 6 Xpiarosy and also PfistePs discussion of 6 Kal yeyove and equivalents in
Festgahe Deissmaiin, 67 ft’,

’’ We must not forget the multiplicity of then existing lepol \6yoi.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv.
29
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balance, and which, naust not always be regarded as due to definite rhetorical influence^.

Other features of this style are accumulations of epithets, such as we find in the Oxy-

rhynchus glorification of Isis (P. Oxy. 1380) and in the Orphic Hymns, and strange

quasi-Aristophanic compounds vypo7^vplvo^lrv^(p6<; (iv, 1146), ovpavoKev6p>oivohtairov<;

(1351), TrvpihpafCovTi^cove (1405), otarpoyevercop (1777), vvKTaipoBvT€tpa (2546), kutu-

<Kapi>^\rv^avx^v€ (2717), ^MvoSpn/covri (2864), ffpovroKepavvoTrarcop (3102), perhaps draw-

ing a certain psychological effectiveness from their form. We have also time after time an

account of a deity's achievements in the dignified asyndetic style of the early Hellenistic

praises of Isis and Osiris which we know from inscriptions at los, Andros and Cyme^,

intended to remind him or her of past demonstrations of power which indicate the

reasonableness of the assumption that the present request can be granted^; a notable

example is the Leyden papyrus containing an elaborate semi-Jewish cosmogony ascribed

to Moses, but there are many shorter examples^ The invocation of Eros, iv, 1748 ff,, is

notably elegant and literary.

§ 4. Some portions of these texts contain within themselves clear indications of a

terminus post quern. We have noted blends of Greek and Coptic pointing to a date not

earlier than the early third century of our era: the \i6)ve<; of iv, 1163 and 1169, and the

identification of Aeon and Sophia in 1206, seem to presuppose Christian Gnosticism, and

that at some removes'^
;
the vague reference to Jesus “ the god of the Hebrews ” in 3019®

comes from some backwater, and need not be dated before the fall of Jerusalem because

of the invocation I conjure thee that dwellest in pure Jerusalem, before Whom the holy

fire burns through all time,” for the writer’s Jerusalem may well be a Jerusalem of the

imagination, and his standpoint that of the Jews in Acts xix. 13, who used the Name of

Jesus as a powerful name. Eecipes mentioning nnciae are clearly of the Eoman period;

P. Lond. 125, called ypavs 'XiroWcavLov
,
is on the face of it subsequent to Apollonius of

Tyana, and the acclamation eh Zeu? ^apairi^ in iv, 1715 is probably not pre-Flavian.

We can fix more precisely the first recension of the Aca/3o\r], 2442 ff. We are there told

of the iTTiOvpa or incense ofiering: ''It was shown by Pachrates, the prophet of Helio-

polis to king Hadrian as a demonstration of the power of his magic. By it he brought a

man to the spot in a single hour, he made him take to his bed in two hours, he killed

him in seven hours, and caused a dream to come to the king himself. Hadrian marvelled

at the prophet, and ordered his salary to be doubled.” The story has developed from the

1 For prerhetorical cola one may note early Latin fragments such as hiherno piduere, nemo luto^ grandia

farra^ Camille^ metes and the spells in Varro, de re nistiea^ i, 27 and Cato, de re rvstica,^ also the preface of

that work [cf. A. Kappelmacher, Wien. Stud., xliii, 168 f.) and the fragments of Latin popular songs : for

“rhetoric” in Hesiod, Nilsson, Gnomon, iv, 613. Long anaphoric texts like P. Oslo., i, 157 rest partly on

a semi -juristic feeling of the need of completeness (cf. Sallustius, xci;;ii)- Anaphora with ov in 1 Cor. xiii. 4

or with CO in Mart. Petri, 8 does not show rhetorical training.

^ Sake, li, 378 flf.
s jr

g

^

209 ff.

4 Dieterich, Abraxas. Cf. Scherraann, Texts u. Unters., 34, ii, b2 ff. and P. mag., iv, 1115 ff., 1167 ff.,

1611, V, 18, 96, 459. On the principle, cf Fr. Dornseiff, Vortr. Bibl. Warburg, 1924/5, 206 ff. : it is very

common in Christian prayer, e.g., the Ante Sanctus of the Clementine liturgy.

5 On cf. R. AVlinsch, Arch. f. Bel, xvi, 634; P. Leid. J 395, vii, 17 (p. 809, ed. Dieterich

in Fleck'. Jahrb. Suppl, XVl) iyta cigi r) Iltcrrt? o €< rov ^vdov reminds one of Bythos in such

a cosmogony as that given by Epiphanius, Pananon, 31, 5-6, discussed by R. P. Casey, Journ. Theol. Stud.,

XXIX, 34 ff. and of Pistis in other Vaientinian systems. On tlie relations of the papyri and Gnosticism

cf p. 232 infra.

® Cf. ho-oO (
= "lr}(Tov) as the lord of the hour on a curse tablet from Carthage (Wunsch, Antike

Fluchtafehv, no. 4. 21, with his notes, pp. 14, 18}.
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probably historical account of Hadrian's meeting with a prophet or poet called Pancratea

It is clearly later, perhaps not a little later, for the frank impossibility of the Emperor

tolerating magical murder is clear and can more easily be ascribed to the crude ways

of a later generation; the cult of Antinous woidd keep Hadriaei’s memory alive in Eg3
rpt 2

:

but this point cannot be pressed, for the naivete of the story is in keeping vdth the general

character of the popular imagination as it shows itself in Wundererzahlungen and in

the Jewish “Martyr-acts” of Alexandria, and the motif of the king being instructed

by the prophet is old and appears in contemporary Hermetic literature ^ In this instance

we have a clear terminus fost quern for the literary setting; whether the charm took shape

then or earlier we cannot say.

§ 5. Can we go further back, and assert that there is a substantial Ptolemaic element

in these texts? Such an element one might expect, since the interaction of Greek thought

and Egyptian tradition begins in early Ptolemaic times and with the help of Babylonian

science produced before the middle of the second century b.c. an astrological work (that

of Nechepso and Petosiris) destined to survive for seven centuries and to exercise great

and significant influence. Unfortunately, in spite of the conservatism natural in this

literature and shown, for instance, by the almost complete absence from it of the planetary

week^ there is no evidence pointing clearly in this direction. The presence in spells of

such phrases as irpos ^acriXea^ iroieL, “it works on kings,” might be thought to point to

Ptolemaic times, but should be explained as resting on a popular proverbial turn of speech,

like the hunc o'ptent generurn rex et regina of Persius ii, 37 and its analogies in popular Greek

songs ^ (There were in any case kings in the nearer East in the first century of our era.)

We may pass to certain external evidence. When these papyri came to light it was

obvious that they had much in common with what was known of magic from references

in ancient literature, in particular from Theocr. ii, Virgil, Bucoh viii and Aen. iv, Horace,

Epodes 5 and 17 and Serm. i, 8
,
Ovid, Met. vii, Lucan vi, Statius, Iheb. iv, and the

Apologia of Apuleius. It might appear a tempting idea that Graeco-Egyptian magical

texts of this type existed in the time of Theocritus and were used by him. This would,

however, be an imjustifiable inference. We know from the Scholia that Theocritus was

following in some points a mime of the fifth-century Sicilian writer Sophron, and

R. Herzog has recently with great skill produced from its fragments something very

like the Theocritean scheme^. Love magic, the use of the iynx, the role of the Moon,
the use of encoutement, and other forms of sympathetic magic by action or tale, the belief

^ W. W eber, Uiitersucliv iigen zar Geschichte d^s Kuis. Hctdriaiius^ :258, 281. Fur spells to cause catalepsy

and death, cf. Dem. mctg. pap., xxiii, xxiv.

2 Cf. Weber, 89 ff. for the popular memory of Hadrian’s desire for queer knowledge.
^ C. U., XIV, XVII : cf Pap. iv, 155, 2007.

^ Colson, The ^yeek, 79 f., notes in the Leiden papyrus edited by Dieterich in his Abraxas, the planets

in the week order, called ‘‘ Greek,*’ as well as in the ordinary arrangement, and Mars’ Day ” as unlucky in

Sethianic tablets (Wunsch, Seth. Verjl., 79). Perhaps the truth is that the habit of reckoning by the week
did not become popular in Egypt. There is no sign uf weekdays in the ordinary papyrus documents
indexed by Preisigke, Worterbuch, iii, 90 flf. {ijgepa rjXiov in a schoob exercise : Boll, Faulg- Wissoica, vii,

2575) : this is of interest in view of the tradition which derived this system from Egypt. So far as I have
noticed in the Byzantine texts published by Delatte, just as in these papyri, dates are normally given by
reference to the moon’s phases although there are superstitions attaching to the days of paidicular planets

{e.g., I, 69, 397). Days so reckoned are important in the papyri: cf. Ilopfner, Panig- Wissoiva, xiv, 354 ff.

5 F. Oslo., I, 43, with Eitrem’s note, and W. R. Halliday, Cl. Ret\, 1924, 169; Pliny, W. E., 37. 124

reges adituris ;
Dera. mag. pap., xv, 24.

® Hessische Blaittr for Volkskonde, xxv, 217 ff.

29—2
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in the constraining power of spells \ these things are all known to earlier Greece: they

are usually thought somewhat disreputable, but they are employed ^ Moreover all these

things, and certain others (the requirement of certain atmospheric and other conditions

for action, the use of a speU to close the action, much of the definite materia magica^, and

the use of foreign or meaningless terms in spells) ^ are part of magic not only in classical

Greece but in other times and places. And the special position of Hecate-Selene and her

kind in magic, the special rites directed to her, pass into Graeco-Egyptian magic as one

of its constituent elements.

But in all this we miss certain features characteristic of our papyri, the threats to

deities, the constraint of one deity by another of greater power, the methods adopted

if the first spell does not work at once, the technique of getting a spirit or deity as a

TrdpeSpo^ or consort, the technique of o-ucrracrt? 7rpo9 "'HXiov, personal self-introduction

to the friendship of the Sun-god, the accumulation of Egyptian. JeAvish and Babylonian

divine names, the use of Jewish angelology. Some of these things we do however find in

Lucan, Avriting as he did in the middle of the first century of our era and eager as he Avas

to improve on traditional models and use his learning. In the sixth book of his epic we
read hoAv Sextus Pompeius saw fit to consult a Thessalian AAutch Erichthu. Thessalian

witches Avere proverbial in Greece, but this one had moA^ed with the times: inqtie muos
ritus poUutam duxerat artem (509) ^ Her taste for portions of those who haA^'e died by
violence (543 fi.) is common to her and to the papyri : her voice, imitating dogs, Avolves,

screech-owls, snakes and the like (688 ff .), has some analogy in the avpi^po^ and TrowTruo-yLto?

prescribed (as for instance iv, 578 ff.) and in directions in a% 24 S, to utter a formula

a o t aoy e o 7] V,
'' the a with mouth open, in a billowing Avay, the o briefly, to frighten of!

spirits (?), the taco directed to earth, air and heaA^en, the e like a dog-faced baboon, the

o as before, the p Avith enjoyment, thickening it, the v like a shepherd, making it long®.”

Her invocation is of particular interest. She invokes the Eumenides, other under-

ground powers, Persephone, the Eates, Charon, to alloAv the dead man required to be
restored to life ad hoc, just as in iv, 1932 ff. Helios is asked to giA^e the magician power
OA^er a particular dead man. There is a delay, and Erichtho in anger threatens to summon
forth the Furies by their real names, to leave the Stygian bounds high and dry in daylight,

to show Hecate as she is in Erebus to the gods of the upperAvorld, to tell the real reason ^

why Persephone stays beloAV, to let in light on the underworld. “Do you obey,” she con-

tinues, “ or must I address myself to him on whose calling the earth is always shaken,
alAA^ays quakes—in whose hand you celestials are?” All goes well. Noav this delay in a
spell’s operation, followed by other or more drastic rites, is a common feature of our
texts® : the threatening of the powers invoked to which Lucan has referred a little earlier

^ Plato, Leges, 93^ E
;
Fr. Plister, Paxdy- ^^lssolt'a, Supp., iv, 323 tt‘.

;
for encoittement, my note, Arch, f.

ReL, XX I A^, 172.

" For linguistic traces of an earlier stage in which this contempt was not felt, ef. Pfister, Gnomon, v, 96.

3 In the papyri there are marked Egyptian elements in the materia, cf. Hopfner, PaahhWissomt,
XIV, 311 fi:

4 Found elsewhere
; cf. K. Beth, Handw. AhergL, ii, 162. Cf again the method of catching a thief in

Pap. V, 70 If. with Germanic methods (Miiller-Bergstrom, Handw,, ii, 222).

On the whole passage cf, L. Fahz, De poetarum Romanoruui doctrina magica [Relig. Vers. Vorarh., ii, 3).

Cf Grlffiths-Thompson, Demotic magical papyrus of Loudon and Leiden, col. i, 17 and note, vil, 32 for

directions as to tone of voice, and Dieterich-Weinreich, Mithrasliturgie^, 40, 69, 228, 233 for special sounds.
At which she hints.

^ II, 45, 51, 144; iv, 917, 1036 iirdvayKOi idv ttcoj Apahivij, 1434, 1903, 3089, 3228; Deni, mag, pap.,

VI, 21, viii, 1. A guaranteed quick spell iv, 2071: cf also A. H. Gardiner in Enc, Rel Eth., viil, 265.
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in his philosophic disquisition on magic, 496 ayi tacitis ualuere minis, and which Statius

ascribes to Tiresias in a necromantic scene, et nobis saeuire facultas^, is one of the com-

monest phenomena in our papyri^: compulsion by a superior power, like the triplicis

mundi summum, qnem scire nefastum est of Tiresias^, appears expressly in the prayer to

Typhon, Strengthen me, I beseech thee, and grant me this grace, that whenever I bid

any one of the gods themselves to come he may swiftly come in answer to my spells and

appearh” and is implied by the frequent practice of conjuring a spirit or deity to appear

in the name of a mightier, as for instance iv, 1038, '' The great living God orders thee,

He who is for ever and ever, who shakes the earth, who thunders, who made every soul

and all creation,..come.,.for I conjure thee by the lord lao^” Again, the threat (732)

iam uos ego nomine uero eliciam rests on the principle which is continually implied in the

papyri and is indeed a commonplace in magic generally, that the knowledge of a deity’s

true name gives one power over him: as a single illustration we may take iv, 277 ‘‘0

mightiest Typhon, hear me, N , ;
and do x for me : for I tell your true names®.” Further, the

revelations about Persephone which are threatened in case of delay are distinctly like what

the speaker in both forms of the AmySoX?) accuses her rival of having said against Selene'^.

Lucan was clearly interested in magic, as his introductory disquisition shows, and

clearly has genuine information, perhaps gained from the philosophic circle interested

in Pythagoreanism in Pome with which his uncle Seneca had in youth been associated

or from friends of Statilius Taurus, who was accused of magicae superstitiones^, AVe may
compare the way in which, when speaking of Celtic religion, he does what is very rare;

he gives the local names of deities, Teutate, Esus, Taranis, and not their Homan equi-

valents®; that also was out of the way information. Lucan’s account of magical practices

is highly coloured, and not to be taken au pied de la lettre, but it seems clearly to indicate

the existence of magic very like that of our papyri. If we turn to Apuleius and his

defence on a charge of magic, we find much talk of a small image said to be of Hermes,

like the wooden Eros, whose preparation is described in Pap. iv, 1840 and Julius

Africanus, writing at the beginning of the third century of our era, quotes the Homeric
Nekyia with an interpolated passage very similar in matter and style to the magic hymns
mentioned earlier. This quotation shows the interest of a man of learning at that time in

this literature : such interest is further illustrated by the source which Hippolytus must
have used for his discussion of the art in Refutatio, iv, 28

§ 6. A\"e may fairly claim that by the first century of our era, Graeco-Egyptian magic
had taken shape. When and how it did so we cannot say

:
perhaps the learned hymns

^ Theh., IV, 513.

- A.^., IV, 2095 reXiaavTL hi Oleg. g€v) (tol Bvaiav aVoSaxro), (ipadvvavri de (toi KoXaa-eis eTreveyKU) as ov
duvaa-ai eveyKelv, or III, 536 /xj; tov ovpuvdv KLvrja-o). A magnificent threat in iv, 2310 ff.

516. Ct. the circumlocution Kara rod vtto ^Avdy<Tjv tov Karexovros kvkXu in a Sethianic tablet
(Wiinsch, 93 ; Preisendanz, Akephalos, 25).

^ IV, 197.

^ Curiously enough the deity so to be constrained is himself addressed as inter alia ’laoj (1010)
Cf. 1239, 1533, 1910, 2060, 3019 ff.

® Ct\ IV, 2343 ff.

" IV, 2478 ff., 2654 ff., well handled by S. Eitrem, Sgmholae Osloeuses, ii, 43 ff. (A short haAoXi] in
Deni. 'niag. pap., xxi, 21 ff.)

® Cl. Rev., 1924, 106 f. 9 Wissowa, Arch. f. ReL, xix, 9.

Cf. P. Leid. Y, i, 14 ff); Wiinsch, Seth. Verji., 97, 113.

Africanus possibly composed one spell; cf. 0. Weinreich, Gebet iind Wunder, 614^ (^Geuethliakon
Schmid, 221;. On the source of Hippolytus, cf. K. Gan.schiiiietz, Texte und Untersvxhungen, xxxix, 2,
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of which I have spoken are due to adherents of the Neopythagorean revival which is

conspicuous from early in the first century b.c. onwards, and revived much of Orphism

and of other submerged strains in popular religion. Neopythagoreanism was interested in

magic ^ and could, by the doctrine of sympathies, give to its materia a theoretical basis.

This movement can hardly have failed to have repercussions in Alexandria, and we may
conjecture that men who in some way belonged to it were responsible for much of the

systematization of magic. The more elaborate spells are carefully composed^. They com-

monly contain an iTridv^a or incense offering, which reminds us of the Ovfiia^a prescribed

for most of the Orphic Hymns It may further be remarked that in the papyri there is

little of the animal sacrifice which Neopythagoreans deprecated, and there are frequent

instructions to eat no meat when you are preparing for a rite. Now we find the Neo-

pythagorean Anaxilaus (banished from Home in b.c. 28) expressly credited with being

one of the sources from whom the Valentinian Marcus borrowed his magic, and it has

been suggested by Wellmann that Anaxilaus revived the systematic study of magic
I would urge that the papyri confirm the general idea behind this, and that their charac-

teristic forms were shaped by some Neopythagorean. We should then credit this school

with a substantial share in the practice as well as in the theory of magic : even traditional

practice ultimately goes back to individuals.

Of the components of this magic something has been said. We see in it a blend of

Greek magic of the Hecate type^ wdth Egyptian and Jewish elements. Egypt’s contri-

bution was important. Magic was not here as in Greece under a cloud; the gods were
credited with its invention and with the use of spells®. Further, there was here a belief

in evil divine powers, above all Set-Typhon, making possible a sort of Satanism’. Again,
Egypt had a magical literature committed to writing, in which occurs the device (common
in our papyri) of the magician pretending to be a deity, the threats to deities which we
know so well, the ascription of supernatural nature to the material employed, and the
use of incomprehensible formulas: and in Egypt the tradition had an antiquity which
moved deeply the imagination of immigrant Greeks. For the spells, Egypt gave the
kernel of the X070?. Judaism could offer its belief in the tremendous power and sanctity

of the Name of God, its exorcisms, its angelology, its amulets and frontlets®, and its

impressive consciousness of close and personal relation with God “the living one®,” keenly

1 CL Rev% 1927, 170
;
1929, 60 f. Both Orpheus and the Orp/uca of Erotylos are quoted in R Leid. W

f'Dieterich, AbraxaSy 202).

•- The old Egyptian magical texts mostly give the formula without describing the rite (F. Lexa,
La rnagie dans I’Egypte antique, l, 9.9) : the great Demotic magic papyrus i.s full and like our Greek text,

hut it comes from a Graeco-Egyptian railieu and has Greek elements.

3 So also Babylonian tablets, though they sometimes mention flesh-offerings (King, Bah. MaqiCy xxix):

SvfjLidpara of planets, Delatte, i, 404 ff.

^ Die 4>Y21KA des BoIoa Deniokritos and der Magier Ana.dlaos a 2is Larissay i, 57 {Ahk. preiiss. Ak.y

1928, VII : most important).

5 Hecate and her rout appear also in Pistis Sophia, ch. ll(j. c Hopfner ii 3.

L.g., n, 179 ft. and P. Oslo., i, 4 ft., 77 ff.
j

iinsch, Seth. 1 erfl. (with the limitations of Preisendanz,
Akephalos)-, A. Jacoby, Arch. Eel., xxv, 276; Pern. mag. pap., col. xxiii, 9.

® V, ICO ff. : cf. Apoc. loh., 2. 17 with Lohmeyer, ad loc. and Eitrom, P. Oslo, i 41.

IV, 15.53 For Gracco-Judaic magic with Egyptian elements in A.sia Minor, cf. R. Wiin.sch, Aiitites

Zaaberyerat avs Pergamon [Arch. Jahrh., Erg.-Heft vi) ; for Hecate magic, cf. J.H.S., xlvi, 50 ft’. It is

possible that Jewish magic brought with it survivals from the great magical literature of’Babylon, on
which cf Br. Meis.sner, Bahylonien und Assyrien, ll, 198 ft) To judge from the specimens publi.shed by
L. W. King, Bab. Magic and by Tallquist, Assyrische Beschworuagsserie iVaqlH, it lacked characteristic
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interested at all times in the individual and prepared to interfere cataclysmically with the

course of events. The Jew of heterodox or accommodating tendencies (like Elymas in

Acts xiii) is a very important figure in Hellenistic religious evolution. We have Orphic,

Sibylline and Hermetic texts coming from Jews who used them as a vehicle of mono-
theism free from rigorous Jewish requirements The use of Judaism in magic has a long

history: one need only allude to the role of the ‘‘seal of Solomon’’ in Christian and
Mohammedan superstition

Graeco-Egyptian magic draws on all these sources of religious energy, and on such

other Greek and Oriental material as it can control. The blending which has taken place

appears clearly in the iioce^ magicae or non-Greek names of gods. They include meaning-
less combinations of letters, combinations with numerical value and significance, vowel
combinations^, genuine Egyptian divine names, Coptic divine or daemonic names or

offshoots thereof, old Greek ’E(/)ecria ypdg^fiara, at least one Babylonian divine name,
Ereschigal, one possibly Assyrian name, Eiilamo"^, Jewish sacred names, possibly Iranian

and Mandaean names, and Greek names in correct or broken-down forms

Our texts are rooted in Egypt; humanity is referred to as “all men, Egyptians,

Greeks, Syrians, Ethiopians, and every tribe and every race®.”

Yet in magic Graeco-Koman Egypt both gave and borrowed, and these papyri have much
in common with magic from other parts of the ancient world, with its medical recipes

with Latin herbal spells®, with devotiones^ and defijciones^^, with superstitions relating to

gems and stones with Neoplatonic theurgy, not to speak of the definite Hecate-magic

features of Egyptian magic. Evil demons are t>rdered to depart and are threatened (Tallquist, i, 21), but
the gods are addressed in respectful prayer, and threats are not directed against them, and though the

magician refers to their support he does not impersonate them. Much Babylonian magic is simply private

ritual of an innocent if fear-haunted type.

1 On Jewish penetration of society, cf. my Early Gentile Christianity^ r>4 f. (in Essays on the Trinity

and the Incarnation^ ed. A. E. J. Rawlinson). Pap. v, 96, the “leou” stele is a Jewish variant of the Isis

glorification of the type discussed, p. 224 supra.

2 Pap. IV, 850; Perdrizet, Negotium peramhulans in tenehris\ Wiinsch, Ant. Fluchtaf.-, 4. 15 and note;
Peterson, £12 eE02, 94 ;

Gregoire, Inscr. gr. chret.., i, 90 his, ter
;
A. Jacoby, Handicbrt. d. AbergL, ii, 88 ff.

;

Sartori, ibid., 179 ff. (on David, who appears in German superstitions but apparently not in magical papyri).

The Jewish element {e.g., the rerpaypagfiarov) is prominent in Delatte, Anecd. Ath. and in Byzantine
exorcisms (Papadopoulos, Ann. soc. et. hyz., iii, 225 ff.).

3 Fr. Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie. ^ R. Ganschinietz, Arch. lieL, xvii, 343.
5 V, 473 fF., Syrian and Hebrew names; R. Wiinsch, Ant. Flucktaf 1. 14 vnb rwv

ovop.dT(op aApdiKcov re opKia-pdroav. On the eftectiveness of names in the original languages, cf. Ori^yen,

Contra Celsuni, i, 24—5; Iambi,, De 'tnyst., vii, 5, and G. Bardy, Recherches de science religieuse, xviii, 133 tf.

Pistis Sophia, ch. 137, p. 264. 31 ff. transl. C. Schmidt (1925) gives the immortal as well as the ordinary
(Greek) names of the planets: ibid., ch. 143, p. 276. 36 on the power conferred by knowledge of the
true names.

6 v, 256 ff.: cf. P. Leid. Y, col. viii, 16 (Egyptian, Jewish, Greek and Parthian forms of the sacred
name). Y e read, iv

, 296<, Trap AiyvTmoLs act A^ravai Xaju./3aror/rai ovt(os, not Trap* ijpdv as one might expect;
Trap Myvirrlots is more solemn and majestic. Josephus often says not i^pcTy but Aovdaloc (E. Norden, F'eue
Jahrb., 1913, 6466 ;

modified by R. Eisler, IH20Y2 BA2IAEY2, I, 738).

‘ It is not possible to draw a hard and fast line between these and magical recipes.
8 IV, 286 ff., 2967 ff.; Folklore, 1925, 93 ff.

9 IV, 296, 338 with Preisendanz, ad loc . ;
v, 334 ;

Dieterich, 42 ff.
; Schermann, Texte vnd Unt 34

ii6, 14ff
’

10 IV, 2212, a spell to break chariots, like the Latin tablets from Carthage, etc. in Audollent,
Defixionnm tahellae.

11 Preisendanz on iv, 1726.
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element which we have discussed. We are warned against any treating this magic too

much as a thing apart by the occurrence of the “sword of Dardanus/’ as prescribed

(iv, 1716) on a gem found at Beyrouth^ and by the discovery of identical nomina on

tablets in the Rhineland^.

§ 7. The combination of deities in magical texts does not necessarily involve syncretism

or the blending of deities, though in our texts it comes at a time when that process had

borne fruit far and wide. The magician plays a lone hand, using the power of traditional

beliefs in his own way, for his own ends, often as a lien on a god rather than as a means

of approach to him.

This brings me to my last topic, a queer strain which we encounter from time to time

in these texts. Lucan, when he enquires into the explanation of the power wielded by
witches, asks (vi, -195 f.):

ignota tnntum piefate merentur,

an facids ualuere minis?

There is an element of ignota pietas in magic. It appears chiefly in the process called

avaraat^ Trpo? an introducing to the Sun-god^. The verb is used of the winning

of a irdpehpo^, or deity serving as a familiar spirit in i, 179 f.^: “for a spirit of air united

with a mighty irdpebpo^ will not go to Hades,” which follows on the promise that the

irdpeSpo^ will bury the magician’s body with divine honours and carry his soul into

the air. The Sun is perhaps too important a deity to play the part of TrdpeSpo^, but the

process of avaraai^ leads to the same result. The man who has gone through it is in a

new spiritual condition; he possesses various magical powers now and a better expectation

in the hereafter, having become possessed of a god-like nature^.

The best specimen of this process is that preserved in the Mimaut papyrus®. The
disciple is to invoke the Sun and ask him to fulfil his prayers, saying, “ For I know thy
signs and symbols and shapes, who thou art at each hour,” and proceeds to describe the

Sun’s twelve shapes’^. “I have told thy signs and symbols; therefore, 0 Lord, do x for

me of necessity, lest I shake the heavens....Come hither. ..god of gods. ..for I invoke thy
holy name.... Fill us with thy spirit. Thy name on the axis side of the world is M., on
the left is N. Come to me with smiling face to voluntary union, giving to me, N., life,

health, safety, riches, children, gnosis, good spirits, good counsel, good repute, memory,
favour, shapeliness, beauty in the eyes of all who see me^. Thou who hearest my every

petition, grant that my word may be trusted...! beseech thee, 0 king, hear my request,

for thou hast bidden me lift my soul to thee, that thou mayst illuminate my knowledge (?)

1 R Mouterde, Melanges de VUniversite Saint-Joseph, Beyrouth, xi, 179 f. (Another magical /xaxatpa,

Delatte i, 46.)

2 A. Wiedemann, Bonner Jakrhncher, Lxxix, 215 ; M. Siebourg, ibid., cm, 123 ff. [For similar nomina
and charactcres later in Germany, cf. A, Jacoby, Handwort. d. AhergL, i, 1465; Dornseitf, ibid., 1698.]

^ So Preisendanz, Wiener Studien, xl, 2 ff. Examples are in, 495 ff.
; iv^ 168 ff., 930 ff. (to secure

answer to questions, 1032 ff. : with much theological material, cf. S. Eitrem, Symh. Odo., iv, 41 ff.)

;

va ; VI. Cf. the prayer to the Sun in P. Oslo., i, 211 ff with Eitrem's notes, pp. 84 ff. Apuleius, Apol. 26,

speaks of the magician’s power as resting on communio loquendi cum deis irnmortalihus.
^ Cf. K. Svoboda, La dhnonologie de Michel Psellos, 43.

5 IV, 220 : exactly a:? in a mystery {Early Gentile Chrktiaiiity, 105); for the promise hereafter, cf. Apul.,

Met., XI, 6 and, in general, Hopfner, il, 41, § 77, and on the overcoming of Fate, ibid., 55, § 106.
“ III, 495 fif. Its religious importance was first stated by Reitzenstein, Poimandris, 146 flf.

" For this mode of constraint, cf p. 227 supra and iv, 1596.

8 Similar lists of blessings in it, 684, 2171 ff.
; Schermann, Texte u. Unt., 34, 2 6, 45; P. Oslo., l, 45;

a prayer for deliverance from all evil, P, Lond, 122. 33.
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and, after the kindly restoration of my material body^, receive, I beseech thee, 0 Lord,

this request of mine, this supplication, this presentation of myself, the lifting up (offering?)

of my vocal spirit^ : may it come to thee, the lord of all, that thou mayst fulfil all that

is in my prayer^. We thank thee with our whole soul, in hearts lifted up to thee,’’

and then follows the rest of the prayer of thanksgiving, which terminates the Hermetic

A0709 TeXei 09 (known to us in a Latin translation called the Asclefius and wrongly ascribed

to Apuleius). There is here a queer mixture of threats with prayers, of ideas of blessedness

and gnosis with the old crude metaphor of the sacred marriage^.

Another illustration of this mystical piety is afforded by prayers to Hermes (Thoth)

in P. Lond. 122, ‘‘ Come to me, lord Hermes, as babes come into the wombs of women.,.,

I know thee, Hermes, and thou knowest me. I am thee and thou art I. ...Give me grace

and victory and success and riches: for thou art I and I am thou. Thy name is mine,

my name is thine, for I am thy image^.” Here the basis in Egyptian thought and in the

plain self-identification of the magician with the god is clearer : but the thought and

emotional pitch are mystic®.

We are here in the sphere of individualist religion. And this, as Heitzenstein has

observed, is the key to the understanding of the so-called Mithrasliturgie^

,

That docu-

ment is neither a liturgy nor, properly speaking, Mithraic. It is an arradavaTLa^o^,

directions how one shall make oneself immortal and pass through the heavens: it has

Persian features, the ascription to Mithras, possibly its element theory, the picture of

the god “in a white chiton and a crimson cloak, with a fiery crown” (iv, 636), “very
great with a shining face, young with golden hair, with a white chiton and a gold crown
and trousers, holding in his right hand a golden calf’s shoulder which is the Great Bear^.”

But essentially it is one of our Graeco-Egyptian revelation texts, professing to give unique

salvation: as it says (484) “that I may alone enter heaven and see everything,” and later

(647) “I out of many myriads, having been made immortal in this hour in accordance

with the god’s will^.” Here the element of magical constraint is slight: iav he vfxtv ho^r),

“if it be your will” comes near the beginning (499), idv aoi ho^r) later (642); though here

also, in addition to the prospect of self-transformation, there is the possibility of making

^ Has something like i, 179 f. fallen out ?

2 Tr)v dva(j>opav tov nvevpaTos tov Xcktikov: “die Erhebung des auserwahlten Geistes,” Preisendanz;
but can XeKrtKos bear the meaning of XeKros, ? I suspect that the meaning is something like

Xoyt/ci) Bvcria, Oil which cf. E.G.C.^ 150 and my Liturgical Notes in J,T.S.^ 1929.

On nvevpa in these texts, cf. R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterieiu'eligioneu^, 308 ft\

3 6 Kai (pBaa-dra), ktX. : curiously reminiscent in form of quaiu oblatio7iem or supra quae propitius in the
Gelasian Canon of the Mass.

^
1. 574 eX^€ fioL iKapa ra npoa-wTra in avroQiklfrcf] Koirg. Cf. I, 289 dnexop^vos dno Trdvrcov pvaapcov

TTpayparcov Kai ndo-gs Ix^vocpayias koi ndags arwovo-las dncos dv els peylargv iniSvpiav dydygs tov Beov els (re.

(TV yiip el iydy kol iyio cru : also in P, Leid. J, 395 (Dieterich, Ahraa;as, 196. 17). Cf. Reitzenstein,

Foimandres, 20 ff. : olde ae ippri kq'i aoi (sic) ipi recurs later as a refrain in P. Lond. 122. I would remark
on the presence of the idea in Pistis Sophia, p. 168. 18 of Schmidt’s 1925 translation, “ Jene Menschen sind
ich und ich bin sie.”

« For parallels, cf XVeinreich, Arch, f Pel, xix, 165 ff. t Zeit. iieuL Wiss., xiii, 13.
s Dieterich, Jlithrasliturgie, 76 ff.

; cf the picture of Mithras in the Mithraeum at S. Maria di Capua
published by Minto, Notizie degli Scad, 1924. On tov XeiTovpyovvTos dvipov, cf F. Behn, Das Mithras-
hdligtvm za Diehurg, 17, and Cumont, Journal des Sarants, 1927, 1242-

^ P. Eg. Dept. 10588 a, 24 o ovk e^etrrti' ovopa ovfici/t dvopd^eiv el pg povea ipo\ did. ttjv avTov bvvaptv ’

cf XVeinreich, Gebct vnd Opfer, 3 ff. on egoism in popular prayers. One further point which may be noted
is that some of the magical formulas are in effect (whether any of the users realized it or not) psychological
means of producing a particular mystical state of mind: cf J. W. Hauer, Die Dhdzani ini nbrdlichen
Buddhismus vnd Hire Farallelen in der sogenannten Mithrasliturgie (1927) for an instructive analogy.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 3q
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specific requests which the god will grant (777). The magician can, in an ordinary spell,

feel himself unique; so in an invocation of ^fivpva, the spirit of frankincense: ‘‘Everyone

calls thee frankincense, but I call thee flesh-eater and inflamer of the heart’’ (1503). It is to

such circles that the Coptic Pistis Sophia was addressed, which professes to give the truths

not previously revealed by Jesus to the disciples and a mystery superior to ordinary magich

What of the relation of this sort of text to popular Gnostic books? Such ava-Taaei^

are obviously akin to Pistis Sophia, ch. 109, the mystery superior to Fate; ch. 110, the

mystery causing all prayers to be answered; or ch. 143, “the mystery of the name” which

makes its possessors superior to all daemonic powers, and the description of the celestial

accompanying effects of the Mithrasliturgie is like Pistis, ch. 136, while the same part of

Pistis includes magical prayer which constrains “for I know thy great powers” (142 f.,

275. 15), and we find up and down the work formulas of the type known from our papyri.

The truth is I think that, while the two spheres have much in common, and while elements

from the Gnostic writings have reached magic and elements from the magic writings have

reached this sort of Gnosticism, there is an essential difference of tone. The authors and

readers of the Pistis Sophia (like Neoplatonist students of theurgy) were passionately

eager to know how the wheels went round, the authors and readers of the magic papyri

desired simply to be able to make them turn^. Both circles wanted to make themselves

secure here and hereafter, but while the men of the magic papyri thought vaguely of the

hereafter and wanted a good funeral and safety from threatening supernatural powers,

the Gnostics wanted salvation and were, like orthodox Christians, preoccupied with sin.

For them Hell was peopled with new terrors added to the old, and the standard of

heavenly happiness was higher. Further these Gnostics of the lower type, far as they are

from the Gospel, far as they are from the intellectual constructiveness of Valentinus, do

look to the Psalms and to the Odes of Solomon, and to the New Testament as an inspired

source and standard. Here, as with the Naassenes and with the Gnostics discussed in

Clement's Excerpta ad Theodotum, allegorical exegesis is an essential implement. They all

interpret in their own queer way, with many alien ideas
;
but they think of themselves as

interpreters of a specially inspired type, and their central scheme is a definite mythological

Christianity which stands in sharp contrast with the haphazard Olympus of the papyri.

And so we find them despising magic and including it in the list of sins to be forsworn^ or

explaining that the power of the spells directed to fallen angels has been reduced^. Yet
their relations were close. The Valentinian Marcus, like Simon Magus, was accused by
his enemies of magical wonder-working^, and some of the Gnostic nomina in our texts

may be due not to vague hearsay but to the fact that the books had passed through the

hands of Gnostics.

The papyri belong to a ynilieu similar but different. For their crvardaet^; we have

a good parallel in Corpus Hermeticum, xiii, which includes a mystic rebirth of the initiate,

without any of the material methods of spells of our texts but yet akin®, and other parallels

1 P. 21 of Schmidt’s translation.

- P. Leid. AV gives the famous cosmogony edited by Dieterich in his Abraxas: but this is part

of a method to secure a revelation, it is not gnosis for the sake of gnosis.

^ Pistis, oh. 102, p. 189. 3. ^ Ch. 15, p. 17. 30; the kernel of the idea in Dyn., Eph., 19.

° Wellmann, ^vatKa, i, 56, 80.

6 Eg., in the hymn xiii, 17, the prayer for the opening of the heavens well put into relation with its

magical parallels by 0. Weinreich, Gebet und Wunder, 199; cf. 181 {^Genethliakon Wilhelm Schmid, 365,

34
< ) ;

’ also III, 198 and with the following geWo) ycip vpvetv cf. iv, 2475 ^atvoy yhp naTayyiWMv as well

as P. Oxy. 1381, 218 p4\\(o yap avrov reparwSetf aTrayyeWeiv €7ri<j>av€las (adduced by Keitzenstein, Nachr.

Gbtt. Ges., 1917, 133).
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in a TrpoaKvvrjfia at Talmis by a worshipper of the local Sun-god Mandulis, after he had

desired to know if Mandulis really was the Sun-god and had been assured by a vision \

in documents of the Neoplatonic theurgy based on the Chaldaic Oracles, in the initiation

described in the Confessio S, Cypriani^ and such texts as the Apophthegmata Patru7n. It is

instructive to find this mysticism in the magic papyri side by side with the crude recipes

to secure unedifying ends. It had its appeal. In an age of bureaucracy and of a pressure

of material civilization like ours and material needs less tempered by charity, such religious

individualism opened doors which let men somehow think they saw the things above the

iron heaven which shut them in.

I would close by remarking on three tasks which await accomplishment. First, the

proper study of the voces inagicae
;
second, the making of a Corpus of magical drawings

in the papyri and an accompanying study of their iconographic bearings
;

third, the

making of a Corpus of the so-called Abraxas gems. In this region of shadows there is

room for more workers, and the exploration of these byways of the human mind should

not be regarded as unworthy or as likely to prove fruitless.

Excursus.

A comparison of the readings of the Cairo lead tablet with those of Papyrus iv, 335 ff

.

(See above pp. 221-2.) ( )
denotes what is missing from the other text.

Papyrus IV Tablet

peculiar vulgansms peculiar vulgarisms

341 KXldas 347 dveyeipat 336 7rapaKara{^}r[i]^o/iai vpPiv 343 ivviavrovs

347 Sieyipe 348 apa-qs (as P. also in 361) for

els repeatedly 348, 362 BrjXia {-vs P. correctly)

[Does not as P. elide ttot el in 347]

\Vemayreckoninthisclass337 Epoa-xtyaX 339 0oou^

peculiar errors peculiar errors

342 doipots^ 342 re for 3e 336 omits tovtov t6v Karddeapov

346 (TvvTrapacrraTe for (tvv

T

rapaaraBrjvai

genuine 'variants variants

336 ^eots yOovloi^ 6eoXs KaraxBovLOLs {teal Beats KaTaxBovlats TlXov-

tcovl) YeapiyaboiB

338 AdavtSi ra (<al) BapAaptBa. Perhaps due to a

man unfamiliar with the style of magical papyri

and familiar with double names and signa

339 after QuaovB four nomina rnagica 339 (koI) "Eppq, perhaps rightly

341 yl^ipiv^ '

ylript(f)Ba or \pLpL(f)B (Edgar 47)

345 irdvras {tovs) halpovas

347 Kal dviy^Lpi pot cravrov dans 347 hteyipe p. (t. {vIkvs batpeav) d<TTis. Probably gloss

1 The Mandulis text in Preisigke, Sammelbuch, 4127. I hope soon to treat it in Arch. f. Rel.

2 J.T.S., xxviii, 412 fF. An initiation conveying all knowledge in Plstis Sophia^ ch. 91.

3 Here the tablet confirms AVeinreich’s conjecture.

30—2
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349 AC at {(l^ov Kai) AcaraS^croj/. (u^ov) tt}v beiva rjv

beiva (^T]s T-qv ovfTLav (jiiXovcrdv /xe rov b€Lva bu

€T€K€v 77 fxr] l3Lvrj6r]ro3, fJL^ TTvytcrS^TO) firjbe

TTpos i)bov7)v 7roi^<Ty) iJ.€T oXXou (Ivbpos el fier

efjiov pLOVOV Toi) belva lua pr] dvvrjO)] 77 5eti/a p^Te

Tveiv pr]re ipaye^v 7x77 cTepy^Lv pr} Kapr^pe^v pj] ev~

erraQ^aai pi] vttvov rv)(^eLv 77 SetP'a eAcro? ipoi) rov

beij/a^ OTL ere e^opAci^o)

Kara rov oi^otuqto? rov (po^epov <a\ rpopepov ov

77 yj] uKOvaao-a rov oj/oparos dvoLyrjo-crat ov ol fiat-

povfs oKova-avres rov dvoparos eV0 o/3ou po^ijSrj-

(jovrai^ ov ol Trorapoi Actit at TreVpat ciKOvcravre^ to

ovopa pr](TcrovTai

opActfo) ere veKvbaipov etre dppr]s etre drjXvs Kara rov

^ap^apiBa )(€vpl3pa ^apov)(apl3pa Acat Kara rov a^par

a/3pacra^ crecrevyev ^apcpapayyrjs teat Kara rov acoia

papL- eVfio^ot) Acat icard rov pappaecoO pappapavccO

pappapaoiB pap€)(Bava apap^a papLj^eciiO • pr) pov Trapa-

ACOvcTTy? veKvbmpov {rwv evroXdyv Acat rd)v dvopdrcov

aXX eyeipov povov creavrov cztto e^^ovaijS ere

dvaTravcrecos) oa-ris Trore et (etre dppr]s etre SrjXvs)

Acat vraye ety irdvra totcov ety 7rdv dppobov ety

Trdcrav oltclav

372 Kard(T)(fS afir^y rrjv ^pQ}cnv Kat T17V Troerti/ (Acat)

pr] e’aer77y t7]v fieti^a dXXov dvbpds rrcLpav \a,3€iv

{npos T]bovr]t/y pT]be tfitou di'fipdy) et pr] dpov povov

rov beiva

dXX eXAce rrjv beiva rd>v rpL\(dv rtov (r7rXdy;^ra}i/ (r^y

378 TrdcTT] copa

379 ^^77 TTpoy epe rov belva Acat d;^<ipicrrdy pov peivp

77 fieiva.

7roir)(rov Karabi^crov els rov aTravra )(p6vov rr]s C^rjs

pov Acai (TuvavdyAcaeroi' r7]v belva virovpybv eivai poL

Tip beiva Acai pr] diroa-Kiprdrco arr* epov ptav d^pav rov

aicovos' etiv poi rovro reXeVr/y di^aTrauero) ere ra^^eors.

KardbT]aov 'Hpoavovv r]v eretcei' IlroXepaiy ipoX

Ilotrtfieoi^ta) 61^ ereAcei^ 0o*ei7 Oi;,3cier^ty orreoy pr] ^eivrjBrj

pr] 77i7ytcr^p (pr] XeiKdcrrj) p7]b€V rrpbs rjbovrjv TTOtT^err;

dXXco dx^fipt et pT] e’po'i povcp Uoaibctyvip iva pr] bvvrjrai

'Hpcovois pr] (payelv pr] rrelv pr] (rripyeiv pr] Acaprepetr

pr] el'crraBelv pr] vttvov 7njy)(dveiv etcroy epov XIoctl-

boviov OTL opKi^oa ere (looks like rehandling of Ptip.

f(7rm
:

prj X. might be original and omitted by

accident from Pap, pr] repeated suits this style,

but the pr]r€^ pr]re^ pr]^ pr], pr] of the Pap. gives

a more elaborate effect, and the aorists help the

cn'.'ice/ido)

AC. r. 0 . r. (p. K. r, ov 77 y. anovovaa to ovopa avot-

yerat ov ol fi. dACOuojArey to ovopa ep<^o,3ot rpipovai

(either i'ppo^SoL or €vpd;3ov might be right) ofi ot

TTorapol Acat (ddXatro'at d<ovov(Tai to ovopa eppo^oi

fpO/Sovvrai, ov) at TreVpat dAcouooorat to ovopa p. (Here

the tablet has pre.served words essential to sense

;

jjr)o-(TovTaL is appropriate to Tverpm not to worapoi

The parallel in P. Leid. V, col. vii, 31 (p. 808,

Dieterich) suggests that the true reading is 7Tr]yvvv-

rai where the tablet has (PoSovvrai i a shorter

pfirallel P. Oslo., i, 262-3)

d. a-e v€Kvs balpcDv (ocTTty ttot el) (perhaps rightly)

et, a. 61 . ST]XLa Kara rov ^ap3apap^eXovpl3pa ^apov-

^ap,3pa (aficoj^aiou) Acai Acard too a3pada/3pao'a^ cre-

(Tevyevl^appapayyr] kol Kara rov tao), io)a (^rraKeTTreaS

7raAC6;3paQ)d aa^ap^apiacoO) papei eTSd^oo Acat Kara

rou pappapaLcoS (kox Acard rov) pappapaoaO pappapav(o6

pappapa)(da apap^a papeL^acoB • pr] pov TrapaKOvarjs

v€Kvs baipcov, oaris Trore el, Acat vrraye Is Trdvru

roTTov (Ka't) ty Trdv apipobov (acoI) els Trdaav oIkIov.

(Here the three extra aomina may be based on
the common original, the big omission is clearly

an error, the addition of (acoi Acard rod) very likely

a misunderstanding, and the addition of AC at twice

later possibly an error in view of the frequency of

anaphora in this style)

AC. av. rov (Sporov koI rov ttotov, p. e\ ^Hpcctvovv

a. a. TT. X. et pr] spov povov Xloaibayvlov bv ereKev 0.

(Perhaps the earlier form, though it might have
arisen through omission)

eXKe rat Upcovovv r. r. {koI) r. a. (^avrrjs)

Trdo-av eSpav

( Hpoji/ofiy) Acai aSta;^d)ptoTdv pov avT7]V Troirfo'^s

(pe;^pt ^aiAdrou). (Due to a desire for absolute

precision ?)

tJAa 6;^&) avrrjv Hpeovovv, fjv ereKev IlToXfpaty vtto-

reTayp^vr]v eyo) nocriSa)t<toy oi' ereKev ^aevov^daSis
ts rov aTravra ^i^potAOP rrjs pov rjbr] rjbr] ra^v
rayv' edv rovro pot TroLr]a’r]s aTroXvao) are.

-away from me (there is no need to supply per before epofi),

papL as a magic name also Delatte, i, 581. 14.

Papyrus Tablet
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The writer of the tablet has not given us the second half of the spell, with the

characteristic Egyptian “For I am Barbar Adonai that concealeth the stars, the bright

ruler of heaven, the lord of the universe," followed by a repetition of ct^ov, fcaraSrjaov

with special detaiP. His text, though perhaps a century older than the papyrus, is on the

whole much inferior: it belongs to the general category of unprotected texts, and we may
assume that far more care was spent on transcribing papyri for magicians’ use than on texts

for clients. At the same time, the tablet supplies at least one omission in the papyrus,

and points to a common original earlier than itself. It throws not a little light on the

tradition of magic texts, and similar discoveries are much to be desired^.

^ Cf. -P. Oslo., I, S‘2 f.
;

Dt'ni. 'niug. pup.., xxi, 42. The r-qs 7rfjd^€<os which follows is something

to be done by the magician, not part of the \dy09 to be inscribed on the lead tablet.

“ Preiseiidanz, GhO/jWji, ir, 192 mentions a Berlin duplicate text (not, as thi;^, a copy for practical

purposes).
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SOME WOODEN FIGURES OF THE EIGHTEENTH
AND NINETEENTH DYNASTIES IN THE BRITISH
MUSEUM. PART I

By H. K. hall

With Plates xxxviii-xli.

Of the wooden figures of which photographs are here published as plates the most
important as a work of art is No. 32767, formerly in the Blacas Collection, acquired
in 1867, the naked young girl with earrings and hair in hanging plaits, bearing a

carved wooden four-legged chest on her head (PL xxxviii). This is one of the finest

existing works of the sculptor in wood at this period. It is classed by M. Capart among
the cJiefs-d oeuvre of Egyptian art {Documents pour servir d Vetude de Fart egyptien,

31, PL 44). It is of the latter half of the Eighteenth Dynasty. To enlarge upon
the truth and grace of this little figure would be unnecessary : the photographs are
enough. The way in which the body is shown bending slightly forward is extraordinarily
true to nature. Though her face is slightly damaged, the end of the nose being rubbed
away, it is quite a charming child s face that looks at us from under its burden.
She wears nothing but a pair of broad bracelets above the wrist and a huge psiir of

wheel-rosette earrings with part of the rings passing through the lobes of her ears, the
rosette decoration within the rings being below them. Her hair is dressed in three
rather skimpy pigtails, one on each side in front of the ear and one at the back, which
are very realistically represented. She holds the chest by one of its legs with her right
hand, which is preserved, but unluckily the arm from shoulder to wrist was not, and
has had to be restored, not over-skilfully, in modern times. The feet are also partly
restored, and the base is modern. There is a long crack down the left side of the
figure, but the wood is perfectly sound and in good condition. The chest has cracks
and part of the rim is broken away in one place. It has a conventional decoration of
carved petals, well known in the Amarnah period. The figure no doubt dates from the
end of the reign of Amenophis III, about 1380 b.c. It is 5i in. (14 cm.) tall, without
the modern stand.

No. 32733, PL xxxix, figs. 1-3, a figure of a naked girl with her right hand putting
a tress of her hair or wig back over her right shoulder, while in her left hand she holds
a tiny kitten, is also very charming, but has none of the art of No. 32767. Though the
face is pretty, and though the gesture of putting back the hair is very unusual in a
statuette, the figure is dry and formal in execution : even the hair is put back stiffly

and falls in a very ordered disorder over the shoulder. The arms, too, are poorly and
thinly designed. And yet, though inferior, it has more charm than the figures I shall next
describe. There is on the top of the head a broken-off modius-like lump, cut hollow, with
two crossing holes through it from front to back, which were perhaps intended for the
fixing of some object borne on the head that has now disappeared. The hair is formally
treated, and bound round the forehead with a broad riband. The feet of 32733 were
originally in separate pieces, joined on : they have disappeared. Its wooden stand is

modern. The height of the figure is 5^ in. (13-4 cm.). It also is of the latter part of
the Eighteenth Dynasty. It belonged formerly to the Hay Collection, acquired in 1868.

Another figure of a naked girl of the same period is No. 32741 (PL xl, figs. 2, 3),
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depicting a maiden of less developed figure than 32767 but more mature visage, wearing
neither hair nor wig on her head, and with a pair of big ear-studs through the lobes of her

ears. Her skull is clean-shaven, showing a curious dome-shaped form that was evidently

admired at that period and no doubt induced by art, as we see in the case of the deformed
skulls of Akhenaten’s daughters. At the back of the head, which is straightened off in

a manner not intended to represent reality, is a round hole, corresponding to an oblong

hole immediately below it between the shoulders
;
whether this was intended for the

fastening of a detachable wig is uncertain, but it is very probable. The ear-studs are

represented as of a large dumb-bell shape with circular, slightly convex heads, without

pattern. The ears are large and prominent; the features well preserved but for a slight

chip on the point of the nose. There is also a chip on the forehead. The upper arms,

which were sharply bent at the elbow, are broken off ; they were either jointed at this

point or were broken, then mended and then broken again, to judge from the hollow

cutting of the arm at the present break. She was originally carrying a tray of food

or offerings, no doubt. The feet are perfect but for a couple of toes chipped. The
rectangular stand is in one piece with the figure and measures in. (3'2 cm.) long by

I in. (2‘25 cm.) broad by av. i in. (1-25 cm.) high
;

it is roughly cut and higher at the

back than in front. The total height of the figure excluding the stand is 5f in. (14-3 cm.).

This figure is of a harder and less sympathetic style than No. 32767; it has little charm,
but is a fine example of the wood-sculpture of the time of Amenophis III. This again

comes from the Hay Collection of 1868.

A fourth female figure (No. 32749, PI. xl, fig. 1), also from the Hay Collection, and of

the same period, is of a more cheerful countenance than 32741. The head is the most
carefully cut part of this statuette, the rest of the figure being inferior in style to the

others and rather clumsy. The face is that of a young girl with thick lips, probably
with negro blood in her veins. Her head is not shaven, but the hair is cut short and is

disposed in several little locks or plaits over the forehead. Like 32767, she wore a pair

of big wheel-earrings, the gold wire of which is carefully represented in the only one
which remains, that in her right ear; that in the left ear has been broken away, with part
of the ear. The rings contain no rosettes as in 32767, but are evidently intended to be
simple rings without further decoration. The back of the head, which is not deformed
in any way, is sliced off as in 32741, and has a hole also; but in this case there is little

doubt that the back of the head had to be made of a different piece of wood, fastened
with a peg, which has gone.

The head and neck are of a separate piece from that of the rest of the figure, to
which they are carefully joined with a semicircular fit that gives the effect of a necklace.
The left arm is crossed across the stomach

;
the hand, broken, originally held a sistrum

or other object. The right arm is pendent, its hand complete and clasped. This figure
differs from the two others in wearing a hip-band of several strands of beads, with oval
or semicircular spacers, carefully represented. There are traces of black paint on the
eyes, hair, and pubes. The legs are complete, the left slightly in advance of the right;
the left foot has been broken and rejoined. The figure stands at one end of its original
oblong pedestal, which is 5^ in. (13 cm.) long by 2t in. (5*7 cm.) broad by 1 in. (2-5 cm.)
high; without this it stands 8|- in. (22*5 cm.) high.

The fifth female figure (No. 2375, PI. xxxix, figs. 4, 5) is considerably split and cracked,
without however detracting much from its effect. It depicts a priestess, probably a singer
of Amun, clad in a very close-fitting and diaphanous robe reaching to the ankles, and
wearing a heavy wig of curls, bound with a broad band (no doubt of gold) at the level
of the ears, and with three pendent plaits at the back, of the same length as the rest,
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falling over tte band. The wig is strongly parted in the middle. On the top of the head

is a hole for a further headdress of some kind. The left arm is bent across the body

beneath the breast; the hand was clasped; it is badly broken away. The other arm is

pendent, and held horizontally an object (? a sistrum) that has now disappeared, leaving

only the hole through which it passed. The feet are complete, the left leg being considerably

advanced. The pedestal (original), at one end of which the figure stands, is 7| in.

(18*25 cm.) long by 2 in. (5 cm.) high by 3 in. (7’6 cm.) wide. The figure itself without

the pedestal is 134 in. (34*3 cm.) tall. From the style of the wig, with its angular

dog-tooth ’’ or chevron-like treatment of the kinky hair (paralleled in a well-known

woman’s head from a stone statuette found by Mr. Robert Mond in the tomb of Menna
and now^ at Cairo), I should date the figure to the time of Tuthmosis IV or the earlier

part of the reign of Amenophis III. There is a touch of the Amarnah style about the

treatment of the face (which is well preserved, only the tips of the nose and chin being

a little rubbed). The long eye is specially noticeable. The figure belonged to the

d'Athanasi Collection, bought in 1837.

No. 32772 is later, and is probably of the Nineteenth Dynasty (PL xli, figs. 3, 4).

A very noble dame is represented in full festal attire, performing a priestly function. She

has a full but simple wig with broad gold band round the temples and a lily with stalk laid

along the parting and flower hanging over the band in front. She wears a very long and
elaborate goffered linen robe, not so diaphanous as that of No. 2375, and with a fringed

border. The robe covers the ankles to the instep, and is crossed above and between the

breasts. It appears to be worn over the robe which in 2375 is the only garment; we see

the top of this under-robe round the neck above the crossing of the robe of ceremony.

The arms are held as in 2375, but the objects carried still exist. In the left hand a

bouquet of superimposed flowers, coloured alternately blue or green and red, and in

the right a short wand or rather baton of ceremony with a flower-like club-head.

Both these attributes are detachable. The right foot is in one piece with the rest of

the figure, but the left foot was separate and mitred on to the rest
;

it has now dis-

appeared. The pedestal is ancient, but probably belonged to another figure originally.

It is painted with black border lines. The figure has the hair (and originally

the eyes) painted black. The face has traces of red and white. The head
band is yellow

;
the bouquet red, white and blue (or green). The pedestal

measures 7 in. (17*75 cm.) long by 2| in, (6*7 cm.) wide by in. (3*75 cm.)
high. The figure itself is 111 in. (28*5 cm.) tali. It is but little damaged
except for an occasional chip or rubbing, e.g,, on the left elbow. As a work of

art, though extremely graceful and carefully carved, it has not the character
of the other figures. It belonged to the Hay Collection (1868).

No. 2376 (PL xli, figs. 1, 2) is really a shabti, as the inscription (here

reproduced) shows. It is a figure of a woman in long clinging robe, with hair

arranged in the hieratic funerary manner and with both arms hanging at the
sides. The left foot is a little advanced. The wig is painted black and there
are traces of red paint on the face, white for a necklace, etc. At the back is

cut the inscription “ Saith words Osiris Hemet-rashat, deceased, in the Under-
world.” It is probably of Nineteenth Dynasty date. Its height is 7f in.

(19*75 cm.). It belonged to the Anastasi Collection, acquired in 1839.
It is an interesting little figure, worthy perhaps to rank with the more

artistic statuettes which we have described than with the shabtis to which
it properly belongs.
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A FRAGMENT OF ACCOUNTS DEALING WITH
RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS

By F. WOEIVIALD

In 1928 the British Museum was fortunate enough to acquire the papyrus which is here

printed for the first time. It was bought at Medinet-el-Fayyum from natives of Behneseh

in 1928 and then acquired by the Museum as part of its share of a joint purchase with other

bodies. The papyrus consists of a single column of payments made to various people and

for various things. From the nature of the text it appears that it is part of the accounts of

some body of people; it has been suggested that it might be a Kultverein’’ (but this theory

is rather unlikely), and the payments which are made are in connexion with two festivals,

one of which is of Sarapis. Originally the papyrus must have been considerably larger.

This can be demonstrated by examining the writing on the verso, which contains fragments

of accounts of a later date. In relation to the recto of the papyrus these accounts are

written upside down, and as they begin on the verso of the left margin of the column on

the recto, they show that the present left side of the recto was not the original Hmit of the

papyrus. The present condition of the papyrus is not very good and the lacunae thus caused

are irritating
;
nearly all the beginnings of the words indicating to whom the payments were

made are gone on the left-hand side (only in 11. 4-10 and 23-28 is the margin preserved),

while the whole of the right-hand side which contained the payments has completely dis-

appeared. Line eleven is the only payment which remains, and that forms a single line and

is placed well in the middle of the papyrus. The hand, which is of the late third century

A.n., is clear and good. The text is as follows:

(1) [v{7r€p) X7;]/x/xdTa)i/ eVe;^(0ei^TCi)i^) /cat v('7r€p) i[

(
2

) [. . .^ifvaLcop Tcov Kvp[(0^9[evT(ov

(3) [. . ,]fc\apLM [e^XOovrt gk [

(4) v[{Tj-ep) v^TToXoyq) [

(5) f<[Tjp]vKL 6poico<; [

(
6

) a-aX'jriKT'p opoLto^ [

(7) poayov [

(8) '^llp(ovt opolco^
[

(9) ^(f)oy^y(p opoLcof;
[

(10) fcaypqySw 6poL{co^) [

(11) /€)

—

<T7r Li^€
[

(12) [rjot? SapaTretotv 6pol{o}^) vop [

(13) \^(T\vvri6ela^ opoLco^
[

(14) avoXoytp op')^7)aTOv
[

(15) [,]7}papLip 6p0L((0^)
[

(16) [’AJ/fotra o'yX[. ,^cpov [

(17) ['^}l]pcovt r€ip7][paro~\^
[

(18) •^avfcXvo’rj]
[

Jour 11 . of Egypt. Arch. xv. 31
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(19) [dvp](op(p SapaTre/ov [

(20) ['Eapa7r~\L0)VL Kai ^Apoird TravK^pariaarat^^

(21) [dXljTTTai? 7 Tipbl]n^TO^ [

(22) [/c]a)/A«Sw o/xot(a)9) [

(23) KTjpVKL O/XOtft)? [

(24) ^evta Kvi'OTTOv [

(25) dpSpeofcarapaKTr} [

(26) optrjpKTrf} Tt/jL7](paTO^) [

(27) T(p Tov opx^arov Spa/jcaroS [

(28) dvayvoyarf} 'Eapaira
[

(29) d\X](p op^rjpcarrj
[

(30) . . .]7i;XXw TLpir){pLaros) [

2. '^.[Aio]vvala)v.

TrayKpaTiaaTa 19 .

4. 1. vTToXoyov.

21. 1 . aXetTTTai?.

14. 1. dvaXoya.

24. 1. KVVWTTOV.

17. 1. TLfirjfxaTO^;.

29. dXk(p: Nock.

20 . 1 .

(
1

)

(
2

)

(
3

)

ii)

(
5

)

(G)

(7)

(
8

)

(
9

)

(
10

)

(
11

)

(
12

)

(13)

(14)

(1.5)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(
20

)

(
21

)

(
22

)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Translation,

For receipts in hand and for
[

... of the ratified .... [

. . . -clarius coming from
[

As a deduction
[

to a herald similarly
[

to a trumpeter similarly
[

calf’s blood [

to Hero similarly
[

to Spongos similarly
[

to a comedian similarly
[

total 380 drachmae less 55 drachmae 1 obol [

For the feast of Sarapis similarly
[

For a gratuity similarly
[

Dancer’s salary
[

to — similarly
[

to Amoitas for —
[

To Hero for estimated allowance
[

To a rubber down
[

To the doorkeeper of the temple of Sarapis
[

To Sarapion and Amoitas pancratiasts
[

To 3 trainers for estimated allowance
[

To a comedian similarly
[

To a herald similarly
[

Gifts of the dog-headed one
[

To him who rubs down in the men’s quarters
[

To a homerist for estimated allowance
[

To the — of the dancer ' j-

To a reader Sarapas
^

To another homerist
^

To -yllus for estimated allowance
[
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Notes : (a) 1. 2. It is suggested thcTt Aiowcrmv might he a possible reading for the first word of this

line. It would certainly fit in, but there is no evidence in the text, which would indicate it as a certain

reading.

(b) Tifirjfjia in lines 17, 21, 20, 30 has apparently that particular moaning which is attached to it in

P. Grenf. ii, 67, 12, namely that of an estimated allowance in the payment for something done. In the

Grenfell papyrus it is a sum paid over and above the salary contracted for. In the present text howwer it

may merely mean a salary which has been contracted for beforehand and also a sum estimated probably

to include the expenses of the journey. Supporting tliih last ^tatement it sliould bo noticed that all the

payments to which the word is applied are made to people who were in <ill [)robability brought in

from outside.

Having given the text in full with an attempted translation, something must be said as

a commentary upon this puzzling document, which abounds in obscurities. The nature of

the pap}T:us is clear : it is a portion of a series of accounts for certain festivals celebrated at

Oxyrh}Tichus. These accounts contain payments made to people who took part in the festival,

for things used in the festival and for certain customary payments. At line eleven the text

divides into two paids; it is a summary of the previous account, and line twelve starts the

second account, which contains expenses for the festival of Sarapis. Unfortunately neither

text is complete, the first having no longer a beginning and the second no longer an end.

There is however enough left for one to recognize the general similarity of the document to

P. Oxy. 519 and 1050. Both these papyri are accounts for games at 0x\Thynchu3 and in a

few cases the items are the same as in the present text. At the same time it must be borne

in mind that both these texts have a distinctly secular tinge, whereas this present document

can definitely be connected with a religious cult.

As yet the exact interpretation of the first eleven fines is mysterious and unsolved. It

seems clear that the first three fines are some sort of recapitulation of that portion of the

document which immediately preceded the column which forms our text, and give

the amount of receipts in hand. Who they were ratified to or by remains a mystery.

At line four a deduction from these receipts in hand is made. Tempting as the theory is to

make the 55 drachmae 1 obol the amount of the deduction and the 380 drachmae the sum
of the receipts in hand, Professor Hunt remarks that the 55 drachmae 1 obol is too low an

amount at the date at which the papyrus was written, added to which a /cw/zwSo? was an

expensive person to hire. These deductions consist of payments made to various people who
took part in the feast and of a puzzling entry on fine seven, which as yet remains unexplained.

Something more than the sacrifice of a calf must be implied, since the ordinary entry would
be merely a calf without any other additional specification. For the remaining items in this

portion of the text the explanation is simple. Lines five and six are payments made to

people who would take part in any festival; the herald is indeed the complement to the

trumpeter. In connexion with these two entries there is an interesting comparison to be
drawn with P. Oxy. 519, where these two officials again appear in conjunction with one
another. For the remaining items in this section, fines eight, nine and ten, it seems safe to

assume that they are payments made to performers in the games which frequently accom-
panied the festivals. Papyri show that in many cases these performers were hired from
outside and were brought in to add secular gaiety to either civil or religious solemnity^.
Hero and Spongos are probably of this category, and it should be noted that a /cwyawSo?
may mean a man who can do some sort of a '‘turn.”

Line twelve introduces what remains of the second account. The items of it are pay-
ments made to people who took part in, or, as in the case of fine sixteen, may have supplied
something for, the festival of Sarapis. As in the previous accoimt we find that the religious

1
C’f. Oxy. 731, 1025; Lend. 331; P. Flor. 74.

31>-2
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side of the feast was accompanied by secular, athletic and dramatic performances. Athletics

are indicated in lines twenty and twenty-one, where we find payments made to two
pancratiasts and three trainers. Dancing also, which is found in papyri in connexion with

festivals, occurs in lines fourteen and twenty-seven, although the exact meaning of the

latter line has not yet been determined. Dramatic performers on this occasion were a

a:6j/xwSo 9 ,
two homerists and a reader in lines twenty-two, twenty-six, twenty-eight and

twenty-nine; we may add to these the items in lines seventeen and thirty, which probably

indicate performers brought in from outside For the remainder of the entries it may be

said that they represent the ecclesiastical side of the festival
;
in the main they are com-

paratively simple, with the exception of lines eighteen and twenty-five, which are apparently

payments made to certain officers, who probably looked after the office of purification

which in many cases accompanied these festivals. In both of these lines, however, the

translation is a tentative one. Strange as the payment to an official of the temple of the

god whose feast is being celebrated may appear, it is yet in perfect order with the

administration of the Eg}^tian temples. On this occasion the doorkeeper probably took

the ‘^door’ ^ and may have been given something extra in compensation for the extra

work occasioned by the festival and games combined which would attract more devotees

than usual to the sacred precincts.

One line remains to be explained and it is of extraordinary interest
;
line twenty-four

l^^via KvvoiTQv. The word /cu/'wttt?? is rare in papyri and indeed elsewhere. Preisigke does
not give it in his ]Yorterhuchy and the only other occurrence of it in papyri has been brought
to my notice by Mr. A. D. Nock, who has been kind enough to send me numerous references

which have been of great assistance in the writing of this article. In an interesting

magical papyrus text in Pap. Brit. Mus. xlvi, line 256 there is a statement that the blood
of the black dog-headed one (to aljxa rov fiiXavo^ Kvvoi}{7r)ov) shall be shed^. Almost
certainly the reference is to the god Anubis, the dog-headed guardian of Osiris. Anubis
was certainly well known as KvvoKe<f)aXo^^. Apuleius in the famous chapter of the Meta-
morphoses where he describes the Isiac festival records of Anubis as follows : “First came the
dread envoy that goes between the lords of heaven and of the nether world, even Anubis.
Lofty of stature was he and his face seemed now to be black, now golden bright : High he
held his dog-like neck^.” It seems possible therefore that the ^evia kwottov of our text
are some sort of remimeration given to the official who took the part of Anubis in the
festival. Remuneration seems more fikely than a mere salary which would probably be
indicated by kvvomt^. In conclusion to these remarks on this puzzling text, I should like

to say how much I am indebted to Mr. Bell who first suggested that I should edit this

papyrus and who has borne with patience and infinite kindness my constant importunities.

Professor Hunt and Mr. A. D. Nock have also seen the text and made some very useful

suggestions for which I am duly grateful.

^ (6) above. - ty. . Otto, Pnester u. Tenipel ha kellenistiscke/i Agypten^ I, 395 ff.

2 Cf. K. Preisendanz, Payyri Graecae Magicae^ I, 180-198.

^ The following are a few references to Anubis in his capacity as the dog-headed one. The majority will

be found in Th. Hopfner, Forties Historiae Religionis Aegypticae. (1) Antonins, Carm. adi\ Geates, vi, 25,

cf. Migne, Pat. Lat. v, 273. (2) Apuleius, Meiaaiorph, xi, 11. (3) Arnobius, Disput. adv. GeateSy vi, 25.

{4) A\igu.fitiue^ De Cl vitate Dei jii, 14

;

iii, 12. (5) GyimiHj Ad Deiaetidum^l^ i Oarr/i. iv, 32. (6) Diodorus
Siculus, A^f^Xioe^KTj to-ropnc^, I, 87. (7) Firmicius Maternus, Be errore profaaae religionis, 2, 3. (8) Lucan,
Mil, 832. (9) Minucius Felix, Octavius, 2, 22. (10) Proclus, la Rempublicaia, 417. (11) Prudentius,
Carat. Apotheosis, 194-196.

° Cf. H. E. Butler’s translation, ii, 136.
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PAPYRUS SALT 124 (BRIT. MUS. 10055)

By JAEOSLAV CERNY

With Plates xlii-xlvi.

Papyrus Salt 124 in the British Museum, which is now numbered 10055, belongs to

the old acquisitions of our science. It came into the collections of the Museum at the

beginning of the last century along with the considerable collection of Henry Salt, but

remained unknown until 1870, when Chabas published a poor hand-copy of it provided

for him by Birch, together with a translation and a short discussion^. This is the first

and the last appearance of the papyrus in Egyptological literature. Interesting as were

both its grammar and its contents, its influence was restricted to a short summary given

by Erman by way of a description of the life of the Egyptian workmen ^ and to a certain

number of quotations in the Neudgyptische Grammatik of the same scholar, who, however,

apparently worked only with the facsimile published by Chabas. Spiegelberg studied the

original afresh, but owing to the bad preserv^ation of the papyrus, he did not venture to

publish more than a partial translation and a new summary®. Of the rest, Gardiner

finally copied it for the Berlin Dictionary but neither his transcript nor his translation

are available for general use.

When I interested myself in the workmen of the Theban Necropolis, it soon became
apparent to me that no improvements on the text were possible without consulting the

original. Accordingly I made a careful copy in 1924, and re-collated this in 1928, this

time having the valuable help of Professor H. 0. Lange, who was working in the British

Museum at the same time with myself, and who kindly corrected one or two mistakes I

had made in my transcription^. It was he who insisted that I should republish the

papyrus, a task I undertook only after I found that I possessed illustrative material

—

perhaps inaccessible to others—needed to elucidate some of the difficulties presented by
the text, and after Professor Gardiner, with his well-proved kindness, put at my disposal

his own copy, which assured the correctness of my readings. I have also had the

advantage of corresponding about the translation with Professor Lange and have obtained
from him several valuable criticisms. I am very much indebted to Professors Lange and
Gardiner, as well as to Dr. Hall for permission to study the papyrus and to publish it

in this Journal. I do not imagine that my text is final, as there are a few points where
I failed to decipher the original, but I hope that it will at least afford to students the
possibility of improving on my translation.

The papyrus, which is now mounted under glass, measures 38 cm. in height by
62 cm. in length and consists of three sheets gummed together. The gummings are at

^ Chabas and Birch, Plainte coutre \ni malfaiteur daprh an papyrus hiiratique du Musee Britannlqae
in Melanges egyptologiques^ in serie, tome i, 1870, 173-201.

^ Erman-Banke, Agypten und iigyptisches Leben im Altertum^ 142-3,
^ Spiegelberg, Arheiter und Arheiterheivegung im Pharaonenreiche anter den Ramessiden, Strassburg

1895, 11-15.
’

^ The improvements which are due to Professor H. 0. Lange are expressly stated as such in the notes
on the transcription.
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distances of 12 and 40 cm. respectively from the right edge of the recto of the papyrus.

Thus the first sheet is 12 cm. long, the second 27 cm. and the third 23 cm. The central

sheet is complete and we may perhaps assume that the other two were originally of the

same size, i.e., 27 cm. in length. If so, the third must have lost about 4 cm. on the left,

which were probably cut off as blank in mounting the papyrus under glass. This, how-

ever, cannot be
2
)roved, though some loss on the right edge of the first sheet is beyond

all doubt. If my reasoning be right and the loss from this sheet be about 15 cm., this

would confirm my reconstruction of the missing beginnings of the lines of the first

column of the recto.

The papyrus contains four columns, two on each side. The first column of the recto

is incomplete, there being evidently something missing on the right edge. This column

has 21 lines, but at least one line is lost at the end. as is shown bv the context. Besides

this, the last still existing line, the 21st, has considerable lacunae. The second column of

the recto had 22 lines, the last of which is badly damaged. The first column of the verso

has 17 lines, but the last of them has two lacunae, and it is not quite certain that

a further short line is not lost. The second column of the verso, with 7 lines, is intact

and covers only the upper part of the papyrus, the rest of the page having been left

blank.

The length of the lines varies considerably, short lines being unusually numerous. In

the first column of the recto, so far as preserved, it varies between 5 and 27 cm., in the

second the length is about 30 cm. In the first cf>liimn of the verso the shortest line (1. 1)

measures 20 cm. and the longest (1. 17) 35 cm.: the average length of the lines in the

second column of the verso is about 11 cm. The top of the recto corresponds to the

top of the verso.

The papyrus seems to be very thin. It is of a yellowish brown coloxir, rather dark,

and as the ink is relatively pale, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish it from the back-

ground and from the fibres of the papyrus.

The writing is bold and has good forms. Ligatures are rare and the only cursive

groups are those for the words rmt and ^nih-n-nviH, The abbreviating strokes w are found
in and sometimes in the conjunctive mUvj and in the word While the

script is good, the style is very bad. The orthography of the j^apvrus is that used in

the beginning of the Twentieth Dynasty, and the only errors committed by the scribe

are one or two omissions of prepositions.

Even if we had no other indications, I should date the papyrus, by its script, to

the borderline of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties, or in the first half of the

reign of Harnesses III at the latest. There are, however, internal indications which,
combined with what we know from elsewhere, enable us to determine the age of the

papyrus with more certainty. But this point is better deferred until I have given the
translation of the document.

Translation. (See Pis. xlii-xlvi.)

Eecto, page 1.

(1) \Tlie ivorhnmi] Amennahht [says]^:

I am the son of the chief-workman Nebnufer. My father died (2) {and the chief-work-

manY Neferhotep, my brother, [was put] in his place. And the enemy ^ killed Neferhotep

(3) {and [although) I am (?)]^ hts brother, Peneb gave five servants of my father to Preemhab
who was then, Vizier (4) {and he put him in the place^ wy father, although, indeed,

it was not his place. And when the burial of all the kings^ was made, (5) [/ reported {'ll}]
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PeneVs theft of the things of King Sety Merenptah. The list of them: (6) storehouses

of the king Sety Merenptah, which ivere found in his possession after the burial.

(7) and he took away the covering {"ly of his chariot. They cut the hand of^ (8)

the scribe, though (?) he took it at the burial. (9) [ the jive ] of the doors. And they

found the four {of them), but he took away the one. It is in his possession.

(10) \^A7id he stole ihe'\ incense of the ennead of gods of the Necropolis and he divided

it between himself aiid his fellows.

(11) of inb-oi7® of Pharaoh and he took away his wines ayid sat (12) [pyi the

sarcophagus {"{) o/] Pharaoh^^, although he was buried.

(13) [oney^ statue of the Lord having upon it the name of Sety Meren2)tah and they

took themselves and they were seeyi

(14) m(?) the temple of Hathor, and the scribe Kenherkhejwshef confirmed what he

had committed in the te^nple of Ptah, and Peneb (15) [chief- work]man Neferhotep. And
he hacked up^^ the gromid which is sealed^^ in the Place which is hidden'^^.

(16) [And yet he took the oatJi] sdfy tr^®, saying, 1 did not upset a stone in the

neighbourhood of the Place of Pharaoh; so said he.

(17) [Charge concerning going to three{l) tombs{'l)^^ and he stretched his legs^^,

although they{'t) were not his. He was with the ivorhnayi Kenna.

(18) [andi] Peyieb gave soynething to the [scribey^ Kenherkhepeshef ayid he took it

out.

(19) [Charge coyicernmg his robbi7ig{]) YeyeynwYiiv-^ of her garynent ayul he threw^^ her

on the top^^ of the wall and violated (?) her.

(20) [Charge coyicerniy\g\ his venthig his spleeyi (??) upoyi^^ the workynayi Nebyiufer, soyi

of Pe7i7iub, saymg: Brmg lamps (21) gomg with .fisher yyieyi. Ayid he

Recto, page 2.

(1) Charge^^ coyiceryihig this^^: His son fled before hun to the place of the door-keepers

and took an oath by the Lord, sayiyig: I cayinot bear with hmi^'", ayid he said: (2) Peneb

debauched the citizeyiess Tuy, when she was ycife to the workmayi Kenna, he debauched the

citize7iess Huyiro, ivhen she was with Peyidua, (3) Ae debauched the citizeyiess Hunro, when
she was with Hesysenebef; so said his son. And after he had debauched Huyiro, he (4) de-

bauched lYehkhet, her daughter, ayid Apahte, his soyi, also debauched Webkhet.

(5) Charge coyiceryimg his ordermg to the workyyien to cut stoyies on the top of the tvork^^

of Sety Merenptah. They (6) took {theyyi) away to his tomb every day ayid he erected four

colunms m his to7nb of these stones.

(7) And he plimdered the Place of Pharaoh The people 7vho passed 7iear by m the

desert^ saw (8) the stone-cutters, wheyx they were staiidiyig working oyi the top of the ivork of

Pharaoh, and they heard voices. Axid he (9) took away the pick-ao:es^^ of Pharaoh and the

hoe^^ for the work vn his toyyib.

List (10) of the stoyie-cutters who worked for hmi: Apahte, Kasa, Kasa, soyi of Ramose,

Hareynuia, Kenherkhepeshef, (11) Rome, Pushed, soyi of Hah, Nebnakht, Nakhtyyiin, Nebsynen,

Haremuia, son of Beky, (12) Khons, Nakhtyyiin, Piom, Weimufer, Ayiakht, total 16.

(13) Charge coyicerning his carrying off the large chisel of the ivork^^ and breakmg it in

his tomb.

(14) Charge concerning his ruyinmg after the chief-workyyian Neferhotep, my brother,

although it ivas he who reared hiyn. Ayid he closed his (15) doors before him and he took a
stone and broke his doors. Ayid they caused (16) yywi to yvatch Neferhotep, because he said:

I will kill him iii the yiight, and he beat yiine yyicn in that night.
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(17) And the chief-workman NeferJwtep brought a plaint against him before the Vizier

Amenmose and he inflicted punishment upon him. And he brought a plaint against the

Vizier (18) before Mose, and he had him dismissed from the office of Vizier
,
saying: He has

chastised me.

(19) Charge concerning his ordering to the workmen to work on the plaited bed of the

deputy of the temple of Amiln, tvhile their wives (20) ^vove clothes for him^^. And he made

Nebniifer, son of Wazmose, feeder^ of his ox for two whole months.

(21) Charge concerning his saying to the chief-workman Hay: I mil attack you on the

desert and kill you.

(22) Charge concerning his which tvas aynong them{'t). \^And he\

Verso, page 1,

(I) cursed^^ a tomb on the west of the Royal Necropolis, which had^’^ a stele. (2) He
went doivn into the tomb of the workynan Nakhtmiyi and stole the bed (3) which was under

him. He carried off the objects which one gives^ to a dead man^^ and stole them.

(4)

Charge concerning his keeping on continually heating the workmen at a yiight-party^^.

(5)

And he went on the top of the walls and threw bricks oyi the people.

(6)

Charge concerniyig his taking ayi oath by the Lord, saying: If I cause^ the Vizier to

hear my nayne again, he will be dismissed (7) from his office, but I shall become {again)

stone-cutter, so said he. His son did likeivise, saying: He (i.e., the Vizier) (8) steals and does

not leave (anything) in the Royal Necropolis. And see, he would in no way cease to utter

his blusterings^^.

(9) Charge concerning his taking away a large pick-axe^ for splitting stones. And when

they said: It is not there^, and spent (10) one whole month by making search for it, he

brought it and left it behind a large stone.

(II) Charge coyicerning his going to the burial of Henutmire^^ and taking away a

^T-goose^^. (12) And he took an oath by the Lord coyicerning it, saying: It is not in my
possession, but they found it in his house.

(13) Charge concerning his causing me to swear that I should be kept afar from the hnw^"^

of my mother and my father, (14) saying: I will not enter therein. And he sent the workman
Pushed and he began to cry (15) (in) the village, saying: Let no oyie look at anyone of the

family of the chief-workman Nebnufer, (16) when he goes to bring offerings to Amun, their god;

so said he. And when the people went to bring offerings (17) [on thel side they feared

him and he began to throw stones on the servants of the village^^.

Verso, page 2.

(1) Nay, but (such conduct) is indeed unworthy of this office. (2) Ah! he is keeping

well^^ (3) (though) he is like a mad (?) man^^. (4) And (yet) it was he who killed those men

(5) that they might not bring message to Pharaoh. (6) Lo, I have caused the Vizier to hnow

(7)

about his manner (of life).

Notes.

1. (1. 1.) Restore
^ ^ i mJ* the old neuter past relative form dd4n

introducing letters cf. Pap. Louvre 3230, 2. 1 (Journal, xii, 73), Ostr. Berlin 11247, 1,

and especially Abbott, 5. 21, where it stands at the beginning of a letter containing a

complaint and addressed to the Vizier as in our papyrus. The title of Amennakht could
only be rmt-is4, as he was member of a family of the Royal Necropolis workmen.
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2. (1. 2.) Restore perhaps ^ plaintiff

had in mind the definitive function of Neferhotep.

3. (1. 2.) hrwi is hardly a foreign enemy, for this would presuppose an occupa-

tion of Thebes by an hostile army
;
rather a personal enemy of Neferhotep is alluded to,

and perhaps Peneb is meant after all, in which case Neferhotep might be one of the men
who are stated to have been killed by Peneb, verso 2. 4.

4. (1. 3.) Restore ^ j]ij
| ^ or similarly. Amennakht repeats that

he was brother of Neferhotep in order to stress that he himseK ought to have become

chief-workman after his death. Instead of that the office was given to Peneb, who had

bribed the Vizier.

5. (1. 4.) Such a restoration as \mtw-f dit-f r s4 n pn]'i itf would give excellent

sense, but seems too long. Nevertheless something like that must have stood in the text.

6. (1. 4.) The plural of 7isw is meant by the abstract nswi4, as the plural article

shows. From the words r dr^iv it seems that the plaintiff at first intended to accuse

Peneb of thefts committed at the burials of all kings who had died during the time he

was chief-workman. In the sequel, however, Amennakht speaks only of thefts at the

burial of Sety Merenptah. Probably he became aware that Sety Merenptah was the first

or the only Pharaoh who died during the office of Peneb. We know that Peneb became

chief-workman in the reign of Sety Merenptah (Sethos II: cf. below, p. 252).

7. (1. 7.) Hbsi as part of a chariot seems to occur only here.

8. (1. 7.) I take s^d d4 n literally, and imagine that somebody else had been wrongly

punished by cutting off the hand instead of Peneb. This well agrees with the form

iir-tw which could refer to Pharaoh, as it seems that such heavy punishments were

ordered by the king alone {cf. Peet in Journal, x, 125). The native sources do not tell us

anything about the cutting off of the hands of criminals, but the punishment is attested

at least by Diodorus, i, 79. The alternative explanation is to compare scd d4 n with

scd d4 m, which is found Pap. Turin, P.R., Lvii, 2. 3 {cf. Peet, op. cit., 120, note 3), and

to translate '‘they parted with ’’ In this case the impersonal iir4iv is not quite

explicable, as the only person who is referred to in the passage is Peneb.

9. (1. 11.) Jnb from Cyprus,’’ spelt as here, occurs (Anast. iv, 15. 3) in a list of

seven foreign oils together with other articles prepared for a Pharaoh’s journey. The

damaged group at the very beginning of the line is perhaps the remains of the name of

a vase or measure.

10. (1. 12.) The reading Pr-ry is suggested both by the traces and by the deter-

minative of krs.

11. (1. 13.) Restore perhaps ^ ^ ^ By the 3rd plural suffix is meant

Peneb and his fellows.

12. (1. 13.) If the restoration wc twt is right, the w after ms must be the reflexive

pronoun referring to Peneb and his companions. For the reflexive use of ms cf. Gardiner,

Hierat. Texts, p. 18, n. 5.

13. (1. 15.) For 6/ cf. Amenemope, 10. 2, and the references given by Gardiner-

Sethe, Egyptian Letters to the Dead, i, 5, n., p. 15.

14. (1. 15.) For dbc cf. Ostr. Brit. Mus. 5631, 6 {Inscr. Hierat. Char., PL 16).

"Sealed up” means that access was forbidden.

15. (1. 15.) S4 nti imnt is Biban el-Moluk, parallel to the ww n t^ S4 Pr-^i in the

next line {cf. also note 29 below).

16. (1. 16.) Sdf^ tr is a sort of oath known also from Pap. Turin, P.R., XLvii, 3, and

Amenemope, 21. 11. Possibly also Pap. Lee, 1. 1, is to be read fl

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 32
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17. (1. 17.) The restoration which would be the simplest, does not

entirely fill the lacuna. Restore perhaps S J*
18. (1. 17.) One is tempted to see in the usual word for tomb-corridor (on

which c/. Gardiner in Journal^ iv, 137), but this is always used in connexion with the

royal tomb. In our passage, however, the royal tomb seems to be excluded by the

following words although they were not his." which are required only if it is not

a priori impossible that the n-sti in question could belong to Peneb. The lacuna after

ry-5G is too large for m of [rn]tiC'f\ restore perhaps one more vertical stroke.

19. (1. 17.) Z.e., ‘^entered them"

(

?), a meaning of b}ii rd-iri unknown from else-

where.

20. (1. 18.) The space just suffices for
I
jPj.

21. (1. 19.) Restore
ji \j\ ^^r\] This is the only proper name com-

posed with ivnv which is attested among the wives of the Royal Necropolis Avorkmen.

At present we know three wives of that name: 1. the wife of the chief-workman
Neferhotep, father of the chief-workman Nebnufer (she was consequently grandmother
of the plaintiff of our papyrus): 2. the wife of the Avorkman Amemiakht, son of Neben-
maCat; 3. one of unknown relationship. It is not iiupo.ssible that one of them is identical

with Yeyemw^aAv^ of the papyrus under discussion.

22. (1. 19.) Hiv^ is manifestly a new Egyptian spelling of the old

similar spelling of the same verb A\uth the special meaning ^’to Avave,*' Wenamon, 2. 74.

23. (1. 19.) Hr n is the Coptic

24. (1. 20.) Ph.^ ‘nds't, if the reading mis4 be correct, is unknoAvn. It is, hoAA'ever,

difficult to find another part of the body ending Avith .b*, unless it be [ which does
not suit the remains so well. There are several expressions in Avhich pld is connected with
parts of the body [lb, hHi, ht).

25. (2. 1.) ^ and not ^ is the true reading of the group in question for these

reasons: 1. in the only example knoAvn to me, where isml is undubitably construed Avith

r (Pap. Brit. Mus. 10383, 1. 5), the meaning is not “to make a charge against/' but ^‘to

report to'’: 2. ^ with the meaning ‘^charge against" is impossible in such a case as

Pap. Louvre 3226 a, 1. 1 {apud Moller, Hierat. PaJaographie, ii, PI. R at the top),

Avhere ^ ni n bnri rdi4 n n rtjiw Ji^r 40 is to be read: 3, the meaning ‘"charge against”
is also improbable Avhere the group is immediately followed by the"^ statenmnt of the
general circumstances, not of the crime itself, as in the passage under discussion and
Pap. Turin, P.R., lvii, 2, 3, 8, 12; lix, 1; lx, 14.

26. (2. 1.) I see in thus separating pnv from pnj sri the only possible means of

understanding the sentence grammatically. The phrase following pnv must be in

apposition to the demonstratAe pronoun (“this, namely his son fled etc.”)

27. (2. 1.) This meaning of Hir r-hnt is only conjectural.

28. (2. 5.) P/ hikw n Stmnr-n-Pih means, like p^ b^kiv beloAv 2. 8 and b^kw in

2. 13, the king’s tomb in Biban el-iMoluk.

29.

^
(2. 1.) S4 Pr^Ci is the Royal ?sYcropolis (c/. Abbott, 7. 14; Pap. Turin, P.R.,

XLiA
,
1/ ,

Botti-Peet, II Gioruolo dcllci A ccrojjoh

^

PI. 14, 1^ 3. 4). In some cases it mav
be used in the restricted sense of the tomb of the lAing king, as Pr-ry at this epoch still

designates the reigning Pharaoh. Cf. also an unpublished ostr. of the Metrop. Museum
in N. York: (Date)

30. (2. 7.) For w^r4{1) cf. Gardiner,

quotes L., Z)., Ill, 140 b, 3. A further example

Necropoli, PL 14. 5.

Notes on the Story of Sinuhe, 30, who
is found Botti-Peet, II Giornale della
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31. (2, 9.) On Ijvr cf. the note 43 below. The tools used in the work in the Royal
tomb were the king’s property (c/. also verso 1. 9-10).

32. (2. 9.) For krdn cf. Burchardt, Altka^taandiscJie Fremdivorte, Xo. 934. The word
appears in various spellings: 1. krdn. our passage, and Urk., iv, 669; 2. krd, Ostr. Brit.

Mus. 5631, 5; 3. kdn, Ostr. Cairo 25509, verso; 4. Mr, ^ unpublished

Cairo ostr.

33. (2. 13.) 7?/-r bAifr here again indicates the king’s tomb: Botti-Peet, II Giornale

della Necropoli. PL 50, 1: Ostr. Petrie, Xo. 30, vs. 2, py b^kiv n nsiv and
Ostr. Gardiner, Xo. 59. 2. where the workmen in a letter inform the Vizier Xeferronpet:

‘AVe are working p/ ry-r b^kiv c } it Pr-c^ in the great work of Pharaoh.” Cf. also the

text of the Cairo Ostr. 25509, verso, from Biban elAloluk, note 43 below.

34. (2. 20.) Nf: It is difficult to say whether for the deputy or for Peneb.

35. (2. 20.) For ivk? (hic cf. Anast. ii. 7. 5 and Ani, 8. 2; I owe these examples to

Professor Lexa.

36. (vs. 1. 1.) On ?rry cf. Gardiner, Rec. frav., xxxiii, 89; to his reference add
Amenemope, 11. 16 and Ostr. Cairo J. 498S7, 5 (publ Ann. Seri\, xxvii, 200-1).

37. (vs. 1. 1.) For th(‘ preposition r hrd cf. Gardiner. Hierat. Texts, 37^.

38. (vs. 1. 3.) For y/y Aj-ui nil tnitv Ir dit n rmf iwf mwt cf. Abbott, 4. 3: nd'W ihad

n grg-pr nti tu'tw dii-iv ihir.

39. (vs. 1. 3.) Exactly like Coptic pq.uoeTT.

40. (vs. I. L) Flit An n (jrh were, I imagine, night parties with the main purpose of

eating and drinking ])eer. j)crhaps in connexion with certain feasts. Cf. Ostr. Cairo 25234,

where we are told that on a feast of Amenophis I the workmen ‘Axulted before him
during three days of drinking with their children and their wives.” For the expression

smnd n grh, cf. smCi n line nfr. Anthes. Die Felseninschriften von Hatnuh, 47. For m divn,

a particle, cf. Erman, Xetfagypt. Grant rnatik^ § 94, 2.

41. (vs. 1. 6.) The grammar of this, as of nearly all Egyptian oaths, is rather

diflBcult. The starting point for the explanation of the passage is to me the obvious fact

that ^ cannot be. as has been stated [e.g.. Weil, Die Yeziere des PharaonenreicJies,

118), the name of a Vizier, for such a proper name does not exist in Egyptian. For the

translation which I suggest, we must suppose that either 1. dit is inadvertently omitted

by the scribe after mtivA, or 2. it was not necessary to write it out. ellipses occurring

very often in the Late Egyptian oaths. The second alternative seems to be more
probable, for our present oath is not alone of its kind, there being others similarly con-

structed: Ostr. Petrie, Xo. 67 : ‘As Amun lives and as the Ruler lives” (i-o., mtwd)

1 ^
—

"if I(let)elapse

ten days without having given Horinin this garment, it shall be against me as double”
(nc., I shall be obliged to give him two garments)

;
Ostr. Turin, Xo. 9754, vs, (unpublished)

:

“As Amun lives and as the Ruler lives” (let) Athyr elapse

without having compensated (it) to Amenemone, I shall be supposed to have taken it”;

Pap. Turin, P.R. xliii, 10: “If I (let) a

punishment be inflicted upon him” {iirdw cannot be the infinitive which tm would
require). In another oath known to me, however, the dit is expressed (Ostr. Berlin

10655, 3 ff.): ® ^ ^^7 e>f the third

month of summer season elapse without having given twenty {deben) of this copper to

Amenemope, I am liable to one hundred blows and to pay double.”

42. (vs. 1. 8.) This hnr is very probably identical with the similar word T <=> i ^
of uncertain meaning attested in Sallier n, 14. 6=Anast, vii, 11. 5 (cf Burchardt, Altkanaa^

32—2
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mische Fremdivorte, No. 724). Unfortunately all the three pas^ges do not suffice to

establish the exact meaning of the word. For the equation
^ 1

=.,® various

spellings of other words hir in Burchardt, op, at,, Xos. 725-7.

43.

(vs. 1. 9.) The end of hH and the word n are a little doubtful, but the reading

seems certain in view of Ostr. Brit. Mus, 5631, 5 {Inscr,

Hier. Char., PL 18). HH or T '^7^/ is probably identical with Jjnr, which also occurs in

our papyrus (recto 2. 9). The word is very common in the documents of the Theban

Xecropolis. The above expression n sivi inr is perhaps also to be restored in the

following passage of Ostr. Cairo 25509, vs.:

44. (vs. 1. 9.) Bn siv, a negative non-verbal sentence, is interesting. It is the new

Egyptian equivalent of the old mi su\ which, however, did not really exist, as Gunn,

Studies in Egyptian Syntax, 146, has observed. Bn sw qualifying the relative adjective

nti is found, Botti-Peet, II Giornale della Neeropoll, PL 12, 4: ^InlirijCiv pi nti hn siv.

Synonymous with bn siv is Anast. v, 11. 6,

Didst thou not say to him: There is none? or ^ nn ivn, Anast. v. 16. O^SalL i, 6. 6.

Perhaps, however, there is a difference in the use of hn sw and mn : bn siv refers to a

special subject, already named or understood {''he is not'’), while nvi denies generally

the existence of everything (''there is nothing'"),

45. (vs. 1. 11.) Hnw't-mit^-rc was daughter of Sethos I (Gauthier, Le Here des rois,

III, 33).

46. (vs. 1. 11.) Sri4 is very probably a Late Egyptian spelling of the old

sriv (Dr. Keimer kindly informs me that there is at least nothing to contradict this

identification) and occurs also elsewhere, e.g., Anast. iv, 15. 10 and Lansing, 12. 4. Doubt-

less it was a goose which belonged to the burial offerings, not a living bird, but a

mummified one or a wooden model.

47. (vs. 1. 13.) Hri j)i hnw n tn4 mwd pii4 itf must be a technical term for a

special kind of oath, the exact wording of which is given by the following bn ck4 hn. This

seems also to be the opinion of Gardiner {Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr,, xliii, 43, n. 1), who com-

pares hesitatingly our hri with hriv in the oath ^
1094. 10. 8. For hnw cf. the instances quoted, Ann. Serv., xxvii, 194, and add Gardiner-

Sethe, Egyptian Letters to the Dead, viii, 23, n. (p. 24). Ostr. Hood enumerates as belonging

to a property: pr ("estate ’), hnw, C4 ("house”) and m<’hc4 ("tomb'’), and thus separating

hnw from m^hr4 renders improbable my suggestion that hnw means "tomb-chapel.’

One possibility should be considered, namely, that the oath hri pi hnw n tii4 miv4 pii4 itf

is connected with what is said verso 1. 15-16. If so, hmv might be simply the chapel of

the family’s god (cf. pii-iv ntr, vs. 1. 16).

48. (vs. 1. 17.) I can say nothing about the exact nature of the office of bik n pi dmi.

49. (vs. 2. 2.) Wdi so written and determined in view of wdi4, "Horus-eye.”

Cf. the spelling of wdi in the letter formula Pap. B.M. 10375, recto 9:

a, _n o 1
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50. (vs. 2. 3.) Ss written occurs Anast. v, 7. 4 in an obscure and

damaged context, and is perhaps identical with
,
Pap. Bibl Nat. 237, frg. 5,

L 2 (Spiegelberg, Correspondances du tenipf^ des rots prkres, 90). Two more instances are

found in the Pap. Brit. Mus. 10052, 3. 16 and 10. 8, where the word is determined with

which suggests some such meaning as “silly’’ or “mad.”

Commentary.

The pap}Tus contains a series of charges laid, as is clear from the concluding lines

(verso 2. 6-7), before the Vizier. The expression r 7iti recto 1. 1 shows that this has

been done in the form of a letter. However, what we have is not the actual letter, but

rather a mere copy or else the original composition which served as a basis for the

actual letter to the Vizier. For such a supposition there are several reasons. Firstly it

is highly improbable that such a letter would not have been introduced by a long

address enumerating the numerous titles of the Vizier. It is true that Chabas supposed

that this address had been written on a page which is now lost in front of the actual

first column of the recto. But to this we may object that the titles of a Vizier were not

long enough to fill an entire page. If my reasoning be correct, this rules out also the

possibility that our papyrus was the actual letter, which, however, never reached the

hands of the addressee. Moreover, had the Vizier received the letter, he would un-

doubtedly have filed it in his archives, which are, however, completely lost to us. We
must imagine that the papyrus was found, like a considerable part of the Salt collection,

somewhere near Der el-Medinah, perhaps actually in the New Kingdom village of

workers, the ruins of which cover the bottom of the valley of Der ehMedinah. Some-

where here, in a hiding-place, the plaintiff hid the papyrus either in order to copy or

have it copied later, or after having sent a copy to the Vizier.

Before we proceed to the chief person of our papyrus, Peneb, let us discuss briefly

the person and the family of the plaintiff. He introduces himself at the very beginning

of the document as Amennakht, son of the chief-workman Nebnufer and brother of the

chief-workman Neferhotep. The two last named are well known to us from both hiero-

glyphic and hieratic texts. The Theban tomb No. 216 situated at Der el-Medinah

belonged to hri-is4 Nfrhtp, whose father was hri-is4 Nbnfr, and his grandfather another

hri-is4 Nfrhtp. To Nebnufer and Neferhotep the elder belonged the tomb No. 6 which
is just by the side of tomb No. 216. From the texts of these two tombs^ we obtain the

following genealogy of the family

:

chief-workman Neferhotep + his wife
L

^

I

chief-workman Nebnufer + his wife
I

^
1

chief-workman Neferhotep -|- his wife
1

Ji •

It is evident that the son here succeeded the father in the office of chief-workman.

Neferhotep the elder interests us no further; we may merely note that he lived under
Haremhab, as is shown by the inscription of an offering-table, where he is called

I fj,S As to Nebnufer, he must have flourished during the long reign of

1 I quote from my own copies. For the complete bibliography of thede tombs cf, Porter-Moss, Topo-
graphical Bihliography

y

53 and 153.

- Found and published by Bruy^re in his Rapport sur les fouill^s de Delr el-Mtdineh (1923-1924), 45
and PI. 12.
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Ramesses II, or at least a great part of it. When Neferhotep the younger became chief-

workman we cannot say, but in any case it was before the end of the reign of Ramesses II,

for we meet him in this office on an ostracon from year 66 of a king^ who, owing to the

high regnal year, can be no other than Ramesses II. He occurs next many times in

the log-book of the Theban Royal Necropolis recorded on the unpublished Ostraca Car-

narvon, Nos. 402, 401, 403“. They cover consecutive dates from Year 3, fourth month
of the winter season, day 27, to Year 4, third month of the summer season, day 29, the

change of the regnal year being on the day 18, third month of the summer season. In

addition to this we find the chief-workman Neferhotep on two other ostraca of the same
group, Nos. 404 and 400, with dates from the first month of the inundation season,

day 18, to the third month of the same season, day 23, and from the third month of

the winter season, day 2, to the fourth month of the winter season, day 2, respectively;

the regnal year is not given on these two pieces, but from the fact that thev were found
along with the three mentioned previously we may safely assume that they referred to
the year 3 or 4. The king to whom these dates refer is nowhere named, but we have
strong reasons for thinking that it was Siptah, the second successor of Merenptah. At the
beginning of the reign of Sethos II Neferhotep still holds the office of the chief-workman^,
but he must have been already dead in the last year of his reign. Of this we have
indirect but unmistakable proof in the Cairo Ostracon 25515'^. Here a marginal note
written on the verso is dated in the fourth month of the winter season, day 16, of the
year 6, which according to the whole text of the ostracon can only be that of Sethos II.

And this note mentions the chief-workman Peneb. Now the existence of Peneb as chief-
workman implies that Neferhotep was no longer living, as the following consideration
will show. It is well known that the workmen busy in the royal tombs were divided
into two parts or sides, right and ‘‘left respectively. Each side was under a
chief-workman, and consequently there were two of these in all. In the Carnarvon
ostraca the two chief-workmen are Neferhotep and Hay, and it is clear from them that
Neferhotep was at the head of the right side,’’ while his colleague Hay commanded the
left side. As Hay subsequently appears as chief-workman together with Peneb and

is always at the head of the left side, wm must assume that the change has taken place
on the right side, in other words, that Neferhotep w'as succeeded by Peneb, while Hay
remained in his office, being thus subsequently colleague of both Neferhotep and Pen§b^
But we can advance this change by at least one year, ix., to year 5 of Sethos II.
The Ostracon Cairo J. 49887 dated in the year 5 of an unnamed king, deals with some
supposed insults committed against Sethos II, and it seems certain from the contents
that this Pharaoh wms still living, ^.c., that the year 5 is to be assigned to his reign. Since
both Peneb and Ha} occur in this document, it is evident that Peneb became chief-
workman at least as early as the fifth year of Sethos II.

So far as Amennakht, the author of our text, is concerned, our other evidence

1 Obtr. Cairo 25237.

2 I am deeply iiidel>ted to 5[r. Cunn for the coi)ies of tlie^e ostraca and t.) Mr. Carter for the permis-
sion to quote trom them.

" 0.',tr. Metropolitan Mu^^eunl, quoted by Gardiner. Jvv.rual, v, 191. For tlie nest cf. my remarks in
Arm. Serr., xxvil, 199-200.

^ Of the CotaloniM to be published. The ostracon ha. been publi.shed previously by Daresay, Rw.
trar., XXXIV, 30 ff., hut the marginal note in que.'^tion has been omitted by him.

^ Cf. e.g. And. Sen’., xxvir, 196.

In Pap. Salt 124 Hay occurs, recto 2. 21. 7 -puhl. Ann. Sere., xxvii, 200-201.
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bearing on his person must be regarded as somewhat doubtful. In Tomb Xo. 216

at Der el-Medinah, the very tomb which has helped us to establish the genealogy of the

chief-workmen of the family of Xeferhotep. there is on a wall a representation depicting,

so far as preserved, five men adoring Osiris and Anubis^. Of these five the first is

Xeferhotep the younger; then follows his father Xebnufer, and the third is his grand-

father Xeferhotep the elder. Behind Xeferhotep the elder we see the ''royal scribe in the

Place of Truth KenherkhepeshefA who is doubtless identical with the scribe of the same
name occurring twice in our papyrus (1. 14, 18). The inscription accompanying the last

person is unfortunately destroyed in part, and all that is still visible is "'his beloved

brother, the servant in the Place of Truth, Amen.,..", I have shown elsewhere that

persons qualified as ‘'servants in the Place of Truth’* are in reality the workers of the

Theban Royal Xecropolis-, and further it seems legitimate to refer the suffix / in ‘‘his

beloved brother" not to the scribe Kenherkhepe^^hef who immediately precedes, but to

the first person depicted, i.e., Xeferhotep the younger, the owner of the tomb; at least

the suffix / in ''his father*' and '‘father of his father” on the second and third men
surely do refer to him. If we are right in considering the last man as ])rother of Nefer-

hotep the younger, we are very probably justified in restoring his name as Amen[nakht]

and identifying him with our Amennakht.
I can discover no other traces of our Anieunakht. though a workman of this name

often occurs in the ostraca of that period. But the name is so common that having no

precise proof of filiation we remain in doubt as to his identity with our plaintiff.

We can now proceed to deal with the chief-workman Peneb, about whom we have

already ascertained that he became chief-workman in the fifth year of Sethos II at the

latest. Let us ol^serve first that he is never given the title "chief-workman" in our

papyrus. But from the manner in which he could dispose of the workmen we must

suppose that he really was a chief-workman and consequently with a high degree of

probability identical with the man bearing his name and title and occurring in our other

evidence. Moreover, from recto 1. 3-4 it seems to follow, if my conception of this

passage is right, that he gave a bribe to the Vizier, who then appointed him chief-

workman, wrongly of course, since Amennakht had claims to this office, being himself a

member of the family of chief-workmen. It is even possible that Amennakht addressed

his plaint to the Vizier in order to cause him to remove Peneb from his position and to

give it to the rightful claimant.

Peneb began his career evidently by becoming a rmt-is-t, “man of the crew,'* be., a

simple workman. In this function he occurs as early as Year 66 of Harnesses II, on the

Cairo Ostracon 25237, verso, together with his wife Warbet. This document is partly

illegible^ so that we cannot see exactly what was the point at issue. We can only say with

certainty that Peneb and Wa<"bet receive a sJin ''command’* and then take an oath. But

the occurrence of Wa^bet is important, since it helps us to identify this ''workman”

Peneb with the chief-workman of the same name. This latter is found as the "chief of

the crew of Pharaoh in the Place of Truth Peneb” together with his wife Wa^'bet and

his son <"Apahte on a fragment of hieroglyphic inscription discovered by M. Bruyere at

Der el-Medinah^. That Peneb of our papyrus had a son rApahte is stated recto 2. 4.

* Bruyere, Rapport i^ur JesfonlUe^ Deir (1923-1924), r)2, imte , collated).

- Revue cle rEfjyptr anrunoe^ ii, 200-209.

3 I have made a cn refill copy of this document.

^ Published by Bruyere, op. cit., 52.
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The genealogy thus established

Peneb m. Wa^bet
I

1

'

<'Apahte

enables us to find the tomb belonging to the family. It is the tomb No. 211 at Der
el-Medinah^, the inscriptions of which confirm the existence of his wife and his son

named above, and beside this add further members of the family, resulting thus in the

following genealogy:

I

—

son daughter

^ m. X

t 1 I

daughter daughter daughter

(name destroyed)

I

daughter

Of the daughters only one, bears the title nb't pr ^*lady of the house, * being thus
qualified as a married woman. She is undoubtedly identical with the lady of the same
name occurring in a picture of Tomb No. 211 as the wife of a Kasa, who consequently
must be the son-in-law of Peneb, and not his grandfather of the same name.

As to the father of Peneb, Nefersenet, the name seems to be so rare among the
workmen of the Royal Necropolis that we are perhaps entitled to consider all the
persons bearing this name and occurring in the tombs of Der el-Medinah, in the graffiti

on the Theban rocks and on the ostraca, as identical. Thus we find Nefersenet in
Tombs No. 219 and No. 10, the latter dating from the reign of Ramesses II. In the first

he bears the title servant in the Place of Truth, ' while in the second he is depicted still

as a little boy weeping over the mummy of his father. This father is evidently Kasa,
joint owner with Penbuy of Tomb No. 10. Nefersenet occurs also in the hieratic graffito
No. 12.32, copied by the present writer and still unpublished, as father of Peneb. There
is evidence for assigning him to the epoch of Ramesses II in Ostracon Brit. Mus.
5634^. This is dated in the year 40 (or more) of an unnamed king and contains a list

of workmen, among whom ro. 1. 8 names our Nefersenet. The date, year 40, can refer
only to Ramesses II.

Of Peneb the British Museum has two stelae offered to Mersegert, Nos. 272 and 273 ^
The publication has misread the name of the donor as hri is-t m S4 but it is

certain that is to be read. The two stelae name his son ‘‘servant in the Place of
Truth ^'Apahte, while over the names of the other sons they are seemingly in complete
disagreement, the first giving Peneb and Nebmehit, the second Hednakht. There is

however no reason why we should not consider all of them as further sons of the same
person, since we observe that the families of the Necropolis workmen were very numerous.

Being now fully acquainted with the members of the family of Peneb, we may
return to the person of Peneb himself. We find him either alone or with his colleague,
the chief-workman Hay, on the Ostraca in Cairo, of which J. 49887 of the year 5, very
probably of Sethos II, has been already quoted above in connexion with Neferhotep,

1 Unpublished, but a mention by Wiedemann, Proc. Soc. BibL Arch,, viii, 2266.
- Inscriptions in the Hieratic and Demotic Character, Pis. 20 and 21.
3 Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc., in the British Museum, v, PI. 42, and vil, PL 28.
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Others are 25515, which attests Peneb for the last year of Sethos II {cf. above), 25516
(year 6 and year 1, apparently Sethos II and Siptah Sekha^'enrer-setepenre^'), 25517

(year 1), 25518, 25519, 25520 (year not preserved), 25521 (year 1 and 2), 25514 (year not

given).

Nothing is known about the end of Peneb. Our document shows that the charges

which the people of the Eoyal Necropolis made against him were very grave, and if the

Vizier gave credence to them, the punishment inflicted upon Peneb must have been
heavy. We have no means of finding out when this happened. Probably it was in the

reign of Siptah Sekharenre<"-setepenrer, in whose second year we meet Peneb for the last

time on the ostraca. It is unfortunate that we have no documents dating from the last

years of the Nineteenth Dynasty and the first years of Ramesses III, the nearest being an

unpublished Cairo Ostracon and Florence Ostracon 2619. They are from years 12 and
15 respectively: the king is not named, but must be Ramesses III. In both the chief-

workmen in office are Hay and Nekhemmut: Nekhemmut was therefore very probably

the successor of Peneb in the office of chief-workman.

The evidence connected with the viziers in our papyrus points in the same vague way
to the reign of Siptah II or later for the end of Peneb. In Pap. Salt 124 two viziers are

mentioned, neither of which can well be identical with the vizier to whom Amennakht
addressed his plaint. They are Amenmose (recto 2. 17) and Preemhab (recto 1. 3).

Amenmose held this office between Year 8 of Merenptah or later (in this year the Vizier

Pinehas is attested by the Cairo Ostr. 25504) and the death of the chief-workman

Neferhotep (year 5 of Sethos II at the latest), for Preemhab is already named in our

papyrus in connexion with his death. Of considerable interest is the passage recto 2. 18,

where we are told that Peneb made a plaint against the Vizier Amenmose to a person

called Msi, who in consequence removed Amenmose from his office. As the

Vizier was the first person after the king, it is almost certain that Msi who disposed of

Amenmose was one of the last kings of the Nineteenth Dynasty. It has been suggested

by Gardiner {Mes, 14, and apiid Ranke, Zeitschr. f. dg. Spracke, Lviii, 135) that Msi was

a nickname for Ramesses, more precisely Ramesses 11. This supposition is, in view of

what we have found about the chronology of the acting persons of our papyrus, hardly

likely. As it is expressly stated that it was the chief-workman Neferhotep who made
a plaint to the Vizier Amenmose, we may safely assume that these things happened

before Sety II—for, as we saw, Neferhotep must have died during his reign—but after

Merenptah, since there is no evidence that Amenmose was Vizier earlier than the last

years of Merenptah’s reign. Now we know only two kings between Merenptah and

Sety II, namely Amenmose and Siptah I. Of these Siptah I bore no name of which Msi

could reasonably be a contraction or nickname, and so for me there is only one possi-

bility, namely that Msi is a nickname of the king Amenmose. In any case Ramesses

II is too remote for the events recorded in our papyrus; moreover his nickname was

Ssi. To the king Amenmose points perhaps also the scornful manner in which the

name Msi is written, without cartouche and any title or determinative We know
that Amenmose was an usurper {cf. E. Meyer, Gesch. des Altertums, ii, 1, 2nd ed., 580),

and that his memory was by no means respected by posterity^. About Preemhab we

^ Of course these conclusions would hardly be right, should our Msi be identical with
[jj P

^ in

Anast. I, 18, 2, in which case Msi would rather be a general ap]:)ellation for Pharaoh, as Gardiner {Hierfit.

Te,rts, 20^, n. 3) thinks. But it is interesting that in both passages Msi is somebody who is apparently

unfavourably disposed towards the minister of justice.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 33
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only know tiat he was still in office in the first years of Siptah II (Cairo Ostr. 25515).

Looking for the vizier who succeeded Preemhab and who very probably removed

Peneb from the Necropolis, we find that the only vizier attested for the end of the

Nineteenth Dynasty is Hori. WeiD notes several viziers of that name, admitting that

they are possibly identical, but only in the case of one is he able to fix the epoch in

which he lived, namely the reign of Eamesses III. We may add the reign of Setnakht

on the strength of L., D., Texte iii, 224. This points for our Hori to the very beginning

of the Twentieth Dynasty. The other evidence adduced by Weil, namely Pap. Turin,

P.K., xLVii, 10, does not contradict this dating, and is very interesting, since it contains

a mention of the chief-workman Peneb. The above quoted passage of the Turin papyrus
is a plaint which the workman Penranuket laid in Year 29 of Eamesses III before the

authorities of the Theban Eoyal Necropolis, and which concerns among other things

thefts of stones committed somewhere in the neighbourhood of the tomb of Eamesses II.

In XLVii, 10 ff. we read: Hr jptr-tn t? S‘t n Ufl Hri hr ti s4 in inr, dd n-f:Diw c^-n-isd

Pnih 'pHd itf rmt r in mr im^s, which I may tentatively translate as follows: ‘'But you
saw the standpoint of the \ izier Hori concerning the place, where stones were taken off,

when it was said to him: ‘The chief-workman Peneb, my father, caused men to take off

stones therefrom. The passage is not clear, but it seems to me that the plaintiff alludes
here to a judicial case of the epoch of the ^ izier Hori and the chief-workman Peneb, who
are thus associated and consequently contemporary. This quotation would hardly be
conceivable, if the \ izier had not decided that this removal of stones from a royal tomb
was inadmissible. Probably the incident here referred to took place during the final trial

of Peneb, and in this case Hori would be the vizier to whom the plaint of Amennakht
was or was to be addressed. In any case the Turin passage does not prove that Hori
lived until Year 29 of Eamesses III. Moreover the Vizier Hori occurs on some un-
published Cairo ostraca dated in the first year of an unnamed king. Por palaeographical
and other reasons this cannot be Eamesses IV, to whom one would be inclined if the
Vizier Hori had lived at the end of the reign of Eamesses III, but is either Eamesses III
himself or one of his immediate predecessors.

The subordinates of Peneb were r7nt~is4, “men of the crew.” This is clear not only
from numerous documents which have come down to us from the Theban Necropolis and
are now dispersed in various museums and collections, but also from those passages of
our papyrus where Peneb is said to have disposed of the “men of the crew,” namely
2. 5, 2. 19 and vs. 1. 14. These men of the crew” were the workers engaged in work
in the rock-tombs of Biban el-Moluk and Biban el-Harim, i.e„ in the Eoyal Necropolis
at Thebes; and in Pap. Salt hrti “stone-cutter” is directly a synonym for rmt-isd. So
the list of stone-cutters in 2. 10 contains the names of men, who in other documents
are called “men of the crew.” According to verso 1. 7 Peneb when punished by the
Vizier, evidently Amenmose, on account of the charge of Neferhotep, as is clear from
2. 17 and foil., threatened to obtain his own re-appointment as “stone-cutter,” while the
Vizier would be removed from his office.

The workmen mentioned in our papyrus are: rApahte (2. 10, probably identical with
Peneb’s son rApahte 2. 4), rAnakht (2. 12), Wennufer (2. 12), Piom (2. 12), Pashed, son
of Hah (2. 11), Pendua (2. 2), Nebnufer, son of Wazmose (2. 20), Nebnufer, son of
Pennub (1. 20), Nakhtmin (twice named 2. 11 and 12), Nebnakht (2. 11), Nebsmen (2. 11),
Home (2. 11), Haremuia (2. 10, identical with the next?), Haremuia, son of Beky (2. 11),

^ Die Veziere des Pharaone/rreiches^ 109-111
, 113 .
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Hesysenebef (2. 3), Khons (2. 12), Kenna (1. 17 and 2. 2), Kenherkhepeshef (2. 10),

Kasa (2. 10), and Kasa, son of Ramose (2. 10). As has been said, most of them occur in

other documents, mainly ostraca from Biban el-Moluk (Ostraca Carnarvon and Ostraca
Cairo). It would be impossible and useless to enumerate all of them, as they are mostly
unpublished at present^. Nevertheless reference must be made to the list of workmen
compiled with the help of the Cairo Ostracon 25521^. Here we find our ^'Apahte,

^Anakht, one Pushed, Nebnufer son of Wazmose, Haremuia, Khons, Kasa son of

rApahte (evidently identical with the first man of this name in the above list), Nebnufer,
son of Pennub, Hesysenebef and Kenherkhepeshef. The Ostraca Cairo 25514 and 25517
add Kasa son of Ramose, and Rome, J. 49887 adds Wennufer and Nebsmen. Piom occurs

on 25510, Pendua, Nebnakht and Kenna on the unpublished Carnarvon Ostraca. All

these ostraca clearly date from the last ephemeral kings of the Nineteenth Dynasty.
And not only for the names of workmen are they of interest

;
they also confirm some

of the charges against Peneb recorded in the papyrus Salt, So for instance the Ostraca

Cairo 25519 and 25521 tell us that Nebnufer, son of Wazmose, did not work because he

was feeding the ox of Peneb, supporting thus the charge of our papyrus 2. 20, and
both 25517 and 25521 record several workmen who, working for Peneb, neglected their

proper work in the royal tomb. That Peneb employed his subordinates for work of his

own was surely not a heavy crime, and his colleague Hay also did it occasionally. It is

interesting to note that Peneb used not only the workmen of the ‘‘right side’’ of which
he was chief-workman, but also Nebnufer, son of Pennub, Hesysenebef and Kenher-
khepeshef, who, belonging to the “left side^,” were properly under orders of the chief-

workman Hay.

Being thus able to prove the correctness of some of the charges made by Arnennakht,

we must assume that the others, or at least a great part of them, were justified too.

It is unfortunate that we do not know the fate of Peneb and his family. Nor are we
sure that he was actually buried in Tomb No. 211 at Der el-Medinah or that this

tomb is identical with that which he carefully prepared for himself (Pap. Salt recto 2. 6).

For all that remains of Tomb No. 211 is an empty subterranean chamber with

roughly painted inscriptions and representations badly damaged by the water which has

penetrated into the tomb. To judge from the titles which Peneb bears in these inscrip-

tions, the tomb, or at least this part of it, was constructed when Peneb was still a mere
workman. When we read in our papyrus that Peneb erected four stone columns in his

tomb, we must suppose that these columns were in the chapel, which was always con-

structed over the tomb, and which in the case of Tomb No. 211 has completely

disappeared, or that Peneb, after he had become chief-workman, left his old tomb, and
began to construct another, more luxurious, in another part of the Necropolis of Der
el-Medinah. If this second tomb really existed it has not been discovered, or else it has

been so destroyed as to be now unrecognizable.

Allusion has been made above to the strange discrepancy between the primitive style

of the papyrus and its perfect writing and orthography. The plaintiff, who was a mere
workman, can hardly have been able to VTite, and so probably had recourse to a

professional writer, of whom several seem to have been attached to the workmen’s

^ The Cairo Ostraca are to be published before long in the Catalogue geaerale. To this refer the

numbers assigned to them throughout this article
;
only the numbers prehxed by J. are the old numbers

of the Journal d'entree of the Cairo Museum.
- Old number J. 49^66, Ann, Sere., xxvix, 19b-7.

3 Cf, the list given in Ann. Sen\, xxvii, 196-7.

33^2
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village of the Eoyal Necropolis for writing log-books of the work, legal documents,

accounts, etc. It was probably the plaintiff who dictated his charges to the scribe and

was responsible for the clumsy style with its abuse of conjunctives and chronological

disorder. The scribe will have followed his dictation slavishly. This assumption is

supported by a study of the graffiti of the Theban Necropolis, which suggest that the

workmen, or at least most of them, were hardly able to do more than reproduce in

hieroglyphs their names accompanied by the title " servant in the Place of Truth,” with

which they were probably acquainted from the stelae and other funeral monuments

made in the sculptor’s workshop. They were unable to write in hieratic.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
(1927-1928)

By MARCUS N. TOD

In the following Bibliogmphy, which forms a continuation of that published in this Jouniul^ xiii, 247 ff.,

and follows the same plan, I attempt to give a brief survey of books and articles })ublished in 1927 and
1928.

The useful, not to say indispensable, Snunnelhach^ inaugurated by F. PreIsigke, has made substantial

progress: the most recent instalment, edited by F. Bilabel, completes the third volume and contains

445 documents, together with indexes, adelend.i and corrigenda to the whole volume ( Samnidhuch yriech-

ischer Urkiiaden au^ Agi}i>Hii^ III, 2, Berlin, 1927
; cf. the review by Hombert, iuu\ Beige Phil. Hist.^

VII, 1515 f.). The new halt-volume of E. Mayser's Gruhiniatik der griechisehen Papgri axis der Ptolenuierzeitj

referred to in my last Bibliography, Inu'^ l>eeu reviewed by G. Ghedini [Aegyptas^ viii, 361 ff.) and by
H. Meltzer {Indogena. Forschungen^ xLvi, 290 ff.}. E. Bickermann has used the evidence of inscriptions

and papyri to determine the meaning of the title do-ros’ in Graeco-Roman Egypt and the position of those

who bore it: he concludes that the doroi are Alexandrians, who, belonging to the denies, enjoyed the

fullest political and civil rights {Rev. PhiloL^ l, 362 ff.). Among the documents appended to F. F. Abbott
and A. G. Johnson's Afuiiicipal Adynixiistration in th<> Roman Empire (Princeton, 1926) are forty-five from

three of these are inscriptions, r/c. the edicts of Vergiluis Capito, a.d. 49 (No, 163^Ditten-
BERGER, O.O.I.S.j 665), of L. Lusius Geta, a.d. 54 (No. 164 = Dittenberger, O.G.I.S., 664), and of Tiberius

Julius Alexander, A.D. 68 (No. 165 = Dittenberger, O.GJ.S., 669). F. IlEioHELHEiii has added to the

value of his prosopography of the foreign population in the Ptolemaic empire by the publication of a con-

siderable list of additions and corrections {Arch. Pap., ix, 47 ff.).

J. Zingerle and A. Wilhelm have examined a fragmentary epitaph from Alexandria {So uimelhvch,

5042) : the former, adducing numerous examples of the metathesis of letters or syllables in Greek in-

scriptions, seeks to show that the concluding letters oveBrfkaaas are written in error for ov€\a6r]rra£

= ovTfXarrjo-as {Glotta, xiii, 162 ff.), while the latter offers a much more straightforward explanation of the

puzzle, writing (with K. Wessely, Literuturztg., 1913, 78) hv i6i]\acTa^, ‘‘whom thou didst suckle,”

and regarding the memorial as erected to a nurse V>y her children and a foster-.son [Glotta, xvi, 274 ff.).

In a metrical inscription on an Alexandrian cenotaph {Bam/iielhach, 4313) of the first or second century

of our era, Zingerle regards ^ao-eco? as a mistaken writing for (Ta(f)€o)£ {Glotta, xiii, 162),

I need not here linger over C. Lagier’s work on the Rosetta Stone {Autoiir de la pierre de Rosdte,

Brussels, 1927), for, valuable as it is, it approaches the monument from the standpoint of its contribution

to the decipherment of the Egyptian hieroglyphic script and does not deal directly with the Greek text.

Among recent accessions to the Cairo Museum, published by G. Lef1:bvre (J/dg Serv. xxviii, 36 f.),

IS the limestone base of an alabaster statuette of the Ptolemaic age, found at Koin Sauhour and bearing

an inscription recording its subject and dedicator. J. Zingerle has dealt very fully with the difficulties

involved in the restoration and interpretation of an imperfectly preserved metrical epitaph {^Sammelhach,

5829) from Terenuthis in the Delta {Jahreshefte, xxiii, Beiblatt, 394 tf.).

C. C. Edgar has published, and illustrated by an admirable photogiMph, another metrical epitaph of

the Roman period found at Sakkarah : it consists of eight elegiac couplets and takes the form of a dialogue

between the stone lion, which once surmounted the grave-stele, and the passer-by, in which are several

echoes of epigrams of Antipater Sidonius {Ann. Sere., xxvii, 31 f.).

The trilingual stele discovered in 1923 at Tell el-Maskhutah, near xlbu Suwer, and now preserved in

the Cairo Museum (cf. Journal, xi, 328
;

xiii, 248), continues to attract attention. H. Sottas, in a series

of ‘‘Notes complemeiitaires sur le decret eu rhonneur de Ptoleinee lY," admits the value of the con-

tribution made by W. Spiegelberg to the interpretation of the inscription, but discusses in detail some
points of partial or entire disagreement: in an appendix he adds a French translation of the document
{Rev. Eg, Anc., i, 230 ff). W. Otto has discussed further the historical value of the decree in an excursus
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to his ‘‘Beitrage zur Seleukidengeschichte des 3. Jahrh. v, Chr.’^ (Abhandlungen d. Bayer, Alcad. d, Wissen-

sekaften, Philos.-philol. u. hist. Klasse, xxxiv, 1, 80 flp.), and E, Cavaignac has dealt with the Eleazar

named in it {Rev. Eg. Anc.^ ii, 55).

J. ZiNGERLE has discussed a votive epigram {Sammelhuck, 4279 = 7. G, Rom., I, 115?) from the quarries

of Gebel Tukh, near Ptolemais, and proposes to see in the word AT PH Cl 01 (1. 3), variously, yet always

unsatisfactorily, emended, a corruption of Kaa-Tpijcrioi

:

the viceroy, he thinks, granted the services of some

of the garrison troops for quarrying, and so lightened the burden resting on the citizens {A?xAiv f. Papy-

msforschn/ig^ ix, 5ff.). N. Aim^-Giron has independently made {Ann. Serv.^ xxvii, 48) the same correction

in his interpretation of a trilingual inscription of Denderah which I suggested in my last Bibliography

{Journal^ xiii, 249, note 1). B. A. van Groningen has given a restored text of a dedication from C^optos

{Sammelhuck, 5074), erected in a.d. 223/4 by one who had served as vTroyvpvao-iapxos and as 'eWtjvoSUtjs

of the seventh “Olympian games,” celebrated at Alexandria in a.d. 200 {3fne/nosyne, lv, 263ft’.; cf. Rev.

Archeol., xxviii, 383).

J. BaillePs monumental collection of graffiti from the tombs of the kings at Thebes (cf. Journal, xiii,

249) continues to evoke interest and to stimulate study. G. Sedre devotes a valuable review to the work

{Journal des Savants, 1927, 168 fif., 262 flf,, 307 ft*.) and elsewhere combines a general survey of its contents

with a detailed examination of the nineteen Greek metrical impromptus which it contains, inteiq^reting

their meaning and in some cases emending their texts {Rev. Et. Anc., xxix, 341 ft'.). Baillet himself has

dealt, in an interesting lecture, with the twenty -five or more visitors to the tombs who describe themselves

as larpol, suggesting possible connexions or identifications with doctors known to us from literary sources,

notably the works of Galen and Aetius {Me'moires de la Societe Agriculture, Sciences, Belles-Lettres et

Arts d^Orleans, XX, 39 ft.). P. Graindor discusses the two graffiti (Baillet, hucr., 1265, 1889 = Ditten-

berger, O.G.I.S., 720, 721 ; cf. Journal, ix, 237 f.) recording the pre.sence, in a.d. 326, of the Athenian

Nicagoras, son of Minucianus, 6 ^E\iV(TivL<nv, in one of which he ex])resses gratitude to the

Emperor Constantine, to whom he owed the opportunity of visiting the Syringes : Graindor argues that

it was not as the occupant of an important priesthood but as a talented orator, a distinguished philosopher

and an Athenian that Nicagoras received from the Emperor a subsidy or other facilities enabling him to

travel in Egypt {Byzantion, iil_, 209 ff.).

Among the monuments recently added to the Cairo Museum and described by G. Lef^bvre are a

stele found in the Oasis of Dakhleh, twenty kilometres S.^y. of El-Kasr, adorned with reliefs, hieroglyphic

texts and a Greek inscription dated 27th December, a.d. 78, and a Byzantine text, probably of the sixth

century, from a mound close to the temple of Aswan, commemorating the construction of part of the fortifi-

cations of Syene {Ann. Serv., xxviii, 29 ft*.).

In the course of the excavations carried on in 1926 at Medamud under the auspices of the French

Institute of Oriental Archaeology, eight Greek inscriptions on stone were discovered, as well as a number
of inscribed lamps. These have been published by E. Drioton and include {a) a stele dated 30th March,

105 B.C., recording the prayer UpaKXijs oX[^tjo^to? bolr} rois ck Tovtttjwv lepeu(r[i], followed by the

names and patronymics of the twelve dedicators; {b) an inscription erected in honour of a oTparrjybs koI

rrdrpcoy rov vopov by one who held several financial posts
;

(c) a dedication XtjtoI dea peydkp, and {d) a

votive text set up on 1 /th October, a.d. 291, Oew /xeyiorw by one who was elprjvapx^s tov vopov {Fouilles de

Vlast. Fr. d^Arch. Or. (1926): Rapports Prelirninaires, iv, 2, 72 ff.. Nos. 412-419; cf. F. Bisson de la

Roque, op. cit., iv, 1, 76 ft*.). A further fragmentary Greek inscription was brought to light in the ex-

cavations of 1927 (F. Bisson de la Roque and J. J, CukRE, op. cit., v, 149, No. 480).

A popular account of the trilingual stele of C. Cornelius Gallus found at Philae, published by
A. Dupouy in the Paris Figaro of 25th February, 1928, has been reprinted in the Chronique JEgypte,
III, 194 ff. J. ZiNGERLE has examined a votive epigram from Philae (7. G. Roni., i, 1299), dating probably

from A.D. 144, and has interpreted the enigmatic TropTrav as equivalent to purpurarn {Arcklv f. Papyrus-

forschung, ix, 10 fif), while U. M ilcken has dealt in an appended note {ibid., 13 f.) with the question of

the date and with the person of the military tribune Sabinus, with special reference to two inscriptions

of Talmis {Sammelbuch, 4603, 4616).

In the little church of *Abd el-Gadir, near the Second Cataract, de.scribed by F. Ll. Griffith, are a

number of Greek legends, painted in red and black and relating to painted figures, as well as twelve

ancient gi'affiti partly in bad Greek and partly in a mixture of Greek and Nubian [Liverpool Annals, xv,

63 fif, Pis. xxix-xxxi, xliv), J. W . Crowfoot has published five epitaphs from Nubia, of which four were
found in Dongola province and one on an island a little upstream of Wad! Haifa {Journal, xiii, 226 fif):
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one bears the date a.d. 858, and the latest, badly written and full of mistakes, must be assigned to about
A.D. 1080.

A well known inscription of Adiilis (Dittenberger, O.G.LS., 54) has been re-examined by W. Otto in

connexion with his researches into the history of the Seleucids in the third century b.c. {Ahkandhoigai d.

Eager. Akad. d. \ymei\schaften^ Philos.-philol. u. hist. Klasse, xxxiv, 1, 51, 63 ft'.).

T. KozMINE-BorozdinE has published a photograph of a Christian grave-stele from Egypt, now in

the Mu.'^eum of Fine Arts at Moscow, bearing a relief and a brief epitaph {Zkiz/i^ Aluzea, ir, 13), and
A. VoGLiAXo has proposed alternative emendations in the reading of a funerary epigram now in the
collection at Braunsberg {Athenaeum, i, 262 f.; e/. S. be Ricci, Rec. Epigr,, i, 145, A. Vogliano, Rendic.

deW 1st. Lombardo, xlviii, 689 f.).

It will not, I hope, be deemed irrelevant if I close this Bibliography with a brief account of several

inscriptions found beyond the confines of Egypt and Xubia but relating to the cult of the Egyptian deities.

Among the inscriptions from Thespiae and the Vale of the Pluses published by A. Plassart is a

dedication to Serapis, Isis and Anubis {BE.tL, L, 425 f., Xo. 48). The fruitful excavations recently carried

on in Thasos by the French School at Athens led to the discovery, in June, 1924, of an interesting second-

century resolution of a guild of SapaTriao-rai, which has been editetl by H. Seyrig
;

it directs that the title

of iTTcovvfxos be put up to auction, and determines the privileges and the duties which its tenure should

involve. The document closes with the name of the purchaser, the price paid (ninety-six drachmas) and
a list of the members {B.C.H., li, 219 fif, 373). At Cyme, on the Aeolic coast of Asia Minor, several texts

were unearthed in 1925 among the ruins of the temple of Isis. These have been published by A. Salac

{B.C.H., LI, 378 ftl, Xos. 3-6), and comprise (a) a dedication to Isis, dating from the second century of our

era
; (5) a fragment of a votive inscription addressed, perhaps, to Isis and Osiris

;
(c) an inscribed ushabti

dating from the early sixth century B.c., and {d) a perfectly preserved copy of the prose hymn to Isis, of

which a portion was already known from los {I.G., xii, 5, 14 and p. 217) and a metrical paraphrase from

Paros {I.G., xir, 5, 739). Among the series of remarkable inscriptions which have rewarded the Italian

excavators of Gyrene is the opening part of an iambic version of the hymn to Isis, dedicated to Isis and

Serapis in a.d. 103, and erected in the Iseum on the acropolis. It has been published by G. Oliverio

{Notiziario Archeologieo, iv, 207 fti) together with a mutilated epigi-am in elegiac verse, the Isiac character

of which is, however, doubtful {cf. F. Hiller von GAERTRiNGEN’fi restoration in Riv. Filol
,
lvi, 415).

J. Keil’s excavation at Ephesus in 1926 brought to light, inter alia, a dedication of a statue of Caracalla

by one who erected it rots eVi Seov fiov NetXov Sapamdi 6vov(rir, which aids in the identification of the site

of the Ephesian sanctuary of the Egyptian gods {Jahreshefte, xxiii, Beiblatt, 268). Finally, L. Robert

has suggested an improved restoration of a passage in the Prienian regulation {Inschr. i\ Prieue, 195)

relative to the cult of those same deities {Rev. Et. Gr., xl, 220 ft’.).
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By DE lacy O’LEAEY

I. Biblical,

{a) Old Testament.

H. A. Sanders and C. Schmidt, Minor Prophets in the Freer Collection and the Berlin Fragment oj

Genesis, N.Y. (1927), xiii + 436, 7 plates, has been reviewed by A. Calderini in Aeggptus, ix (1928), 164-5,

by F. G. Kenyon in Journal (1928), 329-30, by H. St. J. Thackeray in J.T.H., xxx (1929), 218-9, and by

P. Thomsen in Phil. Woch. (1928), 1185-7.

W. Till, Die aehviimische Version der XII khiuen Propheten, Copenhagen (1927), xxxii + 151, has been

reviewed by AV. E. Crcm in xxix (1928), 207-11, who points out that T. assumes a SaCidic version

between the Akhmimic and the Greek. It has been reviewed also by F. Ll. Griffith in Journal (1928),

332, by J. Leipoldt in O.L.Z. (1929), 346-7, more briefly by A. C(alderini) in Af^gyptus, viii (1927), 382.

The projected work of Bdrmester-Djevaud (cf. Journal, 1927, 251) is considered by A, in Rev. Bihl.

(1927), 308. Their edition of the Boh. Psalter (cf. Journal, 1927, 251) is reviewed by A, A'itti in Biblica,

IX (1928), 243-4, and by H. Junker in Wiener Z. f. d. Kv/nde des AIorgenL, xxxiv (1927), 290.

G. P. G. SoBHY, The Book of the Proverbs of Solomon hi the Dialect of Upper Egypt, Cairo, published

by the Univ. of Egypt, printed el Shams Office (preface dated 1927), 3594-4, is from a codex discovered in

the hills of Old Cairo; the text of Proverbs occupies i)ages 164-359, the first chapter, which is very

illegible, is completed from the text published by Ciasca. The editor suggests that it is of the 6th cent.

It forms a useful and interesting addition to tlie Sa^idic texts of the O.T. Congratulations are due to

Dr. Sobhy and to the Egyptian University for this further evidence of the efforts made to encourage the

study of Coptic in its native land.

A. ATtti, Le varianti del Salterio hoairico del Cod. Vat. Copt, o, appears in Biblica, ix (1928), 341-9.

(5) New Testarn en t.

M. J. Lagrange, Un nouveau papyrus contenant un fragment des Actes, appears in Rev. Bib. (1927),

549-60.

A. C. Clark, The Michigan fragments of the Acts, in J.T.S.. xxix (1927), 18-29: these deal with the

papyrus bought by the Univ. of Michigan in 1924 (Alichigaii pap. 1571), Acts xviii. 27-xix. 16, and so

H. A. Sanders, A papyrus fragment of Acts in the Michigan collection, in Hare. Th. R., xx (1927), 1-19.

Very full examination and notes in Lagrange’s article.

J. H. Ropes and AA^. H. P. Hatch, The Vulgate, Peshitto, Sahidic, and Bohairic Versions of Acts and

the Greek MSS., in Harv. Th. R., xx (1928), 69-95, is an essay in the application of statistical methods to

textual criticism. In dealing with the Sa iridic text the conclusion is reached that this text is nearer to the

old uncials (B, X, A, C, 81) than the Vulgate, and closer to B than is the case with the Pesh. and Boh.

There is in the Sa^'idic the presence of ‘‘a considerable (though for the most part intrinsically uninteresting)

‘AA^estern’ element, absent in the Bohairic” (p. 87). The Boh. is probably not earlier than the 7th cent.,

but is not afiected by the Antiochian standardized text. Generally, the readings peculiar to N are

unpopular in all versions.

The writers maintain that the A’^ulgate is independent of the Antiochian, in opposition to the theories

of AA^ordbWorth and AA^hite. A noteworthy comment occurs at the conclusion : "‘the study of these figures

has impressed upon us anew the extreme difficulty of the use of statistics in textual criticism ” (p. 95).

11. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc,

{a) Old Testament Apocrypha.

A Nenc Jeremiah Apocyphon a])pears in AIingana and Rendel Harris, Woodhrooke Studies, fasc. il, in

Bull, of Joh. Rylands Lihr., xi (1927), 329-437. Pp. 329-52 give a general introduction to this document

and to the Neiv Life of John Baptist (cf. below). The work is in Syriac, but appears to be a translation

from a Coptic text {cf. notes on New Life of J.B.). Preface by Dr. Alingana (352-3), transl, (353-95), and

text (396—137).
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G. H. Bos, The Teitament of Ahraham. Bond., 1927, 125. The appendix contains a translation of the
Coptic version of the “Te.stament of Isaac and .Jacob '’ by S. Gaselee. It has been reviewed by J Behm
in 0,L,Z. (1928), 848-9.

(5) Nev: Testament Apocrypha.

Mingana-Rendel Harris, M oodhrookc fasc, ii, in Hull. *Tok. Hylands JLlbr.j xi (1927 ^ 329—
498, contains a iVeic Lift of John Baptist, general introduction (329-52) showing the Egy

2)tian origin of the
text which is in Syriac but gives the name of a Coptic month in the narrative [cf imte 3 on p.°453, and
note 1 on p. 461); the author claims to be Sorapion who was ordained by Timothy of Alexandria (380-5)
and was bishop in Egypt under Theophilus {385-412}; Serapion claims to have brought the relics of John
the Baptist to Alexandria. Editors preface (438-9), translation (439-64 1

,
text (46o-96\ facsim. (497-8

c

Fasc. IV of the same, in BidL J. Ryl Lib., xii (1928), 411-580, contains (i) Lament of the Virgin^
introd. by Mingana, who gives traii^h of Kevillout, Evang. des dovze aphtres {P.O., ii, 169-74) : 459-88
Syriac text and trs. This Syriac text is closely related to the Coptic of the ‘MJospel of tlie Twelve" and
supplies lacunae in it. (ii) Martyrdom of HUad, introd. by Mingana (489-530), text (531-S0(. Both of
these are ascribed to Cyriacus of Oxyrhynchus, they are obviously from a Coptic source and complete the
fragmentary Coptic texts hitherto availaMe. The Arabic text is already edited and published by (hiltier.

The ^Voodbrooke itMudies have been reviewed in the Expository TLnes iT928t, 202-3, without reference to
the Coptic kinship, by D. H. D. in R. Benedictine, xl (1928), 272, and by R. Strothmann in Tk. L.Z. liii

(1928), 518.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Lcs textcs palifnpsestes de B.M. Or. 8S02, in Muse'on, xli (1928), 225-47, gives the
text and trs. of 6 leaves, with introductory note. Of these 1, 2, 4 are fragments of an apocryphal narrative

of SS. Peter and Paul; fo. 3 contains part of an homily on Mt. v. 23-4, and 2 Cor. xiii. 11 ;
whilj^t fo. 5

gives the end of an edifying story about the conversion of a sinner, and fo. 6 contains a sort of gnostic

commentary on Philipp, ii. 6-11.

The Dent. L.Z. (1929), 587-8, gives an account of C. Schmidt’s text of the ^‘Acta Pauli” recently

brought to Berlin as well as the important Fayyumic biblical papyri. On these more detail appears in

C. Schmidt, Neue Frernde zur den alien IIPASEIS IIAYAOY, in the Berlin. Akad. Bitzungsberichte (1929)

Phil.-Hist. Klasse, vii, 176-83.

(c) Gnosticism, etc.

A. PuECH, Histoire de la Litteratvre Grecgue chretienne, Paris (1928), 2 vols., (i) 500, (ii) 668, contains

a section on gnosticism (ii, 235-59) without, however, any great emphasis upon Egypt and necessarily

without reference to Coptic literature.

L. Cerfaux, La gnose simonienne, appears in R. Sri, Relig., xv (1925), 489-511
;
xvi (1926), 5-20,

265-85.

P. Hendrix, De Alexandrijnsche Haeresvirch Basilides (cf. Journal, 1927, 252), is briefly noticed by

A. E. in Byz. Z. (1927), 450, more fully by Leisegaxg in Phil. Woch. (1927), 306-7.

We have already noted (above) the fragment of a gnostic commentary on Philipp, ii. 6->ll, contained in

B.Al. Or. 8802 and published by van Lantschoot. It seems possible that this fragment may have belonged

to the apocryphal acta of SS. Peter and Paul contained in other leaves (1, 2, 4) of this AIS.

C. Schmidt, Pistis Sophia (cf. Journal, 1925, 321), has been reviewed by A. VixTi in Biblica (1928),

108-10.

{d) Manicheeism.

G. Bardy, Manicheisrne, appears in Diet, dc Theol. Cath., fasc. 75-7 (1926), 1841-95.

E. Waldschmidt-W. Lentz, Die Stellung Jesu in dem Mftnichaismus, Berlin (1926), 131, 4 illust., is

reviewed by A. AL eillet) in Bull, de la Soc. de Linguist, de Paris (1927), 100-1.

III. Liturgical.
(r/) Euchologion.

G. AIercati, Un frammento della litnrgin Clementina su papiro, in Aegyptus, viii (1927), 40-42, gives

a passage from P. Rainer 19937 which proves to be the 'LAnte Sanctus” of Apost. Co'nst., viii, xii, 6-7

(ed. Funk, i, 496;. Brief notice by F. Z. in Byz. Z, (1927), 427.

H. Lietzmann, Ein liturgischer Papyrm fles Berliner Museums, in Festgahe f A. JuUcher zuin 70.

Gehurtstag, Tubingen (1927), 213-28. The Papyrus is Berlin P. 13918 and Heidelberg P. graec. 2: the

contents give liturgical prayers from the latter part of the mas.s.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv. 34
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W. H. P, Hatch, Three liturgical fragments from the Wadi Xatrua and an nnpuhlished Greek inscrip-

tion from ^Amman^ in Annual of the Amer, Schools of Orient Res,^ vi (1925-6), 94-104. The first of these

fragments is from the Euchologion.

M. Akdrieu et P. Collomp, Fragments sur papyrus de Vanaphore de 8, Marc, appears in R. Sci. Rel.

Univ. Strasb., viir (1928), 489-515.

[h) Synaxarium.

R. Basset, Synaxaire Jacobite Copte^ in the Patrologia Orientalis receives its completion by the

publication of additions, corrections, and very full indices of names of peo23le and places, a work on which

the lamented editor was engaged at the moment when overtaken by the illness which terminated in his

death. This appears in P.O., xx (1929), 741-89.

The close relation between the Egj^ptian Jacobite Synaxarium and that of the Ethiojjic church

necessarily draws attention to E. A. TV. Budge, Book of the Saints of the Ethiopian Church: a translation

of the Ethiopic Synaxarium.,from MSS. Or. 660 and 661 in the Brit. Mus., Camb. (1928), 4 vols., intro-

ductions (i) Ixxxvii, (ii) xviii, (iii) xvi, (iv) xviii, the text (1.333 pages) numbered continuously, (i) 1-308,

(ii) -660, (iii) -953, (iv) -1333. It has been reviewed by A. W. in J. Afr. Soc. ^1928), 418-9, a review of

rather vague character.

(c) Hymns.

TV. H. P. Hatch, Three Liturgical Fragments (cf above), contains, as fragments 2 and 3, portions of the

Theotokia for Sunday and TVednesday respectively.

C. DEL Grakde, Litvrgiae preces hyrnni Christianorum e papyris coUecti, Neaj>oli (1028), 39, is reviewed
by J. Leipoldt in O.L.Z. (1929), 366, and by J. Kroll in Gnomon (1929), 30-.35.

D. O’Leary, Difndr, Part ii, Lond, (1928), viii + 119, gives the months of Tubeh, Amshir, Barmahat,
and Barmudah, from the Vatican Codex Copt. Borgia 59. It has been reviewed by M. A, Murray in Anc.
Egypt (1928), 30. Part I (cf. Journal, 1926, 307) is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in An. Bol, xlv (1927),
156-8: Part n, by S. Gaselee in Bull. Sch. Or. Stud. (1928), 172-3, by TV. E. Crum in J.R.A.S. (1928),
977-9, and by P. P(eeters) in An. BoL, xlvi (1928).

The article, Eymnology of the Orthodox Church, in Bible Lands, vii (1928), 902-9, gives an outline of
Greek hymnology: it has an indirect bearing on Coptic religious poetry which, as Junker has showm,
followed Byzantine models.

Music has distinct bearing upon the form and composition of hymns and in this field much can be
learned from Byzantine music. Hence it is opportune to notice E. TVellesz, Byzantinische Musik, Breslau
(1927), 79, 16 plates: it has been reviewed by H. J. T\L Tillyard in Byz. Z., xxvii (1927), 376-7.

H. J. TV. Tillyard, A Canon by Saint Cosmas, in Byz. Z., xxviii (1928), 25-37, has a general bearing
on Byzantine music.

{d) General.

The important edition of Abu 1-Barakat>s “Lamp of Darkness,” edited bv Dom L. Villecourt, Mgr.
E. Tisserast, and M. G. Wiet, appears in P.O., xx (1928), faso. iv, 597-734. This gives an introduction
(o9i-618) and chapters i, ii of the text, (i) dealing with Christian doctrine and the leading Christian sects,
(ii) with the Nicene Creed, both largely compilations. The liturgical material follows later. H. Musieb,
La Scala copte U de la Bibl. Nat. de Paris, (i) Transcription, is announced as vol. li of the Bibl. d'itvdes
Copies of the Instim Fran<;ais d'Arch. Orientale du Caire, but has not yet appeared.

IV. Chchch Literature and Theology.
(«) Patres Apostolici.

(19f7U?7-a^^‘'”°'''‘"’
papiraceo del Pastore di Erma, appears in Bilpchiu, xxx

C'AJiPBELL Bonner, A nexu fragment of the Shepherd of Hermas, in Harvard Th. R., xx (1927), 105-16,
deals with tlie same, a passage from Michigan pap. 44, H.

A ^xxTmoS fZpl T Eecleriastical Tradition of Egypt, inH 1 77, R XXI (-19-8) 147-61, is largely concerned with the li.st of the apostles in the “Ap^tolicChurch Order, and with the Egyptian idea that Peter and Cephas were two diffLent persons
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{b) Later Patristic Writings.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Lpttre de S. Atkanase an, sujet de Tumour et de la tempera ace., in Mvseon^ XL (1927),

265-92, gives a text (Sa<^idic) not found in the Greek, from B.M. Or. 8802, of the same codex as B.M. Or.

3581 (A), 13, Paris copte 13P, 37, 67, J. Rylands 62, 85 and Clar. P. 25.

Th. Lefort, Lt ^^de cirginitate^' de S. Cltment ou de S. Athaaase^ in Museon^ XL 0^27), 249-64, gives

a text from Paris copte 13P, 2-7.

G. Bardy, Clenieitt d^Alex. (cf. Journal^ 1927, 255), Ls reviewed by J. SniON in Bui. (1928), 165-6:

and by J. Lebretox in R.S.R., xvii (1927), 351-2.

H. St. j. Thackeray, A papgras scrap of Patristic Writijig^ in J.r.>S'., xxx (1929), 179-90 (one fac-

simile) gives a fragment which the editor suggests may be from Clement of Alexandria.

J. Zellinger, Studiea zn iieveriatt von Gabala, Munster (1926), viii4'182, only cites titles of Coptic

homilies except two fragments of a homily on St. Michael
(
= BH0. 761), trans. by VT. Hengsteuberg, which

the writer says is .spurious. But Pierpont ^Morgan, lii, xxv, 2, 3, 5, gives four complete homilies which

seem to have escaped Z.\s notice, and the homily on Christmas in Paris copte 13P, 30 might have been

added. On account of this defecti^e information about the Coptic versions the work is reviewed unfavour-

ably by J, Simon in J/n Z?o^., XLV (1927), 382-4. It is also reviewed by R. Draguet in R.II. A\‘c7., xxiv

(1928), 148-150.

F. Andres, Die Engel- und Damonenlekre des Klernens von Alexandrien^ appeared in Rbrn. Quartalschr,,

XLlii (1926), 13-27, 129-40, 307-29.

A second volume of H. de Vis, ‘‘Homelies Coptes” (cf. Journal.^ 1923, 229) is well on its Wciy through

the press.

P. Dudon, La guose de Clement dWlexandrie interpretee par Fenelon^ appears in R. d\isc. et de myst..,

Toulouse, VIII (1927), 300-12.

V. History.

(a) General.

J. Zeiller, Vempire romain et Veglise, Paris (1928), 361, makes reference to the Egyptian Church

(pp. 153-74).

H. L Bell, Jews and Christians (cf. Journal, 1924, 327), is reviewed by \V. Hengstenberg in Byz. Z,,

xxvii (1927), 138-45, by IL AVillrich in Deut. L.Z. (1927), 150-1. Judea und Griechen (cf. Journal^ xiii,

1927, 254) by J. A'ogt in O.L.Z. (1927), 759-60, by Bieckermann in Gnomon, iii (1927), 671-7, by

M. Hombert ill Rev. Beige, vi (1927), 860-1, by J. G. Milne in Journal., xin (1927), 124, and in Ane.

Egypt (1927), 103.

H. Chaine, La Chronologic (cf. Journal, 1926, 308), has been reviewed by H. Sottas in R. Critique

(1927), 0-7, by AAh E van Wijk in Museum, xxiv (1926-7), 189, by G. de Jepharnion in Oritntalia

Christiana, Rome, xi (1928), 128-33.

At the XYIIth Congress of Orientalists at Oxford, in Section iii, H, I. Bell, Organization of Egypt

under the JJmayyad Khalifs, read a paper containing interesting notes on the condition of the Christian

populace under the early Muslim rulers. The paper is published in Byz. Z., xxviii (1929j, 278-86.

A\C Euslin, Ein Prozesscergleich (cf. Journal, 1927, 254), is leviewed by F. Z. in Byz. Z., xxvii (1927),

177-8.

T>. Gorge, Les Voyages, and Lectio Birina (cf. Journal, 1927, 255), has been reviewed by A. Boon in

R.H.E. (1927), 561-3 (lectio div. g 563-4 (voyages), and by P. de Labriolle in R. Critique (1927), 326-8.

H. Janin, Les Eglises Orientales (cf. Jounad, 1927, 254), is revie\ved by R. Draguet in R.H.E,, xxiii

(1927), 699-700, and by S. Salaville in Echos d' Orient, xxx (1927), 246.

A. Kammerer, Essai (cf. Journal, 1926, 308), is reviewed by D. S. M. in Eng. Hist. Rev., xlii ;1927),

639-40, by C. Conti Rossini in Orknte Moderao, vi (1926), 342-6, by A. A^itti in Bihlica, viii (1927),

238-41.

J. Crowfoot, Christian Nubia, appears in Journal, xiii (1927), 141-50.

AV. E. Crum, Further Meletian Documents, appears in Journal, xiii (1927), 19-26.

Ev. Breccia, Juifs et ch(kiens de Vancienne Ale.randrie, Alexandria (1927), 30.

S. H. Scott, The Eastern Churches and the Papacy, Oxford (1928), 404, examines the cun^tiiutiunal

position of the ‘‘separated'’ churches, but is mainly concerned with the Greek Church, It is reviewed in

the Month (1928), 368-9, by R. Draguet in R.H.E., xxv (1929), 93-6.

34-2
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F. Haase, Altchr. Kirckengesck. nach orient. Quellen (cf. Jo%irnal^ 1926, 308), is reviewed by A. Ehrhard

in Byz. Z. (1927), 398-400.

K. Beth, Forschvjigsreise zur hoptiscken Kirehe.^ in Forschungen und Fortschritte^ Berlin, v (1929), 54-5,

gives a brief but interesting account of the Coptic church, recent reform movements, and its monas-

ticism with special reference to the monastery of Mar Antdn in the eastern desert (2 illustr.).

B. J. Kidd, The Churches of Eastern Christendom^ Bond. (N.D.), 549, deals incidentally with the Copts

(425-53) : it is a reliable and accurate compilation, but contains nothing very fresh.

A. Anwander, Die Alexandnnische Katechetensclade und Lidieu^ appeared in TheoL Quartahchr.

(1928), 257-84.

At the XYllth Congress of Orientalists, Prof F. Ll. Griffith read a paper on An Old Greek Colony in

Upper Egypt, suggesting the derivation of U5 from koi hh : the paper was criticized by Prof Hess.

C. Diehl, Eadministration civile de VEyypte Byzantine, Paris (192y), xv 4-268, 8 plates, 27 hgs., is a

second (revised) edition of a work already known.

E. A. W. Budge, A history of Ethiopia, Fiihia, and Abyssinia, Bond. (1928), 2 vols., (i) xxx-f336,

1 map, 25 plates, 31 illustr., (ii) viii+ 337-675, 24 plates, 10 illustr., covers material indirectly bearing

upon the Egyptian Church.

(6) Monastic.

H. ChaIne, La double recension de Ehistoire Laiisiaque^' dans la version copte, appears in R.O.C.

(1925-6), 232-75.

M. Weynants-Ronday, Paradis egyptiens, appears in Chron. dEgypte, v (1927), 52-77.

Dom Antoni Ramon, Palladi Historia Lausiaca, Barcelona, 1927, xlii 4-125, is a very attractive new

edition of the Bausiac History with a Spanish translation and introduction. It is interesting to note that

it forms the 24th volume of a series of Greek and Batiii texts and so fir is the only one of an ecclesiastical

character. The text is well printed and there is a satisfactoiy critical apparatus.

Amongst the papers read at the XVI Ith Congress of Orientalists was A. Fischer, ChnstUche Kloster

in muslimischen Ldndern, which the author described as having a good influence in fostering art, but a bad

influence as providing a resort for drinking free from the Islamic prohibition of wine. Prof A. Bevan

suggested that part of this thesis was based on a misconception of a passage from Yaqut, which Prof

Fischer denied. A good synopsis of this paper is given in Deutsch. L.Z. (1929), 689.

(c) Hagiography and Biography.

W. E. Crum, Die koptische Uehersetzung des Lehens Symeons des Styliten, appears in Z. A^eut. W., xxvi

(1927), 119-28: it has been reviewed by P. P(eeters) in An. Bol. (1928), 182-3, and briefly noticed by
F. Z. in Byz. Z. (1927), 427.

H. D(elehaye), La personalia,. .8. Paid de Thebes (cf Journal, 1926, 309), is briefly noticed by F. Z.

in Byz. Z. (1927), 191.

A. Premerstein, Zu den sogenannten alexandrinischen Martyrerakten (cf Journal, 1923, 231), has’been

reviewed by F. Bilabel in Phil, ^yoch., xlvii (1927), 836-9.

Dom P. Ch. Bade, Georgius Alexandrinus;' in Byz. Z., xxvii (1927j, 1-16, is a study in the life of

George who was patriarch between 617 and 625.

E. Amann, Macaire d'Egypte, appears in Diet, de Thiol. Cath., fasc. 75 (1926), 1452-5.

K. Zwierzina, Der Pelagiatypus der fahtdosen Martyrerlegende {Nachr. v. der Gesellsch. der Wiss. zu

Gottingen, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1928, 130-56) contains a careful examination of the monachus-femina
legend which figures so prominently in Coptic hagiology and is associated with such as Pelagia-Marina-
Maria; Marina, Margaiita Pelagius-Euphrosyne; Smaragdus, Anthusa-Eugenia / Eugenius, Apollinaris/
Dorotheus, Susanna/Joannes, etc. The life of one of these appears in A. Hilka,' Une vie inidite de sainte

Marina, in An. Boh, XLVi (1928), 68-77, but contains no reference to any Coptic material.

YL Non-Biterary Texts.
(a) Collection of texts.

M. HoMBEKt, Quelques papyrus des collections de Gand et de Paris, in Rev. Beige de Philol. et FHist,
IT (1925), 633-76, reprinted Pans 1925, is reviewed by E. Kuhn in O.L.Z., xxx (1927), 1064-5, and by
Schubart in Phil. Woch. (1927), 16-17. The same writers Acquisitions nouvelles dans le dornaine de la

papyrologie grecque, apj>eared in Chron. d'Egypte, iv (1927), 192-4.
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H. J. M. Milke, Catalogue of the Literary Papyri in the Brit. Mus., Loud. (1927), xvi + 243, 20 illustr.,

has been reviewed by A. CXalderini) in Aegyptus, vili (1927), 380, by J. Sykuris in Bent L.Z., xux (1928),
1507^9, by B. v. Groningen in Museum, xxxvi (1929), 89-90, and by W. Morel in PhiL Woch. (1929), 132-7.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Bee. des colophons des MSS-chretiens d^Egypte^ Louvain, 1929, xviii-hl53 gives
126 Sa^idic colophons with indices, etc.

(6) Separate Docuraents.

H. I. Bell, Two Oficial Letters of the Amh Period

^

in Jouriad (1926), 260-81, is brietiv noticed by F. Z.

in Byz. Z. (1927), 179-80.

M. A. Murray, A Coptic Ostracon^ appears in Anc, Egypt (1927), 97.

P. Jernstedt, Der koptische Brief '^Ancient Egyptf 19'27^ p. 97

^

in O.L.Z. (1928), 1037-8, gives text

and translation of the letter described by Miss M. A. Murray in the issue of Arc. Egypt already cited.

A. Arthur Schiller, Coptic Ostraca of the Aew York flistorical Society, in J. Anier, Or. S., XLvin
(1928), 147-58, gives 8 ostraca with translations, notes, and a general introdueti<Ri. Xu. 2 contains a

request to write the lives of Saints Athanasios, Dioscoros, and Severos.

A. Schiller, A Coptic Dialysis., in Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedeni^., Haarlem (1927), 432-53, is a
translation and examination of Xo. 38 of Grum-Steinwenter, Koptische Rerhtsurkunden aus Oheragypten

(1920). AiaXua-ts= transactio (Clpian, Dig. 2. 15. 1): the form used resembles the ‘Habeilio (X'ov. Just.

XLVii). An interesting type of Coptic legal document.

A. Mallon, Quelques ostraca coptes de Thebes, appears in the first number of the R. de I'Eg. Anc. (1927 >,

152-6.

(c) Science,

J. Buska, Tithida smaragdiaa. Ein Beitrag zirr Geschichte der hernietischeii Literatur, Heidelberg (1926),

VII, 246, seems to regard Coptic chemical studies as the medium through which the Arabs learned the

chemistry of ancient Egypt : but in fact every known Coptic treatise on chemistry shows Arabic influence

and is obviously of date subsequent to the Muslim conquest. The work has been reviewed by J. A. Voll-
GRAF in Museum, xxxv (1928), 129-30, and by J. Bidez in R.B.P.H., vii (1928), 280-2.

E. J. Holmyard, An alchemical Tract attributed to Mary the Copt, in Arch, St. Sc., viIi (1927), 161-8,

is an interesting contribution to the history of Arabic chemistry but has no real bearing on Coptic literature.

{d) Magic.

S. Eitrem, Les papyrus magiques grecs de Pans (cf. Journal, 1926, 310\ is reviewed by A. Delatte in

Rev. Beige de PhiloL, vi (1927), 549-52, the same tvriter’s Papyri Osloeitses, i, by R. Jouguet in J. Sar.

(1929), 32-3, and by P. Thomsen in Phil. ]Voch. (1928), 565-6.

L. St. P. Girard, Ur fragment de liturgic niagique copte sur ostraca n, appears in A/oc Sere., xxvii

(1927), 62-8. It gives a fragment of 41 lines on a potsherd now in the Egyptian Mu-^euin at Cairo, from
Mazoura in the province of Beni-Souef. G. gives ‘He texte original dans son incorrection,'’ a transcription,

and notes.

A, Schiller, A Coptic charni, Colurnhia Coptic Parchment, n.l.a.3, in J.S. Or. Res., xii (1928), 25-34.

P. Lexa, Xa Magie (of. Journal, 1927, 259), has been reviewed by A. Wiedemann in Arch. Orientforsch.,

IV (1927), 164-5, by E. Power in Biblica, ix (1928), 241-2, by F. Cumont hi Rer. Beige Phil., vi (1927),

459-60, by H. Bonnet in Z.D.M.G.. lxxxi (1927), 175-7, in Bull. Bthl. Pedag., xxxi (1927;, 130-1, by
H. Kees in O.L.Z., xxxi (1928), 102-4, by G. Boeder in Gnomon (1928), 196-202, by R. Mouterda ui

de VUniv. St. Joseph, xii (1927\ 276-7, by E. de Jong in Museum, xxxv (1928), ;303-4, and by W. Till
in ^yi€neT Z. f.d. Kunde des Morgenlaudes, xxxiv (1927), 291-3.

VII. Philology.

Y. VAhlQS, Zur Entwickluag des U-Lautes im Agyptischen nnd Koptisehen, in Z.A.S., LXIII (1928), 141-3,

The same writeFs Die Eatstehung der koptisehen Eigenschaftsrerhen, ibid., 143-4.

At the XVIIth Congress of Orientalists at Oxford W. E. Crum described the Xexv Coptic Dictionary, and
showed specimen pages. The chief feature will be a very large collection of examples illustrating the use
and meaning of words; it does not deal with their derivation. A very warm welcome to this work was
expressed by Prof. Steindorff and Prof. Spiegelberg. The Dictionary is to be in five parts of which Part i

(is.—ciige) appeared in P'ebruary 1929 (pages xii + 88). It is hoped that the remaining four parts will

appear at intervals of one to two years. It is published by the Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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W. CzERMAK, Rhythmus nnd Umhildiing ha Agi/ptiseh-Koptischen, in Z.A.S.^ LXli (1927), 78-89.

E. Ebbell, Die Agyptischen Krankkeitsiiamen^ in Z.A,S., LXii (1927), 71-5, oTe^Aie^f,

= cancer uteri.

W. Edgerton, a clause in the marriage settlements^ in Z.A,S.^ LXiv (1929 >, 59-62, contains a few passing

references to Coptic words.

A. Gardiner, An Egyptian Split Infinitive and the origin of the Coptic Conjonctice Tense^ appeared in

Journal (1928), 86-96.

L. Keimer, Sprachliches vnd Sachliches zu EAKQ Friicht der SykomoreC in Acta Orient.^ vi (1928), 288-

304, has some Coptic bearing.

M. A. Murray, Elementary Coptic (Sakidic) Grammar (1927), 1x4-88, is a secf»nd edition of this useful

work. It has been reviewed by "W. Till in O.L.Z. (1928), 689-90.

H. Ranke, Aliszellen^ in Z/A.S.^ lxiii (1928), 149-50, on h-t and in iiefi-eu).

K. Sethe, Zum Xamen Pharahaithos^ in Aliszellen^ Z.A.S., lxii (1927;, 99, refers to the Delta town

The same writers Zu A.Z. 62. 83 if. in Z.A.S., lxii (^927;, 99-101, deals with the prototype

of “ ein anderes ist

K. Sethe, Das Verhdlt7us zirischen Dernot. u, Kopt. (of. Journal^ 1926, 310), is reviewed by Ch. Kuentz
in Bull. Soc. Linguist. Paris.^ XXVIII (1928), 246-8. The same author’s Zur Erkldritng der kopt. Nominal-

verhen der Eigenschaftsu'brter appears in Z.A.S., LXiv (1929), 63-4.

W. Spiegelberg, Zu der Pluralhildung auf e iin Koptischen., appears in O.L.Z. il927), 655-7. The
same writei*’s £^inn€C]= 4 7r7r€i)s> in Z.A.S., lxii (1927), 47, and this has been noted by F. D. in Byz. Z,

XXVII (1927), 183. Zu ds^ ottc kahl^^ in Z.A.S., lxiii (1928), 154: ^Te (A) hrdj’t ^^EurchtC And.^ 154-5:

Beiichtigung zu C€ (A) ist ibid., 155: cm ‘^Binse^ Mattel ibid., LXiv (1929), 93-4.

A new (4th?) edition of G. Steindorff, Koptische Grammatik^ in the “Porta Linguarum” series is

announced, but copies are not yet to hand.

AV. Till, Indctenninierte Ausdrlcke 7itit dem hestimniteii Artikel im Koptischen^ in ]Viener Z. f. d. Kunde
d. Alorgenl.^ xxxiv (1927), 260-2, The same writer is responsible for Be/aerkungen und Ergdiizungen zu den

ackrahnischen Textausgahen, in Z.A.S., lxiii (1927), 90-98, and Die Stellung des Arhmvmischenm Aegyptus,

VIII (1927), 249-57,—a general account of the characteristics of the Akhmimic and sub-Aklimimic dialects.

AA . Till spoke at the XA' Ilth Orientalists’ Congress on Die Xatur der Koptische^i Doppelmkale^ citing such

examples as S. Akh.
; S. ovHHfi, Akh. ovieifie

;
S. cioop, Akh. loope

;
B. Akh.

AA . Till, Achmvmisch-koptisehe Grarnraatik mit Chresiomathie und VAorterhuch.^ Leijizig (1928), xxi + 312
(aiitogr. ), is of primary importance for the study of the Akhmimic dialect which the author describe.s as
showing the earlie.st and basal type of Coptic. This view is opi)Ose(l by K. Sethe in Deutsche L.Z, (1928),
1800-3, who regards Akhmimic as a later and decadent dialect showing only local peculiarities, a view
taken also by G. Steindorff in his comments on W. Till, Die Xatur der Koptischen Doppelcokale (above),

and by K. Sethe, Bemerkungen zu IT. Tills Achravuisch-K. Grauimatiky in Z.A.S., LXiv (1929), 65-71,
AA^. Till, Akhmhmsches^ appears in Z.A.S.^ lxiii (1928), 144-9, and deals with four topics, (1) €ig^'2£.c,

aira^ Xey. in Haggai ii. 1; (2; Der unverkiirzte Status norninalis, as from “iieben”;

(3; Alischformen in Status Pronominalis
; (4) Die urspriingliche A^okalisation des zweiradikaligen Infinitiv,

In the same periodical (lxiii, 1927, 90-98) we find this author’s Bemerkungen und Erganzungen zu den
Achmimischen Textaasgahen, dealing with (1) Steindorff, Die Apoc. des Elias^ 1899; (2) C. Schmidt,
Gesprache Jesu, 1919; i^3) C. Schmidt, Die erste Clemensbrief, 1908; (4) Koesch, Bruckstucke des vrsten

Clemensbriefes, 1910; and (5; Lacau, Textes coptes^ 1911.

A"III. Archaeology.
(a) Exploration,

K. Baedeker, Aegypten und cl Sudan, Leipzig (1928), ccii, 480, 21 mails, 85 plans, for which Prof.

Steindorff’ is responsible, is the 8tb edition of a work practically indispensable for every branch of
Egyptology, though less interested in Christian remains than some of the older guide books. It has been
reviewed by H. Kees in Z.D.M.G. (1928), 149-50, and by A. Scharff in O.L.Z. (1928), 687-9.

H. J. L. Beadnell, Wilderness op London (1927), xvi, 180, 20 illustr., 4 maps, is a record of
oiiginal sui\ey caiefulK and well done; some of the photographs are happv in giving a vivid idea of the
actual scenery.
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CRUii-WiNLOCK-White, The Moao.itenj of Epiphanius at Thebes (cf. Journal, 1927, 257), has been
reviewed by \V. Spiegelberg in O.L.Z. (1927), 678-9, by 1. Guidi in Oriente Moderno, vii (1927;, 401-2,

by P. P(EETERs) in An. BoL, XLV (1927), 392-8 (with White, Mon. of the Wndi ’n-Xatnhi, cf. below), by
H. Leclercq in Journal, xiii (1027), 125-7, by A. vax Lantschoot in R. H. Ecch, xxiv (1928\ 143-8,

by E. Driotox in R.O.L\, xxvi (^1927-8 , 219-23, by A. Calderixi in Aeguptvs, ix (1928), 154-7, by
Lietzmaxn mOott. (Jel. Anzeig. )1928). 112-18, by C. Schmidt in Deutsche L.Z. (19281 1701-4, by F. Ll.

Griffith in Eng. HUt. R., xlii 1027 , 601-3, by H. Lefort in Mushn, xl (1927), 153 fb, by H. hG'erxat
m Amer. Hist. R. (1927), 565, by A. Moret in R. Crit. (1928), 250-4, by Goodspead in J. of Relig. A027',
482, by Boak and Worrell in J. Af,ter. Or. S., xlyii (1927), 85-7 - with A. M. Lythgoe, Eg. Ejpeditlot^,

1926, report), by H. Junker in Wien. Z. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenl., xxxiv (1927
,
288-90, and a brief note

by F. Z. in Bpz. Z. (1927
,
427.

Labib Habsiy and Zaki TawdrCs, Fi S<ihnf il-Arah il-Adimt is-Fargiua Hn the Arainaii doNert

and the Eastern Monasteries', b’.nro . 1929 ^
, 192, 4 plans, 30 illustr. After an introduction (8-46; dealing

with the histories of the monaste^ie'^ of the eastern desert, the authors describe a j<_)urney made eastwards

across the desert to the Bed Sea and a visit to the two great eastern monasteries. Ch. i gives an account

of the journey to the Dor x\ntunius 47-63), ii describes that monastery '454-127;, iii the route thence to

Der Bula (128-36), iv the Her Biila 137-5.5
,
v the routes to the Red Sea c(»ast (156-68;, vi general notes

about the monks and their present CMjiiditiou (169-79), and vii the route followed on the return journey

(180-90). This is foliowod by a fair index T91-21 Such a work hy Coptic authors is welcome and a

distinct addition to our knowledge of the C(>ptie monasteries.

K. Beth, Forsch. zn Kopt. Kirclu‘ (cf. v. <<r above^ also describes the Der Antthi,

F. Ll. Griffith, Ojford Exra rations m Xt/hia, xlix-lv, plates xl-lxxx, eontumed in Anna/s of Arehaeo-

logg and Anthropology, xiv M927), 57-116, includes ch. Lil, “The xlnchorites Grotto '' with a number of

Coptic inscriptions including the x-Vbgar letter, a passage from the Lausiac History, monastic precepts, and

five magh-al texts which occur also in the magical book of Leyden, and the Xicene Creed
;
ch. liv contain'^

notes on Christian remains at other places iii the vicinity. The texts are given in plates Ixvii-lxxiii,

several frescoes in plates Ixii-lxv. Vol. xii was reviewed by A. AViedemann in O.L.Z. s 1927), 16S-9, vol. xiv

by the same writer, ibid. (1928), 263-4, and by AA". R. Dawson in Journal '1928), 194-6.

F. Ll. Griffith, Chostlaa Docuinents from X'abia, Lond. (1928), 30, 4 plates ( Proc. Brit. Arad., xiv)

contains A jiaper communicated to the British Acad, on 23. 5. 28, in which Prof. Griffith treats (i) the

inscription commemorating King George from the AVadi en-Katrun, on a circular tray of white marble;

(ii) a legal document on leather ;
liii) a graffito at xLswan naming King Kudanbes. The last of these is in

coiTupt Greek in old Xubiau characters.

F. Ll. Griffith, Oxford Excav. in Xubia, lvi-lxi, in Ann. Arch, and Anthrop., xv (1928), 63-88,

with plates xxv-xlvii, is mainly occupied (lvi-lviii) with the church at C\bd el-Kruiir near the Second

Cataract and its paintings; lix gives general couclusions, lx contents of plates. The final section iLXi; is

a conspectus of the memoir on the Oxford excavations in Xubia. It is reviewed by x\. AA^iedemann in

O.L.Z. (1929), 344-5.

H. Munier et M. Fillet, Les edifices chretieunes de Kfirnak, in R. dr I'Eg. anc., ii (1928', 5s_88,

19 figs, in text, describes the remains of three chapels in the ruins at Kariiak, and of three convents.

Amongst these remains are fragments of Byzantine architectural details, graffiti, frescoes of Severus nf

Antioch and Colluthus, and a number of brief Coptic inscriptions; a series of square h<iles cut in the

N. face of the viiith Pylon, it is suggested, may have sheltered the c<nivGiit library. A coi>y of au inscrip-

tion taken by AV. Jowett in 1824, with restorati<>ns by AV. E. Crum, is also given (p. 87
),
and from this we

learn the names of a series of ten superiors who ruled over one of these Karnak convents. They seem to

have been under obedience to the parent house of Der el-Abyad.

H. E. AA'hite, Monasteries of the Wad't 'n-Xatrun (cf. Journal, 1927, 258), has been reviewed by A. van

Lantschoot in R. E. Eccl., xxiii (1927), 557-61, the reviewer noting various errors, e.g., no, 4 is of date

917-18, not 914 as stated
;
no. 9 Theodosius is described as the scril>e, in fact he was the donor, of the book.

With Crum-AAHnlock-AA^hite, Mon. of Epiphanius (cf. above\ by P. P(eeters; in An. BoL, xlv (1927),

392-8, who says: “E. AV. venu sur le tard aux etudes coptes, ne s'etait pas encore defait d’lm certain

penchant a les considerer comme une province independante et autonouie des aiitiquitcs eccIcslasti<p^e^. II

y a des traces de cette inexperience dans les prolegom^nes et dans le commentaire de son e'dition ’

p. 395),

The same two works have been reviewed together by E. Drioton in R.O.C. ;1928), 217-21. H. E. V kite's

book by D. O’Leary in Journal (1927), and by AAL Till in Wiener Z.K.M., xxxiv (1927), 317-18.
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H. E. White’s “ History of the Monasteries of the Wad! ’n-Xatrhn’' is now well through the press and

will appear shortly. The same author’s book on the architecture of these monasteries is on its way.

(^>) Art and Architecture.

U. Monneret de Villard, Amhojii copti e amhoni carapani, in Aegyptus, viil (1927), 258-62, notes a

Coptic type of ambo side by side with a Kavenna type in Italy, the former with one stair, the latter with

two. The same author’s Les cov vents pres de Sohag (cf. Journal, 1927, 258; has been reviewed in Anc.

Egypt (1927), 101, and by A. Gabriel in Syria^ iv (1927;, 257-61 : the same author’s Descriz. genende del

monasterio di Sail Simone presso Asivan (cf. Journal, 1927, 258), by A. Calderini in Aegyptus, viii (1927),

376-7.

G. DE Jerphanion, Bull. (Tarek, chret. et hyzantine, in Orientalia Christiana, Home, xi (1928;, 11 /-4^

reviews Diehl, Manuel (Tart hyz. (117-19), Dalton, East Ckr. Art (119-21), Pierce and Tyler, Byzantine

Art (121-3), U. M. de Tillard, Con v. pres de Sohag (134-7), and Brehier, Eart chretien (144-7).

F W. VON Bissing, Altcknstl. ^yandmalereien aus Aegypter, appeared in Festsekr. Clemen

C. Diehl, Eart chretien primitif et Vart hyzantin^ Paris (1928), 64, and 64 plates, has been reviewed

by E. B. in the Burlington Mag. (1928), 102, a very brief notice.

C. Diehl, Manuel (Tart hyz., 2nd edition, is reviewed by 0. Wclfe in Byz. Z. (1928), 146-55, by

P. Graindor in Byzantion, iii (1926), 456-7, and by G. de Jerphanion (above).

G. Stuhlfauth, Die apokryphen Petrusgeschickten in der altchristlicken Kunst, Berlin (1925), Ml, 139,

has been reviewed by H. W. Beyer in Deutsch. Lit. Z. (1927), 1358-63.

C. K. Wilkinson, Early Christian Paintings in the Oasis of Khargeh, in the Bull, of the Metrop.

Museum of Art, N.Y. (1928), sect, ii, 29-36, 8 figs., describes the paintings in a group of tomb chapels, one

of the three great groups of Coptic paintings known to exist ajjart from the catacombs of Alexandria. The

writer gives reasons for supporting the date (late 4th-early 5th cent.) given in Wulff’s Altchrist. u.

byzant. Kunst, in preference to the later date .suggested by Dalton. The art is derived from many sources,

Greece, Syria, Persia and Egypt having each contributed details of ornament. The style is no less mixed,

and, though the Greek influence is still very strong, there are signs that it is on the wane” (p. 36).

M. SuLTZBERGER, Note sur la croix chretienne en Egypte, appeared in Byzantion, iv (1927), 303-4; it is

supplementary to an article on the oriental use of the cross which omitted to notice Egypt.

Dalton, East Christian Art (cf. Jourmd, 1926, 311), has been reviewed by R. Graindor in Byzantian,

III (1926), 448-54,

W. F. VoLBACH, Neuenvorhene Kopt-Holzschnitzereien in Rom. Germ. Central-Mus. in Mednzer Z., xxiii

(1928), 41-4 (1 fig.).

Zdntz, Eine Vorstufe der Madonna Lactansf in Berliner Museen (1929), 32-35 (3 figs.), deals with

Coptic representations of the Madonna and child.

(c) Textiles.

M. S. Dimand, Egypto-Arabic textiles, recent accessions, in Bull. Metrop. Museum of Art, N.Y., xxii

(1927), 275-9, 10 figs. The earliest of these is Tulunid, others are of the 11th cent. Four fragments of

knotted rugs from Fustat. These all seem Muslim, but Coptic styles and methods of weaving continued in

Muslim times.

M. S. Dimand, Die Ornamentik der Aeg. Wolhvirkereien is reviewed in J. Amer. Or. Soc., XLVii (1927),

271-2.

E. Kuhnel, Tslamiscke Stoffe aus dgypt. Grabern, Berlin (1927), 90, 50 figs., is reviewed by M. Meyerhof

in O.L.Z. (1928), 401-4.

WuLFF und Volbach, Spatantike u. kopt. Stoffe (cf. Journal, 1927, 259), has been reviewed by E. Weigand
in Byz. Z., xxvii (1927), 162-4.

W. F. Volbach, Eine Kopiische Tunika in Fest. Centred-Mus. zu Mainz (1927), 5 (8 figs.) describes a

tunic at Mainz and kindred ones at Cairo and Berlin,

{d) Folklore.

W. S. Blackman, The Fellahin of Upper Egypt... irith special reference to surrivals from ancient times

(1927), 331, 1 plate, 186 illustr., foreword by R. R, Marett, makes incidental reference to the Copts

(p. 83, etc.). It has been reviewed by T. E. Peet in Journal, xiv (1928), 197-8, by C. A. G, M. in J. Central

Asian Soc., xv (1928), 469-72, by M. Meyerhof in O.L.Z., xxxi (1928;, 602-4.
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C. A. Williams, Onaital afinitks of the legend of the hainj anchorite, appeared in the Univ. of lllmois
Stifdies, May 1925, and Nov 1926, hut I h<ive not been able to s,ee a copy. It is reviewed by G. A. v. d
Bergh VAX Kysixga m Mustifm, xxxv a9’2s 217-18.

IX. Gexeral.

A. VAN Laxtschoot, Cotiition dll foadA copte de XapUs, in Museoa, xli n928\ 217-24, gives the

numeration of Zoega as compared with the catalogue numbers in the Royal Library at Naples.

A new periodical. Kr„ti, has appeared 1928 which is described as ‘Mloviie do phihdogie et dhrcheo-
logie egyptiennes et coptes,” but in the two numbers as yet isr^ued nothing Coptic appears.

At the XVIIth ( 'ougress of Orientali-ts J. Capart in La Fondation Eggptologuiuc Reinc Eh'saheth

descr'bed this institution as aiming at the encouragement of Egyptological work generally, Coptic subjects

included.

C. Lagier, Plagiaires on non in (dh.rm'upje d'Egypb\ vi ('102S ', l.‘39-72, deals with a charge made by
Ghampollion-Figeac in 1842 that Rosellini and Ungarelli had used hi^ material in preparini; their

grammai-vS. The writer considers varmus letters and journal of Rosellini, Champollion le jeune, and
Ungarelli recently publishe<l in the Pl’ococdin^'^ of the R. Arrod, del Lineei I'tirage a part, 1926\

The death of the Patriarch Kyrilbis Y was made known in November 1927. Rumour related that liis

death had taken place some time before, but had been concealed. He was bt)rn ui 1830 and a[>} pointed

patriarch in 1875. After his deatli bishop Yuhannes of Alexandria was appointed deputy, pressure being

brought, it is said, by the gtivernment, a matter very much resented by the (foptic community, the Lommon
belief being tli.it the matter was due to Rntish influence. This deputy has since been imide p.itnarch as

Juhaiines XIX. The translation of a bishop i.s, of course, in violation of the Xicene canons.

The Greek (Melchite) patriarch of Alexandria kept Christmas of 1928 on December 25th by 5Yesterii

reckoning, an innovation much resented by the more conservative members of his flock, many of whom
preferred to attend the Coptic churches where the festival was observed acc<irdiug to the old calendar.

The Ohsercer for 16. 6. 2!) contained an interesting note about the controversy connected with the

election and consecration of Kommos Sidaros, sid>prior of Dcr Aiitiui, as Archbishop of the Abyssinian

Church. Dispute.s, it appears, have lasted over two years and at one time threatened to produce a ruptur

between the Coptic and Abyssinian churches.

3."iJourn. of Egypt Arch. xv.
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NOTES AND NEWS

In choosing Mr. Robert Mond for its new president the Society has made a decision

which will be readily approved by all who have the advancement of Egyptology at heart.

His interest in the subject goes back more than a quarter of a century, and has from

the first taken a practical form. The present state of preservation of the nobles’ tombs
in the Theban Necropolis owes far more than is generally known to his forethought and
his liberality. Our Society has recently had special reason to be grateful to his generositv^,

for not only has he turned over to us his rights in the Armant site, but he has also

himself borne the larger part of the expense of its excavation. We hope that under his

presidency the Society may come to assume that place in the development of Egyptian
archaeology which it ought rightly to occupy.

It is with great regret that we announce the resignation of Dr. H. Frankfort from the

Directorship of the Society’s excavations. He has accepted a post as Field-Director of

the Iraq expedition of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, and will take
over his new duties this winter. We wish Dr. and Mrs. Frankfort every success in their

new field, and at the same time hope that the change will not cut them ofi altogether

from Egyptological work.

Dr. Frankfort’s loss is a serious one for the Society. Up to the time of writing it

has been impossible to find a Director for the work at Armant in the coming season. It

had been hoped to persuade Mr. Emery to carry on there, but he has just accepted the
Directorship of the Nubian Survey from the Egyptian Government. The possibility of

working at El-‘Amarnah this season depends on the amount of money raised for that
purpose—apart from the question of a Director. The Society has, however, every inten-
tion of excavating at Armant if a suitable excavator can be found to take charge of
the work.

An exhibition of antiquities from last season’s work at Armant and El-‘Amarnah
was held in the Swedenborg Hall from July 6th to 19th, and was fairly well attended,
though naturally it did not attract as many strangers as we are accustomed to have when
our exhibitions are held at Burlington House. The hall was well lighted and the objects
which were fully labelled, made a very attractive show. The Illustrated London New's
devoted two pages of two separate issues to the publication of the main finds, and during
the course of the exhibition Dr. Frankfort delivered in the Meeting Room of the Roval
Society a lantern lecture on the season's work which was enthusiastically received by a
crowded audience. All the antiquities which were on show have now been distributed
among the various museums interested in the Society's work.

Thanks to the liberality of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, jun. the work of the Archaeo-
logical Surrey has now been placed on a sound financial basis, and there is everv prospect
that the publication of the Seti temple at Abydos will become one of the most important of
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our Society’s achievements. Mr. Rockefeller visited the temple in February last, and so

much admired its wonderful sculptures and Miss Calverley’s copies of them that he
expressed to Professor Breasted his desire to help in the work, or at least to see that

funds were forthcoming to enrich the publication with a considerable number of coloured

plates. As a result of the discussions between Professor Breasted and Dr. Alan Gardiner,

the proposal was made that the expedition should become a joint undertaking of the

Egypt Exploration Society and of the Oriental Institute of Chicago University, the

organization and execution remaining, however, in the hands of our Society, On these

and certain other very favourable conditions, Mr. Rockefeller undertook to provide no

less a sum than £21,000. This proposal was most gratefully accepted by the Committee.

The field-work is to begin again early in October, and there is every reason to think that

the entire material for a first volume, comprising the contents of the ^even central

chapels, will be ready by the end of the season. Miss Calverley is to be assisted by
Miss Broome, formerly on Sir Flinders Petrie’s staff, and by Mr. Beazley, who has been

working with Mr. Casson in Constantinople.

A series of lectures for the winter has been arranged. The lecturers will include

Mr. John Johnson, of the Oxford University Press, on Papyrus-hunting; Dr. H. J.

Plenderleith on the Restoration and Preservation of Antiquities; Miss Garrod on her

recent excavations in the Athlit caves; and Professor Griffith on Christian Xubia. In

November, instead of a lecture, there will be a soiree at the Wellcome Historical Medical

Museum by kind invitation of Mr. Wellcome, at which the President hopes to meet

members of the Society. #

The death of Eugene Devaud at the early age of 51 is a serious loss to Egyptology

and to the study of Coptic. Attracted to Oriental studies at an early age, the young

Swiss scholar pursued his researches with a devotion and perseverance which slender

means, serious domestic difficulties, and a far from robust constitution were utterly

unable to daunt. For some time he studied with Professor Loret at Lyon, thence moving

to Berlin, and finally returning to his native town of Fribourg, where he at last found a

lectureship at the University. His chief interest w^as, and remained to the end, the old

Egyptian language, though in later years he found himself drawm more and more

towards Coptic. His published wmrks by no means adequately mark the industry and

skill with which he collected materials. As a lexicographer he has had but few equals,

yet his contributions to this field are only a small number of articles published in the

Sphinx, the Recueil de Travaux and elsewhere. Perhaps his principal work is the edition

of the text of the Maximes de Ptahhotep which appeared in 1916. Unhappily the com-

mentary which he continually promised has never seen the light, but the illustrative

material which he gathered for this purpose was very extensive, and there is hope that

it may still be utilized. Among his more recent works wmre his Etudes d’Etymologie

Gopte (Vol. i, 1922), L'dge des papyrus egyptiens hihatiques d'aprh les graphies de certains

mots (1924), and an edition of the Bohairic Psalter (Psalterii Yersio J/empAiVica, ])ublished

in collaboration with 0. H. E. Burmester in 1925).

He had a wonderful memory, and as a teacher at his University dealt not only with

Egyptian in its earliest and latest forms but even with Assyrian and Chinese. As a man
Eugene Devaud will long be remembered by his many friends for the great charjn of his

personality, largely due to his frank and simple nature and his incurable optimism even
in face of the greatest difficulties. Requiescat in p)ace.
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The appearance of the first part of Crum’s Coptic Dictionary is an event equalled

in importance and magnitude only by the recent publication of the Berlin Worterhuch

and Gardiner’s Grammar. Every Egyptologist will endorse what has been said by

Sir Herbert Thompson in the opening and closing paragraphs of his review of the work

printed in this number.

By a singular coincidence no fewer than four of the Society’s Honorary Secretaries

have received fresh honours of one kind or another since our last number was published.

Professor Alan Gardiner has been made a Fellow of the British Academy. Dr. H. R. Hall

has been elected to an Honorary Fellowship at St. John’s College, Oxford. Hr. H. I. Bell

has become Keeper of the Department of MSS in the British Museum. Finally, our

present Honorary Secretary, Mr. S. R. K. Glanville, has been elected to the Laycock
Studentship in Egyptology at Worcester College, Oxford.

Professor P. E. Newberry has accepted, for three years, we believe, the Chair of

Ancient History in the Egyptian University in Cairo. Despite its title, the Chair is in

reality one of Ancient Egyptian History, and we hold the University fortunate in

having found so distinguished a scholar to fill the vacancy.

Dr. A. de Buck has been appointed to a Lectureship in Egyptology at Leyden. We
understand that this post will not prevent him from carrying on the work on the Middle
Kingdom Coffin Texts to which his recent years have been so unsparingly and successfully

devoted.

We learn from Cairo that Professor Golenishchef has resigned from the Chair of

Ancient Egyptian Language at the Egyptian University. We wish him many years of

happy retirement, and hope that freedom from routine work may enable him to give

to the world some of the vast store of knowledge which he has accumulated in his long
study of Egyptian. He is to be succeeded by Dr. Selim Hasan, previously Professor of

Egyptian Archaeology in the same University.

May the Editor again beg contributors to the Journal to try to save both his time
and their own, as well as the Society’s money, by sending in their MSS in as perfect a
condition as possible, and by attention to the suggestions which have been printed with
this end in view in Journal, x, 336-7 and xi, 108-9 and 334.

The Editor feels it his duty to point out the significant fact that the cost per page
of authors’ corrections in our articles on Graeco-Roman Egypt is less than one-third of
that spent on corrections in articles on Dynastic Egypt; this is in no way due to the use
of hieroglyphic type in the latter, for the corrections in this, now that Dr. Gardiner’s
Catalogue of his fount is available for use, are almost negligible. He hopes that writers
on Dynastic Egypt will take this to heart.

The Bibliography of Ancient Egypt, which has been somewhat spasmodic in appear-
ing of late, will, we hope, shortly reassume its pristine regularity. Professor Capart to
whom, with his assistants at Brussels, we owe this laborious work, has already sent in
a further long instalment, which will be printed in our nest number.
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NOTICES OF KECENT PUBLICATIONS

Quellen und Stadien zar (Jeschidite der MutJtematik^ herausgegebeu voii 0. Xeugebauer, J. Stenzel und

0. Toeplitz. Abteilung B: StucUen^ Band 1, Heft 1. Berlin, 1929.

Of the three editoris of this new '-eries of mathematical puhlicatiuus one, Dr. 0. Neugehauer, huN

cdready rendered considerable services to the subject of ancient Egyptian mathematics, particularly by his

book Die Grandlayen der agyptischen BracitrecJuiU ag^ which we still hope to review in this Journal. Xo
doubt we shall see further work from his pen on the same or similar subjects in these Stadien.

In the present number only one article concerns Egyptology, Die Aafgahe Xr. 62 des niathematisehen

Papyrus lihind, by J. J, Perejielkiu of Leningrad^ 2 )p. 108-12. The writer is anxious to jireserve the

reading Q i at the end of line 5, which all recent commentators have been agreed in emendingO
j j j

' 7 7 o o

to
J ^ J,

dhn. He thinks that this can be done by supposing that the rings ipCtl) are actually in the bag,

and that they are of equal value, not of equal weight.

It must 1)0 confessed that the autiior, netting out from his new as.^umtition, does not remove the

difheiilties of translation which have troubled earlier cuuimeutators. Thus by substituting the meaning

‘'deliver'’ (einlieferu) for ‘‘buy’* in lines 2 and 7 he does nut avoid the slight inconsistency that in lines

2-3 the bag is said to be bought or delivered for {hr) 84 rings while in line 7, 84 rings are said to be bought

or delivered in the bag. So, tiio, while he may be right in taking rdt in lines 4 and 5 to be a mathematical

technical term (legen auf, “attribute to” or similar) because it is so used in line 8, he overlooks the fact

that in the latter case the verb is followed by the ijrej^osition yg in the former by hr. Furthermore, if lines

4 to 6 be written down as follows

:

“X^ow what is given for (or attributed to) a deben of gold is 12 rings, a dehea of silver 6 rings, and a

deheii of lead 3 rings. You are to add together what is given for a A' of each metal: result 21

it needs neither a mathematician nor an Egyiitologist to see that the word rejiresented by A’ can only be

dehen and that to read “ring"’ makes nonsense of the whole passage. To the author’s translation with

“rings” for the unknown word I can attach no meaning whatsoever, and in any case his “the rings” would

need either the definite article or a demonstrative 2>r()noun. (Note that in line 7, too, there is no article

or demonstrative, and his translation “the rings” is therefore incorrect.)

On the whole I am inclined to think that Perepelkin’s enthusiasm to defend the ^IS reading in a

t^apyrus written by a scribe whose stupidities cry out from every page is misplaced.

I have, however, a suggestion to make which may perhajis remove the inconsistency which certainly

exists between my own translation {lihiud Mathematical Papyrus., 104-5) of lines 2-3 and line 7. In Pap.

B.M. 10052, 6. 7 we read “ I took my husband's share and put it aside in my store-room : and I took a

dehea of silver out of it and bought .5yd‘y-corn with it” int-f m sPsi). The meaning is beyond doubt,

and I have other instances, too, which show that in the Twentieth D^masty hu m meant “to sell for,"

literally “to bring it (be., its value) away in....” “To buy for” <ni the other hand is at this period hu r iVah

Xow if hii m already had the meaning of “give for” or “sell for” when the Khind Papyrus was comjmsed

we may translate line 7 of Xo. 62 “84 rings, for this is what was given for this bag.” In lines 2-3, hita: hr

may well be equivalent to the Intw r dh^ of the Twentieth Dynasty, and we may render “This bag Ini'-

been bought for 84 rings.” All inconsistency now disappears. The rings are not in the bag, they represent

the viilue paid for it, as we might say 84 .shillings or 84 [)ounds. The bag actually contains equal weights

(found later to be 4 dehea) of gold, silver and lead, whether in the form of objects or crude metal is im-

material, and the problem is to find what proportion of the price of 84 rings is represented by each of the

three metals.

It is interesting that even in the Twentieth Dynasty the Egyptian language has not yet evnlved two
separate verbs for “buy” and “sell, ' a distinction which, indeed, only becomes evident when a currency of

some kind has come into use
:
previouslv all is exchange and barter.

T. E. Peet.

^ For this word see Zeit^chr. f. ciy. Spr,. xiaii, 45-7, and Penie de VFujijpte ancienne, i, 80-7,
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D. Nielsen: Handbuch de,- AltarahUchen Altertumskunde-, I Band, Die Altarahische Kultur, Kopenhagen
(1927), viii + 272, 76 figs.

This is the first volume of a “ Handbuch” dealing with the culture of South Arabia and is to be followed
by two other volumes containing a selection of inscriptions with translation, commentary and grammar.
The.se later volumes will contain, it may be assumed, material from E. Glasers collection now in the
keeping of Professor Rhodokanakis and supplementary to the material in the Corpm Imcr. Sem. To these
the present volume serves as a general introduction. The five chapters it contains are by four dift’erent

hands, but this collaboration is more uniform than always is the ca.se as all the contributors belong to one
clearly defined school and may be described as Glaser’s disciples. The general editor is Dr. D. °Nielsen
who contributes chapters l and v. Of these ch. i is a general introduction which gives a slight sketch of
the earlier explorers but deals more fully with recent research. Ch. ii. is by Dr. F. Hommel, who must be
regarded as the greatest living authority on South Arabia, but definitely committed to Glaser’s theorv that
the Minaean and Sabaean kingdoms were successive, as against the contention that they were contemporaiy,
a controversy now perhaps approaching a solution in the admi.ssion of a period of over-lapiung. This
chapter is a serious contribution to our knowledge of the history of South Arabia, as anything by
Dr. Hommel would be, but allowance must be made for championship of Glaser's theories.' The chapter has
very little bearing on Egypt beyond a passing reference to the use of the name JIusn, and a note on the
article “Egypt in the South Ar.ibian Inscriptions” in the Ebers- Festschrift, Aegyptloca (1897, 2.5-29). Ch. iii

is by Professor N. Rhodokanakis who is understood to have inherited Glaser’.s unpublished material. It
deals with the evidence as to the social and institutional life of South Arabia, and here passing remarks
show that most of the references to Egypt in the South Arabian inscriptions have to do with°the trade
routes of Ptolemaic and Roman times. Ch. iv, by Professor H. Grohmann, is peculiarly interesting as it

provides a .survey of the architecture, sculpture, art, and craftsmanship as known to us by extant buildings
and objects, though far from being a full survey of available material. Here, perhaps, we find traces of
Mesopotamian influence (i Abb. 68, 71, 76, etc.), slighter traces of Egyptian (? Ptolemaic), and very obvious
proof of Graeco-Roman influence, including material imported from the Hellenistic world in the couree of
trade. In ch. v Dr. D. Nielsen deals with South Arabian religion, and this portion, it must be admitted
contains a good deal of conjectural matter. N. describes the Arabs as worshipping a trinity, a male moon’
a female sun, and the planet Venus as their first-born son, like the Egvptian Osiris, Isis, and Horus The
moon worship of Harran and the Northern Semites is fiiirly well known, and most of the ’thesis is probable
enough, but it contains weak elements which need fuller examination. It hardly seems possible as yet at
least, to reduce South Arabian mythology to a neat system. Surely it is rather a venturesome use of
comparative religion to employ (pp. 210-211) an illustration from Lettish mythology to endome a theory
about South Arabian doctrine. ^

This “Handbuch” must be welcomed as the most serious contribution to South Arabian studies since
the appearance of G. F. Hill’s Catalogue of Greek Corns of Arabia in 1922; this is only what was to be
expected from the distinguished specialists who have contributed to the work, and we must look forwarf
to the volumes in which a body of material will be examined and explained, as is promised To those
volumes the present work is introductory, and in them we may reasonably hope to find the solution of
problems which are at present under debate.

De Lacy O’Leary.

F. LI Griffith . Christian Docu,ae.Us frorrt Subia. London, 1928. (From the Proceedings of the British
Academy, Volume xiv.) 30, 4 plates. ^

This publication contains a communication made to the British Academy in 1928 by Professor
F. LI. <^riflith the leading authority on the archaeology of Nubia. It begins with a brief historical sum-
inary (1-2) and then proceeds to consider thme inscriptions. The first of these is on a circular marble
slab discovered by the late H. G. Evelyn Mhite in the Wadi NatrAii in 1921, which the discoverer
suggested might have been a tray intended for the eudogiae or oblations accompanying tte Eucharist
(c/. the western pain benit). It contains two texts, one in Greek, the other in Nubian Tbe 1

*

commemorates King George, who was born in a.d. 1106 becanip himr nT+i .u i ,

i>uoian.

in 1130, and died in 1153. In line 22 we find the mo’nth rentionl^^
“ “

inscription is a legal document on leather discovered by Mr. T Gray^n ig^’^vlErh'^''’
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legal documents from Xubia are already known (translations given here), -five in Coptic, two in ]^ubian,

but this is the first considerable text from the district between the 2nd and 3rd cataracts. The script

differs in several details from that usual in Nubian. Early Nubian documents ^vere in Sa^'idic, but later,

in Muslim times, this was replaced by Nubian. The third document in this collection is the copy of a

graffito in the Der Apa Hatra at Aswan. The inscription, in debased Greek but written in Nubian letters,

was copied by Professor Griffith in 1911 and published hy him in 1913: this text is now checked by other

copies made by M. Glcdat in 1903, ami by Professor Monneret de Villard in 1910. Soon after the 1911

copy was made the inscription was severely injured by heavy rains. This graffito is of date 7 April 1322

and mentions King Kudanbes of Dongola.
De Lacy O'Leary.

Grundztuje der A’ahiscken Oramniafik im ChristUchen Fruhmittdalter f Altnubiscli\ Grammatik, Texte

Kommeiitar und Glossar, herausgegeben von Ernst Zyhlarz (Deutsche Morgeiilaiidische Gesellschaft,

Abkandluagen fur die Kurde des Morgeidandes^ xviii, Nr. 1), Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1928, xvi and 192.

It is a great pleasure to tind a new student of Old Nubian and especially one so bold and succes^ful

as Dr. Zyhlarz. So far as the material available to him permitted he has liere given us a complete

grammar and glossary of the language together with an edition of the three principal texts, all packed

with new ideas concisely expressed. According to him Nubian, showing remiiants'of syntactic suffixes,

must no longer be considered an agglutinative language. The r(M:)ts, mostly monosyllabic, may be freely

compounded, and may be modihed by a long series of suffixed vowels, consonants and monosyllables which

give a variable and rather confusing appearance to the words, especially when assimilation has taken

place. Apart from a certain amount of meaningless variation Zyhlarz attributes to each element a

definite function (though not always convincingly as yet). So much for his grammatical work. As an

interpreter he has made continuous sense of the difficult texts of the Canons’’ and the ‘H’ross,'* of the

Berlin sale (of slaves) and of the more important of the graffiti, all of which defied anything like full

interpretation in 1913, though few difficulties remained to be overcome in the bilinguals and the pellucid

story of the miracle of Saint !Menas. Many of the new readings' can be accepted at once, such as the

identification of the word for 40 which illuminates two dark passages
;
but where the unknown elements

to be dealt with are numerous there is [)robably still much room for improvement. ]\[ore parallel texts in

other languages to constitute bilinguals, and large additions to the stock of Old Nubian literature itselt

are much to be desired.

A pupil of Dr. Junker in Vienna, Dr. Zyhlarz evidently unites insight into meaning with powen-^ of

combination and of close analysis, together with a feeling for the structure of a language. It will be

interesting to see what he can make of two short texts publishe<l last year in the Proropdioga of the

British Academy. The review'er observes with particular gratification the promise in his book of an article

on Meroitic.

F. Ll. (Griffith.

Egypt and the Sudtuu Handbook for travellers by Karl Baedeker. With 106 maps and plans, and

56 woodcuts. Eighth revised edition. Leipzig, 1929. (London agents, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.)

The eighth English edition of Baedekers Egypt has followed the eighth German edition of 192?^ with

astonishing rapidity, and actually embodies some additions necessitated hy the excavations of the past

winter, 1928-29. The introductory matter of over two hundred p<iges forms a w<uiderful survey of Egypt
from every point of view over a period of five thousand years : every section of it is written by an authority

on his subject. Professor Steindorff, for example, is responsible for Ancient History, the Hieroglyphs and
Ancient Religion, while Sir Henry Lyons writes on the Nile and the Climate, and ( ’aptaiii Cresswell on

Islamic Architecture. It needs only a glance at the pages on Sakkarah, Tell el-‘Amarnah ami the Bibau
el-Mulfik to show that the book is completely u}) to date. Nor will this surprise those who winter after

winter observe the tireless energy' with which Dr. Steindorff, who is responsible for its revision, toils up hills

and down tomb-shafts, undeterred by the burden of years, in his search after truth.

A Coptic Dictionary compiled by W. E. Crum. Part I: (Oxford, Clareiulon Press, 1929.)

At last we welcome the appearance of the first part of the new Coptic Dictionary which all Coptic

scholars have been awaiting for many years. And it may be affirmed at once that it reaches the high
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standard of scholarship which was expected of its author, and it more than fulfils all reasonable desires in

the mass of new material that it contains. Peyron’s I^exicon was published in 1835, so that very nearly

100 years have passed since the appearance of that great work, and since 1835 little has been done for

Coptic lexicography in the Bohairic and Sahidic dialects. The work of Tattam and Parthey, of Kabis and

Bsciai only made some additions to the vocabulary. In Achmimic, however, useful work has been done by

glossaries to special texts by SteindorfF, Bosch, Lacau and Carl Schmidt
;
these remain glossaries, however.

Much valuable work in etymology has been done by Sethe, Spiegelberg, Devaud (whose premature death

is a serious loss to science) and others
;
but etymology is unfortunately excluded from the scope of the new

Dictionary. What distinguishes the latter from Peyron is the wealth of illustrative examjjles given from

published and unpublished sources. In order to enable this to be done, it has been necessary to compress

the material into a narrow space and to make use of an extensive system of abbreviation. At a first glance,

the appearance of the text is rather alarming, and a certain amount of trouble is necessary before full use

can be made of the material presented
;
yet it yields, with the help of the elaborate list of abbreviations,

to a short and careful study which it deserves, for much care has evidently been devoted to the consideration

of its details.

Since Peyron’s day the mass of new Coptic material that has come to liglit and that has had to be

absorbed in this new work is very great. What Peyron had at hand was confined almost entirely to portions

of the Bible and works of religious edification, sermons, encomia, biographies of Saints and martyrdoms.

The new material has been extended by the discovery of a considerable number of legal documents, letters,

accounts, etc., but otherwise the mass of it falls into the old limits of religious literature, practically all

translations from the Greek with the excet)tion of Sheiajute. Profme literature is restricted to some
medicine and a little alchemy, astrology and magic. Government decrees and laws were issued in Greek

and no translations have come down to us
;
though we have some church canons. History is represented

hy fragments of the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria. Of lighter literature, such as the old language

has left us so many delightful examples, we have only a small fragment of the invasion of Egypt by

Gambyscs in a legendary form, fragments of the Alexander romance and some popular stories in verse,

ballads in fact. Therefore the range of words is still limited owing to the absence of sections usually

found in other literatures, e.y,, history, drama, fiction, poetry, philosophy, science, criticism. Further, the

Coptic language suftei-s from being the handmaiden of Greek
;
with the exception of Shenoute and the

legal documents all is translation and this makes it difficult for us to be sure how far any phrases and
idioms are home-made or a literal rendering of the foreign tongue. Through Shenoute alone can we see how
idiomatic and racy the native Coptic was, and occasionally how difficult to be understood for lack of a

‘‘crib.” The result is our knowledge of the meanings of words is based in the main on the Sahidic versions

of the Bible. In a far higher degree than Luther for German and the Devisers of 1611 for English did the
unknown Coptic translators create a new tongue for their countrymen. When we consider that the earliest

translation of at any rate the Psalms and Gospels probably dates back (as Lightfoot first had the courage
to maintain) to the latter half of the second century a.d. and that the whole Bible was translated well

before the end of the 3rd century (as we see from the famous papyrus acquired for the British Museum by
Sir E. Wallis Budge and edited by him in 1912), we realize that, if the translators did not invent the
Graeco-Coptic alphabet they availed themselves of the new instrument with amazing rapidity and genius.

M e have only to compare the clumsy use made of it in lay documents, such as the magical writei’s and
compilers of horoscoi>es so late as the middle of the 3rd century. The difference is amazino^.

The compiler of a Coptic lexicon who is primarily concerned with the meaning of words is so far

fortunate in building on a tran>slation in that he has /i Greek equivalent or equivalents for every word in

the Old and Sew Testaments of which the translation survives, with the context in which it occurs.
Therefore Mr. Crum gives for every word so occurring the Greek original or originals and next nou-biblical
sources for such as have a Greek equivalent—and then come references to early gnostic texts, to Shenoute
and later writers.

As soon as we turn to a word that does not occur in the Bible we realize the difference and we are met
with notes of interrogation and confessions of ignorance.

AVith regard to Shenoute, Mr. Crum inserts Sh. before every quotation from his writings and those of
his disciple Besa. This is an admirable idea and one that few scholars would have ventured to carry out.
To know that Shenoute has used an idiom is to stamp it as the genuine native product.

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the language is the large part played in it by prepositions
and adverbs, simple and compound; as in English, most of the old inflexions have disappeared and are
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replaced hy prepositional phrases. In the present instalment we have e and eTfee and the various
adverbial compounds of feoA. The latter are treated with admirable fullness.

€ might perhaps have received rather fuller treatment, e.g. though the u^ual preposition of direction

towards places, it is very rarely used of person^ (being replaced by
;
under III on p. 52, e in used in

the co-ordination of substantives as well as verbs; but these are trifles.

The principal verbs dealt with in this part are ficoK- and fimA, ei and eipe. &cok, though a verv
common word, does not vary much in meauiug. fccoA on the other hand serves a great variety of uses
which are fully illustrated and make interesting reading.

Under ei €-2s.n- a reference might be given to iM.G. xnv. 140, epenecfemA nHOT ecseucur '‘what does
its interjuetation (of a parable) amount to?”

The article on eipe affords us for the fir^t time an idea of the extent and variety of its uses^.

In general it would be an advantage to luive the (pialitative form indicated or quoted in the examples
and where it is possible, e.g. under to have a statement that the qualitative form is iiNod mvanahly
in every tense in which it can be used, i.t\ Pres. I and II circumstantial, Imperfect and nominal sentence,

all those which are not compounded of an auxiliary and au inhuitive
; or again 8. a. eipe on p. 83, Col. i, ih

“become, befall” one would naturally ex})et t these examples to be the qualitative, whereas they are all in

the “infinitive” form.

When we turn to the smaller and rarer words, we are astonished at the multitude of them, and are

grateful for the amount of new information to be found in the articles on e.g. ivTO “multitude,” eliH

“darkness,” cjuHpe “inundation,'” ee^T “end,' leAAe “brightness''; to name only a few specimens ; ex-

cellent too is that dealing with the more familiar eione “craft.” The author has not, however, succeeded
in clearing up the enigmatic estiAi “lot," which is perhaps a verb rather than a noun.

Though the scope of the work did not allow of the inclusion of foreign words, yet room has wisely been
found for a small number of words on the border line—either words which have become nationalized and
acquired an Egyptian conqdexion in the process, e.g. Persian ? , ^^pufe. (qy. dppal3a>v Semitic

cf. new Liddell and Scott s.v.), (aXorjl)^ ewpiAi (?), tnee (Trlva^), e'S'ni (evvjj 1\
^M.\c. {drpis ?), -&HII (detov), or others which may, or may not, he Coptic at all.

A perusal of the work so far gives a vivid idea of the wealth of Coptic idiom : and this is aided by the
brief and pithy phrases in which the editor presents in English the context of tiie Coptic word under
consideration.

It is not too much to say that the work will put the study of Coptic on a new and sure foundation, and
our best wishes go out to the editor for a successful completion of his great undertaking.

1 On p. 51, col. if. {b) “debt,” Philem. 19 (Boh.), Sap. xv, 16 (Sah.) might be quoted; and “ought” followed

by verb. Gal. 5/2,

- Under feooK on p. 29, col. ii, is a misprint, i iz. Ps for PS—the first reference to p. 8 might have been quoted

as it is a strange use and not a cognate accusative as is that on p. 286 referred to. The words are “thy ministry
”

(StaKOJ'ia) iiTcvRfiiuiK MAtOC “on which thou didst go.”

^ So common a construction as i.g. "will make you fishers of men” (Mt. iv, 19) seems to have been overlooked.

Herbert Thompson.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xv.
36
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ladanum from, 90.

Ptolemy II and, ^Y. AY. Tarn, 9-25.

Aramaic inscription of Cilicia, 209.

Arendotes, 72.

Arethusa in Arabia, 11.

Aribi, queens of, 24.

Ai-iston, 12, 14, 15, 16.

Armant, 272.

excavations at, 107, 143.

Arrian, 10, 13.

Arsinoe, 22, 160.

Arsinoe II, 14.

Artemidorus, 11, 15, 221.

Aru, 27.

Asclepius, 231.

Aspelt, 27.

Assyria and control of incense route, 1 6.

Assyrians and Babylonians in Arabia, 11.

Athenian coinage, 151.

Athlit caves, excavations in, 273.

Athribis, 4.

Atlanersa, temple and altar of, 26, 27.

Augustus, 74.

Egyptian policy of, 153.

Azkheramani, 72.
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Babylonia, 13.

Babylonian astrology, 225.

di\dne names in magic, 226.

Babylonians and Assyrians in Arabia, 11.
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Barbar Adonai, 235.
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Baubo introduced to Greece from Egypt, 47.

Bedawin, 85.

Bega, 74.

Behi.Ntun inscriptions of Dariiif^, 12.

Behneseh, 239.

Beki, 256.

Beky, 245.
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Bell, H. I., 274.

lectuj'e by, 108.

review by, 141.

Beni Hasan, 85.

nude female figurine from, 41.
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Bes, 1.

Beyrouth, gem from, 230.

Bezewi— Mezawi, 71.
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Celtic religion, 227.

Ceryy, Jaroslav, a Note on the ‘‘Repeating of
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Cilicia, Aramaic inscription of, 209.
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Der el-Bahrl, 45.

figurines from Hathor shrine at, 42.

Hathor shrine at, 40.

Hatshepsut chapel at, 57.

head of Hatshepbut from, 79.

mummies at, 189.

temple at, 64.

Der el-Medinah, 198.

papyrus from, 251.

Devalid, Eiigkie, 273.

Didymus, The Financial Transactions of, Clinton
Keyes, 160-3.

Diocletian, 107.

magical books destroyed under, 219.

monetary reforms of, 153.

Diodorus, 14, 15.
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Dioscorides, 90.
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Dmwt, 165.
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Edom, 201, 202, 210.
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Egyptian divine names in magic, 226.

Egyptian !St. Christopher, An, H. R. Hall, 1.

Ekhmim, mummy from, 188.
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Preliminary Report on the Excavations at,
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Erebus, 226,
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Esau, 203.
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Gerg-tawi, 27.

Gerrha, 11, 22.
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Gizeb, Hathor in temple sculptures at, 39.
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Some Notes on Material for the Reign of
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review by, 277.
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Geometrical Problems from the Moscow
Mathematical Papyrus, 167-185.
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Hadramaut, 10, 12, 13.

Hadrian, 224.

Hadrianic cryptogram, 220.

Hagiar Kim, figurines from, 42.

Hah, 245.

Pashed son of, 256.

Hakoris, 166.

Halaib, 94.
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lecture by, 108.
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An Egyptian St. Christopher, 1.
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Hanu’as son of Sahir, 1 9, 24.

Hapu, Anienophis son of, 2-3.

Hapuseneb, 64, 67.

Harernuia, 245, 256, 257.

Harpagathes, 160.

Harri (Hurri), 202.

Hasan, Selim, 274.

Hatsliepsut, 56, 59.

portrexits of, 78-9.

sarcophagus altered for Tuthmosis I, 61.

sphinx, 78.

Haw4ra, 155.

Hawaret-el-Makta, 221.

Hay, 246, 252, 254-5, 257.

fobrew language, 201.

Hebrews, significance of crook among, 85.

Hecate-Selene, 226.

Hedjaz, 12.

Hediiakht, 254.

Hegra, 11, 21.

reached by Nabataeans, 23.

Nabataean inscription from, 17.

Helene, Amnionius son of, 155.

Heliopolis, Pachrates, prophet of, 224.

.sceptre kept in temple at, 84, 85.

Heliopolitau sun-cult, 43.

Helio.s, 226.

5emet-rasbat, 238.

Henutmirer, 246.

Heracleios son of Psaios, 98.

Heracles, 15,

Hereibeh, 17, 21.

sanctuary at, 18.

Heribrer, 186.

Hermes, 231.

hymn to, 221.

image of, 227.

Hermetic texts, 229.

Hermopolis, 109.

Hero, 240, 241.

Herodotus, 90.

on Bubastis festiyal, 47.

mentions ladauum, 92.

Heroopolis, see also Pithom, 9, 11, 12, 13.

defences built for, 16.

Hesysenebef, 245, 257.

Hibeh, 75.

Hierakonpolis, figurines at, 37.

Hierori of Soli, 13.

Hilas, 24.

Hippolytus, 227.

^nw-t-mit-t-rr, 250.

Hor, 6.

Horace, magic in, 225.

Horemheb, pylon of, 4.

Hori, 256.

Horites, 202, 203.

Horrnim 249.

Hornblower, G. I)., Predyiiastic Figures of Women
and their Successors, 29-47.

Hurus (Harpokrates), 1.

Hr son of Pnn, 165.

Hu, figurine from, 30.

Hunru, 245.

Hunt, A. S., An Incantation in the Ashmolean
Murseum, 155-7.

Hyksos and fertility cult, 42.

lamblichus, 222.

lao, 227.

lathrib (Medina), 11, 23.

Imuthes (Imhotep!, 82.

Incantation in the Ashmolean Museum, An, A. S.

Hunt, 155-7.

Ineny, 57, 59, 66.

I os, iiLscriiJtions at, 224.

Irrwrw, 165.

Ishmaelites take ladanum into Egypt, 90.

Ishtar, 32, 36.

introduced by Hykso.-s, 42.

Hiac festiyal record.^ of Anubis, 242.

It, 165.

Iti^-amara the Sabaeaii pays, tribute to Sargoii, 12.

J
Jerusalem, 224.

Jesus, 224.

Jewish diyine names in magic, 226.

Jiddah, 22.

Johnson, John, lecture by, 273.

Joppa, mint at, 152.

Joseph, ladanum .sent to, 90.

Joseph u.s, 223.

Jououet, Pierre, ayec la collaboration de Paul
CuLLART et Jean Lesquier, Papijms grecs.

Tome premier^ Fascicule IV (rexiewed;, 141.

Juba, 10.

Judai.^m, 228.

Julius Africanas, 222, 227.

Justinian, letter of time of, 97.

K
Kabir’il, 24.

Kalabsha, 70.

temple of, 72.

Karibi-iln, king of Saba, 12.

Kama discoyered by Ariston, 14.

Karna-wu, 16.

Kariiak, temple of Arnun at, 3.

pylon of Horemheb at, 4.

inscription of Seti I at, 198.

Kasa, 245, 254, 257.

Katabaiiia, 12, 13.

Kau, 46.

Kedesh, 36.

Kenherkhepeshef, 245, 253, 257.

Kenna, 245, 257.

Keyes, Clinton W., The Financial Transactions of
Didymus, 160-3.

Kh, 214.

Khar, 109.

Kharemmarat, Amenophis III, 5.

Khaleai, 27.

Kharamareye, 72,

Khemmis, 189.

Khepermarer, see Ramesses X, 194.
Khons, 245, 257.

Kinnesi, caves of, 2.

Kish, 31.

Knox, A. I)., review by, 139-141.
KOm Ishgau, 97.

Koptos, figurine from, 41.

temple of Tuthmo.sis III at, 41, 45.
Kor^nna, 30.

Ks, 208.
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Lawdan son of Haiiu as, 19, 21, 24.

Lefcara, 92.

Lesquier, Jean, avec la collaboration de Pierre
JouGUET et Paul Collart, Papyrus grecs.

Tome preitiiei\ fascicule /P (reviewed), 141.

Letter from Constantinople, A, Victor Martin,
96-102.

Leuce Come, 23.

Lexa, Francois, La Magie daas VEgupte antique
de VAnciea Empire jusqu'a C'epoquo <'opte

(reviewed), 137-?^.

Libyan branch of Ca[)sian culture, 13.

Libyans, invasion of, 198.

Lihyanite kings, list of, 24.

kings take name Tolmai, Ptolemy, 19.

Libyanites, 17 ff.

adopt Syrian god, 1 8.

subdued by Ncilxxtaeans, 23.

Lisht, 87.

Lloyd, Seton H. F., 107, 143.

Lucan, 227, 230.

magic in, 225-6.

Lysias, A New Speech of, H. J. M. Milne, 75-7.

M
Ma^atkarer Hatshepsut, 58, 60.

Mace, Arthur Cruttenden, obituary notice, 105-6.

Macedonia and Ptolemy III, 10.

Magnesia re-colonises Antioch, 21.

Maharraqa, 73.

Mahra, 9, 13.

Malta, tigurines from, 42.

Mamali= Mahra, 1 3.

Mandoulis, 71, 233.

Martin, Victor, A Letter from Constantinople,

96-102.

Mas’udu, 18, 21, 24.

Mathiolus, 92.

Maxwell, General Sir John, obituarv notice,

103-4,

Medinet Habu, mummy head from. 158.

Medinet-el-Fayyfim, papyrus from, 239.

Melidoni, 91.

Memphis, alabaster jar in form of woman from, 46.

Menander Rhetor, 223.

MenmareG see Ramesses XI, 195.

Menna, woman’s head from tomb of, 238.

Mer, “flail’’ from, 87.

Merenptah, 252.

temple of, at Memphis, 46.

Meroitic Studies VI, F. Ll. Griffith, 69-74.

Mersegert, 254.

Mesha, 218.

Moabite inscription of, 209.

Mesopotamia, cow-goddess in, 38.

tigurines from, 30.

,11 ••• )f, 31.

'd- .

1- •

. ' .73,
Mezawi, 70.

Milesian colony of Ampelone, 21.

Miletus, 13.

Milne, H. J. M., Catalogue of the Literary Papyri
in the British Museum (^reviewed), 139-141.

A New Speech of Lysias, 75-7.

Milne, J. G., Ptolemaic coinage in Egypt, 150-3.

Milopotamus, 91.

Mimaut papyrus, 230.

Min temple at Koptos, 45.

Minaea, 11, 12, 14, 16 tf

Minaean imitation of Alexandrine tetradrachm, 20.

^culpture, 18,

Minacans succeeded by Lihyaiiites, 18.

Mitanni, 202.

Mithras, 231.

Mnevis scarabs, 109.

Moab, 218,

Moabite inscription of Mesha, 209.

IVIond, Robert, 107, 272.

Mongolian fashion of sitting, 2.

Mose, 246.

Moses, 207, 224.

M^, 207, 210, 213.

Multaqis, 24.

Mummy-Head of Unusual Type, A., M. Ij. Til-
desley, 158-9.

Miisimm son of Lawdan, 24,

son of Sahar, 24.

^lusran, 12, 16, 17.

Mut-ein-Mennii, 159.

Myccrliius, 39.

Myos Hormos, 20, 22.

N
Naassenes, 232.

Nabataean inscriptions, 205.

from Hegra, 17.

Nabataeans, 12, 13, 14, 21, 23.

in time of Caesar, 16.

under Babylonian influence, 15,

Nabonidus, 11.

Nagib, 202, 203, 208.

Nagibin, 205, 214, 216.

Nakhtmin, 245, 246, 256.

Naksh-i-rustam in'>criptions of Darius, 12.

Napata, Amun of, 74.

Scenes from a Destroyed Tem[)le at, F. Ll,

Griffith, 26-8.

Naqada and Balias, figurines from, 29.

Narans, 160.

Narmer-Meues holds “flail,” 94.

Hathor on palette of, 39.

Natekarnani, 28.

Naukrates, figurine of nude woman from, 41.

silver shipped to, 150.

Naxos, ladanum from, 92.

Nearchus, 10.

Nebenma^'at, 248.

Nehmaf'atre*', Amenophis III, off.

Nebmehit, 254.

Nebnakht, 245, 256.

Nebiiiifer, 244, 246, 248, 251, 253, 256, 257.

Nebsinon, 245, 256.

Nechepso, 225.

Neferhotexi, 244 S'., 255.

Neferruuxiet, 249,

Neferseiiet, 254.

Nekhemmut, 255.

Neopytbagoreanism, 228.

Nesmin, mummy of, 188.

Nestosen, stela of, 71,
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Nile and Red Sea, canal between, 9.

Nin-khur-sag, 31, 36.

Nin-tud, 38.

Nobatae, 74.

Nock, A. D., Greek Magical Papyri, 219-235.
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Notes and News, 107-9, 272-4.
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Notes onthe Reburial of Tuthmosis I, H.E.AATnlock
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Notices of Recent Publications, 137-141, 275-279.
Nubia, Hathor shrine in, 40.
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Nubian figurines, 40.
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Obituary, Arthur Cruttenuen Mace, 105-6.
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Ochus, 17.

Oenomaus, 223.

O’Leary, De Lacy, reviews by, 276, 277.
Oman, 10, 22.

Onesicritus, 10.

Ormuz, Straits of, 10.

0‘Rorke, E. B., 107.

Orphic hymns, 222.

texts,"'229.

Orphisrn, 228.

Ovid, magic in, 225.

Oxyrhynchus, 75, 241.
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Pabus, 160 S’.

Pachrates, prophet of Heliopolis, 224.
Pakamen, 196.

Pakhniim, 70.

Pakysis, 160.

Palladios, 98.

Panopolis, 189.

PapyrusSaltl24(Brit. Mus. 10055 'Jaroslav Cerny,
243-258.

Parsetet (Persia), 9, 10.

= Seleucid empire, 11.

Pasan, inscription of, at Philae, 70.

Pashed son of Hah, 245, 246,' 256, 257.

Paua^'amun, 196.

Paynozem, 59, 63.

Peet, T. E., review by, 275.
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blems from the Moscow Mathematical Papy-
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Peloponnesian AA"ar, 75.

Peloponnesians, 15.

PenOinuket, 256.

Penbuy, 5, 254.

Pendlebury, J. D. S., 143.

Pendua, 245, 256.

Peneb, 244 ff.

Pennub, 245, 256, 257.

Pereme, 70.

Persenen, 27.

Persephone, 226.

Persia fPar.setet), 9, 11.

and control of incense route, 16,

Persian coins in Egypt, 150.

Persis, 10.

Petephawt, 70.

Petosiris, 225.

on the Teima stone, 12.

Petra, 11, 15, 22.

Pe-werm, 80.

Philadelphia in Fayyfim, Arab guards at, 21.

Philadelphus, 74.

Philae, 69.

Philotera, 14, 22.

Phoenician alphabet, 200.
language, 201.

mints, 152.

silver coins in Egypt, 150.

Photius, 14.

Pinehas, 255.

Piom, 245, 256.

Piraeus, 75.

Pistis Sophia, 232.

Pithoni stele, 9, 12.

Plato, 75.

Plenderleith, Dr. H. J., lecture bv, 273.
Pliny, 10, 11.

mentions ladanum, 92.

Plutarch, 75.

Pnn, HF son of, 165.
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I. Ihe Ihebaa necropolis (reviewed), 138-9.

Portrait-Statuette of Seso.'^tris III, A H. R. Hill

Poseidonius, 15.

Predynastic Figiire^ of Women and their Successors,
G- D. Hornblower, 29-47.

Preemhab, 244, 255, 256.
Preliminary Report oii the Excavations at El-

T,
1928-9, H. Frankfort, 143-9.

Premms (Pnmis;, 71, 74.

Procopius, 74.

Psaios, Heracleios son of 98.
Pselchis, 70.
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Psentad (Psintaes), 82.

Ptolemaic Coinage in Egypt, J. G. Milne, 150-3.

Ptolemaic influence on Lihjanites, 18.

Ptolemais-Ake, mint at, 152.

Ptolemais Epitheras, 22.

Ptolemy II and Arabia, W. W. Tarn, 9-25.

and coinage, 151,

Ptolemy III and Macedonia, 10.

Ptolemy IV, 16.

Puani, 73.

Punt, queen of, 30, 46.

Puyemre^, 65.

Pythagoreanism, 227.

R
Rabegh, 23.

Rames.ses II, cult of Tuthmosis I under, 65,

imitated by Ramesse.s III, 198.

Rame».ses III, papyrus of reign of, 244.

Ramesses IX, chronoLjgy, 194.

Ramesses X, 194, 195, 198.

Ramesses XI, chronology, 195-8.

Ramose, 5, 245, 257.

tomb of, lok
Ras JIussendam, 10, 13.

Read, Sir Charles Hercules, 108.

Red Sea, Ptolemy II explores, 14,

and Nile, canal between, 9.

RekhmireC 65, 164 ff’

Retennu, 202.

employed in mines, 201.

Retimo, 91.

Rezon of Damascus, 90.

Rockefeller, John D., 272,

Roman period, mummy head of, 159.

Rome, 245, 256.

annexes Egypt and Nabataea, 16.

S
Saba, 9, 11.

Sabaea, 12, 13.

Sabaean king not allowed to leave palace, 20.

Saft el'Henne, ostraca from, 81.

Sahar, 24.

Sahidic, 191.

Sahir queen of Libyan, 24.

Sahuref', 87.

Saitic period, nude woman type in, 43.

period, pedestal coffin of, 186.

type of figurines, 41.

Sakkarah, mummy at Norwich from, 186.

sculpture from, 78.

Salamu = Shalamians, 1 2.

Salhan, 24.

Samaria, 218.

Sa-Nabfi-tabi, governor of Salamu, 12.

Sanam, temple of Tirhaqa at, 27.

Sarapas, 240.

SarapioD, 240.

Sarapis, accounts referring to festival of, 239.

Sargon, 11.

receives tribute from Arabia, 12.

Satabus, 160ffi

Satyrus, 14.

Scenes from a Destroyed Temple at Napata, F. Ll,

Griffith, 26-8.

Seir, 210.

Selene, 227.

hymn to, 223.

Selene-Hecate spells, 221.

Seleuceia, 11.

Semites arriving in Egypt, 85.

Semitic, Abyssinian, 192.

inscriptions, 201.

origin of Sinaitic writings, 217.

words, transliteration of, 191.

Seneca, 227.

Senmut, 64, 67.

Senqameiisekeu, 26, 27.

Senusret I, Semites arriving in Egypt, under, 85.

Septuagint, 223.

Serai )it, inscriptions from, 200, 201.

Serapiacus, 156.

Sesobtris III, A Portrait-Statuette of, II. K. Hall,
154.

Sethianic curse tablets, 220.

Seti I, 198.

cult of Tiithmosis I, under, 65.

daughter of, 250.

Seti temple at Abydos, 272.

Setuakht, 256.

Set-Typhon, 228.

Sextus PompeiiiN, 226.

Shablfii Medik, 71.

Shalamians, 21.

absorlied by Nabataeans, 23.

Sheba, queen of, 24.

Shellal, 74.

Shepherd’s Crook and the so-called “Flail” or

“Scourge” of Osiris, The, P. E, Newberry,
84-94.

Shorter, Alan W., 143.

review by, 137-8.

Sibylline texts, 229.

Sidon, mint at, 152.

Sinai, 15.

Ariston explores coast of, 14.

Hathor shrine in, 40.

inscriptions based on Egyptian, 218.

Sinaitic Inscriptions, The, A. E. Cowley, 200-218.

Sinkat, 94.

Siptah, 252.

Smithis, 70.

Socnopaei Nesus, 160.

Soli, Hieron of, 13,

Solomon, seal of, 229.

Solon and Athenian coinage, 151.

Somaliland, 10.

penetrated by Ptolemies, 23.

Some Wo<^den Figures of the Eighteenth and Nine-
teenth Dynasties in the Britijsh Museum,
Part I, H. R, Hall, 236-238.

Sophia, 224.

Sopliron, 225.

Spain, figurines from, 33.

Spiegelberg, VTlhelm, N'ote on the Feminine
Character of the New Empire, 199.

Zwei Inschriften der Spatzeit, 80-83.

Spongos, 240, 241.

Statilius Taurus, 227.

Statius, 223, 227.

magic in, 225.

Strabo, 13, 14, 15, 72, 153.

Struve, W., 11.
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Suakin, 85.

Siitnerian scMilpture^, Ej^^yptian re^^emblance.s to, 44.

Susa, figurines iVoin, 31.

Suti, 6.

Syria, ladanum from, 01.

T
Taharka, 100.

Ta-Hor rrayrH', ^0.

Tai.sh, mountain iii Yemen. 23.

Taley (Talekh:, 28.

Talmai (Tolinay = Ptolemv. 10.

Talmis, 72, 233.

Tan itil, 200.

Taqrire-aniani, 70.

Taraiiis, 227.

Tarn, W. \Y., Ptolemy II rind Arabia, 0-25.

T<ises, 160.

Ta-.seti, 109.

Taslia pass, 23.

Taiies, lOO.

Tayris (Ta-IInr ', 80.

Tehama, 23-4.

Teima, il, 12, 22.

occupied by Xabataeau'', 23.

Telelis, 74.

Tell Lo, 37.

Teos (Dje-hoy 80,

Teriteqas, 70.

Teshi, 9.

Teutate, 227.

Thamud, 11, 14.

Thebes, panel of box from, 5.

Theocritus, magic in, 225.

Theophrastus, 10, 13.

mentions ladanum, 93.

The.ssalian witch, 226.

Thirty Tyrants, 76.

Thompson, Sir Herbert 'review by;, 277-9.
Thrace, Abdera in, 10,

Thra.sybulu s, 7 5.

Three Inscribed Statues in Boston, Dows Dunh vm
164-G.

Tiglath-Pile.ser, ladanum in Annals of, 90.

Tiglath-Pileser III, 11.

Tigris, 11.

Tildkslky, M. L., a :\Iummy-Head of Unu.siial
Type, 158-9.

Tiresias, 227.

Tirliaqa, 26, 27.

Tod, IMakct-.s X. Bibliograpliy (1927-1928); Greek
Inscription^, 259-261

.

Tolmai son of Hannas, i>4.

son of Lawdan, 24.

Transcription of New Kingdom Hieratic, The,
Alan H. Gardiner, 48-55.

Trebomaims Gcdlu.s, 70.

Tut^'ankhamrm, Amenophis III the father of, 8.

mummy of, 63.

necklaLes of, 148.

torn)) of, 34.

Tuthmosis I, Xotes on the Reburial of, H. E.
WinLOCK, 56-68

finding of tomb of, 57.

granite stela nf, 57.

Tuthmosis II completes tomb of Tuthmosis I, 59.

Tuthinosis HI (?) at Berlin, and the Portraits of

Hatshcpsut, A Xew Portrait of, H. R. Hall,
78-9.

Tuthmosis III, 59.

temple of, at Koptos, 41, 45.

Tuthmosis TY, 59.

Tuv, 245.

Ty; 148.

Typhon, 155, 227.

Tyre, 11.

mint at, 152.

U
Hr, figurine from, 31.

Urnina, 37.

V
A'alentiiiiis, 232.

Yikentief, Y, 109.

Adrgil, magic in, 225.

W
AVaC])et, 253, 254.

AVAdi Hamed, 17, 22, 23.

AAYidi Hammamat, inscription from, 171.
AA"a<li Safra, 23.

Wazmose, 246, 256, 257.

AVebkhet, 245.

AVenamoii, 248.

AV n lifer, 245, 256.
AA"n ’ A'erius, 29 ff.

AA^inl ck, H. E., Xotes on the Reburial of Tuth-
niosis I, 56-68.

AVormald, F., a Fragment of Accounts dealing with

Religious Festivals, 239-242.
AA'orrell, W. H., The Evolution of A^elar, Palatal

and Dental Stops in Coptic, 191-3.
Wsr, 165.

Y
Yemen, 23.

Yenbo, 23.

Yeyemwaw, 245, 248.

Z
Zaidil at Delos, 20.

the Egyptian priest, 20.

Zer, sealing of, 87.

Zwei Inscliriften der Spatzeit, W. Spiegelberg,
80-83.

Zyhlarz, Ernst, Grutidzage der Xnhiscken Oratii-

matlk im ChrutUchen Fruhmittelcdter (re-

viewed;, 277.
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